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ABSTRACT 

My dissertation examines the causes, events and outcomes of the two largest 

British naval mutinies and their revolutionary potential during the era of the French 

Revoiutk)a Previous historians have attempted to define these mutinies through a variety 

of mono-causal explanations such as material demands and political theory; each has &iled 

as they did not identify the divisions that existed between the seamen. My research 

examines the impact of masculine identities of working-class men, in this case British 

seamen. By returning i^ency to the seamen, 1 have concluded that these men were divided 

in their ideas about manhood and these divisions shaped the motives, courses, and 

outcomes of the two major mutinies in the Royal Navy of 1797. 

Competing understandings of gender identity divided the seamen. One Action of 

seamen promoted revolutionary ideas imported from France which defined all men as 

political equals; the others saw their manhood defined by the traditional plebeian maritime 

values of skill, bravery, and nationalism. The plebeian seamen mutinied over material 

grievances. The revolutionary seamen attempted to use the resulting social chaos to 

redirect the mutinies to political and social revolutions. But the revolution was short lived 

and fiiiled, not due to the actions of the state, which was largely an observer to the events, 

but because the plebeian seamen woukl not accept ideas and actions that made them 

betray the monarch and nation and therefore their sense of manhood. Using violent 

measures, these seamen suppressed their revolutionary brethren and ended the mutinies, 

much to the state's relief. 

My research will explain how a working-class revolution took place in Britain in 

the 1790s, and why it was defeated not by the power of the state but by other 

working-class men who believed that the new revolutnnary ideology and masculine 

understandings that it promoted were incompatible with their plebeian maritime concept of 
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masculinity. My dissertation concludes that a British revolution did occur on the decks of 

the Royal Navy, but it was defeated a gender-based division among the seamen. 
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Introductkin 

"We Are A Neglected Set" 

Introduction 

In April, 1795, Captain Philip Patton' wrote to Earl Spencer, the First Sea Lord of 

the British Royal Navy, warning him ''of the danger of general Mutiny", and offering his 

solutions to heading off such a calamity. Patton feared that naval mutiny could lead to 

British seamen deserting to their enemies; reducing the great advantages enjoyed by the 

British over their enemies in number of ships and experienced seamen. Such an event 

would be a disaster as ships took months to construct, and veteran seamen took years to 

replace. Patton suggested that the Royal Navy use the experienced seamen as a bulwark 

against mutiny. He proposed increasing the numbers of petty ofiBcers in every ship and 

raising their pay by one third. With greater material rewards and positk)ns that formally 

recognized their importance to the navy, these men would then, in Patton's opinion, act to 

prevent other seamen from mutinying. To keep these experienced men as a reserve force, 

Patton urged that they be given a pension until the age of fiity as long as they were willing 

to return to the Royal Navy during "armaments or actual hostilities".^ Patton believed that 

because of their scarcity, the commissioned ofiBcers of a ship could not control their ship's 

'Later in 1795, Patton had reached the rank of Rear-Admiral of the Blue and his final rank 
at his death on December 31,1815 was Admiral of the Red. His first commissk)n 
(Lieutenant) was in 1763 so Patton had seen 22 years commissioned service by 1795. See 
Davkl Syrett, The rommissioned Sea Officers of the Royal Navy 1660-1815 (AMershot, 
Hants, Engkuid: Scholar Press for the Navy Records Society, 1^4), 350. 

^PhOlp Patton, Observations on Naval Mutiny. Presented in 1975. 3-11, Tunstall Papers 
(hereafter referred to as "TUN") 212, Caird Library, National Maritime Museum, 
GreenwKh (hereafter referred to as "NMM"). 
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company alone. The leading seamen, those who had the greatest influence over their ships' 

companies, were the key personnel in preventing mutiny. 

In addition to highlighting the seamen's long standing material grievances, Patton 

also observed that the ideas of the Age of Revolution brought forth a new challenge as 

"Even France presents itself under a new aspect to seamen: it affects to be called a land of 

liberty; the very name &scinates ignorant men, and may lead them to ruin themselves with 

their country." Patton warned of the need for "a more Uberal conduct" on the Royal 

Navy's part because '"With whatever indifference the discontent of the seamen may have 

been viewed, if an effectual remedy be not applied, the day must come when it will be a 

very serious consideration; and when a general disposition to mutiny takes place, it may be 

past remedy."^ The Admiralty did not heed Patton's warnings. Their lack of action 

contributed to the two major mutinies of 1797, one of them evolving into a revolutionary 

action. 

Two years later on Easter Sunday April 15,1797'*, the seamen of the Royal Navy 

began the first of their two great mutinies during the era of the French Revolution. 

Mathew Henry Barker, better known as "an oki sailor", recounted the seamen's the 

^Patton, Qhservations on Naval Mutiny. 3-11, TUN/212. 

'̂ Dates in naval togs and calendar accounts differ in that nautkal days start at noon and 
end at noon unlike land-based reckoning which is generally midnight to midnight. NautKal 
logs have two twelve hours bbcks: first is the PM period of twelve hours (noon to 
midnight) foUowed by an AM period of 12 hours (mklnight to noon). Therefore the 
Spithead mutiny began at 2 p.m. on the afternoon of April 15 based on calendar dating 
while it began on April 16 on nautkal reckoning. For tte purpose of this investigatkin 
dates will be generally reckoned in the more easily understandable land-based dating 
system with additkinal notes to try and keep the two different systems in line when 
potential confuskn might resuh. 
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feelii^s at the commencement of the Sphhead Mutiny, so called because it occurred at the 

Spithead Anchorage near Portsmouth; 

After it broke out, it was a curious sight to watch the looks of the seamen, 
and notice the conduct of the officers. Yet those who had exercised mercy 
were mercifiiUy and generous^ treated. Some of the men woukl stand with 
their arms fokled, gummaging upon what they done, with countenances 
'more in sorrow than in anger,' seeming to think their &te was sealed, yet 
feeling more for their messmates than themselves. Others, with bold fronts, 
woukl brave the consequences, and dare the worst, though you might 
frequently catch their eye taking a broadside glance at the yard-rope, with 
the hangman's noose at the end. On the main-deck might be seen two or 
three eyeing a group of talkers with the utmost suspicion, and stealing by 
degrees toward them to catch hokl of their discourse. But the forecastle 
was the principal resort, and all the various workings of the mind might be 
traced from undaunted recklessness to sickness of heart: here the hardy 
boatswain's mate vociferated his oats, turned his quid, and cracked his 
joke, insensible to danger, there the more placul, yet not less firm, 
quarter-master, leaned over the netting, k)oking towards the shore in all the 
distractk>n of thought; wife, chiklren, friends, honour, life, seemed hanging 
by a breath.^ 

^Mathew Henry Barker (an Okl Sailor), Greenwich Hospital, a Series of Naval Sketches-
Descriptive of the Life of a Man-of-War's Man by an Old Sailor, with lUustratmns by 
George Cruikshank (London: James Robins and Co., 1826) 147-152. Barker's general 
details can be confirmed from various ships' logs. Admirahy, Captain Sir Andrew Snape 
Douglas, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (April 9,17% to Jidy 9,1997), Captain's 
Logs, Admirahy (hereafter referred to as ''ADM") 51/4490, Public Record Office, London 
(hereafter referred to as "PRO"). Sir Andrew Douglas, Captain of the Queen Charlotte, 
recorded in his log entry of April 16, 1797, "at 2 the signal came on board the Royal 
George to unmoor upon whk;h the Ship's Company came aft to the Quarter Deck and 
acquainted the Officers with their determinatk)n of sticking lower yards and Top Gallant 
Masts; that to Sea they woukl not go without an increase of Pay &c &c for which they 
had petitk)ned both Houses of Parliament through Lord Howe in February last. From the 
(Quarter Deck they proceeded to the forecastle manned the larboard rigging. Booms, & 
larboard Gangway, gave three cheers whkh was answered one half of the fleet." 
Lieutenant James McFarland, also of the Queen Charlotte, noted in his entry of April 16, 
1797, "PM Light Airs & Ctoudy, at 1/2 past 1 the Admiral made the signal to prepare for 
sailing, the ship's company came aft and tokl the commanding officers they woukl not 
weigh anchor until they had their wages raised, upon whkh ttey manned the rigging and 
gave three cheers, whkh was answered by every line of battle ship at Spithead." 
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Despite their differing reactions, the seamen knew that mutiny was no small venture. By 

sunset at the Spithead anchor^e, the worst fears of Patton had come true; ten thousand 

men on sixteen ships of the line of the Channel Fleet were in a state of mutiny.^ With the 

Channel Fleet in a state of mutiny, little stood in the way of a French naval sortie from 

Brest, and if the mutiny became prolonged, a possible French invasion of the British Isles. 

Mutiny has been one of the great dramas of history. On the military level it 

represents a loss of command and control by the officers over their subordinates. When a 

military force ceases to follow the commands of its appointed leaders, it ceases to exist as 

a regular military force. The officers of the Royal Navy involved in the 1797 mutinies also 

understood this. Lieutenant Philip Beaver, who served on the Monarch during the 

Spithead Mutiny, wrote, "...every officer of high feelings and strict notions of naval 

discipline must ever deplore, a mutiny - a mutiny in the British navy!!!".^ Captain Edward 

Admiralty, Lieutenant James McFarland, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3,1796 
to July 9, 1797), Logs of the Queen Charlotte 1794-1799. Log Q.23, NMM. 

^The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Admiralty In-Letters From 
the Channel Fleet 1797. ADM 1/107, PRO and Admiralty, "April 17, 1797, In Portsmouth 
& Spithead" (April, 17,1797), Naval Disposition Lists. ADM 7/472, PRO. The number 
includes the seamen, marines, and supernumeraries mustered for the first, second, and 
third rated ships present on April 17, 1797 at Portsmouth and Spithead which had sent 
delegates to sign the Fleet Petition. They included: the Royal George with 825 total men 
mustered. Royal Sovereign with 794, Lomion with 704, Queen Charlotte with 815, Glory 
with 663, Duke with 671, Mars with 587, Marlborough with 566, Ramillies with 550, 
Robust with 557, Le Impetueta with 637, Defence with 501, Terrible with 548 (muster 
date of May 8, 1797), Le Pompee with 690, Minotaur with 611, and the Defiance with 
563 for a total of 16 ships of the line mustering 10,282 men. The commissioned and 
warrant ofBcers were not in a state of mutii^ so the total number of men not answering 
the commands of their captains was about 10,0(X). 

^W.H. Smith, The [.ife and Services ofCapfahi Philip Reaver fT ondnn! John Murray, 
1829), 121-122. 
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GrifSth, who &iled in his command of the London during the Spithead mutiny, called 

1797, "an awfiil event, which not only disgraced the naval service, and brought our 

country to the verge of ruin" * 

As Griffith understood, a large scale military mutiny and the resulting potential for 

revolution not only affected the military, but it also represented the greatest nightmare of 

those who controlled the state, the fear that their final instrument of power, military force, 

had been lost. By the 1790s, the patrician class that had ruled Britain throughout the 

eighteenth century were bsing the cultural power that had sustained their cultural 

hegemony and in turn their political rule.^ Lord Nelson, the greatest British naval leader of 

the era, feared that if the patrician class yielded to mutineers at Spithead, they would open 

Pandora's Box, '1f government gives in, what can we expect of this fleet? I shall believe 

we shall all be at Spithead. Mankind are all alike and if these people find their brethren in 

England get their wishes complied with by being troublesome, it is human nature for 

others to take the same methods."'̂  Captain CoUingwood echoed Nelson's sentiments, 

"What is conceded to them [the mutineers] is not received as a provision which justice 

makes them, but as what they have extorted, and they now know how they may extort, 

what injustice they have not the same claim to."'' To the ruling classes, mutiny could be 

^Edward Gri£Bth Colpoys, A Letter to Vice Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. K.C.B. 
rnntaining An Account of the Mutiny of the Fleet at Spithead. in the Year 1797. In 
Correction of That Given in Captain Brenton's Naval History of the Last War (London: 
G. Woodfell, 1825), 1-2. 

^.P. Thompson, "The Patricians and the Plebs," in E.P. Thompson, Customs in Common 
(London: Merlin Press, 1991), 95-96. 

'̂ oratk) Nelson to his Wife, June 30, 1797, in George P.B. Nash, ed.. Nelson's Letters 
to His Wife and Other Documents 1785-1831 (Navy Records Society, 1958), 328. 

' 'Captain Collmgwood to Dr. Alexander Caryle, June 3, 1797, in Edward Hughes, ed.. 
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a perilous drama at best, possibly triggering a Jacobin revolution and class war ashore. 

And 1797 had not been the best of all possible years for the British government. 

By 1797, Britain had been at war with revohitionaiy France for four years. For 

William Pitt, Prime Minister of Britain, events were taking a turn for the worse. Internally, 

Pitt faced a financial problem with a run on the Bank of England.'̂  Externally, events 

were no better. Most of the members of the First Coalitton, the European alliance against 

Revolutionary France, had quit the war. While the Austrians were still allied with the 

British against France, they were on the verge of seeking terms of peace with General 

Bonaparte, who had defeated their armies in Italy.'̂  But the rulers of Britain believed that 

they coukl still count on their navy to defend their homeland and empire. 

From 1793 to 1797, the Royal Navy had won both of their major naval 

engagements against the French and their allies. On June 1,1794, Admiral Howe's British 

fleet had decisively defeated a French fleet in the Atlantk:; capturing six French ships and 

destroying one without losing a single ship. The British called this victory "The Glorious 

First of June". In 1796, Spain had left the First Coalitk>n and had allied with France. A 

Spanish fleet sailed to destroy the British fleet off of the coast of Spain. Before the 

The Private Correspondence of Admiral T nrd Cnilingwood (Navy Records Society, 
1957), 82-83. 

'̂ John F.hrman. The Younger Pitt: The Consuming Struggle rStanford: Stanford 
University Press, 19%), 5-7. 

'̂ Owen Connelly, The French Revolution and Napoleonic Era (Fort Worth, Texas: 
Harcourt College Publishers, 2000), 188. In April, 1797 Archduke Charles of Austria 
called for a truce with the French and Peace was made in October, 1797. See also 
Ehrman, The Younger Pitt. 3-32. 

''̂ Brian Lavery, Nelson's Navy (Annapolis. Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 1994), 11. 
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Spanish fleet could link up with their French allies, they encountered a British fleet. In the 

battle of Cape St. Vincent, the British fleet defeated the Spanish fleet that outnumbered 

them almost two to one, and captured four Spanish ships without the loss of a single 

ship.'̂  

Yet the British were &r from secure. In December 1796, a French fleet sent to 

invade Ireland had slipped past the Royal Navy and reached Ireland. Fortunately for the 

British, a combination of bad weather and French ineptitude had prevented the French 

from landing a single soldier in Ireland. By 1797 plans were under way for a second 

French invasion of Ireland designed to support an Irish republican rebellion. And in 

February 1797, French troops had landed in Wales. Ahhough a small and disastrous 

landing for the French, the two day invasion by 1,400 men on British soil showed that 

Britain remained vulnerable. A loyal Royal Navy could dominate the seas, and could be 

counted on to defend the British Isles from a major invasion by the French revolutionaries. 

Many among Britain's ruling class feared that if the Royal Navy failed, Britain's 

enemies might invade and even conquer thenL The Annual Register, a Burkean 

publication, summed up the fears of national decline of the British elite if the British navy 

was somehow lost. 

Deprived of this indispensive support, at a period when it was more than 
ever needed, Great Britain would lose, at once, its influence in the affiiirs of 
Europe, and sink into a state of absolute insignificance. That awe in whkh 
it had kept surrounding nations, wouM vanish; none of them wouM any 
longer either dread its power or court its allegiance; its very politkal 

Davki Howarth and Stephen Howarth, Nelson: The Immortal Memory (London: J. M. 
Dent & Sons Ltd., 1988), 155-166 and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 12. 

5. 
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existence, and an independent country, would become precarious, and 
nothing in short, of its former strength, and importance would remain.'̂  

The same publication wrote that 'not onfy the British constitution trembled on the pivot of 

fortune, but the political balance of Europe' While the defection or destruction of the 

British fleet did not guarantee victory for a French invasion force, it would put the British 

government in a weak position in continuing the war against France. In 1797, the Royal 

Navy remained the guardian of the British Isles against French fleets bearing sokliers, and 

possibly most fearfiil to Burkean thinkers, the kleas of liberty. The last thing the Pitt 

government desired was for the seamen within the fleets anchored off of Portsmouth and 

the mouth of the Thames to mutiny. 

On April IS, 1797 this feeling of security abruptly ended. Lord Bridgeport ordered 

the Giannel Fleet at the Spithead anchorage, near Portsmouth, to put to sea. One by one, 

the crews of sixteen ships of the line refused. Almost ten thousand seamen were in a 

state of mutiny. These men demanded that the government redress material grievances 

such as pay, scale of provisions, type of food served in port, shore leave, and improved 

medkal care. The Pitt government moved to meet these demands and the mutiny seemed 

to subskle. But, on May 7, enraged by newspaper reports that government reforms to 

meet their demands woukl be bkxrked in the House of Lords, the seamen of the Channel 

Fleet mutinied again. They were joined an additronal nineteen ships with nearly four 

'̂ "The History of Europe", The Annual Register, or a View of the History. Politics, and 
Literature, for the Year 1797.2d ed. (London: R. Wilks, 1807), 220. 

'̂ Ship of the line refers to ships with generally 64 or more guns and conskiered by 
tactkians of the perk)d as able to stand up to heavy enemy fire in the line of battle. See 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 40. 
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thousand seamen.^^ Tensk)ns between the seamen and the government increased after an 

incident of bloodshed on the London between many of the ship's company and their 

squadron commander, Vice-Admiral Colpoys. To prevent a continuation of the mutiny, 

the government forced Admiral Howe to return to Portsmouth. After a day of discussion 

with the mutineer delegates, Howe had won their confidence and the Spithead mutiny 

ended after 30 days on May 15,1797. 

A seemingly more confused mutiny occurred in the British North Sea Fleet as the 

Spithead mutiny ended. On May 12 mutiny began near the mouth of the Thames on the 

Nore anchorage's guard ship, the Sandwich. The seamen quickly spread their mutiny to 

the other ships at the anchorage. The spirit of mutiny continued to spread to Admiral 

Duncan's ships off the Texel. By early June, thirty-three ships with over 10,000 men were 

in a state of mutiny at or near the mouth of the Thames. '̂ This mutiny took on a more 

Admiralty, "April 17,1797, In Portsmouth & Spithead" and "May 8,1797, In 
Portsmouth & Spithead", both found in ADM 7/472. The number includes the seamen, 
marines, and supernumeraries mustered for the additional ships joining the mutiny on May 
7 and 8, 1797. These nineteen ships were the Monarch with 431 men mustered, the La 
Nymphe with 235, the Eurydice 177, the Hind with 182, the Latona with 240, the 
Megara with 51, the Incendiary with 48, the Jason with 280, the St. Margarita with 227, 
the Virginie with 274, the Pique with 201, the Phaeton with @250, the Glenmore with 
247, the Pearle with 192, the Amphritite with 170, the Speedwell with @100, the Syren 
with 196, the St. Fiorenzo with 267 (a ship that partkipated in both mutinies), and the 
Melphomene with 259 for a total of 4,017 men mustered. The commissioned and warrant 
officers were not in a state of mutiiQr so the total number of men not answering the 
commands of their captains was around 3,800 in addition to the original 10,000. 

Admirahy, "May 22, 1797, In the Rivers Thames and Medway" and "June 19,1797, In 
the Rivers Thames and Medway" both found in ADM 7/472. Other ship musters were 
drawn from the ship's muster books k)cated at the Pubtic Record Office, London m ADM 
36. The thirty-three ships were; Agamemnon with @440 men mustered. Ardent with 442, 
Belliqueux 463, BriUiara with 194, Champion with 128, Clyde with 283, Comet with 
77, Director with 431, L 'Espion with 212, Firm with 110, Grampus with 130, Hound 
with 116, Iriflexible with 468, Inspector with 104, Iris with 193, Isis with 331, Lancaster 
with @440, Leopard with 404, Lion with 507, Monmouth with 426, Montague with 599, 
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French-inspiFed tone of republican revolution. At the Nore, the British government and the 

Admiralty took on a hard-line policy, refusii^ to yield to the new mutineers' demands. 

After fidling to gain redress to their grievances, the mutineer leaders plotted an escape to 

France, the Dutch Republic, Ireland, or even America only to be thwarted by 

counter-revolution within the ranks of the seamen themsehres. Sk)wly toyalist elements in 

the ships' companies retook control of their ships from the mutineers and defected from 

the mutiny. By June 15,1797, the collapse of popular consent among the majority of the 

seamen, brought the mutiny to an end. Starting much like the Spithead mutiny as a protest 

against material conditions, the radkral leaders transformed the Nore mutiny into a 

revolution s^ainst political and social inequality only to be suppressed by the plebeian 

seamen who still supported the nationalist plank of the plebeian masculinity. 

Historiography 

Immediately after the mutinies, contemporaries in the Royal Navy debated the 

event in terms of class control, neglecting to ask why the seamen had mutinied in the first 

place. Contemporary elites feared that if the old patrician-plebeian society collapsed their 

rule would be challenged by the plebeians. Some naval officers portrayed the mutineers as 

simply k)wer class ruffians in need of strong discipline. To them, overly harsh discipline 

did not constitute the catalyst for the mutinies; instead a lack of it did. In their eyes, the 

commissioned officers had brought on the mutiny by giving the saitors too much liberty; 

harsh discipline remained the best way to keep the k)wer class in order. Captain 

Nassau with 496, Niger with 201, Proserpine with 179, Pylades with 127, Ranger with 
112, Repulse with 464, St. Fiorenzo with 267, Sandwich with 1075, Standard vnth 470, 
Swan with 123, Tisiphone with 112, and the Vestal with 183 for a total of 10,307 whkh 
includes commission and warrant officers. With subtractuns for officers this leaves about 
10,000 seamen in a state of mutiny during the month k)ng period of the Nore mutiny. 
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CoUingwood did not believe the seamen's grievances were reasonable. He wrote that the 

seamen's demands were not rights, but merely "acts of favor" that the Admiralty could, if 

it wished, give them or withhold.^ Edward PeUiam Brenton, present at the Nore mutiny 

as a lieutenant, believed that overty severe oflScers had not provoked the mutinies, but 

rather weak ofiBcers who over indulged their men through the "great evil" of "the want of 

punishment".^^ To these officers and other contemporaries the important question was 

centered on maintaining ruling class control rather than the motives of the mutinous 

seamen. 

This class-control approach to the mutinies did little to answer the question of why 

the seamen had mutinied, and drew criticism from both contemporaries and the first 

scholarly examinations of the mutinies. Sir Edward Griffith Colpoys '̂*, who commanded 

^^Howarth and Howarth, Nelson: The Immortal Memory. 173. CoUingwood also blamed 
the influx of former landsmen, "Billy Pitt's men", in promoting trouble among the saibrs. 
He described them as "the refuse of the gaUows and the purging of the gaols", quoted tn 
Christopher I.loyd. St. Vincent and Camperdnwn a nndnnr B. T. Batsford Ltd, 1963), 
98-99. To the tradition bound Edmund Burke the mutinies were sedition; see G. E. 
Manwaring and Bonamy Dobree. The Floating Republic (I.ondon! Frank Cass & Co. Ltd., 
1935, repr., 1966), 97-98. This view is not limited to those who lived two hundred years 
ago, Charles B. Arthur argues that "The indolence, indiscipline, irresolute leadership, and 
indulgent administration..." were the major causes of the mutiny. He believes that the 
mutineers siiiq)ly needed some of Admiral St. Vincent's "iron will and resolution" to 
restore discipline, meaning that it was better to fk)g the oM tars back into submissk)n 
rather than listen to their grievances. See Charles B. Arthur, The Remalcing of the Fnglish 
Maw By Admiral St. Vincent: Key to the Victory Over Napoleon (New York: University 
of America Press, 1986), 72-73. 

^Brenton believed the seamen had a baser motivatnn of material demands and if these 
indulgences had been granted or if officers had acted with more force against the 
mutineers it would have spared the navy "the di^race of a general insubordinatk)n". 
Edward Pelham Brenton, The Naval History of Great Britain. From the Year 1783 to 

vol. 1 (London: Henry Colbum, 183*^, 276-278. 

'̂̂ Colpoys' surname was GrifiBth but upon the death of his uncle Admiral Colpoys, he 
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the London during the Spithead mutinies, criticized Brenton's work for its "incorrectness" 

and unwarranted attacks on the oflBcers present at Spithead for not using more force to 

suppress the mutinies.^^ The movement to abolish corporal punishment in the nineteenth 

century influenced the first scholar^ attempt to understand these mutinies. William Neale 

argued that French subversives had not produced the Nore Mutiny, but 'that every part of 

our fleets had long severely suffered beneath the command of several obnoxious officers; 

the utmost desire should exist to get rid of these was most natural."^^ Critics like these 

and the development of more analytkal approaches to history have brought forth new 

interpretations in the twentieth century. 

The new interpretations identified two basic causal Actors for the mutinies of 

1797. The first saw material grievances as the root of the mutinies. Proponents of this 

view argue the seamen were motivated either by the effort to regain lost material rights or 

portray the seamen as forward looking strikers attempting to throw off the 

worker-unfiiendly past in an attempt to gain new material rewards for their work.^^ 

obtained permission from the King to adopt the name and arms of his uncle. See J. Ralfe, 
The Naval Biograply of Great Britain: Consisting of Historical Memoirs of Those Officers 
of The British Navy Who nistinguished Themselves During the Reign of HLs M^estv 
George III, vol. HI (London: Whitmore & Fenn, 1828), 167. 

^^Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 3-S. Colpoys was 
also angry at Brenton's accusation as he had been one of those officers at Spithead. 

^^William Johnson Neale, History of the Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore: With an 
Enquiry into its Origin and Treatment: Suggestions for the Preventkin of Future 
Discontent in the Royal Navy (London: Thomas Tegg, 1842), 134-135. Neale's work is 
oriented more toward the goal of abolishing corporal punishment in the Royal Navy than 
an academk approach to understandii^ the mutinies. 

^^Roger Wells. Insurrection: The British Experience 1795-1803 (Gloucester: Alan Sutton 
Publishing Ltd., 1983), 79,98, 108. Wells argues that the naval mutinies "reflect the 
newer trade unionist response to rismg costs of living. The same mixture of unnnist 
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Scholars promoting his interpretation general^ see the seamen in a positive light as this 

thesis maximizes the seamen's moral right of redress while also emphasizing their loyalty 

to the crown and nation. 

Several contemporaries, many of them naval officers and some of them eyewitness 

observers of the mutinies, shared this interpretation. Captain Griffith of the London feh the 

causes of the Spithead mutiny were "the insufficiency of their pay and provisions''.^^ 

Lieutenant Philip Beaver, an ofBcer on the Monarch and a first hand witness to the 

Spithead Mutiny, wrote that the seamen had mutinied to get their pay increased. In 

keeping with the general defense of the seamen adopted by those who stressed material 

causes. Beaver also emphasized the positive conduct of the mutineers at Spithead. Beaver 

descnbed the mutineers as ''moderate and just".^^ Rear-Admiral Patton, who as a Captain 

mentality and democratic ideology found among sectors of the workers, can be traced in 
the army, and is encountered much more forcibly in the navy." (79) He also refers to the 
navy as a "nursery for trade unionism" (108). Wells also takes the lead in arguing that the 
mutinies were a strike for peace. (98) Without the Channel Fleet to defend England, the 
Pitt government would have faced the ahemative of making peace with France or fighting 
ofif an invasran. Instead the saiters went right back to the profession of arms in naval 
battles in October, 1797. Wells skirts this issue with his belief that the British saitors' 
pacifism was overridden by their patriotism! Jonathan Neale describes the 1797 mutinies 
as a labor strike, "It was the biggest single victory by workers in Britain until the dockers' 
strike almost a century later, in 1889", see Jonathan Neale, The Cutlass and the Lash: 
Mutiny and Discipline in Nelson's Naw rLondon: Pluto Press, 198S), 168. The popular 
novelist Herman Melville also saw the mutinies as a strike comparable in magnitude to a 
potential strike by the Fire Brigade in a London threatened by general arson. See Herman 
Melville. Billy Budd. Saitor (Chicago: The University of Chi^o Press, 1962), 54. 
Mkhael Lewis believed that, "The Delegates at Spithead were among the earlier, if not the 
very earliest exemplars of trade unun leaders - and most accomplished ones at that." See 
Michael Lewis, Spithead. An Informal History (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 
1972), 152. 

^^Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 11. 

^^ieutenant Philip Beaver to Mrs. GQles (April 17, 1797) in John Knox Lai^ton, ed.. 
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had warned the Admiralty of the threat of general mutiny, commented that the "inadequate 

state of the pay" and inequities in volunteer bounties between the experienced seamen and 

the new landsmen were the material causes. Captain Brenton, the same who lamented 

the absence of harsh discipline, believed that there were material roots to the seamen's 

discontent - rising inflation without a pay increase and insufiBcient rations. '̂ Finally the 

Annual Register noted that for a long time a cause of discontent in the British military was 

the "smallness of their pay."^^ These initial observations about the material base of these 

mutinies were not lost upon later academic approaches to the mutinies. 

Many scholars have stressed the material basis for the mutineers' demands. Early 

in the twentieth century, scholars perpetuated the belief held by many contemporary 

observers that both the Spithead and Nore mutineers worked to redress material 

grievances, often dismissing the role of political influences in the Nore Mutiny.^^ The 

The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1 (Navy Records Society, 1902). Beaver argued that the 
seamen had petitioned to Lord Howe for an increase in pay first and then resorted to 
mutiny when their petition seemed to &I1 upon deaf ears. See Beaver to Gilles (April 19, 
1797) in Knox, The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1. Beaver concluded this letter with the 
pro-seamen sentiment of "1 had always great respect for an English seaman; 1 like the 
character now better than ever." See Beaver to Gilles (April 20, 1797) in Knox, The Naval 
Miscellany, vol. 1. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 23-25, TUN/212. Patton 
touched on the issue of masculine power when he noted that the new and inexperunced 
naval recruits were receiving a much larger bounty than the experienced seamen, despite 
the lack of maritime skills of the new men when compared to their professional peers. 

'̂Brenton, The Naval Hi.stnry of Great Britain. 276-277. 

^2"The History of Europe", The Annual Register. 207-208. 

^^Lionel Yexley, Our Fighting Sea Men (London: Stanley Paul & Co., 1911), 100-134. 
Yexley argued against the belief that republkanism motivated the mutinies and believed it 
was politk^ theorizing of scholan rather than history. He wrote, "It has always been the 
practice to put down to political influeiKe organized on shore; one writer credited it thus. 
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materialist interpretation continued to be supported and vigorously defended against the 

growing counter-thesis that political ideas motivated the mutineers. '̂̂  Characteristic of 

the materialist school of interpretation, many of these scholars portrayed the seamen in a 

positive light. One nationalistic scholar argued that a high degree of humanity 

characterized the seamen in both mutinies.^^ A few more recent and broader studies have 

continued the materialist interpretation atong with viewing the seamen in a positive light.^^ 

and all those who came after have slavishly followed his lead. They have been incapable of 
looking at the thing through a seaman's eyes, and as they had a theory to hand already cut 
and dried, they have seized it to point a moral and adorn a tale." (133-134). The most 
solid promoter of the materialist thesis along with the exoneration of the mutineers has 
been Colonel C. Field, who argued that the "insufficiency of provisions" and 'Very meager 
pay" were the "primary cause" of the mutinies of the 1790s. Field was a supporter of the 
Brenton thesis of material demands driving seamen beyond the pale due to a lack of 
subordination to their officers. FieM's real purpose seems to have been to exonerate the 
Marines from any acts of mutiny during 1797. C. Field, "The Marines in the Great Naval 
Mutinies, 1797-1802," Journal of the Royal United Service Institution. 62 (February to 
November, 1917), 720-727. 

Bonner Smith, "The Naval Mutinies of 1797," The Mariner's Mirror. 21, no. 4 
(October, 1935): 428-430. D. Bonner Smith wrote, "the record confirms absolutely 
Captain Brenton's dismissal of all extraneous 'causes'." Smith was attempting to counter 
the thesis of Manwaring and Dobree as presented in their book. The Floating Republic. 
Smith dismissed a republican influence with "and which we can safely assert were 
unconnected with any politkal conskleration whatsoever." Also stressing material 
grievances while minimiTing the influence of French Jacobins was J.G. BuUocke. BuUocke 
summed up the grievances as recruitment, pay, food, and punishment. J.G. BuUocke, 
Sailor's Rebellion. A Century of Naval Mutinies (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1938), 
190. 

^^BuUocke, Saitor's Rebellion, 236,280-281. BuUocke does aUow for some politkal ideas 
but defends the professwnal seamen by arguing that only the new landsmen coukl have 
possibty had any French Jacobin belief. BuUocke also believed that he was taking a new 
approach in the examination of naval mutinies by using a "psychobgical" approach. 
Human nature according to BuUocke had "remained constant" and by app^g modem 
psychobgkal approaches, BuUocke coukl understand the seamen's mentality (v). 

^^Eugene L. Rasor, Reform in the Royal Navy (Hamden. Conn.: Archon Books, 1976), 
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Overall, supporters of the materialist interpretation have posited that material grievances 

were the root of discontent, that political motivations were rare among the experienced 

seamen, and that while the mutinous seamen were correct in their strike for better pay, 

food, and conditions they remained toyal to Britain. 

Sometimes running as a counter to the materialist thesis and occasionally as a 

secondary cause has been the belief that political ideas among the seamen promoted 

mutiny, especially in the Nore mutiny. The political thesis portrays the seamen as being 

animated by republican and revolutionary political kleas. Promoters of this interpretatk)n 

see the mutinies of 1797 not as workers' strikes, but as revolutionary activity. Within this 

school of interpretation there are divisions about the source of revolutionary ideas. One 

group has argued that the ideas were promoted through outside agitators either from 

France or the mainland of Britain who inflamed the seamen with the fire of republicanism. 

The second belief holds that the men Iv'ought into the Royal Navy by the Quota Acts, a 

type of conscription, whkh began in 1795, also brought their revolutionary ideas into the 

Navy. Rather than being outside agitators, these men infused the simple seamen with 

revolutk)nary republican ideas from within the ranks of the Royal Navy. 

Several contemporary commentators pointed to republican agitators from either 

outside or within the Royal Navy who promoted the spirit of mutiny and revolution. 

Captain Payne, who commanded the Le Impetueux during the Spithead Mutiny wrote to 

Spencer, the First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, that 'The character of the present mutiny is 

64, Leonard F. Guttridge, Mutiiy: A History of Naval Insurrection (Annapolis, Maryland: 
Naval Institute Press, 1992), 7-8, and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 141-143. Lavery believes 
that the mutineers at the Nore probably saw their actions "as an extension of the gains 
made at Spithead" and not as a political revolution. (142). 
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perfectly French", and that the mutiny had "secret Jacobin sprites, that now direct it".^^ 

The Annual Register concluded that "some persons strong^ suspected that there were, 

among the mutineers, individuals, who acted the part of emissaries from the enemy, and 

strove to push them on to extremities." '̂ Evan Nepean, First Secretary of the Admiralty, 

believed that outside agitators were sending republican publications into the fleet: "there is 

reason to suppose from information which has been received that the new raised men and 

marine recruits have been charged with seditious and inflammatory papers for the purpose 

of distribution."^^ Having served as a volunteer on the London at the time of the Spithead 

Mutiny and later commanding a division of gunboats at the Nore during that mutiny,'*^ 

Captain Edward Owen saw the Nore Mutiny as "fomented by mischievous minded persons 

connected with the Corresponding and other societies on shore" Rear-Admiral Patton 

discounted direct French influence, but believed that landsmen, especially those cleared 

out ofjails, helped make matters worse because they were not acclimated to the culture of 

the navy.^^ 

^^Captain Payne to Spencer (April 18, 1797), Julian S. Corbett, ed.. Private Papers of 
George. Second Earl Spencer. First Lord nf the Admiralty 1794-1801. vol. II (Navy 
Records Society, 1914), 111-1 IS. 

^*"The History of Europe", The Annual Register. 220. 

^^Admiraky, Evan Nepean to Admiral Peter Parker (June 7, 1797), Secretary's Letters to 
Portsmouth Match. 1796-June. 1797. ADM 2/1019, PRO. 

'̂ ^Sklney Lee, ed.. Dictionary of National Biograply (London: Smith, Ekler & Co., 1895), 
405. 

'̂ 'Edward Owen to Commissk>ner Cunningham (January 17, 1825), Letters to 
riinningham About the Narrative. Cunningham Papers (hereafter referred to as CUN) 2, 
NMM, 77-78. 

'̂ ^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 20-27, TUN/212. 
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Scholarly examinations of the mutinies have also perpetuated the political thesis. 

One of the earliest secondary works, while discounting Jacobin French influences, felt the 

conscripted quota-men had "infused a secret leaven of discontent into the ranks of the 

seamen". The quota-men were characterized as "attorneys, disqualified by unprofessional 

practices, excisemen cashiered for dereliction of duty, clerks under the suspicion of 

embezzlement, men of desperate reputation, and criminals escaping justice". The 

quota-men did not start the mutinies, but their revolutionary tendencies did make them 

more radical once they had begun.'*^ Others have argued that the quota-men were "the 

real leaders" and the delegates elected 1^ the seamen were only a "fecade".'*^ Besides 

British outside agitators, some scholars believe that Irish revolutionaries also acted to 

foment revolution.'̂ ^ To these scholars, the seamen were simply passive participants in the 

mutinies, led by politicized outsiders. 

The second wing of this interpretation sees the seamen themselves as taking an 

active lead, and motivated by republican values. One scholar described the republican 

ideas as a disease which infected the seamen from outside, "it would almost seem as if the 

'̂ %eale. History of the Mutiny at Spithead and the Note. 23-24,29-31. 

''̂ Michael Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 1793-1815 (London: George Allen & 
Unwin Ltd., 1960), 124 and again in Lewis. Spithead^ 130-133. John Masefield saw the 
seamen as simply "tools of the radical party" which was led by Rkhard Parker at the Nore. 
John MasefiekL, Sea Life in Nelson's Time (Freeport. New York: Books of Libraries 
Press, 1969, original^ published 190S), 212, note I. See also Dean King, John B. 
Hattendor^ and J. Worth Estes, eds., A Sea of Words: A Lexicon and Companion For 
Patrick Q'Brian's Seafaring Tales (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1995), 209. 

'̂ ^lan Christie, Stress and Stability in the I^te Kighteenth-Tentury Britain: Reflections on 
the British Avoidance of Revolution (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 52. Christie saw 
the mutinies as "fomented to some extent by an insurrectionary element in which 
individuals linked with the United Irishmen played an ^q)reciable part." 
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state of unrest among the seamen was rather of the nature of an epidemic, the germs of 

which were afloat in the air of the age"Another simply wrote, "Many sailors were 

revohitionaries".'̂ ^ Others have seen the mutinies as representative of a woridng-class 

spirit of revolution that existed in the late eighteenth century.'*^ Overall, this school of 

thought sees the republican ideas of the time as either fanning the flames of discontent, or 

as being the germ that infected the body politic. 

In the twentieth century, scholars have produced three major works examining 

both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies.'*^ The first, and seemingly most forgotten, is Conrad 

Gill's The Naval Mutinies of 1797. Gill saw the value of the mutinies not as naval history, 

but for "their bearing on social and political history",^^ Gill believed the causes of the 

mutinies were a 'iiision" of material and political causes. He saw the mutinies as both "a 

remarkably well organized and successful strike" and "the climax of the revolutionary 

movement in this country." '̂ Gill argued that the primary causes of mutiny in 1797 were 

'*^William Laird Clowes, The Royal Navy. A History From the Earliest Times to the 
Eiesent, vol. rv, (London: Sampson Low, Marston and Company, Ltd., 1899), 167. 

'̂ ^Neale, Thp rutlgw ^ The l ash. 60. 

''̂ E.P. Thonqpson, The Making of the English Working Class (Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex: Penguin Books, I%8), 183-185. E.P. Thompson, the great scholar of late 
eighteenth-century popular agitatwn, argued that the mutinies were not "a parochial af^ 
of ship's biscuits and arrears of pay" but instead a symptom of the general "popular 
revolutnnary crises" of the times. 

'̂ ^There is also from the ninetieth-century, Neale's History of the Mutiny qt 
the More. 

^®Conrad Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797 (Manchester: The University of Manchester 
Press, 1913), viii. 

5llbkl., 355-358. 
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the republican ideals which he believed "had permeated the navy". Because of these 

belief, he argued the seamen in the Channel and North Sea fleets demanded redress of 

material grievances that had existed in the Royal Navy for over two hundred and fifty 

years. Yet Gill developed a different thesis in the body of his argument.^^ He later saw the 

mutinies as the work of republican quota-men who transformed the material demands of 

the simple seamen into larger and more radical mutinies. The impressed and new men were 

more revolutionary than the experienced seamen and were the "leading mutineers".^^ The 

average seamen were simply followers who could not have produced a revolution alone. 

Revolutions were the work of "men of good educatk)n and great mental ability." '̂* While 

Gill accepted the material roots of the seamen's grievances, the inflisbn of politkrally 

educated quota-men into the navy led to mutiny, not the actions of the ordinary seamen. 

Over twenty years later, the mutinies of 1797 became the focus of a second major 

monograph. In their work. The Ftoating RepuMk:. G.E. Manwaring and Bonamy Dobree 

argued that the root cause of the naval mutinies of 1797 coukl be found in the 

"maladministration from top to bottom" of the Royal Navy.^^ This maladministratbn 

created a horrible material environment and an unbearable existence for the seamen. They 

^^Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797. viii-ix. Gill goes on to contradkt this view in the same 
work when he wrote, "The conclusM)n then, in regard to the presence of revolutranary 
kleas in the vark)us fleets is that they were heki only by a small proportnn of the seamen" 
and "The Seamen as a whole know little or nothing of the theories of the rights of man, 
and it is certain that they were not conscbusly actuated by politkal motives." (314) 

^^Ibkl., 10-11,310-318,323. GiU also sees the quota-men as having a greater influence on 
the Nore and that accounted for the more radkal nature of that mutiny compared to the 
Spithead Mutiny, (101,1 lS-116). 

54lbid., 316-323. 

^^Manwaring and Dobree, The Ftoating Republk;. 247. 
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believed that the mutinies should be understood as a "workers' combination", and "one of 

the very earliest in the history of the Labour movement."^^ While Manwaring and Dobree, 

acknowledged the odd republican revolutionary as being present in the fleets, but 

dismissed the belief that the revohitionary ideas had any major impact on either the 

Spithead or Nore Mutinies.^^ Manwaring and Dobree attenq)ted to portray the mutineers 

as sympathetic figures who acted ak)ng class lines as workers to improve their material 

existence. 

Published some thirty years after Manwaring and Dobree's work, James Dugan's 

The Great Mutiny has been the last major work on the mutinies of 1797. Heavily 

influenced by E.P. Thompson's The Making nf the Fnglish Working Class. Dugan felt that 

the mutinies were part of a larger revolutmnary movement of the time. He argued that 

"The English people were imitated, angry and disobedient."^^ While accepting the material 

causes of the mutinies, Dugan saw politkal action supporting the seamen's "strike". 

Outside agitators such as members of the London Corresponding Society, revolutionary 

Irishmen, and quota-men promoted ideas inspired by the American and French revolutions 

that transformed the seamen's strike into a democratk revolutk)n against the tyranny of 

the Pitt govemment.^^ Dugan attempted to extend Thompson's thesis that the political 

^^Manwaring and Dobree, The Ftoating Republic. 91. 

^^Ibid., 101-105,248-249. Manwaring and I>obree dismiss any republican revohitk)naries: 
"Such individuals probably bore the same relatnn to the Leaders as communists to-day 
bear towards the o£Bcial Labour Party - that of an irritant impelling in the opposite 
directk)n." (249). 

^^James Dugan, The Great Mutiny (New York: Signet Books, 1965), 37. 

5^bkl., 37-38,64-65,69,77,92,96, 106,426,432-433,463. 
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unrest of the 1790s existed because of the "conjunction between the grievances of the 

majority and the aspirations articulated by the politically-conscious minority/*^ Accepting 

a material root in the mutiny, Dugan espoused a sympathetic view of the mutineers. He 

also added a political dimension, one that had originated from the revolutionary section of 

English society and not from within the fleet. 

None of these interpretations have adequately answered the question of how the 

Spithead Mutiny could appear to be an orderly mutiny driven by the eighteenth-century 

traditions typical of naval mutinies and the patrician-plebeian society while the Nore 

Mutiny was seemingly unfocused on any material demands and politicized to the point of 

becoming revolutionary. Between the two mutinies, there existed strong elements of both 

demands for material redress and political ideology. Substantial evidence exists to support 

both causal fectors, and taken together they produce a picture of the mutinous seamen 

best described as schizophrenic; at times ardently loyalist strikers, while in other times 

revolutionaries demanding greater levels of political and social equality. No work to date 

has satisfactorily explained how two mutinies of difierent motives and actions could have 

been executed by the same seamen. 

Other historians have recently called for a revised look at the mutinies of 1797. 

They feel that it is "a matter of speculation whether politics was a major factor during the 

great mutinies of 1797 though some historians think this is the case, the mutinies lack a 

modem, authoritative history." '̂ Another has argued that there is no definite proof that 

the seamen of 1797 were more politicized than those of the Seven Years' War, suggesting 

^Dugan, The Great Mutiny, 463. 

'̂John B. Hattendor^ A.W.H. Pearsall, N.A.M. Rodger, and Geoffiey Till, eds., British 
Naval Documents 1204-1960 (Akiershot. Hants, England: Scolar Press, 1993), 513. 
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that below the decks of the Royal Navy there had been little change in fifty years.^^ These 

scholars understand the need for further research into the 1797 mutinies as no previous 

examination has been fully able to explain the differences in the actions of the seamen 

during the two mutinies. 

An understanding of the mutinies will also provide us with greater insight into how 

the British Royal Navy transformed itself fi-om what one scholar has defined as an 

"essentially 'eighteenth century'" navy to a "modem navy."^^ The mutinies of 1797 seem 

to mark the start of a transitional period in the natiu« of the Royal Navy during the late 

eighteenth and early ninetieth centuries. As one scholar has argued, the years between the 

late 1790s and the Battle of Tra&lgar in 180S were a period of great crisis in the Royal 

Navy.^ To some extent the understanding of this larger maritime event can shed some 

light on the Britain's contemporary land-based society as well. 

N.A.M. Rodger, The Wooden World: An Anatony of the Georgian Navy TLondon: 
William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd., 1986), 346. Rodger's comments are a call for other 
historians to provide a revised bok at the Royal Navy during the Napoleonic wars as he 
has done for the Seven Years' War period. 

^^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 17. 

^Brian Lavery, ed., Shiphoard Life anri nrgflni7afinn 1711-1 Kl S (Aklershot; Ashgates 
Publishing Limited for the Navy Records Society, 1998), xiii-xiv. Lavery believes that the 
"relative^ ordered workl of the Seven Years' War, as described by N.A.M. Rodger in his 
well-known Wooden Worlds was certainty changing by the end of the War of American 
Independence, and by the late 1790s there is no doubt that the navy was feeing a great 
crisis of morale, even in the years when it fought and won its greatest battles. After 
Trafiilgar there are signs that the crisis was over and that a more benign discipline couki 
return to the fleet." 
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Theoretical Premises 

The link^e of British maritime history to the larger history of British society, has 

until recently been largely unsuccessful. Until the last quarter of the twentieth century, 

most scholars understood naval history as a branch of military rather than maritime 

history. Also writers in the field, who often had no professional training, diminished the 

reputation of naval history as a real subject of inquiry.^^ Only a decade j^o, many of the 

participants in the first Naval War College conference "agreed that much of the work that 

was being published in the field was both relatively unsophisticated and outdated in 

approach, particularly when contrasted to the best work on other themes in current 

historical research." The participants at the second conference deckled to "do something 

positive about it"^ One of the participants has called for a greater integration of maritime 

history within history in general and the use of "different and complementary methods, 

levels, and approaches." '̂ 

The first demand, for greater integration of maritime history into the main-stream 

of historical understanding, has begun to gain adherents. Scholars have argued that naval 

history is not "something separate fix)m life on shore."^^ Rather than a separate sphere of 

existence, these scholars have seen life at sea as resembling British society ashore.^^ One 

^%.A.M. Rodger, "Conskieratuns on Writing A General Naval History," in Doing Naval 
History: Essays Toward Imprnvement. John B. Hattendorf, ed. (Newport, Rhode Island: 
Naval War CoUege Press, 1995), 117-118. 

^John B. Hattendorf, "Introductnn," in Hattendorf Doing Naval History: Essays 
Toward Improvement. 1-2. The first conference was in 1993. 

< '̂lbkl., 7. 

^^Roger Morriss, Cnckhum and the British Navy in TraR«ritOTn! Admiral Sir George 
Cockbum 1772-18S3 (Exeter: The University of Exeter Press, 1997), xi-xii. 

®%odger. The Wooden World. 346. 
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has pointed out that shipboard social relations were not created in isolation, but they were 

products of men, and bore the imprint of the society that produced these menJ^ By 

rejecting the view of an isolated "wooden world" that created itself independently, 

scholars can begin the task of understanding the links between the maritime workl and the 

culture ashore. Through this link we can now understand the maritime world as part of the 

larger culture, and not the unique civilization that others have portrayed it J' 

Implicit in almost every previous examination of the mutinies of 1797 and life in 

the Royal Navy during the 1790s in general has been the interpretation of the seamen as a 

united working class body. This assumptbn has been drawn from the larger historical 

debate concerning the nature of the working class in late eighteenth-century Britain. The 

great debate in its most general form questions the nature of class and the presence of 

working-class consciousness in the late eighteenth century. Scholars have debated the 

roots of class; interpretations of class have been rooted in the material base, cultural 

superstructure, or both. Explanations of class in the maritime setting have accepted one of 

two premises. The first interpretation argues that class is primarily, if not exclusively, 

determined by the material base. The second interpretation defines class as a product of 

both the material base and cultural superstructure. Generally absent from scholarly 

^^Laura Tabili, "A Maritime Race: Masculinity and the Racial Division of Labor in British 
Merchant Ships, 1900-1939," in Iron Men. Wooden Women: Gender and Seafaring in the 
Atlantic World. 1700-1920. Margaret S. Creighton and Lisa Norling, eds. (Baltimore: The 
John Hopkins University Press, 19%), 171. 

A recent work has attenq)ted to examine conflkt in the French Navy from 1789 to 1794 
as "a mkrocosm of the Revohition throughout France." William S. Cormack, Revolution 
& Politfcal Conflict in the French Navy. 1789-1794 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 16-17. 
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examinations of the late eighteenth century British Royal Navy have been the ''linguistic" 

interpretation that argued that class was determined largely through the cultural 

superstructure.^^ 

Within maritime history, Marcus Rediker and Peter Linebaugh have supported the 

materialist or Marxist interpretation. In Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 

Rediker argued for the primacy of the material base in determining class. Accordingly, the 

unique and distinct characteristics of maritime life as well as the seamen's subordinate 

position in the means of production created among them the belief in class unity and 

inclusiveness. Rediker defines shipboard class relations between the seamen and their 

^Other scholars have argued for the appUcatnn of the "linguistic turn" interpretation in 
studies of the nineteen-century British working class. Rejecting the materialist 
interpretatk)n, they argue that class formation is derived not from material experience, but 
rather through a ''particukir language whkh organizes the understanding of experience". 
This post-modem approach questk>ns most of the premises of previous materialist and 
materialist-cultural interpretations of social history. For more on the linguistic turn and the 
debate about it see Patrick Joyce, "The Imaginary Discontents of Social History: A Note 
of Response to Mayfield and Thome, and Lawrence and Tayk)r," Social History, vol. 18, 
no. 1 (January, 1993), 81-85, Patrick Joyce, Visions of the People: Industrial F.ngland and 
the Question nf riass 1840-1914 (Camt^ge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 9,338, 
Gareth Stedman Jones, T angnagtHi nf class: Studies in Fnglish Working Class History 
1832-1982 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 101, 179-238, Jon Lawrence 
and Miles Taybr, "The Poverty of Protest: Gareth Stedman Jones and the Politics of 
Language - a Reply," Social History, vol. 18, no. I (January, 1993), l-IS, Davkl Mayfiekl 
and Susan Thome, "Social History and Its Discontents: Gareth Stedman Jones and the 
Politks of Language," Social History^ vol 17, no. 2 (May, 1992), 165-188, Davki 
Mayfiekl and Susan Thome, "Reply to 'The Poverty of Protest' and 'The Imaginary 
Discontents'," Social History. voL 18, no. 2 (May, 1993), 219-233, Craig Calhoun, Ih£ 
Questmn of Class Struggle rrhirflgn- The University of Chkago Press, 1982), vii-xiv, 
3-33, Susan Magarey, "That Hoary Okl Chestnut, Free WOl and Determinism: Culture vs. 
Stmcture, or History vs. Theory in Britain," Comparative Study of Society and History, 
vol. 29 no. 3 (Jufy, 1987), 626-639, Rkhard Price, "Historiography, Narrative, and the 
Nineteenth Century," Journal of British Studies. 35 (April, 1996), 233-240, and Joan 
WaUach Scott, Gender and the Politkis of History (New York: Cohmibia University Press, 
1988), 53-67. 
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captains, be they merchants or military, as combative. He argues that, "A specifically 

maritime occupational consciousness gradually developed toward class consciousness as 

seamen began to develop wider patterns of association, sympathy, and identification." The 

seamen, in turn, exported their ideology of class resistance and solidarity throughout out 

the Atlantic World, becoming "instrumental and in the formation and extension of plebeian 

culture." For Rediker, material determined class and the seamen's awareness of their 

position in the class hierarchy, thus life at sea remained a contestation of class power. 

Rediker argues that the maritime working class were united in their struggle against 

capitalist expk)itation.^^ 

Peter Linebaugh has supported Rediker's belief that the material base defines class, 

and that life at sea remained a site of contestation between capitalist empk)yers and 'the 

deep-sea proletariat'. For Linebaugh, the maritime system was the worse example of 

capitalist expk)itatk)n as empbyers literally beat workers into submission through their use 

of "sadistic" forms of corporal punishment. The unlimited power of the capitalist 

employers at sea to control their men through force made many working-class men 

consider even prison a superior optk)n to maritime service. Like Rediker, Linebaugh 

argues that the seamen, through their great travels, spread the cuhure of resistance and 

reform, notabty in their transmitting the kleas of the anti-slavery movement. '̂̂  In their 

collaborative effort. The Many-Headed Hydra. Linebaugh and Rediker again argued for 

the primacy of material in determining class. In their argument, the ship acted as a 

particularly intense site of class-based resistance to capitalism and as a place of 

^^Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 288-298. 

^"^Peter Linebaugh, The I^ndon Hanged. Crime and Civil Society in the Eighteenth 
CfiOtulx(Camb^ge: Cambridge University Press), 123-142. 
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dissemination of class consciousness across inter-continental boundaries'̂  In all three 

works, Rediker and Linebaugh supported the Marxist interpretation of class as materially 

rooted and therefore they have stressed the working-class solidarity of the seamen against 

the capitalist system and their importance in spreading class consciousness through out the 

Atlantic World. 

This work is informed by the second interpretation of class, E.P. Thompson's 

definition of class as both a "social and cultural formation". While rooted in the material 

base of productive relations, class is experienced and defined culturally as a relationship 

between groups organized around common interests, social experiences, traditions, and 

value systems. Class is neither a structure nor "a thing" but a relationship between two 

groups developed through a historical process that changes over. Human rather than 

structural agency causes historical change. Thompson argued against purely materialist 

definitions when he declared the working class present in the making of their own class. 

Thompson, however, saw culture as rooted in material experiences, a theoretical approach 

which many of the later linguistk turn theorists attempted to revise. This work is 

premised on a Thompsonian definitioa of class which unites both the social-material and 

cultural approaches. 

This study of maritime working men examines both the material structures created 

by class inequity that the seamen struggled against while also expiring their devek>pment 

of a maritime culture which defined them as workers and their relationship to their 

empbyers. While material realities bound class definitions to some extent, working people 

^^Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many-Headed Hydra (Boston: Beacon Press, 
2000), 149-162. 

^^^Thompson, The Making of the Fnglish Wnrlfing Tlass 9-15, 939. 
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exercised their own agency to cufturaliy define themselves and simultaneously contesting 

the ruling class' definitions of thent Greg Dening defined the interplay between material 

and cultural as, "We live in a world already made for us but also of our own making."^^ In 

other words, the material base does not determine culture but instead determines what 

cultural expressk)ns are possible.Sonya Rose has argued,"... what it meant to be a 

worker, how those meanings were created through political practices, and the 

consequences of that creation for class struggle or relatk>ns were not preordained 1^ an 

abstract logical of capital accumulation. Rather, both the character of class relations and 

the nature of working-class formation were historically contingent."^^ Seamen understood 

themselves to be more than simply slaves to a maritime capitalist system; instead they 

developed a maritime culture that gave meaning to their class positwn and defined their 

perceptions of themselves and their connection to the larger workl. Thus, the cultural 

component of class both attempts to provkle an understanding of historical actors' 

class-based situation as well as validating their right to greater material rewards and 

power. Class, therefore, is an interactnn of material experience and cultural explanations 

of what that historically unkiue material experience means to those who lived it. 

FoUowing Thompson's definition of class as a historically specific phenomenon, it 

is necessary to roughly define class as experienced in Britain in the 1790s. According to 

Thompson, fiir fi-om being a one class society, eighteenth-centuiy British society can best 

^^Greg Dening, Mr. Bligh's BaH T Passion. Power and Theatre on the Bountv 
(Cambndge; Cambridge University Press, 1992), S. 

^^T. J. Jackson Lears, "The Concept of Cultural Hegemony: Problems and Possibilities," 
The American Historical Review, vol. 90, no. 3 (June 1985), 571. 

^^Sonya O. Rose, Limited T.ivelihoods: GenH<T anH riass in MifwtPf.nth-rffntiiry Fngbnd 
(Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1992), 18. 
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be understood as bifurcated between "The rulers and the ruled." While there existed a 

'middling sort', late eighteenth-century British society consisted primarily of a small 

patrician class which ruled over the majority: the plebs. The plebs' lack of consistent 

self-definition or consciousness makes them the working class only in historical analysis. 

While not equals, the patricians and plebs negotiated a relatranship that offered the 

patricians the protection of their property and social order while forcing them to yield to 

the plebs the appearances of paternal support, even if the content of their actions were 

more public theater than material. Class control depended upon the patricians' use of a 

negotiated cultural hegemony, supported secondarily by economk and physical power. 

While plebeians could challenge patrician filings to live up to their end of the negotiated 

social compact, the cultural hegemony naturalized to the plebeians the rule of the 

patricians and limited their challenges to the social order.^ Thompson argued that the 

late eighteenth-century, this model of social hegemony seems to have been under great 

stram as the relationship moved to the advantage of the patricians at the disadvantage of 

the plebs. '̂ The patricians' hegemony also came under attack from a counter-hegemony 

inspired by the French Revolution whkh promoted the political equality of all men. 

Thompson's definitrans of class and eighteenth-century British social organizatk>n are 

^ '̂Thompson rejects the structuralist interpretatnns of hegemony that define it as "an 
all-embracing domination upon the ruled". Instead Thompson argues that the patricians' 
hegemony imposed "blinkers" on the plebeians which inhibited them from directly 
challenging the authority and right to rule of the patricians. See E.P. Thompson, "The 
Patricians and the Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common^ 86-87. For a simikir 
discussnn of the constantly negotiated and contested nature of hegemonk rule see T.J. 
Jackson Lears, "The Concept of Cultural Hegemony". 

'̂Thompson, 'The Patricians and the Plebs," m Thompson, Customs in rnmmon. 37-38, 
42-48,56-57,64-68, 72-75,83-96. 
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crucial in understanding the class background of the mutinies of 1797, however, a fuller 

integration of gender can clarify the role class played during the Spithead and Nore 

mutinies of 1797.'̂  

In terms of method, gender is a mode of analysis that has not been fully integrated 

into the study of maritime culture. The klea of a gendered division in the workplace is 

nothing new. Scholarship has shown that in industrial Britain men worked to revise and 

strengthen male-female gender divisions in the public workplace for their advantage.^^ But 

little research has been done to examine the seamen's definitk)ns of their masculine 

identities, and the impact of gendered divisions between men in the shipboard 

environment. Most Angb-American maritime historians have concentrated on issues of 

class conflkt between the seamen and their officers while ignoring other forms of social 

stratification that divkled saitors.^ Only recently have other scholars called for the 

integration of gender, race, and class into the discussion of maritime culture.^^ 

^^For an example of the integratk)n of gender into the larger debate concerning 
working-class radicalism in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Britain see Anna 
Clark. The Struggle For the Breeches: Gender and the Making of the British Working 
Class (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1995), 1-9. 

'̂ Sonya Rose provkles a detailed account of the marginalizatk>n of working-class women 
fi-om the work place by their male peers. See Rose, Limited Livelihoods. 

^Tabili, "A Maritime Race," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 171. 
Tabili questions the view that a "an all-male subculture of resistance, camaraderie, and 
'rough-hewn equality* prevailed, uncompUcated by social stratificatun: racial, cultural, and 
gender barriers and conflicts were left ashore." She also questmns if'rough-hewn equality* 
ever existed in British ships. Tahiti's interpretatmn is in contrast to Margaret S. Creighton 
who feels that the working class background of most saitors formed a class based 
masculine fraternity in reactk)n to the harsh conditmns of servke on capitalist American 
whaling ships, Margaret S. Creighton, "Davy Jones' Locker Room," in Creighton and 

Jeffrey Bolster, ""Every Inch a Man', Gender in the Lives of AfrKan American Seamen, 
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Joan Scott apt^ defined gender as "a primary way of signifying relationships of 

power".^ Gender denotes historically and socially constituted power inequities between 

men and women based on cultural constnicted notions of sexual difference.^^ Just as they 

have contested the definition of class, scholars are equally divided in their theoretical 

explanations for gender, arguing in support of patriarchal, material, psychoanalytic, 

post-structuralist and cuhural theories.'̂  Gender theory in this work is premised upon the 

attempts by Sonya Rose to integrate cultural analysis with economic relations. Rose's 

theoretical framework links the material base with the cultural superstructure, much like 

Thompson's definition of class. Similar to the material-cultural definitions of class. Rose 

argues that historical actors construct meaning to their experience. Like Thompson's 

definition of class. Rose argues that gendered understandings are historically produced and 

not universal. Rose also argues, like Scott, that gender constitutes power relations and 

"affects all social structures and social relatwns." Finalty, Rose contends that while gender 

is often construed to illustrate power inequities between men and women, gender can 

differentiate between people of the same biok)gk;al sex.^^ 

1800-1860," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 144 and Tabili, "A 
Maritimein Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 172. Bolster and Tabili 
both add the dimensions of race/ethnkity and masculinity to their studies of merchant 
saik)rs. 

^^Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 44. 

^\aura L. Frader and Sonya O. Rose, Gender and riajts in Modem Europe (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1996), 20-21. 

^^Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 31-41 and Rose, f.imited Livelihoods. 12-13. 

^^ose. Limited r.ivelihood.s. 7-21 and Frader and Rose, Gender and Class in Modem 

Euioiie, 20-22. 
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Thus, argument is premised on gender being a culturally constructed and 

negotiated system to distinguish power between individuals or groups within a society. 

While participants may come to internalize gendered definitions, they were artificially 

created and contested through historically specific human agency rather than the product 

of a natural or biological forces. This premise argues that gendered definitions change due 

to human perceptions of material changes or contestation over time rather than remaining 

fixed.^ An examination of gender, specifically masculinity, departs fi'om the mainstream 

interpretations of gender which posit a male-female binary division. Mirroring the nature 

of social organization, gender in late eighteenth-century Britain employed a more flexible 

hierarchical understanding of gender which placed the most masculine at the top of the 

hierarchy and the least masculine at the bottom. While women tended to be constructed as 

less masculine, there was not the modem clear break between masculine and feminine 

positions in the hierarchy. '̂ The primary examination of gender in this work will focus on 

how men used gendered forms of power to subordinate other men, even of the same class. 

The use of gender in addition to class as tools of inquiry into the mutinies of 1797 

provides the key to understanding the mutinies; a lens of understanding that all prevk)us 

examinations have missed. Every study to date has paid scant attention to the seamen as 

agents of history. Scholars have assumed that nearly all seamen, even the professional 

seamen, had few kleas about themselves and the larger world that surrounded them. Most 

scholars have seen the working-class seamen as the most base sort of men, only able to 

^For a problemitizatk>n of fixed understandings of gender, notably bmlogkal and 
psychoanalytk; see Joan Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 35-41. For an attempt 
to integrate psychoanafytk theory into history see Peter Gay, Freud for Historians (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1985). 

'̂Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 2. Clark argues that the earty nineteenth century, 
the new gender kleology of "separate spheres" of men and women had devetoped. 
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understand material need. Scholars were not the first to believe that the seamen were 

unable to formulate higher thoughts; they have simply continued to support class-based 

biases that extended back to 1797 and beyond. In 1797, The Annual Register defined the 

average seamen as 'thoughtless, and inattentive to what concerns his own happiness'\ and 

not as men who formulated political mutinies.^ Only outside agitators, often portrayed as 

being firom the middle class, could formulate political thought.^^ The dismissal of 

working-class men as agents of history has prevented scholars from understanding the 

causes, courses, and divisions in the mutinies of 1797. 

By recasting the seamen as men capable of historical agency a new picture 

emerges. Rather than passive participants in history who were led by more educated 

agitators, the seamen of the Royal Navy of the 1790s become active agents of history. 

These were men who coukl produce a gendered culture that defended their rights in 

society and provided them with a system that defined them as men worthy of material 

reward. While material demands are a basic motivation throughout the mutiny saga, the 

most important element in the seamen's actions were their understandings of themseh^es 

as men, and what they expected in return for meeting the demands of their masculine 

ideals. 

Thesis 

Placing the focus on the seamen as historical agents illustrates that like their navy, 

their country, and the world of western Europe in general, the seamen also &ced a 

potential period of transitk)n. One element clung to the past while another sought to 

^"The History of Europe", The Annual Register. 220-221. 

93001, The Naval Mutinies of 1797. 310-311, 317. 
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advance to a new social order. The seamen were not a horizontal fraternity, but two 

Actions united at times by their class-oriented material demands, and divided at others by 

their gendered self-identity. One section of the seamen desperately tried to preserve older 

prerogatives of masculinity based on maritime skill, bravery in battle, and loyalty to the 

crown while a smaller, but growing, number of seamen renounced the old system for a 

new one based on the concept of political equality. While the seamen struggled with their 

political and social leaders above deck for redress of their economic grievances, bek>w 

deck they fought an inter-class civil war about how to achieve their goals, and in 

consequence, what it meant to be a man. These were men participating in the making of 

their class.^ 

In my approach to these questions I realized that a narrative retelling of the events 

would yet again fail to provide an adequate explanatk)n of the action of the seamen and 

the divergent courses of the two mutinies. As the seamen themselves held the key to their 

actions, an examination of their nautical world and its social and cuhural structures would 

solve the puzzle of their actbns. First, the class and skill hierarchies that defined the men 

aboard the ships of the Royal Navy provkle an understanding of how the maritime 

"communities" produced inequality rather than equality, even among men of the same 

classes. Secondly, the seamen's grievances were rooted in the patrician-plebeian bargain 

from their land-based culture, in which the patricians promised to meet their plebeian's 

material needs in return for plebeian support of the social hierarchy. Third, and most 

important, was the impact of gender among the seamen. Buikling upon the maritime 

hierarchy of skill, seamen created a masculine culture that defined them as men worthy of 

cultural and material reward from the patrician rulers. When it appeared that the patrician 

^Thompson, The Making of the Fngtish Wnrlcing 9-15. 
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rulers were filing to live up to their end of the social contract, a new masculine order 

developed among a minority of the seamen; one that instead promoted the political and 

social equality of all men and would use revolution to achieve it. Finally, overlooked by 

every examination of the mutinies has been the role of punishment in creating conflict 

between the seamen and some, but not all, of their ofBcers, as well as the gender-based 

power available to captains through the public and emasculating methods of punishment. 

Each of my reassessments of the larger maritime culture has either revised older 

interpretations, or in the case of the use of gender as a tool of analysis, has added to our 

understanding not only of the British Royal Navy but also the Atlantic maritime 

community as well. By looking at the broader structure of the maritime life itself, the deep 

cultural roots of the seamen's actions in the mutinies became apparent. 

While accepting the class divisions between the seamen and their ofBcers, in 

Chapter 1,1 challenge the interpretation of scholars such as Marcus Rediker who argue 

that amongst the seamen in the Atlantic World there existed a sense of inter-class 

equality.^^ While the entire company of a ship lived in a nautical micro-community, 

equality remained absent for most of that community. The first division among a ship's 

company was class, which was denoted by the rank structure of the Royal Navy. Differing 

levels of authority and material reward divkled upper and mkldle-class commissioned 

ofiBcers and the senk)r warrant ofBcers from their working-class seamen. Contrary to the 

belief some scholars, that class acted as a unifier, my research has shown that among 

the working-class seamen, differing levels of skill acted to create divisions among them.^ 

^^For examples see Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, 288-298 and 
Creighton, "Davy Jones' Locker Room," in Creighton and NorlHig, Iron Men. Wooden 
Women. 129-130. 

^Creighton, "Davy Jones' Locker Room," in Creighton and Norlmg, 
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The seamen found themselves divided by two mutually supporting skill-based hierarchies. 

The first depended upon a seaman's individual skill and was formally designated through 

his rating of able seaman, ordinary seaman, or landsman. In addition, work within the 

crews was divided into labor units known as watches. Not all watches were considered 

equal in skill; men of the most skilled watch, those who worked the sails, were considered 

by their peers and officers as the most skilled seaman of all. While men constructed 

"peculiar" laws to help them survive at sea, they never escaped the hierarchical visions of 

society that all members of the maritime community had previously experienced on shore. 

The hierarchies that the seamen txrought with them from home, and their interpretations of 

skill devek)ped at sea, shaped their understandings of the workl around them, ultimately 

limiting and guiding their actk)ns and the outcomes of the mutinies of 1797. 

In Chapter 2,1 examine the material roots of the demands most seamen held. 

Unlike previous examinations that have interpreted the seamen's actions as mirroring 

modem working-class labor activity, I have found it more useful to explain the class 

relatk>ns of the seamen and their officers by using E.P. Thompson's patrician-plebeian 

model of eighteenth-century British society. Far from being a one class society, 

eighteenth-centuiy British society can best be understood as divided between a small 

patrician ruling class and the plebeian majority the plebs. While not equals, the patricians 

and plebs negotiated a relatunship that ofifered the patricians the protection of their 

property and social order while forcing them to yieki to the plebs the appearances of 

paternal support, even if the content of their actmns were more public theater than 

material. By the late eighteenth-century, this model of social hegemony seems to have 

Women. 129-130. 
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been under great strain as the relationship moved to the advantage of the patricians at the 

disadvantage of the plebs.^^ 

This uneasy equilibrium operated at sea as well in the seamen's belief m a maritime 

version of the patrician-plebeian social compact. While accepting as inescapable some 

negative aspects of life at sea, most of the men involved in the mutinies of 1797 harbored 

material grievances that included low pay, inequality of bounties, scale and in some cases 

specific types of food, and deficiencies in medical treatment, as well as the less material 

but equally class-based complaints regarding the absence of shore leave. In the seamen's 

understanding of their reciprocal relationship with their patrician officers, the officers had 

moral obligations to meet some of these material needs and to demonstrate their support 

of the plebeian seamen through the public theater of symbolic gestures, in return for the 

seamen's support of the hierarchical society they lived in both ashore and at sea. Rather 

than actually expecting the patricians to meet finite material demands, the seamen wanted 

a public demonstration by the patricians, through some minor material rewards, of their 

worth as men and their service to British society. 

In Chapters 3 and 4,1 explore the impact of gender on the seamen's self identity, 

class solidarity, and actions in the mutinies. Unlike previous scholarship which has ignored 

gender as a mode of interpretation, my scholarship shows the power of gender analysis to 

unlock the divisions among the seamen, and has produced a major revision in our 

understanding of the seamen's class solklarity. Instead of viewing the seamen as a unified 

^^Thonqsson, The Patricians and the Pksbs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 37-38, 
42-48,56-57,64-68,72-75,83-%. In most instances, the mkldle class or "middling sort" 
played a small role in the mutinies due to their limited role in the navy as the element that 
neither ruled nor was ruled was concentrated in the artisan section of the warrant officers, 
small in number and often neutral in the conflict. 
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body, they are best understood as united by a rudimentary class understanding based on 

material grievances, but at the same time divided by two versions of masculinity. One 

section of seamen, the largest in number, clung to the eighteenth century plebeian maritime 

masculine identity which was based on maritime skill, bravery in battle, and loyalty to the 

monarch; aU designed to gain material reward from their patrician rulers. The second 

section of the seamen, smaller but growing in numbers, could not escape the notion of the 

related nature of skill and masculinity, but rejected the earlier masculine definition of 

nationalism and subordination of men in the social hierarchy in exchange for one that 

promoted the enlightened republican rejection of class privilege and affirmed the political 

equality of all men; thus rejecting the patrician-plebeian social contract of the eighteenth 

century. When the military and social order of the navy collapsed during the mutinies, 

these two versions of manhood came into conflict. 

Despite their differences regarding manhood and class subordination, both visions 

of manhood supported the skill based hierarchy that created boundaries of power among 

the seamen; the radicals called for the political equality but not a universal equality of all 

men. The experienced seamen had created their own profession-specific masculine identity 

based primarily on maritime skills. Within the ranks of seamen there was a gendered 

division between the "tars", the skilled saik>rs, and the "lubbers", men without exper»nce 

at sea who had recently joined the Royal Navy.^^ The hibbers found themselves in a 

wooden workl where their land-based skills and experunces meant very little to the 

professional seamen who dominated the enlisted ranks of the Royal Navy. Due to die 

contemporary marine dictionary defined lubber as "Lubber, a contemptuous name 
given by sailors to those who know not the duty of a seaman." See J. J. Moore, The British 
Mariner's Vorahiilary O Universal Dictionary of Technical Terms and Sea Phrases Used 
in the rnnstniction. Fguipment Management and Military Operation nf a Ship. (London: 
J. Cundre, 1801), 'Xubber". 
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hierarchy of masculinity that established unofficial sources of power among the seamen in 

the Royal Navy, an unskilled landsman would have no referent power nor influence with 

the seamen. He would be an outsider until he had mastered the ways of the nautical world. 

The two years between the establishment of the quota ^stem in 1795, which brought 

large numbers of landsmen into the Royal Navy, and the mutinies in 1797 would not have 

provkled sufiScwnt time for most inexperienced landsmen to gain the maritime skills 

necessary for acceptance as leaders by the skilled seamen. 

Unlike previous interpretatnns that have posited that the leaders of the mutinies 

were landsmen new to the navy, an examinatran of the leaders of both mutinies shows that 

they were the professk>nal seamen, those who had the skills necessary to conunand respect 

among their seamen peers. Republican kleas about masculinity and manhood may have 

initially come from outside the navy, but the promoters and leaders of this vision were 

experienced seamen, not disgruntled revohitbnary landsmen. While disagreeing about the 

meaning of nautical manhood and the methods to gain redress, both factions were led by 

experienced seamen because of the seamen's belief that only those who had demonstrated 

their masculine superiority had the right to lead. By returning ^ency to the seamen, their 

actions when viewed through a gender analysis demonstrate that the mutinies of 1797 

were the work of the seamen, not outskle agitators as many scholars have argued. 

In Chapter 5,1 examine the prevuusly neglected role of punishment in the Royal 

Navy as a source of potential class conflict. Through an extensive examination of over 

2,300 floggings recorded in ships' k)gs, I have been able to revise the view that 

punishment was, as many scholars have posited, consklered excessive by the seamen. The 

evidence shows that seamen were willing to accept some punishment, but only within 

certain levels. Captains who had previously violated the unofficially accepted norms of 

punishment were &r more prone to be removed from their ship during the mutinies by 
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both Actions of seamen. Previous interpretations of the mutinies have argued that the 

expulsion of captains from their ships was due to crews' radicalism. My research has 

challenged this notion and found that captains removed by their ships' companies had, in 

almost every case, violated customary levels of punishment which were part of the 

patrician-plebeian contract. A captain's removal signaled an abusive and tyrannical 

captain, not a revolutionary crew. 

Punishment was not only the physical experience of being lashed, it also worked to 

define masculine power. Captains were well aware of this and kept fk)gging a public event 

as the act both emphasized a captain's power as the one ordering the punishment while 

reducing the transgressing seaman's power within his gendered hierarchy. Flogging and 

other punishments publkly subordinated and figuratively emasculated the offender. The 

seamen understood well this publk display of masculine domination and subordination. 

After taking control of their ships during the Nore Mutiny, revolutionary seamen 

humiliated several of their petty officers and marine sergeants through public and 

degrading forms of punishment, which degraded the class and gendered power of those 

punished. The mutineers' actk)ns also demonstrated to their commissioned officers what 

couki happen to them if their revolutbnary demands were not met. Rather than simply a 

factor unrelated to the mutinies, punishment emerges as a key factor in unraveling some of 

the actions of the seamen prevrausly inexplicable to scholars. Here again, the use of 

gender analysis can provkle us with an insight that no prevrous examinatran has 

uncovered. 

With these new understandings of maritime cuhure and the bek>w deck struggle to 

define the seamen's masculine klentities, the mutinies of 1797 emerge as the work of the 

seamen rather than outskle agitators as most scholars have believed. Official letters and 

reports made by oflBcers, seamen's accounts, the papers of the mutineers, ships' muster 
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books, and ships' logs held at the Public Record OflSce, The British Library, and National 

Maritime Museum in London and the Scottish United Services Museum in Edinburgh, 

render it apparent that the two mutinies were dominated by differing Actions of seamen. 

The Spithead mutiny, with its limited demands and general absence of violetKe, was led by 

seamen leaders whose goals remained within the terms of the patrician-plebeian compact. 

They sought a redress of their material grievances and some public recognition by their 

patrician leaders of their worth as men and as members of British society. In contrast, the 

mutiny at the Nore was led by seamen who promoted their republican version of 

masculinity in which class hierarchies, but not skill hierarchies, woukl be abolished by 

overthrowing the patricians and making all men equal citizens. Taking advantage of the 

chaos produced by the earlier Spithead Mutiny, these seamen attempted to turn their 

mutiny into a political revolutk>n, one that woukl force the republican ideal of politkal 

equality on Britain. 

Chapters 6 and 7, examine in detail how these elements played out in the Spithead 

Mutiny. On April 15, 1797, Lord Brklport ordered the Channel Fleet at the Spithead 

anchorage, near Portsmouth, to put to sea. The crews of sixteen ships refused. By sunset 

of that day, almost ten thousand seamen were in a state of mutiny. This mutiny was not a 

spontaneous actk)n. The seamen leaders, those high on the hierarchy of skill and 

supporting the plebeian maritinie masculinity, had been covertly planning this mutiny since 

their first petitk)ns, sent in February, 1797 to Admiral Howe, their nominal commander, 

had been ignored. FoUowing the traditk)ns of plebeian protest, the actions of the mutineers 

were peaceful and without acts of class-based vk)lence.^ Officers were left in command, 

but the men refused to accept any order to sail fix)m Portsmouth. The men's demands 

^or a description of plebeian protests ashore see E.P. Thompson, "Rough Music," in 
Thompson, Customs in Common. 467-538. 
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were that the government should redress their material grievances. Acknowledging the 

merit of these demands and their consistency with the patrician-plebeian social contract, 

the British government moved to grant them and the mutiny seemed to subside. 

As the wheels of Parliament slowly turned to pass laws necessary to make the 

statutory changes, the seamen became enr^ed by newspaper reports that government 

reforms to meet their demands would be blocked in the House of Lords. On May 7, the 

seamen of the Channel Fleet, still k)cated at the Spithead anchorage, mutinied again. They 

were joined by an additional eighteen ships and over three and a half thousand seamen. 

Tensnns between the seamen and the government increased after an incident of bkradshed 

between many of the ship's company of the London and Vice-Admiral Colpoys. In the 

exchange of gunfire between the seamen and their officers, six seamen were wounded and 

one was killed. At this point, the feflure to gain redress and the violence by the officers of 

the London against their men aUowed the revolutionary seamen within the Channel Fleet 

to gain in influence among their mutinous peers and to challenge the leadership of plebeian 

seamen leaders. Those who supported the existing social contract, both the plebeian 

seamen leaders and the government, worked quickly to contain those seamen who 

promoted their revolutionary visk)n. The government forced Admiral Howe to retiim to 

Portsmouth. Afler a day of discussion with the mutineer delegates, Howe and the 

seamen's plebeian leaders worked out a compromise in whkh the seamen woukl accept 

modest material gains in return for a public demonstration of the patricians' recognition of 

the seamen's worth as men and members of British society. Alter 30 days, the Spithead 

mutiny ended on May 15, 1797. 

Chapters 8 and 9 examine the more politicized mutiny among the seamen at the 

Nore Anchon^e. As the Spithead Mutii^r ended, the Nore Mutiny started down a very 

dififerent course. Rather than a planned afi^ as the Spithead Mutiny had been, the Nore 
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Mutiny began on May 12, 1797 as a spontaneous eruption by seamen in the North Sea 

Fleet who feared that the material gains made by the Spithead mutineers would not apply 

to thenL To be sure they would be included in the new gains, the crews of Admiral 

Duncan's fleet off of the coast of Holland deserted him one by one and returned to the 

Nore Anchorage. By early June, thirty-three ships with over 10,000 men were in a state of 

mutiny at or near the mouth of the Thames. Experienced seamen who fovored the new 

revolutionary masculinity took advantage of the chaos to gain control of their crews, and 

to force other ships' companies to join the mutiny. The revolutionary seamen leaders kept 

the mutiny going by deceit and the threat of violence. Unlike their passive actions during 

the Spithead Mutiny, the government responded with the threat of force by marshaling 

land-based forces on shore and planning for the use of the Channel Fleet from Spithead 

against their revolutionary peers at the Nore. 

The situation fell into a standoff as neither the government nor the revolutionary 

seamen had the resources to make their opponents concede. Fearful that the government 

would not yield to them, the revolutbnary Action planned a defection of their fleet to 

Revolutionary France, Ireland, or America; only to be thwarted by the removal of 

navigation markers from the Thames River by civilian forces loyal to the government. The 

revolutk)nary mutineers were hemmed in with no seaborne escape possible. Once the 

patrician rulers had granted their material demands, the plebeian seamen rejected the 

uncertainty of revolution. The government's threat of force did not bring the mutiny to an 

end; rather the plebeian seamen, whose concept of manhood alk)wed for mutin^s for 

material redress but not for revolution or desertion to the enemy, executed a 

counter-revolution on the mutinous ships. A civil war erupted amongst the mutinous 

seamen at the Nore in which the seamen &voring the plebeian masculinity retook control 

of their ships and defected from the revolution. As the number of crews in a state of 
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mutiny evaporated, the mutiny col]^)sed. The revolutionary leaders of the Nore Mutiny 

either attenq)ted to escape, or awaited their likely fete of the gaUows. Despite the arrest of 

nearly four hundred seamen for mutiny, the government, intent on regaining the plebeian 

seamen's support invoked the patrician's power of mercy, executing only thirty-three 

seamen. 

As I conclude, the collapse of the Nore Mutiny marked the end of large-scale naval 

mutiny in the British Royal Navy during the wars against Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

France. The collapse also marked a vktory for the plebeian seamen's vision of masculine 

authority. The seamen struggled not only against their patrician rulers but amongst 

themselves; divided along the lines of masculinity each envisioned by it supporters to 

provide them with the most efifective method of gaining redress for their class-based 

grievances. The plebeian seamen believed that their voluntary class subordination would 

force their patrician rulers to live up to their moral obligations, while the radicals had 

given up that hope and sought to establish a system of political equality in which they 

could determine the material allocations in society. Most seamen understood that the 

mutiny at Spithead, executed within the confines of the old social compact, had made real 

gains for them while the revoluttonary mutiny at the Nore had resulted only in defeat. 

While revolutionary seamen fiuitlessly continued to promote their new understanding of 

masculinity and revolution in single ship mutinies for the next few years, there would be 

no immediate transitk>n in the masculine identity of the seamen of the Royal Navy. Their 

emphasis would remain on maritime skill, bravery in battle, and nationalist loyalty. These 

traits akied the British Navy in the defeat of its enemies, and established its control over 

the seas for the next one hundred years. For the revolutionaries, their dreams of politkal 

and social equality woukl have to wait till the late nineteenth-century voting reforms that 

gave them the right to partuipate as political equals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

"Each Task Has Its Man, and Each Man His Place" 

The Hierarchical Organization of a Ship's Company 

Introduction 

After the great victories of the Royal Navy during the wars against Revolutionary 

and Napoleonic France, the Victorians created the social myth that the Royal Navy 

represented all that was good and British. These masculine moralizers imagined the sea as 

a feminine entity. They described it through gendered definitions as chaotic and 

unpredictable. In contrast, they constructed the Royal Navy as a masculine force; one that 

opposed and remained unconquered by the sea. The ship and its crew became the symbolic 

vision of masculine social order.' While the reality of conditions in the Royal Navy would 

shatter the Victorians' romanticized visions; they were correct in their understanding of 

the importance of order and organization on ships during the age of sail.-

Samuel Leech, a seaman during the Napoleonic era, noted the importance of 

organization with the wooden walls of his nautical homes. Leech described the 

omnipresent sense of order in nautical life, 

A vessel of war contains a little community of human beings, isolated, for 
the time being, from the rest of mankind. This community is governed by 
laws peculiar to itself, it is arranged and divkled in a manner suitable to its 
circumstances. Hence, when its members first come together, each one is 

^Cynthia Pansier Behrman. Victorian Myths of the Sea (Athens. Ohio: Ohio University 
Press, 1977), 11, 15,18. 

^For an example of an early twentieth century view that mirrored the Victorian ideals see 
Yexley, Our Fighting Men. SI. Yexley described the seamen of the Napoleonic era as "the 
flower of the nation's manhood." 
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assigned his respective station and duty. For every task, from getting up the 
anchor to unbending the sails, aloft and below, at the mess-tub or in the 
hanunock, each task has its man, and each man his place. A ship contains a 
set of human machinery, in whk:h every man is a wheel, a band, or a crank, 
all moving with wonderfiil regularity and precisbn to the will of its 
machinist — the aU-powerful captain.^ 

As Leech's description points out, the required synchronization of labor on ships made 

personnel organization a crucial task. The maritime workplace operated as a collective 

entity in contrast to the customary form of labor, work by task.^ Unlike the army's 

minimal specialization of labor, the nature of nautical operations required the navy to 

empk)y an elaborate division of labor by rank, skill, and units of collective labor; all of 

which denoted unequal levels of official and unofficial power among the ships' companies. 

Despite the interpretation that sees the seamen as egalitarian within their own 

class, the evidence supports a much different view. While the seamen of the Royal Navy 

found in unity in their class-based material grievances, they were in turn divided by 

gendered notions of inequality that drew upon the hierarchical world that sunounded them 

in their maritime experience. The maritime environment did not created a unique culture, 

one free from the inequalities found ashore, rather, the social organization, developed and 

contested both the seamen and their officers, at sea drew upon the hierarchical 

structure found in British society in general, and adapted the muhi-tiered system of power 

to meet the specific needs of their profession. The hierarchical nature of eighteen-century 

society promoted gradients of power. While there were those who ruled and those who 

^Samuel Leech, Thirty Years From Home, or A Voice From the Main Deck Being the 
Experience of Samuel Leech. Who Was For Six Years In The British and American 
Navies (Boston: Tappan and Dennet, 1843), 39-40. 

'̂ For a description of the contemporary understandings of work as task rather than time 
based in early industrial England see E.P. Thonq)son, 'Time, Work-Discipline and 
Industrial Capitalism," in Thonqsson Customs in Common. 3S2-403. 
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were ruled, within their class, seamen possessed varying levels of power based on their 

individual level of skill. As Chapters 3 and 4 will argue, that in addition to class, the 

seamen defined skill as delineating informal power. A concept which informed a significant 

part of their gendered understanding of themselves as men. Maritime definitions of skill, 

both individually and of coUectively through the ship's labor units, produced power 

inequities among the seamen, hence acting to create a sense of inequality within the 

plebeians that co-existed with their more unified material-based class struggle against their 

patrician rulers. While there existed a brotherhood of the forecastle, not all men in that 

brotherhood were equal. 

A ship in the age of sail was more than a wooden structure filled with men. Order, 

rather than chaos, ruled the ships of the Royal Navy in the late eighteenth century. Naval 

architects worked to maximize ships' capacity in an attempt to produce a vessel suited for 

both seamanship and combat power.^ The ships, however, were only one part of the 

reason for naval success; equally important were the ships' companies. Organizing 

hundreds of men in ships generally no longer than two hundred feet became a complex 

task for the Royal Navy in general, and more specifically for the captains who directly 

commanded Britain's ships and vessels. At all levels, the leaders of the Royal Navy 

succeeded in organizing their ships' companies through minute divisions of labor almost 

unknown in civilian society and &r greater than necessary in the army. Only through such 

carefiil use of both skilled and unskilled labor could the leaders of the Royal Navy 

maintain the effectiveness of nearly one hundred and fifteen thousand seamen and marines 

on almost six hundred ships and vessels.^ Like the harnessing of the potential power of a 

^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 35. 

^Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl Spencer. voL II, 16-19. On December 
31,1794 there were 385 ships and vessels in the Royal Navy authorized to carry 95,854 
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factory and its workforce, a ship also required a nearly unparalleled level of organization 

through class and skill-based divisk)ns of labor to fiinction effectively. 

The hundreds of men on every British ship were organized along divisions based 

on class and skill whkh transformed the "little community" to a hierarchical structure of 

inequality. The first division came from ashore. The navy divided men class through 

nautical ranks whkh generally mirrored the class divisions experienced ashore. Secondly, 

divisions by skill existed within each of the major class divisions. For example, the ofiBcers 

formally rated the seamen by their individual levels of maritime skill. Finally, the crew of a 

ship experienced a division by workstation. While the seamen divided themselves into 

informal groups known as messes, their captains divided them into labor units of differing 

skill abilities. The divisk)ns by class and individual skill produced complementary 

hierarchies within the ship's company that reduced the overall sense of equality among the 

company of a ship. 

Divisions by class and skill acted to produce what one scholar has defined as 

"boundary maintenance". These boundaries defined power among the members of a ship's 

company by delineating "privileges, perquisites, and punishments".^ The official hierarchy 

of rank marked the boundaries of class, primarily between the upper and mkidle-class 

commissmned ofiBcers and their working-class seamen. The seamen and their ofiBcers 

experienced daily the unequal divisron of power between classes in the maritime 

men but actually they home only 81,069 men. By 1797, the navy had 587 ships and the 
number of seamen and marines authorized had risen to 120,000 but as in 1794, the actual 
number mustered was less, only 114,603. See Ck)wes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 153 and 
King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 11. 

^W. JeflS^y Bolster, Black Jacks. African American Seamen in the Age of Sail 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997), 75,79. 
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community. While some scholars have attempted to portray the seamen as united in 

opposition to their officers by their common class standing, even among men of the same 

class, maritime skill acted to define boundaries of power along the lines of maritime skill, 

which produced fissures of inequality. The seamen most skilled at maritime tasks found 

themselves most respected their peers due to their positions atop the shipboard 

hierarchy of skill. The most skilled seamen coukl also demand the greatest material and 

cultural rewards available to them within the boundaries of their class. While human 

agency would challenge the boundaries which formed the power nexus of the maritime 

commimity, the entrenched nature of maritime culture among the seamen produced 

culturally sanctioned power structures and inner-class divisions that were not easily 

overcome. 

During the Spithead and Nore Mutinies, these hierarchical structures acted to 

divide the community of a ship rather than unite it. First the class divisions between the 

middle and upper class officers and their generally working-class seamen denoted which 

side men would end up on during the mutinies with the seamen demanding redress to their 

grievances and their officers working to restore the social order that their power depended 

upon. Secondly, and overk)oked by scholars, was the divisk)n among the seamen based on 

their skill and official recognition of it in the form of ranks and ratings. Those with the 

highest level of skill became the leaders of the seamen in both major mutinies of 1797. The 

Spithead and Nore mutinies were clearly working-class based actions, but within the 

working class community of the seamen, not all men were equal. Position in the 

hierarchies greatly influenced a man's ability to influence other seamen. 
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The Ship's Company 

Every man in the Royal Navy had a specific rank or rating ranging finm the lowest 

of Landsman to Admiral of the Fleet. These nautical ranks mirrored the social hierarchy of 

class found in land-based British society. The highest ranking yet smallest sectk)n of a 

ship's personnel were the commissbned officers fi-om the upper-middle and upper classes, 

who acted as the leaders of the Royal Navy as they likewise did in civilian society. Next in 

line of command were the highly skilled specialists known as the warrant officers. Coming 

from the lower-middle and upper-working class, the wanant officers' responsibilities 

included skilled artisan work and the direct supervision of the common seamen. Like their 

working-class peers in British society, the seamen comprised the bulk of any ship's 

company. The class structure expressed itself at sea through the official navy system of 

ranks and ratings. A transplant from civilian society, the class system acted to divkle men 

rather than unite them. 

An assortment of others members rounded out the community and its class-based 

rank hierarchy. A small section of boys would be found on all ships divided between those 

who would be future officers and the servants. Acting as in&ntry-at-sea and the captain's 

police force were the marines whose numbers included their own class hkrarchy with their 

own mkidle-class commissk)ned officers and working-class non-commissk)ned officers 

and enlisted marines. Finalty a ship's popuIatk)n included a small number of women who 

were generally the wives of the warrant officers. These divisions separated men both by 

class in the form of right to command, but also by skill as within each division 

(commissioned, warrant, and seamen) the most experienced and skilled men held the 

higher positions in their respective rank or rating hierarchies. 
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The Ship's Company: The Officers 

The sanctioned military and social leaders of the Royal Navy were its 

commissioned officers. Ranging from the lowest commissioned rank of lieutenant to the 

most senior rank of Admiral of the Fleet, these men generally had been bom in England, 

and they were almost entirely British. The commissioned officers tended to come from the 

upper-middle and upper classes of British society, but since commissions coukl not be 

purchased there were additionally a small number of lower-mkldle and working class 

officers.^ Regardless of original class background, upon reaching the rank of lieutenant, 

the bwest commissioned rank, all commissioned officers were considered 'gentlemen'.^ 

Each commissioned officer commanded a specific section of the Navy with 

lieutenants commanding segments of the ships' companies known as divisions, captains 

commanding individual ships, and the various grades of admirals commanding squadrons 

'Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 31,46,48,60-80. Lewis gives as place of birth the 
foUowing: English 1004 (66.9%), Scotland 197 (13.2%), Ireland 176 (11.7%), Wales 45 
(3%), Other parts of Britain and the Empire 75 (5%), ami Foreign bom 3 (.2%) out of a 
sample of 1,500. Of the three foreign bom: one was from Corsica and two were the sons 
of emigres from France. Lewis also broke down the officers' class background as: titled 
peers 7.3%, baronets 4.7%, landed gentry 27.4%, professranal men 50% (48.2% of these 
from navy fomilies), business and conunercial men 3.9%, working class 6.7%. Lavery puts 
the percentage of working-class men promoted to the commissioned ranks at the lower 
rate of three percent. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 93. This is in contrast to the Army's 
officer corps which in 1792 consisted of onty forty-two percent Englishmen, over a 
quarter from Scotland. See Glenn A. Steppler, "The British Army of the Eve of War," in 
The Road to Waterkio. Alan J. Guy, ed. (London: Alan Sutton l^Uishing, Ltd., 1990), 
11. 

^.A.M. Rodger, Naval Records for Geneatogists. (London: Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, Public Record OfBce Handbooks No. 22, 1988), 18. Rodger argued that reaching 
the rank of lieutenam, the k)west rank actually commisswned, did translate into more finite 
class status as "Lieutenants were reckoned as gentlemen whatever their actual social 
origins." 
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and fleets of ships.Naval officers were required to be conversant enough in all aspects 

of the running of a ship to oversee their subordinate specialist warrant and petty ofBcers, 

but they did not concentrate their training or work in any one specific aspect of the 

operation of the ship.'' Their overall supervisory type of training gave them some level of 

skill in almost every area of shipboard operations. To reach the level of lieutenant, aspiring 

midshipmen were required to validate their skill through an examination. Unlike the army, 

class background abne did not guarantee entry into the commissioned officer corps.In 

terms of both official and unofficial power among their ships' companies, the 

commissioned officers benefited from both their higher class backgrounds and their broad 

maritime knowledge. 

Not officially ranking as officers but generally considered as "gentlemen" were the 

midshipmen. Mklshipmen were generally ofBcers in training who aspired to be promoted 

to the ranks of the commissioned officers. Like their commissioned brethren, most were 

English and almost all were British. Despite the popular image of teenage midshipmen, 

over half were in their twenties and only roughly a third were teenagers. After six years 

'̂ Some smaller ships known as '̂ vessels" were commanded by lieutenants as well. For the 
intimate details of the various grades of commissioned officers and their duties see Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy, gg-l 12. Dudley Pope, Life In Nelson's Navy. (London: Chatham 
Publishing, 1997), 6I-7S, Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 252-327, and Rodger, 
Records for Genealogists. 14-20. 

' 'Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 94-95 and Pope, I.ife in Nelson's Navy. 61-64. 

'̂ Admiralty, Regulations and Instructioas Relating to HLs Majesty's Service at Sea 13th 
ed. (London, 1790), 14-15, For details of the examination process see Lavery, Nelson's 
Na^ 88,93-94 and Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 66-67. 

'̂ Rodger, Naval Records for Genealogists. 19. 

''̂ Ships' Musters Database. Of the 144 mklshipmen in the database, ninety-one (63%) 
were bom in England, fifteen in Scotland (10%), thirteen in Ireland (9%), four in Wales 
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total service at sea the midshipman were eligible to take the lieutenant's examination, but 

not all mklshipmen passed their examination for lieutenant, and men in their forties and 

fifties remained as mklshipmen. Many mklshipmen did eventually get promoted after 

their experience at sea prepared them for commissioned service. The ships' companies 

treated midshipmen as officers, despite their not officially being commissioned officers and 

their limited levels of skiU. The seaman Leech remarked of midshipmen, 'They were 

officers; their word was our law". In the world of the ship's company, the power of the 

novice midshipmen came from their class background rather than their maritime skills. As 

one scholar has argued, the mklshipmen suffered a "status anomaly" as they had class 

power, but the younger unskilled mklshipmen lacked the level of skill possessed by the 

more experienced commissioned officers. 

(3%), 4 from the British Empire (3%), three from America (2%), and one from France 
(1%); the place of birth for the other thirteen (9%) is not listed. My Ships' Musters 
Database is buOt upon the musters of ten ships involved in either the Spithead or Nore 
Mutinies: Clyde, Glory, London, Marlborough, Mars, Queen Charlotte, Sandwich, St.. 
Fiorenzo, Standard, and the Venerable. In total there are S,S27 men (all ranks) from the 
ten ships' musters. This represents a sample of almost twenty-three percent of the men 
involved in Spithead and Nore mutinies (from a total of24,339 men: 14,299 men on the 
ships involved in the Spithead Mutinies, 10,040 (exchiding the St. Fiorenzo's men which 
are counted in the Spithead total) men on the ships involved in the Nore Mutiny, and the 
502 from the Venerable, whkh dkl mutiny but Admiral Duncan brought them back to 
order). 

'̂ Admiralty, Regulations and rnstnictioas (\790V 29-30 and Moore, The British 
Mariner's Vncahulary. "Midshipman", and Ships' Musters Database. Of the 144 
midshipmen in my data base, there were eight in their fortKS, two in their fifties, and one 
who was 73 (Gibson on the Glory)\ Of the other 133 mklshipmen in the sanq>le, the ages 
of 121 are listed: thirty-eight were between thirteen and nineteen, sixty-six were in their 
twenties, and seventeen were in their thirties. 

'̂ Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 37 and Rodger, Navai Records for Cicneatogists, 13. 

'̂ Arthur N. Gilbert, "Crime as Disorder: Criminality and the SymboUc Universe of the 
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The various types of warrant officers foUowed the commissioned officers in both 

rank and prestige. They were known as such because they were "warranted" into their 

positions by various administrative bodies within the Royal Navy. To achieve warrant 

certification, these men had to pass a series of formal examinations of skill and 

knowledge.'̂  While these men did have some leadership duties, their specialized maritime 

skills remained their most important fiinction. Their land-based peers were the artisan 

classes of the lower-mkldle and upper-working classes. As such they had some class 

power, but their greatest source of referent power came fi-om their highly specialized 

maritime knowledge and skill. 

There were four divisions of rank and corresponding status among the warrant 

officers. The most senior and nearly equal in class prestige to the commissioned officers 

were the wardroom warrant officers which included the master, surgeon, purser, and 

chaplain. Next in rank were the gunroom warrant officers, known as such because they 

18th Centtiry British Naval Officer," in Robert William Love, ed., Changing 
Interpretations and New Sources in Naval History (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 
1980), 117. 

'̂ Rodger, Naval Records for Genealogists. 6. The Admiralty warranted the pursers, 
boatswains, carpenters, chaplains, schoolmasters, and masters at Arms. The Navy Board 
warranted the masters, the cooks, and the sailmakers; The Ordnance Board warranted the 
armourers and gimners; and the Sk;k and Hurt Board warranted the surgeons and their 
mates. All £iced some sort of examination with the exception of the pursers, the 
boatswains, the cooks, and the masters at arms. See also Moore, The British Mariner's 
Vncahulary. "Warrant-Officer". 

'̂ oore. The British Mariner's Vocabulary. "Master of a Ship of War", "Purser", 
Admiralty. Regulations and Instructions M 790V 9S-%, 1 IS, Lavery, Nelson'S Navy, 
109-110, 136-137. According to Rodger, the surgeon and chaplain were not official 
wardroom warrant officers until 1808 (see Rodger, Naval Records for Genealogists. 22, 
30). Lavery argues that by the 1790s the wardroom's membership consisted of the 
lieutenants, the master, the surgeon, the purser, the chaplain, and the marine officers. See 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 109. By 1808, the masters and surgeons were consklered ^warrant 
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dined in the gunroom. They included the master's mates and the surgeon's mates. Many of 

the gunroom warrant ofBcers could expect in the future to be promoted into the ranks of 

the wardroom warrant officers.^^ Lower in class and rank prestige, the standing warrant 

officers were composed of the boatswain, the carpenter, and the gunner. They acted as a 

specialist in charge of the maintenance and operatbn of a specific part of the ship. '̂ 

Lowest in rank and prestige were the petty officers with warrants who acted as specialists 

officers of commisskined rank" and messed in the wardroom. See King, Hattendor£ and 
Estes, A Sea of Words. 21. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 92-93,101. The masters' mates were generally senior 
midshipmen waiting to take their examination for lieutenant for his official promotion. The 
surgeons' mates served as apprentk:es to quality as surgeons. Like commissraned officers, 
the listings for the wardroom warrant officers usually consists only of their name, position, 
and when assigned to the ship; the listings for the master's and surgeons' mates is more 
descriptive, like that of the seamen, and includes informatmn about their age upon entering 
the ship and place of birth. The masters' mates were generally under thirty years old: 
twenty-four were twenty to twenty-nine, only three were over thirty, and the ages of four 
were unknown out of a total of the thirty-one masters' mates serving on the ten ships 
Almost entirely British: eighteen were English, four were Scottish, three were Irish, two 
were from other areas of the British empire, and four had unlisted origins. The surgeons' 
mates had similar ages and natmnalities with nine of the eleven known ages being in their 
twenties, plus two in their thirties and seven with unlisted ages. Again most were British 
with: three from England, two each from Ireland and Scotland, one from Canada, two 
from France, and eight either not listed or unknown. Ships' Musters Database. 

-'Admiralty, Regulation.s and [nstnictions n790V 10,98, 103, 110, Lavery, Nelson's 
Navy. 102-104, Pope, f ife in Nelson's Navy. 84-86, Rodger, Naval Records for 
Geneatogists. 6, and Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 21-23. The Admiralty assigned the 
standing warrant officers to a partksular ship until either they decommisswned the ship or 
promoted the warrant officer to a larger ship. Several mates also akled each of the 
standing warrant officers in the execution of their duty. Life in Nelson's Navy. 84-87, 
Rodger, Naval Records for Geneatogists. 6, and Rodger, The Wooden Work!. 21-24. 
Rodger lists the purser and cook as standing warrant officers while Lavery lists only the 
gunner, carpenter, and boatswain as standing warrant officers. General^ in the ships' 
musters, the ship's clerk omitted the ^e and place of birth of the standing warrant officers 
as they were viewed as mkidle-class artisans and not part of the "People". 
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in a specific field, but ranked only slightty above the rest of the seamen. The regulations 

consklered the petty officers with warrants to be seamen rather than part of the leadership 

classes. The greatest class division within the crews existed between the standing warrant 

ofiBcers and the petty officers with warrants. The commissioned officers and wardroom, 

gunroom, and standing warrant officers could not be reduced in rank nor punished by the 

captain, but a ship's captain had substantial powers over the petty officers with warrants 

and the seamen. These included reducing them in rank and rating as well as flogging them 

as punishment.^ 

As most of the warrant officers were skilled men but not commissioned leaders 

from the ruling classes, they fell into a sort of netherworld between their commissioned 

officers from the ruling classes and their working class seamen.^^ Like the commissioned 

officers from the ruling class, the regulations required warrant officers to be literate as 

well as experts in a specific maritime field. '̂* In contrast to the commissioned officers' 

potential for military advancement and the accompanying social promotion, warrant 

officers could expect little upward class and rank mobility. Once a man had reached the 

22Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (1790V 100, 134-138, 199-200, Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy. 104,135, 139,20S-206, Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 87, Rodger, Naval 
Records for Genealogists. 6, and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 261. The petty 
officers with warrants included the master at arms, the schoolmaster, and several artisan 
officers: the caulker, armourers, and the sailmaker. Regarding punishment see Admiralty, 
Regulations and Instructions (1790). 46-47. Sectk)n is from "Rules of Discipline and 
Good Government To Be Observed On Board His Majesty's Ships of War" Section V 
"Not to discharge or punish an Officer, but onty suspend him." Warrant officers that could 
be punished by a captain included the master at arms, the cook, and the sailmaker, who 
were treated as petty officers. 

2^Rodger, The Wooden World. 20. 

2'̂ Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 100. 
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ranks of the warrant o£Scers, the Admiralty rarely promoted them to the ranks of the 

commissioned oflBcers.^^ Advancement to the same position in a bigger ship became their 

only career prospect. Because of their k)wer-middle class background and maritime 

positions as specialist supervisors rather than commanding leaders, the warrant ofiScers 

acted neither as the ruling classes nor as those ruled. During the mutinies, warrant ofBcers 

often found themselves acting as intermediaries between the seamen and their 

commissM)ned officers. Only in a few occasions, did men from the ranks of the warrant 

officers engage in mutinous activity.^^ 

The Ship's Company: The "People" 

Below the commissioned and warrant officers were the seamen whom the maritime 

community collectively described as "the People". "The People", primarily a working-class 

^^Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 83. 

-^The most senior man identified as a mutineer was James Grey, the Master of the 
Inflexible, who the Admiralty quickly pardoned on July 12, 1797. Three other warrant 
officers were also found to be mutineers: William Redfren, a surgeon's mate on the 
Standard, who was convkted of mutiny, William Chapman, the gunner of the Swan who 
was later pardoned, and John Redhead the boatswain of the Beaulieu who was convkted 
of mutiny as well. See Admiralty, Nepean, "Pardon for the Ship's Company of the 
Inflexible" (Juty 3, 1797), Admiralty Letters Out Regarding Courts Martial 1797-98. 
ADM 2/1118, PRO, Admiralty, Muster Book H.M. Eagle Prison Ship (June 17% to 
August 1797), ADM 36/14456, PRO, Admiralty, Muster Book H.M. Eagle Prison Ship 
(September 1797 to Augiist 1798), ADM 36/1^57, PRO, Admiralty, Captain Lancetot 
Skynner, "Log of H.M.S. Beaulieu'^ (December 27,17% to May 28, 1797), Captains' 
LogSr ADM 51/1191, PRO, Admiralty, Captain Francis Fayerman, "Log of H.M.S. 
Beaulieu"" (June 16,1797 to June 15,1798), Captains' I.ogs. ADM 51/1207, PRO, 
Admiralty, Captain Fayerman to Vice Admiral Lutwidge (August 9, 1797), Admiralty 
In-Letters From the Nore 1797^ ADM 1/729, PRO, and J. Bum to Alexander Bum (June 
26,1797) found in A.J. Holland, Buckerler's Hard: A Rural Shipbuilding Centre 
(Emsworth, Haiiq)shire: Kenneth Mason, 1985), 128-129 
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labor force, provided the bulk of the manpower in the Royal Navy. Unlike the army, which 

had ranks that only denoted position in the command hierarchy, the navy rated seamen 

according to skill; the higher naval ratings were awarded for superior levels of maritime 

skills.^^ The petty ofiBcers dominated this ofiBcially designated skill-based rank hierarchy, 

followed in order by the able seamen and specialists rated as able seamen, the ordinary 

seamen, the landsmen, and finaUy the boys. The experienced seamen translated the 

skill-based hierarchy into gender power whkh allowed them to dominate the proceedings 

of both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies. Comprising the vast majority of the crew of any 

British ship, these men were the mutineers, the revolutionaries, and the 

counter-revolutionaries of 1797.^* 

The petty oflScers acted as skilled specialists and/or the direct supervisory 

leadership of the Royal Navy. Rising from the ranks of the working-class seamen, the 

petty officers did not have warrants.^^ The captain or the first lieutenant of his ship rated a 

man into his position based on his maritime skills and experience. Equally, the captains 

^^Seamen were "rated" according to skills and duties. This is different from rank which 
implies a level in a command hierarchy. See King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 
308. The army dkl not rate enlisted men by skill. The enlisted ranks in an am^r in&ntiy 
battaUon went (k>west to highest): private, corporal, sergeant, and sergeant major; the last 
three of these ranks denoted levels of leadership and supervisory responsibility. There 
were no ratings to denote levels of skill among the privates. See S.J. Park and G.F. 
Na&iger, The British Military: Its System and Orfaniyatinn 1 «n^-l 81S (Cambridge, 
Ontario, Canada: Rafin Co. Inc., 1983.), 27-29. 

^^For example, on an average ship of the line, a third rate common 74 gun, there were 
only six commissmned officers, sixteen midshipmen, and nineteen warrant officers out of a 
complement of590 men, the other 549 men were either petty ofiBcers or seamen. See 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 136,328-329. 

^^The petty officers can be equated with the non-commtssk)ned officers in the British 
Army. 
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could reduce the petty ofBcers back into the ranks of the seamen as had happened to two 

of the seamen on the Venerable who had been reduced from quartergunners back to able 

seamen.^^ The captain of the Centaur also disrated a boatswain's mate for being drunk 

and unfit for duty. '̂ The specialist petty officers acted as mates and assistants to their 

warrant officer superiors. Due to skill, these men dkl have some prospect of rising to the 

ranks of the warrant officer artisans. Other petty officers held the unofficial supervisory 

positions such as the captains of the watches. Because of their positions of direct 

supervision and their high levels of nautical skill, some naval officers saw the petty officers 

as crucial to controlling the seamen.^^ Both fectors provided the petty officers with high 

levels of influence over their seamen subordinates.^^ They had earned their crews' respect 

Askew (ship number 349) and Robson (ship number 304) had both been reduced from 
quartergunner to able seaman and each lost a shilling a month pay in the process. See 
Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Venerable (May 1796 to April 1797), ADM 36/11648, 
PRO, and Admiralty. Muster Book H.M.S Venerable (May 1797 to February 1798), 
ADM 36/11649, PRO. 

'̂Clarke, Recollections of Service Afloat and Ashore. 83-85. 

^^Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahiilary "Coxswain", "Corporal of a Ship of War", 
"Mate of a Ship of War", "Quartermaster", "Cjuartermaster's Mate", "Steward", and 
"Yeoman", Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 129-130,136-137, and Rodger, The Wooden World. 
25-27. The petty officer mates and ^)ecialists included the quartermasters and their mates, 
the gunner's mates and quartergunners, the sailmaker's mates, the boatswain's mates, the 
caulker's mates, the carpenter's mates and crew, the ship's corporal (who assisted the 
master at arms), the cook's mates, the various yeomen. In 1797, the regulatrons regarded 
the position of captain of a watch as an unofficial positmn held by a highly experienced 
and skilled able seamen. These men commanded tte seamen of one of the watches of the 
ship. 

^^Patton, Observations on Naval Mutiiy, 9-11, TUN/212. Patton had suggested that the 
Royal Navy increase the pay of the petty officers to encourage them to stay in the King's 
service as well as increasing the number of petty officers on each ship. 
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through both the ofiBcial rank recognition of their skill and their daily demonstration of 

such skill. Most of the petty ofiBcers were British^^ but national origin did not guarantee 

loyalty as their working-class backgrounds produced the same class-based grievances that 

in 1797 motivated their mutinous seamen subordinates. When mutiny came, the petty 

officers feh the same grievances as their seamen and possessed a powerful voice with 

which to lead them. 

The seamen aboard one of his Majesty's ships came into the navy from one of four 

ways. A minority had been a professbnal seamen in the navy before the beginning of 

hostilities. The majority of the seamen had come into the navy after the start of the war 

from one of three methods: they had either volunteered, been involuntarily impressed, or 

were lured into the navy through the quota system. Given that the navy had rapidly 

expanded after the start of the war in 1793 from 45,000 to 120,000 men 1797, 

probably less than one in three seamen were long term military professionals.^^ 

Most men coming into the Royal Navy in 1797 were neither willing nor 

experienced seamen. An examination of the supernumerary^^ replacement seamen on the 

Sandwich guard ship shows that by 1797, by most men new to the navy were not 

volunteers. Involuntary entries accounted for eighty-eight percent of the forms of entry 

^^Muster Data Base, Of the 601 various petty ofScers among the crews of the ten ships in 
the sample, only twenty (or 3.3%) were not British. Of the British element most were 
English (369 or 61,4%) foUowed by the Scots (107 or 17.8%), Irish (48 or 8%), Welsh 
(18 or 3.3%), from the British Empm (8 or 1.3%), as well as 31 (5.2%) men with 
unidentifiable places of birth. 

^^Ctowes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 153. 

^^A supernumerary seaman was one in excess of a ship's complement. In the case of the 
Sandwich guard ship they were to be replacements for other ships' companies. See King, 
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among the replacement seamen on the Sandwich; only twelve percent had volunteered.^^ 

The actual percentage of volunteers may have been lower. Pressed men often volunteered 

once on board their new ship in order to gain the bounty paid by the navy to new 

volunteers.^^ The seamen joining in the Royal Navy in 1797 were largely an unwilling 

force, and by 1797 probabty less than one half of the total body of seamen in the Royal 

Navy had willingly joined. '̂ 

In terms of experience, only the few pressed seamen among the Sandwich's 

supernumeraries possessed much in the way of maritime skill; the others were largely men 

unskilled at sea. The small number of volunteers, based on the sample from the Sandwich, 

contained a minority of experienced seamen, but most of the recent recruits had no 

^^Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich (May to August 1797), ADM 36/11622, 
PRO, Admiralty. Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich ^January to April 1797), ADM 36/11621, 
PRO, and Adnn^ty, Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich (SeptembCT to December 1796), 
ADM 36/11620, PRO. An examination of the supernumeraries in the ratings of able 
seaman, ordinary seaman, landsman, and unrated seamen present on the May 14,1797 
muster shows that of the 550 supernumeraries only 64 (fi%-six volunteers and eight 
substitutes) can be considered willing entries; the other 486 (five from prison, 102 pressed 
men, and 380 quota men) did not join the navy as volunteers. The total of 550 excludes 
174 who had been transferred from other ships, five deserters, four from the army or 
militia, three stragglers, one fi^m the hospital, and twenty-nine with unknown origins. 

38Dudley Pope. The Devil Himself, the Mutiny of 1800 fLondon: Alison Press, 1987), 35, 
and Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 119. An example of non-volunteers changing their minds 
and volunteering happened on the Monmouth in January 1797. Captain Northesk wrote to 
the Admiralty to request the volunteer's bounty be paid to several men he had received 
from the Sandwich guard ship. See Admiralty, Captain Northesk, "Letter to Evan 
Nepean" (January 6, 1797), Captaias' [.etters N^ ADM 1/2226, PRO. 

^^y 1812, this number was probabty even bwer. Lewis found that the volunteers were 
only twenty-five percent of tte total seamen (eight percent boy volunteers and seventeen 
percent men volunteers) with the other seventy-five percent being non-volunteers: fifty 
percent pressed men, twelve percent quota men, and thirteen percent foreigners. See 
Lewis, A Social Histoiy of the Navy. 135-138. 
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experience at sea. Peter CuUen, a naval oflScer, described the new volunteers as "men of 

all classes" and commented that they were "a motley crew".^^ For every volunteer in the 

pool of replacement seamen there were two men who had been impressed, involuntarily 

forced into the Royal Navy by naval press gangs. The press gangs, who roamed Britain's 

ports, sought the unwilling recruitment of experienced seamen. Despite the popular image 

of pressed men being unskilled, by 1797, the gangs appear to have succeeded in finding 

skilled man as most of the pressed supernumerary men on the Sandwich were rated as able 

seamen.'*' However, the vast majority of men coming into the navy in 1797 had little 

maritime skiU. These were the quota-men who had entered the navy via the lure of 

'*®Peter CuUen, "Memoirs of Peter CuUen," in Five Naval tnnmflls 1789-1817. H.G. 
Thursfiekl, ed., (Navy Records Socety, 1951), 63. Of the fifty-six volunteer 
supernumeraries on the Sandwich, onfy nineteen were rated as able seamen with four rated 
as ordinary seamen, three were not yet rated, and the vast majority of the volunteers 
(thirty) had been rated as landsmen. See Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich, ADM 36/11622. 
Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 36/11621, and Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich. 
ADM 36/11620. Some landsmen volunteers were probably men forced into the navy by 
magistrates courts and were not willing volunteers. See Lewis, A Social History of the 
Navy, 94. Lavery describes the motives of volunteers as adventure, patriotism, prize 
money, loyalty, and bounties. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 123-124. 

Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 36/11622, Mu.ster Book H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 
36/11621, and Muster Book H.M S Sandwich. ADM 36/11620. Of the 102 pressed 
supernumerary men on the Sandwich: seventy-one had been rated as able seamen with 
only seven rated as ordinary seamen, nineteen as landsmen, and five not yet rated. Both 
individual ships and the navy-wide impressement service pressed men for naval service. 
For examples of authorizations to impress men see Admiralty, Lieutenant J.L Smith, 
"Logs of H.M.S Leopard  ̂(1794-1976), Logs of the Leopard. Log L.8, NMM and 
Secretary William Marsden to Captain John Duckworth (May 1, 1797), Loose Papers 
1795-1797, Duckworth Papers (hereafter referred to as DUC) 3, NMM. Despite the 
evidence that most pressed men on the Sandwich were skilled seamen, the popular image 
persists that the press gangs seem to have taken whom ever they coukl find, regardless of 
skUl. See Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 95-116, and Lavery, Nelson's Naw 
120-123. 
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bountKs offered by local governments in Britain. Representing over two-thirds of the 

replacement supernumeraries on the Sandwich in 1797, these men were not experienced 

seamen, but rather 'vagrants, tramps, and idlers'Most of the men joining the navy in 

1797 had little or no maritime experwnce and skill and consequently found themselves at 

the bottom of the skill hierarchy. 

The seamen comprised the vast majority of all ships' companies; their ruling class 

officers were but a small minority of a ship's total complement. The seamen were divkled 

by their officers into the three ratings of able seaman, ordinary seaman, and landsman 

according to their personal level of nautical skill or land-based skills that coukl be used at 

sea. When new men came onto a ship as a replacements, the ship's First Lfeutenant 

interrogated them regarding their maritime experience as well as asking them for the 

information required by the muster book: name, age, and place of birth. Charles Reece 

Pemberton, a seaman from 1806 to 1814, described the rating of men and the entering of 

them into the ships' muster book: 'This course was pursued through the whole crew; then 

each was stationed according to the estimate of his seaman like qualities; or, with no such 

qualities, as landsmen, struck ofif for afterguard and waisters."^^ Based on each man's 

self-described work history, the officer would then rate him in one of the three grades or 

possibly as one of the two k)wer ranks of boy if younger than eighteen years old. An 

'̂ ^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 118. Of the SSO replacement supernumeraries on 
the Sandwich, 380 were quotamen. Of these only a small minority had any naval 
experience with twenty-two rated as able seamen and fifteen rated as ordinary seamen. 
The vast majority, 342 of380, were rated as landsmen (plus one unrated quota man). See 
Muster Book H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 36/11622, Mu.ster Rook H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 
36/11621, and Master Book H.M.S Sandwich. ADM 36/11620. 

^^Charles Recce Pemberton, The Autobiography of Pel. Veijuice (London: The Scholartis 
Press, 1929), 154. 
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exaggeration of one's skills dkl not guarantee continued status at a higher rating; captains 

who found men wanting in the required skills and abilities of their positions could reduce 

them in rating. After being judged fit by the surgeon, the man was entered into ship's 

muster book with the appropriate rating by the ship's clerk.'*^ Generally the rating officer 

gave men transferring from other ships the same rating they previously held.'̂ ^ Naval 

experts reckoned the safest minimum portion of seamen for the operation of a ship as one 

third able seamen to one third ordinary seamen to one third landsmen.'*^ A man's rating 

served dual functions. It provkled an official evaluation of each man's maritime skills, and, 

as the Admiralty provided different levels of material rewards based on skill, it set each 

man's pay scale.'*^ 

All involved took the rating of seamen seriously. The &ilure to rate new men or to 

over rate them could place a captain or commander in trouble with both his seamen and 

'̂ Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions n790V 29-30, Robert Mercer Wilson, 
"Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite of 40 Guns, Commanded at Different 
Periods by Captains Ogle and Canq)bell. Commencing July 29,1805" in Thursfield, Five 
Naval 243-244, Jack Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautical Econon^ of Forecastle 
Recollectuns of Events during the last war', including a descriptk)n of the Battle of 
Tral^gar," in Henry Baynham, From the Lower Deck. The OM Naw 1780-1840. 
(London: Hutchinson & Co., Ltd, 1969), 44, and Lavery, Nelson's Navy^ 129-130. 

Admiralty, Regulations and Instructioas n790V SI, and Lewis, A Social History of the 
Navy. 8S-86. The regulatk)ns required men to be rated as they had been in their previous 
ships. 

''̂ Rodger, The Wooden Worki, 26-27. 

'̂ ^Admiralty, Regulatioas and Instructioas (1790V 14S-I49 and Rodger, Wooden World, 
125 and Hattendorf, Knight, Pearsall, Rodger, and Till, British Naval Documents. 275. 
The lunar monthly pay for the three ratings was: able seaman 24 shillings, ordinary seaman 
19 shillings, and landsmen 18 shillings a month. Rodger makes clear that the Admiralty 
paid the seamen by lunar noonths and not by calendar months. 
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the Admiralty.'*^ In general, to be rated as an able seaman, a man needed a great deal of 

experience at sea. A nautical dictionary of the era described them as "one who is not only 

able to work, but who is also well acquainted with his duty as a seaman."^^ The 

regulations required a man rated as an able seaman be able to do the duties of an able 

seaman as well as having three years experience at sea.^^ Officers rated an ordinary 

seaman, a noan with some experience at sea who could "make himself useful on board, but 

is not an expert or skillful saitor". '̂ There seems to have been no time requirement for the 

ratii^ of ordinary, only some sort of maritime experience. Officers awarded the lowest 

rating, landsman, to men with no maritime experience.^^ Once on a ship and rated by the 

'̂ ^The ship's company of the Minotaur, a ship involved in the Spithead Mutiny, petitioned 
the Admiralty over several issues; one of whkh was the &ilure of the captain to rate "a 
great number" of men who had not been rated according to the rules of the navy. The 
angry men complained that "they are not paid according to the rules of the navy." See 
Ship's Company of the Minotaur to Bridport (April 24,1797), ADM 1/107 and 
Admiralty, Ship's Company of the Minotaur to the Admiralty (April 19,1797), Seamen's 
Petitions 1797, ADM 1/5125, PRO. Rear Admiral Orde accus^ Captain Drury of the 
Powerful of rating men before they lod the required skills for each rank. See Rear Admiral 
John Orde to the Admiralty (May 10,1797), Port Command Plymouth. Orde Papers 
(hereafter known as ORD) 6, NMM. 

'̂ ^Moore, The British Mariner's Vocahuiary. "Able-Bodied Seaman". See also King, 
Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 1995), 69, and Lewis, A Social History of the 
Navy^ 85-86. An more precise definitnn described a seaman as one able to 'hand, reef and 
steer'. See John Harland, Seamanship in the Age of Sail (London: Conway Maritime 
Press, Ltd., 1984), 17. 

^^Admirahy, Regulations and Instructions (1790V 29-30. 

Moore, The British Mariner's Vocahuiary. "Ordinary Seaman". King, Hattendorf and 
Estes, A Sea of Words. 270, and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 85-86. 

^^Moore, The British Mariner's Vocahuiary, "Landsman", King, Hattendorf and Estes, A 
Sea of Words. 226, and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 85-86. 
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first lieutenant, a seaman could expect some potential for advancement, at least to the rank 

of able seaman, but also the potential for reduction in rating should their skills decline. 

In theory, a landsman with regular training could advance to ordinary seaman in 

one year and after two additional years in that rating advance to able seaman.^^ The 

opportunity for the training necessary for advancement appears rarely to have been 

available to aspiring landsmen and ordinary seamen. George Watson noted that his 

captain, R.H.A Bennett of the Fame, trained his crew, including the landsmen, in the 

different duties of the ship. Watson saw this as remarkable as "normally the untrained 

landsman would get almost no opportunity of going ak)ft." '̂* The seamen, especially 

landsmen, received little training in anything other than their immediate tasks on the ship 

as many naval authorities feh that to become an able seaman one had to start as a boy; 

adults were too okl to train as seamen.^^ While the regulations did call for broader crew 

instruction, primary sources rarely support the idea that training was common on most 

ships.^^ Other than drilling some seamen in the use of muskets and the great guns, official 

training programs appear to have been almost non-existent except on ships with 

remarkably far-sighted captains.^^ Despite the lack of official instructional programs, the 

^^Rodger, The Wooden World, 26. 

^^George Watson, 'The Adventures of a Greenwkh Pensnner," in Baynham, From the 
Lower Deck. 113. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 124,137. 

^^Admirahy, Regulatmns and In.structk)ns (1790)^ 198-199. A rare example of a captain 
who called for training of the ordinary seamen and landsmen in the sailing aspects of the 
ship was Captain Griffith of the London. See Captain Edward Griffith, Orderbook of the 
LqikIqii, Third Order, Orderbooks (hereafter referred to as OBK) 10, NMM. 

^^The regulatnns called for the ciq)tain to train seamen in the use of the cannon ("great 
guns") and small arms. The youngest lieutenant was to oversee the small arms instruction. 
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actual advancement of some landsmen up the rating structure demonstrates that there 

existed some methods of learning the maritime skills necessary for pronation. 

The muster books contain examples of captains upgrading their men's ratings to 

more skilled levels after these men had demonstrated their increased level of skill. The 

Venerable's ship company contained many men who had risen one or two ratings. After 

thirty-two months service, of the twenty-eight landsmen mustered on to that ship in July of 

1794: eighteen had been promoted to ordinary seaman, four had made able seaman, and 

six remained landsman.^^ On the Glory, advancement seems to have been less rapid. Of 

the seventy-five landsmen mustered on that ship in November 1795, by April 1797, only 

one had reached the rating of able seaman, seventeen had risen to ordinary seaman, and 

one had become a steward's mate; the other fifty-six remained still landsmen.Landsmen 

on other ships &red no better as of the twenty-one landsmen mustered on the Queen 

See Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions M 7901 30-31,94. One order book stated 
that the ship's company should be trained in the ship's cannon and small arms "until they 
become expert in tte use and management of them agreeable to their several stations in 
the Quarter Bill". The training was only for two days a week and only for one hour each 
day. See Captain Edward Chetham, Notebook of Captain Edward Chetham. General 
Notebooks (hereafter referred to as GBK) 2, NMM. The order book of the London under 
Captain GrifiBth (who commanded that ship during the Spithead Mutiny) called only for 
the top men and boat crews to be trained in the use of small arms. See GrifiBth, Orderbook 
of \)oiiLondon, OBK 10. The number of men trained in the use of small arms per the 
regulations was small with only about twenty percent of the seamen trained with them on 
average as per the regulatuns. See Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (17901 
199-200. 

^*Muster Book H.M.S Venerable, ADM 36/11649, Muster Book H.M.S Venerable. 
ADM 36/11648, and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Venerable (October 1795 to April 
17%), ADM 36/11647, PRO. 

'̂Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Glory (March to November, 1797), ADM 36/11715, 
PRO and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Glory (June 1796 to February 1797), ADM 
36/11714, PRO. 
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Charlotte in June 1795, some twenty-two months later only six of their ranks were 

promoted to ordinary seaman and only one reached able seaman.^ Even on a frigate such 

as the St. Fiorenzo, where labor policies had to be more flexible because the crew was 

smaller, landsmen fared no better. Of the forty-eight landsmen who mustered onto that 

ship in July 1795, by May 1797, twenty-five, over half, were still landsmen while eighteen 

had been promoted to ordinary seaman, one to able seaman, one to cooper, one to barber, 

one to the carpenter's crew, and one to swabber. '̂ While the rates of promotion 

experienced by landsmen on various ships differed, the examples suggest that landsmen 

needed two to three years' experience at sea before being raised to ordinary seaman. Few 

of the landsmen brought into the Navy in 1794 and 1795 seem to have had much potential 

to for reach the rating of able seaman some two or three years later. By the time of the 

mutinies in 1797, the men with little maritime experience who had entered the Royal Navy 

in the last three years remained concentrated in the ranks of the landsmen and ordinary 

seamen. Consequently, the supposedly more radical landsmen would have had neither the 

time nor training opportunities to earn the rating of able seaman or enter into the ranks of 

the petty officers which as Chapters 3 and 4 will argue were necessary to gain influence 

among the seamen's ship's company. 

^Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Queen Charlotte ̂ September 1796 to June 1797), 
ADM 36/11730, PRO, Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Queen Charlotte (March 17% to 
August 1796), ADM 36/11729, PRO, and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S Queen 
Charlotte (June 1795 to February 17%), ADM 11728, PRO. 

'̂Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S St. Fiorenzo (March 1797 to FelMruary 1798), ADM 
36/12661, PRO, Admiralty Muster Book H.M.S St. Fiorenzo (May 1796 to March 1797), 
ADM 36/12660, PRO, and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S St. Fiorenzo (July 1795 to 
April 17%), ADM 12659, PRO. 
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Scholars have general^ accepted that the seamen's class background as working 

class. Even the press gangs sought out only working-class men as 'gentlemen' were 

generally exempt from being pressed.^^ The exact background of each seaman is 

impossible to determine due to their short-term enlistments and the lack of data in the 

muster books about the seamen's background.^^ Rarely did mustering officers take the 

time to determine their seamen's previous occupations. One surviving exception from the 

St. Domingo, circa 1805, listed the seamen's "qualities" or occupational backgrounds. Of 

the 439 men, slightly more than half had a maritime background including: 212 seamen, 

thirteen fishermen, fourteen watermen, and seven other maritime related occupations. The 

rest came from a variety of plebeian backgrounds that ranged from thirty-five unskilled 

laborers to a large number of semi-skilled and skilled men such as butchers, printers, 

barbers, and even one violin maker.^ An examination of the occupational backgrounds of 

the seamen on the Caledonia in 1810 similarly found that only 224 of the seamen on that 

ship came from maritime backgrounds, the majority, 267, had been laborers before 

entering the navy.^^ Some middle-class men were mentk)ned in various sources as having 

foUen to the ranks of the working class seamen, but they seem to have been a minority 

^^Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 3,120. Pope described the seamen as "the ordinary people 
of Britain". Press gangs klentified "gentlemen" by their dress. 

^^No central personnel records existed for the seamen in the navy. Their only "personnel 
records" are found in the muster books that do not list prevk>us occupations. 

^Captain Frederick Marryat, "Captain Manyat on the Dispositk)n of a Ship's Conqiany," 
Manning nf the Royal Navy: Selected Public Pamphlets 1693-1873. J.S. Bromley, ed., 
(Navy Records Society, 1974), 352-353. The seamen seem to have been from a more 
diverse and skilled background than the marines on the ship, one third of which were 
unskilled laborers. 

^^Lavery, Shipboard I.ife and Organization. 449-450. 
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among the seamen.^ This class difference between the plebeian seamen and their patrician 

officers would set the st^e for both of the motivatk)nal &ctors in the Spithead and Nore 

mutinies: material grievances based on class inequity, and the demand for greater political 

and social equality for working-class men. 

The mutinies were also largely a British affair as over ninety percent of the seamen 

in all three ratings were British, having been bom in the British Isles or some part of the 

British Empire (see Table 1: Seamen Places of Birth from Muster Sample). Of the British 

seamen in the muster book sample, almost two thirds were English with smaller but 

significant numbers of Irish and Scottish seamen. The Welsh and empire bom seamen 

constituted only small portions of any ships' company. Foreign bom seamen constituted 

four percent of the total sample, and were more common in the able and ordinary seaman 

ranks. These foreigners were most likely professional seamen serving in the Royal Navy 

out of occupational rather than out of nationalist motives. Few of the foreigners seem to 

have been forced into the Royal Navy for more than one cruise.^^ In 1797, native bom 

British seamen filled the vast majority of the ranks of the Royal Navy.^^ Thus the mutinies 

British chaplain, Edward Mangin, noted that there were gentlemen, serving under 
fictitious names, in the navy. He believed that these middle-class men had joined the navy 
because they had foiled in the land-based professmns. Edward Mangin, "Some Account of 
the Writer's Situation as Chaplain in the British Navy," in Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 
21. 

^^Unlike ten or fifteen years later, the evidence from the letters in the Admiralty 
manuscripts shows that the Admiralty routinely released most foreign seamen from service 
in the Royal Navy after they had protested through their embassies in Britain. For an 
example of a letter of protest see Six foreign seamen serving on the Caesar, "Petition for 
Release" (November 23, 1797), ADM 1/5125. Dudley Pope argued the foreigners served 
in the British navy after their merchant empbyment had been disrupted by the war, see 
Pope, Life in Nelmn's Navy. 108 and Pope, The Devil Himself. 68-69. 

^^By late in the Napoleonk: Wars, the Royal Navy seems to have grown more foreign with 
up to fifteen percent being foreign after Tra&lgar (1805). See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 
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of 1797 were the work of British seamen rather than outsiders who infused the spirit of 

revolution into the British navy. 

Table I 

Seamen Places of Birth from Muster Sample^^ 

Place of Birth: 
Able Ordinary Total 
Seamen Seamen Landsmen Total Percent 

Unknown 50 25 26 101 2.9% 

British: 

Foreign 

England 950 423 644 2017 58.3% 
Ireland 231 155 177 563 16.3%^® 
Scotland 266 108 109 483 13.9% 
Wales 62 16 20 98 2.8% 
Empire 32 21 8 61 1.8% 
TOTAL 1541 723 958 3222 (93.1%) 

1 83 35 19 137 4.0% 

TOTAL 1674 (48.4%) 783 (22.6%) 1003(30%) 3460 100% 

127-128. Michael Lewis also listed foreigners as thirteen to fifteen percent of a ship's 
company by 1812. See Lewis, Social History of the Navy. 135-138. 

^^Muster Data Base. "Empire" inchides portions of the British Empire other than England, 
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Foreign is any part of the world not then under British rule. 

^^One estimate put the number of Irish seamen at about 8.5% (one-twelflh). See 
Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic, lOI. The musters of seamen in the ten 
sample ships found the Irish contingent to be twice as high with 16.3% of the seamen 
having a place of birth listed as in Ireland. 
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Exactly how many non-Europeans served in the ship's companies of the Royal 

Navy remains unknown and most likely unknowable. The ships' musters did not record 

race, only place of birth. A seaman from South Carolina could have been of European 

ancestry or, like George Banfiekl, a mulatto. '̂ The existence of racial difference can only 

be found in narrative records of the navy or in the journals of participants. Chaplain 

Edward Mangin described the ship's company of the Gloucester in 1812 as "the majority 

English, several Irish and Scots, and some Negroes, Swedes, and Portuguese".^^ While no 

evidence can be gained from the ships' musters about specific numbers of non-Europeans 

serving on board ships, their participation, although limited, can be confirmed by their 

presence in the narrative record.^^ 

Race produced both an impenetrable ceiling for non-whites in the Royal Navy, yet 

the culture of maritime society seems to have provided a space for the unequal integration 

of non-European men into the ranks of the seamen. Non-whites seem to have been 

prevented from gaining higher ranks in the navy and no evidence exists to support their 

'̂Admiralty, Captain Thomas Pickmore, "State of the Case of George Banfield, a 
Mulatto" (March 23, 1797), Admiralty In-T etters From Portsmouth 1797. ADM 1/1022, 
PRO. Banfield was a mulatto seaman fit)m Charleston, South Carolina. 
^Mangin, "Some Account of the Writer's Situatk)n as Chaplain in the British Navy," in 
Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 19. Besides men of African descent, there exists at least 
one example during the Amerkan Revolutun of an Arab sailor serving for three years on a 
British ship. See Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. 1,64, J0D/1S6, NMM. 

Although providing no overall numbers for non-Europeans in the Royal Navy, Bolster 
found that over 300 Afiican-Americans had exited the Royal Navy during the Napoleonic 
Wars. This represented about one third of the total Amerkans released from British 
servke. Bolster, Black Jacks. 114. The total population of men of Afrkan ancestry in 
Britain in the 1790s is unknown. During the Somersett case (1771-72), Lord Mansfield 
accepted an estimate of 14,000 to 15,000 as the total number in England. See M. Dorothy 
George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century fNew York: Capricorn Books, 1%5), 
134. 
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presence in the ranks of the patricians, the commissioned and warrant ofBcersJ'* While 

white seamen probably did not accept non-whites (specifically black) seamen as their racial 

equals, they seem to have regarded black seamen as their peers in the working-class 

culture of the forecastle. The maritime culture offered black seamen more opportunities 

than society on shore and some sense of social and masculine equality 7^ While some 

British seamen were certainly racially prejudiced; not all were racists. After observing 

some Afiicans newly taken as slaves, William Rkhardson wrote that it "made me think all 

mankind were alike by human nature; custom and education only make the difference".^^ 

Though not a racially egalitarian society, the maritime community seems to have accepted 

non-white seamen with little restrictk)n as long as they remained within the working class 

level of the class-based rank hierarchy. 

The example of a gender-bending black female saitor illustrates that the seamen 

appear to have not cared that much about female gender impostors, even a non-European 

one, as long as they coukl live up to the expectations of their adopted masculine role. A 

small number of women disguised themselves as men and joined both the navy and the 

marines for the better economic and social status available to them as men as well as a 

psychological desire to live life as a man. Examples exist of both female seamen and 

'̂̂ A character in one of Captain Marryat's novels, Mesty, was a black man of some status 
in his home country but in the Royal Navy, "he was condemned, although free, to the 
humblest of ofBcers." Captain Frederick Marryat, Mr. Midshipman Rasy (London: Dent, 
1965), 75-76. Although a work of fictun, Muryat's twenty years of service (1806-1826) 
in the Royal Navy make him an excellent source of primary knowledge about the daily 
details of life aboard the Royal Navy's ships. 

^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 30,69,88,96,100-101. Bolster's work should be regarded as the 
best source on the subject of black seamen during the age of sail. 

^^Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. 1,152, JOD/156. 
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marines. In a society where people rarely went naked, women could conceal their physical 

differences; no modem physical examination existed, the seamen slept in their clothes, and 

rarely bathed. These impersonators were tolerated if discovered. The navy did not punish 

women for pretending to be men as they were merely an "inferior imitating a superior". A 

woman who called herself William Brown provides an example of how much these &lse 

men could achieve. Brown, a black Briton, joined the navy after a quarrel with her 

husband and served eleven years, reaching the rank of captain of a watch, an unofficial 

petty officer position heki the most experienced and agile able seamen.^ In the rather 

loosely gendered world of the late eighteenth-century, women, even a woman of color, 

coukl achieve higher status at sea through her success in the masculine hierarchy of the 

seamen. 

The boys held the lowest position in the ratings of seamen. Until 1794, boys had 

been rated as 'servants', but the Admiralty replaced the 'servant' rating with a system that 

included three ratings of boys. Boys destined to serve as midshipmen and ultimately 

commissioned officers comprised the ranks of the boys first class, also known as 

'volunteers'. There also existed two ratings of boys who acted as servants to officers and 

occasionally as seamen in training. Divided officially by age, the boys of the second class 

were supposed to be age 1S to 17 and boys of the third class were to be between the ages 

^"^Suzanne J. Stark, Female Tars. Women Aboard Ship in the Age of Sail (Annapolis, 
Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 1996), 86-88,92,9S-%, 113. Stark argues that "Their 
transvestitism was not just a means to an end; they enjoyed cross-dressing. Many if not 
most women seamen and marines physical^ and emotional^ identified with men; they felt 
comfortable passing as a man " Stark confoned Brown's story by finding her entry in the 
muster book of the Queen Charlotte. In January 1816 Brown had reached the positmn of 
the Captain of the Forecastle, a position hekl a more sennr able seaman. Lewis lists her 
as having been the Captain of the Main Top - the most prestigious able seaman positwn. 
See Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 286. 
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of 13 an The actual ratii^ of boys in the second and third classes seems to have been 

based more on skill and experience than ageJ^ The number of boys on any ship was small. 

The Regulations authorized thirty-seven boys for a seventy-four gun ship of the line, but 

actual musters show that some ships of that size carried only about two dozen boys of all 

classes.^^ The Marine Society equipped "distressed" Christian working-class boys and 

found them positions within the navy, primarily as boys of second and third classes. '̂ 

^^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 87-90 and David Phillipson, Band of Brothers 
(Hartnolis, Bodmin, Cornwall: Sutton Publishing Limited, 1996), 1. The regulatk>ns listed 
the minimum age for boys as 13, except for ofiBcers' sons who could go to sea as a boy at 
^e U. See Admiralty. Regulations and Instructions f 1790V 152. The rating of boy 
existed in the Royal Navy until abolished on April 1,1956. 

^^Ships' Musters Database. Of the 226 boys on the musters of the ten sample ships, there 
were thirty-four Boys 1st Class ranging in age from eleven to nineteen with an average age 
of fifteen, eighty-one Boys 2nd Class ranging in age from thirteen to twenty-one with an 
average age of sixteen, and one hundred and eleven Boys 3rd Class who ranged in age 
from eight to twenty-one with an average age of fifteen. 

Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (1790), 151 -152. The regukitions stated that, 
'̂ There is allowed to the Captain of every Ship, Four Servants in every Hundred Men of 
the Complement. To the Lieutenant, Master, Second Master, Purser, Surgeon, Chaplain, 
and Cook, in all Ships down to 60 Men inclusive, each one Servant. To the Boatswain, 
Gunner, and Carpenter, in all ships down to 100 Men inchisive each two Servants; and 
from 100 to 60 Men, one Servant." Most ships in 1797 carried less. For example, the 
Marlborough had onfy twenty-three boys of all classes and the Mars only twenty-four 
boys, both were seventy-four guns ships. See Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Mars 
(January to October 1797), ADM 36/12233, PRO, Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. 
Marlborough (February to October 1795), ADM 36/11757, PRO, Admiralty, Muster 
Book H.M.S. Marlborough (November 1795 to August 1796), ADM 36/11758, and 
Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Marlborough (September 1796 to June 1797), ADM 
36/11759, PRO. 

'̂Marine Society Register ofBoys Entered a.s Servants in the King'sShips 1791-1793. 
Marine Society (hereafter referred to as MSY) 0/7, NMM, Marine Society Register of 
Boys Entered as Servants in the King's Ships 1793-1796. MSY 0/8, NMM, Marine 
Society Register of Roys Entered a.s Servants in the King's Ships 1796-1801 MSY 0/9, 
NMM. The total number of boys sent as servants between January 13, 1792 and June 30, 
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Boys were onfy a small part of any ship's conq)any, averaging about four percent of the 

total ship's complement. 

Boys occupied the lowest rungs of their respective class positions on the rank 

hierarchies and were consequently considered by their ships' companies, with the 

exception of the marines and women on board, as the least sicilled at nautkal tasks. Boys 

of the first class served two years before they were eligible to be appointed as 

Midshipmen. They enjoyed the privileges of their middle and upper class backgrounds and 

lived in the gunroom with the gunner and the gunroom warrant ofiBcers rather than with 

the common seamen.^^ The rest of the boys served as servants to the officers, both 

commissioned and warranted, or acted as seamen. Like the boys of the first class, the 

working-class servant boys of the second and third classes lived with their class peers, in 

this case the common seamen.^^ In combat, most boys were assigned to bring powder up 

1797 was 3,863. About one in six of these boys had some previous sea service, but for the 
last two and a half years this had declined to only one in nine. Marine Society Committee, 
"Meeting Notes of October 10, 1782", Marine Society. Fair Minutes of the Committee 
with an Account of the General Meetings. (February 10, 1780 to June 2, 178S) MSY B/3, 
NMM. Only Christian boys were accepted by the Marine Society. The Marine Society 
discharged Joseph Wood in March 1790 after finding out he was Jewish. See "Meeting 
Notes of March 25, 1790", Marine Society Committee. Fair Minutes of the Committee 
with an Account of the General Meetings. (June 8, 178S to July IS, 1790) MSY B/4, 
NMM. A contemporary commentator believed that most of the boys in the navy had been 
sent by the Marine Society, see Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite," in 
Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 249. 

'̂ Lavery, Nelson's Navy^ 88, Ctowes, The Royal Navy. Vol. IV, 159-160, Rodger, Naval 
Records for Genealogists. 50, Lewis, A Social History of the Naw. 86-90, and Jeffiey 
Baron de Raigersfekl, The Life of a Sea QflBcer. introduction by L.G. Can Laughton 
(London: Cassel and Company, Ltd., 1929), xii. 

^^Laveiy, Nelson's Navy^ 124, Ctowes, The Royal Navy. Vol. IV, 159-160, Lewis, A 
Social History of the Navy. 86-90, Moore, The British Mariner's Vocabulary. "Cabin 
boy", and Leech, Thirty Years From Home^ 40-41. Some "stout boys" who had the 
potential to be competent seamen were assigned to the prestigk)us positions of topmen. 
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from the m^aziiie to a gun, a job not general^ equated with maritime skill as marines and 

women also did that task.^ Generally the least capable among the ship's company, the 

boys found themselves bullied by the higher ranking and more skilled senk)rs.^^ This 

bullying suggests that in terms of the skill-based hierarchy, the seamen regarded the boys, 

especially the working-class servant boys who had no class power, as the least powerful 

members of the crew. 

In addition to the seamen and their naval officers, almost all ships in the Royal 

Navy carried a marine contingent. The manning regulations provided each ship with a 

number of marines roughly equal to the number of guns that the ship carried.^^ The 

marines had two roles: to act as in&ntry at sea and in landing actk)ns as well as supporting 

the authority of the commissioned officers by force if necessary. Their secondary duties 

included manning the cannons, scrubbing the decks, hauling in ropes, raising the anchors. 

See Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite" in Thursiield, Five Naval 
Jnumais. 249 

^Phillipson, Band of Brothers. S, Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 173, and John Nichol, The Life 
and Adventures of John Nicho! Mariner TLondon: Cassell and Company, Limited, 1937), 
193. A Quarter Bill (a duty statwn list) from the Royal Sovereign has a boy assigned to 
each gun as their station in combat, see '*A Watch Bill of His Majesty's Ship Royal 
Sovereign, 1st January 1797" in Lieutenant Edward Roberts, "Log of H.M.S. Venu \̂ 
Logs of the Venux 1799-1800. Log V.17 (a), NMM. 

^^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 90 and Richardson, Journal of the Wandering 
Saiioi, vol. 1,26, JOD 156. 

*®Lavety, Nelson's Navy. 145-154,330. For example a third rate ship of the line with 74 
guns carried a total of 79 marines: three commissnned, five non-commissioned, one 
drummer, and seventy marine privates. 
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and working the pumps.^^ While assisting in some of the maritime tasks that required 

large numbers of men, the marines were not considered seamen but rather soldiers at sea. 

Like the navy, the marines had a rank structure that denoted a class-based 

command hierarchy with middle-class commissbned ofBcers and working-class 

non-commissioned officers (con^)arable to naval warrant and petty officers) and enlisted 

men. The crew of the Si. Domingo, a seventy-four gun third rate, included 124 marines; of 

these all but the three conunissioned officers came from plebeian backgrounds with the 

most common pre-marine professions being laborers (fifty men) and weavers (twenty 

men); only one man came from an educated background: a clerk.^^ Likewise, of the 166 

marines serving on the Caledonia in 1810:94 had been laborers, while IS were prevwusly 

weavers.'̂  Unlike the navy, the non-commissioned officers did not enjoy the class-based 

privileges of the senior warrant officers and could be flogged at the will of their ship's 

captain. The marines also had no official rank differentiation among the lower level 

marines by skill.^ The only officially recognized differentiation existed by a man's 

position in the command hierarchy by rank: that is commissioned officer, 

Northcote Parkinson, Portsmouth Point, the Navy in Fiction. 1793-1815. (London: 
The University Press of Liverpool, 1948), 72. 

'̂ Of the 124 marines, 114 were British: 76 English, 14 Irish, 19 Scottish, and 5 Welsh, 
while only ten were foreigners: three Prussians, two Germans, one Russian, one 
Hanoverian, one Austrian, and one Dutch. See Marryat, Xaptain Marryat on the 
Disposition of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, Manning of the Royal Navy. 3S2-3S3. 

'̂ veiy. Shipboard Life and nrgani7atinn. 449. 

^^^Marine privates did enjoy increases in pay due to longevity, something no seamen of the 
time received. After seven years servke there was a monthly rise in pay of 2s 4d, and after 
fourteen years 4s 8d. This was added to their total pay of 28 shillings a month. See 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 150. There may have been unofficial ''senior" privates but I coukl 
find no evklence of this. 
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non-coimnissioned o£5cer, or private. While not as complex as the naval hierarchy, the 

marine hierarchy followed the naval precedent of dividing men by ranks according to both 

skill and class.^^ 

In additk)n to the men of the ship's complement, every ship carried a small number 

of women. Not officially part of the navy, the women had no official rank or place in the 

hierarchy. In addition to the hundreds of'Svives" who came on board when in port, 

women resided permanently on ships as the wives of warrant officers.^^ Women present as 

wives are officially invisible in the historical record as wives of warrant officers were not 

entered into the ships' muster books. The navy did not pay them, nor did they provide free 

provisions for them. On ship, these women carried out their daily roles as wives and 

mothers to their children who also often accompanied them to sea.^^ Only in combat did 

they take up unskilled maritime work by supplying guns with powder and the gendered 

work of nursing.^ That is not to say these women were the passive helpmates of the 

'̂The marine officers seem to have been negatively regarded in popular literature of the 
time, much of it written by naval veterans. They are represented in fictional work as 
divkling their time "between gluttony and sleep." See Parkinson, Portsmouth Point. 27. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 210-211. Wives were allowed on board for visits in port and the 
custom had become for all prostitutes to claim to be seamen's wives to gain entry to the 
ship. By 1797, all involved who knew who was a wife and who was a "wife". See 
Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (1790V 200. 

Women even gave birth on ships. In his log of Captain John Elphinstone of the 
Monarch, recorded on March 27,17%, "the wife of Joseph Collins (Marine) was 
delivered of a boy." See Admiralty, Captain John Elphinstone, "Log of H.M.S. Monarch" 
(March 18,17% to March 18, 1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/4475, PRO. 

^Stark, Female Tars. 1-2,47-58, Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 280-283, Rodger, 
Wooden WorM. 76-77, and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 112-113,141. John Nichol did 
comment on the courage of the women of his ship in combat, "The women behaved as 
weU as the men, and got a present for their bravery from the Grand Signior." See Nkhol, 
The T ife and Adventures of John Nichol Mariner. 193. 
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nineteenth-centuiy model. Admiral Nelson remarked that women on board would "always 

do as they please. Orders are not for them at least, I never yet knew one who obeyed."^^ 

While as rebellious as the common seamen, women's gendered position left them as 

unofficial seagoers and in the lowest rung of the ship board community, without an official 

place or rank. 

Shipboard Organization of Labor 

The class and skill divisions that the hierarchy of rank superimposed over the crew 

of a ship provided organization only on an individual level. Rank alone could not provide 

for the efficient use of the hundreds of men aboard each ship. The productive use of 

hundreds of men required several levels of personnel organization. The seamen's messes 

acted as the most basic level of crew coordination. Beyond the messes came the division 

system which placed the seamen under the direct control of their ships' midshipmen and 

lieutenants. Finally, the captains organized the divisions into watches to provide for the 

chronological labor divisions needed by ships to operate twenty-four hours a day. The 

immense number of men working in a small space and the task of operating a sailing ship 

made a comprehensive personnel organization system a compulsory part of maritime life. 

Over twenty-four thousand men were involved in the Nore and Spithead Mutinies, 

serving on sixty-eight dififerent ships. The size of the ships' companies ranged fix)m the 

Megara Fire Ship's fifty-one men to the Sandwich's company and supernumeraries which 

numbered one thousand and seventy-five men. Most ships carried between four and seven 

Admiral Horatio Nelson to Admiral Sir John Jervis (June 21, 1797) in Nicholas Harris 
Nicolas. The Dispatches and l etters of Vice Admiral Lord Viscount Nelson: The Second 
Volume 1795 to 1797 (London: Henry Colbum, 1845). 
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hundred men.^ Of the sixty-eight ships involved: three fire ships had less than 100 men, 

thirty-four frigates and smaller ships had between 100 and 400 men, and of the ships of the 

line: twelve had 401 to 500 men, nine had 501 to 600 men, five had 601 to 700 men, two 

had 701 to 800 men, two had 801-900 men, and the Sandwich had over 1000 men on 

board it. Besides size, other Actors created variations in the ships' companies. 

The composition of the ships' companies varied greatly in levels of experience. 

These differences resulted from the way men were assigned to ships; such as what men 

were available as the initial crew, when the Admiralty last commissioned the ship, 

promotion patterns, recent deaths or desertions among the company, and the reccnt 

availability of replacements. For example, the percentages of able seamen, ordinary 

seamen, and landsmen in the ships' companies of the ten ships in the sample musters 

varied greatly. Despite an overall average of forty-nine percent of the seamen, the able 

seamen comprised sUghtly less than a third on three of the ten ships and as many as nearly 

two-thirds on three other ships. The distribution of ordinary seamen also followed an 

equally uneven distribution with only seven percent of the London being ordinary seamen 

while forty percent of the company of the St. Fiorenzo were rated as ordinary seamen. The 

landsmen followed similar uneven distributions that ranged from fifteen to forty-four 

percent of a ship's company. As long as a ship's company had some able and experienced 

seamen, the Admiralty seems to have only cared about total numbers of seamen. During 

the mutinies of 1797, regardless of the proportion of skilled to unskilled men on a ship, the 

^On average, the ship's companies' involved in the mutinies had close to their fiili 
strength complements. There were exceptions to this. The Monarch has short 148 seamen 
and 2 marines out of a total complement of590. Others were near fiilty crewed such as the 
Royal George which was short only 20 seamen and no marines out of a total conqslement 
of 839, the Pompee was short seven seamen and no marines out of a total complement of 
718, and the Clyde was in theory ililfy manned (in reality there were nine seamen and two 
marines on the books but not actually present). 
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most skilled seamen, the petty-ofBcers and able seamen, dominated the proceedings as 

their ability to dominate their ships' companies rested not on numbers but on gendered 

sources of power they derived from the skill-based hierarchy that dominated their maritime 

organizatron. 

Table 2 

Seamen By Rank From Muster Sample^^ 

Ship-
Clyde 
Glory 
London 
Marlborough 
Mars 
Queen Charlotte 
Sandwich 
St. Fiorenzo 
Standard 
Venerable 

Able 

73 (42%) 
145 (32%) 
287 (65%) 
152(40%) 
120 (29%) 
346 (63%) 
117(56%) 
49(31%) 
194(60%) 
191 (54%) 

Ordinary 
Seamen Landmen JolaL 

Last 
Commissioned 

47 (27%) 
146(32%) 
32(7%) 
81 (21%) 
111 (27%) 
74(14%) 
44(21%) 
63 (40%) 
80 (25%) 
105 r29%^ 

54(31%) 
167 (36%) 
125 (28%) 
146(39%) 
183 (44%) 
125 (23%) 
49 (23%) 
45 (29%) 
47(15%) 
62fl7%^ 

174 
458 
444 
379 
414 
545 
210 
157 
321 
358 

4/1796 
10/1793 
7/1794 
3/1793 

11/1794 
2/1793 

12/1792 
7/1794 
4/1795 
5/1794 

AVERAGE 1674(49%) 783(22%) 1003(29%) 3460 

While crews' compositions could vary from ship to ship, the most basic method of 

organization, the mess, did not. A contemporary descriptk)n called a mess, "any company 

^^Muster Data Base. Last Commissioned dates from Commander Pitcaim-Jones, Warship 
Histories. NMM. Ship's Companies couki also change over time with the Leopard's 
company having on November, 1975:213 seamen divkled into 118 petty ofBces and able 
seamen, 46 ordinary seamen, and 49 landsmen. Six months later the ship still had 118 
petty ofiBcers and able seamen again, but now it had 71 ordinary seamen and 62 landsmen. 
See Lieutenant Smith, "Log H.M.S. LeoparcT, Log L.8, NMM. 
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of the ofiBcers or crew of a ship who eat, drink, and associate together."^^ At the most 

basic level the mess acted as a unit of food distribution and consumption. One seaman 

from the mess, 'the cook of the mess', collected the food for the men of his mess and had 

the cook prepare it. No regulatk)n determined the size of the messes. Most seem to have 

avenged between four and twelve seamen. While no mess lists have survived, in general 

the size of the mess and their arrangement depended on the size of the ship, with different 

messes often sharing tables on larger ships and on the frigates each mess often had their 

own table.^ Men chose their own messmates within some very broad limits such as 

keeping numbers of men in even numbers and no mixed marine and seamen messes. At 

this most basic level, the seamen organized themselves into both units of consumption and 

fraternal bodies. 

Messes were more than a place to get a meal. They also served as the most 

intimate social unit for the seamen. These, in the words of the seamen Samuel Leech, were 

''little communities" and in turn "so many families".'̂ ' Men tended to stay in the same 

mess for their entire time on a ship. This interaction and the sharing of food created strong 

^^Moore, The British Mariner's Vocabulary. "Mess". 

^avery, Shipboard Life and nrgani7atinn. 243-245. 

'̂ Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 205 and Lavery, Shipboard Life and nrgamVation. 244. Leech 
says that most messes had about eight men. Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 36-37. An 
orderbook for the Agamemnon that was probably never implemented, ordered that messes 
contain "not less than sbc or seven in a mess." See Benjamin Caldwell, "Regulatuns and 
Instructions for the OfiBcers and Ships Company of His Majesty's Ship the (left blank) 
under my Command, which they are strictty to obey". Regulations and Instructions for the 
Officers and Ships Compaiy of H.M. Ships. Caklwell Pi^)ers (hereafter referred to as 
CAL) 19, NMM. 

36-37. 
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bonds of friendship and unity between the men of a mess. As one scholar argued, it 

became part of the 'identity" of each man. As one of the few places in which class and 

skill peers congregated, the mess acted as a body of equals. Seamen feh that being without 

a mess made them dishonored men. ''Disagreeable" men found themselves banished from 

their messes and consequently from the seamen's most basic unit of organization and his 

strongest unit of personal support, his mess. New men could also have trouble integrating 

into an existing mess, which left them as outsiders having to join other new men in 

messes. While not ofBcially stratified, the seamen organized messes largely on 

occupational stations with men often messing by watches; idlers messed with idlers, 

topmen with topmen, and so on.'̂  The mess, the nwst ftindamental social grouping, thus 

tended to self-organize on the inescapable lines of maritime skill; however the small size 

and homogeneity of the messes aUowed them to function as a unique place of equality for 

the seamen. 

As most seamen were single, the messes tended to act as a family unit for thent'̂ ^ 

As the men of most messes worked together, the labor-based organization of the messes 

mirrored that of the household economic unit. However, given the members relative 

equality in skill, the useftilness of the patriarchal househokl model appears to end there. 

Instead, the seamen's self-organization in their messes bears greater resemblance to the 

'O^Pope. Life In Nelson's Navy, 159. 

'̂ ^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 36-37. Pope, Life in Nelson's Naw. IS9. 

'̂ Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 137 

'̂ ^While the marriage status of most seamen remains unknown, an examinatran of the 
seamen of the Bl(Ae in 1808 found that only twenty of the eighty-six seamen were 
married. See Lavery, Shipboard Life and DrgamVation. 439-447. 
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urban fraternal societies of journeymen found ashore. In the greater "family" of the ship, 

there was only one &ther, the ship's captain. While the ship's lieutenants could hope to 

eventually head their own maritime household once promoted to captain and given 

command of a ship the seamen found themselves in a perpetual state of semi-dependency 

due to their limited upward mobility. In their messes, the seamen created a fictive kinship 

based on equality which defended their interests while simultaneously supporting the 

skill-based masculine hierarchy upon which their captain "fathers" legitimized their rule. 

While egalitarian among its members, the self-organization of the seamen into messes 

based on their participation in skill-based watches, themselves dependent on the individual 

skill of the seamen, promoted the general hierarchical nature of shipboard life rather than 

challenging it.'®^ 

As the messes were seamen organized, the commissioned ofiBcers of the navy felt 

the need to insert a level of organization under their direct command. Like the Army's 

platoons and companies, the Royal Navy organized its seamen into units under the 

supervision of a commissioned officer. Beginning in the later half of the eighteenth 

century, the division system devetoped. Based on watches, quarters, or a separate 

'̂ Mary Ann Clawson, "Earty Modem Fratemalism and the Patriarchal Family," Feminist 
Studies^ vol. 6, no. 2 (Summer 1980), 368-391. The dynamics of shipboard organization 
limit a direct comparison to the patriarchal househokl unit, but as demonstrated in Chapter 
5, naval officers actively manipulated the metaphor of "&ther" to support their rule. The 
permanent semi-dependency of the seamen prevented them from ever rising to the 'father" 
status that journeymen ashore might eventually achieve. Likewise, the depiction of 
unskilled men as possessing subordinate status similar to women, is also problematized by 
the &ct that lesser skilled men coukl obtain higher masculine status through improving 
their level of maritime skill. However, the notions of the patriarchal dominated household 
economic unit and the use of fraternal organizations by semi-dependent men do provkle a 
point of conq)arison, and in some ways explanatk>n for the seamen's system of self 
organizatk>n in their messes. 
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hierarchy, divisions organized the seamen into larger administrative bodies.No 

guidelines existed in the 1790 regulations, but the 1806 regulations specified that on each 

ship, the number of divisions should equal the number of lieutenants, and required that 

each division be broken out into sub-divisions, each under a midshipman or master's 

mate.'̂ ^ Surviving orderbooks make clear that the divisional system existed so that the 

commissM)ned ofBcers coukl supervise the seamen in areas such as the taking of the 

muster. It also allowed an inspection of the seamen's health and welfare, especially their 

clothing. Divisions acted as a system of class control as they allowed the commissioned 

ofBcers regular interactions with their seamen in a paternal manner; much like that 

experienced by the men of both classes on shore.' As the divisions were composed of 

men of different military and social ranks, they mirrored the class hierarchy of inequality 

rather than the egalitarian nature of the homogeneous messes. 

Beyond the messes and divisions, the ship's captains organized their companies 

into watches. Necessary to maximize the work output of a ship's company in their tasks, 

these were skill-based units of labor.''' The men in the watches stood watch, that is active 

lOVLavery, Shipboard Life nrganiyatinn 72-73. 

'̂ ^Admiralty, "Established by His Majesty in Council," Regulations and Instructions 
Relating to His Majesty's Service at Sea fT ondon. 1806, the Fourteenth Edition), 143. 
Benjamin Cakiwell's orderbook confirms this order was in some part implemented. See 
Caklwell, Regulations and Instructions. Forty-second order, CAL/19. 

'̂ ^GriflSth, Orderbook of the London. Third Order, OBK/10 and Chetham, Notebook of 
Captain Edward Chetham. GBK/2. 

^ '̂ 'Thompson, 'The Patrk:ians and the Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 43-47. 

*' 'The use of watches was not only a British devek>pment. Most navies had some form of 
watch system. See Harland, Seamanship in the Age of Sail. 91-94. 
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duty, for about half of the twenty-four hour day. Most ships' captains divided their 

companies into two watches; the larboard and starboard, which corresponded to the sides 

of these ship they would work on if both were on deck at the same time.' Not included 

in the watch divisions were the ofiScers, the boys, the marines, a few specialist petty 

officers, and the seamen known as 'idlers'. The idlers, a small portion of the ship's 

company, were men with specialized tasks not generally associated with the constant task 

of sailing the ship. As they were not part of one of the watches responsible for sailing 

tasks, they stood most of their duty during the day.' Experiencing a division by 

workstation on their ship, the seamen of the different watches developed a second and 

complementary hierarchy of skill based on labor sub-units, with the topmen considered by 

their peers as the most skilled and the waisters the least skilled. One scholar has described 

the skill-based watch hierarchy as a "social scale".' During both mutinies, the most 

active mutineer leaders came fix>m the most skilled watches, especially the topmen. 

The seamen considered the topmen who worked the sails the most skilled saik)rs in 

the crew.' These men were divided into three sections that corresponded to the three 

' '̂ A ship's watches were usually divided up into five four hour watches and then two 
hour watches. A watch woukl be on for a watch and then off for the next watch. The two 
smaller watches, known as "dog watches" kept the two watches changing so no watch had 
the same chronological watches each day. See Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 9S, 
Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahiilary. "Watch", and Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 
194-195,202. 

' '̂ Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 195. Except on sk)ops, the seamen who stood a watch 
outnumbered the men not part of any watch. For example on a seventy-four gun third rate 
ship, a common size ship, there were 374 men who stood watch and 214 who dkl not. See 
Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 55. 

Pope, I.ife in Nelson's Navy. 187-188. 

' '̂ The term top meant "a platform at the head of each of the lower masts of a ship". The 
term "Jack" for seamen original^ q)plied only to the able seamen who worked as topmen. 
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masts of most ships: the fore topmen, the main topmen, and the mizzen topmen.' These 

three sections of topmen totaled around twenty-percent of any ship's company.' Most 

topmen had at least three or four years' experience at sea, and one captain recommended 

that they be almost exclusively able seamen. In a theoretical plan for the manning of a 

thirty-six gun frigate. Captain Frederick Marryat called for twenty-four fore topmen of 

which two would be petty ofiBcer captains, twenty able seamen, and only two landsmen; 

the main topmen would be composed of twenty-six men: two petty officer captains, 

twenty-two able seamen, and only two landsmen; and the mizzens' gang included by two 

petty officers, eighteen able seamen, two landsmen, and four boys."^ Their job of 

working the upper sails required the most nautical skill. 

The seamen generally regarded the topmen as the most skilled seamen.' Jack 

Nastylace called them "the most sprightly and attentive to their duty".'̂ ^ Robert Wilson 

See King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 212,372. 

I I^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 195-199, Harland, Seamanship in the Age of Sail 91-94, and 
Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 127-128. 

' '̂ Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 55. A seventy-four gun ship had forty-five fore 
topmen, fifty-one main topmen, and eighteen mizzen topmen out of a crew of 590, which 
included 376 men in watches and 214 officers, marines, boys, and kllers. 

II ̂ Marryat, "Captain Manyat on the Dispositran of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 350, and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 195. The boys were present 
for training and working the smaller sails. See Lavery, Shipboard l.ife and Organization-
248. 

It^Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 127-128, Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 187-188, 
Pope, The Devil Himself, 74-75, and King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 373. 

'̂ ^Jack Nasty&ce, "Extracts fixim "NautKal Economy of Forecastle'," in Baynham, From 
the l ower Deck. 66. 
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described the topmen as "generally smart young men" and in a poem he wrote, "...the 

topmen act the chief part and boldly show the skillfiil seaman's art, while others, less 

competent to their charge on deck do haul upon the ropes at large."Captain Marryat 

recommended that, "the smartest able seamen are, as much as possible, distributed among 

those classes which go aloft, such as the main topmen and fore topmen". The petty 

officer leaders of the topmen, the captains of the tops, were some of the most skilled 

seamen on a ship.'̂ ^ With the highest level of nautical competency, the topmen's three 

watches; fore top, main top, and mizzen top, shared the pinnacle positions on the 

hierarchy of watches. 

The forecastlemen (or focslemen) occupied the next highest position in the 

skill-based watch hierarchy. The seamen of the forecastle included both skilled seamen, 

often the biggest and strongest men in the ship as their muscular strength provided the 

needed power to work the anchors and lower sails, and some of the older but experienced 

seamen of the forecastle who acted as captains of the gun crews'̂ '*. A small section of a 

'̂ 'Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite" in Thursfield, Five Naval 
Journals. 245-246. 

'̂ ^Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Disposition of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 350. 

'̂ ^Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahulary. "Captain". In addition to these petty 
officers: the captains of the fore top and the captains of the main top, the other watches 
had petty officer captains: two captains of the afterguard, two captains of the forecastle, 
and two captains of the waisters. All were highly skilled men who directly ran a section of 
the ship. Until 1806, the pay ofthe captains was the same as able seamen; in 1806 
Parliament raised their pay to the same rates as the quartermaster's mates. See Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy. 136. 

'̂ '̂ Lavery, Shipboard Life anH OrganiTatinii 248. 
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ship's company, the forecastlemen numbered less than ten percent of a crew. In 

Manyat's plan for manning a thirty-six gun frigate he proposed that the twenty men of the 

forecastle consist of two petty officer captains, sixteen able seamen and only two 

landsmen.The ship's company considered the men of the forecastle as skilled seamen, 

second only to the topmen in the hierarchy. Collectively, the topmen and forecastlemen 

considered themselves the real sailors; these were the "tars". Numbering less than a 

third of the ship's company, the topmen and forecastle were the watches almost 

exclusively composed of able seamen; all other sections of a ship's company included only 

a small section of skilled petty officers and able seamen along with a majority of unskilled 

landsmen. 

Next in the hierarchy came the afterguard watch. Composed primarily of unskilled 

landsmen and a few skilled petty officers and able seamen, the afterguard numbered about 

ten percent of a ship's company, Marryat proposed that the afterguard of a thirty-six gun 

frigate should have two petty officers captains, four able seamen, and twenty-two 

landsmen.Stationed in the rear or "after-part" of a ship, the men worked the braces 

'̂ ^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 272. For example a seventy-four gun ship had 
forty-five forecastle men, eight percent of the total crew of590 men. 

'̂ ^Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Disposition of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 350 and Lavery, Nclson's Navy, 195. 

'̂ ^Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Disposition of a Ship's Con^)any," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy, 350, Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite," 
in Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 244-245, Harland, Seamanship in the Age of Sail. 
91-94, Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 40-41, Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy, 187-188, 
Lavery, Shipboard I jfe and DrgflniTatinn, 248, and Moore, The British Mariner's 
Vocahulary. "Fore-castlemen". 

l^^Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Dispositk)n of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning nf the Royal Navy. 350 and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 195. A seventy-four gun 
third rate ship of the line woukl have 60 men in the afterguard out of590 total men. See 
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which controlled the afler-sails, as well as coiling rope, cleaning the quarterdeck, and 

stowing hammocks. While important to the ship's operation, these tasks were not 

considered by experienced seamen as skilled nautical labor. Though not highly regarded by 

their peers, the men of the afterguard were not the least skilled section of a ship's 

company; the waisters held that position. 

Comprising the least skilled men in the ship, the waisters occupied the bottom of 

the skill-based hierarchy. The experienced sailors said that if a man was 'good for nothing 

else (he) was good enough for a waister'. Robert Wilson wrote, "The waisters in 

common are the worst of landsmen, and are what the seamen call neither soldiers nor 

sailors".'̂ ' One of the largest sections of a ship's company, the waisters worked in the 

waist or center of a ship. Their main tasks included the unskilled labor of pulling and 

hoisting sails, working the cannon, and cleaning the decks. Seamen regarded their tasks 

Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 272. 

'̂ ^Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahuiarv. ''Afterguard", Masefield, Sea Life in 
Nelson's Time. 129-130, Pope, I.ife in Nelson's Navy. 187-188, and Harland, Seamanship 
in the Age of Sail 91-94. Leech specifically described the duties of the afterguard as "to 
loose, tend, and furl the courses, that is, the fore-sail, the main-sail, and lower studding 
sails; they also have to se the jib, the flying-jib, and spanker; the after-guard have a special 
charge to coil up all ropes in the after part of the ship." See Leech, Thirty Years From 
Home. 40-41. 

'̂ ^Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 130. 

'̂ 'Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite," in Thursfield, Five Naval 
fniimals 245-246. 

'̂ ^Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahulary. "Waist" and "Waisters", Pope, Li&Jn 
Nelson's Navy. 187-188, Lavery, Shipboard Life anrf nrgani7atinn 248, and Masefiekl, 
Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 129-130. A seventy-four gun third-rate ship of the line had 115 
waisters or almost twenty percent of the 590 man crew. See Lewis, A Social History of 
the Navy. 272. 
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as the "drudgery work".'̂ ^ Experienced seamen worked in the waist only in leadership 

positions, the majority of waisters were landsmen. Captain Manyat's plan for a thirty-six 

gun frigate had only two petty officer captains and three able seamen in the waist to lead 

the ten landsmen and one artificer. An actual example of the rating composition of a 

ship's company's waisters showed even fewer experienced men being assigned to the 

waist. The waisters of the Indefatigable included only two ordinary seamen and twelve 

landsmen. I Composed primarily of inexperienced landsmen, the waisters were defined 

by their peers as the least skilled section of the ship. Consequently, during the mutinies, 

these least skilled men tended to have almost no influence over their peers. 

In addition to the men specifically assigned to the six major sections of the watches 

there were several other men who were not assigned to a specific watch. The 

commissioned naval officers, the captain and his lieutenants, numbered about one percent 

of any ship's complement. They commanded the ship and the various watches and 

divisions. Also not assigned to a specific watch were the various warrant officers, the 

boy volunteers and boy servants, the marine contingent, and several petty officers. Among 

these petty officers there were the quartermasters, highly experienced seamen whose work 

'̂ ^Wilson, ''Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite," in Thursfield, Five Naval 
Jniirnals- 245-246. 

l '̂̂ Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Disposition of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 350 and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 195. 

'̂ ^Lavery, Shipboard Life and Organiyatinn. 248. 

'̂ ^The number of actual commissioned officers on any ship was small. On a one hundred 
gun ship, one of the kirgest ships, the commissmned officers included only one captain and 
eight lieutenants. The connnon seventy-four gun third rate carried only one captain and 
five lieutenants to command a company of 590 men. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 328-329. 
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included steering the ship, the boatswain's mates who were notorious for their task of 

'starting' men to their work, the yeomen of the sheets who kept logistical records, the 

carpenter and his crew who cared for the ship's hull and woodwork, and the gunner and 

his mates and quartergunner.'̂ ^ With the exceptbn of the marines and boys, all of these 

positions required higher levels of maritime skill and hence had a high level of influence 

over their peers. 

Known as the 'Idlers", these seamen did not stand a watch. They generally worked 

only in the day, unless all hands were required.The idlers included a mix of 

experienced seamen such as the master at arms and his corporals, skilled maritime artisans 

and their mates such as the sailmaker, and a variety of artisan positions that were not 

uniquely maritime such as the armourer, the cooper and his mates, the cook, the butcher, 

hairdressers, barbers, taitors, and stewards.In his plan for a thirty-six gun frigate, 

Marryat proposed that the kllers on a ship of that size be composed of four petty officers, 

seven able seamen, six artificers, and seven landsmen. These ran the gamut from the highly 

•37Moore, The British Mariner's Vocabulary. "Gunner", "Gunner's Mate", 
"Quartergunners", "Quartermaster", and "Yeoman", Wilson, "Remarks On Board His 
Majesty's Ship Unite" in Thursfiekl, Five Naval Jnnmals. 244-246, Lavery, Nelson's 

13S-139, and Harland, Seamanship in the Age of Sail 91-94. A ship's company 
included only a small number of petty o^ers. On a seventy-four gun third rate sUp, the 
quartermasters numbered nine, tte boatswain's mates and yeomen of the sheets six, the 
carpenter and his crew eight, and the gunner, gunner's mates, and quartergunners nineteen 
out of a total complement of590. See Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 272. All of 
these positrans were consklered skilled: and hekl by petty officers, able seamen, or 
artific^. See Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Dispositu)n of a Ship's Company," in 
Bromley, Manning of the Royal Navy. 3S0. 

'̂ ^Moore, The Briti.sh Mariner's Vocabulary. "Idler". 

l^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 19S, Masefiekl, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 130-131, Harland, 
Seamanship in the Age of Sail 91-94.. 
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skilled sailmaker and his crew to the position on a ship regarded as the least skilled: the 

Captain of the Head. The actual idlers, as opposed to officers, boys, marines, etc., were 

a small part of any ship. In Marryat's frigate crew model they were only twenty-four men 

out of a total of280 in the ship's company. The idlers were not easity placed in the skill 

hierarchy due to their diverse occupations and levels of maritime skill. Not standing a 

watch was their only commonality. 

As the forgoing has shown, captains understood the primary fiinction of watches 

to be the organization of the seamen of a ship's company into units of labor specifically 

oriented to the diverse tasks necessary for the operation of a ship. In addition to 

maximizing the specialization of labor and optimizing crew efficiency, the watches created 

a sectional hierarchy of skill among the seamen The topmen occupied the highest or most 

skilled rung of the hierarchy, foUowed by their skilled seamen peers in the forecastle, and 

then by the lesser skilled sectbns of the afterguard and the waisters. Among the 

working-class seamen, not only rank or rating denoted skill and the status but also 

workstation. The skill-based watch hierarchy supplemented the individual skill-based 

hierarchy among the seamen. The most skilled able seamen and captains worked the tops, 

followed by the forecastle, the afterguard, and finally the least qualified seamen were 

I't^arryat, "Captain Marryat on the Dispositwn of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 351. The Captain of the Head was in charge of the toilet area 
in the front or "head" of the ship. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 207. All of the landsmen in 
the Marryat's frigate example were in servile positions either as cooks or servants. Dudley 
Pope contended that the kUers were the k)west on the skill hierarchy or what he called 
"social scale", but the abundance of skilled artisans present in the kllers seems to counter 
this claim. Most likety the waisters were the k)west in the hierarchy. See Pope, Life in 
Nelson's Navy. 188 

''̂ 'Marryat, "Captain Marryat on the Dispositron of a Ship's Company," in Bromley, 
Manning of the Royal Navy. 350. 
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found among the ranks of the landsmen in the waist. While watches acted to build 

sub-units of labor within the community of a ship, they also served to promote inequality 

among the seamen by dividing men along lines of skill. 

Conclusion 

Shipboard divisions by class were not the unique product of a maritime culture. 

The commissioned ofScers and seamen continued to reproduce the class relationships and 

divisions that existed in land-based British society. Life at sea did not promote any sense 

of class equality between the patrician ofiBcers and their plebeian seamen. Charles 

Pemberton, who served at sea during the Napoleonic era, described the great pains the 

patricians would take to keep class distinctions alive. 

An English ofiBcer will respect his station though he be locked up in a 
cupboard six feet by four, for a month with a private: he is cautious gainst 
the leveling of distinctions at aU times and in all places. He would be 
irremediably contaminated if he kneeled on the same hassock, at a prayer, 
in a church, with a man in the ranks.'̂ ^ 

Reproducing the material differences and cultural divisions that class rested upon and 

consisted of, the commissioned officers of the patrician classes easily transported their 

right to rule to sea. As we will see in Chapter 2, the &ilure of the patrician classes to 

alleviate the material grievances of their plebeian seamen provided the motivational base 

for many of the mutineers. 

The personnel organizatk>n on a ship served to maximize the seamanship and 

combat abilities of the complement of a ship. The variety of tasks required a specialization 

of labor not generally found in land-based military activities or even in land-based civilian 

''̂ ^Pemberton, The Autobiograply of Pel. Veijuice. IS 1-152. 
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enterprises. The rating of every person among the complement provided the captain with 

an skill-based form of identification that allowed him to organize his crew for the highest 

levels of efSciency. As, on average, just under half their maritime labor force was 

semi-skilled or unskilled, captains had to make decisions about whkh units of labor 

(watches) to assign men. Realizing that some areas of shipboard operation required &r 

greater levels of skill, the captains made functk)nal choices and assigned the skilled men to 

the tops, the forecastle, and as leaders of the other watches. The less skilled men found 

themselves concentrated in areas of the ship that required less maritime skill, and further 

reduced in status by the mess system which created ft;tive &milies for the seamen based 

on skill. Despite the equality of their members, the messes further divided the seamen by 

skill due to the way the mess system organized men generally along the lines of their 

watches. The functional process created two mutually supporting skill-based hierarchies 

among the seamen; by rating and by watch. 

Just as class hierarchies divkled the men of a ship during the mutinies of 1797, 

divisions by skill among the working-class seamen created divisions rather than unity. As 

Chapter 3 will show, these hierarchies of skill among seamen of the Royal Navy also 

provkled the base for a traditran of maritime masculinity, based on skill with the additions 

of individual bravery and national byalty. Chapter 4 will examine how the hierarchies of 

individual and collective (watch) skill came to define the most skilled seamen as having the 

greatest influence among their peers. While men constructed "peculiar" laws to help them 

survive at sea, they never escaped the hierarchical visk)ns of society that all members of 

the maritime community had prevrausly experienced on shore. The divisions of class that 

the seamen brought with them fiom home and their interpretations of skill devetoped at 

sea shaped their understandings of the workl around them, uhimately limiting and gukling 

their actbns and the outcomes of the mutinies of 1797. 
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CHAPTER 2 

"We Are A Neglected Set" 

The Material Grievances of the Seamen 

Introduction 

For the past two hundred years, authors have presented life at sea during the age 

of sail as one of adventure and excitement. Whether the invented tales of young 

Homblower or the historically based accounts of Nelson and his victory at Tra&lgar, these 

writers have emphasized romantic visions of battle and ignored the hard material realities 

of life at sea. Escapist middle-class readers in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

have had little interest in descriptions of bad food or foul smelling gun decks. Instead, they 

yearned for tales of military glory and the nationalist pride found in the defeat of French 

usurpers, those who sought to overthrow all that was good and English.' For the common 

seamen, however, the reality of the material conditions at sea presented a harsher picture. 

Charles Pemberton, a seaman from 1806 to 1814, described his attitude toward the rosy 

portrayals of life at sea found in works of nautical fiction penned by middle-ciass authors, 

"Were common saik>rs to write, truly and thinkingly, for themselves, oh! their drama 

would a very gk)on^ one,... Truth woukl have presented a different and a disgusting 

picture".^ At the heart of the 1797 mutinies lay the seamen's demands for relief from the 

Admiralty for their materul privatk)ns. 

'Behrman, Victorian Myths of the Sea. 57-76,91-107. 

^Pemberton, The Autohiograply of Pel. Verjuice. 211-212. 
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The uneasy British patrician-plebeian social equilibrium operated at sea as well in 

the seamen's use of a maritime version of the patrk;ian-plebeian social compact, which in 

many ways resembled the anti-capitalist "moral economy" of the plebeians ashore. 

Scholars have applied the term "moral economy" to popular acts of resistance based on 

rituals and customary usages supported by community sanctions and actions. E.P. 

Thompson's definition of "moral economy" included the additional fiictors of resistance to 

capitalism and femine which the definitions of moral economy by other scholars have 

ignored.^ While the seamen were informed by a legitimizing belief that they were 

defending traditional rights or customs, that they were supported by a wider consensus of 

the community, and that this consensus provided a motive for them that overrode fear and 

deference, their demands had neither the "moral" charge of people &cing &mine nor 

hostility to Smithian fi«e-market ideologies.'̂  While rooted in the same beliefs and 

traditions as "moral economy" riots, the seamen's demands and actions, were, by 

Thompson's definition, not motivated by a vision of the moral economy, but rather appear 

to be derived firom the negotiated relationship between the patricians and plebeians found 

ashore. The seamen simply demanded that the patricians redress their plebeian grievances 

through both material and symbolic relief 

In the navy, the plebeian seamen believed that they were not receiving the 

reciprocal grants that the Admiralty owed them under the maritime version of their social 

compact. While accepting as inescapable some negative aspects of life at sea, most of the 

^E. P. Thonq)son, "The Moral Economy Revkwed," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 
336-351. 

'̂ E. P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the Eighteenth Century," 
Past and Present 50 (February, 1971): 78-79,95, and Thompson, "The Moral Economy 
Reviewed," in Thompson, Customs in Commnn. 336-351. 
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men involved in the mutinies of 1797 harbored material grievances that included on low 

pay, inequality of bounties, scale and in some specific cases type of provisions, deficiencies 

in medical treatment and stoppage of pay while wounded, as well as the less material but 

equally class-based complaints regarding the absence of shore leave. These material 

grievances dominated the Spithead Mutiny and acted as a spark to the more politicized 

mutiny at the Nore. Had there been no material grievances, neither mutiny would have 

taken place. In the seamen's understanding of their reciprocal relationship with their 

patrician officers, the officers had obligations to meet some of these material needs and to 

symbolically demonstrate their support through the public theater of symbolic gestures. 

When the patricians fiiiled to respond, the seamen followed the general plebeian mode of 

action; they resorted to their own counter-theater which began with the anonymous threat, 

the petition, and grew to the 'theatre of threat and sedition" better known as mutiny.^ 

In short the seamen's demands drew on or were informed by a common values 

system accepted by many patricians as well. In a letter written to Reverend Dixon Hoste, 

Lord Nelson defended the rights of plebeian protest expressed in the Spithead Mutiny 

while simultaneously he rejected the more politicized goals expressed in the Nore Mutiny 

with, "I am entirely with the seamen in their first complaint. We are a neglected set, and, 

when peace comes, are a shamefully treated; but, for the Nore scoundrels, I should be 

happy to command a ship against theoL"^ Lieutenant Philip Beaver, an eyewitness to the 

^The Spithead Mutiny resembles the characteristics of the "popular action" as put forward 
by E.P. Thompson; being the anonymous tradition, the plebeian countertheatre, the 
crowd's capacity for swtft direct action, and the reciprocity of the paternalist-deference 
equilibrium. See Thompson, "The Patricians and the Plebs," in Thonq>son, Customs in 
Common, 66-75. The Nore mutineers foUowed a more revolutionary method to their 
mutiny. 

kelson to the Reverend Dixon Hoste (June 30, 1797), John Knox Laughton, ed.. Letters 
and Dispatches of Horatio. Viscount Nelson. Duke of Bronte. Vice. Admiral nf the White 
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Spithead Mutiny, echoed Nelson's support for the Spithead mutineers: "They have 

demanded nothing but what to every unprejudiced person must appear moderate and 

just"7 Both of these ofBcers condemned senior naval ofiBcers for not attending to the 

seamen's demands, hence not living up to their end of the social compact between the 

patricians and plebeians. Nelson wrote that Howe's feilure to forward the seamen's initial 

petitions to the Admiralty had forced the seamen to the next level of popular action, 

mutiny.^ Beaver believed the seamen had been driven to mutiny by Lord Howe and the 

Admiralty, and he feared early in the mutiny "that Lord Spencer and the other Lords of the 

Admiralty trifle too much and may make matters worse."^ As early as 1795, one ofiBcer 

attempted to remedy some of the seamen's material complaints. After taking command of 

the North Sea Fleet, Admiral Duncan requested, but did not always get, improvements for 

his men which included: lemon juke to prevent scurvy, wine for the sick, regular 

distributions of tobacco and soap for the seamen, fresh fish for his fleet's rations, 

improved pay for all seamen, more and regular leave for the seamen, enforcing limits on 

the number of lashes that coukl be administered in punishment, and the end of pressing 

Squadton (London: Longmans, Green, and Company, 1886), 123, and Nelson to Hoste 
(June 30, 1797), Nkolas, The Dispatches and Letters of Vice AdmiraJ Lord Viscount 
Nelson. 401-402. 

^Lieutenant Philip Beaver to Mrs. Gilles (April 19,1797) in Laughton, The Naval 
Miscellany. 

^Nelson to Jervis (July 9,1797), Laughton, letters and Dispatches of Horatio. Viscount 
Nelson, 125. 

^Beaver to Gilles (April 19,1797) in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany. 
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men into the navy unless absolutely necessary.'̂  Despite the actions of these officers and 

others like them, before April, 1797 the Admiralty did not heed the seamen's demands. 

The Admirahy, especially Spencer the First Lord of the Admiralty, appear to have 

not understood the importance that the seamen placed upon being publicly rewarded by 

their patrician rulers through some material grants for their service to British society. As 

the social contract renegotatiated at Spithead in May, 1797 shows, the seamen did not 

expect the government to grant all of their material demands. Instead the seamen 

understood these material grants to be, in one sense, finite material gains, but in another 

and posstt)ly more important sense, a symbolic recognition of the value of the maritime 

plebeians to British society. The seamen believed that class relations still depended on the 

human nexus as well as the cash nexus. Lord Spencer and many other senior maritime 

patricians appear to have forgotten this basic tenant of their social compact with the 

seamen. Spencer remained unwilling, even after being warned by his subordinates about 

the potential threat of mutiny, to ask the government for an increase in the public tax 

burden to fund these material improvements.'' After the Admiralty foiled to notice the 

seamen's petitions requesting these material^ symbolic grants, the plebs used the 

counter-theater of mutiny in an attempt to force their patrkian rulers to accede to their 

primary demand for an increase in pay and their five secondary demands. The seamen 

understood the Admiralty's unwillingness to grant these demands as a ^rmboUc denial of 

the maritime plebeian's worth to society. 

'''The Earl of Camperdown, Admiral Duncan (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 
1898), 166 and Neil Duncan, Duncan of Camperdown fNorfolk: Craig-Niven Books, 
1995), 92-93. 

"Spencer to Captain Thomas Pakenham (December 12,1796) in Corbett, Private Papers 
nf George. Second Earl Spencer, vol. 11,108-109. 
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Pay 

The seamen regarded the eroding value of their pay as their most important 

material grwvance. The men of the Channel Fleet, anchored at the Spithead, submitted 

their first petitions to Admiral Howe in February and March of 1797.In these petitions, 

the seamen put forth a single grievance: their low pay. The seamen argued that their low 

pay made it impossible to support their "wives and fiunilies"; if the Admiralty did not 

increase their pay, their dependents could become "burdens to the Parish". This of course 

was more rhetoric than reality as the majority of seamen were single and had no fiimify to 

support.'̂  They claimed that since the reign of Charles II, the cost of living had risen 

thirty-percent while their pay had not increased. Further aggravating their situation, two 

years earlier. Parliament had increased the pay of soldiers in the army and militia. A 

'̂ The seamen of the Queen Charlotte, Minotaur, Formidable, Royal George, Audacious, 
Le Juste, Theseus, Sans Pareii, Triumph, Bellerophon, and Ramillies sent petitions to 
Admiral Howe. See Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte to Howe (February 28, 
1797), Ship's Company of the Minotaur to Howe (February 28,1797), Ship's Company 
of the Formidable to Howe (February 28, 1797), Ship's Company of the Audacious to 
Howe (March 4, 1797), Ship's Company of the Le Juste to Howe (March 6, 1797), Ship's 
Company of the Theseus to Howe (March 8,1797), Ship's Company of the Sans Pareii to 
Howe (March 7, 1797), Ship's Company of the Triumph, to Howe (March 7, 1797), 
Ship's Company of the Bellerophon to Howe (March 10,1797), and Ship's Company of 
the Ramillies to Howe (February 28, 1797), all found in ADM 1/S12S, and Ship's 
Company of the Royal George, to Howe (February 28, 1797), Bridport Papers. Volume 
VIT. General Correspondence Volume V. 1796.1797. Additional Manuscript 35197, 
British Library, London. 

'̂ While no comprehensive evklence exists regarding the marital status of the seamen, an 
examination of the seamen of the Blake in 1808 found that only twenty of the eighty-six 
seamen were married. See Lavery, Shipboard 1 Jfe and OrganiTation- 439-447. Nicholas 
Rodger found that during the Seven Years War, most officers and seamen were also 
unmarried. See Rodger, The Wooden World. 78-80. 

''̂ Also naval lieutenants had gotten an increase in pay on September 21, 1796. See 
Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 157. 
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naval song written sometime after the mutiny expressed the seamen's anger in not 

receiving a parallel raise in pay, ""Althoi^ to the Army they granted more pay. While we 

sons of Neptune neglected did lay". In the patrician-plebeian relationship, the patricians 

had through material grants symbolically recognized the plebeian soldiers but neglected 

their seamen peers. Angered by both material and symbolic neglect, the seamen hoped that 

their petitions would remind the Admirahy of their neglect of their plebeian subordinates. 

The demand for an increase in pay did not end with the first petitions. After the 

start of the Spithead Mutiny in April 1797, the ships' companies of the Channel Fleet sent 

petitions, first firom individual ships and then by the mutineer collective, demanding that 

their wages be increased. At the start of the Spithead Mutiny, the ships' companies of the 

London, the Queen Charlotte, the Mars, the Duke, the Glory, the Robust, the Minotaur, 

the Pompee, Le Impetueux, the Royal George, and the Defence renewed their efforts 

through petitions that again stated their rhetorical argument that their pay had become too 

small to support a ftimily. When the mutineers at Spithead organized into a collective 

body, complete with two delegates fi'om each ship, they continued to place an increase m 

'̂ "A New Song," Naval Songs and Rallads, C.H. Firth, ed., (Navy Records Society, 
1908), 277-279. Firth believed that the song was written about the end of May, 1797. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the London to Charles Fox, (April 1797), Ship's Company of the 
Queen Charlotte to the House of Commons, (April 1797), Ship's Company of the Queen 
Charlotte to Howe (April 1797), Ship's Company of the Mars to Bridport (April 1797), 
Ship's Company of the Duke to the House of Commons (April 1797), Ship's Company of 
the Glory to Bildport (April IS, 1797), Ship's Company of the Robust to the Admiralty, 
(April 1797), Ship's Conqwrny of the Minotaur to the House of Commons "(April 1797), 
Sl̂ 's Company of the Pompee to Bridport (April 1797), Ship's Company of Le Impeteux 
to the Admkahy (April 179^, and the Sh '̂s Conqsany of the Royal George to Bridport 
(April 1797); aU in ADM 1/107, and Ship's Company of the Queen Ck^lotte to the 
Admirahy (April 1797) and Ship's Company of the Defence to the Admiralty (April IS, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/1022. 
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pay as their primary demand along with five new demands. The seamen's demands for 

an increase in pay continued throughout the Spithead Mutiny, and was one in which the 

Admiralty and Parliament yielded to them. The fear of not being included in the pay 

increase drew seamen a month later into the Nore Mutiny. 

Contemporaries, many of them naval officers and some of them eyewitness 

observers of the mutinies, testi&d to the centrality of pay to the mutineers. Captain 

Griffith of the London felt the causes of the Spithead mutiny were 'Ihe insufficiency of 

their pay and provisions". Lieutenant Philip Beaver, of the Monarch, wrote that the 

seamen had mutinied to get their pay increased. Rear-Admiral Patton, who as a Captain 

had warned the Admiralty of the threat of general mutiny, commented that the "inadequate 

state of the pay" promoted the seamen to mutiny.^^ Captain Brenton, then a lieutenant on 

a ship involved in the Nore Mutiny, believed that there were material roots to the 

'̂ The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18,1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment July 20", ADM 1/5125, The Delegates of the Fleet, "The 
Humble Petition of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themselves" (April 18, 1797), Papers of Captain Edward Riou. Papers of the Royal United 
Services Institute now held in the National Maritime Museum (hereafter referred to as 
RUSI/NM/ER) Section 5, NMM, The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 
1797), Additional Manuscript MS 35197. These are aU copies of the same petition. 

'̂ Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admifal Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 11. 

'̂ Beaver to GQles (April 17, 1797) in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany. Beaver argued 
that the seamen had petitioned to Lord Howe for an increase in pay first and then resorted 
to mutiny when their petition seemed to M upon deaf ears. See Beaver to GQles (April 

^^atton. Account of the Mutinies qt SpHhftflti St 23-25, TUN/212. 
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seamen's discontent - rising inflation without a pay increase and insii£Bcient rations. '̂ 

Finally the Annual Register noted that for a long time a cause of discontent in the British 

military resulted from the "smallness of their pay."^ The original demand of the seamen, 

an increase to their pay, remained the mutineers' core material grievance throughout the 

Spithead Mutiny. 

The Admiralty's lack of attention to the issue of pay before the Spithead Mutiny 

contrasts with the importance of the issue and the seamen's sense of legitimacy in their 

demand for an increase in pay. In their petitions, the seamen noted that they had not had a 

raise in pay since the seventeenth century, and that increases in the cost of living had 

reduced the buying power of their pay by about thirty percent. Most of the seamen's 

petitions claimed that their last raise came either in the reign of Charles I or Charles II; 

actually it had come last in 16S3 under Cromwell.^^ While the seamen got the date of their 

last raise wrong, they were correct to argue that the Admiralty and Parliament were 

dilatory in providing them with an increase to their wages. In the eyes of the seamen, one 

hundred and forty-four years was a long time without a recognition of their service to the 

nation. 

Based on precedents set by earlier pay increases given by Parliament and the 

Admiralty to the seamen, the seamen were roughly one hundred years overdue for a raise. 

In 1440, the English crown paid the seamen a monthly wage of six shillings. '̂* By 1546 

'̂Brenton, The Naval History of Great Rritaln. 276-277. 

22"The History of Europe", The Annual Register. 207-208. 

23Rodger, The Wooden World. 125. 

^^Until decimalization in the late twentieth century, one British pound was equal to twenty 
shillings, and one shilling was equal to twehre pence, hence one pound was equal to 240 
pence. 
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this had been increased by eight pennies to six shillings and eight pence. The pay continued 

to rise with monthly pay scales of ten shillings in 1S88, fourteen shillings in 1620, and 

fifteen shillings in 1631. In 1653, the new pay scales divided the seamen into two ratings: 

ordinary seamen who received nineteen shillings a month and able seamen who received 

twenty-four shillings a month.^^ Between the inflationary mid-sixteenth and mid-seventeen 

centuries, the pay of the seamen had basically doubled, while in the century and a half 

afterward it Parliament had not increased at all. 

Pay in the Royal Navy depended on rank and in some cases the size of the ship one 

served on. Admirals and the captains who assisted them as executive officers received pay 

based only on rank. Captains commanding ships, however, received differing levels of pay 

dependent on the size of ship they commanded. The system of pay differentials dependent 

on the size of the ship continued from the captain of the ship down through the petty 

officers. The reason for the variation in pay by size of ship had to do with the method of 

promotion among the men of these ranks. Captains tended to start command in smaller 

ships and get promoted to command larger ships. Warrant officers and most of the petty 

officers experienced a similar career progressnn; once they had reached their specialist 

rank there remained no ftirther promotions for them in rank, only promotrans to larger 

ships. Thus the captain, warrant, and petty officers on a first rate ship of the line woukl be 

theoretkally more experfenced, hence more skilled, than those serving in a smaller ship.^^ 

These pay scales reinforced the class hierarchies within the complement of a ship. 

The pay of the mkldle and upper class commissraned officers greatly exceeded that of the 

^^Rasor, Reform in the Royal Navy. 104. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 40,101. 
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plebeian seamen. An Admiral commanding a fleet received over one hundred times the pay 

of an able seamea While not enjoying the high pay that followed the upper-class status of 

senior sdmirals, captains were well rewarded. The navy paid the captain of a third rate, 

that is an average size ship of the line, over fifteen times more than his able seamen. The 

pay of the masters, surgeons, and chaplains, all lower to middle-middle class men, 

reflected their near gentlemen status as they received pay equal to or greater than the 

lowest element of the ruling class, the lieutenants. Other clear divisions of class existed in 

the warrant ofiBcers with noticeable pay breaks between the commission officers and the 

standing warrant officers and between the two types of warrant officers as well. Within the 

ranks of the seamen, wage differentials were small. Able seamen received only a third 

more than landsmen and ordinary seamen received but one shilling more per (lunar) month 

than the newly recruited landsmen. When the Clerk of the Cheque came on board and pakl 

a ship's company, their differences in pay made clear to aU involved the class hierarchy 

among the ship. 
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Table 3 

Monthly (lunar) Pay in Shillings^^ 
Admiralty, Commissioned OfiBcers, and Midshipmen 

Rate of Ship Served On 
Rank or Rating 1st* ?n(1 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
First Lord of the Admiralty^^ 4602 
Other Lords of the Admiralty 1534 
Admiralty Secretary 1227 
Admiral Commanding a Fleet 2800 
Admiral 1%0 
Vice Admiral 1400 
Rear Admiral 980 
First Captain to Commander 980 
Second Captain to Commander 560 
Captain to Admirals of the 560 

White and Bhie 
Captain to Vice Admiral 448 
Captain to Rear Admiral 364 
Captain 560 448 364 280 224 168 
Lieutenant 140 140 112 112 112 112 
Midshipman 45 40 37.5 33.8 30 30 

* Includes pay for men when rate not dependent on size of ship. 

^^Admiraky, Regulations and Instructions M TQflV 142, 145-149, Admiralty, A Table of 
Wages allowed in the Royal-Naw To Admirals. Captains. I jeutenants. Warrant Officers. 
Petty Officers, and Private Seamen P 258, Library Ephemeral Boxed Collections, 
Box 274 "Mutiny", NMM, and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 300. Lilvary 
Ephemera 

^^The pay of the Admiralty has been converted from an annual salary into a lunar monthfy 
ws^e. In 1797 the annual pay of the members of the Admiralty was: First Lord £3,000, the 
other Lords £1,000, and tte secretaries £800. See David Steel, SteePs Original and 
Correct I.ist of the Royal Naw. Hired Armed-Vessels. Gun-Boats. Revenue and Excise 
Cutters. Packets, and India Ships. With Their Commanders and Stations (T ondnn! Printed 
for David Steel at his Navigation Warehouse, May 1797). 
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Table 4 

Monthfy (lunar) Pay in Shillings 
Wardroom, Gunroom, and Standing Warrant OfBcers^^ 

Rate of Ship Served On 
Rank or Rating lat? 2nd Sid 4th Stb filh 
Chaplain^® (@ pay) 280 250 210 125 110 60 
Surgeon '̂ (@pay) 230 220 195 150 140 125 
Master 182 168 126 112 102.7 80 
Purser 80 70 60 50 45 40 
Boatswain 80 70 60 50 45 40 
Carpenter 80 70 60 50 45 40 
Gunner 80 70 60 50 45 40 
2nd Master^^ 70 
Master's Mates 66 60 56.7 47.8 42 42 
Surgeon's First Mate 50 50 50 50 50 50 
Surgeon's Second Mate 40 40 40 40 40 40 
Surgeon's 3rd-Sth Mates 30 30 30 30 

^Includes pay for men when rate not dependent on size of ship. 

^^Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions ri 79flV 14S-149, Admiralty, A Table of Wages 
allowed in the RnyaUNavy To Admirals, Captains. Lieutenants. Warrant Officers. Petty 
Officers, and Private Seamen (1796), P 2S8 Library Ephemeral Boxed Collections, Box 
274 "Mutiny*", and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 300. 

^ '̂The base pay of chaplains was 19 shillings a month. Chaplains also got 4 pence a noonth 
from the pay of each man on the ship. Thus chaplains were probably the second highest 
paid individuals on the ships. Only the captain received higher pay. 

^ 'The base pay of the surgeon was 100 shillings a month, but they also received 2 pence 
from the monthly pay of each man. 

^^Second Masters and Pilots of Yachts, who were paid the same wages, received a set pay 
regardless of the size of ship they served on, all other warrant ofBcers were paid according 
to the size ofthe ship they served on. 
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Table 5 

Monthly (lunar) Pay in Shillings 
Petty Offers with Warrants^^ 

Rate of Ship Served On 
Rank or Rating 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
Master at Arms 45 40 37.5 33.8 30 30 
School Master 37.5 33.8 30 30 
Master Sailmaker 35 35 35 34 32 30 
Cook 35 35 35 35 35 34 
Armourer 25 25 25 25 25 25 
Cooper 24 

33 Admiralty. Regulations and Instnictioas M 790V 145-149, Admiralty, A Table of Wages 
allowed in the Royal-Navy To Admirals, Captains. T ieutenants. Warrant QflRcers. Pettv 
Otlifcers, and Pri^te Seamen f 1796), P 258, Library Ephemeral Boxed Collections, Box 
274 "Mutiny", and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 300. 
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Table 6 

Monthly (lunar) Pay in Shillings 
Petty OflScers without Warrants '̂* 

Rate of Ship Served On 
Rank or Rating 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
Captain's Clerk 45 40 37.5 33.8 30 30 
Carpenter's Mate 40 40 36 34 32 30 
Boatswain's Mate 35 35 32 30 28 26 
Gunner's Mate 35 35 32 30 28 26 
Yeoman of the Powder Room 35 35 32 30 28 26 
Quartermaster 35 35 32 30 28 26 
Ship's Corporal 35 32 30 30 28 26 
Yeoman of the Sheets 32 30 28 28 26 26 
Coxswain 32 30 28 28 26 26 
Quartermaster's Mate 30 30 28 28 26 25 
Trumpeter 30 28 25 25 25 24 
Sailn^er's Mate 28 28 28 28 28 28 
Quartergunner 26 26 25 25 25 25 
Sailmaker's Crew 25 25 25 25 25 25 
Gunsmith^^ 25 25 

34Admiralty. Regulations and rnstnictions (17m 145-149, Admiralty, A Table of WagCS 
allowed in the Royal-Navy To Admirak raptains. T ieirtenants. Warrant Officers. Petty 
Officers, and Private Seamen f 179g>. P 258, Library Ephemeral Boxed Collections, Box 
274 "Mutiny", and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 300. Not until the new pay scales 
of January 1, 1807, would the petty oflBcer captains of the watches receive a higher pay 
scale. A captain of a watch on a third rate received 38.5 shillings a month conq)ared to 
33.5 for an able seaman. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 326-327. 

^^The Admiralty assigned gunsmiths onfy to first and second rate ships of the line. 
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Table 7 

Monthly (lunar) Pay in Shillings 
Seamen^® 

Rate of Ship Served On 
Rank or Rating 1st? 2nd 2rd 4th Slh 6th 
Steward 25 25 25 23.3 20.3 20 
Able Seaman 24 
Captain's Cook 24 
Cook's Mate 24 
Coxswain's Mate 24 
Ordinary Trumpeter 24 
Swabber 24 
Yeoman of the Boatswain's 24 

Store Room 
Steward's Mate 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 
Ordinary Seaman 19 
Barber 19 
Gunner's Taylor 19 
Shifter 19 
Landsmen 18 

^Includes pay for men when rate not dependent on size of ship. 

Seamen found several pence deducted from their pay for various reasons. First the 

chaplain got his four pence from each man for the care of their souls. Then the surgeon 

took another two pence from each man for the care of their earthly bodies. Another six 

pence went to the Greenwich hospital for the seamen pensioners. Finally the Admiralty 

made a six pence deduction from each seaman's pay for the Chatham Chest, a fund to aid 

^^Admiralty. Regulations and fmtnictinns (17m 145-149, Admiralty, A Table of Wages 
altowed in the Royal-Navy To Admirals. Captains. Lieutenants. Warrant Officers. Petty 
Officers, and Private Seamen H 796\ P 258, Library Ephemeral Boxed Collections, Box 
274 "Mutiny", and Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 300. Onfy the Stewards and their 
mates were paid according to the size of ship they served on. 
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distressed seamen. In total, the navy deducted one shilling and six pence from the monthly 

pay of each seaman.^^ Thus the net pay for the seamen were: able seaman 22.5 shillings, 

ordinary seaman 17.5 shillings, and landsman 16.5 shillings a lunar month. 

The seamen also wanted to be paid in a timely manner. While the navy's pay rates 

were based on the lunar month, the Admiralty did not disburse their pay every 

twenty-eight days. At best seamen could expect the navy to pay them once a year. The 

first pay the navy gave a seaman was a two month advance in wages intended to be used 

to purchase the seamen's clothing and bedding. Men already in the navy could expect two 

months wages advanced to them before sailing. After that a ship had to be in commission 

eighteen months before the seamen would see another shilling. Once a ship had been 

commissioned for eighteen months, its ship's company would receive a lump sum in the 

amount of one year's wages; the remaining six months' wages were withheld to 

discourage men from deserting. The navy then continued to pay seamen every twelve 

noonths untU they took the ship out of commission and discharged the ship's company, at 

which time the seamen received their fiill remaining wages. Ships had to be in a port in 

Great Britain to be have their crews paid.^^ This policy resulted in ships on foreign duty 

not being paid until they returned home and in the regular pay schedule. 

Naval officials designed this system both to reduce desertion as they feh men 

would not run if they were owed wages, and to minimize financial logistics by issuing pay 

^^Admiralty, A Table of Wages allowed in the Royal-Navy To Admirals. Captains. 
T .ieutenants. Warrant Officers. Petty Officers, and Private Seamen H 796V P 258, LOmiry 
Ephemeral Boxed Collections, Box 274 "Mutiny", William Spavens, The Seaman's 
Narrative fLouth: Sheardown and Son), 1796,106-108, Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 130, 
Pope. Life in Nelson's Navy. 256-257, Rodger, The Woodeil WorM, 125. 

^^Admirahy, Regulatiore; and Instniction.s n 790V 48-51,209. 
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only in Great Britain. There is no evidence that the system deterred desertion.^^ It only 

acted to aggravate grievances when seamen were not paid in what they considered a 

timely matter. John Pickering, a seaman on the Adcmant, wrote to his brother that both his 

ship's company and that of the Montague had refiised to go to sea in May 1797 as they 

were owed over twenty months back wages.'̂  These seamen's demands were well 

founded. The navy paid the ship's company of the Audacious in March 1797, and then 

sent that ship to the Mediterranean for four years. When it returned in 1801, the seamen 

received seventy-nine pounds each in back pay; the first time they had been paid in four 

years.'*' While it was not a specific grievance in their petitions, the seamen of the Royal 

Navy remonstrated throughout 1797 because the navy had not paid them back wages they 

were clearly owed. When the navy's Clerk of the Cheque came on board their ship and 

paid the seamen it not only filled the men's pocket with shillings, but also enacted the 

visible spectacle of the patricians' symbolic obligation to the plebs. 

Most of the seamen did not mutiny for pay equity with their o£5cers; rather they 

hoped to gain better parity with their brethren in the army and marines, and their peers in 

the merchant marine. In contrast to the stasis in the seamen's wages, the army raised the 

^^n contrast, the 1792 increase in pay for the army appears to have reduced the desertran 
of privates. Glenn A. Steppler, "The British Army of the Eve of War", in Guy, The Road 
to Waterloo. 7. 

''̂ Privy Council, John Pickering to Privy Council (May 29,1797), "Intercepted Letters 
From the Nore" (June 4,1797), Privy Council June 1797 Miscellaneous. Privy Council 
Papers (hereafter known as PC) 1/38/122, PRO. A letter by John Anderson, a seaman on 
the Montague, confirms Pickering's statement. See John ^xierson to Ann Bross (June 2, 
1797), PC 1/38/122. 

'̂ 'Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 131. 
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base pay of its privates in 1792 to eight pence a day.'̂ ^ In 1795, the army had received 

another pay raise, and army privates earned a shilling a day; four shillings a month more in 

gross pay than an able seaman.'̂ ^ By 1797, the private's actual pay after deductions had 

improved to less than one and a half shillings take home pay a week or six shillings a 

month; a four fold increase since 1792, but for less than the post deduction pay of his 

landsmen peers in the navy.'̂  

By 1797, the navy paid marine privates the same wage that the army paid its 

privates, that is 1 shilling a day before deductions for food. This was an increase from the 

base daily wage of eight pence during the American War of Independence."^^ Marine 

'̂ ^J.W. Fortescue, A History of the British Amy, vol. Ill (London: MacMilUan and Co.. 
1911), S29. The base pay for an army private was eight pence a day, but the army 
continued to deduct two pence a day for ck)thing giving them a de&cto pay of six pence a 
day. 

'̂ ^Philip J. Haythomthwaite, The Armies of Wellington (London, Arms and Armour Press, 
1994), 269. While appearing to be &r more than the pay of even an able seaman, the army 
deducted the pay of privates for food and other stoppages. In theory the private under the 
1792 warrant received fourteen shillings plus other benefits worth almost four and a half 
shillings a lunar month, but his deductions equaled ahnost seventeen shillings; leaving him 
with a monthly surplus of only a shilling and a half a month. Unlike the seamen, the 
sokliers had to pay for their own food at the rate of three shillings a week or twelve 
shillings a lunar month under the 1792 warrant. The total annual net pay for an army 
private in the in&ntry was onfy eighteen shillings and ten and a half pence! See Fortescue, 
A History of the British Army, vol. Ill, 529. 

^Bryan Fosten, Wellington's Infantry ri) (London: Osprey, 1981), 16. According to 
Fosten, the actual pay received privates after deductions and paying for the washing of 
their laundry left tte privates with only 5.25 pence a week or less than 2 shillings a month. 
While giving no absolute number, Haythomthwaite describes the pay of the army privates 
after deductk)ns as leaving 'Virtually nothing" extra. Amy sokliers seem to have served to 
avoid unempk>yment and starvatran as civilians. See Haythomthwaite, The Amiiesof 
Wellington. 61.44. 

'̂ ^Thomas Boaz, "For the Glory of the Marines!". The OryaniTatinn Training. I Inifnrms. 
and Combat Role of the British Marines During the American Revolution. (Devon. 
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privates, unlike seamen, did receive increases in pay for longevity but not skill; a Marine 

private received an increase of two shillings and four pence a month after seven years and 

twice that after fourteen years. When serving at sea, the marines did not pay for their food, 

but they did have their pay deducted for the Chatham Chest, the surgeon, and the chaplain, 

which reduced the lunar monthly pay of a marine private from 28 shillings to 19 shillings 

and 3 pence; less than an able seaman's net pay but more than that of the ordinary seaman 

and landsman.'̂  

When compared to the base pay of their military peers, the experienced seamen 

believed that they were under paid. While high pay deductions greatly reduced the pay of 

the army's privates, the twenty-eight shilling a lunar month base pay of the army and 

marines privates exceeded that of the most skilled seamen. The seamen's grievances about 

the pay of their military peers seems to have been based on their perceived differences 

based on base pay alone.'̂ ^ In the theater of class relations, the seamen believed they had 

been publicly neglected. The government had recent^ and visibly increased the pay of 

both the army and marines while the seamen had gone over a century and a half without an 

increase. To the seamen, the government and the navy needed to be seen doing reciprocal 

justice for them. 

Pennsylvania: Dockyard Press, 1993), 18-19. 

'̂ ^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. ISO. Marines serving at sea also had to pay for their bedding 
and work ctothes. 

'̂ ^These comparisons dkl not inchide the various deductions from the sokliers' and 
marines' pay. In reality, the net pay of the more experienced seamen exceeded their army 
and marine peers as an able seaman netted twenty-two and a half shillings a lunar month 
con^Mured to an army privates six shillings and a marine privates nineteen and a quarter 
shill^s. 
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Compared to the merchant navy, the pay of seamen in the Royal Navy appears to 

have been substandard. In his examination of seamen's wages among the merchant seamen 

in Bristol, Jon Press found that able seamen were paid an average monthly page of thirty 

shillings which included food.'*^ The recollections of seamen who served in merchant ships 

confirms these wages. In the late 1780, Samuel Kelly earned sixty shillings a month as an 

experienced seamen.'*^ William Richardson, a seaman finm 1780 to 1819, reported he 

earned forty-five shillings a month on a merchant ship bound for Afirica, and he also 

related that when serving as a merchant seaman in 1789 he had earned sixty shillings a 

month.^^ Captain Patton had warned the Admiralty of the disparity of the able seamen's 

wages. He found that experienced seamen in the merchant service earned as much as forty 

shillings per calendar month. '̂ Ordinary seamen seem to have fared better in the merchant 

service as well; their average wage was twenty-five shillings a month compared to the 

navy's nineteen. The undesired landsman remained the exception; earning an average of 

eighteen shillings a month in the merchant service; the same as he made in the navy before 

'̂ ^Jon Press, "The Living and Working Conditions of the Merchant Seamen of Bristol, 
From the Creation of the Seamen's Hospital Fund to the Eve of the Napoleonic Wars; 
Based upon the records of the Society of Merchant Venturers of Bristol", 3 (Ph.D. thesis. 
University of Bristol, 1973), 3, Thesis 19 (thereafter referred to as THS), NMM. 

'̂ ^Samuel Kelly, An Eighteenth Century Seaman. Crosbie Garstin, ed. (London: Jonathan 
Cape Ltd., 1925), 72. 

^^Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. 1, 101-103, 110, JOD/156. When the 
ship owner tried to reduce the seamen's wages to fifty shillings, the seamen struck and 
successfully got their vmges returned to sixty shillings. 

'̂Patton, Observations on Naval Mutiny. S, TUN/212. 
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deductions.^^ The contrasts indicate that employers in the merchant service desired men 

with maritime skill and were willing to pay them well for their efforts. 

Bounties 

In addition to monthly pay, seamen enjoyed another source of economic reward. 

All men volunteering for service in the Royal Navy received a bounty based on their 

rating. Even pressed seamen could qualify for this bounty if they "volunteered" for service 

when mustered onto a new ship. Able seamen received £5 (100 shillings), ordinary seamen 

two pounds, ten shillings (50 shillings), and landsmen thirty shillings.^^ The Royal Navy's 

system of bounties supported the hierarchy of skill in that it awarded men with higher 

levels of skill greater material rewards. However, these payments do not appear to have 

been promptly made by the navy. In March 1797, sixty-seven quota-men volunteers on the 

Eleanor tender had to petition the Admiralty because the navy still owed them two-thirds 

of their bounty. '̂* 

^^Press, "The Living and Working Conditwns of the Merchant Seamen of Bristol", 3, 
THS/19. Press dkl find that landsmen in the navy made about the same as agricultural 
laborers on shore. Adding the value of their found computed at twelve shillmgs a month to 
their pay of eighteen shillings, the remuneratno of the navy to landsmen equaled thirty 
shillings a month. Citing Frederick Eden's contemporary research in The State of the 
Poor: a History of the I^hniiring riawMs in F.nylanri (published in 1797), Press found that 
in Somerset agricultural laborers earned 24 to 39 shillings a month or averaging in the k)w 
thirties (S-11). It appears that unskilled men would find tow wages fi-om any empk>yer. 

^^Privy Council, "Draft of Proclamatran" (June 21,1797), Privy Council June 1797 
Miscellaneous. PC 1/38/121. The original proclamatk)n was dated December 26, 1792. 
These bounty amounts can be confirmed the many ships' muster books of the era, for 
exanqple see Muster Book H.M.S. Mars. ^M 36/12233. 

^(^ta-men Volunteers on the Eleanor Tender to the Admiralty (March 15, 1797), 
ADM 1/5125. The men had been pakl one-third of their bounty when volunteering but 
demanded the Admiralty pay them the remaining two-thirds. 
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The introduction of a quota-system of recruiting in 1795 changed the bounty 

system dramatically. Not only did men who volunteered under the quota system receive a 

bounty &om the navy, they could also gain the much larger bounties offered by each 

county or port in its attempt to find volunteers to meet its quotas.^^ By 1797, even men 

with no maritime experience entering the Royal Navy through the quota system often 

received £30 bounties fix)m local governments, six times higher than the highly skilled able 

seamen had previously received fi'om the navy. According to one government investigator 

the discrepancies in the bounties were yet "another source of discontent".^^ William 

Dillon, a junior ofiBcer on the Prince George, claimed that landsmen had received bounties 

firom the quota system as large as £45, and that 'These bounties to men who had never 

been at sea caused some murmuring among the best seamen of the fleet." Dillon remarked 

that "the old seamen very naturally remarked, 'Why should they be more favored than us 

who have fought the battles of our Country?"'̂ ^ A 1797 a record of bounties paid through 

the quota-system demonstrates that most landsmen received bounties exceeding that of the 

£5 the navy paid to able seamen. The eighty-four landsmen on the Royal William in 

August, 1797 received bounties fix)m the quota-system that ranged from two pounds and 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy^ 128. The increase in bounties due to the quota system also hurt 
army recruiting as the amQr couki only ofifer ten guineas against the new larger quota 
system bounties. See Haythomthwaite, The Armies of Wellington. 45. 

^^Privy Council, Alexander Todd to John King (May 17,1797) in "Letters from Mr. 
Graham and Mr. Todd Relative to Proceedings at Portsmouth" May 18, 1797), Business 
for the Privy Council May 11. 1797. PC 1/38/117, PRO. George Banfiekl, a mulatto 
seamen, also gained a thirty pound bounty. See Pickmore, "State of the Case of George 
Banfiekl, a Mulatto" (March 23, 1797), i^M 1/1022. 

^^Sir William Henry DiUon, A Narrative of My Professional Adventures n 790-18391 
Mkhael A. Lewis, ed., (Navy Records Society, 1953), 189. 
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two shillings to twenty-six pounds and six shillings. These landsmen received an average 

bounty of twelve pounds, almost two and a half times what the able seamen volunteers 

had previously earned from the navy. While these large bounties had been designed by the 

local authorities to attract enough men to fill their quotas, their impact was different sea; 

experienced seamen resented their inversion of the system of material rewards based upon 

levels of skill. While not a specific demand of the mutineers of 1797, the disparity in the 

bounty ^stem violated the maritime hierarchy's emphasis on skill as the most skilled 

seamen did not receive the highest bounties. 

Table 8 

Quota-System Bounties Pakl to Landsmen on Royal William '̂ 
August, 1797 
(in pounds) 

Amount of Bounty Number of I^smen 
2.1 to 5.0 13 
5.1 to 10.0 21 
10.1 to 15.0 28 
15.1 to 20.0 7 
20.1 to 25.0 13 
25.1 to 26.3 2 

Provisions 

The material remuneration the Ro}^ Navy provkled to its seamen included more 

than money. The navy also provkied rations fi%e of charge. By the standards of two 

Admiralty, P. Parker to Nepean (August 7, 1797), Admiralty In-Letters From 
Portsmouth 1797. ADM 1/1024, PRO. 
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hundred years later, the food these men ate left much to be desired, but the seamen's 

grievances regarding food revolved generally not on overall quality of their food but rather 

its quantity, and in the case of a ship in port, the type of food served.^^ The seamen 

regarded the food and drink the navy provided them as a real material reward, no different 

from their pay. Experiencing their food three times a day and their pay only once a year; 

the seamen understood food as the central material experience in their daily lives. 

Few in 1797, or anytime thereafter, regarded naval provisions to be anything but 

survivable. Samuel Leech described his first experience with navy food, "As our &ir was 

novel and so different firom shore living, it was some time before I could get fully 

reconciled to it".^ OfiBcially, the provisions for each man before reforms in 1797 

consisted of the daily basic issue of one pound of biscuits and one gallon of beer or a pint 

of wine plus one of three sets of additional provisk)ns. On Sunday and Thursday, the men 

received an additional pound of salt pork and a half measure of peas. On Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday, their addition included a pint of oatmeal, two ounces of butter, 

and four ounces of cheese. On Tuesday and Saturday, they received simply an additional 

two pounds of sah beef. If these were unavailable on foreign voyages, captains could 

make substitutions such as a half pound of rice instead of a pint of oatmeal, a pint of olive 

oil for a pound of butter, or a half pint of brandy replacing a pint of wine. Also 

'̂The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (Api^ 18,1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment Jufy 20", ADM 1/S125, The Delegates of the Fleet, 'The 
Humble Petitbn of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themsehres" (April 18,1797), RUSI/NM/ER/S, The Delegates of the Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Additional Manuscript MS 3S197. 

^eech. Thirty Years From Home. 46-47. 
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substitutions could be made if regular items were unavailable at home: for example three 

pounds of beef could replace two pounds of pork. '̂ While lacking in variety, the specified 

provisions coukl keep a man alive. By 1795, the navy had also begun to issue large 

quantities of lemons to the seamen to combat scurvy. Within two years the navy had 

switched to limes for reasons of economy, but regardless of the fruit, within two years the 

strategy had succeeded to the point that in 1797 there were no cases of scurvy in the 

Channel Fleet.^^ 

Compared to the diets of the working poor in 1797. which included little meat and 

almost no vegetables, the seamen ate better than many of their peers ashore. In an 

examination of the diet at a workhouse in 1794, Sir Frederick Eden found the poor had 

meat only on Sunday. Also, given the growing amounts of land scurvy present in England 

in the 1790s, the diet of seamen probably '̂ vas quite acceptable by eighteenth century 

standards".^^ One scholar has argued that in the mki-eighteenth century, the food in the 

navy attracted men to naval service, and that the food provided the men with sufficient 

cabries for their hard physical labor.^ In comparison, the army private in the fiekl in the 

Peninsula (Spain and Portugal 1809-1814) received a pound and a half of soft bread or a 

pound of biscuit, one pound of beef or mutton, one pint of wine or a third of a pint of rum 

^Udmirahy. Regulations and Instructions n790V 61-63. By 1806, the only addition to 
the provisions was a half a pint of vinegar per man a week. See Admiralty, Regulations 
and Instructions, (1806), 287-288. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 206. 

^^Press, "The Living and Working Conditmns of the Merchant Seamen of Bristol", 13, 
THS/19. 

^Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 85-87. 
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a day. Missing from their diet were any vegetables.^^ While not the finest of cuisine, the 

seamen's food provided them with the basic nutrition to survive, and, in general, better 

and healthier food than eaten many of their plebeian peers. 

Preparation of the food fell upon a man in each mess designated as its cook. 

Tradition rewarded the mess cooks with an extra portion of grog for their work, but mess 

cooks who &iled could be either removed or censured by their mess through a court 

composed of other mess cooks.^ Each mess cook drew fk)ur and currant provisions for 

the entire mess from the purser's steward and prepared part of these into the duff, a 

steamed suet pudding. Each mess cook then presented this duff in a bag to the ship's cook 

and his mate who did all of the actual cooking. The ship's cook and his mates prepared the 

meat for cooking; whkh involved only the removal of the preservative salt. Cooking on a 

ship consisted of boiling both the meat and the duff. Neither navy regulation nor tradition 

aUowed for any other form of cooking. The ship's cooks tended, against regulations, to 

reward members of the crew with the slush, frit from the meat that floated to the top of the 

steep-tubs, to mix with their puddings. The cooks of each mess also drew their men's 

alcohol ration, typically grog, rum mixed with water, at noon, and their ration of wine at 

four p.m..^^ The seamen and marines seem to have accepted both the monotony and 

method of the preparation of their food. 

^^Haythomthwaite, The Armies of Wellingtnn. 62. 

^astyfrice, "Extracts from 'Nautkal Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, From 
the Lower DwL 46-47. 

^^Admirahy, Regulations and [nstructinns fiTonv 137-138, Leech, Thirty Yeafs From 
Home. 46-47, Nasty&ce, "Extracts frrom 'Nautkral Economy of the Forecastle'," in 
Baynham, From the Lower Deck. 45-46, Pope, I.ife in Nelson's Navy. 88-89, Lavery, 
Nelson's Naw. 205-206, Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 84-87, and Hattendor^ and 
Estes, A Sea of Words. .154,356. 
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Popular mythology about the Royal Navy has condemned the raw food as typically 

rotten and of the poorest quality.^^ Yet contemporary records show that in many cases the 

navy went to reasonable lengths to provide the ships' companies with fresh foods.^^ The 

Regulations allowed for provisions that had gone bad to be survey by three or more 

warrant officers (usually pursers). If bad, the provisions were condemned and could not be 

served to the men, but the seamen could not legally refuse provisions before they had been 

judged bad by a survey. Ship captains often demanded better rations for their men or 

worked to get foods that had gone bad condemned and destroyed.^^ For example, a 

survey was conducted by three ships' masters to determine the damage done by rats to the 

bread stored on the Princess Royal?^ Captain Mont^ue of the Hector wrote to 

Vice-Admiral Peter Parker in January 1797 requesting that a quarantine on his ship be 

lifted so the men could again receive fresh food as in seven months of duty they had fresh 

meat only fourteen days. They also needed both fresh water and fresh vegetables to ward 

off scurvy.^ Captain Elphinstone of the Queen Charlotte wrote in August and again in 

'̂ ^John Masefieki described the food on a ship as "nearly always bad, and sometimes 
villainous." See Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time, 142. Dudley Pope described the 
meat as ''sometimes years old" when issued. See Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 87. 

^^Rodger, The Wooden WorM, 86-87. Lavery commented that during the wars against 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic France there were fewer complaints tluin expected by 
seamen about the food. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 206. 

^^Admiralty, Regulations and Instnictiorei n 790V 66-67,71-72, 118 and Lavery, 
Shipboard Life and Organizatifln, 546. 

'̂Admiralty, Captain John Purvis, "Log of H.M.S. Princess ̂ o>wr(February 25 to 
November 10,1796, Logs of the Princess Royal and London. PRV/7, NMM. 

^Admiralty, Captain Montague to P. Parker (January 8, 1797), Admiralty Tn-Letters 
From Portsmouth 1797. ADM 1/1021, PRO. 
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October 1797 requesting a survey to condemn bad butter and sour beer on his shipJ^ A 

similar request by Captain Rowley of the Ramillies concerned bad bread, beef, butter, 

cheese, and beer.^"* If ship's captains did not heed their men's request for reasonable 

quality rations crews could follow the accepted routes of plebeian protest. The seamen of 

the Bienfaisant took the first step in the accepted forms of protest and petitioned the 

Admiralty for better rations. If that fiiiled the seamen could move to swift direct action in 

the form of mutiny as did the seamen of the Terrible had done in 1795.^^ Ships' 

companies expected their captains to live up to their patrician obligation to provide them 

with edible rations or &ce customary forms of plebeian protest. 

The major compliant of the mutineers of 1797 regarding food focused not on 

quality but the belief in their right to full portions. For many years the Admiralty and Navy 

Board had turned a blind eye to the custom of the pursers serving only fourteen instead of 

sixteen ounces to the pound of provisktns, with the exception of meat which continued to 

be issued at sixteen ounces to the pound. No regulation ofiSciaUy allowed for this practice. 

Admiralty, Captain, J. Elphinstone to Lord Keith (August 28,1797) and Elphinstone to 
Keith (October 4,1797), Channel. 1797-98: fieneral Correspondence. Keith Papers 
(hereafter referred to as KEI) 11, NMM. 

^^Captain B. Rowely to Keith (August 26, 1797), KEI/11. 

^^The seamen on the Bienfaisant complained of "bread dust that is not fit for hogs to eat". 
See Ship's Company of tbe Bienfaisant to the Admiralty (May 12, 1797), ADM 1/5125. 
The seamen of the Terrible, led by a boatswain's mate, demanded "good bread". Their 
mutiny led to armed violence; their captain called out the marines after the seamen turned 
several cannon aft toward the captain. The marines fired wounding five seamen. In the 
end, a courts martial ordered nine of the mutineer ringleaders hanged and six men flogged. 
See Admiralty, Courts Martial for Irwin, Boatswain's Mate, and twelve seamen of the 
Terrible (October 3, 1795), Analysis and digest of Court Martial Conviction.s arranged hv 
offences: J-N. ADM 12/24, PRO. 
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In theory the men were to receive provisions at the rate of sixteen ounces to the pound. 

As the navy held the pursers responsible for the ship's financial accounts regarding 

provisions, the "purser's eighth", the missing two ounces, which the navy designed to 

compensate them for wastage and provide the potential for some profit if he properly 

cared for his ship's provisions.^^ By the 1790s the seamen had begun to question the 

legality of this practice. They demanded that their pursers issue the M food rations as 

contained in the regulations. 

As with other material issues, the seamen looked to their patrician ofiScers for a 

remedy to this grievance. On individual levels there seems to be some evidence that some 

captains sympathized with their men. William Richardson reported that in 1794, his 

captain. Jay of the Pompte, told his company that "we should have our regular 

allowance of victuals as God knows was little enough being only fourteen ounces to the 

pound" and Richardson remarked that "everyone in the ship's company knew that as well 

as he."^^ On the larger stage, the Admiralty and Navy Board seem to have done little 

before the 1797 mutinies to rectify this issue as it would have cost the government more 

money to issue full rations. The issue became a major point of grievance among the 

seamen. In their major petition of April 18, 1797, their first demand, after the issue of pay, 

called for provisk)ns to be raised back to sixteen ounces to the pound. '̂ 

^^Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. ISO, Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 93-94, Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy. 11-116. 

^^Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. II, 35-36, J0D/1S6. 

'*The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18,1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates ofthe Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment July 20", ADM 1/S12S, The Delegates of the Fleet, "The 
Humble Petitmn of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
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Besides increasing the scale of their provisions back to sixteen ounces to the 

pound, the seamen demanded in their petition of April 18, 1797 that they no longer be 

served flour and suet in lieu of beeC and that they be served vegetables rather than flour in 

any port under a British flag.^^ The regulations did allow for the serving of flour and suet 

instead of beef, but this could onfy be done one day a week and for no longer than four 

months at a time. According to the regulations, the flour and suet should be made into 

puddings by the seamen.^^ An amendment to the regulations, at the recommendation of 

"some of the eldest pursers of the Royal Navy", also called for the pursers to provide their 

men with a su£Scient quantity of vegetables, "roots and greens" when serving them fresh 

meat in port. The regulation specified that the pursers were to issue "such a quantity of 

greens and roots with it [the fresh meat] as to give sufiBcient satisfaction to the men." '̂ 

While no direct evidence exists regarding how widespread the abuses in these two areas 

had become by early 1797, the inclusion of this specific grievance by the seamen in their 

themselves" (April 18, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, The Delegates of the Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18,1797), Additional Manuscript MS 35197. 

^^^The Delegates ofthe Fleet to the Admualty (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (AprU 18,1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment July 20", ADM 1/5125, The Delegates of the Fleet, 'The 
Humble Petition of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themselves" (April 18,1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, The Delegates of the Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Additional Manuscript MS 35197. 

^^Admiralty, Regulatioas and rnstniction.s (1790>. 63-64. 

'̂ibid., 202-203. This regulation was listed under the section known as "Additranal 
Regulatk>ns and Instructions Relating to His Majesty's Servke at Sea" and was a 
somewhat recent addition to regulations regardii^ provisk>ns. 
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list of major demands points to the belief among the seamen that the navy did not follow 

one or both of these regiilations. 

Medical Care 

The third and fifth listed grievances in the Spithead mutineers' Petition of April 18 

concerned the care of sick and wounded men. In the first of these grievances the seamen 

complained about the poor quality of medk^ care that sick men encountered on their 

ships and the embezzlement of medkal supplies by the medical personnel.^^ Like the 

demands for specific types of food, no quantitative evidence exists to quantify the actual 

scale of problems with medical care in the Royal Navy. In terms of numbers of medical 

personnel present among the ten ships in the ships' muster data base, nine had a surgeon 

listed in the muster book with onfy the Mcars lacking one. Only four of ten ships' 

companies were short surgeon's mates and then only one each out of the two or three that 

most ships were authorized.^^ It seems that the seamen's point of grievances revolved not 

on the presence of their medical personnel but their quality. 

*^The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (AprO 18, 1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Qmen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment July 20", ADM 1/S125, The Delegates of the Fleet, 'The 
Humble Petitk)n of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themseh/es" (April 18, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, The Delegates of the Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Additional Manuscript MS 35197. The demand read, 'That 
your Lordships will be pleased seriously to took into the state of the sick on board his 
Majesty's ships, that they may be better attended to, and that they may have use of such 
necessaries as are aUowed for them in time of their sickness, and that these necessaries be 
not on any account embezzled." 

^^The other nine ships are the Clyde, the Glory, the London, the Marlborough, the Queen 
Charlotte, the Sandwich, the St. Fiorenzo, the Standard, and the Venerable. This is in 
contrast to Lavery's findings that surgeons were rare in the Royal Navy. He found that in 
1797 there were onfy fifteen in the entire navy, including those on half-pay. See Lavery, 
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Evidence for the some ships' companies' lack of confidence in the surgeons and 

their mates' abilities comes from the number of surgeons removed by their seamen during 

the two mutinies. Those turned out by their companies during the Spithead Mutiny 

included the surgeons of the La Nymphe, the Defence, the Pearl, the Terrible, and the 

Marlborough, and also one of the Surgeon's Mates from the Marlborough** The ship's 

company of the Marlborou^ described their surgeon, Mr. Kent, as seeking punishment 

for ill men rather than aiding them, and complained that their chief surgeon's mate, Mr. 

Carlow, was equally cruel.'̂  Another description of a bad surgeon came from the 

company of the Minotaur. They complained that their surgeon, Mr. Bell, was unqualified 

as a surgeon, he dkl not visit the sick for two or three months at a time, he was often 

drunk while doing his duty, he dkl not allow sick men their food, and he told them that "A 

flogging wouki do them most good."^ During the Nore Mutiny, two surgeons were sent 

Nelson's Navy, 212. In May 1797 there were 538 ships and vessels commissioned in the 
Royal Navy of whkh almost all were authorized a surgeon. See Steel, Steel's Original and 
Correct List of the Royal Navy. 

^Admiralty, "List of Officers that were obliged to leave their Ships between the 7 of May 
and the ISth 1797," Papers Relating to the Mutinies. Papers of Sir Charles Pole, 
WYN/109/7, NMM, Admirahy, Captain George Campbell P. Parker (May 8, 1797), 
Admirahy fn-Letters From Portsmouth 1797. ADM 1/1023, PRO, and "Names of Officers 
objected to by the Crews of the Squadron under the Command of Admiral Lord Bridport 
viz.", ADM 1/107. This report lists the foUowing medical personnel removed by their 
ship's conqsanies: Marlborough: Mr. Kent Surgeon, Mr. Cark>w Surgeon's Mate; 
Defence: Mr. Delanty Surgeon; and Pearle: Mr. Madden Surgeon. 

'̂ Gardner to Bridport (April 15, 1797) ADM 1/1022, Nkhols to P. Parker (May 7, 1797) 
and Nkhols, "A Report of Officers, put on shore by the crew of His Majesty's Ship 
Marlboro', and now remaining at Portsmouth." (17th May 1797) both found in ADM 
1/1023, Ship's Company of tins Marlborough to Bridport (April 24, 1797) and "Names of 
Officers objected to the Crews of the Squadron under the Command of Admiral Lord 
Bridport viz." both found in, ADM 1/107. 

^Ship's Company of the Minotaur, "The Grievances of the Minotaur's Ships Company" 
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out of their ships by their companies as well. The Montague's company removed their 

surgeon, Mr. Roxburgh, as they regarded him as ''very unskilled".^^ Mr. William Snipe, 

the surgeon of the Sandwich, also found himself removed by his ship's company' despite 

his earlier attempts to warn his captain of the medical disaster that his ship had become!'̂  

We can never know the quality of the surgeons that their crews kept, but the outright 

removal of one in nine surgeons by their seamen does suggest a problem with a minority 

of the surgeons. 

The seamen also complained in the same grievance article about the lack of 

medkal supplies due to embezzlement surgeons and their mates. Surgeons who 

attempted to maximize their pay found the issuing of medicines to sick seamen an ill 

advised venture for themselves as they were financially responsible for replenishing their 

medkine chest. Not until 1804 would the navy pay for the medical supplies the surgeons 

used.'̂  Each man paid the surgeon two pence to defray these costs. Of course if the 

surgeon issued no drugs, the full two pence were his profit. The seamen of the 

Marlborough accused their surgeon's mate, Mr. Carlow, of withholding medical suppfes 

not only fi:om the seamen but from the officers as well.^ While evidence is scant on the 

(April 24, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Admirahy, Buckner to Nepean (May 2, 1797), Admiralty In-Letters From the Nore 
1797, ADM 1/727, PRO and Admirahy, Giptain John Knight to Nepean (May 27,1797), 
Captain's Letters 1797 K, ADM 1/2017, PRO. 

'̂ Buckner to Nepean (March 25, 1797), Surgeon William Snipe to Captain James Robert 
Mosse (March 22,1797), and Buckner to Nepean (June 5,1797) all found in ADM 1/727. 

*^avery. Nelson's Navy. 212-213. 

^khols to P. Parker (May 7,1797), ADM 1/1023. 
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prevalence of this problem, the Admiralty took the issue seriously and in the midst of the 

Spithead Mutiny sent orders to the ships' captains to prevent medical supplies from being 

removed from the ship and to insure that the supplies were used for the purposes intended 

by the navy. '̂ The seamen's demands regarding both the quality of medical personnel and 

the availability of necessary medical supplies played upon the patrician leaders 

responsibility to provide adequate care for their subordinates. 

The seamen's fifth grievance regarded the pay of wounded seamen. They 

demanded a wounded man's pay "be continued until he is cured and discharged".^^ While 

commissioned and warrant officers wounded in battle could expect to have their pay 

continued while they recuperated, the navy did not pay injured inferior warrant officers, 

petty officers, or seamen. Only fully disabled seamen received funds in the form of a 

disability pension from the Chatham Chest.^^ Again the seamen's demands called not for a 

reversal of the social order, only that the most dependent seamen, those wounded, be 

financially looked after by their patrician leaders until healed. 

'̂Admiralty, Nepean to Admiral Adam Duncan (May 1, 1797), Mutiiy Papers 1795-1798. 
Duncan Papers M1995.2.72, Scottish United Servkes Museum (hereafter referred to as 
SUSM), Edinburgh. Nepean ordered: 'That the Captains and Commanders of His 
Majesty's Ships, do strktly enjoin the Surgeons betonging to their respective Ships, not to 
take out of the Ship any part of the Medkines or Necessaries intended for the use of the 
skk, but strktly to apply them to the purpose for whkh they were sent on board." 

'̂ The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (AprQ 18, 1797), contained in "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Proviskns at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment July 20", ADM 1/5125, The Delegates of the Fleet, "The 
Humble Petition of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themseh/es" (April 18, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, The Delegates of the Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Additional Manuscript MS 35197. 

Admiralty. Regulations and Instructions (1790). 155-157. 
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Shore Leave 

The seamen's final grievance was not material in the same sense as food, pay, or 

medical care, but symbolic in that it demonstrated the patrician's growing lack of trust in 

their plebeian seamen. The seamen wanted a chance to 'laste the sweets of Uberty on 

shore". Their fourth demand called for them to have leave ashore when in harbor. They 

wanted to be able to visit their femilies and friends after months or even years at sea. In 

contrast to the common practice of granting shore leave during the Seven Years' War^, 

by 1797, ship captains did not generaUy give their seamen shore leave. Men remained on 

board their ships until killed, discharged for injuries, transferred to another ship, or until 

the navy paid the ship off and released all of the ship's crew from naval service - a rare 

event during wartime. Once in the navy, many seamen ended up serving until the 

demobilizations at the end of the wars in 1815.^^ The seamen realized that the navy would 

not aUow them total freedom as the Admiralty feared that once beyond the grasp of their 

ofiBcers the seamen wouki desert. Aware of the Admiralty's concerns, the mutineers 

offered to remain within fixed boundaries and those who violated these boundaries would 

be subject to punishment.^ This demand probably caused the greatest concern for the 

Admiralty due to its fear that shore leave opened up a conduit for the seamen to desert. 

^Rodger. The Wooden World. 137-144. 

^^Parkinson, Poit-smouth Point. 98, and Pope, The Devil Hinwelf. xiv. 

^®The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/107, The 
Delegates of the Fleet to the Admirahy (AprO 18, 1797), contained in "A DetaO of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment Juty 20", ADM 1/S12S, The Delegates of the Fleet, "The 
Humble Petitmn of the Seamen and Marines on Board His Majesty's Ships, in behalf of 
themselves" (April 18, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, The Delegates ofthe Fleet to the 
Admiralty (April 18, 1797), Additional Manuscript MS 3S197. 
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Estimates of desertion seem to bear out the Admiralty's fears to some degree. 

Rear-Admiral Patton estimated that in just two years, 1803 to 1805, slightly more than 

12,000 men deserted out of a force averaging less than 100,000 men, that is slightly more 

than a six percent annual desertion rate. Admiral Nelson estimated that between 1793 and 

1802 42,000 men had deserted.^^ If Nelson's figures were correct, the navy's desertion 

rate in the war against Revolutionary France averaged four percent annually. While a four 

to six percent annual desertion rate may have seemed high to the Admiralty in 1797, it 

appears no higher than the desertion rate during the Seven Years' War when the navy did 

grant men short leaves in port. Nicholas Rodger has estimated the rate at which men failed 

to return fi-om shore leave during the Seven Years' War as between three and six percent; 

about the same as the regular desertion rate during the 1793 to 1802 period.^^ While it 

remains uniaiown whether the desertion rates in the 1790s would have increased had the 

Admiralty granted the seamen shore leave; the similarity in the rates of desertion when 

men were given leave and when denied it, supports the seamen's claim that they would not 

have generally run in greater numbers, and contradicts the Admiralty's fears of mass 

desertions. 

The seannen Med to desert in large numbers because of two possibly reasons. 

First, the Admiralty had made desertion a dangerous and risky business by ofifering 

rewards to those who returned deserters to the navy. Samuel Leech, a seaman of the era. 

^^Lavery, Shipboard Life and Qryani7atinn. 628, Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 143 and King, 
Hattendor^ a^ Estes, A Sea of Words. IS. Patton fou^ of the 12,302 men who had 
deserted: 5,662 or 46% were able seamen, 3,903 or 32% were ordinary seamen, and 
2,737 or 22% were landsmen. These percentages general^ mirror the composition by 
rating of the seamen, see Chapter 1. 

^^Rodger, The Wooden World. 144. 
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noted that difficulties of successful^ deserting, "Such an attempt would inevitably have 

been followed by my recovery, since a handsome bounty was paid for the delivery of every 

runaway." Leech wrote of his resignation to his &te as a seaman for the duration of the 

war, "Endurance, therefore, was the only rational purpose I could form."^ Some men did 

continue to desert. For example, when the Melampus was in port at Portsmouth refitting, 

thirty-one of the crew, which numbered around 23S, deserted in less than two months, the 

majority of them able seamen. While the departure of the thirty-one men represents a 

noticeable loss of the ship's company, the &ct that the other two hundred of the ship's 

company did not desert despite the ease of running fi'om a ship in port. As demonstrated 

by this example and confirmed by the loyalist majority among the seamen during both 

mutinies, many seamen did not find naval service to be the onerous experience that many 

scholars have depicted. While the seamen understood their grievance to be a reasonable 

demand for their patrician leaders to grant, the Admiralty believed this demand was far too 

dangerous to grant; ships full of discontented men remained a better option to the 

Admiralty than what they believed would happen if they granted leave: ships emptied of 

men. The lack of shore leave granted by the Admiralty reflected their lack of confidence in 

the seamen's commitment to their maritime social compact. 

^eech. Thirty Years From Home. 111-112. 

'̂ Admiralty, Captain Graham Moore to Nepean (May 23,1797), raptains' T etters 1797 
M, ADM 1/2134, PRO. The thirty-one deserters included: one quartermaster's mate, one 
caulker, three quartergunners, one boatswain's mate, sixteen able seamen, three ordinary 
seamen, five landsmen, and one boy. 
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Conclusion 

Despite the claims of some scholars that the seamen's mutinies minored the 

modem industrial action with their attempts to produce new rights for the workers'̂ ^ the 

demands of the seamen demonstrate that they only asked for the patricians to live up to 

what the seamen believed were the terms of the maritime social compact. None of their 

material demands called for new gains or a destabilization of the social order. Instead, the 

seamen only desired that the navy live up to the system of rewards established through 

negotiation over the previous century. Their pay needed to be increased to compensate for 

inflatk>n, and that pay needed to be dispensed at reasonable intervals. The food provided 

to the seamen also needed to be issued at the full rate stated in the regulations; the seamen 

questioned the new practice of reducing their rations for the pursers' benefit. Also at issue 

was the navy's practice of not feeding them vegetables in port, again a breach of the 

regulatk)ns. Two further demands concerned medical treatment. The seamen wanted the 

competent medical care and medicines the Admiralty had promised them. They also 

wanted to continue to receive the material reward of pay when ill or injured in the line of 

duty. Finally, they demanded the trust of their patrician leaders. If the Admiralty did not 

trust them enough to grant them shore leave, why should they support the system? L9)erty 

meant not only shore leave but also the broader liberty as true Britons. The seamen acted 

conservatively to regain what they had consklered lost rights. 

Simply put, the seamen wanted to be rewarded for their success as skilled men. At 

the heart of the seamen's demands there existed their desire for the patricians to publicly 

and symbolically recognize their service as loyal plebeians. Exacerbating their feelings of 

neglect was the government's recent grant of pay raises to their plebeian peers in the 

'̂ 'Wells, rnsaarrection: The Brirish Experience 1795-1803. 79,98, 108, Neale, IM 
Cutlass and the IasH. 168, MehiUe, Billy Budd. Sailor. 54, and Lewis, Spithead. An 
Informal History. 152. 
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army and marines. Were not the seamen good Britons like their military brethren? On 

another level the seamen feh neglected as men. The seamen had developed a system of 

masculinity that supported the patrician-plebeian contract between them and their leaders. 

The seamen believed that their high levels of maritime skill, bravery in battle, and loyalty 

to the King and nation demonstrated their contribution to the social contract, despite their 

unequal positmn in the bargain. The seamen argued that only their skill had kept the 

British Isles free from the armies and revolutk)nary kleas of France. If the patricians would 

not live up to their obligation of rewarding the seamen for their efforts, the seamen would 

force the issue. 

By 1795, it k)oked to the seamen of the Royal Navy as if the Admiralty would no 

longer live up to its obligations to them. Despite the internal warnings by patricians such 

as Captain Patton, the Admiralty remained oblivraus to the growing discontent among the 

seamen. The British government also worsened the situation by rewarding the men of the 

army and marines by publicly raising their pay while neglecting the seamen. While some 

oflBcers individually attempted to remedy the seamen's grievances, the Admiralty and the 

British government exhibited a general level of neglect and forced the seamen to resort to 

traditional methods of protest. The seamen commenced their protest in the anonymous 

traditran with petitbns in February 1797 to Admiral Howe, their fleet's commander. When 

these petitions &iled to gain redress, the seamen demonstrated their capacity for swift 

direct action in the form of with the Spithead Mutiny whkh began in April 1797. 

The Admiralty's delay in responding to the seamen's demands provoked the 

seamen in the Spithead Mutiny and provkled the spark for the Nore Mutiny. Had the 

Admiralty heeded the warnings of Captain Patton and publicly demonstrated their support 

for the seamen both mutinies may have been averted. As their actrans in the Spithead 

Mutiny demonstrate, the seamen did not expect every material demand to be met fiiUy. 
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Instead they sought a reassurance from their patrician leaders in the public theater of 

politics, that they would provide some material relief and, more importantly, acknowledge 

the contnbutions of the seamen as an essential part of British society and their value as 

men. As we will see, the faltering of the Admiralty not only encouraged mutiny but also 

gave credence among some of the seamen to a new masculinity identity; one which sought 

to repudiate the wider social compact by abolishing privilege by birth and replacing it with 

a socwty in which all men would compete among as political equals. By ignoring their 

patrician obligations, the Admiralty inadvertently encoun^ed a republican revolution. 
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CHAPTERS 

"The Seaman Feels Him-self a Man" 

Plebeian Maritime Manhood 

Introduction 

In his novel. Poor Jack. Captain Frederick Marryat' provided a patrician's view of 

the seamen's limited intellectual capacity. One character, a long retired seaman named 

Jack, described to his son, Tom, the seamen's lack of self-reflection: 

'Why, Tom, I can't say that I thought so; for the &ct is, 1 didn't think about it: 
indeed, I thought about nothing. Saitors afloat have little time to think: they can't 
think when it's their watch on deck, for they are too busy; nor at their watch 
below, for they're too tired; nor at meal times, for they must look after their share 
of the vktuals; indeed there is not any time to think on board ship, and that's a 
fect.'̂  

Marryat was not the only member of the patrician class to perpetuate the view that 

seamen were incapable of creative reflection or cultural production. Many patricians 

viewed the seamen simply as 'lazy chiklren' who needed parental supervision.^ Lieutenant 

John Mackenzie compared seamen to the chaotic forces they battled. "The multitude of 

these men are wholly illiterate, their ideas wild, confused and indeterminate as the 

'Marryat served in the Royal Navy from 1806 to 1826. In his first three years at sea as a 
Mklshipman he partkipated in over fifty naval engagements. Fk>rence Marryat (Church), 
lAfe and Letters of Captain Marryat. vol. 1 (London: Richard Bentley & Son, 1872), 15, 
20,149. 

^Frederkk Marryat Poor Jack (London: Longman, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 
1840), 215. 
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elements they have to combat with".^ Vice-Admiral George Young compared seamen to 

the '"savages" of New Zealand due to their lack of education.^ Even literate seamen had 

problems describing their experiences. Mathew Henry Barker wrote of his peers, "Sailors 

have their feelings, and fine ones too, though they cannot always express them."^ Thus 

most understandings of seamen have been created by middle and upper class observers 

who promoted a &lse image of seamen as free spirited men unburdened with 

contemplative thought. The view that seamen did not think about more than their 

immediate work and pleasures has tainted scholarly interpretations of the Royal Navy 

during the wars against Revolutionary and Napoleonic France. 

Missing from previous interpretations of life in the Royal Navy of the 1790s has 

been an appreciation of the importance of gender among the maritime world. WhUe rooted 

in British culture ashore, the seamen's experiences at sea encour^ed them to create a 

distinctive occupational culture that both defined power amongst the seamen and shaped 

their class-based interactions with their patrician officers. The seamen drew upon the 

hierarchical structure of British society to develop an intra-class hierarchy based on 

maritime skill. From this skill based hierarchy, the seamen developed notions of manhood 

based on skill, individual bravery, and nationalistic loyalty. These gendered norms of the 

seamen's occupatk>nal identity defined actions they considered acceptable and those 

considered deviant. Thus the seamen experienced occupational "blinkers" that supported 

'*John Mackenzie, "Considerations on the Impress Service," (1786) in Bromley, Maiming 
ofthe Royal Navy, 125. 

^Vice-Admiral George Young, "Suggestions for Preventing Mutiny in His Majesty's 
Navy" (March 2,1801), WYN/109/7. 

^Barker, Greenvwch Hospital. 18. 
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and coexisted with class-defined boundaries of legitimate agency as plebeians. These 

collectively defined limits of acceptable contestation shaped the mutineers' actions during 

the mutinies of 1797. 

My understanding of the maritime occupational "community" is informed by some 

of David Sabean's definitions of community contained in his study of early modem 

German villages. Sabean accepts that communities did not possess unified "goals, 

purposes, or ends".^ Instead he defines community as dependent on "mediations and 

reciprocities". These "mediated relationships" defined "access to resources, the 

apportionment of rights and claims, and the acceptance of obligations" which bound 

together the community. Community was also the result of historical process instead of an 

"unchanging structure". Sabean's definition of "reciprocities" revolves around not on the 

psychodynamics of individuals but instead on "how the person is constituted by his 

position within a matrix of relatrons". Central to Sabean's approach is an understanding of 

how the individual was constituted through social relations and how they were "imagined 

and given structure." In this web of imagined social relationships, the "enemy" is not 

always the outsider but often "one's equals, those people whom it is necessary to 

cooperate with in order to survive but with whom one is in the greatest competition."^ 

^For another argument against the belief that communities produced unity and harmony 
see Lucy Taksa "Defining the Field," History and Communities- A Preliminary Survey. 
(Proceedings of the Community History Program, Seminar, University of New South 
Wales, June 1989), 11-27. 

'David Warren Sabean, Power in the RIonH- Popular Cnhure anH Village nismnrse in 
Early Modem Germany fCamhridge: Cambrklge University Press, 1987), 27-36. Sabean 
rejects the use of psychological approaches, arguing "there are serious objections to the 
notion that we can reconstruct the emotional life of individuals as they experienced it". 
(30) 
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Given the communal creation and contestation of the seamen's occupational identity, 

Sabean's theoretical framework can aki in understanding how the seamen's definitions of 

power created divisions amongst themselves. 

The gendered division among the seamen is an example of Sabean's observation of 

the often divided nature of communities and the struggles for power within them. The 

mediatk)n and apportionment of power at sea came not through property, as in the case of 

German villagers, but through skill. While their officers' class-power was premised on 

possession of large material resources, amongst the seamen there was no substantial 

difference in material resources to differentiate or rank them. Instead skill was their 

property. Seamen used skill, much like Sabean's German peasants used property, to define 

a man's position in their social hierarchy and to justify their claims to power and rights. 

The inequality in the relationships among the seamen pitted the skilled against the 

unskilled atong a spectrum of power that signified a man's right to unofficial sources of 

power over his peers. Like the German peasants studied by Sabean, the seamen 

collectively cooperated in their struggle against their rulers, but they also experienced 

conflict amongst themselves in their contestatkin of power. 

Joan Scott's understanding of gender as power complements Sabean's belief that 

power found its definition in social relationships devetoped through a historically-specific 

series of relationships and culturally produced and contested definitions. Like Sabean, 

Scott argues that cultural definitrons are not fixed but the products of human relationships 

and the societies within which they existed. Scott's belief that "gender is a primary way of 

signifying reiatk>nships of power" and that hKrarchkal structures of inequality rely on 

gendered understandings support my argument that the seamen's understanding of 
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masculine power derived from a skilled hierarchy that was inherently gendered.^ As the 

seamen understood it, highty skilled men were in effect more manly. They used their 

masculine definitmns to create degrees of power amongst themselves. In contrast to the 

bi-polar model of the nineteenth and twentieth century British society that defined people 

as either masculine or feminine, the seamen's gendered discourse ordered masculine 

power along a hierarchkal spectrum that ran from the most masculine to the least. While 

the seamen found themselves unified by their class-based material grievances, their 

gendered notions of power acted to create levels of inequality amongst them. 

The seamen's gendered self-definition shaped their interactions with their patrician 

rulers during the mutinies of 1797. The plebeian seamen and marines supported the 

existing social organization both in the navy and ashore. During the mutinies, these men 

struggled with their patrician rulers for a renegotiated social compact which yielded them 

greater rewards, and during the Spithead Mutiny acted within the accepted boundaries of 

both the patrician-plebeian social compact and the unwritten rules of naval mutiny. 

Chapter 4 examines the growing counter-hegemonic view of masculinity held by a 

minority of the seamen. These men embraced a more radical vision which called for the 

abolition of class privilege and therefore sought to overturn the existing patrician-plebeian 

social compact. Men frivoring this counter-hegemony dominated the Nore Mutiny in 

which they sought to incite a revolutron against their patrician rulers. At the heart of the 

mutinies of 1797 lay a contest between the plebeians and radicals among the Royal Navy 

to define the masculine identity of the British seamen and in turn to determine the future 

nature of British society. 

^Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 2,42,48. 
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For the sake of clarity, throughout this work, the two Actions of the seamen are 

referred to as the "plebeians" and the ''radicals". The plebeians were those who supported 

the existing maritime definitions of manhood based on the hierarchy of skill, individual 

bravery, and national toyahy. These men supported the general framework of the 

negotiated social compact between them and their patrician rulers. During the mutinies 

they demanded greater material redress from the patricians, but not an overthrow of the 

existing social order. The radicals are defined as those seamen who promoted a 

counter-hegemony that continued the seamen's emphasis on skill and bravery as defining 

masculine power, but renounced the social contract and hence the plebeian seamen's tenet 

of national byahy. WhUe these two terms broadly paint the seamen into two Actions, the 

existing and counter-hegemonic values represent the ends of an ideological spectrum. 

During this period of contestation, mdivklual seamen, including a substantial undecided 

element, shifted positions on the spectrum between the plebeian and radical poles as 

events changed and nwdified then- views. 

Plebeian Maritime Cuhure 

Maritime culture was derivative from British society but uniquely nnodified to meet 

the needs of life at sea. Few men were bom at sea.'̂  Spending twelve to eighteen years in 

Britain before entering the maritime community left a cultural mark on the seamen. They 

were products of eighteenth-century British society. As Brian Lavery has commented, 

"More profoundly, every seaman, however much he despised landsmen, carried the effects 

of the land to sea with hioL The vast majority were brought up on shore at least to the age 

'̂ n the S526 men listed in my muster data base, only four were listed as being bom "at 
sea". 
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of eleven or twelve, so their basic character was already shaped and perhaps their formal 

education completed before they went to sea."'' Life at sea was not an existence in 

isolation nor a novel culture. Nicholas Rodger has argued that the navy was part of British 

society, not separate from it: "But in its fundamentals, in the ways in which people dealt 

with one another and thought of one another, it closely resembled British society ashore. 

In the last analysis, the wooden world was built of the same materials as the wider world." 

Commenting on the belief that in the years between the Seven Years' War and the war 

against Revolutionary France the character of the Royal Navy had become radically 

different, Rodger warns that "we should still beware of exaggerating the changes of forty 

years."'̂  Rodger's caution about the level of change is bom out by the power of the 

hegemonic patrician-plebeian contract which influenced the actions of the majority of the 

seamen in the mutinies of 1797. 

While much of the seamen's understanding of their masculine identity remained 

rooted in the social and political norms of land-based society, they took great pains to 

create an occupational identity; one that attempted to define them as deserving plebeian 

men and that drew boundaries of power within their ranks. In this sense, the seamen 

were a sub-unit of the British plebeian workforce with unkiue occupational norms 

devek>ped to meet the needs of life at sea. Surviving at sea required skills generally 

different from those of their land-based peers. In addition, the intimate nature of daily life 

in ships promoted a feeling of difference from femily and friends left behind on shore. This 

' 'Lavery, Shipboard I.ife and nrgani7atinn. xi. 

'̂ Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 346. 

'̂ Lavery. Nelson's Navy, 134. 
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resulted in the seamen's creation, within the limits of their power, of the notion of a 

plebeian maritime culture. The experienced seamen continued to keep alive this culture 

among their junior peers through both daily positive reinforcements such as seamen's 

poems and tales which promoted adherence to their culture and the negative reinforcement 

of hazing seamen who violated maritime norms. While the seamen most likely understood 

the larger social and political roots of their self definition, its daily reinforcement by their 

environment and peers produced a powerfiil occupational identity. 

Contemporary evidence supports the idea that the seamen of the Royal Navy 

considered themselves a unique sub-culture and undertook great efforts to create a 

separate occupational identity for themselves. Jeffrey Bolster has argued that seamen 

promoted "a distinctive identity separate from that of common laborers". Jack 

Nastyface, a seaman of this era, described the special identity, the feeling of masculinity 

and nationalists pride, the seamen derived from their occupation: 

In contemplating the varied scene of so motley a profession as that of a 
sailor... when steadily pursued and with success, it ennobles the mind and 
the seaman feels him-self a man. There is, indeed, no profession that can 
vie with it, and a British seaman has a right to be proud, for he is 
incomparable when played abngskle those of any other natwn. 

From The Log Book or Nautical MLscellaiy. post-war fiction, comes the description of a 

seaman, better known as Jack Tar, as distinct fit>m British society, "Jack, if a true, 

thoroughbred saitor, is out of his element ashore".'̂  And while the seamen demanded 

'̂ Bolster, '"Every Inch a Man'," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 
154. 

'̂ Jack Nasty&ce, "Extracts from his 'Nautical Economy'," in Baynham, From the Lower 
Deck, 70. 
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shore leave, after years of service at sea they found the shore an alien and unsupportive 

land. One nautical poem warned: 

Come all you thoughtless young men, a warning take by me. 
And never leave your happy homes to sail the ragin' sea. 
For I have ploughed the raging main this twenty years or more. 
But now I'm turned adrift to starve upon my native shore. 

The poem cautioned that after finding themselves immersed in the maritime culture, the 

seamen would be alienated fix)m life on shore. 

Visual Representations of Maritime Culture 

One of the most powerftil expressions of the seamen's culture was through their 

dress. Sailors took great pains to distinguish themselves visually from other plebeian 

workers through an informal dress code. Robert Hay, an impressed saitor of this era, 

described the seamen's attire: 

...the jolly tar himself was seen with his white demity trousers fiinged at the 
bottom, his fine scarlet waistcoat bound with black ribbon, his dark blue 
broadck)th jacket studded with pearl buttons, his black silk neckcloth 
thrown carelessly about his sunburnt neck. An elegant hat of straw, 
indication of a recent return fix)m a foreign statran, cocked on one side: a 
head of hair reaching to his waistband. 

On land no observer could mistake a seaman for anything else. So successfiil were the 

seamen in their attempt to create an immediate visual identity through their appearance 

that many terms for sailors were derived fix)m their clothing. "Bluejacket" comes fi'om the 

color of the sailors' jackets. "Tar" is derived fix)m the saik>rs' canvas coats and hats that 

'̂ "The British Tars," in Firth, Naval Songs and Rallads, 316. 

'̂ G.J. Marcus. Heart of Oak, a Survey of Rritlsh Seapower in the Cienrgian F.ra rTnndon: 
Oxford University Press, 197S), 225-226. See also V^fiekl, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 
121, and Rodger, The Wooden WorkL 64-65 for snnilar descriptk>ns of saitor attm. 
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were tarred to protect against water.The seamen themselves created a visual 

occupational image; the officers of the Royal Navy played only an indirect part. 

Unlike the British Army and most of their European counterparts who had well 

defined uniform regulations for their enlisted men, the Royal Navy had no officially 

prescribed uniform for seamen until 1857.^^ There were, however, uniformed elements on 

the ships. Until 1748, the commissioned officers could wear what they wished, but in 

1748, the Royal Navy instituted uniform regulations for them. '̂ The basic uniform for 

officers, both commissioned, warrant, and midshipmen, included a blue coat with 

distinctive trim and cut to denote the various ranks; as late as 1797 many officers wore 

what they pleased contrary to the regulations.^ The uniforms of the officers denoted class 

distinctions and the implied right to rule. The other uniformed body encountered aboard a 

'̂ King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 98,363. 

^®Philip Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy (London: Osprey, 1993), 26 and Lavery, 
Nelson s Navy. 203. In contrast, the French government luider Bonaparte, issued uniform 
regulations for the seamen of the French navy in 1804. This uniform regulation adopted 
general seamen's tastes in clothing with black hat, short blue jacket, and blue trousers. The 
Spanish navy had uniform regulations for its seamen as early as 1793. Again these 
regulatwns foUowed the general maritime {q)parel with dark blue trousers, white shirts, 
and a bluejacket. See John Fabb and Jack Cassin-Scott, Uniforms nf Trafalgar rTnndnn: 
B.T. Batsford, Ltd., 1977), 61-62,78. 

'̂Richard Vessey Hamihon, ed.. Letters and Papgrs of Admiral nf the Fleet Sir Thos. 
Byam Martin, vol. 1 (Navy Records Society, 1903), 118. Before 1748, only a few captains 
had required their officers to wear uniforms which were often "a pepper-and-sah coloured 
coat with red cuf& and collars". These regulations were modified in 1767,1774,1787, 
and again in 1795. 

^Lavery, Nelson's Navy^ 104-108, Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. 15-22, and Fabb 
and Cassin-Scott, Uniforms of Trafalgar. 16-33. In 1797, many officers serving under St. 
Vincent incurred his wrath for wearing civilian dress. See Haythomthwaite, Nelson's 
Naxy, 19-20. 
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ship would have been the soldiers at sea, be they marines or army personnel serving on 

ships in place of marines.^^ The Admiralty required by regulation the wearing of uniforms 

by all marines regardless of rank. Marines aU wore some version of a red jacket &ced 

white, white waistcoats and breeches, and a versk>n of a black "top hat". '̂̂  Unlike the 

seamen, most marines in 1797 wore their hair in shorter 'queues' like soldiers. The leaders 

of the Royal Navy used the marines' uniforms to create a visual distinctbn between them 

and their plebeian seamen peers. In both cases uniforms acted as a visual reminder of 

difference. 

Although the Admiralty laid down no regulations for seamen's uniforms, the 

seamen worked collectively and indivklually to create a general "uniform" of their 

profession. The types of basic clothing available for seamen to purchase, known as 'slops', 

along with the seamen's own preferences acted to create a general style of dress for the 

sailors. Mathew Henry Barker, better known as "an okl saibr" described the typical 

seaman's dress: 

His dress consisted of a blue jacket and white trowsers, a straw hat bound 
with black riband [sk] thrown carelessly back upon his head, so as to 
display the straggling locks of silvered grey that ftowed beneath, and a 
black silk handkerchief kx)sely knotted round his neck, over whkh lay the 
white collar of his shirt...^^ 

^^Due to short£^es of marines, some regiments of the British Army served on board naval 
ships ftilfiUing the duties of the marines. By the mutinies of 1797, this seems to have 
become a rare practice in the fleets at the Spithead and Nore anchor^es. See 
Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. SO-Sl. 

'̂̂ Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 155-156, Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. 45-49, Fabb and 
Cassin-Scott, ITnifonns of Trafalgar 35-38. 

^^Barker, Greenwich Hospital 11. 
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Barker's description echoes that of Hay, reflecting consistency in the basic items of a 

seaman's attire: short bluejacket, k)ose white trousers, straw hat, and a large black 

handkerchief worn about the neck. This set seamen apart from plebeian men ashore whose 

attire generally consisted of long coats, breeches, and stockings. Seamen's clothes were 

known as 'short clothes' in contrast to men ashore's 'long clothes'. In addition to creating 

a unique identity, the seamen's ckithing had developed out of functional needs. Their wide 

trousers could be easily rolled up, their short jackets did not have loose tails that could be 

caught in the rigging, and their short brimmed hats did not fly off in the wind like a 

landsmen's cocked hat. In colder climates the seamen also often tarred their straw hats to 

provide warmth.^^ As Jeffrey Bolster has argued, the seamen "affected a costume and 

stance that stamped them indeb^ly as members of the seafaring fratemity."^^ 

As the Royal Navy forced no regulation upon its seamen, it expected them to 

provide their own clothing. Aware that inexperienced men forced into the navy would not 

have appropriate clothing and that all seamen on long voyages would need replacement 

items, the navy ordered the purser of each ship to provide the seamen with clothing known 

as 'sk>ps'. Seamen regarded these stops as "poor articles with high prices". '̂ The 

regulations aUowed for pressed men to be given credit equal to one month's pay to 

purchase slops ctothing or bedding; an amendment to the regulations allowed for any "new 

^^Marcus, Heart of Oak. Ill, Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 64, Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 
204, Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy, 26-27, and Fabb and Cassin-Scott, Uniforms of 
Trafalgar. 33-35. Trousers had been introduced in the 1720s slowly replacing the 
voluminous knee-length breeches worn by seamen at the start of the eighteenth century. 
See Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. 26. 

^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 91. 

^^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 116. 
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raised men" to purchase slops in the amount of two months' wages. In addition, every two 

months men could purchase slops up to a value of ten shillings.^^ Another source of 

clothing for landsmen was the Marine Society who issued landsmen and boy volunteers 

with a fiiirly complete set of maritime clothing.^^ While slops were generally ready made 

clothing, no experienced seamen would be caught wearing them as issued; a real seamen 

nwdified them to separate himself from the lowly landsmen who tended to wear the slops 

as issued. 

While the navy's bulk purchase of slops created a basic level of uniformity, 

experienced seamen took great pains to improve their clothing as it served as a status 

symbol among their peers. Samuel Leech, a seaman of the period, described the hazing a 

seamen wearing unaltered slops would endure from his peers, "If he [a seaman] sees a 

Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (1790), 49, 71-77. Also the clothing of dead 
men couki be purchased on credit through an auction. 

^^^The Marine Society, a philanthropic organization that found places for poor boys on 
ships, realized that landsmen needed maritime garb before entering the Royal Navy. 
During the Seven Years' War, American Revolution, and wars against Revolutranary and 
Napoleonk France, it provided volunteers for the navy with a fairly complete issue of 
seamen's ck)thing. Starting in March, 1793, the society began to issue landsmen who 
volunteered for the Royal Navy the clothing they needed. The Society outfitted 2,249 men 
in 1793, 1,686 in 1794,3,320 in 1795,2,036 in 17%, and in 1797 through April 13,1797 
and additional 360 men for a total of 9,651 men before the start of the Spithead Mutiny. 
This represents upwards of twenty percent of all men who had joined the navy since 1793 
given t^t in 1797 there were almost 50,000 more seamen in the Royal than had been 
present in 1793. Given that probably a few thousand seamen died in those four years and 
many expernnced seamen were pressed without benefit of the society's ck)thing issue, it 
can be estimated that the society fiimished ctothing to upwards of a third of the men who 
had entered the navy since the start of the war. See Marine Society, Fair Minutes of the 
rnmmittee nf the Marine Society with an Account of the General Meetings (June 25, 
1756 to October 21,1762), MSY/A/l, NMM and Marine Society, Fair Minutes of the 
rnminittee nf the Marine Society with an Account of the General Meetings (June 21, 
1790-December 28, 1797), MSY/B/5, NMM. 
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poor, ill-cut garment, be will laugh, and say it 'looks like a purser's shirt on a handspike.' 

These are small matters, but they go to make up the sum total of a seaman's life, and 

shoukl therefore be remedied as far as possible." '̂ To avoid being hazed as a "Lord's 

Mayor's man", that is a landsmen still clad in his landsmen's long clothing, seamen tailored 

their slop garments and embellished them with additional details such as silver buckles or 

extra buttons on their jackets, edging their hats and jackets with lace, or painting the name 

of their ship on their hats.^^ Pride in the unk[ueness of their occupational garb can be seen 

in Samuel Leech's description of his first day in his seamen's attire: 

The next morning I experienced a new gratificatbn, which was nothing less than 
being arrayed in a complete suit of sailor apparel; a tarpaulin hat, round blue 
jacket, and wide pantatoons. Never dkl a young knight swell with loftier emotions 
when donning for the first time his iron dress, than I did when in sea dress I trod 
the streets of Gravesend. This had always been my highest ambition. The gaudily 
dressed soldier never had charms for me; but a sailor how nice he looked!^^ 

In addition to wearing distinctive clothing, seamen also seem to have used their bodies as 

occupational sign posts. 

Professional seamen not only displayed their occupational pride and difference 

through their clothing, they used their bodies as well. Seamen often grew their hair long 

3'Leech. Thirty Years From Home. 116. 

^^Seamen derisively called landsmen in the navy who still wore their long ck)thing "Lord 
Mayor's men". See Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite," 129,256. 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 204 and Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. 26. William Robinson, 
a seaman, defined "Lord Mayor's Men" as "a term given to those who enter [the navy] to 
relieve themsehres from public disgrace, and who are sent on board by any of the city 
magistrates, for a street finlic or night charge." See William Robinson, Jack Nastyface. 
Menmirs of a Seaman. Wamer (London: Wayland Publishers, 1973) (First published as 

^^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 35. 
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and tied it in "pigtails". According to Captain Brenton, who was present at the Nore 

Mutiny as a lieutenant, a long pigtail was the sign of 'thoroughbred seamen'. '̂̂  William 

Clarke, a marine ofiBcer, observed that, "every hue sailor in those days was (whether so 

now I know not) especially proud of an enormous pigtail, it was indeed the pride of his 

heart."^^ Robert Hay, an impressed saitor of this era, described the seamen's long pigtail as 

"a head of hair reaching to his waistband".^^ As a two foot loi^ pigtail wouki take time to 

grow, the experienced seamen's long hair set them apart from their shorter coifed marines 

and the landsmen new to the sea. A k)ng pigtail denoted a man experienced at sea thus 

implkitly skilled and more masculine. 

In addition, tattoos became popular among seamen after Captain Cook's crew 

returned from their voyage to Tahiti adorned with Polynesian tattoos. As many as twenty 

percent of seamen may have had tattoos in the late eighteenth century.^^ Edward Mangin, 

a naval chaplain, observed that tattoos were "common among saitors". Often the tattoos' 

artwork portrayed the seamen's separation from loved ones on shore or maritime themes. 

For example, Mangin recalled a seaman's tattoo that depicted "a female and a seaman 

parting, and a motto beneath 'Thomas, come home to Ann'". '̂ Tattoos and long pigtails, 

'̂̂ As quoted in Haythomthwaite, Nelson's Navy. 28. 

William Clarke, Recollections of Service Afloat and Ashore hv a Marine Officer. 1839, 
83-86, Biographies (hereafter referred to as BGR) 8, NMM. 

^^Marcus, Heart of Oak, 225-226, 111, 

^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 92-93. Bolster found that twenty-one percent of the American 
seamen who applied for Seamen's Protective Certificates between 1796 and 1803 had 
some sort of tattoos. The percentage for British seamen can be estimated as similar. 

^^Mangin, "Some Accounts of the Writer's Situatran as Chaplain in the British Navy," in 
Thursfiekl, Fivg Naval Iniimak 35, aod Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 114-115. 
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even more than the distinctive costume, were visual identifiers of a seaman's profession 

and in consequence his identity; only an experienced seaman would have them. In addition 

to these bodily markers of a seamen's occupation, their maritime experiences left cultural 

marks on the seamen as well. 

Plebeian Masculinity 

The seamen's daily experience of both the skill and class hierarchies that 

permeated their lives at sea fundamentally influenced their understanding of themselves as 

men.^^ The hierarchical ordering of skill in the seamen's workplace promoted their 

development of a masculine hierarchy; one that generally mirrored the skill hierarchy 

defined by the men's rank or rating as well as their watch. This was consistent with 

land-based professions in which skill and masculinity were mutually constructed.'*^ 

Bravery in battle was another masculine trait collectively constituted. Individual bravery 

marked a man who could be counted on in combat, an important trait given the collective 

nature of maritime combat. Finally, in an attempt to fiilfiU their part of the 

patrician-plebeian contract and gain the right to make material demands on their patrician 

leaders, the seamen ranked national loyalty, as the third leg of their identity. Shaped by 

their understandings of both skill and class, the seamen's class-based vision of masculinity 

defined the seamen's understanding of themselves. 

^^eith McClelland has argued that in nineteenth-century Britain, '"Work', in the sense of 
a job, and the work group were prime sources of a sense of selt of indivkiual and 
collective identity for men." See Keith McClelland, "Rational and Respectable Men; 
Gender, the Working Class, and Citizenship in Britain, 18S0-1867," in Frader and Rose» 
Ciender and Class in Modem Europe. 285. 

'̂ '̂ Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 119-121 and Rose, Limited Livelihood.s. 23-29. 
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Unlike modem understandings of gender which dichotomize people into male or 

female, most in the late eighteenth-century still envisioned gender as a hierarchy and not as 

male and female bipolar opposites.'̂ ' Thus gendered understandings revolved not around 

the differences between men and women, but rather placed people in a hierarchy with the 

pinnacle position held by the most masculine and the lowest level held by the least 

masculine, often but not exclusively women. Race could also modify one's position in the 

gender hferarchy, as non-European ancestry restricted a seaman's position in the gender 

hierarchy.^^ Finally, class created complementary gender hierarchies: men of different 

classes occupied positions in their own class-based masculine hierarchies and did not 

directly compete with men of different classes. Given their negotiated acceptance of the 

patricians' right to rule, plebeian men did not contest the patricians' political power.'*^ 

'"For example, see Robert Nye's description of the modem bi-polar gender understanding 
as an "essentialist view of sexual identity, which has held that the skills, qualities and 
affectk)ns of men and women inhere in their sex from anatomkal and physiological 
destiny". See Robert A. Nye "Fencing, the Duel and Republican Manhood in the Third 
Rqtuhlic." Journal of Contemporary History 25 (1990): 365-366. For a broader discussion 
of gender and working-class history see Frader and Rose, Gender and Class in Modem 
Euiope, 1-33. Anna Clark argues that between the mid-eighteenth century and the 1830s 
and 1840s, gender differences changed to "a shift from a notmn of gender as hierarchy to 
a notran of gender as separate, complementary spheres." See Clark, Struggle for the 
Breeches. 2 

"^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 74,100-101. 

'̂ ^Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in CommoiL 43-44,71-75, 
83-87. Thompson described the plebeians' inability to challenge the patricians' right to 
rule, "But the larger outlines of power, statnn in life, politkal authority, appear to be as 
inevitable and irreversible as the earth and the sky. Cultural hegemony of tlus kind induces 
exactfy such a state of mind in whkh the established stroctures of authority and modes of 
expk)itatk>n appear to be in the very course of nature. This does not preclude resentment 
or even superstitk)us acts of protest or revenge; it does prechide afiBrmative rebelUon." 
(43) 
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White men might attempt to reduce another man's status within their hierarchy, As long as 

the plebeians accepted the hegemonic rule of the patricians, gendered struggles for power 

across class boundaries remained an alien concept. As Chapter 4 will discuss, in contrast, 

the radical men of the plebeian class who rejected the patricians' hegemony sought to 

collapse all masculine competition into a single hierarchy that crossed class lines. Neither 

sex nor race automatically limited a person's place in the hierarchy within their class, their 

position was based primarily, at least in the seamen's gendered world, upon skill. 

Many scholars have argued that skill, first and foremost, determined a seaman's 

class-bounded position in the gendered hierarchy. Greg Dening has argued that ''The men 

had no hesitation in acknowledging a hierarchy of status according to the seamen's skills," 

while Dudley Pope defined the skilled hierarchy among seamen as their "social scale".'*^ 

The construction of skill as masculine by sailors was not unique. Anna Clark has argued 

that "Artisans' respectability and independence traditionally derived from skill.'̂ ^ Also 

Laura Tabili has argued, "'SkOl' itself has been defined historically as a masculine attribute 

involving mastery of technology, control of metal and machines, physical strength, 

autonomy, and empowerment.*"^ Sonya Rose has posited that in nineteenth-century 

England, "Skill and the ability to run large, complex machinery were widely believed to be 

''̂ Dening, Mr. Rligh's RaH T ainpwy<» 89 and Pope, T.ife in Nelson's Navy. 188.. 

'̂ ^Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 119,122. Claric argued that 'Skill... represented a 
symbolic capital, an 'honor', the possession of which entitled its hokier to dignity and 
respect as well as imposing the obligation of the proper performance of his craft," and "the 
notion of'property in skill,' clearly assumed to be a masculine quality of honor." 

'tabili, "A Maritime Race," in Creighton and Norling, 
172-173. 
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'natural' masculine traits.'*^ Other scholars have argued that seamen equated skill with 

uno£5cial forms of power over others. The experienced seamen used the gendered 

divisions based on skill to create what Jefi&ey Bolster called "boundary maintenance" 

which "delineated privileges, perquisites, and punishments".'̂ ^ According to Dening, these 

boundaries were flexible rather than rigid. The seamen contested them amongst themselves 

in daily gestures that "marked status and privilege". Skill created unofiBcial gender-based 

sources of power, "A man could have power without authority. A man could have 

authority without power."^^ In the seamen's world, a man's position in the gendered 

hierarchy, his manliness, depended primarily on his maritime skill. 

Contemporary evidence supports these scholars' arguments that the seamen 

viewed skill and masculinity as interrelated. A skilled seaman had a high reputation among 

his peers.^^ Consequently those who were less skilled were viewed by the seamen as less 

masculine. Rear-Admiral Patton observed that men inexperienced in nautical skills suffered 

a corresponding lack of power, "because landsmen of all descriptions, not excepting 

marines, feel a very great inferiority to seamen when at sea." '̂ The gunners of the 

Excellent worked hard to improve their skills to avokl being labeled inferwr or less 

^^Rose, Limited Livelihoods. 23. 

^^Bolster, "Black Jacks," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 147, and 
Bolster, Black Jacks. 75. 

^^Bolster, "Black Jacks," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden Women. 1S4-1SS. 
Bolster describes how Black saik)rs used skill to gain recognition from their white peers 
among early 18th Century sailing crews. 

'̂Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 24, TUN/212. 
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masculine; they believed that, "Pride likewise enters into this matter; so that from one 

motive to another these incipient seamen gunners appear to conskler ignorance as a 

degradation".^^ In a letter to his parents. Captain William Cathcart described the &te of 

less skilled men, even one from the ruling classes, who would not learn from the more 

skilled seamen, "[the unskilled man] enters on board a man-of-war, he is ashamed to ask 

the use of the various blocks, purchases, sails, &c., &c., and pretends to know better than 

anybody else; and by that means becomes a laughing-stock of all his shipmates, and by his 

self-sufBciency remains a lubber for the rest of his life."^^ Seamen coukl also suffer 

gendered humiliation if others viewed their entire ship's company as less skilled. Jack 

Nastyface described how seamen disliked being assigned to a blockading squadron, one 

that simply sat off an enemy's port; a duty which seems to have been regarded by seamen 

as felling upon less skilled ships' companies. 

One reason why they have a dislike to it is, that they are open to the 
ridicule of seamen who may be coming home from foreign stations, as well 
as by the girls and people in the sea-port towns, by cantingly telling them 
that they would never have the scurvy, or that they might as well be by 
their noother's fire-skle, and tied to the apron-string, as merely running in 
and out of harbour: and nothing hurts Jack's feelings more than being 
taunted of anything unmanly or inferior. '̂̂  

Excellent, "The Changes in Naval Gunnery and the Beginning of a Scientific 
Navy," in Baynham, From the Lower Decks. 176. 

William Cathcart, "Extracts From the Cathcart Papers: Letters of the Hon. William 
Cathcart Captain, Royal Navy," in Laughton, The Naval Miscellaiy. vol. 1,280. The letter 
was dated September 1,1799. Cathcart served on active servke from 179S to 1804. 
(261). 

'̂̂ Robinson, Jack Nastyface. 102. 
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As Nasty&ce's comment explains, the seamen's skill hierarchy had a powerful impact on 

them. The most crushing blow to a seamen's gender identity was to be considered by his 

peers, or even worse girls in port, as unskilled which meant unmanly. A line from a 

seamen's poem described the importance of masculine status to the seamen, "Nor 

unmanty, nor mean, nor a railer. He's gentle as mercy, as fortitude brace. And this is a true 

English sailor."^^ To be manly was to be a "true English sailor". 

The men of a ship's company constantly negotiated these boundaries. One method 

of boundary maintenance included the terms seamen used to describe their shipboard 

peers. While all sailors were known by the popular term "jack"^^ seamen in the various 

watches of the ship called each other by pejorative names that indicated a gendered 

pecking order by skill. The topmen called the afterguard 'silk stocking gentlemen' or 

'gentlemen's sons'. The afterguard men called the waisters 'Jimmy Dux' or 'farmer'. The 

experienced sailors reserved the derogatory term 'lubber or landlubber' for those landsmen 

who had no seaman skills or for seamen who were deficient in their skills.^^ Lubber was 

probably derived from the term "k)b" which meant a clumsy or ignorant person. The 

seamen all had negative terms for the marines such as 'pipeclays', 'gufiBes', 'jollies' and 'the 

johnny-toe-the liners'.^^ Through the use of these negative nkknames the seamen acted to 

55«Ballad", The Naval Chronkle, vol. 20 (July to I>ecember, 1809), 50-51. 

^^King, Hattendor^ and Estes, A Sea of Words. 212. Originally the term "jack" only 
applied to the able seamen who worked on the masts and yards of the warships. 

^^Masefiekl, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 136-137. A 'Jimmy Dux' was a seaman who was 
in charge of the livestock carried on board the ship, a former. 

^^King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 238. 

Masefiekl, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 136-137. Tipeclays' refers to the white clay used 
by the marines to whiten their belts, probably a slur to the disciplined life of the marines 
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maintain the boundaries that their skill and ofiBcial designations through their ratings and 

membership in the ships' watches established. 

Another example of the subordination of less skilled men by those higher on the 

seamen's masculine hierarchy concerned the hazing of the new recruits aboard a ship. New 

men with little in the way of maritime skill &ced a harsh reception from the experienced 

seamen. A seamen's poem described the professional seamen's negative attitude toward 

the landsmen who lacked maritime skills and experience: 

There's green-horn feUows some on board 
Before ne'er saw salt water; 
When come to sea, upon my word. 
The case with them does alter. 
They better know how to follow the plow, 
With good &t bacon and cabbage; 
When sea-sick too like death they k)ok. 
Ready to bring up guts and garbage.^ 

As the poem notes, the landsmen's skills were better suited to the &rm than the ship. The 

experienced seamen dki little to make the landsmen at home. Samuel Leech recalled how 

he hazed a newly impressed landsman, Billy Garvy, who demonstrated his maritime 

ignorance when he asked 'And where shall I find a bed sir?", not knowing that seamen 

slept in hammocks. Leech admitted hazing the man but commented, *'Poor fellow! what 

who coukl be punished for the slightest defect in their uniform. Seamen called soldiers 
'gu£5es'. Guff was slang for foolish talk or nonsense: thus a 'gufiSe' is one who talks 
foolishly. A "Johnny-toe-the liners' was another insult based on the marines' role of police 
on board the ship. 'Jollies' was a term for the Trained Bands of London, an early form of 
militia. The term dates from 1660. See Peter C. Smith, Per Mare Per Terram: A History of 
the Royal Marines (St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire: Balfour Books, 1974), 163. 

Jolly Salter's True Description of a Man*Of-War," in Fhth. Naval Songs and 
Ballads, 236-239. 
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was sport for others was pain for him.'" '̂ From the various memoirs and tales of maritime 

life, it appears that few men new to life at sea escaped the emasculating tauntings of their 

more experienced peers. 

The hazing of landsmen did not end with jokes about their maritime ineptitude. 

Experienced seamen performed a public ritual that cut the landsmen recruits' visual ties to 

land as well. Mathew Barker, an experienced seaman, observed that when the landsmen 

were mustered on the rear of the ship, a boatswain's mate stood ready with a knife to cut 

ofT the tails of their "long-togged coats, and convar' 'em into jackets".^^ William 

Robinson related a similar tale, 'These poor fellows have a sad time of it, as they are the 

derision of the okl and more experienced sailors, who generally cut the tails from their 

coats, and otherwise abuse and ridkule them."^^ It appears that the hazing of 

"long-toggies" had gone on for over forty years. During the Seven Years' War, a ship's 

captain wrote to Jonas Hanway, founder of the Marine Society, that i found great 

difiBculty to get the seamen to mix with them [the landsmen], while they wore their land 

clothing.'̂  Not only did the 'tars' denuind that a landsman learn their new maritime trade, 

he also had to look like a seaman to have any chance of gaining acceptance among their 

ship's company. 

In addition to the use of negative hazing, seamen used the positive cultural 

reinforcement of "yarning" to educate landsmen to the ways of maritime life. To fill the 

'̂Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 44-45. 

^^Barker, Greenwich Hospital. 170. 

^^Robinson, Jack Nastyface. 26. 

^C.N. Robinson, "British Seamen's Dress," The Mariner's Mirror, vol. II, no. 11 
(November, 1912), 325-326. 
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hours of boredom when not standing a watch (working), seamen told stories of their life at 

sea. These tales served several functions: they served to educate new men into the cultural 

values and norms of life at sea; "the signs, institutions, roles, and rights peculiar to 

sailors", became a forum for political discussions, and they provided yet another test of the 

experienced men's position in the masculine hierarchy. One seaman recounted, "the yams 

go round and round and you are not counted a sailor if you can't keep your end up." As 

Jeffrey Bolster has argued, "Based on first and foremost personal experience, yams were a 

gauge of experience and authenticity."^^ Seamen not only had to demonstrate their skill in 

the daily operation of their ship, they had to provide a r^sum^ of their maritime skills 

through their off duty personal accounts. While skill and adherence to the visual aspects of 

maritime culture seem to have dominated the criteria for success in the seamen's 

masculine hierarchy, two other fectors, individual bravery and loyalty to their nation, were 

important. 

Like their American peers in the Atlantic seafaring community, British seamen 

prized courage.^ George Smith, a seaman of ten years, described the courage of the 

seamen of the Agamemnon during the Battle of Copenhagen in 1801, "Our battles 

generally had been by a sudden rush into action. But here all was deblierate and on the 

mind for days. O, what pale, agitated countenances I saw among the crowd of men on our 

forecastle, among the greatest drunkards, blasphemers, whoremongers... Not a man but 

trembled, all ready for battle". Smith also related the confusion and sounds of battle, "I 

have never been able to remember anything more, as all our men were at work with their 

guns crying out amidst the roar of the cannon, 'Hold on,' 'get ready,' 'England forever,' 

^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 88-89. 

'̂Ibid., 117. 
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'cheer up,' 'if we are wounded we shall get down to the doctor,' 'good by shipmates,' 

'my turn next,' 'fight for king and country' 'a good drop of grog when we are done,"'.^^ 

The officers encouraged men to be brave. A seamen's poem related their officers' cries in 

battle, "Our captain call'd 'Don't be afraid, but fight like men; It shall never be sakl, my 

boys, that we will run from them.'"^^ When contemplating why he had fought bravely in 

combat, Samuel Leech recounted, "to give way to gloom, or to show fear, would do no 

good, and might brand us with the name of cowards, and ensure certain defeat." Leech 

also recalled that the seamen made the "best of our situation, by fighting bravely and 

cheerfiilly."^^ John Nichol believed that men fought to survive the war. He noted, "We 

rejoiced in a general action; not that we loved fighting; be we all wished to be free to 

return to our homes, and follow our own pursuits. We knew there was no other way of 

obtaining this than by defeating the enemy. 'The hotter the war the sooner the peace,' was 

a saying with us."^^ Beskles increasing their chances of survival fighting rather than 

running, the seamen knew that a man who kept his head in combat could be depended 

upon by his peers, especially those wounded in battle. 

^^George Charles Smith, "Memoirs of the Founder of the Seamen's Missk)n in 1801," 
Roald Kvemdal, ed.. The Mariner's Mirror, vol. 62, no. 1 (February, 1976), 48-49. Smith 
took a dififerent turn in life and got out of the navy after finding God. He generally 
regarded the seamen and Royal Navy in less than praiseworthy terms so his descriptk)n 
shouki be regarded as honest rather than romantic. 

^^"The Greenland Men," in Firth, Naval Songs anri Rallads. 249-2S2. 

<^^.eech. Thirty Years From Home. 132-134. 

^®John Nkhol, "1774-1783 and 1794-1801, His Servfce in King's Ships in War and 
Peace," in Baynham, From the Lower Decks 24. 
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A wounded man depended on those who fought alongside him in his duty station; 

most of these men were his messmates as well. With no immediate medical support, other 

than the ship's surgeon and their few mates, the wounded depended on their fellow 

seamen to take them below if wounded or do the right thing if they faced a mortal wound. 

Ehiring the Battle of Cape St. Vincent in February, 1797, John Nichol served in his ship's 

magazine and "could see nothing, but I could feel every shot that struck the Goliah". Not 

until the engagement was over was Nichol able to come on deck '1o see the effects of a 

great sea engagement; but such a scene of blood and desolation I want words to 

express." '̂ In one battle, Samuel Leech saw a man named Aldrich who had been fetally 

and painfully wounded. Rather than let him suffer a painiiil death, two or three seamen 

merciiiilly threw him overboard to a quick death.^ Leech also tells of two men, Adams 

and Brown, who had served together as messmates for several years in the same ship. 

Adams' actions after Brown's death demonstrated the reciprocal support and devotion 

that seamen provided for each other: 

It was really a touching spectacle to see the rough, hardy features of the 
brave okl sailor streaming with tears, as he picked out the dead body of his 
friend among the wounded, and gently carried it to the ship's side, saying 
to the inanimate form he bore, 'O Bill, we have sailed together in a number 
of ships, we have been in many gales and some battles, but this is the worst 
day I have seen! We must now part!' Here he dropped the body into the 
deep, and then, a fresh torrent of tears streamed over his weather-beaten 
&ce, he added, "I can do no more for you. Farewell! God be with you!'̂ ^ 

'̂Nichol, "His Service in King's Ships in War and Peace," in I 
Decks. 24-2S. 

^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 130-131. Aldrich had lost a hand and suffered a bowel 
wound by enemy cannon shot. 

73lbid., 145-146. 
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As Leech's adjectives and narrative indicate, Adams, an experienced seamen, had lived up 

to his duty to his friend and messmate to his Mest. '̂* 

While seamen actively sought the support of their peers through individual acts of 

bravery and devotion to their mates, they also sought the support of the patrician class 

through overt gestures of nationalism. Through these acts they sought the right to gain the 

material rights due them through the patrician-plebeian bargain. The plebeian seamen's 

masculinity stressed loyalty to the leader of the patrician class, the monarch.^^ During the 

mutinies, those who subscribed to the plebeian definition of manhood became known as 

"the King's party".^^ To be a manly seaman implied loyahy to the monarch and the 

patricians, but the seamen seem to have felt a more personal sense of nationalism as well. 

As military combatants, most British seamen in the 1790s defined their nationalism 

against the "other", principally the French.^^ Since the middle of the eighteenth-century, 

extra-institutional supports for a formalized anti-gallicanism had promoted a 'manly, 

rational patriotism'.Many seamen seem to have internalized this message and saw 

'̂̂ Lewis, A Social History of the Navy^ 279. Lewis argued that "This was his essential 
loyalty: personal loyalty to his own mates always, and (if they deserved it) to his officers." 

^^For a discussion of patriarchal relationship in the early modem household economy and 
the use of the patriarchal metaphor to justify the authority of the monarchical state see 
Clawson, "Early Modem Fratemalism and the Patriarchal Famify", 368-373, Sarah 
Hanley, "Engendering the State: Family Formation and State Building in Early Modem 
France." French Historical Studies vol. 16, no. 1 (Spring 1989): 4-27, and Sabean, PowCT 
in the Blood. 149-150,204-205. 

'̂̂ Admirahy, Charles Bowers, "Testimony" (June 28, 1797), Nore Mutiny Courts 
Madials, ADM 1/5486, PRO. 

^^Linda CoUey, Britons, Forging the Nation 1707-1837 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1992), 4-6. 

'̂Kathleen Wilson, The Sense of the People. Politics. Cuhure and Imperialism in Rnyland. 
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France as the eternal enemy and foe of all Britons.^^ A seamen's poem boasted, "Never let 

it be told. That Britons so bold. Shall stoop to be conquer'd France."^^ Most seamen 

rejected the ideas of the French revolutionaries which threatened the patrician-plebeian 

social order they defended. The plebeian seamen accepted their political inequality as part 

of the social compromise. One questioned the need for equality, "We can't all be kings and 

commodores, and so what's the use of grumbling? 'cause, as Jack says. If you're signior, 

and I'm signior — Then who's to pull the boat ashore?'̂ ' A seaman's poem defended 

their nationalistic actions in the &ce of the radical calls for political equality, "Why what's 

all this nonsense they talk of pother. About the Rights of Man! What a plague they at? If 

they mean that each to his messmates's a brother. Why the lubbery swabs, every fool can 

tell that. The rights of us Britons we knows to be loyal. In our Country's defence our last 

moments to spend".^^ The seamen's nationalism produced a difBcuh obstacle for the 

radicals overcome as it was deeply intertwined with their sense of manhood. 

The actions of the plebeian seamen in the Spithead Mutiny and their 

counter-revolution in the Nore Mutiny exhibited the consequences of plebeian loyalty. 

Plebeian seamen accepted the state's legitimacy as part of an implicit bargaining strategy 

so that they could make material demands upon their rulers. Many seamen's sense of 

1715-1785 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 190-191. 

^^Lewis, A Social History of the Navy. 289-290. 

^^"Admiral Kepel Triumphant; or Monsieurs in the Suds," in Firth, Naval Songs and 
Bal]ad& 252-254. 

'̂Barker, Greenwich Hospital. 169. 

^^"The Mariner's Address to His Countrymen," The Naval Chronicle, vol. 3, (January to 
June, 1800), 136. 
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natioiialist masculinity did not aUow for desertion to the enemy, especially the French.^^ 

Their scope of legitimate action inchided mutiny for material redress, but not deviation 

from nationalist loyalty. As the seaman Mathew Barker related, "What, though we were 

mutineers; we wam't traitors: if the enemy had put to sea, we were ready to go out and 

fight for our king and country to the last gasp; and there wam't a man in the whole fleet 

but what would have cheerfully nailed our colours to the mast, and gone down with 'em 

flying; but then we were oppressed, and every body knew it."^ George Smith, the 

Methodist seaman, described many seamen's nationalistic convictions through one of his 

fictional characters who remarked, "I would have cut off my right arm sooner than have 

made a move against my king and country."^^ Another George Smith, a marine on the 

Leopard, recalled that his nationalist devotion was so strong that he actually 

misunderstood a mutineer's oath to be one of loyalty to his king. He was also unable to 

comprehend what the radicals defined as his oppressed status. When asked what he 

thought the mutineers' oath bounded him to, Smith replied, 'To be true to my King and 

Country as I had served him many years I could not think anything else. 1 did not know 

what the bondage was, I was ignorant of the matter".'̂  This sense of national loyalty 

among most seamen influenced their rejection of the republican ideas espoused by their 

^^Captain Owen noted that during the Spithead Mutiny, the seamen's "expression of their 
k)yalty and affection for their sovereign and country was given at all times with a 
warmth". See Edward Owen, Sir Edward Owen's Recollectinns of the Mutiny at 
Spithfiad, 40, CUN/2, NMM. 

^^Baker. Greenwich Hospital. 147-1S2. 

^^George Smith, The Boatswain's Mate: or an Interesting Diatogue Between Two British 
Sfiamen (London: W. Whittemore, 1817), 22-23. 

*®George Smith, "Testimoity" (June 28, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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revolutionary seamen peers, and created a major obstacle to the radicals' success during 

the Nore Mutiny. In contrast to the seamen's emphasis on skill, bravery, and nationalism, 

sexuality appears to have played a lesser role in determining masculine status. 

Sexuality and Masculinity 

In terms of sexuality, homosexuality seems to have played a iar less volatile role 

than popular myths would have it. Scholars' developed their interpretation of the navy as 

hostile to homosexuals from anti-homosexual views such as those of Edward Hawker, a 

nineteenth-century British reformer, who wrote 'There is something in the idea of being 

humbugged, to use a vulgar but significant expression, against which the mind of every 

man revolts."^^ In practice, however, those in the navy did not actively seek out 

homosexuals to persecute them. The ofiBcers and seamen of the Royal Navy seem to have 

tolerated homosexuals as loi^ as they did not disrupt the good order of a ship or the navy 

in general. In the courts martial held between 1793 and 1806, the Royal Navy tried only 

twenty-one men for sodomy, convicting fifteen of them; an average of slightly more than 

one a year out of the nearly one hundred thousand men that the Royal navy mustered on 

average during these years.'' Of the men convicted twelve were executed, one was 

sentenced to be hanged but reprieved, and two were lashed. Of the convictions three 

appear to have been sexual assault, eleven were consensual acts, and the motive for one 

'̂ Edward Hawker, Statement Respecting the Pfevalence of Certain Immoral Practices in 
His M^esty's Navy: Addressed to the Right Honnurahle The Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty (I-ondon! EUerton and Henderson, 1821), 39. 

''These actual rates of punishment of homosexuals the navy challenge Arthur Gilbert's 
assertion that the officers of the navy exhibited a negative "ferocity" toward homosexuals 
as reflected in the punishment rates. See Arthur N. Gilbert, ''Buggery and the British 
Navy, 1700-1861," Journal of Social History, vol. 10, no. I (Fall, 1976), 72-98. 
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remains unknown.^^ Similarly, in the floggii^ sample of2039 offenses, only three men 

were punished for sodomy and one for unnatural crimes.^ While the punishments handed 

out for sodomy were indeed harsh, the low numbers of men punished raises serious doubt 

that the leaders of the navy actively hunted out homosexuals. '̂ 

The evidence is less forthcoming on the prevalence of homosexuality in the Royal 

Navy. The term homosexual did not enjoy widespread use until the 1880s; instead the 

terms sodomy and buggery were used to denote homosexual acts.^ The actual numbers 

of men engaged in homosexual acts remains unknowable, but based on the evidence from 

Nehemiah Taytor, the former surgeon of the Jamaica and a man convicted of sodomy, a 

gay community existed within eighteenth-century British and European society. The night 

before his execution, Taylor related to Chaplain Howell that 'Sir, this crime is more 

general than you are aware of — there is a society formed for the practice of it! and, 

belonging to it, are some men whom the public look up to.' "He proceeded:" in London, 

Admiralty, "Sodomy", 17S S-18n6 Analysis and Digest of Courts Martial Convictions 
Arranged hy Offences: Si-W. ADM 12/26, PRO. Oddly, sodomy seems to have been only 
a crime in wartime as between 17SS and 1806 all the convktions were during either the 
Seven Years' War or the Napoleonic Wars. No man was convkted between 1763 and 
1796, including the American Revolutmnary War. 

Eighteen more were punished for uncieanliness whkh coukl mean sexual acts, but in the 
majority of cases, the man was simply unwashed. 

Whkh again challenges Arthur Gilbert's assertbn that the ofiBcers and seamen of the 
navy hated homosexuals because they psychotogically linked homosexuality with the 
danger at sea: "Sodomy was an unbea^le vivkl reminder, a courting and embodiment, of 
the death that acconqpmied the warships of the navy wherever they went. As such, 
sodomy had to be exorcised as ruthless^ as devils, the sodomite had to be killed for 
reminding men of their nwrtality." See Gilbert, "Buggery and the British Navy," 89. 

'̂ Stark, Female Tars. 117. 
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in France, and in the Mediterranean, he had seen the act committed, and it was not 

considered a crime'. Unfortunately for Taylor, his act was considered a crime by his 

superiors and the ofiBcers of his courts martial condemned him to death.^^ 

Among the few maritime personnel whose views on the act of sodomy survive, it 

appears that the negligible prosecutions indicate the navy ignored many acts of 

homosexuality, however, overt acts of homosexuality were not universally accepted. In 

the late 1790s, British government propaganda stimulated anti-sodomite sentiment by 

depicting the French as sodomites in contrast to British heterosexual virility.^ 

Homophobic statements those in the navy reflected this growing feeling. Nicholas 

Tobin, a petty officer, described sodomy as "a very horrid thing". John Tipper, a seaman, 

who found two men engaged in homosexual sex said to one of the seaman, "are you not 

ashamed to be laying here in this condition".^^ Captain George Cockbum, then 

commanding the La Minerve, condemned Captain Sawyer for homosexual acts as "a 

disgrace not only to your profession and your country but to the human race."^ While 

these men expressed outspokenly homophobic views, what the vast majority felt about 

homosexuality remains unknown.^^ 

^^"Naval Courts Martial", The Naval Chronicle, vol. 23 (January to June, 1810), 172-173. 
The discovery of a sodomitical subculture in London in 1810 seems to confirm Taytor's 
admissmn. See Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 154. 

^Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 154. Clark has argued that 'The virtue of the citizen 
had always been tied to military prowess, but by the mkl-eighteenth century it had also 
became linked to exclusive heterosexuality." (143). 

Admiralty, Trial of John Benson and Philip (June 29,1797) Courts Martials April to 
June_L222, ADM 1/5339, PRO. 

^Morriss, Cnckhum and the British Navy in Tran.sition. 34-36 

97i have found little evklence to support arguments such as Suzanne Stark's that "A male 
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While some in the maritime community held homophobic views, the evidence 

suggests that seamen objected to cross-class violence which occurred in the few cases of 

homosexual rape. Violent rape, like excessive or abusive punishment, broke their social 

code's prohibition against the use of excessive force by the patricians. For example. 

Captain Charles Sawyer of the Blanche was convicted by a courts martial for both 

'indecent femiliarities with persons belonging to the Blanche, and not taking public notice 

of mutinous expressions uttered against him." In Sawyer's case, his acts of homosexual 

rape which violated the social compact enn^ed elements in his crew, including his 

lieutenants, to the point that they openly challenged his authority. A courts martial 

convicted Sawyer of these charges and he was punished by dismissal from the service. His 

heirs were also banned from any military servke.^^ Another captain who was convicted of 

the crime of sodomy found his courts martial board less lenient. A board of fellow officers 

found Captain Henry Allen of the Rattler guilty of raping James Bonny, a boy, and Edgar 

Woodger, a seaman, and sentenced him to death.^ In 1799 similar charges were made by 

homosexual was a threat to the very concept of maleness. He undermined the comforting 
belief that men, by their very nature, were profound, virile, strong, and direct. A 
homosexual was stereotyped as effeminate; he, like a woman, was superficial, perverse, 
weak, and devk)us." The eighteenth-century understanding of gender as hierarchical rather 
than bi-polar problematizes this interpretation. Homosexual men were more likely to be 
seen as less masculine rather than as women. See Stark, Female Tars. 118. 

^^Morriss, roclchum and the British Navy in Transition. 34-36, Admiralty, Trial of 
Captain Charles Sawyer, Commander of His Majesty's Ship Blanche (October 18,1796) 
found in both Admirahy, Courts Martiak (Vtnhgr to December. 17%. ADM 1/5337, 
PRO, and Admiralty, "Uncleanness", ADM 12/26. In the courts martials summary, 
Sawyer is listed as having been convkted of "Uncleanness" rather than sodomy. The 
victims of his sexual assault were two midshipmen and a black seaman. 

^rial of Captain Henry Allen (April 22 and 24,1797) found in both ADM 1/5339, and 
"Sodomy", ADM 12/26. 
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two lieutenants, the acting master, the purser, and the master's mate of the Daphne 

against their captain, Richard Matson, but the court acquitted Matson.^^ While the navy 

did not actively seek out homosexuals for prosecution, its patrician leaders did punish 

other patricians whose sexual assaults violated their social compact's provision against 

excessive cross-class violence. 

In contrast to their ambivalence about sodomy, naval ofBcers were willing to 

tolerate heterosexual sex, even if the seamen resorted to prostitutes. By the 1790s, officers 

were loath to allow men shore leave when their ship arrived in port for fear of mass 

desertion, but they did not hesitate to allow some elements of the port on board their 

ships. The officers allowed small peddlers in "bumboats" to come alongside their ships. 

The seamen could buy not only food and other luxury goods from these peddlers, but also 

women who paid them to transport them to the ships. Masses of female prostitutes would 

be brought on board to service the seamen. Samuel Leech described the system, 

"boat-loads of defiled and defiling women are permitted to come alongside; the men, 

looking over the side, select whoever best pleases his lustfiil &ncy, and by paying her fare, 

he is aUowed to take and keep her on board as his paramour, until the ship is once more 

ordered to sea."'̂ ' For most captains, the only danger involved the prostitutes smuggling 

alcohol on board; captains accepted sexual antics as part of the maritime business. 

Some captains accepted the use of prostitutes in port as an alternative to homosexual 

'®OTrial of Richard Matson (July 18, 1799), "Sodomy", ADM 12/26. 

'Q^I eech. Thirty Years From Home. 112-113. 

'®2pope. Life in Nelson's Navy, 170-174 and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 210. Edward 
Hawker, the puritanical reformer, claimed that a ship of five hundred men could have as 
many as three or four hundred prostitutes on board in port. See Hawker, Statement 
Respecting the Prevalence nf Certain Tmmnral Practices in His Majesty's Naw. 3. 
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acts.'̂ ^ Consistent with the patrician-plebeian compromise, ofiBcers allowed women, 

whether wives or prostitutes, to visit their men in an effort to maintain social harmony by 

meeting the seamen's sexual desires especially since the seamen, and not the navy, covered 

the cost of such activities. 

The Seamen's Cosmology 

The seamen's culture excluded one aspect of life ashore, religion. In theory, 

religious services were to be part of maritime life in the Royal Navy. The ships of the line 

were each assigned a chaplain, all of whom were from the Church of England. Of the 

ten ships in my muster sample, eight did have a chaplain listed in their muster books. 

According to the later 1806 Regulations, the duty of the chaplain included: '1o perform 

with due solemnity the duties of the Lord's Day, that the ship's company may be 

impressed with devotion: and he is carefully to adapt his discourses to the capacity of his 

hearers and the nature of their situation, that his instructions may be intelligible and 

beneficial to all who hear them."'̂  If a chaplain was not present among the crew, the 

responsibility for Sunday services fell upon the captain. William Richardson recalled that 

his captain. Sir. R.I. Strachan of the Caesar, read the men prayers out of Church of 

England's Book of Common Prayer for Sunday services. Rkhardson also observed that as 

'®^Stark, Female Tars. 43-44. 

'®^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 101-102,328-329. 

of the ships of the line in n^ muster sample: Glory, London, Marlborough, Mars, 
Queen Charlotte, Sandwich, Starukard, and Venerable did have a chaplain; the two 
frigates: the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo did not. 

'*^Admirahy, Regulations and Instructions (1806^. 243. 
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soon as the prayer was over, Strachan went back to "his old habit of swearing again."^^^ 

While on the prescriptive level, the Royal Navy appears to have believed that Christianity 

would do the seamen some good, in reality Christian devotion appears to have been 

confined to the Anglican officers and the few non-conformists among the crew. 

The vast majority of seamen evinced no interest in religion. Edward Mangin, 

himself a navy chaplain, described the nearly impossible task of being a naval chaplain: "to 

convert a man-of-war's crew into Christians wouki be a task to which the courage of 

Loyola, the philanthropy of Howard, and the eloquence of St. Paul united, would prove 

inadequate."Samuel Leech believed that amongst the three hundred seamen who 

served on the Macedonian with him, only one 'embraced religion'.'̂  The root of much 

of this diffidence toward religion remains unknown. Richard Blake, in his examination of 

religion in the Royal Navy argued that the lack of religious education many seamen had 

encountered in their pre-navy lives on shore had produced their lack of interest in 

orthodox theologies.' One contemporary seaman, John Nichol, recalled that his 

religious practices &ded with time at sea, "At first 1 said my prayers and read my Bible in 

private; but truth makes me confess 1 gradually became more and more remiss, and, before 

'®*Mangin, "Some Account of the Writer's Service as Chaplain in the British Navy," in 
Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 14. 

'̂ eech, "Extracts &om 'A Yoke firom the Main Deck' with an account of the War of 
1812," in Baynham, From the Lower Deck. 92. Leech himself eventually became a 
Methodist convert. 

' '̂ ^Rkhard Charles Blake, "Aspects of Religk)n in the Royal Navy c. 1770-1879", 
(University of Southan^ton, unpublished dissertatbn, 1980), 18,77,87, THS/30, NMM. 

vol. Ill, 42-43, JOD/156 . 
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long, I was a sailor like the rest".''' While few seamen were practicing Christians, they 

did have their own spiritual belief system. 

What the seamen did believe in was a vi^ue system, at times monotheist, and at 

times rooted in non-Christian cosmology. Seamen believed either in chance or a sense of 

Providence. Both views were rooted in the seamen's experiences in a dangerous 

environment, one in which most seamen eventually cheated death. Providence ofifered 

more to the seamen than fetalistic chance as it assumed a benevolent and rational deity that 

gave men more comfort in times of fear than fate, which was heedless of human 

suffering.To the seamen, divine or supernatural forces seemed to matter only in times 

of danger. Samuel Leech remarked on this inconsistency, "It is strange that sailors, who 

see so much peril, should treat religion with such neglect as it is usual for them to do. 

When danger is imminent they send up a cry for help; when it is past, they rarely return a 

grateful thank-offering.' The danger of life at sea encouraged seamen to believe in a 

power that protected them from danger and little more. More organized attempts at 

religion often met with open hostility from veteran seagoers. 

Some attempt at gaining religious converts were made by groups often stigmatized 

as 'Methodist'. John Wesley had established some Methodist societies in the port towns of 

Plymouth and Portsmouth and found some foUowers among dockyard workers there. 

These societies seem to have made some seamen converts but it is doubtftil if many 

seamen were actually members of the Methodist Church.' One example of a seaman 

I' 'John Nuhol, The Life and Adventures of John Nichol Mariner. 41. 

' '̂ Blake, "Aspects of Relignn in the Navy", 63-64, THS/30. 

' '̂ Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 82. 

' '̂ lake, "Aq)ects of Religion in the Royal Navy", 203-204, THS/30. 
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turned Methodist missionary to the maritime community was George Smith. Smith served 

as a seaman from 1792 to 1802 and then attempted a marine ministry."^ Smith &ced an 

uphill battle in his attempts to save the souls of his maritime peers. 

Amongst all levels of the maritime community there existed open hostility to the 

Methodist approach. First, the ofBcers distrusted men gathering clandestinely for prayer 

meetings, a fear that intensified after the mutinies of 1797. OfiBcers were unsure if the men 

meeting covertly had revolutionary motives. OfiBcers schooled in Anglican custom 

mistrusted both hymn-singing and prayer outside a consecrated building. One Officer 

pejoratively labeled the Methodist seamen on his ship, 'the religious mob' and the 

'Methodist psalm-singing club'.' Overall, the ofiScers distrusted the Methodists who 

challenged one of the pillars of the patrician order, the Church of England. The seamen 

themselves offered an even harsher reception to the Methodist message as it challenged 

both their cosmology and their ideas of manhood. 

To the seamen of the 1790s, religious enthusiasm, especially of the Methodist 

variety, betrayed a man's lack of bravery. Since seamen regarded personal bravery highly, 

Methodism became incompatible with being a masculine seaman. George Smith, the 

Methodist convert and missionary, recalled his fear of being seen in prayer by his peers, 

even in battle, "I looked round for some place where I couki kneel and try to pray, as my 

&ther and mother [used to do]. But I was afraid and ashamed to be seen on my knees, as 

every man would have ridkuled me, and called out Methodist - which at that time was a 

' '̂ George Charles Smith, "Memoirs of the Founder of Seamen's Mission in 1801," 47. 

' •^Blake, "Aspects of Religion in the Royal Navy", 203-204,210-211, THS/30. In 1821, 
a judgment from the Archbishop of York finally legitimized hymn-singing. 
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most contemptable [sic] word, and meant coward/'' Seamen accepted that their fete in 

battle lay in the hands of either chance or Providence, but to assume a supplicatory 

position, especially in time of battle, reeked of cowardice in their eyes. In a missionary 

pamphlet designed to convert seamen to the Methodist belief system. Smith, 

acknowledged the seamen's common hostility to Methodism. The fictional seaman Bob 

replied to the missionary character, James, 'what, you are a Methodist lubber, are you?' 

and Why, split my jib-boom if I wouldn't sooner be a lobk)lly boy, or a Frenchman, than a 

Methodist."' Both terms were harshfy negative in the plebeian seamen's argot as a 

loblolly boy referred to an assistant to a surgeon and his mates but is rooted in the word 

"lub" which meant a clumsy, ignorant person, hence a man of little skill, and a Frenchman 

occupied the lowest rung in the seamen's nationalist hierarchy."^ Smith's fictional 

seaman Bob, provides us with the sentiments that Smith as a Methodist all too often 

encountered. Bob declares, 'I hate the Methodists as I hate a French three-decker,... I 

shoukl be glad to see them all kkk the bucket'. To Bob, the 'Irue blue" seaman, the 

Methodists were the enemy as much as the French. As George Smith's own candid 

dialogue fix)m his pamphlet demonstrates, Methodism was as unpopular among the 

seamen for challenging their cosmotogy and their masculine emphasis on bravery in battle 

' '̂ George Charles Smith, "Memoirs of the Founder of the Seamen's Mission in 1801", 
49. 

' "George Smith, The Boatswain's Mate. 3-4. On land, some dissenting men found similar 
taunts &om their co-workers, see Clark, The Struggle for the Breeches. 103. 

' '̂ King, Hattendor^ and Estes, A Sea of Words. 235,238. 

'̂ ^Smith, The Boatswain's Mate. S. 
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as it was among the ofiBcers who feared clandestine prayer groups were havens for 

political subversives. 

Organized religion appears to have made little inroads into the seamen's world. 

Their cosmology remained a product of the capricious perils of their maritime occupation. 

Despite the chaplains' attempts to the contrary, the seamen's spiritual beliefs remained 

rooted in a passive relationship with outside forces that simply saved them from disaster. 

They saw no need for more formal theological frameworks. If the late 1790s were the 

peak growth years for Methodism in England, the seamen of the Royal Navy resisted the 

invasion of alien religious ideas much as they had fended ofif the earlier attempts by 

AngUcan proponents. In contrast to its significance on land, Methodism had little impact 

on the seamen's class consciousness as few seamen embraced any form of organized 

religion.'2' 

Conclusion 

Despite the belief that 'Ihought about nothing", the seamen actively worked to 

develop and maintain a gendered understanding of themselves as men, and manipulated 

their masculine tenets, especially of nationalism, in attempts to force their patrkian rulers 

to grant them material concessions. Through their gendered identities, the seamen defined 

what it meant to be a man and a worker in the maritime workl. As the forgoing has shown, 

to be regarded as a man by his peers, at sea a man had to accomplish many tasks. First he 

had to look the part with the appropriate dress styled in the maritime tradition: no 

'̂ 'For a discussion of the impact of dissenting religions, especially Methodism, on 
land-based plebeian culture see Thonq)son, The Making of the Fngligh Working riass 
386-89,427-431,436-440,917-923. For the impact on gender relatk)ns see Clark, A 
Struggle for the Breeches. 92-118. 
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"long-toggies" would be accepted as "true blue" seamen. Most importantly, men had to 

demonstrate their skill through actions or tales, which ranked them on the masculine 

hierarchy that developed in the Royal Navy. Seamen valued a skilled man as he could be 

counted on to do his work well and not endanger his mates. In the chaos of battle, the men 

of a ship's company also depended on the personal bravery of their peers. Finally, the 

seamen professed nationalist loyalties to the monarch in order to demonstrate their worth 

to their patrician ofiBcers as a means to legitimate their demands for both material rewards 

and public recognition of their value to British society. In this collective values system, a 

man coukl not submit to the organized religions of the day. It is less clear, however, how 

the seamen viewed homosexuality. While homophobic rhetoric existed within the navy, the 

low rates of ofiScial punishments for consensual homosexual acts calls into question 

whether anti-homosexual sentiment was widespread. A masculine seaman embodied the 

traits of maritime skill, individual bravery, nationalist loyalty; deficiency in these left a man 

less masculine in the eyes of his peers. 

Gender along with the seamen's understandings of class animated both their daily 

lives and their actions in the Spithead and Nore mutinies. How seamen understood 

themselves as workers and men limited their actk)ns throughout the mutiny saga. In an 

ongoing process, these men had collective^ constructed cultural boundaries within which 

they fek obligated to operate; deviation from these intellectually defined 

self-understandings woukl have violated their view of what it meant to be a man. The two 

mutinies were not animated by spontaneous actions but rooted in the seamen's own, and 

often contested, cuhural interpretatrans of what it meant to be a man. 
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CHAPTER4 

"They Would Have No Government, But Their Own Will" 

Radical Maritime Manhood 

Introduction 

Instead of supporting the hegemonic masculinity that tied plebeian seamen to their 

patrician rulers, a minority of seamen embraced the enlightened ideas of political equality 

that had been put into practice by the revolutionaries in France. The leaders of these men 

were not landsmen brought in through the quota system, but rather generally experienced 

seamen who had gained a rough version of enlightened thought from the radicals present 

in British society. Inextricable from these new political ideas was a different vision of 

manhood which rejected the political subordination implicit in the plebeians' acceptance of 

the social contract. Like the French revolutionaries, they denounced both monarchy and 

privilege in general. While pursuing a new political course that proposed a new manhood, 

one based on the political equality of all men, the evidence suggests that the radical 

seamen and marines did not envision a society of pure equality for all men. Instead they 

sought to collapse the various class-based masculine hierarchies into a single hierarchy in 

which all men would compete. Their leadership depended on the hierarchy of skill for 

legitimacy as well. They envisioned a society in which all men would have a voice in 

politics, hence, they rejected the existing patrician-plebeian social compact. Their rejection 

of the social compact and the plebeian seamen and marines' masculine commitment to 

nationalistic loyalty brought the two factions of the seamen into conflict, often violent and 

occasionally lethal. While the patricians' neglect and use of violence, which ten^mrarily 

negated the social compact, made many men consider the radical option, especially during 

the Nore Mutiny, in the end the radicals failed due to their inability to convert enough 
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seamen to their counter-hegemonic vision of which a radical shift in gender identity was a 

critical element. 

The gendered hierarchy accepted by both the plebeians and radicals also produced 

boundaries of power that influenced the courses of the mutinies. First, men's dependence 

upon skill to measure masculine power limited who could claim the right to lead their 

fellow seamen. Only those men with masculine power due to skill could claim such a 

privilege. This minimized the influence of outside agitators who had no masculine power 

among the seamen: aboard the navy's ships landsmen radical agitators gained only the 

most minimal influence as they had no significant level of maritime skill.' Secondly, the 

ideas of masculinity that structured patrician-plebeian class interactions made mutiny 

possible. Captains had only minimal physical force with which to control their seamen. The 

few commissioned ofiBcers on board each ship and the poor quality of marines available to 

enforce the captains' will encouraged them to turn to more gendered forms of power. 

Captains used the hierarchical arrangement of British society to define themselves as the 

"lathers" of their maritime &mily, their ships' companies. As bng as the majority of the 

seamen consented to this symbolic expression of the patrician-plebeian social compact, 

captains remained in power. When the majority of seamen defied their captains, the rule of 

the patrician officers collapsed. Throughout both mutinies, the rule of the captains quickly 

fell when their seamen refused to obey either through plebeian acts of protest or radical 

rejection of the social compact. While brute force could be used to sustain a mutiny, the 

success of taking a ship initially depended on a small group of seamen's claims to 

leadership and getting enough men to renounce their captain's precarious class and 

'This stands in contrast to E.P. Thompson's view that the mutinies were the work of 
"direct Jacobin instigation" and that members of the London Corresponding Society and 
other "educated 'quota-men'" inliised the seamen with "the language of the Rights of 
Mm". See Thompson, The Making nf the English Working Class. 183-184. 
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gender-based power as their &ther; radical landsmen alone did not have the power to 

generate a mutiny. 

Gender in the form of masculine hierarchical status and the power it generated 

became the most inqx>rtant factor of both mutinies. The mutineers' goals and actions at 

the Spithead Mutiny were the work of the plebeian seamen; they sought only material 

redress and patrician recognition of their value as men within the confines of the existing 

social compact. They had no revolutionary goals. The different course of the Nore Mutiny 

becomes understandable when analyzed as the work of the seamen fiivoring the radical 

vision of republican political equality. They would not settle for mere material gains; 

instead they sought an overthrow of the patrician-plebeian social contract. The leaders of 

the Nore Mutiny were not landsmen, for the skill hierarchy had excluded lubbers from 

claims to leadership; instead the Nore Mutiny was led by experienced by radicalized 

seamen, a great threat to those who ran the navy and the countiy. At the heart of the 

mutinies of 1797 lay a contest to determine the masculine identity of the British seamen 

and in turn to determine the fiiture political organization of British society. 

Radical Maritime Masculinity 

During the Nore Mutiny, Charles Chant, a twenty-five year old quartergunner with 

almost four years service on the Sandwich reportedly said to another seaman, "damn the 

King" repeatedly, and "damn and bugger the King" and 'Ve have done with him, we want 

no King."^ Chant was an experienced seaman who had mustered on the Sandwich in 

October, 1793 as an able seaman and had consequent^ been promoted to the petty oflScer 

position of quartergunner. He most likely had some years of service before 1793 to gain 

^Jacob Swanson "Testimony" (July 13, 1797) ADM 1/5486. 
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the skills to be rated as an able seaman; like most radkal seamen, he had most likely been 

a seaman before he had become a radical. Chant's revolutionary statement called for the 

overthrow of the monarchy and the establishment of a new political order. While a few 

scholars have noted the presence of a revolutionary attitude within the ranks of the 

seamen,^ none have examined the extent of revolutionary agitation nor have they fully 

understood that Chant, like the majority of the revolutionary leaders of the mutineers, 

were from the ranks of the experienced seamen rather than outside agitators as many 

scholars have posited.^ 

By 1797, within the ranks of the Royal Navy, a minority of experienced seamen, 

like their plebeian peers, had come to believe that the patrician class was no longer living 

up to their obligations implied in the social contract. Instead of following traditional 

methods of protest to gain redress for their material grievances, these men, influenced by 

the ideas of the Enlightenment and success of the French Revolution, sought to cancel the 

social contract between the patricians and plebeians. They worked to establish a new 

system that emphasized the political equality of all men. In doing so, these radical seamen 

rejected the plebeian seamen's masculine values of k>yalty to the monarch and nationalism. 

^Clowes, The Roval Navy. A HLstorv From the Earliest Times to the Present, vol. IV, 
167, Neale, Tlw rmlaw and The T Ash. 60, and Thompson, The Making of the English 

Working Class, 183-18S. 

'̂ Neale, History of the Mutiny at Sphhead and the Nore. 23-24,29-31, Michael Lewis, A 
Social History of the Navy. 1793-1815,124 and again in Lewis. Spithead. 130-133, John 
Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time ,212, note 1, and Christie, Stress and Stability in the 
f ate Eighteenth-Century Britain 52, Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797. 10-11, 115-116, 
310-318,323, Dugan, The Great Mutiiy. 37-38,64-65,69,77,92,96,106,426, 
432-433,463, and Gerald Jordan, "Admiral Nelson as Popular Hero: The Nation and the 
Navy 1795-1805," in The Department of History, U.S. Naval Academy, ed.. New Aspects 
of Naval History: Selected Papers From the 5th Naval History Symposium rBahimore. 
Maryland: The Nautkal and Aviation Publishing Company of America, 1985), 111. 
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Rooted in Thomas Paine's notions of the equality of all men, members of the 

British working-class began in the late eighteenth century to speak for themselves through 

radical politics.^ From 1792-17%, embolden by the notion of the equality of men, radical 

reformers strove to achieve political change which resuhed in working-class agitation 

throughout England. Through the London Corresponding Society and regional 

corresponding societies, men of the "lower classes" met to promulgate their ideas of the 

politkal equality of all men. Although formally suppressed by government action and 

reduced in numbers by waning interest, after 1796 the few surviving radicals of the 

London Corresponding Society continued to operate in a covert manner.^ While the 

majority of the radicals were suppressed, their ideas served as a base of intellectual 

inspiration for the revolutionary seamen within the Royal Navy. 

As Anna Clark has argued, the plebeian men ashore formulated their own 

class-based version of radicalism. Mkldle-class notions of citizenship were based upon the 

patriarchal household which defined only fi%e male householders as citizens. Working men 

rejected the model that equated the rights of the householder with citizenship, and drew 

upon Thomas Paine's belief in the inherent rationality of humans to argue that all men 

shouM be citizens. Plebeian radicals argued that their skill constituted their "property". 

Paine's definition of the ration person dkl not specifically exclude women. Despite this 

^ciark. Struggle for the Breeches. 14S, and Thompson, The Making nfthe Fnglish 
Working riass, 39-40,9S-%, 99-105. As Clark has argued, the radical vision promoted 
politkal equality for men but not women. 

^Thonqpson, The Making of the Working Class 111-203. The London Corresponding 
Society had SSO members present at their August 3,1797 meeting. Twenty-five of those 
present were new members. See Treasury Solicitor, "Meeting of the General Committee 
of the London Corresponding Society" (August 3, 1797), Report of the General 
Committee. August 3.1797. Treasury Solkitor 24/11/IO, PRO. 
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opportunity for women to join the ranks of the radical cause, Clark argues that the 

plebeian radkals' emphasis on the fraternal solidarity of their skilled trades and their use of 

the masculine rhetoric of civic humanism developed a radicalism that emphasized 

masculinity at the expense of female political rights. ^ 

That is not to say, however, that the ideas of the land-based radicals were literally 

transplanted to sea. The transmission of radkalism from shore to sea minors the 

cross-cultural exchanges between societies throughout the world. Jerry Bentley's 

interpretation of how cultural conversions took place and the limits of conversion provides 

a useful framework for understanding the radical vision held by men at sea as well as their 

inability to convert most men fiY>m the old maritime hegemony to their cultural 

counter-hegemony.^ The seamen's development of an occupational-specific culture to 

some extent distanced them from the values held ashore by their peers. Radical ideas had 

to cross the cultural divide that separated plebeian seamen from other plebeian workers. 

Bentley's belief that cross-cultural exchanges involve a syncretic process which merged 

the old with the new can be seen in the maritime radicals' acceptance of their right to 

political self-determmation from the land-based culture while retaining their belief in a 

gendered skill-based hierarchy from the existing maritime culture. The radicals amongst 

the navy did not completely accept the land-based vision of the equality of all men, but 

rather through a syncretk process developed a new understanding that all men were 

political equals but socially unequal due to masculine status. Radicalism at sea had 

similarities to that ashore but was not a simple transplantation of ideas. The seamen's 

^Clark, The Struggle for the Breeches. 142-157,264. 

^Jerry H. Bentley, OM World Rncounters. Cross-Cuhural Contacts and Kxchanges in 
Prs-Modem Times (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), vii-viii, 3-5. 
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maritime culture continued to influence their understanding of themselves as men 

competing for power in a gendered hierarchy. 

Bentley's model of how cross-cultural exchanges take place ofifers a useful 

explanatory model for the spread of radicalism amongst the seamen and marines. Bentley 

argues that "social conversion" occurs in one of three ways: conversion by assimilation, 

voluntary association, and conversion induced by pressure. Conversion by assimilation is a 

process in which a minority group adapts and eventually adopts the cultural standards of 

the majority.^ In the maritime world, conversion by assimilation best describes the process 

in which men new to the navy gradually adopted the values of the maritime culture. In the 

1790s this majority was the plebeian maritime masculine ideal premised on skill, individual 

bravery, and nationalistic loyalty. This process of conversion actually retarded the spread 

of radkalism as the radkal views of landsmen became muted and eventually merged into 

the anti-radical plebeian maritime culture. 

The second model of transmission, voluntary association, defines cross-cultural 

transmission as occurring when individuals willingly accept the new ideas. Bentley argues 

that individuals or groups adopt outskle beliefs to attain perceived political, economic, or 

social gains. This model of conversion helps explain why some men embraced the 

radical ideology. They, like their feUow plebeian seamen and marines, believed that the 

patricians had fiiiled to live up to their end of the social bargain. The radicals differed from 

the plebeians in that they understood the patricians' neglect as voiding the social 

agreement rather than a temporary lapse in compliance. Thus the radical ideology offered 

a new solution to their predkament. By challenging the patricians' right to rule, the radical 

^Bentley, Oki World Encounters. 6-16. 

»®Ibki.,9-ll. 
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seamen believed that they could direct^ gain political rights for themselves and indirectly 

more economic power through their control of the state. The seamen who embraced 

radicalism did so for rational reasons and were not unknowingly subverted by outside 

^itators. To those men who believed the old social compact had feUed, radicalism offered 

them a logical choice which potentially yielded them new power in society. 

The &ilure of the conversion of most seamen and marines to radicalism can been 

understood through Bentley's description of the third form of conversion, conversion by 

pressure. Bentley argues that this method of hegemonic change occurs through forced 

rather than voluntary means. Conquerors bring new ideas and pressure the vanquished, 

either through force or more indirect means, to accept new cultural values.'' During the 

Nore Mutiny, the radicals used this method of conversion to build support for their 

revolutionary activities. The pressures they used involved threats of violence, violence 

through punishment, and the actual use of lethal force against ships' companies attempting 

to defect from the mutiny. While conversion by pressure can bring outward adherence to 

the new hegemony, unlike voluntary conversion, it does not imply an internalized 

acceptance of the new culture. Bentley argues that this method of conversion has 

succeeded but often required several hundreds of years to become accepted, such as the 

spread of Islam. The radical mutineers did not have the luxury of time on their side. Thus, 

while the overall picture of the Nore Mutiny points to a radical action, the evidence 

suggests that the rallying of substantial numbers of seamen and marines to the radical 

cause was due more to conversion by pressure than voluntary conversion. Once the radical 

mutineers lost their power to force con^liance to their counter-hegemony, many men 

openly returned to the plebeian masculinity and renounced their support of the 

* 'Bentley. OM World Rncounters. 11-13. 
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revolutionaiy goals of the Nore Mutiny. These three models of conversion help explain 

how why some maritime men accepted radicalism, but also how support for radicalism 

could rapidly collapse due to the power of the existing maritime hegemony and the 

involuntary nature of many converts to radicalism. 

Maritime radicalism syncretized the maritime occupational culture's emphasis on a 

gendered hierarchy of skill with the land-based radical demand for working men to have a 

political voice. The result was a radical maritime masculinity which emphasized the 

political equality of all men while simultaneously assuming that only the most masculine 

men had earned the right to lead. While the radicals' continuation of gendered visions of 

power did not challenge the hegemonic maritime relations, their argument that all men, not 

just the patricians, had the right to participate in politics did. Gone would be the 

class-submissive nature of plebeian men under the old order. It would be replaced by an 

understanding of manhood that removed the class divisions between the masculine 

hierarchies. Instead of two separate masculine hierarchies, patrician and plebeian, all men 

would now compete in a single masculine hierarchy. Radicals stressed their own "virility" 

in contrast to the emasculated or feminine aristocrat. In this new order masculinity defined 

citizenship, but unlike the middle-class vision of reform that stressed individual economic 

independence, plebeian men sought power in fraternal bonds.WhQe never overcoming 

the seamen's profession specific values of maritime skill and individual bravery, the new 

radical masculinity and its inherent politkal goal of revoking the patrician-plebeian social 

contract offered seamen a dramatically new outlook on what it meant to be a man. 

'̂ Clark, Struggle for the Breeches. 142, 145, 148. 

'̂ While the radical promoters of this new vision were defeated in the Nore Mutiny, their 
ideas survived can be found in the belief of working-class men who agitated for the 
Reform Act of 1867 which gave most of them the right to vote and participate in politics. 
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The revolutionary seamen's notions about the "Rights of Man" seem to have been 

&r less sophisticated than the views held by many of their better educated revolutionary 

peers on shore. The radical ideas that survived in the syncretic transmission across the 

cuhural lines that divided shore and ship revolved around the implied political equality of 

all men and their corresponding right to a voice in government. The seamen delegates of 

the Nore Mutiny, in a paper they paid to have printed and displayed in London, wrote, 

"No, the age of reason has at length resolved - long have we been endeavoring to find 

ourselves men". They feared the government was acting to deprive them "of the common 

rights of men", that right being political self-determination.''̂  In another address aimed at 

garnering civilian support for the Nore Mutiny, the radical seamen complained that "the 

natural rights of all has always been denied to us". The words of five seamen of the 

Phoenix demonstrate the republican goal of popularly elected government and their lack 

of nationalist sentiment, 'They would have no government, but their own will, the sea 

being wide enough, and any country better than their own; damn the dog that would not 

rather wear a French cockade than be here.' The most explicit example of radicalism 

See Keith McClelland, "Rational and Respectable Men: Gender and the Working Class, 
and Citizenship in Britain, I8S0-1867," in Frader and Rose, Gender and Class in Modem 
Europe. 283-284. 

''̂ Nore Delegates, "Address to Their Fellow Countrymen" found in "Proceedings of the 
Court Martial HeW on Board the Neptune" (Jufy 6,1797), ADM 1/5486. 

'̂ Nore Delegates, "Address fi:om the British Seamen and Marines at the Nore to their 
Brethren and feUow subjects on shore", found in '̂ Schedule of Papers originating from the 
Mutineers on board His Majesty's Ships at the Nore delivered to Lord Keith on board of 
the Repulse at Sheemess the 10th of June 1797 and herewith transmitted for the 
information of my Lords Commissioners of the Admirahy", ADM 1/727. 

'̂ Trial of Five Seamen of the Phoenix (July 3, 1797), ADM 12/24. The court sentenced 
one to be hanged and the rest to be inq)risoned and fk)gged with 200 lashes each. 
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comes &om a trial two years after the Nore Mutiny. During his courts martial for mutiny 

on the Lowestoft, W. Davies, a seaman, reportedly said, 'he hoped to see the Tree of 

Liberty planted in the center of the Lowestoft, and the branches extended thro' all the 

Royal Navy.' Four marines of the St. George who merged radicalism with Irish demands 

for self-rule, 'drank success to the Tree of Liberty and to the United Irishmen; and may 

the enemy gain the victory, and the Tree of Liberty be planted before us". 

Not all repubUcan seamen held such developed understandings of radical political 

thought. While most understood the concept of the political equality, they simply defined 

their ideology in the most basic terms: anti-patrician or pro-French sentiment as the French 

had recently executed a successful revolt against privilege. William Gregory, a member 

of the Sandwich's carpenters crew and a mutineer delegate from that ship, is reported to 

have said, "Is there not many among you here as fit to be our sovereign as George Rex, he 

has power and we have the force of gunpowder."^^ Gregory proposed using revolutionary 

force to bring down the monarchy. Another Nore Mutineer leader, Thomas Jephson, an 

'̂ Trial of W. Davies (January, 24, 1799), ADM 12/24. Davis received 500 lashes and 
imprisonment in solitary confinement for two years. 

''Trial of Four Marines of the St. George (January, 15, 1799), ADM 12/24. The courts 
martial sentenced all four to receive 300 lashes each. 

'̂ The seamen's expression of radicalism in the finite anti-patrician terms supports Paul 
Gilje's argument that seamen "cared little for abstractran" and that the broader abstraction 
of "Uberty" meant little to them. See Paul Gilje, "Loyalty and Liberty: The Ambiguous 
Patrmtism of Jack Tar in the American Revolution," Pennsylvania History, vol. 67, no. 2 
(Spring 2000): 165-193. 

^^ore Delegates, "Address to Their FeUow Countrymen" found in "Proceedings of the 
Court Martial Held on Board the Neptune" (July 6,1797) ADM 1/5486. Gregory was an 
experience seamen who had signed onto the Sandwich as an able seaman but was quKkly 
promoted to the carpenter's crew. 
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able seaman from Ireland who had over four years of service on the Sandwich, reportedly 

stated that, "he would be damn'd if Hughson (the seaman who reported the incident) 

would not see King George's and Bilfy Pitt's heads off." Jephson later reportedly said, 

'that the King and Mr. Pitt would neither of them have their heads long, also that on times 

of the fifers playing the tune of God Save the King; Jephson said that was an old state 

tune, which ought long ago to have been abolished." '̂ Jephson echoed the republican goal 

of abolishing the monarchy. Through their demands for the inherent political rights of men 

the seamen who fevored radical politics and the implicit new orientation in manhood 

conveyed their belief to their patrician superiors. 

The cross-cultural contacts which brought radical thought to the seamen and 

marines are hard to trace, but the most likely means of cultural transmission were either 

through direct contact with the radicals ashore or the importation of published radical 

material onto their ships. From time to time the seamen received radical papers from 

ashore which may have educated some in the basics of radical thought. Aaron Graham, a 

government spy, determined that "that pains have been taken from time to time to supply 

them [the seamen at Spithead] with inflammatory writings" and believed that slopsellers 

had conveyed them to the seamen.^ Graham reported in April 1797, that Charles Brassett 

of Portsea had been accused of distributing books to the seamen of the Ramillies. Graham 

noted that "I have every reason to believe that the person I mentioned to you yesterday 

and another in the same line of business at Gosport have been employed in distributing 

'̂Captain James Mosse, "Investigation" enck)sed in Buckner to Nepean (June 19,1797), 
ADM 1/727. The first quote from the testimony of Thomas Hughson and the second from 
Thomas Watson. 

^Admiralty, Aaron Graham to John King (May 22, 1797), Secretary of State Letters 
April-June. 1797. ADM 1/4172, PRO. 
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printed books and hand-bills on board the different ships at Spithead; but what astonished 

me is, that neither the magistrates nor any of the officers of the fleet are able to procure 

me a single copy of either."^^ Graham believed that Brasett belonged to the Portsmouth 

Corresponding Society before it had been closed down by the Treason and Sedition Act. '̂̂  

William Shopland, a shoe salesman, also reported that Brasett had been distributing small 

pamphlets on the Ramillies and the Defence?^ Another shoemaker named Wimprey had 

been seen "putting seditious papers" into the shoes he sold to the seamen, a charge which 

Wimprey did not deny.^*^ The seamen and marines often brought radical publications on 

board. Some of the newly raised Irish seamen and marine recruits from Ireland in the 

Brothers tender were found to have "seditious and inflammatory papers for the purpose of 

distributing them".^^ Edward Newenham, an Irish politician, warned Earl Spencer, First 

Lord of the Admiralty, that Irish rebels sentenced to serve in the Royal Navy had brought 

"with them numbers of the rebellious paper, the Northern One of his peers 

accused Thomas Jephson, a radical seaman, of returning from leave in London with a 

printed "bUl of an inflammatory, and seditious nature". Jephson posted the bill on the 

bulkhead cabin of the lower gun deck for "the inspection of anyone".^^ These incidents 

Aaron Graham to the Privy Council (May 11, 1797), PC 1/38/122. 

24Graham "Margin Notes", PC 1/38/117. 

^^William Shopland, "Disposition" (May 13, 1797), PC 1/38/117. 

^^^Thomas Belam "Disposition" (May 13,1797), PC 1/38/117. 

27p. Parker to Nepean (June 8,1797), ADM 1/1023. 

^^Edward Newhenham to Spencer (April 28,1797) in Corbett, Private P^rs of George-
Second Earl of Spencer. voL 11,119-120. 

^^Mosse "Investigation" enclosed in Buckner to Nepean (June 19, 1797), ADM 1/727. 
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demonstrate that their maritime existence did not shield the seamen from the radical 

thought that existed on shore. Like the water that slowly seeped through their ships' 

wooden hulls, radical ideas crept into their world as well. 

There is, however, only limited evidence that to preach their beliefs radicals from 

ashore came into direct contact with the seamen aboard the ships of the Royal Navy. 

James Powell, a government spy and also the assistant secretary for the London 

Corresponding Society, reported that the society did attempt to contact the mutineers at 

Spithead. They sent Robert Watson, a physician, and John Bone, the assistant secretary of 

the society from 1796 to 1797, to meet with the seamen. Some evidence exists that on 

two occasions they did speak with the seamen but the impact of their meetings remains 

unknown.^^ There is evidence that John Thewell, one of the London Corresponding 

SocKty's most active propagandists, met with seamen on board the Formidable when it 

was at the Spithead Anchorage in early 1797. '̂ Another report stated that three civilian 

men: William Nettleford, a clerk from London, William Richards, listed as having no 

profession from St. George's Field, and John Pain of London, had all been "twice in the 

Testimony was by Peter Powell. 

^^Mary Thale, ed.. Selections from the Papers of the London Corresponding Society. 
1792-1799 rCambridge: Cambrkige University Press, 1983), 397 note 28,427-428. 

^ 'Aaron Graham to John King (May 22, 1797), ADM 1/4172 and Thompson, lt£ 
Making of the Fnglish Working Class. 171. Graham was never able to prove conclusively 
that Thewell had been on the ship but both the captain and crew asserted he had. The 
ship's company of the Formidable had been part of a pre-Spithead Mutiny petition that 
had been sent to Admiral Howe and was dated February 28, 1797. See Ship's Company of 
the Formidable to Howe (February 28, 1797), ADM 1/5125. The Formidable had been 
part of the Channel Fleet in February, but had been transferred to Sir Roger Curtis' 
squadron before the start of the Spithead Mutiny. It participated with that squadron's 
slK)rt-term mutiny in May 1797. See Captain Francis Pkkmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal 
William'' (May 1,1796 to April 30, 1997), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1171, PRO. 
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Nore Fleet" on at least the Standard but detailed no discernible impact of their actions.^^ 

Thomas Jephson, the radical mutineer, reportedly belonged to "a club in London", but 

given his over four years of service on the Sandwich, it appears he most likely joined the 

club after joining the navy. One case does exist of a landsman who reported^ belonged to 

the London Corresponding Society who later became a delegate during the Nore Mutiny. 

Edward Brown, a landsman who had served eight months on the Leopard before the start 

of the Nore Mutiny, was described in the muster of the Eagle prison ship as "been but one 

year in the service, kept a brandy shop in London and is supposed to be sent in the service 

purposely to raise mutiny and seditran." After the failure of the Nore Mutiny, authorities 

arrested Brown for mutiny, but in the end pardoned him. His pardon calls into question the 

impact he had during the mutinies; at best he probably acted as an inspiration but was not 

one of the prime leaders as they were usually courts martialed and occasionaUy 

executed.^^ These examples demonstrate that some seamen of the Royal Navy had either 

direct or indirect links to radical associations ashore in Britain. The impact of these links 

was probably less powerful than land-based radicals had hoped. 

British government spies questk)ned the impact of these outsiders in fomenting 

mutiny. Daniel Williams, another government spy, had examined the principal mutineers of 

the Nore Mutiny, but &iled to find any "of the information expected", probably 

correspondence with The London Corresponding Society or French officials. He reported 

that the mutiny's leaders swore they had not met with civilians on shore.^^ Williams 

^^Privy Council "Report from Headquarters" (June 7,1797), PC 1/38/122. 

33Muster Book H.M. Eag/e Prison Ship. ADM 36/14456, MuSter Book H.M. Eagle 
Prison Ship. ADM 36/144S7, and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Leopard (May 1797 to 
April 1798), ADM 36/15208, PRO. 

34Daniel Williams to John King (June 24, 1797), PC 1/38/122. 
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reported that the mutineer committee of the Inflexible, a ship's company that government 

agents had identified as having had radical politics, claimed they had no outside contact 

with corresponding societies or others.^^ Rear-Admiral Patton's report also questioned 

the link between outside agents and the Spithead Mutiny. He wrote, "the delegates 

themselves, declared roost solemnly that no person on shore had the least hand in what the 

seamen had done". Graham came to the same conclusion.^^ Evidence does exist, however, 

that some land-based radicals had tampered with the seamen in the squadrons at 

Plymouth. Vice-Admiral James Gamier informed Sir John Orde, the officer commanding 

at Plynwuth, that, 'It is evident that some designing and mischievous people have been 

among the seamen to stir them up to the late violent measures."^^ It is doubtful that any 

land-based agitators had a major role in fomenting mutiny; they most likely acted to 

support the mutinies once they had begun. The roots of the mutinies were not the work of 

outside agitators, but rather experienced seamen who were motivated by radical politics 

that they had encountered ashore or through published works smuggled on to their ships. 

The exact number of seamen who &vored these radical views remains unknown. 

Most likely the seamen who had voluntarily converted to the radical counter-hegemony 

were a minority; an equal number of those who participated in radical actions were 

35williams, "Report" (June 22, 1797), PC 1/38/122 and Graham and Williams to King 
(June 19,1797), PC 1/38/122. They reported, "we regret the escape of the principal 
mutineers of the Inflexible, as we are of opinion, that if any - proceedings of a political 
nature were introduced into the Fleet, they originated on board that ship." 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 17, TUN/212 and Graham 
to King (May 22, 1797), ADM 1/4172. 

Admiralty, Vke-Admiral John Gamb^ to Sir John Orde (May 4,1797), 
Correspondence While in rnmmand at Plymouth 1797. ORD/13, NMM. 
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probably converts by pressure and remained rooted in the plebeian masculinity. There also 

seems to have existed an undecided minority of the men, neither assimilated to the 

plebeian masculinity nor converted, either voluntarily or through pressure, to the radical 

counter-hegemony. Regardless of their actual voluntary support, the radicals gained 

control of the leadership of the Nore Mutiny, and during the second phase of the Spithead 

Mutiny they were able to contest the plebeian leadership. Captain Edward Owen, a 

volunteer on the London during the Spithead Mutiny who later commanded a division of 

gun-brigs at the Nore, observed the presence of radical seamen in both the Nore and 

Spithead Mutinies, 'Iho' commenced by the better class of seamen [the plebeians], these 

last in their turn borne down and disgusted by the blackguards who in that as in the French 

and every revolution must always gain the ascendancy".^^ 

Exact proportions are unknown but first hand accounts point to a substantial 

number of men who supported the radical counter-hegemony. James Slater, quartermaster 

of the Leopard, testified that two hundred of the three hundred men on his ship supported 

the revolutionary &ction.^^ The loyalist seamen of the Pompee noted in a complaint to 

their captain, James Vashon, the presence of a revolutionary faction in their company: they 

feh '̂ uneasy in serving with so large a body of men who are disa£fected and mischievously 

inclined.'"^^ Other accounts point to the presence of a radical minority and a loyal plebeian 

majority. While the radicals had gained control of the ships during the Nore Mutiny, by the 

end of the mutiny, their support had waned, Vice-Admiral Thomas Pasley observed that 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 77-78, ClJN/2. 

^^Charles Bowers, 'Testimony" (June 28, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 

''®Captain James Vashon to Bridport (June 6,1797), Additional Manuscript 35197. 
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majority [were] against the disafifected".'̂ ' As the events of the Spithead and Nore 

mutinies will show, the number of men who had converted voluntarily to the radical cause 

remained a minority; the majority remained wedded to the plebeian maritime values. 

Despite their relatively small numbers, the radical seamen were not landsmen 

outsiders brought through the quota system; instead they were primarily experienced 

seamen. For example, Patrick Tobin, the boatswain warrant ofiBcer of the Emerald, who, 

in July, 1797, threatened to mutiny and take the ship to an enemy port had by his 

recollection eighteen or nineteen years of naval service. The danger of a standing warrant 

officer threatening mutiny and espousing revolutionary sentiments was not lost upon the 

courts martial board who sentenced Tobin to death.'*^ Captain Charles Cunningham of the 

Clyde, whose crew was one of the least revolutionary, reported after the Nore Mutiny, 

that some of his "best hands" had deserted as they had been radicals and feared reprisals 

by the plebeians among the ship's company. These were primarily skilled men who 

included seventeen experienced men and only eight less experienced seamen.'*^ One of the 

most telling descriptions of revolutionary seamen comes from Captain William Bedford's 

report on the radicals present in the Royal Sovereign. Of the forty-seven men, thirty-two 

were able seamen or their equivalent, while only fifteen were less experienced: two 

ordinary seamen and thirteen landsmen. Of the able seamen, eighteen of them were 

Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Pasley to Nepean (June 13,1797), ADM 1/727. 

'̂ ^Trial of Patrick Tobin (August 17-18, 1797), Courts Martials. August to September 
1222, ADM 1/5341, PRO. 

Admiralty, Captain Charles Cunningham to Nepean (August, 1797), Captain's I-etters 
1797 C. ADM 1/1623, PRO. Among the experienced deserters were nine men from the 
forecastle watch, one from the foretop, six ^m the maintop, and one from the gunners' 
crew; the others included five from the less prestigious afterguard and only three waisters. 
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professional seamen. The rest had worked on land before coming to sea. Their experience 

at sea ranged from four and a half years to twenty years and averaged slightly over ten 

years. These were not radical landsmen imported from ashore, but experienced seamen 

who had become radicals while in the Royal Navy.'*^ While these scattered examples point 

to the prevalence of experienced seamen among the radicals in the navy, an examination of 

over six hundred mutineers in the Nore Mutiny provides greater evidence of the large 

numbers of experienced seamen among those who espoused the new radical 

counter-hegemony. 

In contrast to the Spithead Mutiny, whose leaders attempted to gain redress by 

following the patrician-plebeian social contract, the mutineers at the Nore attempted a 

more revolutionary method. These mutineers, for the most part, disdained the existing 

social contract and espoused new revolutionary goals. Muster book entries of those roost 

active in the Nore mutiny indicate that most were experienced seamen rather than 

landsmen new to the navy. As Table 9 illustrates, the most frequent leaders of the Nore 

Mutiny were the petty officers without warrants, the most skilled seamen, who were three 

times more likely to be mutineers than the average. Also three times more likely to be 

mutineers were the non-commissk)ned officers from the marines: the corporals and 

sergeants. Able seamen became active mutineers in numbers equal to their proportions 

amoi^ the ships' companies. The less skilled men, ordinary seamen and landsmen, were 

'*^Admiralty, John Marshall to Captain Bedford (July 6,1797), Admiralty In-Letters From 
the Channel Fleet 1797. ADM 1/108, PRO. Wit^ the landsmen there were two of the 
stereotyprcal descriptk)ns of disgruntled men from ashore: one school master and one 
lawyer, but there were also less educated men such as tradesmen, laborers, and a servant. 
Of these radicals there were a high percentage of Irishmen with twenty of the forty-seven 
from Ireland (42.5%), but of the able seamen the percentage was lower with only ten of 
thirty-two (31%) from Ireland. Compared to the muster sample average of 16%, the 
numbers of Irishmen among these revolutionaries is noticeable higher than normal. 
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represented among the Nore mutineers in isr smaller numbers than their overall percentage 

of the ships' companies.'̂ ^ Landsmen, often cited as the most radical element in the ships' 

companies, were among the least likely to be active mutineers. Contrary to the belief that 

radical landsmen instigated the revolutionary Nore Mutiny, for the most part the radical 

mutineers were experienced seamen and marines; the landsmen played only a minor role. 

'̂ ^As Table 9 shows, no boys were listed as mutineers. Either the oflBcers foiled to list 
them believing that they were not able to fuUy account for their actions as they were not 
considered aduhs or possibly the seamen's view of them as having no masculine status left 
them out of the ranks of the mutineers. 
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Table 9 

Seamen Identified as Nore Mutineers 

Rank or Ratine Number 
Nore 
Percentage 

Typical 
Percentage'*^ 

Ratio 
Nore-Typical 

Commissioned Naval OfiBcers 0 0.00 1.32 0.00 
Midshipmen 9 1.42 2.81 0.51 
Ward Room Warrant OfiBcers 1 0.16 0.53 0.31 
Gunroom Warrant OfiBcers 1 0.16 0.94 0.17 
Standing Warrant OfiBcers 2 0.32 0.57 0.56 
Petty OfiBcers with warrants 7 1.11 1.13 0.98 
Petty Officers w/o warrants 148 23.41 7.76 3.02 
Able Seamen 231 36.56 34.75 1.05 
Ordinary Seamen 74 11.71 15.01 0.78 
Landsmen 71 11.23 19.17 0.59 
Boys 0 0.00 4.35 0.00 
Unknown 10 1.58 0.00 0.00 
Marine Privates 58 9.18 10.11 0.91 
Marine Drummers 2 0.32 0.25 1.28 
Marine Corporals 9 1.42 0.41 3.46 
Marine Sergeants 9 1.42 0.42 3.38 
Marine CommLss. Officers 0 0.00 0.47 0.00 
TOTAL 632'*7 

'*^These percentages are typical of a fleet's man power breakdown and based on the 
musters from the ten ships in the muster data base: the Clyde, Glory, London, 
Marlborough, Mars, Queen Charlotte, Sandwich, Si. Fiorenzo, Standard, and the 
Venerable. I chose actual muster numbers rather than theoretical personnel establishments 
as nwst ships' companies dkl not contain men in the specific quantities authorized. In the 
muster date base sample there are 5,235 men which represents almost a fifth of the total 
actual men present in both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies. I have not counted 
supernumeraries as the large number on the Sandwich would have skewed the typical 
percent^es when applied to over sixty ships. 

'̂ ^The fuU breakdown is as foUows: Mklshipmen: eight midshipmen and one able seaman 
acting as a midshipman. Wardroom Warrant OfiBcers: 1 master. Gunroom Warrant 
OfiBcers: I surgeon's mate. Standing Warrant OfiBcers: I boatswain and 1 gunner, Pett>' 
0£5cers with warrants: 1 armourer, 2 caulkers, 1 master-at-arms, and 3 sailmakers. Petty 
OfiBcers without warrants: 10 able seamen watch captains, 13 boatswain's mates, 9 
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Even more damning to the thesis that radical landsmen executed the mutiny is an 

examination of those identified as leaders during the Nore Mutiny. The captains 

commanding these ships listed in their post-mutiny reports 182 men as leaders of the 

mutiny, serving as either: mutineer "Captain", mutineer "1st Lieutenant", mutineer 

"Boatswain's mate", mutineer "master-at-arms", mutineer ship's committee member, 

mutineer ship's delegate, mutineer committee secretary, mutineer sub-delegate, or in the 

case of one man simply "ringleader". As Table 10 demonstrates, with the exception of four 

midshipmen, the leaders of the Nore Mutiny were aU fi'om the "below the deck" class. 

Less than four percent of the mutineer leaders came from the middle-class ranks of the 

wardroom and gunroom warrant officers or midshipmen; over ninety-six percent of the 

leaders were plebeians. The able seamen served as mutineer leaders in almost equal 

proportions to their participation in the mutiny and their percentage of the total maritime 

community. The most skilled or experknced men served as leaders in far greater numbers 

than their participation in the mutiny in general and several times higher than their 

percentage of the total ship's companies. The petty officers without warrants' 

participation as mutineer leaders was five times greater than their overall number, and the 

marine non-commissioned officers' participation as mutineer leaders was four to five times 

their overall number. Not present in great numbers among the mutiny's leaders were the 

ordinary seamen and landsmen. They served as leaders in proportions equal to about one 

carpenter's crew, 6 carpenter's mates, 7 coxswains, 10 gunner's mates, 2 gunner's 
yeoman, 25 quartergunners, 1 quartergunner acting as a watch captain, 31 quartermasters, 
19 quartermaster's mates, 2 sailmaker's mates, 3 ship's corporals, 9 yeomen of the 
powder room,, and I yeoman of the sheets acting as a watch captain. Able seamen: 192 
able seamen, 19 able seamen supernumeraries, 15 yeomen of the sheets, 1 captain's cook, 
2 purser's stewards, and 2 sailmaker's crew. Ordinary Seamen: 74 ordinary seamen. 
Landsmen: 67 landsmen and 4 landsmen supernumeraries, and Unknown: 3 not listed and 
7 not rated. 
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half and one third their respective overall numbers. These less skilled men comprised only 

roughly one-seventh of the leadership ranks. In contrast, three-quarters of the mutineer 

leaders were petty officers without warrants or able seamen. Despite the probable 

radicalization of many landsmen new to the navy, the skill-based hierarchy that existed 

among the ships' companies excluded them from full participation in the leadership ranks 

as the experienced seamen regarded them as less masculine due to their limited maritime 

skills, and, hence, less able to lead thenL 
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Table 10 

Seamen Identified as Nore Mutineer Leaders 

Nore Typical Ratio 
Rank or Rating Number Percentage Percentage Nore-Typical 
Commissioned Naval Officers 0 0.00 1.32 0.00 
Midshipmen 4 2.20 2.81 0.78 
Ward Room Warrant Officers 0 0.00 0.53 0.00 
Gunroom Warrant Officers 0 0.00 0.94 0.00 
Standing Warrant Officers 0 0.00 0.57 0.00 
Petty Officers with warrants 3 1.65 1.13 1.46 
Petty Officers w/o warrants 70 38.46 7.76 4.96 
Able Seamen 67 36.81 34.75 1.06 
Ordinary Seamen 16 8.79 15.01 0.59 
Landsmen 11 6.04 19.17 0.32 
Boys 0 0.00 4.35 0.00 
Unknown 2 1.10 0.00 0.00 
Marine Privates 2 1.10 10.11 0.11 
Marine Drummers 0 0.00 0.25 0.00 
Marine Corporals 3 1.65 0.41 4.02 
Marine Sergeants 4 2.20 0.42 5.23 
Marine CommLss. Officers 0 0.00 0.47 0.00 
TOTAL 182^8 

As far as place of birth can be determined, no specific national group seems to 

have exercised a disproportionate influence in the mutinies. While accusations have been 

'̂ ^The full breakdown is as follows; Midshipmen: three midshipmen and one able seaman 
acting as a midshipman, surgeon's mate. Petty OfiBcers with warrants: 1 armourer, and 2 
sailmakers. Petty OfBcers without warrants: 6 able seamen watch captains, 4 boatswain's 
mates, 2 carpenter's crew, 3 carpenter's mates, 4 coxswains, S gunner's mates, I gunner's 
yeoman, 12 quartergunners, 16 quartermasters, 10 quartermaster's mates, 6 yeomen of the 
powder room, and 1 yeoman of the sheets acting as a watch captain. Able Seamen: S2 able 
seamen, 8 able seamen supernumeraries, 6 yeomen of the sheets, and 1 sailmaker's crew. 
Ordinary Seamen: 16 ordbary seamen. Landsmen: 10 landsmen and 1 landsmen 
supernumeraries, and Unknown: 2 not rated. 
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made that either Irishmen or Americans played a disproportionate role in the mutinies, the 

percentage of each group in the mutinies generally matches those found in the muster 

sample for the two fleets.'*^ For the men whose place of birth can be determined, in the 

overall ranks of the Nore mutineers the only discernible difference was the lack of 

proportional representation for men from Wales and the British Empire. As Table 11 

illustrates, the mutineer leaders of the Nore were equally distributed with no single place 

of national origin disproportionate. The leaders of the radical Nore mutineers also came 

from national backgrounds similar to the general percentage of seamen's place of birth 

(see Table 12). Even anwng the thirty-three men executed by the government for their 

role in the Nore Mutiny, no national origin was overrepresented (see Table 13). Overall, 

no nationality seems to have had a disproportionately higher representation in either the 

ranks or the leadership of the radical Nore Mutiny. Willingness to participate in radical 

action appears to have been equally distributed among the seamen of the North Sea Fleet 

regardless of national origin. 

'̂ ^Captain Thomas Pickmore of the Royal William, the guard ship at Portsmouth, wrote of 
the impact he believed some American seamen had, "that their being on board in the late 
mutiny tended very much to excite a spirit of discontent among the different descriptions 
of people". See Pickmore to P. Parker (May 23, 1797), ADM 1/1023. Edward 
Newenham, an Irish politician, feared that Irish revolutionaries brought into the Royal 
Navy would foment revolutk>n. He warned Earl Spencer, First Lord of the Admiralty, that 
"That both in the late and former trials, they conversed with several of the United rebels, 
who were sentenced to be put on board ships, and that their common declarations were 
that they would be of more servke to the cause on board a man-of-war than they could be 
at present on land, for they would immediately form clubs, and swear every man to be true 
to each other. They meant to begin gentfy untfl they found themselves strong." and the 
Irish rebels "were sworn to that purpose of poisoning the minds of the saitors." See 
Newenham to Spencer (April 28, 1797), Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl 
of Spencer, vol. II, 119-120. 
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Table 11 

National Origin of Nore Mutineers 
(Known Origins Only)^® 

Place of Birth Number Percentage 
Fleet Sample 
Percentage 

Ratio of Nore 
to Fleet Sample 

England 303 62.0 58.3 1.06 
Ireland 95 19.4 16.3 1.19 
Scotland 57 11.7 13.9 .84 
Wales 5 1.0 1.8 .56 
Empire 3 0.6 1.8 .33 
Foreign 26 5.3 4.0 1.35 
TOTAL 489 

^^hliis excludes 143 men whose place of birth was unlisted which consisted of 63 seamen 
whose place of birth was omitted due to muster book error or due to their serving as 
supernumeraries whose place of birth was never recorded into muster books, one gunner 
and one boatswain as warrant o£Scers dki not have their place of birth listed, and 
seventy-eight marines who never had their place of birth recorded in ships' muster books. 
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Table 12 

National Origin of Nore Mutineer Leaders 
(Known Origins Only) '̂ 

Place of Birth Number Percentage 
Fleet Sample 
Percentage 

Ratio of Nore 
to Fleet Sample 

England 98 62.0 58.3 1.06 
Ireland 24 15.2 16.3 .93 
Scotland 23 14.6 13.9 1.05 
Wales 3 1.9 1.8 1.06 
Empire 2 1.3 1.8 .72 
Foreign 8 5.0 4.0 1.25 
TOTAL 158 

Table 13 

National Origin of Nore Mutineers Executed 
(Known Origins Only)^^ 

Fleet Sample Ratio of Nore 
Place of Birth Number Percentage Percentage to Fleet Samole 
England 21 67.8 58.3 1.16 
Ireland 5 16.1 16.3 .99 
Scotland 4 12.9 13.9 .93 
Wales 0 0.0 1.8 .00 
Empire 0 0.0 1.8 .00 
Foreign 1 3.2 4.0 .80 
TOTAL 31 

^^Tbis excludes 24 men whose place of birth was unlisted: fifteen seamen whose place of 
birth was omitted due to muster book error or due to their serving as supernumeraries and 
nine marines whose place of birth was not recorded in muster books. 

^^This exchides two marines who never had their place of birth recorded in ships' muster 
books. The one foreign bom man, John Knight an able seaman, was bom in America. 
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Largely forgotten in the history of the Royal Navy in the 1790s has been the 

radical republican element within their ranks. Either through their plebeian peers ashore or 

through the printed materials smuggled aboard their ships, these men had become infused 

with the radical belief that all men were political equals. Their revolt gainst privilege 

created an alternative vision of manhood which repudiated the acceptance of class-based 

difference implicit in the plebeian seamen's acceptance of their subordinate position in the 

existing social order. To radical seamen, the patrician-plebeian social contract was broken; 

nullified by their belief in the rational equality of all men and their corresponding right to 

participate in the political sphere. As the patricians rejected these radical notions which 

challenged their right to rule, the radicals renounced any national allegiance to a country 

that denied them their political rights as men. They were prepared to join those who 

promoted the overthrow of privilege and monarchy, even if it meant the enemy. 

Radicals below the decks of the Royal Navy were not angry landsmen as scholars 

have believed. Instead evidence shows they were primarily experienced seamen. As the 

foregoing examination has shown, the prime supporters of the radical faction among the 

seamen and especially their leaders, were men who had long service within the navy. They 

had become infused with radical ideas while within its service. Radicalism knew no 

national boundaries as seamen from all national backgrounds appear to have been 

republicans in equal numbers. The myth of the landsmen or outside agitators causing 

political unrest is simply that, a myth. The landsmen were underrepresented as radical 

mutineers, as compared to the total crew composition. Either landsmen were less radical 

than their nautical peers or their voices were not heard because of the maritime masculine 

hierarchy which subordinated them. 
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Gender and the Right to Rule 

Gender dynamics determined two additional fectors crucial to both the Spithead 

and Nore Mutinies: who planned and led them, and why the captains' authority which 

seemed so powerful at most times quickly collapsed. Examining the leadership of both 

mutinies shows that those who planned and directed them were generally if not almost 

exclusively experienced seamen who commanded the respect among their peers due to 

their high levels of skill. An examination of the Spithead Mutiny's leadership supports 

what has already been established about the Nore: these were experienced seamen rather 

than the landsmen brought in through the quota system. 

Although their officers identified over six hundred men in the Nore Mutiny, we 

only have evidence about individual participation in the Spithead Mutiny for those who 

served as delegates. Unlike the Nore mutineers who foiled and suffered potential 

punishment, the victory of the Spithead mutineers limited the Admiralty's actions against 

them. To end the Spithead Mutiny, the Admiralty had to compromise and pardon all the 

seamen who took part. The Admiralty did not need to compile a list men for possible 

pum'shment. Of the thirty-three men who acted as delegates, every one held a position that 

required considerable skill and experience. Seventeen were able seamen or their 

equivalent, eleven were petty officers without warrants, and five were midshipmen.^^ 

Given their ages, which ranged from twenty-eight to thirty-seven, four of the midshipmen 

were unlikely ever to be promoted to lieutenant, being past the usual age when such 

promotions took place. Instead they were the type of midshipmen that served in an 

intermediate leadership role, much like sergeant-majors in the British Army. These would 

^^The able seamen included thirteen able seamen and four yeomen of the sheets. The petty 
officers without warrants had six quartermasters, one quartermaster's mate, one gunner's 
mate, two quartergunners, and one yeoman of the powder room. 
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be men more of the lower-middle or working class rather than the patrician class. Two of 

the midshipmen had clearly risen from the ranks.^ The leader of the Spithead Mutiny, 

Valentine Joyce, was a 25 year old quartermaster's mate serving aboard the Royal 

George.^^ Like the leaders of the Nore Mutiny, each of the delegates held a position of 

authority and skill on his ship and was well acquainted with the customs of the navy. Such 

men's authority stemmed not only from their rating granted by their ofiBcers, but from the 

re^sect the other seamen had for their skill and experience. 

Contemporary evidence confirms that these men kept the preparation for the 

Spithead Mutiny under their control. Rear-Admiral Patton's examination found that 

planning for the mutiny had been conducted by "the leading and prime seamen".^^ 

Mathew Barker's first hand account confirms Patton's view, "There wam't so many let 

into the secret of the mutiny as was at first imagined; but then they were chiefly petty 

officers and able seamen, who possessed a strong influence over all hands, fore and aft."^^ 

Captain Owen believed that the leading seamen's "preeminence" was derived from "the 

general good opinion" held by their comrades who "looked up" to them.^^ Absent from 

the leadership among the Spithead mutineers were any landsmen who lacked experience 

'̂̂ Patrick Duggan of the Glory had formerly been a quartermaster's mate, and John 
Bethell, also of the Glory, had formerly been a boatswain's mate. 

^^Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic. 262-263. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helen's. 1-3, TUN 212. 

^"^Barker. Greenwich Hospital. 147-152. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 40, CUN/2. 
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and skill; the seamen's hierarchy had excluded them. For in times of mutiny or good order, 

those who ruled needed the support and consent of the ruled. 

Command and power on a ship in the Royal Navy, therefore, were not fully in the 

hands of either the rulers or the ruled. Mirroring land-based culture, the consent of the 

ruled depended on a ''reciprocal relation" between themselves and their rulers.^^ While 

many seamen supported their maritime version of the social compact, seamen as a group 

were neither willing blindly to obey their rulers nor be suppressed by force. Successful 

command of a ship or a fleet depended on the support of this consenting majority of the 

seamen.^ When this majority withdrew from consensus, the reciprocal relationship 

collapsed. The sudden collapse of command during both the Spithead and Nore mutinies 

shows that because of the limited amounts of force available to a captain to command his 

subordinates, consent was the most important factor in the relationship between those who 

commanded to those who were commanded. 

Successfiil captains understood the importance of the masculine hierarchy onboard 

their ships. First, they knew that to reinforce their class-based power, they had to 

symbolically construct their crew as a family with themselves in the most powerful 

position in the gendered hierarchy, that of the father, the most skilled thus most masculine 

man on the ship. '̂ The captains' role as fathers was, however, only a socially constructed 

^^Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 64-96. 

^Christopher Dandeker has argued that the seamen obeyed their officers for three 
reasons: a belief in the legitimacy of the person giving the order (similar to Thompson's 
cultural hegemony thesis), economic rewards for those who obeyed, and the direct threat 
of physKal reprisal. See Christopher Dandeker, "The Old Navy and Social Change; 
Discipline, Punishment, and Authority in the Royal Navy, 1780-1860," The Department of 
History, U.S. Naval Academy, ed.. New Aspects of Naval History. 94-95. 

'̂in the Bounty mutiny incident, Greg Dening argues that the Bounty's ship's company 
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metaphor. It implied the class-based power of the captains over their men, rather than a 

Freudian subconscious reality.^^ Much like the relationship ashore between masters and 

servants which symbolically mirrored, more metaphor than reality, that of father and 

children, captains represented themselves as fathers to their seamen.^^ Peter CuUen, an 

supported Fletcher Christian over Captain William Bligh (who commanded the Director 
during the Nore Mutiny) as Christian used the power he gained from his expertise at 
maritime skills and class background more wisely than BUgh. Bligh punished a man viewed 
as weak by his peers whkh resulted in his authority being diminished among his seamen. 
See Dening, Mr. Bligh's BaH T flnyiiagp gQ-gl. 

^^1 accept David Sabean's interpretatwn that "there are serious objections to the notion 
that we can reconstruct the emotional life of individuals as they experienced it", and 
"Instead of dealing with individual psychology, the point here is to examine how the 
person is constituted by his position within a matrix of relations." See Sabean, Power in 
the Blood. 30-31.1 agree with Joan Scott's rejection of the post-structuralist 
interpretations based on Freud that argue that through language, gender identity is 
constructed. As Scott argues, "gender identification, although it always appears coherent 
and fixed, is, in fact highly unstable. "See Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 31-41. 

'̂ ^For an examination of the patriarchal nature of society and the father-child analogy 
between masters and servants see Mary Ann Clawson, "Early Modem Fratemalism and 
the Patriarchal Family" in Feminist Studies, Vol. 6 Number 2 (Spring, 1980), 368-388. 
The relationship was more metaphor than reality, like many other scholars, I do not accept 
the theory which defines patriarchy as actually derived from the household model. E.P. 
Thompson challenged the theory that patriarchy was derived from household, arguing that 
patriarchal control came from the larger community rather th&n thr head of the household. 
See E.P. Thompson, "Rough Music," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 499-505. 
J.C.D. Clark also questioned the reality of this metaphor, "If hierarchy and natural (not 
contractual) authority were the two essential features of English patriarchalism, then all 
the rest (anak)gies with fiimilies and fetherfy care) was sentimental trimming and political 
rhetoric. The extended femfly has for centuries been no part of the English experience: 
patriarchalism operated as a metaphor." See J.C.D. Clark, English Society. 1688-1832: 
Ideology. Social Structure and Political Practice During the Ancien Regime (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 76. Also John Gillis has argued that in late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century Britain the patriarchal household and the power of patriarchy 
it generated '*had very little resonance among the urban plebeians." See John R. Gillis, Eqi 
Better. For Worse: British Marriages. 1600 to the Present (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1985), 187. 
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ofiBcer of the time, wrote: "A seaman looks up to his officer, as a son to his father, whom 

he knows to be more wise, more experienced, and more skilled than he possibly can be, 

because scientifically taught. A seaman knows himself to be but a handicraftsman, and his 

officer a master who must direct him.'*^ Probably not all seamen, especially the radicals, 

would have agreed with CuUen, but his statement demonstrates many captains' practical 

understanding of the patriarchal shipboard hierarchy.^^ The use of the father metaphor can 

also be found in a few of the seamen's writings.^ In a letter to their Captain, the ship's 

company of the Eurydice referred to "our family of which you are the father." The Ship's 

Company of the Cambridge referred to their Captain "as a brave Commander, and [we] 

love him as a Father who has the incumbent charge of a large family." Secondly, and 

equaUy important was the officers' understanding that as "fathers", captains must reduce 

the influence of those who challenged their authority. Like Others, captains had two 

options; the intangible power of masculine status or physical force. 

The officers of the Royal Navy occasionally used their intangible power of 

masculine status to control their men. The officers' gendered power drew upon the 

broader maritime masculine tenets of skill and individual bravery. Sea officers, like their 

'̂ CuUen, "Memoirs of Peter CuUen," in Thursfield, Five Naval Jnumals. lOS. 

^^One dissenter was Samuel Leech who claimed "There is often more real manhood in the 
forecastle than in the ward-room". See Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 122-123. 

^Dening argues that the seamen accepted the &ther-child metaphor, "If the metaphor of 
sailors as chOdren came easify for captains, the metaphor of captains as Others came just 
as easily to sailors." See Dening, Mr. Blights RaH Tungiiage 142. 

^^Ship's Company of the Eurydice to Captain Talbot (May, 1797), ADM 1/1023, Ship's 
Company of tte Cambridge, "Printed H^bOl Addressed to the ^blic" (May 23, 1797) 
Library Ephemera Boxed Collection, Box 274 "Mutiny", Document P274.1S, NMM. 
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men, judged each other by skill, experience, and courage. Amongst their peers, officers 

defined masculine status through the concept of "honor", which implied maritime virtues 

but also class-based respectabilities as well.^^ Just as admirals wanted skilled subordinates, 

seamen desired to be led by skilled superiors, especially given the collective dangers a 

ship's crew &ced at sea. Thus, the officers' masculine power was derived from and 

continuous with the same general skill-based masculine hierarchy that allowed skilled 

seamen to claim informal power over their peers.^^ The officers buttressed their 

skill-based masculine power with their class authority. Through class-based power 

exercised through cultural hegemony, the patricians constructed the legitimacy of their 

rule. As E.P. Thompson argued, while based in a negotiated reality, the patrician's cultural 

hegenwny defined their authority as "natural" to the plebeians. Individual men 

acculturated to this "reality" could, like plebeians ashore, protest the patricians' actions, 

but the act of rebellion remained an alien concept.^^ Individual patricians did not, 

however, possess an absolute command of this class and masculine-based power. The 

class-based hegemonic power of the patricians held sway over only those men who still 

accepted the social compact. As demonstrated by Richard Parker's' actions during the 

^^Rodger, The Wooden World, 248,332. 

^^John Keegan described this power as "the aura of n^rstery". He argued that commanders 
gain compliance to their orders through "love" which is derived from a symbiotic 
relationship of respect between the commander and his subordinates, and 'Year" which is 
derived from a commander's ability to punish those who do not follow his orders. 
"Mystification" is the medium through which "k)ve" and "fear" function. As Keegan 
observes, the "mystification" process is rooted in cultural norms of the period in which 
commanders operate. See John Keegan, The Mask of Command (New York: Viking 
Penguin Inc., 1987), 315-318. 

^^^Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in i,43. 
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Nore Mutiny, the patricians' cultural hegemony meant little to those who renounced the 

patricians' right to rule. However, as we will see, examples such as Captain GrifiBth's 

disarming of mutineers during the incident on the London, demonstrate the ability of some 

captains, even after they had lost all authority derived from the cultural hegemony, to 

utilize gender-based forms of power to compel their subordinates, even mutineers, to obey 

their orders. When these culturally derived forms of power foiled, officers turned to force. 

Captains' options to use force were limited. As Chapter 5 will show, individual 

men could be simultaneously subdued physically and emasculated through punishments 

such as flogging. In dealing with larger numbers of defiant seamen, the captains' power 

was restricted. A captain could usually count on the support of his lieutenants, especially 

when faced with a class-based rank and file opposition, but the numbers of commissioned 

officers on any ship were extremely small. On most ships of the line, the commissioned 

officer corps numbered about one percent of the total complement of the ship. For 

example, a common size warship, a seventy-four gun third rate, carried only five 

lieutenants to support the captain out of a total complement of590 men. '̂ In theory the 

commissioned officers could also count on their marines to support them against mutinous 

seamen. 

The leaders of the navy had intended that the marines support them in suppressing 

mutiny, but the marines' rapid expansion from 1794 to 1797 left them in a condition 

unable to accomplish that task. Military recruiters had great difficulty in expanding the 

marines from the figure of5,000 men authorized by Parliament in 1793 to 20,000 in 1797. 

Without the ability to impress men or raise them by quota, the marines resorted to the use 

of bounty and promises of adventure to increase their numbers four fold in less than four 

'̂Lavery, Nelson's Naw. 328-329. 
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years.^^ Despite sympathetic scholars' attempts to defend the marines, their deprecation 

by contemporary naval officers and the presence of marines among the active mutineers 

points to the marines' limited value. Only twenty-five percent of the marines had more 

than a few years experience.^^ In contrast as many as one half of the seamen had long 

service as maritime professionals. The rapid expansion of the marines since the start of the 

war had severely limited their military capability and they included political radicals in their 

ranks as well. '̂* Overall the marines participated in the radical Nore Mutiny in the same 

proportion as the seamen. Their non-commissioned officers were overrepresented as both 

participants and leaders. Thus the marines were hardly a force on which the commissioned 

officers could rely.^^ 

Had the marines been a loyal force, their dubious martial abilities would still have 

rendered them ineffective. Rather than a skilled military force, the marines present in the 

British fleets in 1797 were poorly trained and disciplined. New recruits were unable to live 

up to their corps' reputation. Captain Elphinstone of the Queen Charlolle described 

several marines on his ship as sufifering fi-om "incorrigible drunkenness and irregularity". 

These bad marines threatened to "suffer the discipline of the ship to be entirely 

^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 147. 

Field attempted to defend the marines' reputation during the 1797 mutinies by 
arguing that they were loyal but not given the chance by their officers to do their duty in 
suppressing the mutineers. See Fiekl, 'The Marines in the Great Mutinies, 1797-1802," 
720-746. 

Moulton saw the marines as a neglected force with little training but felt that their 
loyalty was never in doubt. See J.L. Moulton, The Royal Marines (Trowbridge, Wiltshire: 
Leo Cooper Ltd., 1972), 24-26. 

^^See Tables 10 and 11. 
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subverted."^^ A few captains wrote to their superiors decrying the presence of unreliable 

foreigners, especially Irish mutineers, among them.^^ By 1797, rapid expansion had left 

the marines in a poor state of readiness. The need for more manpower had forced the 

marines to send men to sea with insufficient training. An evaluation of the marines on the 

Boadicea by three captains in July 1797 found only three of twenty-six marines fit for 

duty!^^ Captain Payne of the Impetueux wrote, "No assistance can be depended upon the 

marines, who are recruits, and never had any habits of military life or discipline from the 

seamen [who] are one class with them."^^ The rapid expansion of the marines left it a 

force with a poorly trained majority and elements who were motivated by radical and 

^^Captain J. Elphinstone to the Admiralty (November 20,1797), KEI/11. Elphinstone 
commanded the Queen Charlotte. His full statement was, "The incorrigible drunkenness 
and irregularity of several of the Marines of this ship is not to be overcome by either 
remonstrance or punishment - neither of which has been withheld. The sentinels get drunk 
on their posts and the guard are also equally criminal. I beg to submit to your Lordship 
whether the removal of some of them will not be preferable to such incessant punishment 
as must follow unless 1 suffer the discipline of the ship to be entirely subverted." 

^^Captain Alexander Hood to Brklport (June 26,1797) and R. King to Bridport (May, 30, 
1797), both contained in Additional MS 3S197. Alexander noted that most of his marines 
were foreign and included a majority of'"very troublesome Irish". The foreign marines 
were probably the result of marine recruiting parties that had recruited from the prison 
hulks holding prisoners of war. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 147. 

^^"Report of a Survey Taken On Board the Boadicea" enclosed in a report by P. Parker 
to Nepean (July 22, 1797), ADM 1/1024. The inspecting captains found twenty-three of 
the twenty-six marines unfit due to: three were in hospital, and the other twenty in an 
unacceptable level of training: ten "has never been exercised", five "knows very little of 
the exercise", and five "has never fired a musket". Exercise refers to the manual of arms 
which included loading their muskets. 

^^Payne to Spencer (April 18, 1797) in Corbett, Private Papers of George, Second Earl 
Speiiieer. vol. II, 111-115. 
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revolutionary politics. This was a force that could ofifer little resistance against mass 

mutiny. 

To stay in command a captain needed support from the majority of his crew, 

especially the "leading" or most influential men, who occupied the highest rungs of the 

masculine skill hierarchy. Some, like Rear-Admiral Patton, understood this crew dynamic. 

He proposed increasing the number of petty ofiBcers within each ship's company. These 

men would be promoted from among the leading able seamen as Patton believed that, "the 

best seamen in every ship will be attached to the service of their country; and those very 

men who are now inclined to excite mutiny, will be most ready to repress it."'® Four years 

after the mutinies of 1797, Vice-Admiral George Young put forward a similar proposal. 

Young proposed making a third of a ship's company petty officers. He believed that the 

captains supported by this third of the crew would be able '1o resist every mutinous 

attempt, formed by the rest of the people."*' While the navy's frugality made mass 

promotions to higher paid positions unlikely, the navy did recognize that captains needed a 

core of dependable men among their crew and made provisions to accommodate 

transferring captains. 

The leaders of the Royal Navy knew that captains needed the support of as much 

of their crew as possible. Admiral CoUingwood wrote, "To make the best use of all the 

powers of a body of men it is necessary the officers should know the character and 

abilities of their people, and that the people should feel an attachment to their officers, 

which can only exist when they have served some time together."*^ Recognizing this, 

*®Patton, Observations on Naval Mutiny. 8-11, TlJN/212. 

Young, "Suggestions for Preventing Mutiny in His Majesty's Navy", WYN/109/7. 

'̂ CoUingwood to Dr. Alexander Carlyle (March 20, 1795) in Hughes, The Private 
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while the navy tended not keep captains on the same ships for long periods of time, it did 

allow them, when transferring, to take a small portion of their seamen with them to their 

new ship. The regulations allowed a captain to take less than ten percent of his men with 

him to his new ship, except when the navy was pressing other men in the port area. Then a 

captain could take only his servants.^^ By an order published in 1795, a small percentage 

of such men could be lower ranking petty officers.^ In some cases it appears that when a 

captain took men from one ship to another, the ships exchanged men to keep both crews 

relatively up to strength. When Captain Cockbum transferred from the Meleager to the La 

Minerve in August 1796 he took twenty-six seamen to the La Minerve, but in turn 

eighteen men were ordered from the La Minerve to the Meleager. The leaders of the navy 

believed that these men would help the new captain gain immediate control over his new 

crew.*^ 

Correspondence of Admiral I.ord Collingwood. 66. In the letter CoUingwood is also 
critical of shifting of personnel, both officers and seamen, so frequently from ship to ship 
as a more permanent status would produce better crews and relationships with their 
captains. 

Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions (1790), 40-41,190-191. The number were: 
from a first rate 80, from a second rate 65, from a third rate 50, from a fourth rate 40, 
from a fifth rate 20, and from a sixth rate 10. These numbers included a captain's servants 
as well. 

^Smith, "Log of H.M.S. Leopard', Log L.8. The amendment restricted the captain to 
taking only his clerk, his steward, his cook, his servants, and Boys of the First Class 
"Gentlemen of the First Class", as well as petty officers which included only mates, 
midshipmen, quartermasters, quartermaster's mates, boatswain's mate, yeomen of the 
sheets, sailmaker's mates and crews, gunner's mates, yeomen of the powder room, 
carpenter's mates and crew; in addition he could take able seamen, ordinary seamen, and 
landsmen. The number of petty officers varied but was generally one-sixth to one-seventh 
of the total for ships of the line and about one-third for frigates. 

'̂ Morriss, Cockbum and the British Naw in Transition. 37. 
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This system generally worked as intended in preventing successful single ship 

mutinies by radicals. Based on the accounts in the mutiny courts martials and ships' logs, 

most single ship mutinies failed as there were always men who supported the captain and 

suppressed the mutineers. In most cases it appears that the plebeian element in the ships' 

companies suppressed their mutinous radical peers. For example the company of the La 

Minerve refused to join the crews of the Thames and Lively in their mutinous activity and 

assured their captain of'their firm attachment to their government and officers and offered 

to prove it by going alongside of the other frigates that should behave improperly.The 

plebeian seamen normally could not be persuaded by radical politics to overthrow the 

command of their officers. The exception to this was that in the case of abusive and cruel 

officers whose actions had violated the maritime social compact. When plebeian seamen, 

especially their leading seamen and petty officers, chose to mutiny, captains could do little 

more than become passive participants as their crews removed them from command. 

During the mutinies of 1797, this is what happened. When the seamen of the 

Channel Fleet at the Spithead Anchorage decided to mutiny, their officers could do little to 

suppress them, especially after the marines joined in the mutiny. Without the support of 

either his leading seamen and petty officers or the marines, a captain had little physical 

force to use against his mutinous crew. As the Spithead mutineers demanded only material 

redress and forswore radical action, they left their officers unmolested and in nominal 

command of their ships. The Nore mutiny began in a similar manner. The seamen of the 

North Sea Fleet, off the coast of Holland and at the Nore Anchorage, initially demanded 

that they be included in the material gains made by the Spithead Mutineers. Joined by their 

'̂ Morriss, Cockbum and the British Navy in Transition. 41-42. The implication of "going 
alongside" is that one ship's company was willing to fight their mutinous peers if 
necessary. 
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marines and seamen leaders, these mutineers found little opposition from their officers 

who had no real power to stop them. When the Nore Mutiny quicidy became radicalized, 

ships' officers found themselves "asked to leave" their ships in large numbers. Rarely 

could a captain's own leadership or paternal authority prevent mutiny when the majority 

of his ship's company, bcluding its plebeian leaders, challenged his authority; at this point 

the mutineers almost always enjoyed initial success. A captain and his few officers could 

do little to stop mass mutiny. Thus, rarely can captains and their lieutenants be condemned 

for not suppressing the mass mutinies of 1797; with their numbers, the "people" could in 

collective action overthrow their patrician rulers at will. 

Conclusion 

The patricians' failure to fulfill their obligations under the social contract between 

them and their plebeian subordinates as manifested in the Admiralty's refusal to consider 

the seamen's petitions, motivated a minority of seamen to renounce the old social bargain. 

Like their radical peers ashore, they embraced the belief in the political equality of all men. 

Rather than the work of direct outside agitation by the radicals ashore, radical actions in 

the mutinies of 1797 were the work of the seamen who had voluntarily accepted a version 

of radical ideology as a means of gaining redress for their grievances outside of the 

existing social compact. The transmission of radical ideas from shore to sea did not entail 

a simple transplantation of ideology. Instead, through a syncretic process, the seamen 

merged their notions of masculine inequality with their demands for political rights. 

Maritime radicalism did not break from the maritime masculine hierarchy, but instead 

sought to destroy class privflege so that all men would compete in a single masculine 

hierarchy. Their vision of radicalism dkl not entail the equality of all humans. Examination 

of various groups of radrcal seamen, especiaUy those who participated in the Nore Mutiny, 
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indicates that the radical seamen were largely the experienced men who had become 

radicals while in the Royal Navy rather than before their maritime service began. 

Radicalism in the navy lay largely in the hands of the most experienced ranks of a ship's 

company. Veteran seamen rather than outside agitators were at the root of radical action 

in the Royal Navy of 1797. 

Finally, gender shaped power in the arena of leadership. Both mutineer leaders and 

naval captains had to rely on gendered forms of power to buttress their rule for rarely did 

either possess the material power to force men's compliance with their orders. Mutineers 

of both the plebeian and radical elements relied upon their power in the seamen's 

masculine hierarchy to validate their leadership. As examinations of their ranks have 

shown, mutineer leadership rested largely in the hands of experienced men; radical 

landsmen agitators were an exception rather than the rule. Captains faced the same 

problem as their supporting elements were either too small in numbers as in the case of 

their lieutenants or too ineffective in the case of their marines. Captains relied upon a 

gender-based power derived from both their skill at sea and their class power. They used 

the patriarchal metaphor in an attempt to define themselves as 'lathers" to their seamen. 

Both forms of leadership relied upon the consent of the ruled rather than force, and as the 

collapse of the rule of the captains in both mutinies and the dissipation of radical rule 

during the Nore Mutiny demonstrates, when those ruled no longer consented, gender 

based rule quickly ended. 

During the mutinies, the plebeian seamen's masculine ideal of loyalty to the 

monarch limited their political choices. As most of the seamen embraced plebeian ideals of 

masculinity implying loyalty to Britain, they could not support anything more than 

demands for material redress based implicit in the patrician-plebeian contract. 

Overthrowing the social order in order to gain greater political power remained a concept 
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most could not bear as it went against their very definition of manhood. Their 

understandings of themselves as men narrowed their political options. Revolutionary 

activity would have voided the third leg of their masculine code: loyalty to the monarch. 

While the radicals could pressure their peers to outwardly comply with their radical 

counter-hegemony, they could not force a voluntary acceptance. The lack of substantial 

voluntary converts to the radical counter-hegemony and the willingness of most seamen to 

attempt to resolve their grievances within the patrician-plebeian social compact greatly 

diminished the radical cause's potential for success. 

The power of plebeian seamen's sense of manhood largely doomed revolutionary 

political action before it began. The Spithead Mutiny, which was consistent with plebeian 

seamen's support of the social compact, had great potential for success. The Nore 

Mutiny's revolutionary agenda, however, violated plebeian seamen's acceptance of the 

social compromise, and thus faced formidable obstacles to achieve success. The ultimate 

outcome of each mutiny was in many ways rooted in its leaders' ability to synchronize the 

goals of their mutiny with the seamen's masculine identity. Plebeian demands for greater 

material rewards and recognition would succeed, but a revolutionary redefinition of 

society and masculinity would not. 
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CHAPTERS 

"Subordination" and "Authority" 

Punishment in the Royal Navy of the 1790s 

Introduction 

In his captain's log entry of June 29, 1795, Captain Horatio Nelson, commander of 

the Agamemnon, wrote the matter of &ct statement "Punished Joseph Turner (Seaman) 

with 18 lashes for Theft & Drunkenness."' Almost every Royal Navy ship's log- of the 

1790s contains similar entries recording the punishment of seamen and marines. In terms 

of sheer numbers, the ships' logs tell us a great deal about the number of men formally 

punished and what their crimes were. But these chronicles reveal only one layer of the 

complex nature of punishment in the Royal Navy during the 1790s and its bearing on the 

Spithead and Nore Mutinies of 1797. Hidden deeper in the historical record are other 

understandings that previous naval scholars have missed. 

Most studies of naval history of this era have addressed the issue of naval 

discipline and punishment or as it should be more correctly termed "subordination" and 

"authority".^ The historiographical debate about punishment in the Royal Navy began just 

'Admiralty, Captain Horatio Nelson, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnori" (February 1,1795 to 
January 31,17%), Logs of the Agamemnon 1793-1797. Log A.51, NMM. 

^Generally each log was to cover a one year period, the exception being when an officer 
left a ship before a year was up. In that case his log would be less than a year long. Each 
of the officers, the midshipmen, and the Master kept their own logs as well. 

^Rodger, The Wooden World. 205-206. Nicholas Rodger contends that in the 
eighteenth-century Royal Navy, officers thought of discipline more in terms of training and 
crew readiness, and persuasively argues that discipline was not a major concern for naval 
officers and that the Royal Navy was "lax to the point of anarchy" twentieth-century 
standards. 
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as the wars against Revolutionary and Napoleonic France ended. The first and most 

voluminous school of thought has emphasized the brutal nature of punishment as 

uncivilized and ineffective in producing a motivated seaman. As a former seaman. Jack 

Nasty&ce, 1780-1819, understood the need for some discipline but felt that "the extent to 

which cruelty was carried on under the name of discipline, on board many ships during the 

late war, is not generally know, nor will a British public believe that any body of men 

would submit to such marks of degradation as they were compelled to undergo." A more 

scholarly critic, John Masefield, felt that "It [flogging] was perhaps the most cruel and 

inefTectual punishment ever inflicted. The system was radically bad, for many captains 

inflicted floggings for all manner of offenses, without distinction." G.E. Manwaring and 

Bonamy Dobree posited that in regards to flogging lashes, "The Regulations did certainly 

lay down that a dozen strokes on the bare back was to be the maximum, but nobody took 

any notice of the rule; two or three dozen were usual a hundred common, while the 

infliction of three hundred was by no means rare."^ Related to this has been the Marxist 

interpretation of the law in eighteenth-century Britain which sees class and the exchanges 

between the "labouring people and their rulers" as essential to understanding the workings 

of the legal system.^ These interpretations defined the use of punishment by the leaders of 

the navy as excessive, barbaric, and, in the case of the Marxists, a means of class 

oppression. 

'̂ Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautical Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, From the 
Lower Deck. 62, Masefiekl, Sea Life In Nelson's Time. 157, and Manwaring and Dobree, 
The Floating Republic . 61. 

xv-xxv and Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep 
Bhie Sea .205-207. 
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Other scholars have acknowledged the harsh nature of punishment but have 

atten^ted to tenq)er it placing the punitive system of the Royal Navy in the context of 

larger eighteenth-century criminal thought.^ In his in-depth analysis of punishment in the 

Royal Navy from 1784-1812, John Bym has argued that in mirroring land-based, 

eighteenth-century legal codes, the discipline in the navy reflected what he described as the 

rational sense of the rule of law. Bym argues that while naval law was used to buttress the 

rule of the ofiBcers it was not a form of overt class suppression, as the land-based legal 

system was. Instead Bym sees both the nautical and civilian legal systems as "a draconian 

penal code [that] was administered moderately - at times humanely". He cites as the model 

for his "middle ground" thesis the work of Nicholas Rodger, who has argued that in the 

Royal Navy of the mid-eighteenth century, ofiBcers were generally motivated by Christian 

virtues. Rodger feels that most punishments were to insure safety for the ship's collective 

crew and not so much to suppress the seamen or to buttress the authority of the ofiBcers.^ 

The essential difference being that the "middle ground" interpretation, which sees the law 

at sea as mirroring the naval legal system, believes that the paternalist society was still 

flmctioning in the mid-eighteenth century while the Marxist view claims that paternalism 

was eroding in the first half of the eighteenth century and that class conflict was more 

common. None of these interpretations have been tested in any previous examination of 

the Spithead Mutiny, and most, with the except of Bym's examination, are without 

statistical evidence to support their claims. 

^Marcus, Heart of Oak. 117, Christopher Lloyd, The Rritlsh Seaman 1200-1860: A Social 
Survey (Rutherford, New Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1970), 229-248, 
and Pope, Life In Nelson's Navy, 213-230. 

^John D. Bym, Jr. Criine and Punishment in the Royal Navy: Discipline on the Leeward 
Islands Station 1784-1812 (AMershot, Hants, Engkmd: Scolar Press, 1989), S, 185-187 
and Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 205-215. 
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In previous studies of the Spithead and Nore Mutinies of 1797 the role of 

punishment has been either underplayed or neglected. Conrad Gill argued that punishment 

was never a major issue to the mutineers. Gill also believed that the resistance of a few 

crews at the end of the second mutiny at the Spithead was due to the influence of the more 

revolutionary elements of the crews.^ While understanding that during the second 

Spithead Mutiny some of the crews held out in hopes of removing abusive officers, G.E. 

Manwarii^ and Bonamy Dobree also saw the problems in terms of republican influence 

and argued that the seamen as a collective body did not see punishment as a major 

grievance.^ Finally, James Dugan interpreted the actions of several ships' companies 

during the second Spithead Mutiny as the work of subversive elements in the crews rather 

than protests against punishment.'̂  All three major examinations of the mutinies of 1797 

have down played the importance of punishment as an issue for some ships' companies, 

and none have examined punishment as part of the larger patrician-plebeian social 

compact. 

Absent from the previous debate has been an understanding of two core issues 

regarding punishment and the Spithead and Nore Mutinies of 1797. First, previous 

investigations of the mutinies have ignored how the limits of punishment considered 

*GilL The Naval Mutinies of 1797, p. xi, 53-54,254-256. Gill believed that in comparison 
to past seamen that "in respect of discipline and food, the seamen of 1797 were more 
fortunate than earlier generations had been." 

^Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic. 59-61, 130-131. They wrote, "Yet 
throughout the mutinies the men never raised their voices agamst flogging as an 
institution, though it was in&mous, and futile as an instrument of discipline: they even 
carried it out themselves, though not outrageously. 

'̂ ^Dugan. The Great Mutiny. 167-168. 
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acceptable by most in the navy found their boundaries in the patrician-plebeian social 

contract which acted to minimiTe violence between the rulers and those who were ruled. 

An examination of the logs of the ships involved demonstrates that most captains operated 

within an accepted norm of punishment; only a minority of them violated these limits. The 

crews that demanded a permanent removal of their captain and lieutenants almost always 

did so as these ofiBcers' excessive levels and sadistic types of punishment had violated the 

general norms of punishment established through the maritime version of the 

patrician-plebeian social compact. Their seamen saw these captains as cruel tyrants who 

threatened the compact negotiated between the seamen and their officers. Instead of 

revolutionaries fighting a class-based war against their conunissioned superiors, the 

seamen who fought for the removal of officers fi'om their ships during the Spithead 

Mutiny conducted secondary mutinies against specific officers who they had deemed as 

violating the unwritten acceptable limits of punishment. Thus the seamen battled against 

those had violated their maritime social compact's accepted levels of punishment and not 

directly against the system of punishment in general. 

Previous scholars have also guled to understand the relationship between public 

punishment and power. Examinatrans which have focused solely on the force-based nature 

of class power have missed how one aspect of punishment depended upon the sea&ring 

community's understanding of masculine power. Both the seamen and their officers knew 

that punishments which stripped a man of his masculinity inflicted as much pain as those 

which did physical damage. The wounds of a flogging would heal long before a man could 

regain his masculine status which his captain had diminished by the public and ritualized 

system of punishment. Captains could also use punishment to reinforce their authority, and 

during the Nore Mutiny, revolutionary mutineers also used the same types of punishment 
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to demonstrate their authority and power to both their o£Scers and fellow seamen. Those 

who ordered punishment did so to define the boundaries of gender-based forms of power. 

Punishment, or subordination, in the Royal Navy of the 1790s lies someplace 

between the consensus and the class-conflict models. Despite his consensus model of the 

17S0s and 1760s, Rodger believes that by 1797, there was a class conflict dynamic 

between the oflBcers and crews. His evidence is the growing republican inspired minority 

among the seamen.'' Also surviving was a sense of the paternalism and deference between 

the classes as described by E.P. Thompson.*- Both models were to some extent correct 

due to the divisions among the seamen regarding their differing views about society. The 

plebeian Action of the seamen still supported the social compact and demanded paternalist 

support from their ofiBcers, whUe the republican element denounced the former system and 

demanded an abolition of the class-based rights of the patricians alone to determine 

punishment. 

The captain of a ship had to manage a difficult balance of punishment to insure 

order for the general good, and he also had to suppress those, especially the revolutionary 

minority, who directly challenged his command and the political system his authority 

rested on. The plebeian majority of the seamen simply asked for moderate levels of 

punishment to keep good order on their ships which insured both their own personal 

safety and kept other seamen doing their jobs. William Richardson, a seaman from 1780 to 

1819, wrote: "In all my experiences at sea... 1 have always found seamen grateful for 

' 'Rodger, The Wooden World. 206. Rodger's great contribution is his willingness to see 
change over time within the Royal Navy and question universalistic models that seem to 
ignore the potential for change over time. 

'̂ Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in 16-96. 
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good usage and I know likewise they like to see subordination and that a man should be 

punished if he deserved it, as otherwise the duty could not be carried on as it ought to be, 

but whenever I hear of a mutiny in a ship, I can easily guess the cause that it proceeds 

from."'̂  Seamen termed captains who kept "strict and rigorous discipline" 

"disciplinarians" but the term itself dkl not imply an abusive captain.*'̂  The Spithead 

mutineers' lack of a general demand to abolish the navy's system illustrates that the 

majority of the seamen supported, to some extent, the navy's common usage of 

punishment. 

The seamen's many petitwns and other sources regarding the abuse of the 

discipline system by some captains points to a belief among most seamen in the existence 

of a consensus regarding acceptable levels of punishment. In almost ail cases, the petitions 

of the ships' companies were not a demand for the end of corporal punishment but instead 

a request to have officers they considered abusive either removed or court martialed. In a 

petition to the Admiralty, the company of the Nymphe contrasted the excess in punishment 

dealt out by their captain and lieutenants to the great propriety shown by their master, 

William Dyer, and their petty ofiScers.'̂  The ship's company of the Ramillies complained 

that Lieutenant French's actions were both arbitrary and unprecedented.'̂  Several ships' 

companies noted in their petitions that officers had exceeded the norms that they regarded 

as humane. Seamen also understood through the volume of punishment that some 

'̂ Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. II, 13-14, J0D/1S6. 

''̂ Moore, The British Mariner's Vncahnlary see "Disciplinarian". 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Nymphe to the Admiralty (April 25, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Ramillies to the Admiralty (April 22, 1797), ADM 1/5125. 

' ̂The ship's company of the Nassau wrote that Captain Sawyer was "abusing above 
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captains were more abusive than the others. The ship's company of the Reunion 

complained that "Captain Baynum has punished more men in the short time he has been 

with us than Captain Alms did in the 2 years he was with us."'̂  The most statistical 

complaint of abuse of the norm came from the ship's company of the Leviathan. In their 

petition against Captain Duckworth, they listed the date, number of men, and number of 

lashes that he had issued from June 1,1794 to May 29,1797; exactly 3883 lashes! The 

general tenor of all these complaints illustrates that the amongst the seamen there existed 

some sense of a consensus regarding punishment, and that the officers they complained of 

had violated these norms. 

In addition to commenting about abusive captains, the officers and seamen of the 

Royal Navy also noted those who upheld the humane ideal of using punishment sparingly 

and only for the good of the safety of the ship and its company. To the seamen, these men 

had acted within the bounds of a proper patrician. Seaman William Richardson noted that 

Admn^ Comwallis had warned Captain Whitby of the Minerva against using "severe 

means as many a tyrant would have" as that would certainly promote mutiny by the men. 

Instead Comwallis "cautioned Captain Whitby against using the cat [flogging] on h'ght 

humanity". The ship's company of the Duke wanted several officers "replaced by officers 
professed of more humanity". See The Ship's Company of the Nassau to the Admiralty 
(August 22,1796) and The Ship's Company of the Duke to the Admiralty (April 19, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/S12S. The ship's compaiqr of the Pompee wrote that 
Lieutenant Baker was "inhumane and tyrannkal" and Lieutenant Sparks had "a cruel and 
inhuman Manner." Ship's Company of the Pompee to Admiral Howe (May 1797), ADM 
1/4172. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Reunion to the Admiralty (November IS, 1796), ADM I/S12S. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Leviathan, 'Tetition" (May 24,1797), DUC/3. 
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occasions and not to use it again without his pennission".^^ William Clarke, a nnarine 

lieutenant, echoed similar feelings about Admiral Comwallis. Clarke wrote: 

He was likewise a roan of great humanity and very averse to the system of 
punishment pursued by some of the Captains under his command, I heard 
him say one day at his own table after dinner when the subject of discipline 
was being discussed 'Some Captains of Men of War now a days have no 
feelings for their men, they are worse than so many negro drivers in the 
West Indies'. '̂ 

Another officer who was noted for his humanity toward his men was Captain (later 

Admiral) CoUingwood. Jeffrey Baron de Raigersfeki, who reached the rank of Admiral, 

noted of CoUingwood: 

During upwards of the three and a half years that I was in this ship, 1 do 
not remember more than four of five men being punished at the gangway, 
and then so slightly that it scarcely deserved the name, for the Captain was 
a very humane man.^~ 

Mr. Scott, the First Lieutenant of the Macedonian, abhorred ftogging and intervened in 

the punishment of a marine and convinced the captain not to punish the man. After this, 

Scott was highly regarded by his crew as "a man who had a soul to be saved, and who 

ought to go to heaven"; The crew regarded their captain dififerently and ''whispered that if 

he did not go to perdition, 'the devil wouki be cheated of his due.'".-^ While not all 

^ '̂Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. 11,13-14, JOD/156. Richardson also 
noted that after that only one man was punished and "he richly deserved it as it was for 
striking an ofBcer when on shore duty." 

'̂Clarke, Recollections of Service Aftoat and Ashore. 14, BGR/8. 

^Raigersfeki, The Life of a Sea Officer. 33. G.J. Marcus placed CoUingwood in a "new 
breed of humane and enlightened commanders' that also included Admirals Howe and 
Nelson", see Marcus, Heart of Oak. 120-121. 

^^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 51-32. 
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ofiScers were as enlightened as the aforementioned examples, most did understand that 

excessive punishment did not promote good order. 

Someplace between the tyrants and humane officers were the majority of the 

officers of the Royal Navy. They were neither hated nor revered by their crews; instead 

they issued out punishment on a regular basis within the bounds of the unwritten 

consensus of what was acceptable and what was not. Using a variety of means of 

punishment at their disposal they kept order on their ships for the common safety and at 

the same time worked to buttress their authority against the growing revolutionary 

minority who wished for nothing more than the overthrow of class-based privOege in 

Britain. The naval officers use of punishment was neither fiilly humane nor enlightened; 

instead it mirrored the same system used by the patricians ashore in both their continued 

negotiation of power with the plebeians and in the defense of their power against the 

growing number of radicals amongst the plebeian class. 

The Courts Martial System 

While scholars have concentrated heavily on flogging as the most common type of 

punishment, captains in the late eighteenth century had several levels of punishment at 

their disposal in dealing with offenses committed by their crews. The highest form of 

punishment and the only one that coukl condemn a man to death was a courts-martial. 

Below this stood flogging, which was administered at the whim of each captain. Probably 

the most common type of punishment was known as 'starting', a variety of forms of 

immediate non-judicial corporal punishments issued out by the various commissioned, 

warrant, and petty officers. Captams attempted to use the different types of punishments 

to fit the offense. Lesser offenses wouM be dealt with by starting. The seamen which 
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challenged the captain's authority or endangered the rest of the crew usually earned a 

flogging. The navy used the courts-martial system to try the greatest offenders. 

The courts-martial was the highest form of justice in the Royal Navy. These naval 

courts were generally reserved for those who could not be punished by a captain on his 

own authority or for more serious crimes committed by members of the ship's company. 

The regulations barred a indhidual captain from trying or punishing under his own 

authority the commissioned and standing warrant ofiBcers; they were to be punished only 

by a courts martial. The standing warrant ofiBcers covered by this regulation included the 

master, the gunner, the boatswain, the carpenter, the surgeon, the purser, the chaplain, the 

schoolmaster, and the masters' and surgeons' mates. '̂* A captain had the authority to 

punish everyone else in his ship's company. As the highest level of the judicial system, the 

courts-martial was the only authority that could legally dismiss commissioned and standing 

warrant ofiBcers, or punish any member of the Royal Navy with more than 12 lashes, 

imprisonment, or death. 

-'̂ Admirahy, Regulations and insfnigtinnR (1700^, 46-47. Section is from "Rules of 
Discipline and Good Government To Be Observed On Board His Majesty's Ships of War" 
Section V "Not to discharge or punish an 0£Scer, but onfy suspend him." Warrant officers 
that could be punished by a captain included the master at arms, the cook, and the 
sailmaker who were treated as petty officers. Also midshipmen could be punished by a 
captain. See Lavery, Shipboard Life anH nrganiyatinn 90,100-104 and Rodger, 
Records for Genealogists. 6. 

^^Admirahy, Regulations and Instructions (1790). 46-47. Section IV "Captains not to 
punish beyond Twelve Lashes, but to inform against the Ofifender" and Section V "Not to 
discharge or punish an Officer, but only to suspend him." See also N.A.M. Rodger, ed.. 
The Articles of War: The Statutes Which Governed Oiir Fighting Navies 1661. 1749 and 
18g6mavant: Kenneth Mason, 1982), 7-34 and Lavery, Shipboard Life and Orpaniyatinn 
216-218. Lavery provides a detailed description of the process of a courts-martial. 
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Despite the great power of courts-martial, the Admiralty used them infi^uently. 

Between 1792 and 1797, the Royal Navy's courts-martial convicted only 671 men.^^ An 

evaluation of the number of men punished shows that the leaders of the Royal Navy 

primarily used the courts-martial system to punish those ofBcers not punishable by a 

captain; they punished seamen for only a few crimes. During these five years, courts 

convicted commissioned naval ofBcers 58 times for 30 offenses; the greatest number in 

one ofifense being 6 for disrespect. The articles that standing warrant officers were 

convicted of also fell over a broad spectrum. The 143 found guilty by the courts were 

convicted of 27 different articles; the greatest number were for drunkenness (19), steering 

(15 - mostly pilots), disobedience, disrespect and drunkenness (13), embezzlement (12), 

drunkenness and neglect of duty (12) and disrespect (11). The leaders of the Marines were 

rarely courts-martialed with only 9 commissioned officers and 12 sergeants convicted for a 

diverse nature of crimes in a five year period. Overall, the leaders of the Royal Navy and 

Marines had to commit serious crimes, even by the standards of the 1790s, to ever see a 

courts-martial. 

The data regarding the number of petty officers, seamen, and marine privates 

offers a similar analysis in terms of volume. The number of enlisted men convicted a 

courts-martial was low compared to the total number of men serving in the Royal Navy 

and Marines. From 1792 to 1797 only 360 seamen and 26 marine privates were 

convicted.^^ Over this six year span this averages to courts-martials convicting only an 

^^Admiralty, 1775-1806 Analysis anri digest of Court Martial Convictinns arranged hy 
Offences. ADM 12/21-26, PRO. I have counted all convictions listed with the exception 
of Shipwreck which was a collective responsibility and not generally an offense against 
discipline. 

^^The number is probabfy a few higher in each but the courts-martial summaries are vi^e 
in a few occasions about the number of men convicted. In a few theft cases the term 
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average of 60 seamen and 4 to 5 marines per year out of an average of85,000 men 

serving.^^ The petty ofBcers also had a low rate of courts-martial with 63 convicted over a 

six year period (an average of less than 11 a year). When the average is compared with the 

number of men serving, the low probability of seamen ever being tried by a courts-martbl 

becomes apparent. Given an estimated average of 100,000 men serving in the navy, which 

should be reduced to approximately 85,000 for shortages and oflBcers, the 76 men from 

the lower decks courts-martialed on average each year pales in comparison to the number 

ofmenserving.^^ A man from the lower deck had, annually, a one in 1,100 chance of 

being convicted by a courts-martialed. While the threat of courts-martial existed for the 

ships' companies, the actual numbers make the likelihood remote. 

Unlike the diverse crimes of the officers, the convictions by courts-martial of the 

ship's company fell into two major categories: desertion and mutiny. The majority of the 

other crimes that the men of the lower deck had committed were not deemed as a great 

danger by the navy's leaders and captains generally dealt with these lesser crimes through 

on-board punishments. Of the 360 seamen convicted, 145 were for desertion and 147 for 

"several" is used without any specific number. The best estimate is probably five more 
seamen and only two or three more marines were actually convicted of theft by 
courts-martial. 

^^Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy, 93. Pope lists the Royal Navy as starting the war with 
45,000 men which was increased in 1794 to 85,000 (72,885 seamen and 12,115 marines) 
and again in 1799 to 120,000 (100,000 seamen and 20,000 marines). Clowes, The Royal 
Navy, vol. IV, 153. Clowes lists the following total number of seamen and marines 
authorized: 1793 = 45,000,1794 = 85,000, 1795 = 100,000, 1796 = 110,000 and 1797 = 
120,000. 

^^Seamen, petty officers, marine sergeants, and marine privates. Not ail ships were ahways 
fiilly manned of course. In December 1794 the ships and vessels of the Royal Navy were 
authorized a complement of95,854 men but had only 81,069 men borne. See Corbett, 
Private Papers of George. Second Earl Spencer, vol. 1, 16-19. 
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mutiny. These two crimes alone amounted to over eighty percent of all convictions. The 

marine (and a few army) privates had twenty-six convictions with eight for desertion and 

six for mutiny (over fifty percent of all convictions). The petty officer convictions followed 

a similar path with six for desertion and thirty-seven for mutiny (almost seventy percent). 

These conviction rates show that the Admiralty rarely tried the lower ranks of the navy 

and marines except for the two crimes that they found most dangerous to the cohesion of 

naval service: desertion and mutiny. 
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Table 14 

Courts-Martial Convictioiis (entire Royal Navy) 1792-1797^®: 

Offense 
Sailors 

CO WO PO SM 
Marines 

CO NCO PVT 
Absent without Leave 3 7 1 7 1 0 0 
Abusing & provoking a Superior OfiBcer to Quarrel 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Abusive Language 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Aiding or conniving at Desertion 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
Assault on board ship 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 
Attempt to Commit Sodomy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Breach of Instructions 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buggery 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capture by Enemy I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capture of Convoy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Confining a Superior Officer & Assuming Command I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cruelty 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Desertion 0 3 6 145 0 0 g 

Deserting to the Enemy 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Disobedience 0 5 0 1 0 1 0 
Disobedience and Insolence 3 10 3 3 0 1 2 
Disobedience and Neglect of Duty 1 6 0 0 1 0 0 
Disobedience, Disrespect, and Drunkenness 0 13 3 0 0 1 0 
Disobedience, Drunkenness, and Neglect of Duty 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Disrespect 6 11 2 4 2 0 0 
Drunkenness 0 19 1 2 0 1 0 
Drunkenness and Neglect of Duty 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 
Embezzlement 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Forsaking a Station 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
In&mous Behavior (homosexual rape) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lnjurk)us Misrepresentation 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Insolence and Neglect of Duty 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Lunacy 1 I 0 1 0 0 0 
Misbehavior 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Admiralty, 177S-1806 Analysis and digest of Court Martial rnnvictinns arranged hv 
Oflfence&r ADM 12/21-26, PRO. I have counted all convictions listed with the exception 
of "Shipwreck" which was a collective responsibility and not generally an ofifense against 
discipline. I have counted all cases convicted from the general stan of war in Europe until 
the Spithead and Nore Mutinies. 
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Sailors Marines 
Offense CO WO PQ SM CQ NCQ PVT 
Misconduct 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Misconduct of Duty 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Murder 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Mutiny 0 6 37 147 0 4 6 
Negligence 4 6 I 0 0 0 0 
Not using utmost endeavors to suppress mutiny 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Officer not doing his utmost 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Oppression and Abuse 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Plundering 0 I 1 2 0 0 0 
Punishing contrary to the Rules of the Service 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Quarreling 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 
Rioting 1 1 0 14 0 0 1 
Sedition 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Selling Liquor on board ship 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
Sleeping on Watch 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sodomy 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Steering 3 15 0 0 0 0 0 
Striking/lifting a weapon against a superior officer 0 2 2 9 0 1 1 
Theft 0 2 2 11+ 0 0 4+ 
Uncleanness (homosexual sex) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unofficer like behavior 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 
TOTAL 58 143 63 360+ 9 12 26+ 

Notes: 
CO = Commissioned officers. 
WO = All warrant ofiBcers who could not be punished by a captain alone including 

master's mates and surgeon's mates. 
PO = All petty officers, specialists, and midshipmen that could be punished by a captain. 
SM = Seamen in the classes of able, ordinary, landsmen and supernumeraries. 
NCO = All marine and army sergeants and corporals. 
PVT = All marine and army privates. 

The punishments meted out the courts-martial ranged from death to reprimand 

and everything in between. At the lowest end the courts simply reprimanded the convicted 

man. Increasing in severity was the lash. Men tended to receive 200 to 500 lashes for more 

severe crimes but at least half of the men sentenced to lashes received 100 or less. Whfle a 

small number of men received 500 lashes, general^ for mutiny or desertion, only one man. 
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a seaman on the Reunion, received 600 lashes. '̂ For petty ofi&ers, midshipmen and 

marine sergeants there was also the sentence of reduction in rank. A few men were 

sentenced to prison sentences, usually in the range of just a few years. Finally, the highest 

level of punishment issued by courts-martials, and only courts-martials, was death. 

Excluding the men tried for mutiny in 1797, the courts-martial sentenced only 

fifty-five men of the lower decks to death between 1792 and 1797; this represents a rate of 

one men in eight convicted by courts-martial being sentenced to death. Over half of these, 

thirty-one, were for mutiny.^^ The rest fell into other categories of serious crimes: five for 

desertion, four for deserting to the enemy (the only crime in which every man convicted 

was sentenced to death), one for murder, two for sodomy, and twelve for striking or 

lifting a weapon against a superior officer.^^ 

The actual number of men executed is probably no more than two-thirds of those 

sentenced to death due to the recommendation by the courts and the Admiralty's granting 

mercy to many men. Unfortunately the summaries of the courts-martials only list the 

sentence given and the recommendations for mercy but not the actual outcome. Of the 55 

men, 17, or about one third, were recommended for mercy (9 for mutiny, 1 for desertion, 

I for murder, and 6 for striking or lifting up a weapon against a superior ofiBcer). There is 

'̂ Admirahy, 177S-1806 Analysis and digest of Court Martial Convictions arranged bv 
Offences J-N. ADM 12/24. The seaman was J. Lloyd who received 600 lashes for 
mutinous speeches and attempts to incite others to mutiny. See "Mutiny" December 5, 
1796. 

^^Of the thirty-one men, six were from the Bounty, eight from the Culloden, nine from the 
Defiance, four from the Terrible and four firom two other ships. 

^^Admirahy, 1775-1806 Analysis and digest of Court Martial Convictioas arranged bv 
OfTences. ADM 12/21-26. 
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some evidence that the Admiralty realized that they could not execute every man 

sentenced to death for reasons of public support. After the Nore mutiny several captains 

who sat on the courts-martials for the mutineers wrote to the Admiralty asking that mercy 

be granted to many of the men. They noted that "the public eye" was upon these trials and 

that it might be best to grant mercy to the condemned mutineers. The granting of mercy by 

patrkians formed part of the eighteenth-century "public theater" of power. As the ruling 

class, the patricians had to provide mercy as well as take lives. '̂* 

Over a six year period, excluding the mutinies of 1797, less than nine men on 

average were sentenced to death by the Admiralty each year. Each man of the ships' 

companies had an annual chance of about a one in 9,000 of being executed by the 

Admiralty; about twice the per capita rate that civilian courts in London sentenced to 

those convicted to death. The rate of execution by courts in London and the Royal Navy 

becomes almost equal, about I in 1,500, if the crime of mutiny, not present for civilians, is 

excluded from the calculations.^^ Given the other potential sources of death in the sea 

service: disease, death in battle, accidental death, and the surgeon, the greatest threat to a 

seaman's life was not the hangman's noose but the inherent dangers of naval service.^^ 

'̂̂ OflBcers of the Nore Courts-Martial to Nepean (August 5,1797) ADM 1/729 and 
Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in rnmmon. 44-49, 

^^In comparison, between 1785 and 1794,375 were executed in London which had a 
population of less than 1,000,000. This is a rate of 37.5 a year or about 1 in 25,000 but 
almost 600 had been sentenced to death which gives a ratio of those sentenced to death 
for all crimes to the population of around 1 to 1600, which is almost equal to the number 
the Royal Navy sentenced to death if those sentenced for mutiny is excluded (@1-1400). 
See Clive Fmsley. Crime and Society in F.ngiand 1750-1900 rLondon: Longman, 1989), 
210-212. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 215. Lavery points out that disease couki be devastating, 
especially to ships in the West Indies. An epklemk aboard the Vanguard killed 120 of the 
500 men aboard. Also Lavery states that in 1810 akine, 1630 men died in individual 
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Shipboard Punishment 

Infractions of a day-to-day nature were handled by the individual captains in 

command of ships. The most common form of justice that has survived in the written 

records are the floggings issued by the ships' captains of the Royal Navy. Victorian 

reformers, authors of fictional tales about life in the Royal Navy, and film makers have all 

popularized and brought to the public's attention the horror of punishment and 

simultaneously over dramatized its use. This has created the popular view of ships being 

floating prison hulks run by tyrannical captains. This view stands in contrast to the 

previous examinations of the Nore and Spithead mutinies which did not see punishment as 

a grievance. 

The reality of punishment in Royal Navy during the 1790s, lies some where 

between the popular view of tyranny and the lack of importance attached to the issue by 

previous scholars. Ships' logs show that most captains operated within norms of 

appropriate punishment which the captains had unofiBcially established throughout the 

Royal Navy. A minority of ofiScers, however, did exceed this norm and were viewed by 

their ships' companies as excessive and cruel. During both mutinies, ships' companies who 

believed that their oflScers were tyrannical removed them from their ships. To the seamen, 

an officer who violated the accepted norms of punishment had violated the social compact 

which negotiated the class relationship in their society. 

The Admiralty gave captains vast latitude in running their ships, they seem to have 

made no attempt to micro-manage the more mundane punishments issued out by captains 

on their ships. As long as a captain dkl not punish a commissioned officer or standing 

accidents. One scholar has estimated the general mortality rates in the Royal Navy as 1 in 
8 died in 1780 and by 1810,1 in 30, see Rasor. Reform in the Royal Navy. 103.1 do not 
wish to condone the use of the death penalty the Royal Navy of200 years ago but 
simply to debunk the view that Royal Navy was some sort of floating prison hulk. 
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warrant ofiBcer, the Admirahy gave them a free hand in what crimes they punished and 

how many lashes they issued. Robert Wilson, a seaman who reached the rank of petty 

officer, remarked, "There are, to be sure, printed directions for to be observed by all 

king's ships, but then, generally speaking, most officers have plans of their own which the 

crews over which they conunand do follow; and it's a common saying, 'different ships, 

different rules'," and "that every commanding officer of a vessel of war is like unto a 

prince in his own state and his crew may be considered as his subjects for his word is 

law."^^ Floggings and other non-judicial punishments could be applied at the will of each 

individual captain.^^ 

"Starting" 

Just as the levels of punishment aboard ships varied, so did the types. In general 

there were two types of punishment on individual ships. The first, known colloquially as 

'starting', was physical punishment inflicted by the ships' officers to get seamen to 

instantly comply to their orders. This immediate punishment could be levied by almost any 

person in a position of authority against a seaman and dki not require the approval of the 

captain. As this was an unofficial punishment and without any formal ceremony, it was 

designed to get a seaman to obey then and there. But this was not a punishment without 

^^Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship Unite" in Thursfield, Five Naval 
JouEoais, 243. 

^^Spavens, The Seaman's Narrative. 114. A captain was the only one with the authority to 
flog a man. He coukl delegate that authority if he left his ship to the senior lieutenant who 
assumed command. But lieutenants coukl not order a noan ftogged on their own initiative 
if a captain had forbade it. First Lieutenant John Hall of the Britannia, was convicted in 
17% for flogging an amQr corporal, acting as a marine on that ship, without the captain's 
permissran. But the court dkl find that the flogging was necessary and only reprimanded 
Lieutenant HaU. See Trial of Lieutenant John Hall (June 28, 1796), ADM 12/25. 
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purpose as intbrmal punishments such as 'starting' reduced the need for floggings.^^ As 

this type of punishment was almost never recorded in ships' logs, we only know of it 

through seamen's journals and crew petitions. It is hard to prove how often it occurred 

but various journals and petitions make it clear that on some ships it was a daily event.'̂ ^ 

Jack Nasty&ce, a seaman, felt that starting was "so common that no mention is made of it 

even in the log book, and but few men in wartime can escape" it.'̂ ' 

The best example of this immediate, physical punishment known as 'starting', was 

the ofBcial practke of the boatswain and his mates using their rattan canes to beat men 

who were not complying with orders or not carrying them out rapidly. Unofficially 

'starting' included a variety of brutal, non-judicial, physkal punishments that included 

officers striking men with canes, ropes, fists, kicks or any object available, as well as 

gagging men, forcing them to drink salt water, placing seamen in irons and tying men up 

spread eagle in the rigging.'*^ These physical punishments could be carried out without any 

^^Lavery, Shipboard Life anH OrganiTOtinn 374. 

'*^In an examination of over 100 ship years worth of logs I found only a few recorded 
references to starting punishments. One example can be found in the log of the Swan. See 
Captain Thomas Pearse, "Log of H.M.S. Swan" (September 1, 1795 to August 31,1796), 
LogsoftheSHMH 1794-1801. Log S.583, NMM. The entry for November 27, 1795 
includes theses remarks "The First Lieutenant punished a man with a rope's end 20 and 9 
stripes, 1 1/2 inches and nor more than, probable he may k)se the use of his limbs by such 
kind of punishment" and on the entry for January 21, 1796, "John Arcus, John Steelman 
and Charles Pollard received upwards of 1 dozen strokes with a 2 inch rope per the First 
Lieutenant's orders". Not surpnisingly during the Nore Mutiny the same first lieutenant 
was sent on shore the crew on June 14,1797. 

'̂ 'Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautkal Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, Eiom 
the Lower Deck. 64-65. 

'̂ ^Lavery, Shipboard Life and OrganiTatinn 374. See also Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 
219-220. 
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ceremony. An example was the boatswain who ordered an ofifender to remove his jacked 

and then "stripped" him with a rope's end.'*^ While not as formal as flogging, these 

punishments could be abnost as equalty violent upon the seamen and equally hated 

them. 

Rarely did the seamen see the utility in starting as an alternate to flogging. For 

many of them it appeared simply an arbitrary and sadistic punishment. William Selke wrote 

in protest to Alexander Hood, his captain, that one of the surgeon's mates had struck his 

lace giving him a black eye and thrust a lit candle in his &ce. Selke had felt he had done 

nothing wrong and wanted the captain to inquire into this use of informal punishment.'*^ 

Charles Pembertoa, a seaman during the early 1800s, wrote of the his fear of the sadistic 

boatswain's mates and their canes: 

These rufBanly monsters [boatswain's mates] in authority luxuriated in 
their occupation. It was delictus to them to see backs and shoulders 
instinctively shrinking as they passed a group of men — however these 
men were occupied, or whatever they were empbyed, standing walking, or 
reposing, the shoulder seemed suddenly endowed with the faculty of sight, 
whenever a boatswain's mate was in the vicinity, and it shrank as a snail's 
horn shrinks if a finger approach them. And how the feUows grinned in the 
satis&ction of hearing the heavy thwacks resound from clavicles, or the 
knots on the rope sink with a dense thug into the flesh!^^ 

And Pemberton described the experience of being started: 

It was on one occasion of these bek)ved and beprized amusements of the 
boatswain's mates, that I, as with the rushing herd I mounted the deck, 
received one of the bbws across my shoulders, which sent the blood at 

'̂ ^Raigersfeki, The Life of a Sea Officer. 17. 

'̂ '̂ William Selke to Captain Alexander Hood (June 4,1797), Papers Relating to the 
Spithead Mutiny of 1797. MKH/15, NMM. 

''̂ Pemberton, The Autobiography of Pel. Verjuice. n9-140. 
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once whizzing and iwiling back upon nqr heart; for the blow seemed to &11 
through my bones and into my breast, so ponderous was the stroke. I 
reeled, and became sick and &int; this gave him opportunity for repeating 
the bk>w, and it was too delicious a pleasure to be bst; my limbs bowed 
under me as if they were rushes, and I sank down on the deck, senseless; 
and I feh, then, nothing of the kick with which sent my body out of the way 
of those who were following, and I know not who, or how many, trampled 
on me. But I do remember than an hour after I recovered, there was a 
dismal drumming in my ears, nqr brain seemed compressed within hard 
bandages, and a hoop of iron was welded round my brow, and I stood in 
stupor gazing down towards the deck, trying to look at something which 
was not there.'*^ 

William Richardson told of a seaman named Courtney who was severely started by a 

Lieutenant Frisel. When Courtney begged for mercy Frisel continued to beat him. Rather 

than enduring any more abuse, Courtney jumped overboard and drowned.'*^ Many seamen 

saw no need for the practice of starting, which they viewed as arbitrary and tyrannical and 

a practice that violated their social compact's tenant against excessive violence. 

Not all officers agreed with the practice of starting either. In the decades after the 

Spithead and Nore mutinies, 'starting' was in decline and then finally legally abolished. 

Early in his naval career. Admiral Raigersfeld witnessed starting for the first time and 

wrote: "This appeared very cruel, but afterwards I found that beating men in that way was 

customary in the navy at that time".'̂ ^ Captain Keats of the Superb wrote in his ship's 

orders of 1803 that the boatswain and his mates could still carry rattan canes 'but they are 

to be used with discretion."*^ The Admirahy banned starting in 1809 after the crew of the 

'̂ ^Pemberton, The Autobiography of Pel. Veijuice. 142-143. 

'̂ ^Richardson, Journal of the Wandering Sailor, vol. Ill, 65-66, JOD/156. 

'̂ ^Raigersfekl, The Life of a Sea OflBcer. 17. 

'̂ ^very. Shipboard I.ifp anH nryaniyafinn 374. 
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Nereide mutinied against Captain Corbet for excessive starting, yet many officers seem to 

have continued the practice at a reduced rate for sometime thereafter.^^ The abolition of 

starting was a mixed blessing as its end meant that captains had to rely upon the more 

formal and severe system of flogging. '̂ 

Flogging 

The form of punishment most commonly discussed by contemporary reformers and 

later historians has been flogging. Their general thesis is that captains flogged their men 

excessively.^^ From these accounts, the reader gets the impression that the captains of the 

Royal Navy flogged men at a seemingly relentless pace and issued several dozen lashes to 

each man. This interpretation stands in contrast to the proscriptive view that, according to 

the naval regulations, no captain could punish a seaman with more than a twelve lashes per 

offense.^^ To reconcile these conflicting interpretations I have, for the five year period 

before the 1797 mutinies, compiled a statistical analysis of the logs of the ships assigned to 

the Channel and North Sea Fleets in 1797. The ships' logs contain the only ofiBcial records 

^^^Rasor, Reform in the Royal Navy. S6-S7. 

'̂Laveiy, Shiphoard Life and Oreani7ation. 374. 

^^Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautical Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, From 
the Lower Deck. 62, Masefield, Sea Life in Nelson's Time. 157, and Manwaring and 
Dobree, The Floating Republic, 61. 

Admiralty, Regulations and Instructions n790>. 46. Section is from "Rules of Discipline 
and Good Government To Be Observed On Board His Majesty's Ships of War" Section 
IV "Captains not to punish beyond Twehre Lashes, but to inform gainst the Ofifender." In 
Section V "Not to discharge or pimish an Officer, but only suspend hinL", the regulatkins 
bar a captain from punishing commissioned or warrant ofBcers; they were to be punished 
by a courts martial 
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of who was flogged, how many lashes they received, and for what crime they were 

flogged. 

The punishments recorded in the various ships' logs are almost always floggings. 

A captain's log entry generally listed the name of the man, if a seaman or marine, the 

offense, and number of lashes received. The other log keepers were then to copy this 

information into their logs. These entries provide only limited quantifiable information. No 

details about the procedure and impact can be gained from the logs. The logs provide 

nothing of the details of the crime other than the man was punished for "drunkenness" or 

"insolence" or some other infraction. How severe one vk>lation was compared to another 

remains unknown. Also the quality of record keeping varied from oflScer to officer. Some 

logs kept by di£ferent officers on the same ship occasionally omit men punished or give 

different details. In some cases the details are incomplete, such as the logs of the Repulse 

which failed to record the numbers of lashes received by sixteen of the eighteen men 

punished.^"^ Despite the inconsistent record keeping, these logs, when analyzed 

collectively, can tell us a great deal about the norms of punishment regarding flogging in 

the 1790s. 

The quantifiable data for who was punished can only tell us generally whether a 

man was a seaman, a category which included petty officers, or a marine, which included 

soldien serving on board in place of marines. A more minute examination is not possible 

as most k)gs simply list either seaman, marine or soklier. Rarely will a log entry list a man 

Admiralty, Captain William Fair&x, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse''' (May 1, 1795 to April 
30, 1796), Admiralty, Captain William Fair&x, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse'"' (May 1, 1796 to 
September 13,1796), and Admiralty, Captain J. Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse'"" 
(September 25, 1796 to September 24,1797), all found in Log of ^gpu/sg 1795-1799. 
Log R.84, NMM. 
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as a petty ofiBcer or his specific position as a seaman; such as captain of the foretop, idler, 

etc. In terms of the number of lashes given to each man a clearer picture emerges. An 

examination of logs of sixty-seven ships at the Spithead and Nore anchorages in 1797 

shows that the in practice, most captains generally foUowed the prescriptive allowance of 

twelve lashes per ofifense. The punishment entries contained in these logs demonstrate that 

the claims of hundreds of lashes being inflicted upon men, let alone five or six dozen lashes 

being issued out by individual captains are only myth.^^ No man in the study received, by 

the orders of an individual captain, more than 48 lashes. In 70 percent of the floggings, the 

captains punished the ofTender with twelve or less lashes.^^ Up to two dozen lashes were 

not uncommon: around 25 percent of the men received between 13 and 24 lashes. In only 

four percent of cases did the captains issue between 25 and 36 lashes and in a mere .3 

percent of the cases captains gave out 37 to 48 lashes. No men in the sample of 2013 

punishments received over four dozen lashes. The vast majority (70 percent) of men 

flogged were within the proscribed limits and most men (95 percent) received no more 

than two dozen lashes. The statistical analysis also calls into question the view of Jack 

Nasty&ce, a seaman of the era. who believed that &r greater numbers of lashes were 

commonly given out, "the general number is three dozen". Overall, the average number of 

lashes captains issued per flogging was 15.2. In comparison to the mid-nineteenth century, 

^^Both contemporary and secondary sources argue that three or four dozen lashes were 
commonly issued. See Rasor, Reform in the Royal Navy. 129. Jack Nastylace, "Extracts 
&om 'Nautical Economy of the Forecastle'" in Baynham, From the Lower Deck. 64, and 
Dandeker, "The Old Navy and Social Change," in The Department of History, U.S. Naval 
Acaden^, ed.. New Aspects of NavaJ History. 99. 

^^John Bym found in his sample of6,000 fk>ggings carried out on ships statroned in the 
Leeward Islands Stations between 1784 and 1812 that almost sixty percent consisted of 
tweh^e or less lashes. Bym, rrime and Punishment in the Roval Naw. 75. 
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the average number of lashes issued in the 1790s was low. Eugene Rasor places the 

average number of lashes in the 1830 to 1865 period as between 27 and 35 or double 

those in the 1794-1797 era. The logs provide a more moderate view in terms of the 

numbers of lashes issued than most scholars have presented. 
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Table 15 

Number of Lashes per Flogging 

Lashes per Flogging Lash Log 
Ship 0-12 13-24 25-36 36-48 48+ Other 9 Average Duration 
Adamant 24 22 2 1 0 0 0 19.2 15.5 
Agamemnon 118 24 4 0 0 3 16 12.3 57.75 
Agincouri 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.0 8.5 
Ardent 10 3 0 0 0 2 1 14.7 12.0 
BeauUeu 2 4 2 0 0 0 4 23.0 7.25 
Belliqueux 5 4 3 0 0 0 1 21.5 13.0 
Brilliant 11 10 0 0 0 0 12 16.2 22.0 
Champion 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 12.0 24.0 
Cleopatra 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 16.0 15.0 
Clyde 20 4 0 0 0 0 9 11.5 19.5 
Comet 6 3 0 0 0 0 1 15.6 18.0 
Concorde 8 0 3 0 0 3 1 18.6 12.0 
Defence 43 12 3 0 0 0 0 15.1 17.0 
Defiance 31 4 0 0 0 1 19 12.0 29.5 
Director 65 24 2 0 0 1 0 16.5 23.75 
Duke 37 22 0 0 0 I 3 13.8 14.0 
Eurydice 4 0 0 0 0 0 8 12.0 19.0 
Glory 17 5 1 0 0 2 6 12.3 21.0 
Grampus 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 12.0 12.0 
Hind 3 10 3 0 0 0 6 23.6 18.0 
Hound 17 10 0 1 0 0 3 17.1 19.25 
fmpetueux 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.0 13.0 
Inflexible 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 77? 20.0 
Inspector 9 2 1 0 0 1 1 15.0 12.0 
Iris 17 3 3 0 0 0 8 16.7 22.0 
Isis 25 1 0 0 0 0 2 12.5 19.0 
L' Espion 15 4 0 0 0 0 1 13.1 12.5 
La Nymphe 2 4 2 1 0 0 1 26.7 12.0 
Lancaster 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 12.0 12.0 
Latona 8 1 0 0 0 0 9 13.3 16.33 
Le Juste 18 14 0 0 0 0 32 16.0 20.5 
Leopard 54 12 1 0 0 0 67 14.3 22.75 
Lion 14 4 I 0 0 0 10 15.5 21 
London 56 29 2 0 0 1 1 16.1 24.5 
Marlborough 16 2 4 0 0 1 0 16.0 12.25 
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Lashes per Flogging Lash Log 
Ship 1 0-12 13-24 25-36 36-48 48+ Other 9 Average Duration 
Mars 15 2 0 0 0 2 4 13.0 24.0 
Medusa 5 1 3 0 0 0 3 21.3 12.0 
Megara 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 16.0 11.66 
Melpomme 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 12.0 12.0 
Minotaur 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 ??? 29.0 
Monarch 31 5 1 0 0 3 1 13.9 27.75 
Monmouth 3 0 0 0 0 0 8 12.0 11.33 
Montague 3 1 0 0 0 0 14 15.0 16.0 
Nassau 21 5 3 0 0 0 0 16.3 12.0 
Niger 20 31 8 0 0 0 2 18.5 24.0 
Nimble 7 I 0 0 0 0 0 12.9 22.0 
Pompee 46 15 0 0 0 0 2 14.8 24.25 
Proserpine 3 3 4 0 0 0 13 25.3 22.5 
Qn. Charlotte 56 25 7 0 0 1 2 16.8 42.5 
Ramillies 78 14 0 0 0 1 1 11.8 27.0 
Repulse 2 2 0 0 0 0 16 18.0 28.5 
Robust 73 12 2 0 0 0 0 13.4 14.25 
Royal George 8 12 0 2 0 2 5 21.5 24.0 
Ryl. Sovereign 40 6 0 0 0 1 11 13.0 27.66 
Royal William 16 0 0 0 0 0 9 11.8 24.0 
Sandwich 71 10 0 0 0 0 9 13.2 20.5 
St. Fiorenzo 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 ?7? 12.0 
Stag 48 20 0 0 0 0 1 15.2 24.0 
Standard 16 5 1 0 0 0 6 15.5 27.5 
Swan 42 28 2 0 0 1 3 16.6 36.5 
Terrible 30 23 6 2 0 0 2 19.4 20.5 
Tisiphone 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 10.9 9.0 
Triton 4 18 1 0 0 0 1 20.8 12.0 
Unite 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 15.0 10.0 
Venerable 51 6 2 0 0 0 8 13.6 28.5 
Venus 28 10 3 0 0 0 17 15.9 33.25 
Vestal 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 15.4 12.0 
TOTAL 1424 501 81 7 0 29 281 15.2 = avenge 
Percent^e 70.8 24.9 4.0 0.3 

Notes: 
1. Other means that punishments other than flogging were issued by the captain to the man 
being punished. Typically this was running the gauntlet. 
2. ? means that the number of lashes issued by the captain were not listed. 
3. Log Duration is the period in months covered by the logs used to construction the 
punishment sample for each specific ship. 
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Captains had men flogged for a reason and usually the ships' logs provide the 

details of what offense a man was punished for. Unlike the courts-martials, captains 

tended to flog men for more mundane crimes. These crimes generally fell into two 

categories. The first were crimes that threatened the good order of the ship. These were 

generally offenses in which a man was either unfit to do his duty or threatened the 

property or body of a peer. The most common of these crimes against the collective was 

drunkenness, sometimes aggravated by another offense. Of the 2302 known offenses in 

the sample, 699 or 30 percent involved a man being drunk.^^ A drunk man could not carry 

out his duties on the ship and potentially endangered his peers. The next highest in this 

category was neglect of duty on its own or combined with other infractions. Captains 

punished 541 men or 23 percent of all offenses for some sort of neglect; which was simply 

not doing their duty correctly, whkh again endangered the ship and the entire crew. Theft 

was the third most common crime, appearing 269 times or in 12 percent of all crimes.^^ 

While some men were convicted of stealing stores, most seem to have stolen from their 

peers; both were crimes against the community. Fighting, the fourth most common crime 

against peers and the order of the ship, appeared in 149 punishments or 6 percent of all 

"In many cases a man was punished for multiple offenses. In establishing numbers of 
offenses I have counted any punishment that included that general type of crime. So a man 
punished for drunkenness and neglect of duty will appear in both the drunkenness and 
neglect of duty totals. There is no way to know whkh offense had greater weight or if 
they were of equal influence in the captain deckling to punish that man so I have opted to 
count the various offenses each time they appear. Hence the percentages only reflect each 
time that an offense appeared. 

'̂inchided in this are 31 men punished by running the gauntlet and one man who had the 
emasculating punishment of being punished by the boys. Punishment by one's peers in the 
gauntlet was the most dramatic statement of a crime considered to be against one's peers 
and not the oflBcers or the navy in general. 
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cases.^^ The collective nature of maritinie work was disrupted when men were not at their 

duty stations on ship or shore. To prevent this, captains punished 114 men (5 percent) for 

a variety of crimes related to being absent from duty.^ Finally, rioting and disorderly 

conduct combined totaled 102 men (5 percent) of the reasons for punishment. Both rioting 

and disorderly conduct challenged the good order of a ship in similar ways; rioting was a 

more violent version of disorderly conduct. Exact definitions are impossible to come by as 

each captain could define the offenses in rather large parameters; one captain's disorderly 

might be a strict captain's rioting. All of these were crimes against the good order of the 

ship and the safety of peers; supporting Rodger's thesis that oflBcers generally punished to 

ensure the good order and safety of their ship and crew. 

After infractions that threaten the good order of the ship, the second category of 

violations were those in which seamen challenged the authority of their ofificers. the two 

most common of these offenses being disobedience and insolence. Captains punished men 

267 times (12 percent of all cases) for disobedience and other crimes along with 

disobedience. The punishment rates for insolence follow closely with 198 men (9 percent 

of all crimes) punished for insolence and other crimes along with insolence. The two major 

offenses that men were courts-martialed for, mutiny and desertion, appeared in records of 

ship-level punishments as well. Mutiny, mutinous expression, and mutinous behavior and 

these crimes in conjunction with other offenses occurred 92 times (4 percent) in the 

^^Fighting was listed differently from assauh or striking a superior and appears to have 
been viewed as a mutual crime between men in the majority of the cases. 

'̂ ^^There were several different versions of being absent from duty. Most appear to be a 
man who was not where he was supposed to be for duty: these included being absent from 
duty statwn, and the most common was being absent from the boat onshore. Possibly as 
many as a third were men absent from the ship and not yet counted as deserters. 
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sample; while desertion occurred 84 times (4 percent).* '̂ The various forms of mutinous 

actions represented the most direct challenge to the authority of the oflScers. While 

statistically small when compared to drunkenness or neglect of duty, the punishment of 92 

men for mutinous acts demonstrates that there were discontented men within the Navy. 

Desertion is not so much a crime against a captain's authority but rather the entire Navy 

and the state as men refused to serve either. The most direct attack on the authority of the 

officers was the abuse or assault of a superior oflScer which was rare and only 34 men 

(1.5%) were punished for this crime.^^ In comparison to the numbers punished for crimes 

conunitted against the ship and its company as a whole, the numbers punished for 

challenging the officers and the Navy's authority over them was small. The numbers, 

however, do indicate that there were numbers of men willing to challenge the authority of 

the patricians and hence rejected the social compact. 

'̂Desertion represents only those men caught, possibly many times more successfully 
deserted and were not tried in either the Navy's courts-martial or by captains. 

^^The total includes abuse or a superior (12) and striking or attempting to strike a superior 
officer or a sentinel (22). I have included the sentinels as they were marines on guard and 
tended to control access to the officers. 
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Table 16 

Offenses Men Flogged For 

Offense PO SM Marine Unknown Total 
Absent 0 59 8 36 103 
Abuse of a superior 0 3 1 1 5 
Assault 0 12 0 0 12 
Assisting in desertion 0 0 0 1 I 
Attempting to arrest 0 1 0 0 1 
Bad language 0 0 0 1 I 
Beating a boy 0 1 0 0 1 
Being dirty 0 I 1 0 2 
Bestiality 0 1 0 0 1 
Broaching when sentinel 0 0 1 0 1 
Buying and selling clothes 0 2 0 0 2 
Contempt 0 12 9 7 28 
Contempt and Disobedience 0 7 2 0 9 
Contempt and Fighting 0 1 0 0 1 
Contempt and Mutinous Expression 0 I 0 0 1 
Contempt and Mutiny 0 2 0 0 2 
Contempt and Neglect 0 2 1 2 4 
Cowardice, Mutiny and Drunkenness 0 0 0 6 6 
Cruelty 0 0 1 0 1 
Damage to the Ship 0 2 0 0 2 
Desertion 2 49 3 31 83 
Disobedience 2 106 38 33 179 
Disobedience and Disrespect 1 0 0 0 1 
Disobedience and Insolence 1 9 2 5 17 
Disobedience and Mutinous Expression 0 1 0 1 2 
Disobedience and Neglect 0 9 3 3 15 
Disobedience and Selling liquor 0 2 0 0 2 
Disorderly Behavior 0 2 0 0 2 
Disorder^ Behavior and Neglect 0 0 0 1 1 
Disorderly Behavior and Mutiny 0 1 0 0 1 
Drunkenness 4 155 68 66 293 
Drunkenness and Absent 0 6 2 0 8 
Drunkenness and Abuse 0 0 I 1 2 
Drunkenness and Assault 1 3 2 I 7 
Drunkenness and Contempt 0 7 1 4 12 
Drunkenness and Disobedience 1 12 5 16 34 



Offense PO SM Marine Unknown Total 
Drunkenness and Disorderly I 7 2 0 10 
Drunkenness and Fighting 1 30 17 3 51 
Drunkenness and Insolence 2 27 5 7 41 
Drunkenness and Lying 0 0 I 0 1 
Drunkenness and Mutinous Expression 0 9 0 0 9 
Drunkenness and Neglect 10 64 24 43 141 
Drunkenness and Quarreling 0 16 3 3 22 
Drunkenness and Rioting 0 38 5 4 47 
Drunkenness and Selling his Clothes 0 I 0 0 1 
Drunkenness and Swearing 0 2 0 0 2 
Drunkenness and Theft 0 7 4 0 II 
Drunkenness and Wrangling 0 1 0 0 1 
Embezzlement 0 2 0 0 2 
Fighting 1 39 20 14 74 
Filthiness 0 1 0 0 1 
Flogging without authority 0 3 0 0 3 
Fraud 0 I 0 0 I 
Gambling 0 7 0 0 7 
Groundless Complaint 0 I 0 0 1 
Harm to self 0 2 0 0 2 
Illegally acting as a physician 0 0 0 1 1 
Insolence 4 69 22 25 120 
Insolence and Assault 0 1 0 0 1 
Insolence and Contempt 0 3 0 0 3 
Insolence and Fighting 0 0 0 5 5 
Insolence and Mutinous Expressions 0 I 0 1 2 
Insolence and Neglect 1 7 0 2 10 
Insolence and Rioting 0 1 0 0 1 
Insulting a sentinel 0 0 I 0 1 
Irregular Behavior 0 1 0 0 1 
Lying 0 1 0 0 1 
Misbehavior 0 6 3 2 11 
Misdemeanors 0 0 0 1 1 
Mutinous Behavior or Conduct 0 14 2 6 22 
Mutinous Expressnns 0 15 3 7 25 
Mutiny 0 13 0 7 20 
Neglect of Cleanliness 0 1 0 0 I 
Neglect of Duty 5 201 60 94 360 
Neglect and Absent 1 0 0 1 2 
Neglect and Blasphemy 0 0 0 1 1 
Neglect and Fighting 0 0 0 3 3 
Neglect and Theft 0 2 1 1 4 
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Offense PO SM Marine Unknown Total 
Plundering 0 0 0 2 2 
Quarreling 1 8 6 4 19 
Quarreling and Absent 0 I 0 0 1 
Quarreling and Fighting 1 8 3 1 13 
Quarreling and Mutinous Expressions 0 0 1 0 I 
Receiving Stolen Goods 0 I 0 0 I 
Refusing to submit to punishment 0 1 0 0 1 
Rioting 0 17 2 14 33 
Rioting and Disobedience 0 3 0 0 3 
Rioting and Disorderly 0 3 0 0 3 
Rioting and Fighting 0 2 0 0 2 
Rioting and Quarreling 0 2 0 0 2 
Scandalous Behavior 0 4 1 0 5 
Sculking 0 0 0 4 4 
Seditious Expression 0 0 I 1 2 
Selling goods at a high price 1 0 0 0 1 
Selling his clothes 0 1 1 1 3 
Selling liquor 0 2 1 0 3 
Slander 0 0 1 0 1 
Sleeping on duty 0 1 11 0 12 
Smuggling Liquor 0 2 0 4 6 
Sodomy 0 3 0 0 3 
Straggling 0 5 0 0 5 
Striking a superior or sentinel 1 13 4 4 22 
Swindling the Ship's Company 0 1 0 1 2 
Theft 3 153 35 56 247 
Theft and Disobedience 0 6 0 0 6 
Theft and Mutinous Expression 0 0 1 0 1 
Threatening his Superior 0 2 1 0 3 
UnCleanliness 0 7 3 8 18 
Unnatural Crimes 0 1 0 0 1 
Unknown 1 13 2 4 20 

Notes: 
1. PO stands for petty officer. 
2. SM stands for seaman, either able, ordinary, or landsman. 
3. Several similar offenses have been added together where possible. For example. Absent 
includes all offenses in which a man was not at his place of duty but not yet considered to 
have deserted: such as "absent from duty", "absent &om duty without leave", "absent from 
the ship without leave", "absent without leave", or absenting himself without leave". 
Desertion inchides "attempting to desert" as well as "desertion". Assault includes any 
attack by a member of the ship's company against his peers. 
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4. Several repetitive crimes have been listed only under one listing. For example, 
"drunkenness and neglect of duty" and "neglect of duty and drunkenness" are listed under 
"drunkenness and neglect". 

Overall, the view that captains inflicted excessive and capricious punishment does 

not hold up when the records of actual punishment are examined. Most captains tended to 

issue out punishments according to the maritime version of the patrician-plebeian social 

compact which called for limits to violent acts between the classes. They flogged with 

moderation in number of lashes and generally for crimes that threatened safety and good 

order.^^ Significantly, during the plebeian-directed Spithead Mutiny there were no 

collective demands against the navy's penal system. But when a captain overstepped the 

accepted levels of punishment, his ship's company took advantage of the breakdown of 

normal order to remove him and in a few cases never accepted back that captain as its 

commander which the seamen consklered to be their right under the social compact. 

Refi^ctory Companies 

Eleven captains and dozens of other officers were turned out of their ships by their 

men during the Spithead Mutiny.^ Their ships' companies eventual^ allowed six of these 

^^Despite the popular image of the Royal Navy being actively homophobic, the number of 
men punished for sexual crimes is almost insignificant with captains in the sample 
punishing only one man for bestiality, three for sodomy, and one for unnatural crimes. 
Eighteen were punished for uncleanliness but of these the majority appear to have been 
simply a dirty man and not for some sort of sexual act. Arthur Gilbert posited that 
uncleanliness meant other acts of sexual "deviance" such as masturbation. See Gilbert, 
"Crime as Disorder," in Love, Changing Interpretation and New Sources in Naval History. 
120. 

^The mutineers at the Nore also turned out several officers for "ill treatment to men" but 
since they were defeated in their mutiny most of the removed officers returned to their 
ships. It is therefor impossible to know whkh ofiBcers wouki never have been accepted 
back by their crews voluntarily had they bargaining leverage that their peers at Spithead. 
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captains to return to their ships.^^ The ships' companies of the remaining five captains: 

Cook of the Nymphe, Bazely of the Hind, Nichols of the Marlborough, Campbell of the 

Terrible, and GrifBth of the London, did not allowed their captains to return to their ships, 

indicating generally that these were cruel captains who had allowed the accepted norms of 

punishment to be exceeded.̂  The exception to this was Captain GrifiBth of the London 

whose ship's company seems to have removed him because of his participation in his 

uncle's, Vice-Admiral Colpoy's, attenq)t to use force to suppress the Second Spithead 

Mutiny, a violation of the social compact. These reflectory crews were not the republican 

minority during the Spithead Mutiny but rather plebeians who took the opportunity of the 

chaos of the mutiny to force their demands for better ofiBcers, those who would abide by 

the maritime social compact. 

The Nore mutineers' Orders and Regulations stated "Article 6. All ofiBcers who by ill 
treatment to men are considered unfit for H.M. Service to be dismissed immediately, being 
fully satisfied with the resolution of our brethren Seamen and Marines at Spithead, we will 
tlierefore abide by their determination." Nore Mutineers, "Orders and Regulations" (May 
13,1797), ADM 1/727. 

Allowed to return were Captain HoUoway of the Duke, Captain Hood of the Mars, 
Captain Bickerton of the Ramillies, Captain Miller of the Megara, Captain Talbot of the 
Eurydice, and Captain John Bligh (not William Bligh, Captain of the Bounty and later 
Director in the Nore Mutiny) of the Latona. For those removed see Bridport to Nepean 
(May 9,1797), ADM 1/107. For those not returned to service see Admiralty, "OfiBcers 
turned on shore during the Mutiny" (July 31, 1797) Admiralty Board Minutes 
July-December. 1797. ADM 3/138, PRO. 

^Even Admiral Howe acknowledged the reason for the removal of these captains and 
other ofiBcers, "The onfy remaining complaint was the ill-treatment, which some of the 
seamen professed they had met with, fix>m some of their ofiBcers." See Howe to the Duke 
of Portland (May 16,1797), ADM 1/4172. 
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The ship's company of the Marlborough turned out their captain, two lieutenants, 

their surgeon, their Marine captain, two Marine Lieutenants, and two mates.^^ Their 

petition to Admiral Bridport made clear the cause of their complaint; "oppression and 

cruelty". The ship's company accused Captain Nichols of a long list of cruel acts which 

included: beating them with his spy glass, his fists, and the speaking trumpet; having men 

started with one or two dozens lashes with "a stick or piece of cowhide"; hanging men 

from the rigging by their wrists for two and three quarters of an hour, forcing two 

quartermasters and the men to carry their hammocks on their shoulders for excessive 

periods of time, forcing a weak man up and down the rigging so many times that he dfed 

the next day; and being so abusive to Lieutenant William Matthew Buckle that he was 

seen to "shed tears". In the eyes of the seamen, Nichols had also created a climate of 

tyranny of the ship among the other ofiBcers. They wrote, "the boatswain's mates imitating 

their example some even seem to vye with them in cruelty". Forty-three men signed 

against the captain and his "cruel authority".^^ Despite an earlier assurance by Nichols that 

he was a just officer, Vice-Admiral Gardner noted that there was "a degree of 

dissatisfaction throughout the ship's company."^^ Nichols was not accepted back by his 

ship's company as their captain, and the Admiralty did not attempt to force him upon 

them. 

^^Howe, "A List of Officers of the Ships under the Command of Lord Bridport sent on 
Shore by the Ships' Companies, when they were in a State of Mutiny" contained in Howe 
to the Duke of Portland (May 23, 1797), ADM 1/4172. 

^^Ship's Company of the Marlborough, "Grievances " (Aprfl 24,1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^C^tain Nwhols "Statement" contained in Gardner to Brkiport (April 15, 1797), ADM 
1/1022. Nichols had demanded a courts-martial to clear his name but the Admiralty never 
gave him the opportunity. See Nichols to Nepean (April 20, 1797), ADM 1/2226. 
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While no petitions exist from the ships' conqxmies of the Terrible and the Hind, 

their crews generally put forward similar complaints about their captains. The ship's 

company of the Terrible put ashore Captain Campbell, all lieutenants, and all Marine 

ofiBcers, but later took back ail but Captain Campbell and Lieutenant George Smith. The 

final event that sealed the fete of Captain Campbell was his refusal to pledge "not repeat 

any grievances nor sufier any to be repeated by your oflBcers."^® The crew of the Hind put 

ashore Captain Bazely, two Ueutenants, their purser, the gunner, and two mates. '̂ Little is 

known about the specific complaints against Captain Bazely except that the ship's 

company '"unanimously" demanded his removal. 

Unlike the ships' companies of the Terrible and the Hind, the demands of the 

Nymphes against their officers are well documented. The ship's company sent ashore 

^^Bridport to Nepean with enclosures by Captain Campbell (May 12, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
Four of the lieutenants on the Terrible knew that Campbell's abuse had destroyed all order 
on the ship. They wrote to Bridport requesting to be moved to another ship as they had 
"lost all authority as OfBcers in the Terrible''. Charles Patey, George Smith, John Cramer, 
and Edward Ch^buth to Bridport (May 12,1797), ADM 1/107. 

'̂Admiralty, Captain John Bazely, "Log of H.M.S. Hind" (November 20,1795 to May 
16, 1797), Logs oftheffiW 1794-1802. Log H.157, NMM. 

'̂ Bazely to P. Parker (May 9, 1797), ADM 1/1023, PRO. Petitmns had been sent by the 
Ship's Company of the Hind to the Admiralty as early as February 1797 complaining 
about conditions on the ship. An investigatran into the complaints conducted by Captains 
Fair&x and Ball found that only ten men were willing to admit any grievances and these 
were only against the boatswain for treating "them with severity". None of the men were 
willing to publicly make a complaint i^ainst Bazely or his lieutenants. Captains Fair&x and 
Ball "Report" (February 5, 1797), ADM 1/727. As of July 31, 1797, Captain Bazely is 
listed as still not assigned to any ship and in August, 1797 the Hind was commanded by 
Captain Larcom. The two lieutenants were also removed from the Hind; Hickey was 
assigned to the Neptune and Gardner seems to yet been assigned to another ship. "Officers 
turned on shore during the Mutiny" (July 31, 1797), ADM 3/138 and Steel, St^l's 
Original and Cnrrect f ist nf the Rnval Naw. 
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Captain Cook, Lieutenant Lawrence and Lieutenant Irwin. The ship's company 

complained that they were victims of cruelty and that the flogging on their ship was 

carried "to extremes," describing forty-five different examples of cruelty. They also 

complained of beatings by these three ofiBcers. Captain Cook personally beat men with a 

rope's end and the speaking trumpet. Lieutenant Irwin also kicked and beat men. The 

greatest offender was Lieutenant Lawrence who committed over half of the excesses 

including kicking men, striking them in the &ce, beating men with parts of the rigging, and 

beating them with a rope's end. No other petition sent to the Admiralty during the 

Spithead mutiny contained so many accounts of abuse by senior officers. 

These four captains. Cook of the Nymphe, Bazely of the Hind, Nichols of the 

Marlborough, and Campbell of the Terrible, had a generally quantifiable record of abuse 

as well. When compared to the filty-two captains in command of ships that were in the 

Spithead and Nore anchor^es before and during the mutinies, these men had a fairly high 

rate of lashes per flogging. When compared to the 52 other captains who had a sample of 

five or more known number of lashes per flogging. Captain Cook of the Nymphe comes 

out highest with an average lashes per flogging of 26.7, one and a two-thirds times the 

average of 15.8. Captain Bazely of the Hind was the third highest among the fiity-two 

with an average lashes per flogging of 23.6. Captain Campbell of the Terrible was closer 

to the norm with 19.4. And finally Captain Nichols of the Marlborough was almost at the 

173 seamen and 25 Marines of the Nymphe to Bridport to be forwarded to the Lords of 
the Admiralty (no date) and J. Colpoys, J. Nashom, and T. Jones "Report on Nymphe" 
(April 25, 1797), ADM 1/107. As of July 31, 1797, Captain Cook had not been reassigned 
a ship. Lieutenant Irwin was now serving on the Boadicea, and Lieutenant Lawrence had 
been assigned to the k)wly position of a lieutenant on the City of York Tender, a great step 
down from serving on a 38 gun frigate. See "Officers turned on shore during the Mutiny" 
(July 31, 1797), ADM 3/138. 
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average with 16 lashes per flogging. His company's refusal to accept him back probably 

had more to do with his abuses of starting and other non-flogging punishments than his 

use of the lash. Thus both qualitative and quantitative evidence suggests that the ships' 

companies of these four captains removed them for violating the unofiBcially accept norms 

of punishment. '̂* 

Table 17 

Number of Lashes per Flogging by Captain 

Ship Captain 
Lashes per Fbgging 
0-12 13-24 25-36 36-48 9 

Lash 
Average 

Log 
Duration 

Adamant Hotham 7 11 I 0 0 20.2 7.0 
Agamemnon Fanecourt 45 13 0 0 1 13.4 11.33 
Agincourt Williamson 1 0 0 0 0 12.0 8.5 
Ardent Burges 10 3 0 0 1 14.7 12.0 
Beaulieu Skynner 2 4 2 0 4 23.0 7.25 
Belliqueux Inglis 5 4 3 0 1 21.5 13.0 
Brilliant Blackwood 5 7 0 0 11 17.8 12.0 
Champion Raper 3 0 0 0 2 12.0 24.0 
Cleopatra Penrose 5 0 0 0 0 16.0 14.0 
Clyde Cunningham 20 4 0 0 9 11.5 19.5 
Comet Duncan 0 1 0 0 0 20.0 3.0 
Concorde Bagot 3 0 0 0 0 12.0 9.5 
Defence Wells 43 12 3 0 0 15.1 17.0 
Defiance Jones 9 2 0 0 13 13.2 12.0 
Director Bligh, Wm. 65 24 2 0 0 16.5 23.75 
Duke HoUoway 32 17 0 0 3 13.2 12.25 
Eurydice Talbot 0 0 0 0 2 ??? 12.0 
Glory Brine 5 0 0 0 0 10.8 12.0 

'̂̂ Conversety several of the ship's companies that broke from the Nore Mutiny and 
returned to the control of their ofiBcers had captains with k>w average lashes per flogging. 
The ship's companies of Clyde and St. Fiorenzo were some of the first to leave the Nore 
Mutiny and Captain Cunningham of the Clyde had a lash average of only 11.5 and Captain 
Neate's average is unknown but he punished onfy three men in twelve months. 
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Ship Captain 
Lashes per Fk)gging 
0-12^ 13-24^5-36 36-48 9 

Lash 
Average 

Log 
Duration 

Grampus Came 10 0 0 0 1 12.0 12.0 
Hind Bazely 3 10 3 0 6 23.6 18.0 
Hound Wood 17 10 0 1 3 17.1 19.25 
Impetueux Payne 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 13.0 
Inflexible Ferris 0 0 0 0 12 TP. 20.0 
Inspector Lock 9 2 1 0 1 15.0 12.0 
Iris Surridge 11 0 0 0 0 12.0 9.0 
Isis Watson 25 1 0 0 2 12.5 14.0 
L 'Espion Dixon 15 4 0 0 1 13.1 12.5 
La Nymphe Cook 2 4 2 1 1 26.7 12.0 
Lancaster Wells 1 0 0 0 3 12.0 12.0 
Latona Legge 8 0 0 0 0 11.5 13.33 
Latona Bligh, John 0 1 0 0 0 24.0 3.0 
Le Juste Packenham 14 5 0 0 0 13.0 16.75 
Le Juste KeUy 3 7 0 0 0 20.4 3.75 
Leopard Hargood 37 8 1 0 0 14.5 12.0 
Lion Crawley 14 4 1 0 10 15.5 21.0 
London GriflBth 33 17 1 0 1 15.9 16.5 
Marlborough Nichols 16 2 4 0 0 16.0 12.25 
Mars Hood 5 0 0 0 3 12.0 ll.O 
Medusa Eaton 5 1 3 0 3 21.3 12.0 
Megara Miller 2 1 0 0 3 16.0 11.66 
Melpomme Hamilton 5 1 0 0 0 12.0 12.0 
Minotaur Louis 0 0 0 0 4 ??? 29.0 
Monarch Elphinstone 31 5 1 0 1 13.9 27.75 
Monmouth Northesk 3 0 0 0 8 12.0 11.33 
Montague Knight 3 1 0 0 14 15.0 16.0 
Nassau O'Bryen 0 1 1 0 0 30.0 2.5 
Niger Foote 20 31 8 0 2 18.5 24.0 
Nimble Lloyd 1 0 0 0 0 7.0 4.0 
Pompee Vashon 46 15 0 0 2 14.8 24.25 
Proserpine Lake 3 3 4 0 13 25.3 22.5 
Qn. Charlotte Douglas 26 12 4 0 0 17.0 15.0 
Ramillies Bickerton 78 14 0 0 1 11.8 27.0 
Repulse Alms 2 0 0 0 14 12.0 12.0 
Robust Thombourgh 73 12 2 0 0 13.4 14.25 
Royal George Domett 8 12 0 2 5 21.5 24.0 
RyL Sovereign Whhby 40 6 0 0 11 13.0 27.66 
Royal William Pickmore 16 0 0 0 9 11.8 24.0 
Sandwich Mosse 71 10 0 0 9 13.2 20.5 
St. Fiorenzo Neale 0 0 0 0 3 ??? 12.0 
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Lashes per Flogging Lash Log 
Ship raptain 0-12 11-24 25-36 36-4S 9 Average Duration 
Stag Yorke 48 20 0 0 I 15.2 24.0 
Standard Parr 7 0 0 0 0 11.1 9.0 
Swan Stap 6 1 0 0 0 12.9 6.5 
Terrible Campbell 30 23 6 2 2 19.4 20.5 
Tisiphone Wallis 10 1 0 0 0 10.9 9.0 
Triton Gore 4 18 1 0 1 20.8 12.0 
Unite Rowley 12 4 0 0 0 15.0 lO.O 
Venerable Fair&x 32 0 0 0 0 11.5 10.5 
Venus Graves 22 10 2 0 0 16.0 12.0 
Vestal White 5 2 0 0 0 15.4 12.0 

Notes: 
1. ? means that the number of lashes issued by the captain were not listed. 
2. Log Duration is the period in months covered by the logs used to construction the 
punishment sample for each specific ship. 

The same &te awaited individual officers below the rank of captain whose ships' 

companies saw as excessively punitive. From the surviving petitions it is possible to find 

complaints about other officers who were removed by their ships' companies. The Duke's 

ship's company complained about being "cruelly and unmercifiiUy treated" by several of 

their officers and these men were removed during the Spithead Mutiny.^^ On the 

Minotaur, the ship's company removed Lieutenant William Compton after accusing him in 

two petitions of "abuse and ill treatment".^^ Occasionally, the officers convinced the 

^^Mentioned by name in the petition and removed by the ship's company were Lieutenant 
Curtis, Master's Mates James and Stacey, and Midshipmen Belchier, Baker and Gordon. 
Ship's Company of the Duke to the Admiralty, ADM 1/5125 and "A List of the Officers of 
the Ships under the Command of Lord Bridport sent on Shore by the Ships' Companies 
when ttey were in a State of Mutiny", ADM 1/4172. 

^®Ship's Company of the Minotaur, "The General Grievances of the Minotaur's Ship's 
Company" (April 19,1797), ADM 1/5125 and Ship's Company of the Minotaur, "TTie 
Grievances of the Minotaur's Ship's Company" (April 24, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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seamen to not remove them or to take them back even after petitioning the Admiralty 

about abuse. The ship's company of the Ramillies demanded in petitions the removal of 

their captain, Bickerton, Lieutenant French, and Lieutenant Simmons. In the end only 

Lieutenant Simmons was ordered out of the ship and he was never accepted back by the 

ship's company.^^ While we will never know the reason why the various ships' companies 

sent each officer on shore, the surviving petitions suggest the most common reason was 

that these officers had overstep the accepted norms regarding punishment and therefore 

violated the rights of the plebeian seamen as negotiated in the social compact. 

The Spectacle of Punishment 

Punishment in the Royal Navy was a public and ritualized event. The act of 

punishment carried cultural messages that may have been more important than the physical 

impact of the punishment. The spectacle of punishment was designed equally to impress 

the man punished as well as those who observed.^^ Punishing a man, be it through 

execution, flogging round the fleet, or simply flogging a man aboard ship by the captain's 

^^Ship's Company of the Ramillies, "The Humble Petitk)n of the Seamen on board H.M. 
Ship Ramillies" (April 21,1797), and Ship's Company of the Ramillies, 'The Humble 
Petition of the Seamen on board his Majesty's Ship the Ramillies" (April 22,1797), 
ADM 1/5125. Simmons was later reassigned to the Tribune. See "Officers turned on 
shore during the Mutiny" (July 31, 1797), ADM 3/138. 

^^Pope. Life In Nelson's. 213. Pope understood part of the picture when he wrote: 
"Punishment was always carried out in public; indeed, the 'spectacle' aspect was regarded 
as most inqwrtant." And, "The Admiralty was of course much more concerned with the 
deterrent efifect that such a flogging might have on others than the actual punishment for a 
particular man." (227) Bym attacks this theory, "Therefore, the whole system was 
intended to cow the scoundrel, not terrify the respectable tar. 'In &ct, good men on board 
ship stand as little in awe of the whip' clamied the Earl of Dundonald, 'as the good people 
on shore of the rope in which male&ctors are hatred.'" Bym, Crime and Punishment in 
the Royal Navy. 65. 
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orders, was part of the patrician-plebeian theater of power. The act of punishment 

reinforced the hegemonic cultural power of the patrician officer class but equally 

reinforcing their hegemony was the power to grant mercy Beyond the larger drama of 

class relations within the Navy there also existed a micro-drama of masculine power 

between the captains and those who challenged their authority as played out in each act of 

punishment. Also the fragile class-based authority of the officers had to be buttressed 

through their manipulation of their individual gender-based masculine power as well. The 

public style and the method used in punishment served to reduce the masculine authority 

of the man punished among his peers, and to demonstrate the masculine power of the 

captain. 

The most common public punishment seamen witnessed was flogging. Flogging a 

man was an event enacted according to navy-wide ritual. The uransgressor was confined in 

irons overnight. The next day, the prisoner was brought up on deck where the entire crew 

had been assembled. The officers mustered in their best uniforms on the spar deck, the 

men on the quarter deck. The Boatswain then ordered the prisoner to remove his shirt. 

Two quartermasters then seized the offender and tied his hands and feet to gratings that 

had been erected especially for the punishment. The boatswain's mates then proceeded to 

strike the man's back with a cat-o'-nine-tails, which was made up of nine cords, a quarter 

inch round and two feet long attached to a wooden stock. The offender's back was 

lacerated by the cats and his flesh looked, according to one seaman, like ''roasted meat 

burnt nearly black"^^ another described it as ''petrified liver". '̂ Some captains magnified 

^^Thompson, "Patricians and Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 43-49. 

^^eech. Thirty Years From Home. 48-S1. 

Jack Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautical Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, 
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the spectacle of the event by having several man flogged on the same day. One captain 

even had two men flogged simuhaneously with two gratings lashed together and the 

offenders face to &ce.^^ But the onlookers saw much more in the punishment than the 

lacerations on the offender's back. 

Force and the fear of the pain of physical punishment were an important part of 

deterrence in punishment. But force and pain were not the only &ctors deterring men from 

acting against the captain's will. In addition to the class hierarchy present on all ships, in 

all of the various levels of the ship's company there coexisted hierarchies based on 

masculinity. Especially among the rank and file seamen, a man's status in this masculine 

hierarchy couki give him power and influence over his same-class peers. Out of fear of 

losing such status in this hierarchy, men avoided floggings and other less violent but 

equally emasculating forms of punishment. Equally aware of the importance of masculine 

status, captains often ritualized punishments so that they not only infUcted pain but also 

stripped seamen of their masculine status. 

Wise captains knew that physical force alone could not keep their ship's company 

in order. Rear-Admiral Patton wrote that "Neither the fear of death, nor any other 

punishment, will be found effectual under such circumstances to secure sea men to the 

British Navy."^^ The most rebellious men, those who challenged the captain's authority 

had to have their masculine status reduced whk;h diminished their influence over their 

From the Lower Deck. 63. 

^^WOliam Clarke, Recollections of Servfce Aftoat and Ashore. 203-204, BGR/8. The 
captain was the son of Sir Edward PeUew and the ship was the Resistance. Clarke also 
claims that Pellew's crew later mutinied against him! 

^^Yexley, Our Fighting Sea Men. 52-53. 
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peers. Otherwise, these rebellious men could use their gender-based cultural power over 

their peers to chaQenge the class and rank based hierarchy of the ship. To accomplish this, 

captains used a variety of punishments which not only inflicted pain on the ofiTender but 

symbolically and publicly emasculated him. Through these punishments a captain 

reinforced his class and gendered power over his working-class seamen. Greg Dening has 

argued that, "One individual being flogged, alone and without allies, played out the 

ultimate deference to naked power in the captain on the quarterdeck."^ Rebellious 

seamen with a diminished gender-based influence among their peers became a smaller 

threat to the captain's authority. 

The emasculating effect of the flogging was not lost upon the seamen. Samuel 

Leech, a seaman, felt that the lashings had ''robbed him (the man punished) of aU 

self-respect; there he hangs, a pitied, self-despised, groaning, bleeding wretch".^^ He also 

wrote that some men would desert rather than be flogged; one man even killed himself 

rather than face the disgrace of a flogging. Leech wrote that "These severites filled our 

crew with discouragement. A sailor dreads the dishonor of the lash. Some, urged by a nice 

sense of honor, have preferred death to it".'̂  While the sight of a man being flayed alive 

would deter some men, the threat of the loss of masculine status among his peers seems to 

have also been a deterrent to members of the crew. Jack Nastyface described his fellow 

seamen's fears of demasculization, "nothing hurt's Jack's feelings more than being taunted 

of anything unmanly or inferior."^^ 

^^Leech, Thirty Years From Home. 48-51. 

''̂ Ibid., 71. 

^^Nasty&ce, "Extracts from 'Nautical Economy of the Forecastle'," in Baynham, From 
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Far less formal punishments existed that worked directly upon the masculine pride 

of the seamen. The most resented of these appears to have been the practice of cutting off 

their long hair. As noted in Chapter 3, one of the outward symbols of a seaman's 

masculinity was his long hair tied back in a tail. Long hair, not a custom on land in the 

1790s, visually identified experienced seamen from the unskilled land lubber who had only 

recently joined the navy. A captain could swiftly reduce a seaman's masculine status by 

cutting off his long tail of hair. Seamen were furious at losing their long hair, which was a 

symbol of a veteran seaman that no landsman could quickly acquire. 

The ship's company of the Cumberland petitioned the Admiralty over Captain 

Rowley's punishments which included stoppage of alcohol and "likewise cutting peoples 

hair off and shaving their head which never has been done only for theft or some other 

scandalous action in any other ship in his Majesty's Service."^^ Rowley replied to the 

Admiralty that he had cut some of the hair off for reasons of sanitation but he did not deny 

that he "in the presence of the ships company ordered the hair of other men to be cut off 

who had been guilty of theft, to point out the person, to mark the infamy of the crime, and 

to deter others from committing the same, a practice I believe by no means uncommon in 

the King's Service".̂  ̂Another petition from the ship's company of the Reunion 

demanded to serve under another captain as their captain had committed many offenses 

against them among them "if our hair is not tied to please him he orders it to be cut off."^ 

the Lower Deck. 48. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Ci/m6er/ant/to the Admiralty (April 21, 1797), ADM 1/5125. 

'̂Captain Rowley to Admiral Curtis (May 19,1797), ADM 1/1023. 

^Ship's Company of the Reunion to the Admiralty (November 15, 1796), ADM 1/5125. 
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The captain's practice of removing a symbol of a seaman's masculinity as a punishment 

helps establish that punishments were not always force-based and in some forms of 

punishment the goal of the captain was to emasculate the offenders. 

Other visual forms of non-physical punishments designed to emasculate a man 

were used by captains as well. O'Brien Casey, then a midshipman after being disrated from 

Lieutenant by another temperamental captain, fell afoul of Captain Pigot of the Hermoine, 

the same Captain Pigot whose crew later mutinied against him in protest of his abusive 

ways. Pigot demanded that Casey publicly apologize to him by "going down on his knees" 

in front of him before the entire crew and begging his forgiveness or else be flogged 'in the 

most degrading way possible'". Casey's own reasons for not yielding show how powerful 

a sense of masculine pride was in the navy, "1 assured him in the most solemn, humble, 

and respectfiil manner, that I had no intention of offering him the slightest insuh, I was 

very sorry he should think so, and 1 begged his pardon; but nothing less than going on my 

knees would satisfy, which he repeated^ insisted on my doing, and on my refusing to 

submit to such degradation, adding that he himself would be the first to despise me for 

doing so, and that I could never continue in the Service". '̂ To Casey degradation meant 

publicly accepting a reductbn of his masculinity. Casey's case shows that captains could 

and did use publicly humiliating and emasculating punishments to control even the 

resisth^e members of their own class. 

But none of these punishments occurred without resistance from those being 

punished. Men showed acts of resistance and by doing so reduced the emasculation of 

their punishments. Lieutenant Casey recounted how he refused to strip when being 

'̂O'Brien Casey, A Through Statement of Lieutenant Casey's Services (November 22, 
1893), 4-11,BGR/12, NMM. 
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flogged on the Hermoine, "He (Captain Pigot) then with an oath, or rather coarse curse, 

ordered me to strip, which 1 also declined, saying that I never stripped at a public place of 

punishment, he might order whom he pleased to strip me, and I would not prevent them. 

The master at arms, and sergeant of marines, then performed that unpleasant duty". 

Casey's resistance to Pigot and the masculine capital it earned him were one of the reasons 

the Hermoine's ship's company did not kill him along with most of their ofBcers when 

they mutinied shortly after Casey's flogging.^^ William Lyncy of the Cumberland had also 

refused to strip himself to be punished. In an attempt to further emasculate Lyncy, his 

captain forced him to mess in the galley with the men the crew held in lowest esteem, the 

thieves.^^ Men could also, like John Lawrence, a seaman on the Director, refuse simply to 

submit to punishment which forced Captain Bligh to place Lawrence in irons rather than 

have him publicly defy his orders.^ Possibly the worst resistance in the eyes of the captain 

was demonstrated by a seaman on the Nymphe who smiled at the boatswain's mate after 

being beaten as "this was the unpardonable crime".^^ The seamen's resistance to 

punishment illustrates the dangers in using public methods of punishment to reduce the 

offender's masculine cbut. A successfiil act of resistance couki instead, reduce the 

masculine power of the captain. While these incidents point to resistance 1:^ the man being 

^^Casey, A Through Statement of Lieutenant rasev's Services. 8-11, BGR/12. 

^^Captain Rowley, "Some Observatbns in Answer to the Charges Contained in a Letter of 
Complaint Addressed to the Lords of the Admiralty the Seamen of His Majesty's Ship 
CumberlaruT (May, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 

^Captain William Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Directoi'' (January 7, 1797 to December 31 
1797), found in both Logs of the Director 1796-1799. Log D.128, NMM and Captain's 
Logs, ADM 51/1195, PRO. 

'̂ Bridport to Nepean (April 25,1797), ADM 1/107. 
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punished, the bloody struggle on the Kingfisher illustrates the power of a ship's company 

to contest punishment. 

On July 1, 1797, Thomas Leach, a seaman on the Kingfisher, disobeyed the orders 

of the ship's master, Mr. Mowbray. Mowbray complained to Lieutenant John Pilfold who 

attempted to arrest Leach only to have him refuse to go into irons and pull a knife to 

prevent his arrest. Eventually, the captain of the ship, John Maitland, was able to arrest 

Leach and ordered him to be flogged. Leach was brought forward but refused Maitland's 

order to strip. For reasons unknown, the ship's company sided with Leach and two-thirds 

of them began to cheer. The seamen had intended their cheers to be a warning to Maitland 

not to punish Leach, but Maitland mistook the cheers for a signal to mutiny. Fearfiil of 

losing command to the angry mutineers, Maitland and Pilfold charged into the seamen 

who were cheering only to be sunounded by the angry men. Fearing for their life, 

Maitland made matters only worse by drawing his weapons and attacking his men. In the 

end, Maitland regained control of his crew only after he had shot and killed one man with 

a pistol, seriously wounded another with another pistol shot, and wounded four more with 

his hanger, a type of sword. A court acquitted him of murder. Maitland failed to 

understand the seamen's intended messi^e. He reacted beyond the limits of the maritime 

social conqjact after he had believed that his seamen intended to violently mutiny, also 

beyond the accepted norms of the social compact. This bk)ody example demonstrates the 

power of a crew to resist, Init also the danger of misreading cultural signals.^ 

The Admiralty and ofiBcers of the Royal Navy knew that in this theater of power, 

they coukl also bolster their own hegemonic class and gender power by showing their 

^Admiralty, Trial of John Maitland (Juty 12, 1797), Courts Martials. July. 1797, ADM 
1/5340, PRO and Trial of John Maitland (July 12,1797), ADM 12/24. 
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power to grant mercy. Captain John Inglis, oithe Belliqueta, wrote to the Admiralty to 

have the sentenced of a seaman, Edward Dance, reduced from 200 to 70 lashes as Dance 

had '̂ showed great contrition of his crime".^^ The most impressive show of power 

captains could make was to reprieve a man from death at the very last moment. Captain 

SommerviUe of the Nemesis waited until a convicted seaman, N. Lincoln, had been 

brought to the scaffold and was about to give his final speech before pardoning him and 

letting him off with an admonition.^^ Even more insidious was Rear-Admiral Duckworth's 

order to Captain Watson of the Daphne to pardon two of three men he was to execute for 

mutinous language. Duckworth ordered Watson to bring all three men to the scaffold, 

hang one, and then read the pardon for the other two!^ The granting of mercy, especially 

right at the time of execution, was all part of the patrician-plebeian pageantry. The ofiBcers 

of the Royal Navy demonstrated their ability to give back life as well as take it. 

The power of the emasculating forms of punishment was not lost upon the ship's 

companies when they found themselves in control of their ships during the Nore Mutiny of 

1797. The revolutionary elements among the mutineers used the same punishments to 

emasculate and show dominance over those who had oppressed them. One of the more 

common and least violent punishments used against their leaders by the mutineers was 

^^Admirahy, Captain John Inglis to Vice-Admiral Richard Onsbw (February 22, 1797) 
Admirakv Tn-I^etters From the North Sea Fleet 1797. ADM 1/S24, PRO. 

'̂"Retrospective and Miscellaneous", The Naval Chronicle, vol. 13, (January to June, 
1805), 400. 

^^Duckworth to Captain Richard Watson (November 28, 1800) Order Book of 
Duckworth^ DUC/33, NMM. This behavnr is not so surprising consklering Rear-Admiral 
Duckworth is the same man whose crew petition against him for cruelty when he was a 
Captain in 1797. 
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ducking, which consisted of being hung by ropes ofif the rigging and lowered in and out of 

the water.Mutineers &om several ships ducked their working-class petty ofiBcers to 

emasculate them through this humiliating act. For example, the ship's company ducked 

and turned on shore Mr. Gibblet, one of their ofiBcers. The ship's company of the 

Montague ducked seven men who were not in &vor or continuing the mutiny, keeping 

them under water for as k>ng as thirty seconds.'̂ ' The mutineers also punished the 

seamen they led for mundane crimes as well. Other punishments inflicted by the 

mutineers worked on the humiliation of emasculation as well. 

The mutinous ship's company of the Proserpine punished their Boatswain thus, 

"He was disfigured with a large swab tied upon each shoulder, a rope round his neck, and 

his hands tied behind him: in this state he was placed in a boat and rowed round the Fleet, 

Moore, The British Mariner's Vocabulary, see Ducking. Also Masefield, Sea Life In 
Nelson's Time. 168; both authors claim that ducking was not a regular punishment by the 
Napoleonic era. 

Admiralty, Captain John Wells, "Log of H.M.S. Lancaster'' (February 25,1797 to 
February 28, 1798), Logs of the Lancaster 1797-1803. Log L.17, NMM and Admiralty, 
Captain Robert Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon''' (November 29, 1796 to 
November 30, 1797), Captains' I.ogs. ADM 51/1194, PRO. 

'̂ ^The ship's company of the Impelueux punished many of their own number for violating 
the rules of conduct established for the mutiny at Spithead. Examples include on April 21, 
1797 "the Ship's Company ducked from the foreyml arm, John Fisher (Seaman), once for 
sleeping on his post, and Josh. Hays (Seaman), thrice for quitting the boat, when on 
shore", April 22, 1797 "ducked Richard Nash (Seaman), thrice for disrespectful 
behaviour", April 23,1797 "ducked William Brown (Marine), thrice for being insolent to 
his Captain", May 9, 1797 "Ship's Company ducked Thomas Bennett (1) (Seaman), thrice 
for lying" and May 15,1797 "Mk;hael Neylan (Seaman) was ducked thrice for being 
lou '̂. Clearly the mutiny leaders of the Impetueux had learned how to efifectively use 
non-physKal punishments &om their regular ofiBcers. See Admiralty, Captain John Willet 
Payne, "Log of H.M.S. /mpe/ueux" (October 5, 1796 to October 21,1797), Captains' 
LflgS, ADM 51/1195, PRO. 
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with a drummer by his side, occasionally beating the 'Rogue's March'; he was then landed 

at Sheemess and marched through the dockyard and garrison, guarded by a party of 

mutineers; and when they consklered him su£Bciently punished and degraded, they let him 

loose, and left him without further molestation."'̂  ̂The mutineers from the Monmouth 

fk)gged and placed halters around the necks of several of their working-class petty officers 

and a marine sergeant, and then rowed them round the fleet with each of the ship's 

company hissing at them and hurling insults at them. One of the marine sergeants had all 

but one lock of his hair shaven ofif as weU and was forced to stand in the boat as he was 

rowed through the fleet past the hisses from the ship's companies they passed. The 

practice of rowing men through the fleet with halters or signs around their necks and then 

discharging them on shore was not a new one; it had been done to men discharged from 

the Navy for crimes such as sodomy.To suffer masculine humiliation in front of his 

own crew was debilitating enough but to be reduced in status throughout the fleet was the 

worst possible punishment. The mutineers had learned from their ofiBcers the techniques 

and methods of emasculating men through punishment. 

I^^Captain Charles Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences That Took Place During the 
Mutiny at the Nore in the Months Of May And June. 1797 14-15, CUN/3, NMM. 

'̂ ^Christopher Lloyd, ed.. The Keith Papers: Selected From the Papers of Admiral 
Viscount Keith, vol. II, (Navy Records Society, 1950), 17-19, Sergeant Watkin Jenkins, 
"Testimony" (Juty 29,1797), ADM 1/5486. Sergeant Jenkins, the marine who had his 
head shaved, testified that one lock of his hair was not cut ofif and a mutineer told him it 
was not removed so that ''Mahomet m^t have an opportunity when I was sinking to haul 
me up to heaven." 

Admiralty, 1775-1806 Analysis and digest of Court Martial Convictions arranged hy 
Offences. ADM 12/21-26. 
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Scholars' past focus on only the material dimensions of shipboard punishment has 

limited our understanding of the cultural meanings of punishment. Clearly all forms of 

punishment worked to support the rule of the ofBcers over their men but punishment was 

more than lashes, hangings, and starting. Men could not be forced to obey 

unquestioningly. The physical resources available to a captain to control his crew were 

small; a captain of an avenge third rate ship of the line, a very common size ship, had but 

six naval and three marine commissioned officers, 19 midshipmen and master's mates, 12 

warrant officers and 76 marines to control 86 petty officers and specialists and 467 seamen 

and boys. Officers had to use methods of punishment which took advantage of the 

cultural meanings which reduced the offending seamen's position in the working-class 

seamen's masculine peer hierarchy and in turn minimized their influence over other 

seamen. By integrating public humiliation with physical punishment, the captains 

attempted to manipulate all the power bases at their disposal. Constrained by the maritime 

version of the patrician-plebeian social compact, a captain had to learn how to manage 

punishment as well as inflict it. 

Conclusion 

Punishment has not general^ been a topic of discussion by past scholars in their 

examinations of the Spithead and Nore Mutinies. Previous researchers looked upon the 

penal system as repressive and class-based. Much like the universalistic model of the 

seamen, other scholars have created a homogeneous view of captains and their ideas 

regarding punishment. Only when scholars have looked past the n^rthic image of life in the 

Royal Navy created by Victorian reformers does a different evaluation come to light. 

'®^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 328-330. 
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The officers of the Royal Navy in the 1790s were, by the custom of their time, 

moderate in their use of the penal ^stem at their disposal. Courts-martials were rare and 

generally concerned with controlling men outside the bounds of the captains, and with the 

two crimes the leaders of the Royal Navy found most threatening to their authority: 

mutiny and desertion. Captains handled the more mundane problems on their ships 

through either the 'starting' system of immediate corporal punishment or the more 

formalized system of flogging. Most captains were aware of and followed the unwritten 

rules of punishment norms developed in concordance with their larger social compact. The 

statistical evidence and general absence of larger complaints by the seamen during the 

Spithead and Nore mutinies bears out the belief that most of the captains acted within 

norms of punishment accepted by the seamen. 

However, a minority of officers were seen by their seamen to have broken the 

unwritten rules and established practices which exceeded in number and savagery the 

acceptable levels of punishment. During both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies, several 

ships' companies removed many of their officers from their ships. Based on the 

descriptions of abuse found in the surviving seamen's petitions, the seamen seem to have 

removed the officers they believed to be cruel tyrants, those who had violated the maritime 

version of the social contract. The seamen's impressions of which captains were tyrants is 

also supported by the statistical evidence available regarding flogging. This shows that the 

seamen labeled captains at tyrants who generally issued out more lashes per man than their 

peers. These crews, which acted to remove officers who violated the norms of punishment 

in the sea service, were not the ultra-revohitionary holdouts that some historians have 

portrayed. Instead they sought to contest the actions of a minority of patricians that fell 

beyond the boundaries of the maritime social compact. 
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The penal system of the Royal Navy was &r more than offenses, lashes, and 

statistics. It was a site of power relations. On one hand, o£Bcers and plebeian men worked 

together in the drama of patrician and plebeian cuhural negotiation. The officers 

demonstrated their power by punishing men, but at the same time, they yiekled to and 

manipulated popular demands by granting mercy to convicted men. This was a scripted 

drama and both sides moved to crush any deviations from the decades-okl formulas and 

symbols. With the devetoping potential for the collapse of older forms of social relations, 

the theater of punishment assumed a much harsher tone becoming symbolic not of the 

symbiotic but unequal patrician-plebeian relationship, but of the struggles between the old 

ruling elite and the new radical challenge. 
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CHAPTER 6 

"Recovering Their Lawful Rights"' 

The First Phase of the Spithead Mutiny 

Introduction 

During the Spithead Mutiny, so known as it took place at the ship anchorage 

known as the Spithead situated between Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight in southern 

England,^ the seamen of the Channel Fleet executed a mutiny in the traditions of both the 

land-based system of plebeian protest and similarly rooted customary forms of 

eighteenth-century naval mutiny. Samuel Kelly, a late eighteenth-century seaman, noted 

the danger that the navy's leaders faced if they let their fleets and seamen linger in port too 

k)ng: "sailors when idle are generally plotting mischief'.^ Kelly's admonition came true 

during the Spithead Mutiny, when the seamen of the Channel Fleet mutinied in the Spring 

of 1797. On April 15,1797, Admiral Lord Bridport ordered the ships' companies of the 

Channel Fleet to prepare to sail.'̂  One by one, ten thousand seamen and marines of sixteen 

'The quote comes from a message by the marines of the Queen Charlotte to the seamen 
of their ship. They wrote, "We ofifer our services and do assure them that we will assist 
them in recovering their lawful rights at this time or any other whatsoever." See The 
Marines of the Queen Charlotte to the Seamen of the Queen Charlotte (April 18,1797), 
ADM 1/5125. 

^John Malham, The Naval Gazetteer: Or. Seamen's Complete Guide, vol. 2 (Philadelphia: 
John F. Watson and Baltimore: Edward J. Coale, 1812, &st published in England in 
1796-7), 440. 

^Kelly, An Eighteenth Century Seamen. 119. 

'̂ In the nautical dating system this was Sunday, April 16. Nautical calendars recorded time 
in a dififerent manner than land-based calendars. Land-based calendars marked days in a 
twenty-four hour period beginning and ending at mklnight; while nautkal dates began at 
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ships of the line executed a pre-planned mutiny. In his log entry of that day, Thomas 

Clements, the Master of the Mars, recorded, "at 2 p.nt signal number 154, half past 

answered signal to unmoor but on the ships' company refusing and its being made known 

to the Commander in Chief, he annuls the signal and the signal for all lieutenants, [who] by 

return of boat informed [us] the whole fleet in a state of mutiny."^ Rear-Admiral Patton's 

prediction of an impending mutiny had come true. 

The leaders and the majority of the seamen involved in the Spithead Mutiny acted 

within the forms and conventions of the traditional plebeian maritime masculinity. They 

sought not to reinvent British society in some enlightened model, but instead to force their 

rulers to live up to their end of the patrician-plebeian social contract. The seamen 

understood that over the previous fifty years the social compromise had been shifting to 

the advantage of the patricians at the disadvantage of the plebeians. Captain GrifSth, then 

commanding the London at the Spithead, noted, 'The chief grounds of complaint were, 

the insufBciency of their pay and provisions, and the stoppage altogether of the former at 

the end of a month when at sick quarters, although sent there on account of wounds 

received in battle."^ The seamen of the Channel Fleet mutinied to force what they believed 

noon and ended the next noon. Nautical dates were always half a day ahead of land-based 
dates. See Rodger, The Wooden WorM. 39. A contemporary log explained the differences 
in the two calendars: "This Log is kept in nautical time. The end of Saturday nautical time, 
is noon of that day, civU time." See Admiralty, Captain John Harvey, "Log of H.M.S. 
BrunswicfC (February 18, 1793 to May 31, 1794), Logs of the Brunswick 1793-1794. Log 
B.16, NMM. Thus, on land-based calendars the Spithead Mutiny began on Saturday 
afternoon, April 15, 1797. For reasons of clarity, dates in this work refer to land-based 
dates unless otherwise noted. 

^Admiralty, Master Thomas Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24,1796 to 
May 16,1797), Masters' Logs. ADM 52/3192, PRO. The nautical date of the entry was 
April 16, 1797. 

^GrifBth Colpoys, A letter to Vice-Admhral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 11. See Chapter 2 
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was a needed correction to the patrician-plebeian society that they had accepted, rather 

than an attempt to redefine the social and political structure of Britain. 

During the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, both patricians and plebeians acted 

within the limits of their social compromise. Leadership of the first phase of the Spithead 

Mutiny, which lasted fi'om April IS to 23, 1797, lay in the hands of the men who favored 

the plebeian maritime masculine understanding; revolutionary ideology remained alien to 

them. The seamen put forward non-revolutionary demands through which they sought a 

public validation of their worth as plebeian men from their rulers through the patricians' 

granting them minor material concessions. In their relatively orderly mutiny, as orderly as 

any mutiny could possibly be, the seamen continued the protest they had begun in 

February 1797 through the plebeians' first form of protest, the petition. Only when their 

petitions &iled to receive a response from Admiral Howe, their commander, did the 

seamen advance to the next step in plebeian protest, direct action. After some hesitation, 

the Admiralty and government attempted to grant most of these demands, in keeping with 

their duty in the patrician-plebeian social compact. Not until early May did the failure of 

Parliament to pass the statutes required to redress the seamen's demands cause the near 

collapse of the social compromise at sea, in consequence bringing to the surface the forces 

of the radical element within the seamen. 

The First Petitions 

Within the Royal Navy the seamen's discontent with the deterioration of the 

patrician-plebeian social compromise dated back to late 1794. Lieutenant Beaver of the 

Monarch, claimed that after the naval engagement known as "the 1st of June" (1794), 

Admiral Howe "hinted, if he did not actualty promise, that he would endeavour to get the 

for a complete description of the seamen's grievances. 
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seamen's pay increased."^ Over the next three years Howe, however, did little to gain the 

seamen an increase in pay. The seamen's discontent continued and flared up again in 1796 

when others in the British military received or had asked for an increase in their pay. 

Captain Thomas Pakenham, who commanded the Le Juste from October 1795 to May 

1797, wrote to Earl Spencer, The First Lord of the Admiralty, warning that the captains' 

demands for an increase in pay and the pay increase given by Parliament only three months 

earlier to the lieutenants had encouraged the seamen to expect a raise in pay for 

themselves. Pakenham reminded Spencer that the seamen could earn wages four times 

greater in the merchant service. Parliament's recent increase in wages for of the Army had 

also increased the seamen's feelings of alienation as the patricians had rewarded one 

plebeian element of the military but neglected another. To remedy the injustice, Pakenham 

suggested that the able seamen's wages be increased from twenty-four to thirty shillings a 

lunar month in wartime. When the war ended their wages couki be reduced back to 

twenty-four shillings, as in peacetime the wages of merchant seamen fell due to the 

abundance of labor avaikble.^ Representative of the patricians who understood their duty 

to their plebeian subordinates, Pakenham's actions demonstrated the generally supportive 

attitude of many naval captains toward their seamen. 

In contrast, the First Lord of the Admiralty's thinking followed that of an 

administrator not a leader. He conskiered only the cost of such an action and not its 

^Beaver to Gilles (April 17, 1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. I. 

^Pakenham to Spencer (December 11,1796), in Corbett, Private Papers of George. 
Second Earl Spencer, vol 11, 105-107. Pakenham's noted that the captains at the Nore 
Anchorage had recent^ sent a memorial to the Admiralty for an increase in their pay. The 
pay of tlM Lieutenants had been raised in September, 1796. See Clowes, The Royal Navy. 
A History From the Earliest Times to the Present, vol. IV, 157. 
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intrinsic value. Earl Spencer dismissed the possibility of increasing the seamen's pay, due 

to the cost of such an improvement. He wrote, "I have not at this moment su£5cient time 

to enter at large into the question, but a very little reflection must 1 think immediately 

point out to you the utter impossibility in the present state of the country of adopting the 

measure you mention of increasing the wages to seamen, the expense of which would, 

from the great number at present borne, be an enormous increase to our disbursements 

already sufBciently burthensome." Warning of the danger in publicly discussing the issue. 

Earl Spencer added, "as I am fiiUy convinced that the public discussion of such a point, it 

if was to take place, would infallibly be productive of much mischief from the absolute 

impracticability of carrying into effect anything of the kind."^ In contrast to Spender's 

frugal thinking, Lord Nelson noted the need for redress of the seamen's grievances when 

he wrote of the sailors of the Royal Navy, "We are a neglected set".Nelson's voice 

remained a minority among the Royal Navy's upper echelon; Spencer's dismissal of 

Pakenham's request reflected the majority view among the ranks of the admirals and 

senior naval administrators that the seamen should not expect any redress of grievances 

despite the merit of those claims. 

The methods cuhurally sanctioned by the patrician-plebeian compromise for 

plebeian protest followed a general pattern. "Popular actbns", according to E.P. 

Thompson, included the characteristics of the anonymous tradition, the plebeian 

^Spencer to Pakenham (December 12,17%), Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second 
Earl Spencer. voL II, 108-109. 

I^aughton, Letters and Dispatches of Horatio. Vi.scount Nelson. 123. Often misquoted, 
the fiiU text of Nelson's words demonstrate his support for the plebeian seamen and his 
disdain for the radical element within the seamen, "1 am entirely with the seamen in their 
first complaint. We are a neglected set, and, when peace comes, are shamefully treated; 
but, for the Nore scoundrels, I shoukl be happy to command a ship against them." 
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countertheatre, the crowd's capacity for swift direct action, and the reciprocity of the 

patemalist-deference equiUbrium.' * Eighteenth-century British seamen drew upon these 

traditions and established a pattern for lower-deck popular actions. Except in the case of 

mutinies incited by tyrannical ofikers such as Captain Pigot of the Hermoine, most 

mutinies in the Royal Navy had followed the "rules" established during the hundred years 

before the Spithead Mutiny. According to Nicholas Rodger, the "rules" of naval mutiny 

established in the eighteenth century followed three general principles: "1. No Mutiny shall 

take place at sea, or in the presence of the enemy. 2. No personal violence may be 

employed (although a degree of tumult and shouting is permissible). 3. Mutinies shall be 

held in pursuit only of objectives sanctraned by the traditions of the Service."'̂  These 

accepted parameters of mutiny guided the Spithead mutineers in their "popular action". 

First and foremost, the Spithead Mutiny remained an eighteenth-century mutiny 

and plebeian popular action rather than an attempted revolution. The seamen's goals fell 

within the patrician-plebeian contract: redress of unacceptable material grievances and 

recognition of the seamen's worth as men and as part of British society as well as the 

navy's customary norms of mutiny. While dismayed at the mutiny, the leaders of the 

Royal Navy recognized the validity of the mutineers' demands and quickly acceded to 

them once they recognized the men's resolve. The seamen accomplished their first step in, 

"the anonymous tradition" with a series of petitions sent to the patrician superiors. 

' 'Thompson, "The Patricians and the Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 66-7S. 

'̂ Rodger, The Wooden World. 237-244. 

'̂ Brian Lavery noted that the "legality of the seamen's petitions as doubtful, and 
sometimes naval authorities attempted to suppress thenL" See Lavery, Shipboard Life and 
Organiyatinn 419-422. 
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After Earl Spencer fiiiled to heed Pakenham's recommendations, the seamen of the 

Channel Fleet attempted to remedy the problem themselves by forwarding petitions to the 

nominal commander. Admiral Richard Howe. Howe had earned his seamen's respect 

though his great skill as a nautical commander, especially in their victory at the naval 

engagement known as the "First of June". The seamen also respected Howe for his 

previous concern for their general well being. They expressed their 'Move" for Howe 

through the ^miliar nickname, "Black Dick". The captains of the ships of the Channel 

Fleet also appreciated Howe's generosity. As the absent commander of the Channel Fleet, 

Howe coukl not claim his share of prize money received for ships taken by his fleet. 

Instead he gave his share of the prize money to his captains. Unfortunately for the seamen, 

since 1795, Howe had been ashore due to his poor health.'̂  

The seamen's material grievances, especially their demands for an increase in pay, 

motivated them in formulating their early petitions. Captain Owen, who served as a 

•''Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 256-257. Not only did the seamen highly regard Howe's 
abilities. Nelson dkl as well, he referred to Howe as, 'the first and greatest sea officer the 
world has ever produced.' (256). 

'̂ "Nick Names," The Naval Chronkle. vol. 16 (July to December, 1806) (London: Joyce 
Gold), 114. The seamen had given other admirals similar &miliar nicknames. Admiral 
Comwallis was known as "Blue Billy", and they called Sir John Thomas Duckworth 
"John-Tom". Duckworth's positive regard stands in contrast to his seamen's complaints 
against him due to excessive flogging when he commanded the Leviathan. See Ship's 
Company of the Leviathan, "Petition" (May 24, 1797), DUC/3. 

'̂ Hardin Craig, "Black Dick Howe, The Saik>r's Friend," The Mariner's Mirror, vol. 35, 
no. 1 (January, 1949), 19. 

'̂ John Barrow, The Life of Richard Earl Howe. K G.. Admiral of the Fleet. General of 
Marines, vol. 2 (London: John Murray, 1838), 2%. 
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'Volunteer"'̂  on the London throughout the Spithead Mutiny, wrote of the seamen's 

feelings of discontent regarding their pay and the patricians' &ilure to recognize their 

worth as men, 'Their pride was also aroused by what they considered a neglect of their 

good service, in an increase of pay which had been granted to the soldiers without an 

equivalent indulgence to the sailors." and "The insufficiency of their Pay was next in 

Interest, and that their services were not estimated in comparison with those of the Army, 

was readily inferred, from the increase of pay the latter had received, whilst nothing had 

been granted in the Seamen's favor." The issue of bounties which chaUenged the 

experienced seamen's concept of a masculine hierarchy based on skill further angered 

them. Many unskilled landsmen brought into the navy through the quota system had 

received recruitment bounties several times larger than the able seamen who had 

voluntarily joined the Royal Navy earlier. Captain Owen described the experienced 

seamen's disdain for the large bounties given the landsmen, "It was not an unusual joke 

among the older seamen, to weigh the most diminutive of these [landsmen], and 

distinguish them as gold or silver men, according to their weights of body as compared 

with the amount of bounty." Another issue the seamen discussed in these early meetings 

was the pursers' eight which they believed cheated them of their rightful allotment of 

provisions. According to Owen, 'That they were cheated by the purser was the general 

belief, it was so said in many popular songs, and was of course a fact established fully."'̂  

Material grievances and the &ilure of the patricians to recognize their value as skilled 

'̂ Owen had previously been the first lieutenant of the London. See Griffith Colpoys, A 
Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 16-22. 

I^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 34-36, CUN/2. 
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seamen initially motivated them; radical political thought remained absent from the early 

debates. 

Planning for the seamen's first petition campaign and then the mutiny of April 15 

was in the hands of the experienced seamen who favored the plebeian masculinity. Captain 

Owen wrote that, "the bettermost seamen" had "first planned and carried into execution" 

the Spithead Mutiny. Owen believed that the views of this small circle of experienced 

seamen represented the common understanding held by most seamen, "But although the 

temper here alluded to was general, it is believed that the number actually engaged in 

forwarding the petitions, was but small in each ship, these consisted of the best seamen, 

generally indeed of the most trusted by the officers and looked up to by the men".^^ 

Rear-Admiral Patton agreed with Owen and observed that, "the whole plan was 

concerted, and only known to such real thorough-bred seamen in each ship, as always are, 

and always will be, the leading men in measures which comprehend the whole companies: 

and that almost the whole warrant-ofiBcers, and all seamen petty-ofiBcers, were equally 

interested in the success of the plans which were to be pursued." '̂ These were the same 

seamen that Patton had in 1795 urged the Admiralty to pay more in order to gain their 

greater "attachment" to the navy.^^ A contemporary account by the seaman Mathew 

Barker agreed, "There wam't so many let into the secret of the mutiny as was at first 

imagined; but then they were chiefly petty ofBcers and able seamen, who possess a strong 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 36, CUN/2. 

^'Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 2, TUN/212. 

22patton, Observations on Naval Mutiiy. lO-l 1, TlJN/212. 
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influence over all hands, fore and aft."^ Ignored by their patrician leaders, the leading 

seamen met to determine a method of gaining redress. 

While later investigations by naval officers discovered the methods used to plan the 

Spithead Mutiny, most officers were largely unaware of the seamen's impending actions 

due to the covert nature of mutinous planning within the Channel Fleet. Among a ship's 

company, the leading seamen used spaces, gained exclusively for their use through their 

maritime skill and the resulting power in the masculine hierarchy, to plan their actions. As 

most leading seamen worked in the tops, that is the masts, sails, and work stations in 

them, they could easily meet aloft free from the watchiul eyes of their officers. '̂̂  The 

leading seamen also met in a part of their ships known as the "Bay of the Between Decks". 

Here, according to Captain Owen, the '"best and oldest seamen considered it their privilege 

to mess." As officers rarely visited this area, the leading seamen could discuss their 

dissatisfaction and plan for action in security.^^ From these secure places, the leading 

seamen of each ship in the Channel Fleet organized their ships' companies' individual 

actions; they achieved the larger coordination of their actions through the variety of 

methods of inter-ship communication available to them. 

^^Barker. Greenwich Hospital. 147-152. 

'̂̂ Dudley Pope has argued that the mutiny on the Hermoine, one against a tyrannical 
captain, was lead topmen, men of the three mast watches, as they were the "toughest 
and most skilled among the ship's seamen", and that in masts they could plan without 
being overheard their officers. See Pope, The Devil Himself. 74-75. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 36, CUN/2. A contemporary maritime 
dictionary defined the between decks as "the space contained between any two whole 
decks of a ship." See Moore, The British Manor's Vocabulary. "Between Decks". 
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Despite their general lack of shore leave, the seamen had many ways to 

communicate between different ships' companies. First, they could write letters to each 

other which were delivered through an inter-fleet mail system. In keeping with the notion 

of the sanctity of private property, their officers did not read or censor these letters. The 

Admiral's fl^ship acted as the "post-office" for the fleet. While he was not present with 

his fleet. Admiral Howe's flagship, the Queen Charlotte continued to act as the Channel 

Fleet's post-office. The leading seamen of the Queen Charlotte coordinated much of the 

fleet-wide planning through their ship's role as fleet post-master.^^ Mr. Cunningham, the 

post-master of the Channel Fleet, stated that many of the seamen who were delegates had 

received a higher volume of mail; especially, Patrick Glynn of the Queen Charlotte who 

appears to have acted as the coordinator between the ships' companies.Seamen could 

also travel to the other ships of their fleet on Sunday. After divine services and the ships' 

musters, officers granted most of their seamen some free time. Rarely did the officers 

supervise their seamen during their Sunday afternoon free time as the large number of men 

visiting from other ships and prostitutes on board made anything more than nominal 

control impossible.^^ Another method of inter-ship communkation existed between the 

^^Mangin, "Some Accounts of the Writer's Situation as a Chaplain in the British Navy," in 
ThursfieM, Five Naval Jnnmak, 20. Mangin noted that "The Admiral's ship is also the 
post-office for the fleet; to here, all letters are first brought and then the signal being 
thrown out for such and such ships, each sends off a boat, and in that manner receives her 
own letter-bag, etc." 

^^Mr. Cunningham, "Deposition" (May 13, 1797), PC 1/38/117. 

-^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 35-36, CUN/2 and Lavery, Ndscnis 
Navy. 203. Owen noted that, "whilst a system of visiting from ship to ship grew up and 
was permitted to an extent whkh soon became a serious evO, as a constant source of 
drunkenness and disorder both in the visitors and those visited." 
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crews of the ships' boats. Men, who manned the ships' smaller auxiliary boats often 

loitered ashore waiting for their officers who used these boats to travel from ship to shore 

and back again. While idling away their time in port, boat crews from different ships met 

and discussed their grievaiKes.^^ The general lack of discipline in port, the large numbers 

of prostitutes on board, and the shipboard absence of many officers, especially captains, 

left the seamen largely unsupervised in port and able to plan their mutinous actions 

without detection.^® 

In February 1797, the leading seamen aboard the Channel Fleet decided to send 

individual ship petitions for redress of their grievances to Admiral Howe, a patrician they 

respected. The model for the petitions originated among the leading seamen of the Queen 

Charlotte, the same ship that acted as post-office for the fleet. A mutineers' log kept by 

the leading seamen of the Queen Charlotte noted, "In the month of February the following 

petition was drawn out on board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and forwarded to the rest of 

the fleet at Spithead".̂ ' In their petition of the leading seamen of the Queen Charlotte 

noted the increase in pay given to the Army and Militia and complained of the lack of 

corresponding raise in pay for the seamen. They ftirther stated that they had not received 

an increase in pay since the "reign of Charles the Second" and cited an increase in prices 

^^Owen, Recollectiores of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 35-36, CUN/2 and Barker, Greenwich 
Hospital, 147-152. 

^^Lavery notes that many officers were aUowed ashore in port, and in some ships, such as 
the Mars only a minimal numbers of naval lieutenants and marine officers remained 
onboard. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 203. 

^ 'ship's Conqpany of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisk)ns at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
July in the Year 1797', ADM 1/5125. 
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of thirty percent since that time.^^ The seamen requested that Admiral Howe intercede on 

their behalf with the Admiralty.^^ The seamen of the Queen Charlotte sought to invoke 

Howe's sense of duty as their patrician leader in order to gain redress to their plebeian 

demands. 

The Queen Charlottes did not act alone in their petition campaign. They used the 

fleet's postal system to send copies of their petition to the other ships' companies in hopes 

that the leading men of the other ships in the Channel Fleet would join them. The leading 

men of the London responded to the Queen Charlottes that neither Howe nor the 

Admiralty could increase their pay, this remained the prerogative of Parliament; should 

they not petition the House of Commons directly? The Londons echoed Queen 

Charlottes' &ith in Admiral Howe, but advised caution to prevent their actions from 

straying beyond the boundaries of their maritime social compact. They wrote, "Proceed in 

caution, peace and good, behaviour let no disorder nor tumult influence your proceedings 

and have not the least doubt but your glorious commander will step forth in behalf of his 

fellow conquerors." The seamen of the Queen Charlotte replied to the Londons that only 

the intercession of the Admiralty on their behalf would have the weight to get the issue 

noticed in Parliament.^^ Accepting the need for redress to their material grievances as well 

as understanding the purpose of addressing Admiral Howe directly and the Admiralty 

^^ActuaUy the last pay raise had been under Cromwell, see Chapter 2. 

^^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte to Howe (February 28,1797) ADM 1/5125. 

'̂'Ship's Company of the London to the Ship's ConqKiny of the Queen Charlotte 
(February 26, 1797) and Ship's Company of the London to the Ship's Company of the 
Queen Charlotte (February 27, 1797) both found in ADM 1/5125. 
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indirectly, the seamen of the other ships of the Channel Fleet responded with their own 

petitions. 

Several ships' companies of the Channel Fleet formulated petitions modeled on 

that provided by the seamen of the Queen Charlotte. Between February 28 and March ID, 

1797, ten other ships' companies forwarded their own petitions to Howe: Minotaur 

(February 28), Formidable (February 28), Ramillies (February 28), Royal George 

(February 28), Audacious (March 4), Le Juste (March 6), Theseus (March 8), Sans Pareil 

(March 7), Triumph (March 7), and Bellerophon (March 10),^^ By early March, over half 

of the major warships in the Channel Fleet had sent individual ship petitions to Admiral 

Howe.^^ As the leading seamen represented their entire ships' companies, the petitions 

followed the naval tradition of being unsigned rather than having individual seamen and 

marines sign them; an act that surely would have been noticed by their officers. Before the 

Channel Fleet sailed from Portsmouth on March 2, 1797, the aforementioned ships' 

^^Ship's Company of the Minotaur to Howe (February 28, 1797), Ship's Company of the 
Formidable to Howe (February 28,1797), Ship's Company of the Audacious to Howe 
(March 4,1797), Ship's Company of the Le Juste to Howe (March 6, 1797), Ship's 
Company of the Theseus to Howe (March 8, 1797), Ship's Company of the Sans Pareil to 
Howe (March 7, 1797), Ship's Company of the Triumph to Howe (March 7,1797), 
Ship's Company of the Bellerophon to Howe (March 10, 1797), and Ship's Company of 
the Ramillies to Howe (Febru^ 28, 1797) all found in ADM 1/S12S and Ship's 
Company of the Royal George to Howe (February 28, 1797), Additional Manuscript 
3S197. Before the start of the Spithead Mutiny, the Bellerophon, Audacious, and Theseus 
were transferred to the Admiral Jervis' command in the Atlantic. See Nepean to Jervis 
(May 2, 1797), ADM 2/1352. 

^^When the Channel Fleet returned to the Spithead Anchorage on March 30,1797 it 
included the Royal George, the Royal Sovereign, the London, the Queen Charlotte, the 
Duke, the Glory, the Pompee, the Mars, the Impetueux, the Marlborough, the Minotaur, 
the Ramillies, the Robust, the Defiance, the Concorde, the Triton, the Unite, the 
Incendiary Fire Ship, and the Megara Fire Ship. See P. Parker to Nepean (March 30, 
1797), ADM 1/1022. 
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companies sent a similar fleet-wide petition to Admiral Howe.^^ As the Channel Fleet set 

sail on a month long cruise they would have to wait until their return to Portsmouth for a 

response to their grievances.^^ 

While the seamen exhibited great &ith in Admiral Howe's willingness to intercede 

on their behalf, the ailing Howe did little to aid them. Howe had received the petitions 

from the ships' companies Royal George, Formidable, Ramillies, Queen Charlotte, and 

most likely the Minotaur in the second week of February and the others in the middle of 

March.^^ Suspicious of the similar handwriting, Howe felt inclined to dismiss them as 

'fabricated by some malicious individual who meant to insinuate the presence of a general 

discontent in the fleet."*^ In an attempt to gauge the authentkity of the sentiments 

expressed in the petitions, Howe wrote to 'the ofiBcer at Portsmouth [Rear-Admiral 

Patton], to whom I was naturally to expect such applications would, in my absence, be 

addressed to whether any such dissatisfaction existed in the fleet.' Patton's reply indicated 

^^Ships' Companies of the Channel Fleet to Howe (February 28,1797), Additional 
Manuscript 35197. The ships' companies represented in the petition were the Queen 
Charlotte, Minotaur, Formidable, Royal George, Audacious, Le Juste, Theseus, Sans 
Pareil, Triumph, Bellerophon, and Ramillies. 

^*Admiralty, Bridport, Admiral's Log of Lord Bridport (December 25,1796 to December 
15,1799), ADM 50/124, PRO. The fleet was at sea from March 2 to 30,1797. 

^^Barrow, The TJfe of Richard Earl Howe. 323-324, and Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 
mZ, 7-8. 

"^^As quoted in Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797.7-8. Howe's testimony comes from a 
speech in the House of Lords on May 3, 1797. Another source quotes Howe's reason for 
questionii^ the source of the petitmns as "I suspect the whole of them to be the 
&brication of the same individual." As quoted in Barrow, The Life of Richard F^l Howe. 
323-324. See also Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Heleas. 1, 
TUN/212. 
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that no such dissatis&ction had been observed.'*' Rather than acting directly in the 

seamen's behalf, when the two met on March 22, Howe gave the petitions to Earl Spencer 

deprecating their merit.'*^ Washing his hands of the situation, Howe noted, "the wisdom of 

the Admiralty will best decide hereon."^^ The seamen's faith in "Black Dick" was 

misplaced. 

Howe's lack of action constituted a failure of leadership on his part. While one 

scholar has attempted to dismiss criticisms of Howe's lack of actions citing his ill health, 

the absence of threats of mutiny, and the lack of influence he would have had in preventing 

a larger mutiny^, the bulk of evidence, especially critkism from his peer officers, suggests 

that Howe's disregard of the seamen's petitions in February and March 1797 encouraged 

the seamen to take drastic measures. Admiral Nelson cited Howe's mismanagement of the 

affair,"... I think Lord Howe's keeping back the first petition was wrong."^^ As Nelson 

pointed out, had Howe directly communicated with the agitated ships' companies he could 

have prevented mutiny or limited its spread. Lieutenant Philip Beaver of the Monarch 

regarded Howe's failure to reply to the seamen's petitions as "contemptuous silence".'*^ 

As quoted in Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797.7-8. This is also from Howe's testimony 
to the House of Lords. See also Patton, "Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. 
Helens, 1-2, TUN/212. 

'^^Han.sard Parliamentary Debates, vol. 33 (1818), col. 476. 

'̂ ^As quoted in Barrow, The I.ife of Richard Far! Howe. 323-324. 

''̂ Craig, "Black Dick Howe, The Sailor's Friend", 18-22. Craig attempted to defend 
Howe by noting the seamen's petitbns said noting of the potential for mutiny. 

'̂ ^Nelson to Jervis (July 9, 1797), in Laughton, Letters and Dispatches of Horatio-
Viscount Nelson. 12S. There had recently been a mutiny that was suppressed on the St. 
George, a ship in Nelson's fleet. 

^^Beaver to Gilles (April 17,1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1. 
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Captain Edward Owen echoed Nelson's criticism of Howe and provided evidence that 

countered Howe's view that the petitions were the work of only a few "evil-disposed 

persons".^^ On the similar nature of the petitions and lack of individual signatures, Owen 

noted, 'it has been said that all the petitions were without signatures and that several of 

them were written by the same hand; this latter allegations may be true, as it is probable 

that many of them were copied at the public house before alluded to, and sent off to the 

committee." Owen also pointed out that the unsigned petitions were not anomalous. This 

was a common practice among the seamen. Convention required a ship's captain who 

received such a petition to muster his crew, read the petition, and then in discussion with 

his seamen gauge the extent of support for the petition and act from that informed 

position, which Howe failed to do on a larger scale. Owen criticized Howe's dismissal of 

the petitions, "It was certainly unfortunate that these petitions were not noticed, for there 

were not wanting instances of answers given to applicatmns upon other subjects, altho' 

signed only in a manner similar to that described."^^ Owen's point by point counter to 

Howe's apologists does much to destroy Howe's defense. Edward Brenton, then a 

lieutenant serving on a ship at the Nore, argued in hindsight that the government could 

have prevented the mutinies by granting the demands for better pay and provisions 

contained in these early petitions. He wrote," 

Had these [petitbns of February 1797] been duly answered, by granting the 
required indulgences in the first instances, which were afterward extorted 

'*^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 2, TUN/212. 

'̂ ^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 37-38, CUN/2. The publk house noted 
referred to "a partkular house in point street" in Portsmouth that ships' boats crews and 
the Sunday visitors aUowed in town regular^ visited. 
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from the government by force, there would have been no general mutiny, 
the lives of many valuable men might have been saved, and the navy spared 
the disgrace of a general insubordination; nor would the country at large 
have been subjected to serious apprehensions.^^ 

The evaluations of these four naval officers provide a damning appraisal of Howe's 

passivity in dealing with the petitions of February and March 1797. Further impugning 

Howe's response were his belated actions both before and during the mutinies. 

Admiral Howe's earlier warnings concerning the potential for large-scale mutiny 

and his actions to end the Spithead Mutiny demonstrate that he could have been an active 

agent of history if he had so desired. In contrast to Howe's lack of concern about the 

agitated nature of the seamen in 1797, he had earlier warned about the need to watch for 

signs of mutiny. After the Culloden mutiny of late 1794, Howe admonished his officers to 

be aware of the potential for mutiny, and to be prepared to take direct action in dealing 

with mutinous seamen. He wrote, '1 hope the disturbance on board the Culloden will have 

been happily, as 1 conceive it ought to be, firmly resisted. The means, 1 am conscious, are 

delicate in execution; but I can hardly imagine consequence more necessary to be guarded 

against than those not unlikely to be expected from the introduction of [mutinous] 

delegates among us.'̂ ^ Howe's subsequent excuse that ill health prevented him from 

meeting with his seamen after receiving their first petitions is questionable given that less 

than sixty days later, he traveled to Portsmouth for direct talks with the mutineers. Howe 

seemingly overcame ill health when he deemed it necessary. '̂ Had Howe met with the 

^^Brenton, The Naw History of Great Britain, vol. 1, 278. 

^®As cited in Barrow, The Life of Richard Earl Howe. 301-302. The Admiralty was well 
aware of the potential of widespread mutiny from the warnings Captain Patton sent to 
them in 1795. 

'̂Howe and his supporters have often used his illness to defend his lack of action. See 
Barrow, The Life of Richard F^l Howe. 318-319 and Craig, "Black Dick Howe, the 
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seamen of the Channel Fleet in early April 1797, he might have learned of the genuine 

nature of their discontent and worked out a compromise between them and the 

government; this was exactly what his inactivity in March and early April forced him to do 

in May when he brought the Spithead Mutiny to an end once and for all. While Howe 

should not be blamed for the structural problems that encouraged the Spithead Mutiny, he 

could have done &r more to prevent its outbreak. 

By early April 1797, it appeared to the seamen of the Channel Fleet that their 

petitions had been ignored, and in a general sense they were correct. Howe had passed 

them to Earl Spencer who adopted Howe's approach of dismissing them as forgeries 

penned by isolated political incendiaries. The Admiralty's silence regarding their petitions 

distressed the seamen. Mathew Barker wrote, "At first, the fleet laid their complaints 

before Lord Howe, but somehow or other the old gentleman didn't think 'em worth 

notice, and consequently they were wholly unattended to."^^ The Spithead mutineers' k)g 

recorded that after six weeks passed without a reply fi'om Admiral Howe, the seamen's 

leaders determined to by pass him, opting to send petitions directly to the Adiriralty and 

the House of Commons. In secret communkations, the mutinous plotters urged their peers 

to send a petition from each ship to Evan Nepean at the Admiralty and Charles Fox of the 

House of Commons.^^ To force the government to take their demands seriously, the 

Sailor's Friend", 19-21. 

^^Barker, Greenwich Hospital. 147-152. 

^^Ship's Company of the Royal Sovereign, "Secret Instructions" to the Ship's Conpiny 
of the Defence (April 15,1797), ADM 1/1022. The instructions read, "The petitions is to 
be ready to go on Monday if possible you must sent them and your letter to Mr. Pink, the 
Bear aiKi Raqgged Staff as that is our post office. Direct one petition to Evan Nepean 
Secretary of the Admiralty. The other to Honourable Charles James Fox MP South Street 
Grossgovemor Square." Captain Wells of the Defence intercepted this letter to his crew; 
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leading seamen of the Channel Fleet agreed that they would mutiny and refuse to go to sea 

until their grievances were redressed. '̂̂  Thus after their first action of plebeian protest, the 

anonymous petition, had foiled, the seamen of the Channel Fleet moved to the next step in 

the plebeian system of protest, direct action, better known in nautical society as mutiny. 

"A Mutiny in the British Navy!"^^ 

While few naval ofiBcers seem to have shared Patton's understanding of the 

feelings of discontent that had been growing amongst the seamen over the previous two 

years, during the few days before the seamen's initiation of the Spithead Mutiny, many 

officers of the Channel Fleet became aware of the seamen's impending action. One of the 

duties of a ship's commissioned officers included their reporting "irregularities" to their 

commanding officer.^^ In the days immediately before the outbreak of mutiny at the 

Spithead Anchorage, several officers reported the seamen's plans to their superiors. Not 

surprisingly, one of the first to notice signs of the impending mutiny was Rear-Admiral 

letters to the other ships' companies probably existed, but were not intercepted. 

'̂'"A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at 
Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 July in the Year 1797', ADM 1/SI2S. 

^^Smith, The Life and Services of Captain Philip Reaver 121-122. Beaver's full quote is 
''On the ISth of April, 1797, the first symptoms of that disgracefiil event were disclosed, 
which every officer of high feelings and strict nothings of naval discipline must ever 
deplore, a mutiny ~a mutiny in the British navy!!!" 

^^Chetham, Notebook of Capt^ Edward Chetham. GBK/2. The 25th standing order 
demonstrates the general practke of the ship's officers to keep a watchfiil eye on their 
subordinates, "The Officer who has the night watch, is fi^quently to cause the ship to be 
visited in different parts below, to see there is no disorder in the ship, or to see that on one 
presumes to light a candle after the general orders have been given to put them out, and 
upon observing such irregularities he is to report to the commanding officer next 
morning." 
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Patton, then of the transport-ofiBce. Four days before the start of the mutiny, Patton 

informed Admiral Parker, the port admiral at Portsmouth, of the a plan among the seamen 

to mutiny.^^ Other officers continued to send intelligence about the impending mutiny up 

the chain of command. The day before the mutiny began. Captain William Bedford of the 

Royal Sovereign informed Vice-Admiral Alan Gardner that one of the ship's company had 

informed the marine captain of his ships, "that several of the ship's crew had applied for an 

increase of wages, and that unless their wishes were complied with; on Tuesday next the 

Royal George was to fire two guns as a signal for a general mutiny."^^ Two days before 

the outbreak of mutiny. Admiral Parker reported to the Admiralty that the seamen of the 

ships at Spithead "were dissatisfied, and intended to refuse doing their duty till their wages 

is increased." Parker reported that the seamen planned to mutiny on the next Tuesday 

(April 18) at noon after a signal, the hoisting the Union Jack and the firing of two guns 

was made by the Queen Charlotte}'^ Two days later Parker again warned the Admiralty 

that one of his captains had intercepted a message fi:om the seamen of the Royal Sovereign 

intended for company of the Defence. The message again described the signal for the start 

of the mutiny as the hoisting of the Union Jack on the main mast and the firing of two 

guns by the Queen Charlotte.^ Only a few oflScers, such as Captain Edward Griffith who 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212. 

'̂Captain William Bedford to Gardner (April 15,1797), ADM 1/107. Actual^ it was the 
Queen Charlotte's company that wouki start the mutiny. According to Gardner, Captain 
Bedford had warned him tlat the signal to start the mutiny would be fired by the seamen 
of the Queen Charlotte, See Admiralty, Gardner to Bridport (April 16,1797), ADM 
1/107. 

Parker to Evan Nepean (April 14,1797), ADM 1/1022. Parker cited the seamen of 
Queen Charlotte and Roycd Sovereign specifically as intending to mutiny. 

^•P. Parker to Nepean (April 16,1797), ADM 1/1022. 
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commanded the London, remained unaware of the impending action. GrifBth noted, "For 

one, I had not the slightest apprehension of suspicion of such an event". '̂ Like the 

majority of his subordinate captains. Admiral Bridport, had also been made aware of the 

possibility of a general mutiny. 

On April 11,1797 the Admiralty had allowed Admiral Howe to strike his flag from 

the Channel Fleet and effectively go into retirement.^^ Having acted as the fleet's 

commander in Howe's absence since 1795, Admiral Lord Brkiport became the official 

commander of the Channel Fleet. Bridport had seen over fifty years' service in the Royal 

Navy. In 1795, after fifteen years as of service as a rear-admiral and vice-admiral, Bridport 

had been promoted to the rank of Admiral of the White, subordinate only to the single 

Admiral of the Fleet, Howe, and the Lords of the Admiralty.^^ As commander of the 

Channel Fleet, Bridport took his orders directly from the Admiralty.^ With Howe's 

^'Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 7-8. 

^^Admiralty, Nepean to Howe (April 11, 1797), Secretary's Orders to Flag Officers. 
September, 1796 to June, 1797. ADM 2/943, PRO. Howe had requested in a letter dated 
April 8, 1797 to be relieved of command, to whkh the Admiralty acceded and released 
him from duty on April 11. As there was no official form of retirement status, Howe 
simply just left active service. 

^^Syrett, The rnmmissioned Sea Officers of the Royal Navy 1660-1815. 51, 231. 
Commissk)ned as a lieutenant in December 1746, only one year after the aged Howe, 
Bridport, unlike Howe whom the Admiralty pronooted to captain after onty one year of 
service as a lieutenant, served in the rank of lieutenant for almost ten years and then as a 
captain for fourteen more. When the navy added the rank of Admiral of the Red, superior 
to Admiral of the White but still subordimte to the Admiral of the Fleet, in 1805, Bridport 
was promoted to that rank. 

^Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 251. 
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departure, the great troubles tarewing within the Channel Fleet became Bridport's 

problem. 

Admiral Bridport seems to have been largely unaware of mutinous activity within 

his fleet until only days before the start of their mutiny. Bridport wrote to the Admiralty 

on April 13, 1797 having just learnt of the seamen's petitions sent to Admiral Howe, 

reporting that only the day before he had learned of "some disagreeable combinations that 

were forming amongst the ships at Spithead on this subject." He requested instructions 

from the Admiralty in dealing with the situation.^^ A letter from Admiral Parker, written 

the day before the mutiny began, further developed Bridport's understanding of the 

impending mutiny.^ Captain Edward Gri£Bth's recollection years after the event that 

Bridport had no suspicion of a brewing mutiny was incorrect; Bridport had clearly been 

warned of the prospect of a wide-scale mutiny within his fleet.*^^ Upon learning of the 

seamen's grievances, Bridport adopted Howe's policy of neglect which only further 

agitate the seamen of the Channel Fleet. 

Rather than attempting to head off the mutiny by addressing the seamen's 

grievances, the Admiralty ordered its ofiBcers at Spithead to use aggressive measures to 

prevent any mutinous action. On April 15, the day the mutiny began, the Admiralty 

ordered Bridport to have his captains sleep aboard their respective ships instead of ashore 

as they customarily did in port. In addition, the orders stated that the officers were to 

•^^Bridport to the Admiralty (April 13, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^Admiralty, Bridport to Nepean (April IS, 1797), Mutiny Papers April to September 
1797. Bridport Papers (herei^er referred to as BRP) 18, NMM. The letter was sent the 
same day as the mutiny began. 

^^GrifBth Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 7-8. 
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remain on their ships at all times as &r as possible, to secure any ringleaders discovered, to 

prevent communication between the seamen of different ships, and between the seamen 

and those on shore who the government feared were "instrumental in exciting the present 

discontent/'̂ ^ On April IS, in order to quell growing discontent. Admiral Bridport had his 

subordinate, Rear-Admiral Charles Pole^^, send a memorandum to his captains requesting 

that forward they have their ship's companies forward their grievances on the next 

Monday (April 17); Bridport would then relay the seamen's requests to the Admiralty. 

By Friday night, April 14, Admiral Bridport no longer believed that his fleet 

remained under the control of its ofikers. Bridport transmitted to the Admiralty the eleven 

original petitions as well as two new petitions from the ships' companies of the Queen 

Charlotte and the London. Bridport suggested that the Admiralty should have given some 

response to the eleven original petitions; he now doubted he could order his fleet to sail 

without "serk)us consequences".^^ On the morning of April 15, Bridport again wrote the 

Admiralty that the only means of dealing with the seamen lay in responding to their 

petitions; he would also send Rear-Admiral Pole to provide the Admiralty with further 

information. '̂ Bridport's attempts to call the Admiralty's attention to the seamen's 

®*Nepean to Bridport (April 15, 1797), BRP/18. A similar order was sent to Admiral, 
Adm^ Peter Parser. See Admiralty, Nepean to P. Parker (April 15, 1797) Admiralty 
Board Minutes January to April 1797. ADM 3/136, PRO. 

^^Rear-Admiral Charles Pole acted as Bridport's "First Captain", the chief-of-staff to a 
fleet admiral. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 252. 

^®Bridport to Nepean (April 15, 1797), ADM 1/107. Bridport's letter was sent the night 
before the mutiny began. The ship's company of the Queen Charlotte addressed their 
petition to The House of Commons and 242 men signed. The petition from the London 
was specifically addressed to Charles Fox. 

'̂Bridport to Nepean (April 16,1797), ADM 1/107. The Admiralty did not receive the 
letter untfl the next day (April 17). 
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petitions went unheeded; instead the Admiralty ordered Bridport to put his fleet to sea. 

Admiral Bridport wrote to the Admiralty that in compliance with their order he had 

ordered Vice-Admiral Gardner to move eight ships of the line from the Spithead 

Anchorage to the nearby sailing point of St. Helens.^ By ordering Bridport to sail with 

his fleet before the seamen's petitions had been addressed, the Admiralty embarked on a 

dangerous strategy designed to prevent the mutiny. 

Any discussion with Bridport's aggrieved seamen would take place at sea, far from 

the civilian radical element that existed in Portsmouth. If the seamen persisted in their 

plans to mutiny on Tuesday, it woukl take place at sea, in violation of the unwritten rules 

of naval mutiny. According to Patton, the Admiralty regarded sending the Channel Fleet 

to sea "an effectual remedy against the combination of the seamen". But Patton observed 

that this decision "only demonstrated how little they [the Admiralty] understood the 

seamen's minds, and what erroneous ideas they had formed of the power which could be 

exercised in the fleet in case of a general mutiny. Subsequent events validated both 

Patton's and Bridport's assessments of the situation. 

At two p.m. on April IS, Admiral Bridport ordered his flag lieutenant to fly signal 

154, the signal to prepare to sail; foUowed half an hour later by signal 174, the signal to 

unmoor, for the Mars and Minotaur J* The seamen of the Queen Charlotte, who Bridport 

^Bridport to Nepean (April 16,1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212. 

'̂̂ Admiralty, Captain \K^lliam Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,17% 
to June 30, 1797), Logs of the Royal Sovereign 1794-1802. Log R.302, NMM, 
Admiralty, Lieutenant Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (September 8,1796 to October, 
31, 1797), Logs of the Duke 1796-1798. Log D. 279, NMM, Admiralty, Captain William 
Domett, "Log of Royal George" (July 1,17% to June 30, 1797), Logs of the Royal 
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had earlier and correct!^ identified as coordinating the mutiny, had to act immediately as 

their plan to mutiny on Tuesday had been jeopardized by Bridport's order to prepare to 

sailJ^ After they saw Bridport's signal, the seamen of the Queen Charlotte came aft on 

their ship's quarterdeck, a part of the ship generally off limits to seamen without business 

there, and informed Captain Sir Andrew Douglas, "that to sea they would not go without 

an increase of Pay &c. &c. for which they had petitioned both Houses of Parliament 

through Lord Howe in February last." Now officially mutineers, the seamen manned the 

rigging and gave three cheers to signal the start of the general mutiny. The Spithead 

Mutiny had begun. 

Just how many ships' companies responded is unclear; while some observers 

believed that the seamen immediately joined the mutiny in unison, the initial fleet-wide 

response appears not to have been unaninmus. Three cheers a ship's company in 

response to the Queen Charlotte signified that the seamen of a ship had joined the mutiny. 

Patton noted that "the whole fleet" responded to the Queen Charlottes' three cheers of 

"hyazarP Lieutenant Philip Beaver, who served on the Monarch, also noted "every 

George 1794-1802^ Log R.254, NMM, Admirahy, Captain Henry Nichols, "Log of 
H.M.S. Marlborough'' (May 1,17% to May 9,1797), Captaias' t.ogs. ADM 51/1178, 
PRO. 

^^Bridport to the Admiralty (April 13, 1797), ADM 1/107. The original plan called for the 
seamen of the Queen Charlotte to signal the start of a general mutiny on Tuesday, April 
18, by hoisting a Union Jack on the main mast and firii^ two guns. See P. Parker to 
Nepean (April 14,1797), ADM 1/1022, and Ship's Company of the Royal Sovereign, 
"Secret Instructions" (April 15, 1797) enck)sed in P. Parker to Nepean (April 16,1797), 
ADM 1/1022. 

^^Douglas, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (April 9, 1796 to May 8, 1797), ADM 
51/4490. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212. 
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ship's company gave three cheers".^^ Other sources indicate, however, that at first, the 

support of the Channel Fleet for the mutiny was uneven. Captain Edward Owen observed 

that "The signal for preparing to sail was not expected at the time it was made - the cheers 

were &int, and the greater part of the ships' companies seemed ignorant of the cause" 

Captain Douglas of the Queen Charlotte recorded in his log that only half of the fleet 

answered the cheers of his ship's company.^^ Probably most of the ships' companies of 

the larger ships answered, but in the confusion of the surprise signal to sail some seamen 

were taken off guard and did not immediately answer the cheers of the Queen Charlotte}  ̂

While the Spithead Mutiny might not have begun as an unanimous action, it quickly 

became one. 

On the various ships that did notice the cheers by the seamen of the Queen 

Charlotte, events took a similarly orderly course. The planning and control by the plebeian 

seamen leaders made the mutiny a peaceful event. Lieutenant Beaver noted that on the 

Monarch, the seamen continued to act with respect toward their officers, proving to 

Beaver that the radical element of the seamen did not control the mutiny. He concluded 

that the seamen had mutinied to gain redress to their insufficient pay after their petitions 

'̂Beaver to Gilles (April 17, 1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. I. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 39, CUN/2. 

*®Douglas, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (April 9,1796 to May 8, 1797), ADM 
51/4490. In contrast, one of his lieutenants, James McFarland, noted in his log that the 
Queen Charlottes' three cheers were "answered by every line of battle ship at Spithead". 
See McFarland, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3, 1796 to July 9,1797), Log 
Q.23. 

'̂Admiralty, Captain John HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke (August 22,17% to August 
31, 1797) Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1197, FRO. HoUoway noted in his tog that "most of 
the line of battle ships foUowed the example" of the Queen Charlottes. 
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addressed to Admiral Howe had been dismissed.^^ A seaman's first hand account of the 

start of the mutiny came from the seaman Mathew Barker, who years later recalled, 

I remember, as if it was but yesterday, the signal was made by oukl 
Brklport in the Royal George to prepare for sailing. It was Easter Sunday, 
seven-and-twenty years ago. Up went Number 154 to the mast head, and 
up went the ships' companies into the rigging and ak>ng the gangways to 
give 'em three cheers. The Queen Charlottes began first, indeed they were 
always foremost in the fray; but, poor feUows, most of'em perished a year 
or two afterward, when the ship was t)umt, up the Mediterranean. The 
Queen Charlottes, as 1 said, began first, and the rest of the fleet soon 
foUowed the example. There wam't so many let into the secret of the 
mutiny as was at first imagined; but then they were chiefly petty ofiRcers 
and able seamen, who possessed a strong influence over all hands, fore and 
aft. Many of the men, when they first heard the cheering, came running up 
on deck and asked what was the matter. After it broke out, it was a curious 
sight to watch the k)oks of the seamen, and notice the conduct of the 
officers. Yet those who had exercised mercy were merciflilfy and 
generously treated. Some of the men woukl stand with their arms folded, 
gummaging upon what they done, with countenances 'more in sorrow than 
in anger,' seeming to think their &te was sealed, yet feeling more for their 
messmates than themselves. Others, with bold fix>nts, would brave the 
consequences, and dare the worst, though you might frequently catch their 
eye taking a broadside glance at the yard-rope, with the hangmen's noose 
at the end. On the main-deck might be seen two or three eyeing a group of 
talkers with the utmost suspicion, and stealing by degrees toward them to 
catch hokl of their discourse. But the forecastle was the principal resort, 
and all the various workings of the mind might be traced from the 
undaunted recklessness to sickness of heart: here the hardy boatswain's 
mate vociferated his oats, turned his qukl, and cracked his joke, insensible 
to danger, there the more placki, yet not less firm, quartermaster leaned 
over the netting, k)oking towards the shore in aU the distraction of thought; 
wife, chiklren, fiiends, honour, life, seem hanging by a breath.^^ 

^Smith. The Ijfe and Services of Captain Philip Reaver 121-122. 

^^Rarker. Greenwich Hospital 147-152. 
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Barker's remarkabie description of the on-deck actions of his peers reveals a great deal 

about the seamen's response to the start of the mutiny. Many of the less skilled men who 

had not been part of the mutiny planning were confused about the mutineers' motives and 

suspicious of their peers. The leaders of the mutiny were the leading seamen: the able 

seamen and petty officers. They had kept the planning to themselves, and once the mutiny 

began it was their resolve that kept their less skilled peers in line with their plans.^ From 

Barker's perspective the mutiny seemed to be an afi^ of the leading men; the other 

seamen and their officers passively and anxiously awaited for the events to play out. 

In contrast to their normal role as the active decision makers for their ships' 

companies, mutiny made the commissioned officers passive participants. Rear-Admiral 

Patton, in his first hand account of the Spithead Mutiny, wrote "instantly all command was 

completely taken fi'om the officers".^^ The ofBcers could do little to resist their seamen as 

their marines, whom the officers' counted on to suppress mutiny, appear to have been 

passive during the mutiny. Captain Payne of the Impetueux noted, "No assistance can be 

depended upon from the marines, who are recruits, and never had any habits of military 

life or discipline, from the seamen [who] are one class with them.^^ Other officers noted 

^Captain Owen confirmed Barker's belief that only leading seamen had planned the 
mutiny. He wrote, "It has been already stated that the proceedings had been planned by a 
small number only of the men on board each ship, these were however for the most part 
such as had hitherto obtained the confidence of their officers, and were k)oked up to by 
their comrades." See Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 40, CUN/2. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Sphhead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212. 

^^Payne to Spencer (AprO 18, 1797), Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl 
Spencer, vol. II, 111-1 IS. Payne requested that Spencer order immediate force be used 
against the Spithead mutineers; he Iflce many of his superiors failed to understand that the 
mutineers were now in control of events. The hysterical Captain Payne wrote, "the 
character of the present mutii^ is perfect^ French" and that the mutiny was directed 
"secret Jacobin springs". 
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the futility of physical force and attempted to play upon themes of masculine respectability 

in their attempt to bring their seamen back to good order. Vice-Admiral Gardner, one of 

Bridport's subordinate admirals, attempted to bring the ship's company of the Royal 

Sovereign back to order by noting the "disgrace and mischief of their actions. Failing in 

his remonstrance with the entire company, Gardner then tried to persuade the "good and 

leading men" of the ship's conqsany to bring the other seamen back to order; onfy to be 

told they would not sail until their petitions had been addressed.The seamen's 

usurpation of command, however, did not involve the dramatic removal of officers or acts 

of violence against them seen in the single ship mutinies such as the Bounty or Hermoine 

or later in the Nore Mutiny.Nor did it appear to insightful ofBcers such as Beaver that 

the seamen sought to overthrow the patrician class through a revolution against class 

privilege.'̂  Instead the mutinous seamen left their officers in command of their ships' 

mundane affairs; the seamen simply refused to sail until Parliament redressed their 

grievances.^ In the traditions of eighteenth-century naval mutiny, the seamen neither 

forced their officers from their ships nor did they use violence against their officers. 

^^Gardner to Bridport (AprU 16, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^The only two officers removed in the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny were the gunner 
and boatswain of the Jason, a ship not formally in the mutiny as they were not aUowed to 
send delegates to the seamen's council as the Jason was onty a 38 gun frigate and not a 
ship of the line. 

^^Smith, The I Jfe and Services of Captain Philip Reaver 121-122. Beaver noted, "Their 
delegates have adopted a most desperate measure to obtain, what they call, 'a redress of 
grievances,' and one which I apprehend will for some time afifect our naval discipline; they 
profess neither liberty nor equality, nor do they join in the sentimental hue and cry, that 
men are to be ruled without reins. What a contrast to the recent revolutionary excesses of 
France!" 

^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 39, CUN/2 and Douglas, "Log of 
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To keep the mutiny from developing into the radical revolution feared alike by 

suspicious ofiBcers such as Captain Payne and the plebeian seamen, the leading seamen 

began to organize their mutiny and to consolidate their rule. The next morning (April 16), 

in order to invigorate support for their mutiny, the leading seamen on the Queen Charlotte 

and the Royal George each sent two delegates to the other ships to bring their companies 

more fully into the mutiny, and to inform them of the plan to form a council consisting of 

two delegates from each shipof the line. '̂ According to the log of Lieutenant John Gore 

of the Ramillies, the delegates from the Queen Charlotte tokl the assembled ships' 

companies to "be obedient to all orders except weighing the anchor, which they were not 

to do until they had a grant of more pay &c. also desiring two men to be picked out to 

assist in drawing up a petition to attend on board the Queen Charlotte daily."^^ The 

meeting of delegates from the ships-of-the-line would allow the mutinous seamen to 

achieve their next step, a fleet-wide negotiation with the Admiralty. 

Not all ships present at the Spithead Anchorage participated in the mutiny. The 

ship's company of the Royal William, the port guard-ship which supplied replacement and 

new recruit seamen and marines to the ships of the Channel Fleet, while experiencing some 

H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (April 9,1796 to May 8, 1797), ADM 51/4490, and Domett, 
"Log of H.M.S. Royal George"^ (June 1,17% to June 30, 1797), Log R.254. 

'̂Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212, Owen, 
Recollections of the Mutiny at Sphhead. 39, CUN/2, Griffith Colpoys, A UttCT tO 
Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam. 11-13, John HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke (August 
22, 1797 to August 31, 1797) ADM 51/1197, Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George"" 
(Jufy 1,17% to June 30, 1797) Log R.254, and Lieutenant John Gore to Riou (May 6, 
1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5. 

^Admiralty, Lieutenant John Gore, "Log of H.M.S. Ramillies" (January 1, 1797 to 
December 31, 1797), I-ogs of the Ramillies 1794-1802. Log R.44, NMM. 
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aghatioii, did not mutiny nor send delegates to any of the fleet wide mutineer meetings.^^ 

The leaders of the mutineers forbade the smaller frigates and sloops at Portsmouth and the 

Spithead Anchorage from joining the mutiny.^ Many of the ships' companies of the 

smaller ships had hoped to participate in the mutiny, but were ordered by the mutineer 

delegates to carry out their normal duties and sail with any convoys they had been ordered 

to escort by the Admiralty. For example, the ship's company of the Romney refused 

initially to sail, but did so upon orders of the mutineer leaders of the Queen Charlotte?  ̂

^^The Royal William was the guard ship of Portsmouth, and as such the flagship of the 
Port Admiral. It supplied the ships of the Channel Fleet with replacement seamen and new 
recruits. No signs of a mutiny by the ship's company can be found in the captain's log or 
other documents. See Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1,1796 to April 
30, 1797) ADM 51/1171 and Admiralty, Captain Francis Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. 
Royal William (May I, 1797 to April 30, 1798), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1214, PRO. 
The Royal William was one of the oldest, if not the oldest ship in the Royal Navy, having 
been buih in 1670 but not broken up upon the request of George III. See Pitcaim-Jones, 
Warship Histories. "Royal William". 

^Beaver to Gilles, in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1. The smaller ships present 
on April 17 included sixteen frigates: Romney (50 guns), Virginie (38 guns), Argo (38 
guns), Melampus (38 guns), Latona (38 guns), St. Fiorenzo (38 guns), Jason (38 guns), 
Alemene (38 guns), Concorde (38 guns), Venus (38 guns). Success (32 guns). Pique (32 
guns), Amphitrile (28 guns). Daphne (28 guns), Eurydice (28 guns), and Porcupine (28 
guns); five eighteen gun sk)ops: Arrow, Penguin, Sardine, Fairy, and Zebra-, as well as 
two fireships: Megara and Incendiary. See "In Portsmouth and Spithead" (April 17, 
1797), ADM 7/472. 

Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21, 1797), ADM 3/136, Captain Sotheron 
to P. Parker (April 17,1797), Ship's Company ofthe Charlotte to the Ship's 
Company of the Romney, P. Parker to Nepean (April 18, 1797), and The Petty OfiBcers 
and Seamen of the Romney to the Petty Officers ajid Seamen on board His Majesty's Ship 
Royal George (April 16,1797) all fou^ in ADM 1/1022. The k)gs of the smaller ships 
reveals no signs of their ships' companies taking command from their captains. James 
Dugan makes an error in listing the smaller ships present at Portsmouth and the Spithead 
as taking part in the first phase of the mutiny. See Dugan, The Great Mutiiy. 472-474. 
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Other smaller ships continued to escort convoys and sailed in and out of Portsmouth. The 

mutineer leaders allowed none of the smaller ships' companies to join their combination 

during the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny as they did not want to disrupt the protection 

of the convoys which would have drawn civilian ire.^^ The mutiny at Spithead remained in 

the hands of the companies from the larger ships of the line. 

On the afternoon of April 16, 1797, the sixteen ships^^ that did officially mutiny, 

sent delegates on board the Qmen Charlotte to form a council that acted in behalf of the 

seamen and marines of the fleet.^^ The leaders of the mutiny believed that in order to keep 

a common course of action, there existed a need for a single comprehensive fleet 

petition.^ By April 17, the Admiralty had received petitions from at least three-quarters 

of the ships' companies then in a state of mutiny at Spithead. Individual petitions survive 

from the ships' companies of the London, Queen Charlotte, Mars, Duke, Glory, Robust, 

^Picknaore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1, 1797 to April 30, 1798), ADM 
51/1214. 

^^They included: the Royal George with 825 total men mustered. Royal Sovereign with 
794, London with 704, Queen Charlotte with 815, Glory with 663, Duke with 671, Mars 
with 587, Marlborough with 566, Ramillies with 550, Robust with 557, Le Impetueux 
with 637, Defence with 501, Terrible with 548 (muster date of May 8, 1797), Le Pompee 
with 690, Minotaur with 611, and the Defiance with 563 for a total of 16 ships of the line 
mustering 10,282 men. See "In Portsmouth and Spithead" (April 17,1797), AOM 7/472. 
The Monarch was initially in Portsmouth harbor, but on April 19, sailed out to the 
Spithead Anchorage to join the mutiny. See Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" 
(May 1, 1797 to April 30, 1798), ADM 51/1214. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 3, TUN/212, Admirahy, 
Captain James Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glory" (February 25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), 
Logs of the Glory 1794-1802. Log G.204, NMM, Holtoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" 
(August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 51/1197, and Nkhols, "Log of H.M.S. 
Marlborough" (May 1,1796 to May 9,1797), ADM 51/1178. 

^ole to the Mutineers (April 15, 1797), WYN/109/7. 
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Minotaur, Pompee, Le Impetueux, Royal George, Defiance, and Defence. While all these 

petitions mentioned demands for improved pay, a few inchided demands for increased 

food rations, the ending of the custom of the purser's "eight", and an increase in the 

pensions paid to those at Greenwich.'̂  Admiral Bridport attempted to reassure his 

subordinate crews that their individual ships' petitions had been forwarded and that they 

'̂ Bridport to Nepean with enclosed "The Petition of the Seamen Able & Ordinary & 
Landsmen of His Majesty's Ship London in the Behalf of Themselves and the Rest of 
Their Brethren Employed in His Majesty's Royal Navy" addressed to Charles Fox, MP 
and 'The Humble Petition of Your Seamen on Board His Majesty's Ship Queen Charlotte 
in Behalf of Themselves and Others on Board His Majesty's Fleet" addressed to 
Parliament (April IS, 1797), Captain Alexander Wood to Bridport with enclosed petition 
from the ship's company of the Mars (Aprfl 16, 1797), The Ship's Company of the Duke, 
"The Humble Petition of the Seamen on Board His Majesty's Ship Duke in Behalf of 
Themselves and Others on Board His Majesty's Fleet" (received by the Admiralty on April 
16, 1797), The Ships Company of the Glory, "Petition" (received by the Admiralty on 
April 16,1797), The Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, 'The Humble Petition of 
the Seamen on Board of His Majesty's Ship Queen Charlotte, in Behalf of Themselves 
and the Rest of Their Brethren on Board of the Fleet at Spithead or Elsewhere" (received 
by the Admiralty on April 16, 1797), Ship's Company of the Robust, "The Humble 
Petition of the Seamen on Board His Majesty's Ship Robust in Behalf of Themselves, and 
Others Serving in His Majesty's Fleet" (received by the Admiralty on April 16, 1797), 
Ship's Company of the Minotaur, "The Humble Petition of the Seamen on Board H.M. 
Ship Minotaur in Behalf of Themselves and Others" (received by the Admiralty on April 
16,1797), Ship's Company of the Pompee, 'The Humble Petition of the Petty Of&ers, 
Seamen, and Landsmen on Board His Ship Le Pompee" (received by the Admiralty on 
April 16,1797), Ship's Company of the Le Impetueux, 'The Humble Petition of the 
Seamen on Board His Majesty's Ship Le Impetueux, in Behalf of Themselves and All 
Others Serving in His Majesty's Fleet" (received by the Admiralty on April 16, 1797), and 
Ship's Company of the Royd George, "The Honorable Petition of the Seamen on Board 
His Majesty's Ship Royal George, in Behalf of Themselves and All Other Seamen Serving 
in His Majesty's Fleet" (received by the Admiralty on April 16, 1797) all found in ADM 
1/107. The petitions received by the Admiralty on April 16 had been delivered in person 

Rear-Admiral Pole. See also Ship's Conqiany of the Defiance, "Petition" (April 17, 
1797), ADM 1/5125, and Ship's Con^Kiny of the Defence, "Petition" (April 16, 1797), 
ADM 1/1022. There exist no individual ship petitions from the Royal Sovereign, 
Ramillies, Marlborough, or the Terrible as having been received by the Admiralty by 
April 17, but these may have once existed and now are lost. 
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should return to duty, To the leaders of the mutiny, Bridport's assurances sounded 

hoUow as he had only the day before attempted to put the fleet to sea where, according to 

the maritime traditions regarding mutiny, mutiny was culturally unacceptable. 

Disregarding Bridport's efforts to placate them, the seamen refused to yield until the 

Admiralty had addressed their grievances. 

The Negotiations 

On the evening of April 16, the two delegates from each ship's company gathered 

to coordinate their efforts and establish unified goals. Meeting on the Queen Charlotte, 

the seamen's delegates "resolved to maintain order, to enforce sobriety, and to continue 

the respect due to the OfiBcers." To keep order amongst their seamen, the delegates 

decided to have "yard-ropes" hung from the main and fore-yard arms. These nooses 

symbolized the force that the mutineers would use against those who opposed them. To 

bring all seamen and marines into the mutiny, the delegates decided to have their men 

swear an oath of loyalty to the mutinous cause.The delegates also discussed their 

general grievances in hopes of finding specific issues beyond pay that the new fleet-wide 

petition would address. Finally, the delegates agreed "not to go to sea until they had an 

'®'Bridport, "To Respective Ships of the Squadron Under My Command" (April 17, 
1797) found in both WYN/109/7 and ADM 1/107. 

'̂ ^Patton, Account of the Mutinies , 3, TUN/212, and GrifBth 
Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam, 11-13. 

Admiralty, Captain John Whitby, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereigif (March 1,17% to 
June 16,17%), Logs of the Royal Sovereign 1795-1802. Log R.302, NMM. 
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answer from the Admiralty about their petition, and to cheer morning and evening."'̂  

The foundations of their fleet-wide mutiny had been solidified. 

On board their ships, the mutinous seamen continued to do their regular duty and 

obeyed their ofBcers in the normal execution of duty, except for preparing to sail. On 

April 19, Lieutenant Beaver of the Monarch noted the good conduct of his ship's 

company, "They have demanded nothing but what to every unprejudiced person must 

appear moderate and just, and they have conducted themselves with a degree of prudence 

and decency which I thought them incapable of."'̂ ^ The next day. Beaver again reported, 

"The seamen still continue to conduct themselves incredibly well, performing the usual 

duties of the ship with alacrity, and behaving towards their officers with the greatest 

respect."'̂  During the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, the mutineers followed the 

orderly traditions of plebeian naval mutiny. 

To prevent greater chaos that might allow the radical seamen to gain influence 

among their ships' companies, the leaders of the Spithead Mutiny instituted an effective 

system of discipline and order on their ships. The delegates were well aware of the risk of 

losing control to the radical minority amongst their ships' companies. Also challenging 

their leadership were radicals ashore who sought to influence them and their peers by 

sending them letters which urged to them to take more radical actions. To prevent the 

'®^Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (September 8, 1796 to October 31,1797), Log 
D.278. 

'̂ ^Beaver to Gilles (April 19, 1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. I. 

'̂ Beaver to Gilles (April 20,1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1. 

'̂ ^Owen to Commissioner Cunningham (January 17,1825), 34-36, Letters to 
Cunningham About the Narrative^ CUN/2. According to Owen the seamen had received 
letters from radicals ashore, "They produced at the time mai^r of the letters they were in 
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spread of the radical's ideas, the seamen instituted their own system of rule. The delegates 

of the fleet agreed to eight specific orders. First, the men would continue to carry out their 

watches and punish any roan found below deck during his watch. Second, at 8 o'clock in 

the morning and at sunset, each ship woukl give three cheers which signaled their 

continued support of the mutiny. Thffd, to prevent the Admiralty from gaining intelligence 

about them by interrogating those who had been on their ship but not part of the cause, no 

woman could leave their ships to go ashore, but more women could come onboard. 

Fourth, any seaman found attempting to bring alcohol on board or found drunk would be 

punished. Fifth, the seamen and marines would foUow the orders of their officers. Sbcth, all 

seamen and marines in the fleet woukl take an oath of allegiance to the mutinous 

combinatk>n of the fleet. Seventh, no ship's company woukl raise their anchor in 

preparation for sailing. Lastly, that there would be no hlwrty untU the mutiny was 

settled. Facing challenges in their daily rule, the mutineers adopted a system of 

regulations similar to that which supported their officers in their rule. 

To buttress their rule, the mutinous leaders reproduced the forms of punishment 

well known to them from their experiences on the receiving end of naval justice. First, 

they used the symbolk threat of execution to keep their subordinates in line. To do so, 

the habit of receiving from the shore to urge them to frirther and more preposterous 
demands. That of prize money by a more equal distributton, the Western Fleet [Channel 
Fleet] rejected, declaring they woukl abkie by their first declaratk>n of grievances and add 
nothing to it." 

'̂ ^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship ^een Charlotte and Provismns at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
Juty in the Year 1797', ADM 1/S12S. According the mutinous seamen's records the oath 
was as follows, "The Form of oath was taken by the fleet every man swore by his maker 
that the cause we have undertaken we persevere in till accomplished." 
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they rove yard ropes (similar to a noose) in each foreyard arm of their ships. The purpose 

of the yard ropes, according to Captain Griffith of the London, was to encourage the 

men's obedience to their leaders through the threat of execution. The leaders of the 

mutiny also continued the naval practice of flogging. While most logs make no note of the 

punishments issued out by the mutineers. Captain John Payne of the Impetueux recorded 

several such instances. On April 17th, the mutineers of his ship flogged two seamen: the 

first for "drunkenness with smaU beer" and the second for "drunkenness and drawing a 

knife". On April 20, the mutineer leaders punished three additk)nal men with a dozen 

lashes each for "absenting themselves all night without leave". On April 23rd, another 

seaman experienced mutineer justk;e when he was both flogged and ducked, a punishment 

in whkh a man was lowered into the water on a weighted rope, for attempting to desert. 

From April 21 to April 23, the mutineers of the Impetueux used ducking to punish three 

additional seamen and one marine; two for not doing their duty, one for disrespect, and 

one for insolence to their captain."^ Lieutenant John Gore of the Ramiilies reported that 

his mutinous seamen also ducked noen for drunkenness and neglect of keeping their 

watches.''' Punishment issued out by the mutineer delegates went unrecorded in most 

ships' logs, but most likely, the leaders of the mutiny on other ships used similar systems 

of punishment. Like their commisstoned officers, the leaders of the seamen resorted to 

customary forms of punishment to keep order amongst their subordinates. 

'̂ GrifBth Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Bvam Martin. 11-13. 

' '®Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetueuĵ  (October 5,1796 to October 31,1797), ADM 
51/1195. 

'' 'Gore to Riou (May 6,1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5. 
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The mutineer delegates effectively kept their plebeian agenda in the forefiront 

throughout the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny. They rejected more radical demands 

from both within their ranks and from radicals on shore. To show their adherence to the 

patrician-plebeian compact and to defend themselves from charges that they were 

revolutionaries, the leaders of the Spithead Mutiny left their ofiScers in daify control of 

their ships. The seamen obeyed their ofiBcers' general orders, other than to prepare to sail. 

Any man who showed disrespect to his ofiBcers was punished. To prevent their cause from 

k)sing its common goal, the leaders of the mutiny also punished both those who challenged 

their authority and those who let down the collective by shirking their duty. Overall, the 

leadership kept the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny from collapsing into revolutbnary 

anarchy; the plebeian seamen's values wouki not allow for that. The good order and 

common purpose of the mutineers at Spithead greatly contributed to their success in 

gaining redress to many of their grievances fit)m the Admiralty. 

During their meetings of April 17 and 18, the seamen's delegates composed a 

fleet-wide petition in which they laid out their basic demands. In its introduction, the 

seamen stressed their good servke to the British natbn in both the American war and the 

current war. Before launching into five new grievances, the seamen stated their basic 

demand: the need for an increase in their pay. The seamen, however, gave no finite 

amount for their increase in pay. The seamen then listed five additk>nal specific grievances. 

First, they demanded that their provisions be increased to sixteen ounces to the pound and 

that fiiir measures be used. The second requested that no flour be served in port and that a 

sufBcient quantity of vegetables be served instead. Third, they demanded that the 

Admiralty investigate the poor quality of seamen's medkal care. Fourth, the seamen 

demanded the right to shore leave within reasonable boundaries. Lastly, they demanded 

that the pay of wounded seamen be continued until "cured or discharged". The seamen 
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ended their petition with the assurance that they would press no further grievances 

showing the ''nation at large" that they asiced for only what was "moderate and may be 

granted without detriment to the nation or injury to the service." While it appears that the 

petition may have existed as a rough draft earlier, the seamen finalized it on April 18, 

1797 112 completion was pronq)ted by Rear-Admiral Pole's address to the delegates on 

the afternoon of April 17, promising that the Admiralty would take the seamen's 

grievances into consideration as soon as possible.' The delegates' petition would be 

waiting for the members of the Admiralty when they arrived in Portsmouth the next day. 

The Admiralty did not take the seamen's mutiny lightly. After Rear-Admiral Pole 

had traveled to London and personally informed Evan Nepean of the seriousness of the 

mutiny at Spithead, Nepean informed the Lord Commissioners of the Admirahy that the 

situation was grave.' Rather than attempting to manage the crisis from London, Lord 

Spencer, the senior member of the Admiralty, abng with Charles George, Lord Arden, a 

civilian member of the Admiralty, Rear-Admiral Young, a member from the navy, and Mr. 

Marsden, Second Secretary to the Admiralty, departed for Portsmouth. Leaving London 

' '̂ The Delegates of the Fleet to the Admirahy (April 18, 1797) found in ADM 1/5125, 
RUSI/ER/5, Additk)nal Manuscript 35197, and ADM 1/107. The delegates included: 
Royal George: Valentine Joyce and John Morris, Queen Charlotte: Patrick Glynn and 
John Udleson, Royd Sovereign: Joseph Green and John Richardson, London: Alexander 
Harding and Will^ Ruly, Glory: Patrick Dugan and John Bethell, Duke: Michael Adams 
and William Anderson, Mars: Thomas Allen and James Blithe, Marlborough: John Vassie 
and William Senator, Ramillies: Charles Berry and George Clear, Robust: David Wilson 
and John Scrivener, L 'Impetuex: John Witna and William Porter, Defence: George 
Galaway and James Barerick, Terrible: Mark Turner and George Salked, Le Pompee: 
William Potts and James Melvin, Minoiaur: Dennis Lawley and George Croskind, and 
Defiance: John Sanders and John Husband. 

''̂ Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.254. 

"^Nepeanto Bridport (April 17,1797), BRP/18. 
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on the evening of April 17th, they arrived in Portsmouth by noon the next day.' 

Immediately upon their arrival. Admiral Bridport briefed them on the mutinous situation. 

A discussion that included the members of Admiralty then in Portsmouth, Admiral 

Bridport, Bridport's subordinate admirals, and the captains of the ships centered on how 

to end the mutiny. The general opinion concluded that "the only chance of brining back 

the fleet to subordination and the seamen to their duty, was by complying with the 

demands made in their petitions." Spencer put this position into writing and gave an order 

to Admiral Bridport stating what the Admirahy would agree to and that this information 

was to be made known to the seamen of the fleet. At this point, the Admiralty was 

willing to meet many of the demands contained in the earlier petitions that had been 

forwarded to them, but only some of the demands put forward in the seamen's petition of 

April 18. 

Believing that they had met the mutineers' demands, the Admiralty ordered 

Admirals Gardner, Colpoys, and Pole to meet with the ships' delegates on board the 

Queen Charlotte to convey the Admiralty's willingness to grant the seamen's 

grievances."^ That night, April 18, the three admirals read the Admiralty's proposal 

which expressed their desire to address the seamen's demands and '1o grant them every 

just and reasonable redress", thus living up to their vision of the patricians' obligation.' 

' '̂ Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Rarl Spencer, vol. II, 109-110. 

' '̂ Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21, 1797), ADM 3/136 and GrifBth 
Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thnmas Ryam. 13-14. 

' '̂ Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18, 1797), ADM 3/136. 

' '̂ Clements, "Log of H.M.S. A/ors" (December 24,17% to May 16, 1797), ADM 
52/3192. 
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The Admiralty's proposal met the seamen's demand for an increase in pay with a proposed 

improvement of four additional shillings per month for the petty officers and able seamen, 

three shillings a month for the ordinary seamen, and two shillings a month for the 

landsmen. In addition, the Admiralty proposed that seamen wounded in action would have 

their pay continued until healed or pensioned off through Greenwich Hospital. In hopes of 

ending the mutiny immediately, the Admiralty requested that the seamen in turn end their 

mutiny and be ready to sail to "meet the enemies of their country." Invoking seamen's 

masculine ideals, the Admiralty afiBrmed their "perfect confidence in the zeal, loyalty, and 

courage of all the seamen in the fleet."' The Admiralty believed it had attempted to meet 

the mutineers half-way; the seamen would have to accept that the government could not 

redress all of their grievances. 

The next morning (April 19), the seamen's delegates met on the Queen Charlotte 

and continued their deliberations in order to develop a response to the Admiralty's 

proposals that they had heard the night before.They had optimistically promised 

Gardner, Colpoys, and Pole that they would have a reply ready by ten o'clock of that 

morning.'̂ ' Despite their promise, the delegates continued to work through the day to 

complete two documents. The delegates wrote a general letter of response to the 

' '̂ Spencer, Lord Arden, and Rear-Admiral William Young to Spithead Delegates (April 
18,1797), found in both ADM 3/136 and Additional Manuscript 35197. 

'̂ OThey met at 9 a.m.. See Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mors" (December 24,1796 to May 
16,1797), ADM 52/3192, Bedford, "Log of Royal Sovereign" (June 17,1796 to June 30, 
1797), Log R.302, and Domett, "Log of Royal George" (July 1, 1796 to June 30, 1797), 
Log R.254. 

'̂ 'Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21,1797), ADM 3/136. 
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Admiralty's offer of the day before, as well as a general petition to the House of 

Commons. These documents summed up the seamen's final demands. 

Responding to the recent proposals by the Admiralty, the seamen's delegates 

expanded their demands and in some cases provided more specific quantification. They 

rebuffed the Admiralty's proposal on several issues. First, the seamen questioned the 

existence of the rating of landsmen within the ranks of the navy; they believed that all 

seamen should be rated as either able or ordinary. Secondly, they provided a specific 

amount for their general demand for a pay increase. The petitioners demanded the pay of 

able seamen be increased to one shilling a day or twenty-eight shillings a month (the same 

as the Admiralty had proposed). The seamen designed their third point to gain greater 

support for the mutiny among the marines, which it successfully did.'̂ ^ The seamen 

'̂ Patton believed that the seamen's petition to the House of Commons was never 
forwarded to them by the Admiralty. See Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and 
St. Helens. 6-7. TIJN/212. 

'̂ ^This demand appears to have been highly successful as the marines of the Queen 
Charlotte acknowledged their support by the seamen and ofikially joined in the mutiny. 
They wrote to their seamen, "We the marines of the Queen Charlotte impressed with the 
strongest sense of gratitude for the good wishes of the seamen towards us we do return 
them our most unfeigned thanks with every assurance of steadyness to their cause. We 
offer our services and do assure them that we will assist them in recovering their lawful 
rights at this time or any other whatsoever." See The Marines of the Queen Charlotte to 
the Seamen ofthe Queen Charlotte (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/5125. The marines of the 
Royal George wrote to the marines of the Queen Charlotte of their similar intentbns, "We 
the marines of the Royal George being fiiUy sensible of the fiiendty endeavours of the 
seamen for their rights equally attentive to ours as their own, do hereby return our sincere 
thanks and shall now and at £dl times regularly pay the greatest attentk)n and assisting 
them as &r as lay in our power and feel ourselves truely happy in finding your feelings and 
attentions in the business." See The Marines of the Royal George to the Marines of the 
Queen Charlotte (April 18, 1797), ADM 1/5125. Finally the Marines of the E>uke wrote to 
the Delegates that, "We the marines of the Duke unanimously amongst ourselves that all 
the help we can give or assistance cannot be sufficient for the good you have done us in 
regard of redressing our grievances, gentlemen you may be well assured that the oath we 
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wanted the marines to receive an increase in pay while serving at sea 'Mn the same 

proportions as the ordinary seamen" (three shillings a day as per the Admiralty's 

proposal). The fourth demand, also new, requested that the seamen's pensions be 

increased to ten pounds a year. The larger pensions would be funded by increasing the 

seamen's pay deduction for Greenwich Hospital from six pence to one shilling per month. 

In addition the pension and deduction from pay was to be extended to the seamen who 

served in the East India Company as many of them had served in the Royal Navy at one 

time or another and would be eligible for benefits from Greenwich Hospital. Finally, the 

seamen once again reiterated their demand for improvements in their provisions. They 

speci&ally demanded that bread, meat, cheese, butter, and Ikjuor be served at the full 

sixteen ounces per pound, that a better and sufficient quality of vegetables be served in 

port, and that no flour be served with beef. The seamen warned that they would not "lift 

an anchor" until their general grievances and the grfevances of "particular ships" were 

redressed.Signed by the same delegates who agreed to the first petition, the letter of 

response either provided a more specific quantification of old demands or new grievances 

for the Admiralty to deal with. 

The seamen directly addressed the new petition to the House of Commons, the 

only body with the power to grant their demands. In defense of their direct address to the 

House of Commons, tlie seamen remarked upon Admiral Howe's lack of response to their 

earlier petitions. The seamen's petition mirrored their earlier petitions to the Admiralty. 

took we will stands by while one drop of bk)od circulates in our veins." See The Marines 
of the Duke to the Delegates of the Fleet, Ship, ADM 1/5125. 

'̂ 'hlie Delegates of the Fleet on Board the Queen Charlotte to the Admiralty (April 19, 
1797), found m both Additional Manuscript 35197 and ADM 3/136. 
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They noted their lack of a pay increase for over a century and a half along with the 

corresponding thirty percent rise in the cost of living. The delegates also played upon 

themes of patrician responsibility to all plebeians by noting that the soldiers of the Army 

and Militia had recently received a raise in pay. Beyond an unspecified increase in pay, the 

seamen only demanded an increase in the out-pensions of Greenwich, again citing the 

army pensioners who received thirteen pounds a year compared to the naval pensioner's 

meager allowance of seven pounds a year. The signers of the petition included the same 

two delegates from the sixteen ships of the line at Spithead, including the mutiny 

coordinator Patrick Glynn of the Queen Charlotte and their emerging leader, Valentine 

Joyce of the Royal George 

At 4 o'clock of that afternoon (April 19), the seamen's delegates delivered their 

letter of response and petition addressed to the House of Commons to Gardner, Colpoys, 

and Pole. A hour and a half later, the trio of admirals arrived at the Admiralty's temporary 

headquarters in Portsmouth. The seamen's response provided an unwelcome interruption 

to the Admiralty's dinner. Confident that their first proposal would gain acceptance among 

the seamen, the members of the Admiralty were taken aback by the contents of delegates' 

response. They spent the rest of the evening discussing the demands and debating their 

'̂ ^The seamen's estimate of a thirty percent rise in prices was probably not too &r off. 
Prices remained relatively stable between the late eighteenth century and the accession of 
George III, but rose twenty-five percent between 1760 and the 1780s. See John Brewer, 
The Sinews of Power: War. Money and the F.nglish State 1688-1783 (Cambridge; 
Harvard University Press, 1990), 38. 

'̂ ^^The Delegates of the Fleet, 'To the Right Honourable and Honourable Knights, 
Citizens and Burgesses in Parliament Assembled, The Humble Petition of the Seamen and 
Marines on board His Majesty's Ships, in Behalf of Themsehres", (April 19,1797) found 
in Additk)nal Manuscript 35197, RUSI/ER/S, and ADM 1/S12S. 
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potential response. They regarded the seamen's communication as containing "a variety of 

new matter, and some things quite foreign to the subject and the King's service." In the 

end, they characterized the seamen's grievances as "unreasonable demands". Spencer 

decided to make a stand against the mutineers and to grant no further concessions. 

Spencer ordered Bridport to have his subordinates apprise the seamen of the Admiralty's 

position and to have the captains report on the state of their individual ship's 

companies.This hard-line response dangerously rejected many of the seamen's 

grievances, issues that the seamen wanted redressed before they consider ending their 

mutiny. 

The Admiralty's decision to make no further concessions met with little approval 

from the seamen and their new allies, the marines. Mathew Barker remembered that the 

seamen became weary of the Admiralty's actions and '̂ ve doubted their sincerity." 

Some of the officers were also surprised by the Admiralty's responses. Lieutenant Beaver 

noted the danger of the Admiralty's delays and warned of what might happen if the mutiny 

was not resolved by April 20, "I fear that Lord Spencer and the other lords of the 

Admiralty trifle too much and may make matters worse, it aU shouki not be settled 

tomorrow, I believe the seamen have intentk)ns of turning all their ofiBcers on shore the 

following day."'̂ ^ Unless the Admiralty changed its approach to the mutiny, the seamen 

were prepared to take more drastk; actrans, however, the response of the Admiralty 

dramatkally changed the next day. 

'̂ ^Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21,1797), ADM 3/136. 

'2*Barker, Greenwich Hospital 147-152. 

'̂ ^Beaver to Gilles (April 19,1797), in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany, vol. 1. 
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On Thursday morning, April 20, the members of the Admiralty in Portsmouth met 

again with Bridport, his subordinate admirals, and the ships' captains. Most present agreed 

that unless the Admiralty complied with the seamen's demands for an increase in pay, 

ending the custom of the purser's eight, and some concession to the marines, their seamen 

would remain in a state of mutiny. The captains believed that if these concessions were 

granted, the seamen would return to duty. The Admiralty's revised proposal included an 

increase of 5/6 in the monthly pay for petty ofBcers and able seamen (up from the proposal 

of 19 April of 4 shillings), 4/6 for ordinary seamen (up from 3 shillings), and 2 shillings for 

landsmen (the same as before). In a complete reversal, the Admiralty agreed that the 

seamen would get their full allowance (16 ounces to the pound) of provisions. UntU the 

navy could serve the seamen and marines full provisions they would receive "short 

money", that is extra pay in lieu of full provisions. Wounded men would continue to 

receive their pay until healed or pensioned, as had been earfer accepted by the Admiralty. 

Finally the marines would no longer have their shore allowances stopped when serving at 

sea. To transmit their offer to the seamen, the Admiralty listed them in an order given to 

Admiral Bridport. The Admiralty threatened that if the mutiny continued they would 

retaliate against the mutinous seamen by preventing from ever receiving "smart money", a 

pension, or the use of Greenwich Hospital. If the ships' companies accepted the 

Admiralty's o£fer and returned to duty within one hour of its communicating to them, the 

Admiralty would grant them "forgiveness". Despite their apparent determination of the 

'̂ ^n the discussion only Admiral Bridport believed that the seamen might return to duty 
with only an increase in pay, while Vice-Admiral Gardner thought that it was "doubtful" 
the seamen would. All sixteen captains present and admirals Pole and Colpoys argued that 
no chance existed of the seamen ending their mutiny with only a pay increase. See P. 
Parker, "Rough Minutes Taken by Sir. P. Parker" (April 20,1797) ADM 3/136. 
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night before not to yield to the seamen, the members of the Admiralty "reluctantly 

changed their opinion" ofifering fiirther concessions based on the reports of the ships' 

captains that the men were standing firm.'̂ ' Only when faced with the first-hand reports 

of the mutineers' resolve as conveyed by their captains, did the Admiralty realize the limits 

of their power in dealing with the mutineers. 

Further fueling the Admiralty's change of heart was the seamen's response to the 

letter from Admiral Bridport which had appeared in the Sun newspaper. On April 18 the 

Sun published Bridport's "Address to the Seamen of the Fleet at Spithead". In it, Bridport 

criticized the seamen for their mutiny, accusing them of revolutionary acts and of deserting 

the "Constitution". Invoking the patrician-plebeian contract, he warned the seamen not to 

be deceived by revolutionaries; instead they should have addressed their grievances to 

their "father", the King. Bridport's public condemnation of the seamen did not succeed 

in persuading them to end their mutiny. Instead the seamen fired off responses to the 

editor of the Sun. First they warned the editor that he should be careful of publishing such 

"burlesques" as they fenned radical fires that might yield dire consequences, "Otherwise 

they may be made to dance another tune than that of God Save the King or Rule 

Britannia."Along with this letter, the delegates sent a full response to Bridport, which 

'̂ 'Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21, 1797), ADM 3/136, and Spencer, 
Arden, and Young to Bridport (Aprfl 20,1797), found in both ADM 3/136 and WYN 
109/7. 

'̂ ^Bridport to the "Seamen of the Fleet at Spithead" (April 16,1797), Additional 
Manuscript 35197, Bridport signed the document "The Spirit of Kempenfeldt". The 
document appeared in tte Sun newspaper on April 18. See Neale, History of the Mutiiy at 
Spithead and Nnre. 39-41. 

'̂ ^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship ^een Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
July in the Year 1797' contained in ADM 1/5125. The letter to the editor was dated April 
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the Sun published. In this letter they put forward a defense of their actions to the general 

public exposing how Admiral Howe had disregarded their first petitions. To gain public 

support, the seamen disavowed any "spark of republican spirit" and noted their detestation 

of "French agents". The authors stressed their critical part in making "Britannia Rule the 

Main" and afiBrmed their "duty to their sovereign."The seamen had brought their case 

to the public. 

On April 21, the delegates of the fleet sent a second response to Bridport's letter 

to the editor of the Sun. In this letter, the seamen expressed their disgust at the 

Admiralty's and government's lack of genuine patriarchal concern for their well being. 

They ofiTered to serve at the current wages if their senior leaders, those who most 

dismissed their claims, would serve without pay. [f the seamen were willing to fight for 

their country could not the rich, those whom the seamen called "gentlemen who are 

possessed of the value of five hundreds or upwards per annum", find the additional taxes 

to meet their demands? The seamen wrote, "if you can but persuade the above gentlemen 

to reflect on the condition of their bleedin country and suffer their pockets to be bled a 

little we will cheerfully bleed in the country's cause". If their demands were met, the 

20, 1797. 

l34Delegates of the Fleet, "From the Living to the Dead" (April 20,1797), Additk)nal 
Manuscript 35197, Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A DetaO of the Proceedings 
on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present 
Establishment, 20 July in the Year 1797", ADM I/S125, and In Letters. Charles 
Mkldleton P^)ers (hereafter referred to as MID) 1, NMM. Neale noted that when the 
papers were "immediately published; it attracted notice". See Neale, History of the Mutiny 
at Spithead and Nnre. 39-41. 
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seamen promised to return to duty with increased vigor. The public nature of the 

seamen's response motivated the Admiralty to come to terms with the mutineers. 

Despite wild rumors of radical action by the seamen, the seamen readily accepted 

the Admiralty's proposals.'̂ ^ On Friday morning at eleven (April 21), Captain HoUoway 

of the Duke returned to the Admiralty's headquarters in Portsmouth and informed them 

that "the ofifer has been weU received by his ship's company", but that one man called out 

that their decision had to be ratified by the delegates. Rear-Admiral Pole reported a similar 

reception from the seamen of the Royal George and noted that a more official promise of 

a pardon might have "a considerable efifect" on the delegates' decision. Captain Nichols 

of the Marlborough, reported that, "they heard it, and my reasoning upon it, with great 

attention, on pressing them for an answer there was hesitation and two or three "nos" in 

the background and by others that they could not give an answer at present; after going 

below, the two men requested permission to go on board the Queen Charlotte, on 

reasoning with them, they did not seem to have confidence in the assurances of 

forgivements, saying that men had been hung on board the CuUoden, after promises of 

"forgiveness."'̂ ^ The mutineers wanted a more solid reply than "forgiveness". 

'̂ ^Seamen of the Fleet to the Editor of the Sun (April 21,1797), ADM 1/5125. 

l^^Lieutenant Thomas Pitt, the second Baron Camelford, wrote to the Admiralty on April 
20th and warned them that "I have just learnt by a mere accident of an intention to detain 
the Board of Admiralty in case they should venture on board any of the ships now in a 
state of mutiny." Pitt was fiir from a reliable source as he had been twke dk:harged from 
his ship for insubordination and having attempted to fight a duel with his captain. He owed 
his continued service in the navy to his cousin. Prime Minister William Pitt. See Corbett, 
Private Papers of George. Second Earl Spencer, vol. II, 115. 

Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21, 1797), ADM 3/136. 

'̂ ^Nichols to Bridport (April 21, 1797) and Captain James Brine to Bridport (April 21, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/107. 
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To reassure the delegates of the sincerity of their offer of a pardon. Lord Spencer 

composed a short memorandum regarding the pardon which was conveyed to the 

delegates.Spencer's promise of a pardon read, 

The Board of Admiralty having under their hands promised Forgiveness on 
the ships' companies complying with the conditions offered of immediately 
returning to their duty, will most completely secure them from punishment 
if they comply with those conditions, because, under that promise, no court 
could pronounce sentence against them, even if they suppose it possible 
that the Board of Admiralty, having publicly pledged their &ith and honor 
to them, could ever be brought to break it.''*^ 

Spencer's message also conveyed the Admiralty's attempts at rebuilding the social 

compact between them and their men. While "feith and honor" had no actual legal 

standing, the Admiralty's use of them manipulated the conventions of the social compact's 

less than tangible reality. The promise of a pardon was more than a legal agreement, it was 

a guarantee by the Admiralty to return to the parameters of the social compact if their 

seamen would do the same. The issue of the pardon would weigh heavy on the minds of 

the seamen's delegates. 

That afternoon, the delegates representing the seamen of the Channel Fleet met 

once ^ain on board the Queen Charlotte. Their major point of discussion centered on the 

Admiralty's latest offer and the issue of "forgiveness", that is, a pardon for their mutinous 

actbns. At the same time Vice-Admiral Gardner waited on his flagship, the Royal George, 

for a reply as the ship's two delegates had promised they would send him word of the 

Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21,1797), ADM 3/136. Similar reports 
Captain Brine of the Glory and Captain Nichols of the Marlborough noted that their 

ships' companies were &vorable to the proposal but demanded it be ratified by their 
delegates. 

''*®Spencer "Declaration of Forgiveness" (April 21, 1797), ADM 3/136. 
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delegates' collective decision. After waiting, "a long time", Gardner decided to expedite 

the process by going aboard the Queen Charlotte and addressing the delegates. He took 

Pole and Colpoys along with him. Gardner's in4)etuous actions nearly destroyed the 

seamen's belief that the Admiralty might act within the bounds of their social compact. 

In his meeting with the delegates, Gardner &iled to gain the seamen's confidence, 

but did manage to increase dramatically the seamen's anger toward the Admiralty. On 

board the Queen Charlotte, Gardner and associates found the delegates assembled with 

the exception of those fi'om the Queen Charlotte and Royal George who had gone ashore. 

When Gardner asked about their intentions towards the Admiralty's proposals, those 

present "expressed themsehres perfectly contented and satisfied". Sensing a moment of 

success, Gardner offered to draw up a paper expressing their "submission", return to 

order, and "gratitude for the benefits conceded to them". As Gardner prepared the 

document, the missing four delegates returned from shore and halted the process. 

The four delegates claimed the admirals had "come on board to impose upon and 

deceive them"; without a King's Pardon the seamen had no security. The mutineers on the 

Culloden had been promised forgiveness only to be tried by the Admiralty for mutiny, five 

of which were executed. In short, the four delegates accused the Admiralty of 

attempting to deceive them about their adherence to the social compact. After a fiuther 

two hours of discussk)n, the delegates began to show "their disapprobation by hissing and 

other snarls of contempt at the admirals." At this point, Vice-Admiral Gardner lost his 

temper and "collared" John Vessie, a delegate from the Marlborough. The seamen present 

In the 1793 mutiny on the Culloden, the seamen were promised "forgiveness" but later 
ten of the were tried for mutiny; five were executed, three were given a death sentence but 
granted mercy, and two were acquitted. See Admirahy, "Mutiny", ADM 12/24 and 
Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 141. 
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began to call out "Ofif, of^ we won't hear him". Noting the seamen's hostility to them, the 

trio of admirals rapidly departed the Queen Charlotte; Gardner and Pole returned to shore 

and Colpoys went back to his flagship, the London}^^ After the admirals' departure, (he 

delegates returned to their respective ships only to be recalled to Royal George at five 

p.ntL to discuss their response to Gardner's actions. Disgusted by the seamen's continued 

mutinous actions and their meeting on board the fleet's flagship. Captain Domett struck, 

that is hauled down. Admiral Bridport's flag from the Royal George, which symbolized 

Domett's belief that the maritime social compact may have collapsed.Gardner's 

irresponsible actions and the lack of an official pardon from the King once again fueled the 

flames of mutiny among the seamen of the Channel Fleet. 

Over the next few days gaining a royal pardon for the seamen became of 

paramount importance to the Admiralty. Given that the French fleet in Brest had fifteen 

ships of the line fiilly rigged to sail as well three preparing to sail, having the main British 

''̂ ^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship ^een Charlotte and Proviskins at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
Jufy in the Year 1797', ADM 1/5125. The Admiralty minutes whitewashed Gardner's 
actions; they record, ''Sir Alan Gardner appears to have exerted himself as much as a man 
could do to counteract the false and mischkvous insinuations of these men, but all to no 
effect". See Admiralty, "Admiralty Minutes" (April 18 to 21,1797), ADM 3/136. Captain 
Owen is more honest and wrote. The delegates were, however, resolute in their 
determination, and Admiral Gardner irritated the remarks of one of them is said to have 
collared him, to have threatened them generally and to have spoken with so much 
intemperance". A margin note in this document noted the delegate manhandled by 
Gardiier, the note reads "Lord Gardner tokl me he had done so, 1 think he mentioned 
' Vessey" as the name of the man. T.B.M." See Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead. 6-7, CUN/2. Mathew Barker, present as one of the crew of a boat used by the 
delegates, noted that "ould Sir Allan spun into his boat like a cockchafer, glad to escape 
the anger of the men." See Barker, Greenwich Hospital. 147-152. 

''̂ ^Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (Jufy 1,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.254. 
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battle fleet in a continued state of mutiny became a perilous situation for the 

government. To secure a royal pardon for the seamen. Spencer left Portsmouth at 

midnight of April 21 and reached London the next morning. Upon his arrival in 

London, a cabinet meeting was called by the Prime Minister, William Pitt. The ministers 

assembled and then retired to Windsor for a Privy Council. The Privy Council agreed to 

support the seamen's demands in Parliament and to grant the seamen and marines a royal 

pardon. The Admiralty sent the original pardon bearing the King's signature and seal to 

Portsmouth along with a hundred printed copies. 

In a letter to the Admiralty received some time after Gardner's debacle on the 

Queen Charlotte, the seamen repeated their demand for a royal pardon and the need for 

the Admiralty to remedy their grievances. Signed by the delegates representing the sixteen 

ships of the line still in a state of mutiny, the communication reminded the Admiralty that 

the seamen would remain dissatis&d until they were no longer served flour in port, their 

in-port vegetables were increased, the custom of the purser's eighth ended, the grievances 

of private ships addressed, and a pardon from the King granted to them. The mutineers 

prepared for a rejection of their demands. The seamen of the Royal George loaded the 

guns of their upper and middle decks and urged the other ship's companies to do so". 

''*^R.G. Sheats, "Estimate of Enemy in Brest on April 21,1797', ADM 1/107. 

''̂ ^Spencer, "Summary of Events April 18 to 21,1797', ADM 3/136. 

'''̂ Ehrman, The Younger Pitt. 26 and Spencer to Bridport (April 22, 1797), Additional 
Manuscript 35197. 

•^^Delegates of the Fleet to the Admiralty (April 22, 1797) found in both ADM 1/107 and 
ADM 1/5125. 

'''̂ Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George  ̂ (Jufy 1,17% to June 30, 1797), Log R.254 
and Ship's Company of the Royal George to the Delegates of the Fleet (April 22, 1797) 
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The timely arrival of the original pardon plus one hundred copies in Portsmouth brought 

the matter to an apparent end. 

On the morning of April 23, Bridport received the pardon and copies as well as a 

memorial that the Admirahy would present to the Privy Council and the King. The 

memorial outlined the six points the Admiralty were prepared to grant the seamen. First, 

the issue of pay would be resolved by an increase of five shillings and six pence per month 

to the wages of the petty ofiBcers and able seamen, leaving them with one shilling of pay a 

day after deductions; the ordinary seamen would receive an increase of four shillings and 

six pence a month and the landsmen gained three shillings and six pence a month. Second, 

the marines would no longer have their shore allowances stopped when serving at sea. 

Third, the seamen and marines would receive the full sixteen ounces to the pound in their 

provisions; until that could be achieved they would receive short money allowance, that is 

extra pay. Finally, all wounded men would receive their full pay until healed, pensioned, or 

admitted to Greenwich Hospital. Armed with these concessions and the pardon, 

Bridport hoped for a positive response from the seamen. 

Also encouraging to Bridport was a communication to him from the seamen dated 

April 22. The seamen held Vice-Admiral Gardner responsible for the confrontation on the 

Queen Charlotte and for attempting to divide the seamen. They demanded that the 

Admirahy accept all of their grievances and produce a royal pardon. However, the seamen 

opened the way for further negotiations by professing that they were "universally and 

zealously attached" to Bridport. Playing on the themes of patrician responsibility, the 

seamen described Bridport as "their &ther, their friend, and in short as a Nobleman willing 

ADM 1/5125. 

'̂ 'Nepean, "Circular" (April 22,1797), ADM 3/136. 
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to assist and further our endeavours."The letter signaled the seamen's willingness to 

hear out Bridport on the government's new proposals. 

Shortly after noon on April 23, Admiral Lord Bridport returned to the Royal 

George. After calling the captains of his ships to the Royal George (1 p.m.), Bridport 

informed them of the royal pardon and the Admiralty circular regarding the grants the 

government would make to the seamen. Bridport gave the captains copies of the 

documents and ordered them to read the information to their companies. Bridport himself 

read them to the assembled ship's company of the Royal George As the ships' captains 

read the governments proposals and pardon to their companies, the delegates of the Royal 

George took the government's offer to the Queen Charlotte and at 4:30 flew the signal 

for the delegates to assemble. The delegates met but were not convinced of the 

authenticity of the pardon, and demanded that the original of the pardon which had the 

King's seal affixed upon it be brought to the Queen Charlotte so that they could 

personally inspect it. Rear-Admiral Pole personally delivered the original of the pardon to 

the delegates along with assurances that all of the seamen's grievances would be 

addressed by the government. 

Once the delegates accepted the sincerity of the government's offer and conveyed 

their acceptance of the King's pardon to their ships' companies, their seamen hauled down 

the yard ropes that had remained up since the start of the mutiny, gave three cheers, and 

returned to duty. By six o'ctock that evening, most of the seamen had given three cheers 

to signal their return to duty. The log of the mutinous seamen of the Queen Charlotte 

noted that, "Every ship in the fleet manned their yards and this present Sunday every man 

'̂ ®Delegates of the Fleet to Bridport (April 22, 1797), ADM 1/5125. 

'̂ 'Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (Jufy 1,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.254. 
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in the fleet dressed in blue jackets and white trowsers which made a beautiful sight."'̂ ^ 

Thomas Clements, Master of the Mars, wrote "about sundown everything was settled". 

It appeared that eight days after the Spithead Mutiny had begun it was over. 

Through their direct action of mutiny, the seamen of the Channel Fleet succeeded 

in forcing their patrician rulers, both at sea and in the government, to accept a 

renegotiated version of the patrician-plebeian social compact. Despite Spencer's attempts 

to avoid yielding to these demands, generally because of the cost to the state, the seamen 

had forced the patricians to reexamine their actions. The choice was simple. The patricians 

could continue their fiscal frugality which violated their material obligation to the plebeian 

'̂ ^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship ^een Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
July in the Year 1797', ADM 1/5125. It was now actually Monday according to nautical 
calendars. Nautical days consisted of an afternoon and then a morning. The seamen were 
still in their Sunday garb as the morning of that day was the second half of Sunday in 
nautical calendars while the first half of Sunday in land-based calendars. 

Admiralty, Lieutenant Charles Pately, "Log of H.M.S. Terrible" (December 25, 1796 
to May 13, 1797), Captains' [.ogs^ ADM 51/4507, PRO, Admiralty, Lieutenant George 
Argles, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 1,17% to November 30, 1797), Logs of the 
Mars 1795.1 «Q2. Log M.68, NMM, Douglas, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (April 9, 
1796 to July 9,1797), ADM 51/4490, Holloway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (August 22, 
1797 to August 31,1797), ADM 51/1197, Admiralty, Captain Thomas Wells, "Log of 
H.M.S. Defence" (Octob» 1, 1796 to September 30,1797), Logs of the D^ence 
1793-1800, Log D.32, NMM, Clements, "Log of H.M.S. A/ors" (I>ecember 24, 1796 to 
May 16, 1797), ADM 52/3192, Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetueux^'' (October 5, 1796 to 
October 31, 1797), ADM 51/1195, Admiralty, Captain Richard Bickerton, "Log of 
H.M.S. Ramillies" (September 5,17% to Jufy 16,1797), Logs of the Ramillies 
1794-1802. Log R.44, NMM, Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (September 8,17% to 
October 31, 1797), Log D.278, Nkhol^ "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1,1796 to 
May 9, 1797), ADM 51/1178, McFarland, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3, 
17% to July 9,1797), Log Q.23, Domett, 'Tx)g of H.M.S. Royal George" (Jufy 1,17% 
to June 30,1797), Log R.254, Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,17% 
to June 30, 1797), Log R.302, and Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glory' (February 25,1797 to 
February 28, 1798), Log G.204. 
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seamen; in return the plebeians would have refused to live up to their end of the compact 

by remaining in a state of mutiny or even adopting more radical actions. The alternative 

was more acceptable to both parties; the patricians would provide for their plebeian 

seamen's material needs and the plebeians would consent to their rule, both at home and at 

sea. Rather than face an long term mutiny which left their state open to hostile invasion, 

the patricians chose the later optmn. Both classes had also followed the social compact's 

tenet which forbade the use of excessive levels of violence; this made their reconciliation 

aU the easier. 

For the skilled seamen who supported the plebeian masculine understanding, their 

victory over the patricians also demonstrated their ability to manipulate the gendered 

hierarchy to ensure their access to the ranks of leadership while excluding the lesser skilled 

men. The ships' delegates were all highly skilled men who had, in the eyes of the corporate 

body, earned their right to lead through their master of the tenets of their masculine 

identity. Based on the actions taken by the delegates, it appears that they had purposely 

worked to exclude men who supported the radical vision, even skilled men who held these 

ideas. As Admiral Patton had predkted, the leaders of the mutiny were skilled men and 

contrary to contemporary and later scholarly speculations, not the radkal landsmen 

brought in through the quota-system. For the skilled men who supported the plebeian 

masculinity and its emphasis on an acceptance of the social compact with their rulers this 

was a double victory; they had forced their patrician rulers to accede to many of their 

demands while also renewing the belief that skilled men alone had a right to speak for the 

seamen. 
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The Unfinished Mutiny 

While many of those involved believed that the seamen's acceptance of the 

Admiralty's terms and royal pardon had ended the mutiny, as the events of the second 

phase of the Spithead Mutiny demonstrated, all had not been successMy resolved. 

Captain Owen's narrative of the events of April 24th on the London foreshadowed the 

more radical events to come. When the ships' companies of the Royd George and Queen 

Charlotte hauled down their yard ropes and returned to duty. Captain GrifSth, captain of 

the London, urged his crew to follow the example of their peers. The seamen of the 

London "objected strongly" and indicated their "disposition to oppose certain ofiBcers, 

especially Lieutenant McDonnell. One of the mutineer "ringleaders" called for a musket 

"to bring down" Lieutenant McDonnell. Captain GrifBth had to restrain McDonnell as he 

sought to punish the seamen who had threatened his life. As Owen noted, the radical 

Action had grown in power due to the chaos of the previous week, "the voice of the most 

unruly part was then beginning to predominate."'̂ '* Not surprisingly, the London became 

the site of the most violent acts during the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny. 

In addition to the general growing feeling of distrust among some seamen, there 

remained the issue of ships' companies with "private grievances", which almost 

exclusive^ regarded "cruel" or "tyrannical" officers. Throughout the mutiny several ships' 

companies had sent petitions to the Admiralty regarding abusive ofiBcers. Two companies, 

those of the Duke and Glory, appear to have been later convinced to return to duty 

without the removal of the ofBcers they had complained of Five other ships, the 

Marlborough, Minotaur, Jason, Nymphe, and Ramillies, remained in a state of mutiny, 

despite the ships' company retumii^ to order. These five ships also harbored 

'̂ Owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 7-8, CUN/2. 

'^^Bridport to Nepean (April 25, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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grievances against specific officers and demanded that the Admiralty remove them fi'om 

their ships and provide more suitable replacements. Upon consideration of the issue, the 

Admiralty dismissed the grievances concerning individual ofiBcers as simply the product of 

"a moment of ill humour". Rather than advising Bridport to investigate vigorously the 

complaints about specific ofBcers, the Admiralty hoped that the seamen "may now be 

suffered to drop" them.'̂ ^ The issue of ships with grievances against specific officers 

lingered into the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny, eventually resuhing in large-scale 

expulsions of officers fi'om their ships by their seamen. 

Other grievances remained unaddressed, a fact well understood by the Admiralty. 

In a letter to Admiral Lord Bridport dated April 24, Evan Nepean noted that the 

Admiralty would grant no further indulgences. They could not comply with the seamen's 

demands for fresh beef to be served in lieu of flour when ships were in port as it was 

impossible to procure more beef. Nepean also discounted the seamen's demands for more 

vegetables to be served in port, and remarked that "they ought to be most thankfiil for that 

with which at a great expense to the country they are now supplied." In addition the 

Admiralty dismissed the possibility of raising the out-pensions available to seamen due to a 

lack of funds and the Admiralty's reluctance to ask for an increase in public taxes to fund 

such a proposal. Overall the Admiralty regarded the outstanding demands of the seamen 

as "very unreasonable".'̂ ^ The &ilure of the Admiralty and Pitt's government to grant the 

demands for material redress and removal of specific tyrannical officers did little to end the 

'̂ ^epean to Bridport" (April 24,1797) found in Secretary's Orders to Flag Officers. 
September 1796 to June 1797. ADM 2/943, PRO, Admiralty Board Minutes January to 
April. 1797. ADM 3/136, PRO, and BRP/18. 

l^^Nepeanto Bridport (April 24,1797) found in ADM 2/943, ADM 3/136, and BRP/18. 
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Sphhead Mutiny once and for all. The same patrician neglect that had forced the seamen 

to mutiny would once again prompted the seamen to act. Despite a short respite, the 

Spithead Mutiny reignited in a far more radical manner. 

Conclusion 

First and foremost, the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny produced victory for the 

plebeian seamen. They had forced their patrician rulers in the Admiralty and government 

to both meet the majority of their material demands as well as publicly recognizing their 

worth to society through their yielding to the seamen. Throughout late 1796 and early 

1797, their admirals and the Admiralty, especially Lord Spencer, resisted the seamen's 

demands at almost every turn. Only by pressing their demands, first through their petition 

campaign of February and March and then through eight days of mutiny in April, were the 

seamen able to make finite gains. The seamen's agency forced the Admiralty to yield. 

Throughout the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, the seamen's resolve triumphed over 

the Admiralty's wafiQing. 

At &ult for bringing the seamen to a state of mutiny were the senior leaders of the 

Royal Navy, especially Admiral Howe and Lord Spencer. At almost every turn, the leaders 

of the navy foiled to live up to their end of the patrician-plebeian social contract. Howe 

made promises to his plebeian seamen of pay raises only to do nothing to advance the 

issue. He further fafled the seamen by dismissing their petitions and refiising to meet with 

them in late March to discuss their grievances. Once Howe formally abdicated 

responsibility for his seamen. Spencer simply ignored the seamen's first petitions, again a 

violation the maritime social compact. Once Spencer was forced by the mutiny to travel to 

Portsmouth, he did little to live up to his patrician's obligations. Spencer's actions suggest 

that he was willing to allow his obligations under the social compact lapse rather than ask 
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the government for an unpopular tax increase to fund the seamen's demands. Only after 

Spencer realized that a continuatmn of the mutiny by the seamen was a greater problem 

than public discontent caused by an increase in the taxes did he reaccept his patricianly 

duties defined by the social compact. The seamen's contestation of Spencer's neglect of 

them forced him to grant many of their demands. Had the senior leaders of the navy lived 

up to their patrician obligations by meeting with their seamen and granting their reasonable 

demands, the mutinous combination at the Spithead probably would never have taken 

place; the seamen would have had no need to force their grievances through direct action. 

In contrast, the majority of the ships' captains acted in accordance with the social 

contract throughout the negotiations. Close proximity to their men gave the captains an 

insight not available to the admirals and members of the Admiralty, who at almost every 

turn misunderstood their seamen's motives and resolve. The Admiralty initially failed to 

realize that the seamen's mutiny was a contestation of the patricians' neglect of them. 

Spencer and his subordinate admirals appear to have viewed the seamen as simply unruly 

and troublesome men. Only after Spencer realized that the seamen were requesting terms 

acceptable under the social compact, and did not threaten the social order as well as their 

resolve to contest the recent neglect shown by the patricians, did he yield rather than &ce 

the potential collapse of the maritime social compact. If he foiled to act in accordance with 

the social compact, why should the seamen live up to their end of the bargain. In contrast, 

the captains generally seem better acquainted with their seamen's motives because of their 

direct and daily contact with them. Onty a few captains, such as Captain Payne, mistook 

the mutiny as a revolution. Throughout the Admiralty's meetings, the captains were the 

ones who pressed for the granting of the seamen's demands, in contrast to the reluctance 

of the senior admirals and members of the Admiralty. Despite the support of their seamen. 
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these same captains would bear the brunt of the seamen's discontent during the second 

phase of the Spithead Mutiny. 

Through their direct action, that is mutiny, the seamen were able to achieve many 

of their material demands. The finite gains the seamen forced from the government 

included many but not all of the demands they put forward in their petition of April 18 and 

their letter of April 19. The final memorandum presented to George III by the Admiralty 

made the following requests on behalf of the seamen. First that the govenunent increase 

their monthly pay by five shillings and six pence for petty ofiBcers and able seamen, four 

shillings and six pence for ordinary seamen, and three shillings and six pence for landsmen. 

No longer would the marines have their "consolidated allowances" deducted fi-om their 

pay while serving at sea. All seamen and marines wounded in action would continue to 

receive the pay until healed, pensioned as incurable, or admitted into Greenwich Hospital. 

Finally, the customary practice of the purser's eight would be abolished, and the seamen 

and marines would receive sixteen ounces to the pound in their rations. These regulations 

went into e£fect on April 24,1797.'̂ ^ Finally, the seamen and marines received a royal 

pardon which legitimized their actions. The seamen's successful planning, resolve and 

organization resuhed in a victory which yielded them finite material gains. 

The leadership of the mutiny succeeded in holding back the forces of republican 

radicalism amongst their ranks. Through their thorough and covert planning, the leading 

seamen who &vored the plebeian masculinity kept control of the mutiny. The absence of 

radical demands points to the exclusion of those fiivoring the radical agenda. At no point 

during the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny dkl the radicals possess the power to divert 

Admiralty, SpeiKer, P. Steppens, J. Gambier, W. Young, "Proposed Regulation 
Changes Submitted to George HI" (April 26, 1797), Memorials and Reports 1787-1799. 
ADM 7/343, PRO. 
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the mutiny to their goals. Every point of the mutineers' agenda, whether granted by the 

Admiralty or not, conformed to the terms of the plebeian-patrician bargain and not the 

new radical goal of overthrowing the patricians. While the plebeian seamen had 

suppressed their radical peers during the first phase of the mutiny, the second phase of the 

Spithead Mutiny and most of the Nore Mutiny would demonstrate to the plebeian seamen 

the danger to their agenda that their radical peers presented. 

The plebeian seamen expressed their pride in their success through the nautical 

ballads and poems through which they transmitted their collective values. A few lines fi'om 

"British Tars Rewarded" penned by an anonymous British seamen described the victory 

gained through their mutiny. 

The fleet of Lord Bridport, the terror of France, 
Petitioned the throne that their pay might advance. 
Their petitions were granted, each grievance redress'd 
In the heart of each seaman great George he is bless'd. 

No longer neglected, no longer forlorn. 
Brave seamen will wander, dejected our scorn; 
Their petitions are granted, each grievance made known 
Soon met with redress at the foot of the throne. 

Cheer, cheer, British seamen, your sails now unfurl. 
Against our proud foes soon defiance we'U hurl' 
Our toils are rewarded, advanc'd is our pay. 
Success to those seamen who gain'd us the day. 

As the ballad describes, the seamen's actions resulted in "success" with their grievances 

granted and the seamen no longer scorned; that is ignored by their society. Another 

maritime ballad, "A New Song" summarized the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, 

'̂ '̂British Tars Rewarded," in Firth, Naval Songs and Ballads. 280-281. 
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Come, all you bold Britons to the seas do belong, 
Of the seventeen bright stars I will sing you a song. 
On the 15th of April, at Spithead as we lay. 
Lord Bridport he hove out a signal to weigh; 
But we one and all refused to obey. 

The reason unto you I now will relate: 
We resolved to refuse the purser's short weight; 
Our humble petition to Lord Howe we sent. 
That he to the Admiralty write to present 
Our provisions and wages that they might augment. 

But soon, to our grief, as you shall understand. 
They refused to comply with our humble demand; 
Although to the Army they granted more pay. 
While we sons of Neptune neglected did lay. 
But the 15th of April soon roused them straightway. 

Then each son of Neptune took their oath without dread, 
UntU redress was obtained not to sail from Spithead; 
Two tars from each ship of the line did appear 
On board the Queen Charlotte without dread or fear. 
While the ships manned their yards with a thundering loud cheer. 

BiUy Pitt and Dundas soon heard of the news. 
They felt in a rage, and the tars did abuse; 
They sent for Lord Spencer and unto him did say: 
'For Portsmouth, my Lord, and make no delay. 
For the mutinous tars refuse to obey.' 

Lord Spencer unto us these words did express: 
'Your grwvances, my lads, shall soon be redress; 
Full provisk)ns we have granted and a shilling a day.' 
We trusted their honour, and our anchors did weigh. 
But the winds coming west, at St. Helens we did lay.'̂  

"A New Soi^" trumpeted the mutineers' victory over their patrician rulers. The 

government had to yield as "the mutinous tars refiise to obey". Through these types of 

celebratory songs and ballads, the seamen proclaimed the success of this mutiny, executed 

i60"A New Song," in Firth, Naval Songs and RalbHs, 277-279. 
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within the customs of the patrician-plebeian social contract that prevailed on land and at 

sea. 

The seamen had only a brief time to celebrate their victory over the Admiralty and 

government. The government's delays in passing the statutes required to improve the 

seamen's wages and provisions fed the support of the state's most dreaded foe, the radical 

element in the seamen who preached the abolition of privilege and hoped to install a 

society of male political equality and who were willing to use revolution to achieve this 

goal. The government and plebeian seamen would spend the next month and a half battling 

this radical element. 
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CHAPTER? 

"Shipmates, This Has Gone Too Far" 

The Second Phase of the Spithead Mutiny 

Introduction 

Contrary to the Admiralty's belief that they had met the seamen's demands, the 

Channel Fleet's mutiny remained &r from resolved. Many seamen harbored lingering 

doubts about the sincerity of the government's promises. After two weeks Parliament had 

not passed the act necessary to legitimize the Admiralty's promises. The Admiralty had 

also not granted all of the seamen's demands. The four ships' companies with "private 

grievances" against individual oflScers remained an unsolved problem. Finally, while 

largely suppressed by their plebeian peers during the mutiny at Spithead, the radical 

element among the men grow in both determination and support, emboldened by the 

government's dilatory efforts. Given these four major areas of discontent, the Admiralty's 

view that all now stood settled remained overly optimistic and misguided. Amongst the 

apprehensive seamen of the Channel Fleet mutiny festered, required only a spark to ignite 

it. 

Several other factors contributed to the anger among the seamen and marines of 

the Channel Fleet. When the Channel Fleet moved to St. Helens, Admiral Bridport left 

several ships' companies, who had demanded the renwval of some of their officers, under 

the command of Vice-Admiral John Colpoys. Colpoys lacked the judgment necessary for 

such an independent command, but his miqudgments were not entirely of his own 

creation. He simply attempted to carry out the orders of tlie Admiralty which proscribed 

new guidelines intended to counter any new acts of mutiny. After the mutiny at Spittiead, 

the Admiralty instructed its officers to use force in suppressing further mutinous activity. 
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This order violated the social compact's prohibition against acts of overt violence between 

the two classes and would have dangerous results for the patricians when implemented. 

The second phase of the Spithead Mutiny also affirmed the divisions among the 

seamen. Unlike the first phase, which remained almost entirely in the hands of the leading 

seamen who fovored the patrician-plebeian social compact, the second phase of the 

Spithead Mutiny came to be dominated at times by radical elements among the seamen 

who rejected the social compact. After Vice-Admiral Colpoys violently resisted mutineers 

on the London, the radicals' credibility grew. To many seamen and marines, armed 

repression by elements of the patrician class voided their social contract; the only option 

left open appeared to be the revolutionary course proposed by the radical seamen. 

Throughout the second phase, the two factions of seamen struggled to control the course 

of the mutiny. By working in concert with their patrician leaders, the leaders of the 

plebeian seamen regained control of the mutiny and contained it within the limits of the 

patrician-plebeian compromise. Had the government dallied even a week or two longer, 

the radicals might firmly have entrenched their control over the mutiny and embarked on 

&r more revolutionary activity. 

"Private Grievances" 

In addition to the growing feeling of distrust that many seamen harbored towards 

the government, several ships' companies' retained unresolved "private grievances" 

against "cruel" or "tyrannkal" ofiBcers. Throughout the first mutiny, several ships' 

companies petitioned the Admiralty to remove abusive ofiBcers. On April 19, the company 

of the Duke petitmned the Admiralty to remove several ofiBcers firom their ship due to 

"Their cruelty and inhumanity" ' Two lieutenants of the Glory met simikir accusations 

'ship's Company of the Duke to the Admiralty (April 19,1797), ADM 1/5125. They 
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from their ship's company. The seamen accused one of the lieutenants of "cruel usage to 

the people in general, by beating, blacking, tarring and putting the peoples' heads in bags 

to the mortification of the whole ship's company."^ As of April 25, Bridport convinced 

the crews of the Duke and Glory to return to duty without removing the offending 

officers, but the companies of four other ships remained in a state of mutiny, refusing to 

come to come to order until the Admiralty addressed their complaints against their 

officers. 

On April 2Sth Bridport informed the Admiralty that the companies of four ships: 

the Marlborough, Minotaur, Jason, and La Nymphe had again forwarded complaints 

against their officers for excessive or cruel punishment.^ Later, the seamen of the 

Ramillies also complained about their officers, sending two separate petitions to the 

Admiralty. The first, dated April 21, described the "cruel and arbitrary meas'jres" 

practiced by their captain, Richard Bickerton. Their second petition, dated only one day 

later, accused two lieutenants, their surgeon, and a midshipman of cruelty. My research 

shows that Bickerton had a high rate of punishment, having punished 93 men in 27 

months, but his average number of lashes issued was bw, less than twelve. Based on his 

record and the specifics of their petition, the seamen of the Ramillies objected to the types 

asked to have one lieutenant, their boatswain, five mklshipmen, a masters' mate, their 
sui^eon, and the captain of marines as well as two marine sergeants removed. Their 
captain, HoUoway, pursued a moderate poUcy of punishment and had not raised the ire of 
his ship's company. 

2 Ship's Company of the Glory to the Admiralty (April 17,1797), ADM 1/5125. Captain 
Brine of the Glory had also been moderate if not light in his floggings, having issued an 
average of slightly less than eleven lashes per flogging and had flogged only five men in 
the last year. 

^Brkiport to Nepean (April 25, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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of infonnal punishments their ofiBcers inflicted upon them and not the number of lashes.'̂  

The company of the Minotaur sent a petition to the Admiralty in which they complained 

about the abusive behavior of a lieutenant, their surgeon, and the master's mate. The 

seamen of the Minotaur accused Lieutenant Compton of abusive actions. The other 

ofiBcers who had raised their ire included Surgeon Bell for incompetence. Master's Mate 

Hole for withholding beer in port and water at sea, and Captain Louis for under-raiing 

seamen.^ By the end of April their superiors had convinced both of these ships' companies 

to return to duty and join Admiral Bridport's Channel Fleet. 

Bridport resolved the problems with the company of the Jason by removing the 

warrant officers they had complained of, but refused to do so for the other ships' 

companies. The seamen of the Jason accused both their gunner and boatswain of cruelty. 

During the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, the Jasons had forced the issue by 

removing both men from their ship, the only ship's company who removed officers during 

this generally peaceful phase of the mutiny.^ On April 26th Admiral Bridport officially 

transferred both of these offending officers to other ships. While Bridport easily ended the 

discontent on the Jason with the removal of these two warrant officers, he did little to 

''Ship's Company of ths Ramiilies to the Admiralty (April 21,1797) and Ship's Company 
of the Ramiilies to the Admiralty (April 22 1797) both found in ADM 1/S12S. 

^Ship's Company of the Minotaur, "Petition" (April 19,1797), ADM 1/5125. Captain 
Louis had a light record as &r as floggings. He ptmished on^ four men in twenty-nine 
months. The amount of lashes issued, however, remains unknown as Louis never recorded 
the number of lashes issued in his log. 

^Captain Charles Stirling to Brulport (April 24, 1797) and Bridport to Nepean (April 26, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/107. On April 23, the seamen of tte Jason sent both warrant 
officers ashore. 
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alleviate similar problems on the other ships. Their ship's companies remained in a state of 

private mutiny, unwilling to sail until the Admiralty removed the offending officers. 

The Admiralty had not addressed the issue of tyrannical officers to the satis&ction 

of the ships' companies of the Marlborough and the La Nymphe either. Both remained in 

a state of mutiny throughout both phases of the mutiny. Before the mutiny commenced, 

the ship's conqpany of the Marlborough had petitioned their admiral about their officers' 

tyrannical practices. An investigation by Vice-Admiral Gardner and captains Vashon and 

Domett found that the seamen of the Marlborough wanted their captain, first lieutenant, 

surgeon and master's mate removed from the ship. While Captain Nichols denied the 

charges against him, the investigating officers observed "a degree of dissatisfaction 

throughout the ship's company".^ On April 24, the Marlborough sent a second petition 

that described in great detail grossly abusive acts by four of their officers.^ 

Equally angry, the seamen and marines of the La Nymphe accused two of their 

officers of abuse. One hundred and ninety-eight of the two hundred and forty-six men 

mustered on the La Nymphe signed a petition against their captain and one lieutenant. 

Investigating, captains Nashom and Jones found forty-two men willing to put forth claims 

^P. Parker to Nepean (April 15,1797), ADM 1/1022. Nichols refuted the charges gainst 
him again in a letter to the Admiralty. See Nichols to Nepean (April 20,1797), ADM 
1/2226. 

^Ship's Company of the Marlborough, "Petition" (April 24,1797), ADM 1/107. This was 
not an unanimous petition as only forty-three men signed against the captain, eleven 
gainst the surgeon, four against the first lieutenant, and twenty-one against the first 
master' mate. The petition inchided extensive details of their officers tyrannical conduct. 
Captain Nichols did not have an excessive record when it came to flogging with an 
average of sixteen lashes issued per flogging, but his approach to informal punishment, 
based on the seamen's descriptions in their petition, exceeded the norm acceptable to his 
seamen. 
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of abuse against either their captain or the two lieutenants.^ While punishing only ten men 

in the last year. Captain Cook had averaged almost twenty-seven lashes per flogging, the 

highest average in either the Channel or North Sea Fleets. Cook's practices of informal 

punishment and his record in flogging made him the most abusive captain in either fleet. 

The Marlborough and La Nymphe remained in a state of mutiny because of grievances 

against officers who exceeded customary limits of punishment and not radical tendencies. 

The problems with these five ships' companies should have been a warning to the 

Admiralty that all had not been resolved on April 23. While the companies of the 

Ramillies and Minotaur had been brought back to order with a minimum of effort, the 

three other ships' companies remained a dilemma for the Admiralty. All three companies 

demanded that the Admiralty remove abusive officers. Admiral Bridport satisfied the 

company of the Jason by officially acknowledging their removal of the two warrant 

officers and reassigning them to other ships, but at the same time he left the companies of 

the Marlborough and La Nymphe in an ongoing state of mutiny. Had Bridport found a 

compromise with these two ships' companies, he might have brought them back to order 

and persuaded them join him at St. Helens. Instead, Bridport made a two tremendous 

errors. First he left these ships in a state of mutiny at the Spithead Anchorage. Bridport 

also erred by leaving these ships under the command of the reactionary Vice-Admiral 

Colpoys, a decision that resulted in acts of violence and the encouraged rise of radical 

influence anwng the seamen. 

^Bridport to Nepean (April 25, 1797), ADM 1/107. The petition of the ship's company of 
the La Nymphe was dated April 19, 1797. The seamen petitioned for the removal of 
Captain Cook and Lieutenant Lawrence, but also complained about Lieutenant Irwin's 
abusive treatment of them. 
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"A Foul Wind" 

Ignorant of the unresolved problems within the Channel Fleet, the Admiralty 

ordered Bridport to take the Channel Fleet back to sea. On April 2Sth, Admiral Peter 

Parker informed his superiors that, as per their orders, Bridport had formed a twenty-three 

ship fleet which had begun to prepare to sail. Due to problems with refractory ships and 

other issues, this fleet actually contained only fifteen ships. The London, Marlborough, 

Ramillies, La Nymphe, and Minotaur refiised to sail. These ships remained at the Spithead 

under the command of Vice-Admiral Colpoys." The Admiralty tasked Colpoys with 

either bringing the ships' companies back to order or, if necessary as a last resort, to act as 

the president in courts martials for the officers the seamen had complained of. To the 

Admiralty aU had been made right as the British seamen of the Channel Fleet once again 

prepared to sail; they were oblivk)us to the actual situation. The seaman Mathew Barker 

remembered, "Howsoever, the differences at last were tolerably clinched, and, in the 

beginning of May, Bridport hoisted 154. But still doubts remained among the men that 

Billy Pitt would be down upon 'em before long, and the promises were only a pretense to 

get them to sea".' ̂  Once again the leadership of the Royal Navy had misjudged the 

'®P. Parker to Nepean (April 25,1797), ADM 1/1022. These ships included: the Royal 
George, Royal Sovereign, Queen Charlotte, Glory, London, Duke, Impetueux, Pompee, 
Minotaur, Mars, Monarch, Robust, Marlborough, Defiance, Ramillies, Jason, Triton, 
Nymphe, St. Fiorenzo, Unite, Incendiary Fireship, Megara Fireship, and Medusa Hospital 
Ship. Bridport's fleet included fourteen of the sixteen ships-of-the-line from the mutiny; 
only the Terrible and Defence were not included; not all of these ships eventually sailed. 

I 'The London remained with the refractory ships to continue in its role as Vice-Admiral 
Colpoys' flagship. 

'^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 8-9, CUN/2 and GrifiBth Colpoys, A 
Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam. 13-14. 

'^Barker, Cireenwich Hospital 147-152. 
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tenq)er of their seamen. The seamen needed only a rumor of government betrayal to incite 

them to mutiny. 

In preparation for their upcoming cruise, the ships of the Channel Fleet left their 

anchorage at Spithead and moved to the nearby sailing point of St. Helens. On April 25, 

1797, Vice-Admiral Gardner's division, which consisted of the Royal Sovereign, Duke, 

Mars, Impetueux, Robust, and Megara Fireship, set sail on their short journey to St. 

Helens. Where upon the Impetueux ran aground, the only notable event of the passage.''̂  

Over the next three days, Bridport and the balance of the Channel Fleet joined Gardner's 

ships at St. Helens. As Bridport's ships arrived, the seamen cheered each other as a 

military courtesy, a relief to Bridport as recently his seamen's cheering had signaled 

mutiny. By April 30, seventeen ships of the Channel Fleet had anchored at St. Helens.'̂  

The ships' companies of the Ramillies and Minotaur, who returned to order, also joined 

Bridport. Vice-Admiral Colpoys remained at Spithead with his flagship the London, as 

well as the Marlborough and La Nymphe}^ The fleet remained at St. Helens, according to 

Captain Owen, "detained by a foul wind".'̂  

•'•Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars'' (December 24,1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 
52/3192, HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Dwfe" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), 
Captains' I.ogs, ADM 51/1197, and Nichols, "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1, 
1796 to May 9, 1797), ADM 51/1178. 

'̂ The ships assembled by April 28th included: the Royal George, Royal Sovereign, Queen 
Charlotte, Glory, Duke, Pompee, Impetueux, Robust, Defence, Defiance, Ramillies, 
Minotaur, Mars, Terrible, St. Fiorenzo, Megara Fireship, and the Incendiary Fireship. 
Also joining Bridport were the Ramillies on the 29th and the Minotaur on the 30th. See 
Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24, 1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 52/3192, 
Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (September 8, 1796 to October 31, 1797), Log D.278, 
Argles, "Log of A/ars" (December 1,17% to November 30, 1797), Log M.68, Pickmore, 
"Log of Royal William (May 1,1796 to April 30, 1797), ADM 51/1171, and Nichols, 
"Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1,17% to May 9, 1797), ADM 51/1178. 

'̂ Patton, Account of the Mutinies at QpithfiPd and St. Helens. 7, TUN/212 and Ship's 
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While un&vorable winds kept the Channel Fleet at St. Helens, nunors began to 

circulate amongst the crews to the effect that Parliament would not pass the statutes 

necessary to enact the Admiralty's promises. Captain Owen observed that the seamen 

questioned the willingness of Parliament to redress their grievances, "Still there evidently 

hung a doubt upon the minds of some of the most turbulent of the leaders, as to the good 

faith with which their pardon had been granted".'̂  As the fleet loitered at St. Helens, the 

radical &ction among the seamen grew in strength. Samuel Nelson, a seaman of the Mars, 

told William White, a surgeon's mate, that their ship's company remained 'very 

dissatisfied', because 'the Admiralty are trifling with them [the seamen] in regard to their 

allowance of victuals'. Nelson stated that if the Admiralty did not comply with all that had 

been agreed to, the seamen would desert to the French at Brest. During the second phase 

of the Spithead Mutiny, the radical seamen who came to control the Mars, punished 

Nelson with twenty-four lashes for betraying them.'̂  White reported to Alexander Hood, 

Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship 
Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 July 
in the Year 1797', ADM 1/5125. 

'̂ Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 8-9, CUN/2. Owen wrote, "The 
[Channel] Fleet remained at St. Helens till the 9th May, detained by a foul wind". 
Rear-Admural Patton remarked that "contrary winds" detained Bridport's fleet under 
Bridport. See Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 7, TUN/212. 

I^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 8-9, CUN/2. 

•^On May 12, 1797, a "committee", conqMsed of nineteen men from the Mars and 
thirteen from six other ships, tried Samuel Nelson for "betraying the confidence entrusted 
him ships' mates and his spreading groundless reports, throughout the fleet". Upon his 
conviction, they punished him with twenty-four lashes at the gangway and then locked him 
in irons. See Committee of the Mars "Trail on Board the Mars By the Committee" (May 
12, 1797), MKH/15. Nelson was a twenty-six year old ordinary seaman from Scotland. 
See Mu5;ter Book RM S. Afarv. ADM 36/12233. 
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his captain, that he had also overheard some seamen discussing the possibility of mutiny.-^ 

In early May Bridport informed the Admiralty of the growing dissatisfaction among his 

seamen. '̂ Taking notice of Bridport's warning, the Admiralty attempted to provide 

redress to one of the seamen's continued grievances. 

The Admiralty addressed the seamen's lingering discontents regarding the 

deduction of the "purser's eighth" from their rations. The first problem involved the issue 

of new weights and measures, which measured out a fiiU sixteen ounces to the pound. 

Aware of the seamen's and marines' demand to be issued their full rations without 

deductions for the pursers' eight. Admiral Bridport ordered his pursers to issue the full 

rations "in the best possible manner". Bridport worried that unless his pursers visibly used 

the new weights and measures the men might once again refuse to sail.^^ While waiting 

for the new weights and measures, Bridport and the Admiralty also dealt with the size of 

the cheese ration. The seamen had demanded that all cheese be issued at the rate of sixteen 

ounces to the pound as well. On May 3, a near mutiny erupted on the Marlborough when 

the ship's company found their purser had not served them the full sixteen ounces to the 

pound.^ Even before receiving Admiralty approval, Bridport ordered his pursers to issue 

As quoted in Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797. 53-54. 

'̂Spencer to Bridport (May 4, 1797), Additional Manuscript 35197. Spencer noted 
Bridport's secret letter regarding the discontent in the Channel Fleet. 

^^Bridport to Nepean (May 1,1797), ADM 1/107. 

23Nichols, "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough'' (May 1, 1796 to May 9, 1797), ADM 51/1178. 
The captain's log read, "In consequence of an order from Sir P. Parker issued the full 
allowance of provisions without the usual deductk>ns for waste and leakage, the ship's 
company finding the cheese not 16 ounces to the pound, many of them refused to take it, 
and others brought back whkh was served to them." The next morning (still May 3), 
Captain Nichols ordered seaman John Concey punished with one dozen lashes for "neglect 
and leaving the boat without leave, as soon as the punishment began, the principal part of 
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all cheese at sixteen ounces to the pound to which the Admiralty quickly agreed. '̂̂  The 

men forced Bridport to resolve the issue of size of provisions on his own initiative, but 

Bridport did not have the power to redress all of their grievances. 

In regards to these, the seamen worried that the Admiralty would not live up to 

their agreements. A petition from the ship's company of the Ramillies illustrated their 

lingering doubts about the Admiralty's integrity. The Ramillies wrote, "It appears evident 

to us that it is the intention of the Lords of the Admirahy to amuse us with specious 

pretenses of only in parts conforming to our requests."^^ It would take only a single event 

of betrayal to return the seamen to a state of mutiny. 

Determined to take a hard line in the future, the Admiralty issued instructed the 

ofiBcers of the Royal Navy to adopt a strong resolve against any new mutinous actions. In 

early May, Lord Spencer confided to Admiral Bridport that "We have had a very severe 

lesson in this business". Spencer also warned that a "relaxation of discipline" would result 

in fiuther "mischief.^® On May 1, 1797, in an attempt to crush any frirther mutinous 

actions. Spencer sent a detailed order to Bridport. The Admiralty hoped to remove any 

the ships company withdrew themselves to the other side of the deck with a murmuring 
noise". The use of the public theater of punishment had backfired on Nichols! 

'̂̂ Bridport to Nepean (May 3, 1797), ADM 1/107, and Nepean to Bridport (May 3, 
1797), ADM 2/943. The problem centered on Cheshire cheese which was served at 
two-thirds a pound per ratmn and Suffock cheese which was served at one fiill pound to 
the ration. The seamen, as well as Admiral Bridport, felt that the cheeses were of similar 
quality and should be served at the same rate per ratk)n. Not untU September 1797 did the 
Admiralty order the ships' pursers to take greater care of their stored cheese to prevent 
wasti^e. See Admiralty, Nepean, "Circular" (September 13, 1797), Circulars 1795-1800. 
ADM 2/1079, PRO. 

^^Ship's Company of the Ramillies to Bridport (May 2, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Spencer to Bridport (May 6,1797), Additional Manuscript 35197. 
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motive for the seamen to mutiny, but if mutiny took place, they authorized the officers to 

forcefully suppress it. The order stated that the captains as well as their officers must not 

to be absent from their ships for nwre than twenty-four hours at a time. All officers must 

wear their uniforms at all times on both land and shore. As per existing regulations, at 

least once a month the captains were to read the Articles of War to their ships' companies. 

The marines were to keep their arms and ammunition ready for immediate use in 

suppressing mutineers. Captains were to rate their seamen according to the regulations 

and not to overrate men. To prevent the seamen from complaining about the division of 

food, officers were no longer to take the choice pieces of meat nor the best wines or 

spirits for their own use. The captains were to insure that the surgeons did not take out of 

the ship the medicines intended for the use of the seamen and marines, a ''new and 

uncommon instruction" according to Rear-Admiral Patton. Finally, 'That the captains and 

commanders of his Majesty's Ships be partkularly attentive to the conduct of the men, 

under their command, and that they be ready on the first appearance of mutiny, to use the 

most vigorous means to suppress it; and to bring the ringleaders to punishment." 

Reflecting on recent events. Rear-Admiral Patton ridiculed the last order. 

If the great and all-powerful force of the government was unable to repress 
the most direct disobedience, and most mutinous conduct that ever was 
universally exhibited in any navy, was it reasonable to suppose, that the 
force of fifty men against five hundred in each ship could subdue the spirit 
whkh produced these disorders, in an instant? Such an idea must have been 
suggested by a strange want of discernment, or by some confusion of mind 
incident to a want of practical sea-knowledge absolutely necessary at this 
moment.^^ 

^"^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 9-11, TlJN/212. Patton 
observed challenged the insinuation that the captains had created some of the problems 
through their taking the better cuts of meat and akrohol. 
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Once again. Spencer had misjudged the power of his captains and their officers to 

suppress mutinous seamen.^^ Vice-Admiral Colpoys' strict adherence to these orders soon 

proved how misguided this approach was. 

The roots of the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny lay in the seamen's 

skepticism regarding Parliament's approval of the statutes necessary to implement the 

agreement of April 23,1191?^ On April 22, the Admiralty had sent forward their 

recommendations to the Privy Council. Unfortunately for the seamen, the bill proceeded at 

a slow pace. The Privy Council's appointed committee took until May 3 to produce an 

estimate tor the supplementary grant. On Friday May S, the government presented the bill, 

popularly known as "the Seamen's Act", and on Monday May 8, both Houses of 

Parliament agreed to an increase of £372,000. The bill went into effect on May 9,1797, 

two days too late.^^ Even George III himself understood that this two week delay to pass 

the bill by Parliament had helped foment the second mutiny at St. Helens. '̂ 

Between May 3 and May 7, newspaper reports increased the men's distrust of the 

government and Admiralty to the point of mutiny. On May 3 The Duke of Clarence had 

Admiralty, "Admiralty Leave; to wear their respective uniforms at all times; Articles of 
War to be read. Ships Co. must frequently, to be particular in cutting of fresh beef up, 
Surgeons necessaries not to be embezzled. Ship's wine not to be exchanged for that of the 
officers, and particdar attentk)n to be pakl to the conduct of the men" (May 6, 1797) 
found in Smith, "Log of H.M.S. Leopanf, Log L.8 and Admiralty, "An Extract of the 
General Order issued by the Admiralty for the Government of the Officers of the Fleet, 
under the command of Lord Bridport" (May 1, 1797) found in Colpoys, A Letter to 
Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 43. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 8, TUN/212. 

^®Ehrman, The Younger Pitt. 22-23. 

^ 'George III to Spencer (May 9,1797), Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl 
Spencer, vol. 11,124. 
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made a speech in the House of Lords to the efifect that strong discipline rather than 

acceding to their demands remained the solution in dealing with mutineers.^^ Most likely 

on Friday, May S, the seamen learnt of the opposition to their bill in the House of Lords 

through newspapers which they had received.^^ The content of Clarence's speech and the 

deby in passing the Seamen's Act created anxiety among the seamen. 

The seamen's discontent did not go unnoticed among the officers of the Channel 

Fleet. Lieutenant John Gore of the Ramillies argued that the seamen mutinied due to 

"some speeches made in the House of Lords''. '̂* Vice-Admiral Gardner reported to the 

Admiralty that after the seamen read the newspapers they were "fiiUy convinced from the 

speeches of that day said to be delivered in the House of Lords that it is not the intention 

of the Government to pay any attention to their petitions; and several of this ship's 

company [Royal Sovereign] have told me, that they have been written to, and informed 

that their bill (as they term it) is thrown out; and it is impossible to convince them to the 

contrary."^^ Rear-Admiral Patton remarked that after reading the newspaper accounts of 

the speech in the House of Lords, the seamen believed that the government would hesitate 

in granting their demands. Patton also concluded that the seamen had "erroneously and 

rashly" misjudged the resolve of Parliament to pass the Seamen's Act.^^ The ship's 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 7-8, TUN/212. 

^^On May 4, the newspapers published these reports. See Gardner to Nepean (May 8, 
1797), ADM 1/107. 

'̂•Gore to Riou (May 6, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5. 

^^Gardner to Nepean (May 8,1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens, g, TUN/212. 
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company of the Queen Charlotte made Bridport fidly aware of the serious nature of the 

situation in a letter sent to him on May 5,1797. They threatened to mutiny ^ain if their 

grievances were not met.^^ Sensational newspaper reports fueled the seamen's doubt 

regarding the government's good &ith in getting "the Seamen's Act" passed. To force the 

government to approve their act, the seamen and marines of the Channel Fleet again 

resorted to mutiny. 

"The Seamen Had Clearly Seen Their Power" 

Concluding that the government had forsaken them, the seamen resorted to their 

previously successful method of direct action: mutiny. Rear-Admiral Patton observed that, 

"The seamen had clearly seen their own power, and they knew that at any time, on 

subjects which interested their whole body, they coukl call that power into action."^^ 

Misinformed communications regarding the status of their bill in Parliament between the 

seamen fueled their desire to mutiny. On May S, the ships' companies at St. Helens had 

begun to correspond regarding their fears that the House of Lords would not approve 

their bill. On May 6, the seamen of the Pompee, sent a message to the companies at St. 

Helens, in which they questioned the honesty of Parliament's promise to pass a bill for 

their relief, and reminded their fellow seamen that their earlier mutinous oath did not end 

until Parliament had passed the act.̂  ̂The next day ship's the company of the Ramillies 

sent out a similar message in which they warned that the government was attempting to 

^^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte to Bridport (May 5,1797) ADM 1/5125. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens, g, TUN/212. 

'̂Ship's Company of the Pompee to 'Brothers' (written around May 6, 1797), ADM 
1/107. 
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"lull us into a supposed state of security" and would then "divide us and get us upon 

difiTerent stations". Until Parliament passed the needed act, the Ramillies proposed that the 

seamen of the Channel Fleet not lift an anchor, except to fight the enemy. They finished by 

warning their peers that "we are well assured that the Seamen's Bill is hove out, 

particularly meeting the disapprobation of Earl Spencer and we have this fi'om good 

authority."^® 

Unlike the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, the second phase did not have the 

advantage of months of preplanning. '̂ The mutiny began on the Mars because of radical 

tendencies among some of its crew and in reaction to outside stimuli. It then spread 

rapidfy throughout the Channel Fleet anchored at St. Helens, and then to Vice-Admiral 

Colpoys' squadron still anchored at the Spithead. The lack of preplanning and 

coordination by the plebeian leading seamen changed the dynamics of the mutiny. Instead 

of an orderly mutiny following the unwritten rules of naval mutiny and plebeian protest, 

the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny devolved into a class-based political action 

informed by the radical agenda, complete with violence and the removal of many officers 

fi'om command. The plebeian leading seamen lost control of the second phase of the 

Spithead Mutiny due to their inability to marginalize the radical seamen; a factor that had 

grave consequences for them and the Admiralty. 

The second phase of the Spithead Mutiny began on the Mars. In his log Thomas 

Clements, the Master of the Mars, recorded that on the afternoon of May 6, his ship's 

company confironted their captain on the quarterdeck "in a mutinous manner" and 

demanded that he release a man that he had ordered confined. Given the circumstances of 

'*®Ship's Company of \!lx Ramillies to 'Brothers' (May 7, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

'̂ 'Gardner to Nepean (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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the moment Captain Hood agreed. The seamen of the Mars remained quiet until the next 

morning (May 7). According to Captain Hood, the ship's company of the Mars started the 

day highly agitated due to newspaper reports about events in the House of Lords and the 

continued mutiny on the Marlborough, which remained anchored at Spithead.'*^ At 9 a.m., 

Bridport's signal to prepare to sail sparked the radical seamen of the Mars into action. The 

'̂ vhole ship's crew" rushed aft and confronted Captain Hood on the quarterdeck. The 

seamen demanded a boat, which Hood refused.^^ Rather than be denied, the seamen 

mutinied and hoisted out a boat on their own initiative. Loading a crew and two delegates 

into the boat, the seamen of the Mars began their mission to incite mutiny among the 

Channel Fleet.'*^ 

The boat from the Mars proceeded directly to the Queen Charlotte, whose seamen 

had coordinated the mutiny during the first phase of the mutiny. The day before, the 

seamen from the Mars had covertly passed a letter to Queen Charlotte informing them of 

the newspaper reports concerning challenges to their bill in the House of Lords.Once 

''̂ Captain Alexander Hood to Bridport (May 7,1797), ADM 1/107. 

'*^Three logs mention that at 9 a.m. from the Royal George Bridport flew a signal to sail 
which could have been the event that sparked the seamen of the Mars to take action. See 
Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,17% to June 30, 1797), Log R.302, 
Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. DMifce" (September 8,1796 to October 31,1797), Log D. 278, 
and Holloway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (August 22, 1796 to August 31,1797), ADM 
51/1197 

''̂ Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24, 1796 to May 16, 1797), ADM 
52/3192 and McFarland, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3,17% to July 9, 
1797), Log Q.23. 

'̂ ^The seamen from the Mars transmitted the letter by throwing it through an open gun 
port on Queen Charlotte. See Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisuns at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment, 20 July in the Year 179T', ADM 1/5125. 
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alongside the Queen Charlotte, the delegates from the Mars requested to board, only to 

be refused by Captain Lock, who had only recently assumed command."*^ Challenging 

their captain's authority, the seamen of the Queen Charlotte mutinously assembled on 

their ship's gangway and forecastle, allowing the delegates of the Mars the enter the ship 

through the boarding port. The delegates of the Mars brought with them the newspapers 

containing the reports of the inflammatory speech. Following the orders of the Admiralty, 

Captain Lock called out his marines. When ordered to load their muskets, the marines 

refused, immediately laid down their weapons, and joined the mutinous seamen. 

Confounded, Captain Lock demanded a boat for his use which his seamen denied. Lock 

persisted whkh only resulted in his seamen giving three cheers, officially marking the start 

of the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny.'*^ 

The companies of the other ships present at St. Helens quickly answered the three 

cheers of the Queen Charlotte. Lieutenant Mounsey of the Duke and others recorded in 

^It appears that the regular captain of the Queen Charlotte, Sir Andrew Douglas, was not 
present on his ship. Captain Lock acted as the captain in his absence. Douglas' log ended 
on May 8,1797, but according to the mutineers' log from the Queen Charlotte, Lock not 
Douglas was in command. See Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A DetaU of the 
Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provtsk)ns at Spithead Settled to 
the Present Establishment, 20 July in the Year 1797", ADM 1/S12S. Lieutenant James 
McFarland of the Queen Charlotte also recorded in his lieutenant's log that Captain Lock 
had taken command as early as April 24, 1797. See Admiralty, Lieutenant James 
McFarkind, "Log of H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3, 1796 to July 9,1797), [.ogs of the 
Queen Charlotte. Log Q.23, NMM. 

'̂ ^Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Marf (December 24, 1796 to May 16, 1797), ADM 
52/3192, Ship's Conqjany of the Queen Charlotte, "A Detail of the Proceedings on Board 
H.M. Ship ^een Charlotte and Provismns at Spithead Settled to the Present 
Establishmnt, 20 July in the Year 1797", ADM 1/S12S, and Captain Lock to Bridport 
(May 7,1797), ADM 1/107. 
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his log that the cheering took place at 9:30 a.m. and that the whole fleet cheered in 

reply Once again the seamen rove yard ropes and took conunand of their ships in an act 

of mutiny. While Captain William Bedford of the Royal Sovereign recorded in his journal 

that after his ship's company had mutinied he had been able to perform divine services, 

most ship's companies acted in a &r more radical manner.'*^ Captain John Miller of the 

Megara recorded in his log that "the saitors behaved in a disorderly manner".^^ 

Vice-Admiral Gardner concurred with Captain Miller and wrote that, "the mutiny broke 

out a fresh and with stronger acts of violence and bad temper than happened at 

Spithead." '̂ Emotionally shocked, Bridport bluntly reported to the Admiralty, "1 have 

endeavoured to prevent this mischief by every argument in my power, but without effect, 

and I cannot command the fleet as all authority is taken from me".^^ The captains of 

Bridport's fleet conveyed similar reports. 

"^^Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (September 8,1796 to October 31,1797), Log D. 
278, Holloway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 
51/1197, Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glory" (February 25,1797 to February 28,1798), Log 
G.204, Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1, 1796 to June 30,1797), Log 
R.254, Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,1796 to June 30,1797), Log 
R.302, Admiralty, Captain Theoppilus Jones, "Log of H.M.S. Defiance" (April 1, 1797 to 
March 31,1798), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1206, PRO, Admiralty, Captain Edward 
Thombrough, "Log of H.M.S. Robust (July 10,17% to July 9,1797), Captain's Logs. 
ADM 51/4494, PRO, and Gardner to Nepean" (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

'̂Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log 
R.302. 

Admiralty, Captain John Miller, "Log of H.M. Fireship Megara" (September 24, 1796 
to September 14,1797), Logs of the Megara 1794-1802. Log M.140, NMM. 

'̂Gardner to Nepean (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Bridport to Nepean (May 7, 1797), ADM 1/107. Bridport's shock at the second mutiny 
by his fleet can be seen in his comments to Nepean, "My mind is too deeply wounded by 
all these proceedings, and I am so unwell that I can scarcely hold my pen, to write these 
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To unify the seamen, two delegates from the Queen Charlotte joined the two from 

the Mars and sailed through the fleet at St. Helens.^^ Unlike the events of April 15, the 

mutineers during the second phase acted, in general, more violently and with greater 

radicalism. While most ship's companies primarily sought to coerce Parliament into 

passing their bill, some seamen engaged in more radical acts. Two ships' companies found 

themselves threatened with violence if they did not join the mutiny by the ship's company 

of the Pompee. Captain Wells of the Defence reported that the delegates from the Pompee 

threatened that they and the Glory would fire upon the Defence if its ship's company did 

not join the mutiny. Observing the seamen of the Glory loading and running out two of 

their large lower deck guns, the company of the Defence joined the mutiny by giving three 

cheers and fixing yard ropes. The ship's company of the Terrible, also initially unwilling to 

join the mutiny, found themselves forced to mutiny or be fired upon by the Pompee. 

Captain Campbell of the Terrible reported that his ship's company had been the last 

company in the fleet to mutiny.The inter-mutineer threats of force foreshadowed far 

more lethal events that took place during the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny. 

sentiments of distress." 

^^Gore to Riou (May 6, 1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, 
"A Detail of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at 
Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 July b the Year 1797', ADM 1/S12S, 
Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Dwifce" (September 8, 1796 to October 31, 1797), Log D. 278, 
HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (August 22,1796 to August 31,1797), ADM 51/1197, 
Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal SovereigrT (June 17,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.302, 
Clenaents, "Log of H.M.S. Afors" (December 24,17% to May 16, 1797), ADM 52/3192, 
Thombrough, "Log of H.M.S. Robusf* (July 10,1796 to July 9, 1797), ADM 51/4494, 
Brine, "Log of H.M.S. GlorjT (February 25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), Log G.204, 
and IDomett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1,17% to June 30,1797), Log R.254. 

^"•C^tain George Canq)bell to Bridport (May 7, 1797), Captain Thomas Wells to 
Bridport (May 7, 1797) both found in ADM 1/107. 
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After bringing all the ships' companies at St. Helens into the mutiny, the delegates 

met to discuss future action.^^ They resolved no longer to accept promises, only an act of 

Parliament to redress their grievances would be accepted. They declared that 'Ihey would 

be no more amused or diverted by &ir promises".^^ The delegates also determined to 

travel the short distance to the Spithead Anchorage to bring the ships' companies that 

remained there into the mutiny. This decision would unleash the more radical elements 

among the seamen of the Channel Fleet, and almost cost the plebeian seamen their control 

of the mutiny. 

"Blood For Blood" 

Vice-Admiral Colpoys' squadron, now consisting of his flagship, the London, the 

two refractory ships: Marlborough and La Nymphe, and the Monarch which had sailed 

out of Portsmouth Harbor on April 18, remained at the Spithead Anchorage.̂  ̂The Royal 

Present and in a state of mutiny at St. Helens were those ships' companies present on 
April 30th: Royal George, Royal Sovereign, Queen Charlotte, Glory, Duke, Pompee, 
Impetueux, Robust, Defence, Defiance, Ramillies, Minotaur, Terrible, St. Fiorenzo, 
Megara Fireship, and the Incendiary Fireship plus the frigate Jason which had sailed from 
the Spithead Anchorage to St. Helens on the afternoon of May 7. See Domett, "Log of 
H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1,1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.254. 

^^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A DetaO of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
July in the Year 1797", ADM I/5I25. 

^^Captain Owen, despite being present on the London, incorrectly listed the Minotaur as 
being present with the London and Marlborough at Spithead. An examination of the logs 
of the ships involved shows that the Minotaur had moved to St. Helens on April 30, 1797 
and remained there until May 12. Both the Marlborough and La Nymphe were still at the 
Spithead Anchon^e with the London. The ships were present at Spithead as follows: 
Marlborough March 31 to May 8,1797, La Nymphe April 19 to at least May 12, 1797, 
and the London March 31 to May 8, 1797. The log of the Royal William clearly stated 
that the Minotaur sailed for St. Helens on April 30, 1797 at 11:30 a.nL See Owen, 
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William, the port's guard ship, remained in Portsmouth Harbor along with several frigates 

and smaller vessels that later joined the mutiny: Eurydice, Hind, Latona, St. Margarita, 

Virginie, Pique, Melpomene, Glenmore, Phaeton, Pearle, Amphitrite, Syren, and the 

Speedwell brig as well as several smaller ships and a few frigates that did not mutiny. '̂ 

While not in a state of mutiny before the delegates arrival from St. Helens, the ships' 

companies under the Colpoys' command remained highly mercurial. The Monarch's 

company had participated in the first Spithead Mutiny and shared the same doubts as its 

peers at St. Helens. Captain Owen recalled that, the London had been the site of radical 

agitation during the end of the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny. Equally volatile, the 

companies of the Marlborough and La Nymphe remained in a state of mutiny as the 

government had not met their demands for the removal of specific officers from their 

ships. The delegates return to the Spithead Anchorage unleashed the elements which 

Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 8-9, CUN/2, Admiralty, Captain Thomas Louis, 
"Log of H.M.S. Minotaur'^ (March 1, 1797 to February 28,1798), Captains' Logs. ADM 
51/1228, PRO, Nichols, "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1,1796 to May 9,1797), 
ADM 51/1178, Admiralty, Captain John Cooke, "Log of H.M.S. La Nymphe" (May 7, 
1796 to May 12, 1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1182, PRO, Admiralty, Captain 
Edward Griffith, "Log of H.M.S. London" (December 14,1796 to May 13, 1797), 
Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1187, PRO, Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1, 
17% to April 30,1797), ADM 51/1171, and Admiralty, Lieutenant William Vesper, "Log 
of H.M.S. Monarch" (April 29 to August 2, 1797), Logs of the Monarch 1794-1802. Log 
M.220, NMM. 

58pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1,17% to April 30, 1797), ADM 
51/1171 and Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1,1797 to April 30,1798), 
ADM 51/1214. Also present on May 8, 1797 but never joining the mutiny were the 
Cambrian a forty-four gim frigate with 213 men under the command of Captain Legge 
and the Flora a thirty-eight gun frigate with 208 men under the command of Captain 
Middleton which had arrived on April 24 as the flagship of Vice-Admiral Waldegrave but 
on April 29 had sailed into Portsmouth harbor, as well as an assortment of smaller unrated 
vessels. See Admiralty, "May 8, 1797, In Portsmouth & Spithead" (April, 17,1797), 
ADM 7/472. 
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threatened the peaceful existence of the Channel Fleet: radical seamen and inept naval 

leaders. 

The delegates of the fourteen ships of the Channel Fleet sailed in their ship's boats 

to the Spithead anchorage to bring the rest of their fleet into the mutiny. Departing from 

St. Helens about noon on May 7, the delegates reached the Marlborough, anchored at the 

Spithead, sometime between half past twelve and one p.m.^^ Highly agitated, the crew of 

the Marlborough readily joined the mutiny.^ Encouraged by the delegates' news that the 

Channel Fleet at St. Helens had mutinied, the seamen of the Marlborough passed a note to 

their Captain that demanded the expulsion of several ships' officers within an hour of the 

receipt of the note. The mutineers ordered Captain Nichols, Lieutenant Conn, Lieutenant 

Richards, Mr. Kent the Surgeon, Mr. Carbw the Surgeon's Mate, and Captain EUiott of 

the Marines to leave the ship, most of whom the crew had previously complained of 

Noting his inability to resist his ship's company's wishes. Captain Nichols ordered all of 

those named to leave the ship, which they did by four that afternoon. '̂ Having easily 

brought the Marlboroughs into the mutiny, the delegates sought to bring the company of 

the London into their fold as well. 

'̂Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24, 1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 
52/3192. Most likely the delegates represented the following ships: Royal George, Royal 
Sovereign, Queen Charlotte, Glory, Duke, Pompee, Impetueux, Robust, Defence, 
Defiance, Ramillies, Minotaur, Mars, and Terrible. 

^Ship's Company of the Queen Charlotte, "A DetaQ of the Proceedings on Board H.M. 
Ship Queen Charlotte and Provisions at Spithead Settled to the Present Establishment, 20 
July in the Year 179T', ADM 1/5125. 

'̂•Nichols, "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1,1796 to May 9,1797), ADM 51/1178 
and Nichols to P. Parker (May 7, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 
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Some time shortly after four in the afternoon of May 7, the delegates departed the 

Marlborough and headed for the London. Those on the London expected thent Almost 

four hours earlier Captain GrifBth had informed Vice-Admiral Colpoys that the ships' 

companies at St. Helens had mutinied and boats had been assembled. The seamen of the 

London, however, appear to have been less aware of the events at St. Helens. Earlier, 

around noon, they had mustered for divine services, the reading of the articles of war by 

Captain GrifBth, and the usual Sunday dinner. Before the seamen finished their dinner, the 

boatswain had called them aft to the quarterdeck. There Vice-Admiral Colpoys spoke with 

them. Captain Owen, then present on the London, recalled that Colpoys "addressed them 

forcibly", reminding his seamen of the improvements that the Admiralty had already 

granted. Colpoys later claimed that he asked the crew of the London if they had any 

remaining grievances and that they stated that none remained. Owen recorded that 

Colpoys responded, "Then you must take no part in the proceedings which are now going 

forward, for I will not aUow the repetition of your disobedience." Colpoys' order that the 

seamen of the London not meet with the approaching delegates nonetheless promoted 

"discontent". The mutineers' account of the events on the London omits this conversation 

between the seamen and Colpoys, but both Colpoys' and the mutineers' accounts agree on 

the next event; Colpoys ordered all seamen not needed below deck.^^ 

^^Anon., "An Impart^ Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797, ADM 1/S125, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead, 8-9, CUN/2, and Colpoys to Nepean (May 8, 1797) found in both GrifiSth 
Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 16-22 and ADM 1/107. 
Captain Owen's account of the events on the London remains by &r the most detailed and 
most precise account of the events of the afternoon of May 8th. His first-hand account 
does much to clarify the events whkh have previously received confused and erroneous 
accounts by scholars. Neither Manwaring's and Dobree's The Floating Republic nor 
Dugan's The Cireat Mutiiy used it as a source for this crucial event in the second phase of 
the Spithead Mutiny. 
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To prevent the seamen of the London from interacting with the mutineer delegates, 

Colpoys ordered the London's boats hoisted in, all bwer deck guns and ports secured, the 

seamen sent below deck, and all marines and officers armed; suspiciously defensive actions 

to take for a man whose crew supposed^ remained satisfied. Believing that his marines 

would support him against the mutineer delegates, Vice-Admiral Colpoys and Captain 

Griffith stationed them, armed with k)aded muskets and fixed bayonets, along with the 

officers on various parts of the deck. To prevent the delegates from boarding, Colpoys 

had four guns on the main deck loaded with grape shot, a type of long range 

anti-personnel ammunition. To repel his own flagship's company should they seek to come 

on deck, Colpoys had all of the guns of the quarterdeck loaded with grape and canister, 

both forms of anti-personnel ammunition. Much like Napoleon, Colpoys hoped to crush 

revolutionary action with a 'whifif of grapeshot'. Colpoys' actions bear out his 

determination to follow the Admiralty's orders to the letter.^^ 

In contrast to the passive actions of naval officers during the first phase of the 

mutiny, Colpoys attempted to use force to prevent the spread of mutiny to his seamen, a 

decision that demonstrated his lack of understanding of the balance of power within the 

Channel Fleet. The seamen of the London had spotted the delegates as they approached 

the Spithead anchorage. Both the seamen and their officers waited briefly, "a temporary 

pause of anxious and gloomy suspense" according to Owea Animated by the arrival of the 

mutineer delegates among their squadron, the seamen of London attempted to come up on 

^^Anon., "An Impartial Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797", ADM 1/5125, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead, 9-10, CUN/2, Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 14, 
TUN/212, and Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 
16-22. Mathew Barker remembered that two carronades of the quarterdeck were pointed 
down to repel the delegates' boats. See Barker, Greenwich Hospital 147-152. 
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deck only to be initially prevented from doing so by their officers, the marines, and the 

quarterdeck guns aimed at the hatchways. The officers and marines had armed themselves 

with pistols and muskets in addition to their swords and bayonets. This tipped the balance 

of power in their &vor as their seamen remained largely unarmed.^ 

Despite the efibrts of the officers of the London, some of the seamen gained access 

to the deck. Accounts differ as to how these men got on deck: they had either forced their 

way up through an access that remained unguarded, forced their way up the hatches past 

their officers, or had previously avoided being forced below deck by their officers. 

Regardless of how these men arrived on the main deck, in the eyes of Colpoys and his 

officers, these disobedient men became a threat to their authority. When the officers 

demanded that the seamen go back below deck, some men, according to Owen, crossed 

their arms and "said they might be shot, but dared not go below". They remained on deck 

in open defiance of their officers.^^ 

Largely unarmed, the seamen on the deck could count on only their larger numbers 

to resist their officers. To even the odds, they began to unlash guns and point them aft 

toward their officers, especially Colpoys. Those seamen below deck also began to unlash 

guns from the middle deck to use against their officers. Lieutenant Bover called to the 

nwn unlashing a cannon on deck to stop their mutinous action. Bover warned them that if 

^Anon., "An Impartial Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797', ADM 1/5125, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead. 10-11, CUN/2, ai^ Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas 
Byam Martin. 16-22. 

^^Anon., "An Impartial Account of the Proceedii^s on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797', ADM 1/5125, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at 
Spithead. 10-11, CUN/2, and Griffith Colpoys, A letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas 
Byam Martin. 16-22. 
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they continued to bring their gun to bear ail, he would kill them. The seamen persisted and 

Bover fired his pistol, lulling a seaman. Angered by what they considered murder, the 

seamen began to force their way on deck. An officer asked Colpoys if they shoukl fire on 

their own men; Colpoys replied "Yes, certainly, they must not be allowed to come up till I 

order them." Colpoys' order to repel the seamen with violence unleashed a short but 

intense period of armed violence that cost several men their lives, and violated the 

patrician-plebeian social compact's prohibition against lethal violence.^ 

The violence escalated as the seamen armed themselves and their officers used 

unrestrained force in their attempt to subdue the mutineers. After the death of the seaman 

at the hands of Lieutenant Bover, many of the seamen attempted to rush the main deck 

only to be stopped by the intimidating fire of the officers. The few seamen who had gained 

access to the main deck surrendered to their officers who sent them rearward as prisoners. 

The seamen made a second rush on deck only to be repulsed by their officers yet again. In 

contrast to previous shots designed only to intimidate but not kill their seamen, this time 

the officers fired directly at the seamen and, according to Captain Owen, wounded two of 

the seamen on the deck. The wounding of these two seamen increased the anger of the 

seamen against their officers and drove them to far more violent actions.^^ 

'̂ Anon. "An Impartial Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 179T', ADM 1/S12S, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead. 10-11, CUN/2, Griffith Colpoys, A I.etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam 
Martin. 16-22, and Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 14-15. 
TUN/212. 

^^Anon., "An Impartial Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797^*, ADM 1/S12S, Owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiiy at 
Spithead. 10-11, CUN/2, and Griffith Colpoys, A Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas 
Byam Martin. 16-22. 
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Below deck the seamen worked to secure any small arm they could find. Mr. Cole, 

the ship's chaplain, had already removed the muskets in the wardroom, but the mutineers 

secured the unguarded muskets in the gunroom To provide ammunition for their newly 

acquired weapons, the seamen broke open the ship's magazine and secured the ball 

cartridges stored there. To increase their firepower, the seamen loaded several of the guns 

below deck with grapeshot and attempted to elevate them sufBcientiy to fire upwards 

through the deck at their ofBcers. The arming of the seamen dramaticaUy changed the 

balance of power between them and their few officers. Now the officers faced an armed 

adversary.^* 

The officers and seamen exchanged shots through the hatchways. The seamen's 

fire found two of their targets: one shot Mr. Simpson, a midshipman, through the right 

arm while Lieutenant Simms, a marine officer, suffered a severe wound when a musket 

ball entered his elbow, traveled up his arm breaking the bone in several places, and exited 

through his shoulder. To reduce the effectiveness of the seamen's fire, the officers ordered 

the marines to throw hammocks and spars over the grates of the hatches obscuring the 

sight of the seamen below. The marines' loyalty remained questionable. By ordering them 

to join the action, the officers of the London forced the marines to decide which side they 

would support. Previously all firing had been between the seamen and their officers; the 

marines had largely remained observers.^^ 

^^Anon., "An Impartial Account of the Proceedings on Board H.M. Ship London on 
Tuesday [sic] the 7th of May, 1797', ADM 1/S125, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at 
Spithead. 10-11, CUN/2, and Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 
14-15, TUN/212. 

'̂Owen, Recollectioroi of the Mutiny at Spithead. 12-13, CUN/2 and GriflSth Colpoys, A 
Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 16-22. Griffith recalled that the marines 
had yet to fire. (31-32). 
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So iar the struggle on the London had lasted between thirty and sixty minutesJ^ 

The actions of the marines of the London decided the issue. Without the support of the 

marines, the officers of the London had no hope of resisting the seamen who possessed a 

great advantage in numbers. The seamen called from below deck to the marines, telling 

them that they considered the marines their brothers and that they would not hurt them. 

To prevent the marines from being hit by their small arms fire, the seamen called for the 

marines to retire from the hatchways. At this point the marines hesitated, neither joining 

the mutinous seamen nor willing to follow the orders of their officers to engage in active 

opposition by taking their posts in positions more exposed to the seamen's fire. '̂ 

Throughout the ship there arose cries of "down marines down". It appears that the 

seamen had intended the marines to ground their muskets (place them on the ground) as a 

sign they had quit the struggle. The officers understood these cries to be a signal that the 

marines intended to go betow deck to fight the mutinous seamen. The continued volleys of 

musket and pistol fire by both sides which now, according to Owen, had become more 

active, added to the confusion. Neither the officers nor the seamen of the London knew 

what to expect from the marines. The marines then took the initiative and rushed down a 

hatchway to join the seamen; only to have one of their number wounded in the foot by the 

shot of a seamen. Despite the seamen's resistance to the marines, Colpoys and his officers 

on the quarterdeck understood that their marines had deserted them. Colpoys cried out. 

^^In his narrative. Captain Owen wrote that at this point that the delegates of the Channel 
Fleet had boarded the Marlborough. The delegates had sailed finm St. Helens at noon and 
arrived at the Marlborough between 12:30 and 1:00 p.m. See Owen, Recollections of the 
Mutiny at Spithead, 12, CUN/2. 

" '̂Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 12, CUN/2. 
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"What Marines! Do you desert me?!!!"^ Ail but three of the London's seventy-three 

enlisted marines joined the seamen and presented them with their loaded muskets. Only 

the three marine o£Bcers, which included the wounded First Lieutenant Simms, and three 

enlisted marines remained loyal to Colpoys7^ To save the three enlisted marines from the 

wrath of the seamen, the officers present on the quarterdeck ordered them to disarm 

thetnselves so that they would not be taken in armed resistance to the mutineers. The 

marines had not fired a single shot against the seamen of the London J* Colpoys conceded 

that the mutineers had defeated their officers.^^ 

With the desertion of his fli^ship's marines to the mutineers, Colpoys realized the 

fiulure of his attempt to resist mutiny with force. The Admiralty's orders to had resulted 

^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 13, CUN/2. 

^^The muster of April 18, 1797 listed 82 marine officers and enlisted men as present. 
Between then and May 8, six men had been discharged to the Haslar hospital and one man 
had been discharged to the marine depot at Chatham. The marines' commander at the start 
of the Spithead Mutiny, Captain William Adlam, was among those discharged to the 
hospital. He had been replaced by Captain-Lieutenant J. Morrish who mustered into the 
London on April 19,1797. The marines on the London were fairly experienced and many 
had a &ir amount of time served on the London. Of the eight-two marines present on 
April 18, 1797, twenty-one had been on the London for over three years, fifteen for two 
years, twenty-five for at least a year, and twenty-one for less than a year. See Admiralty, 
Muster Book H.M.S. London fApri) 1797 to October 1797), ADM 36/12572, PRO. 

'̂'Captain Griffith strongly pointed out the error of Captain Brenton's account that stated 
the marines had fired. See Griffith Colpoys, A Tetter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam 
Martin. 31-32. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 12-13, CUN/2 and Griffith Colpoys, A 
f etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thniiia.s Byam Martin. 16-22, 31-33. Griffith recalled that only 
two marines, both foreigners, remained by their officers, while Owen remembered that 
three marines, one "a young Englishman" and two Flemish marines, stood by their 
officers. 
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only in needless bloodshed, which in the heat of the nooment brought even the roost 

temperate seamen among the company of the London temporarily into the radical camp. 

Sensing the true nature of the situation, Colpoys came to his senses and ordered his 

ofiBcers to lay down their arms to signify their surrender rather than fight to a senseless 

death. Colpoys ordered his ofiBcers aft and they assembled around him on the quarterdeck 

in hopes of protecting him from the enraged seamen. As the seamen rushed from below 

deck, their faces, according to Captain Owen, covered with gunpowder and blood, 

Colpoys and his officers knew their fate now remained in the hands of the mutineers. 

The situation for Colpoys and his officers remained desperate to say the least. The 

number wounded in the firefight remained low given the obscured nature of targets for 

both sides: most shots had been fired through hatchways partially blocked by hammocks 

and spars. Colpoys and his supporters suffered only four casualties: Lieutenant Simms, 

Mr. Simpson, and a marine and a seaman k>yal to Colpoys caught in the crossfire. Colpoys 

reported that four of the mutinous seamen had been wounded as well.^^ Lieutenant Bover 

had previously killed one seaman.^^ Three of the wounded seamen died the next morning 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 13, CUN/2 and Griffith Colpoys, A 
f etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 16-22. 

'̂ Vice-Admiral John Colpoys to P. Parker (May 7, 1797), ADM 1/1023 and Colpoys to 
Bridport (May 7,1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. IS, TUN/212. Gardner 
listed the number of seamen injured as six and one killed. Most likely this included the four 
mutinous seamen wounded as well as the toyalist marine and seamen wounded. The one 
man killed was probably the one shot by Bover. See Gardner to Nepean (May 8, 1797), 
ADM 1/107. 
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as a result of their wounds.^^ The wounding and death of their peers drove many of the 

seamen of the London to engage in violent acts which violated the social conqsact. 

Standing on his quarterdeck surrounded by his officers, it appeared to Colpoys that 

the radical element had gained fiiU control of his ship. Assembled on the forecastle and 

other parts of the ship, the seamen repeatedly cried out, "Bk)od for Blood" demanding 

revenge. Despite several seamen aiming their muskets at the quarterdeck, Colpoys climbed 

up on a skylight and stood, according to Captain Owen, "conspicuously above" his 

ofiScers. Despite his earlier lack of judgment, Colpoys cannot be accused of cowardice. A 

few of the mutinous seamen fired their muskets at their oflScers. Fortunately for Colpoys 

and his officers, most of their shots lodged in the hammocks hung across the fi'ont of the 

quarterdeck. Divided cries rang out among the seamen. Some called out '"fire" while 

others shouted "don't fire". Sensing hesitation among the seamen. Captain Griffith walked 

forward to the starboard gangway. In a moment of true courage, Griffith used all his clout 

derived fi'om his position as '*&ther" of his crew and pushed aside the muskets of the 

seamen aimed directly at him; the other officers followed his example. Even though the 

officers had absolutely no martial power left, they could count on their class-based status 

to awe their subordinates. As Captain Owen observed, "It was a pause of extreme horror! 

'̂Captain Yeo to P. Parker (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/1023. Yeo was the Governor of the 
Royal Hospital at Haslar. Yeo also reported that the injured marine. Lieutenant Simms, 
and Mr. Simpson were recovering. The fourth wounded seaman, Alexander Fulton, 
appears to have been invalided out to Greenwkh Hospital. On May 10, the seamen buried 
the dead men in Kingston Churchyard. The seamen of the London left most of the prize 
money they had been paid a few days earlier to cover the costs of the burial and to erect a 
monument to their dead peers. See Graham to William Pitt (May 22, 1797), PC 1/38/117 
and Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 23, CUN/2. Admiral Patton recorded 
that the lieutenant of marines later k)st his leg. See Patton, Account of the Mutinies at 
Spithead and St. Helens. 16, TUN/212. 
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had one of that party more daring than the rest, discharged his piece, the butchery of all 

upon the quarterdeck would have certainly have followed." Instead of a bloodbath. 

Captain Griffith's actions created a pause in the action that allowed the plebeian seamen to 

reconsider their revolutionary actions. 

Many plebeian seamen, believing that the violence by both sides had violated the 

social compact, moved forward to the quarterdeck and shook hands with their officers in 

an attempt to protect them and to reduce the tension. Those radical seamen who sought 

revenge on their officers attempted to prevent this powerfully symbolic act by interposing 

themselves between their plebeian peers and their officers. Despite the efforts of the 

radicals, the plebeians succeeded and mixed with their officers on the quarterdeck. The 

presence of the seamen on the quarterdeck prevented the radical seamen armed with 

muskets from firing upon their officers for fear of hitting a fellow seamen. Not giving up 

so easily, radical seamen threatened their officers, some even menacingly placed pistols to 

the chests of the officers. A group of radical seamen attempted to surround Colpoys. 

"Calm and determined", Colpoys told that them he had only foUowed the orders of 

the Admirahy. Taking responsibility for the actions of his officers, Colpoys explained to 

the seamen that he alone remained responsible for what had happened. To save his officers 

from harm, Colpoys cried out that if the mutineers "resolved to have a victim, that he 

might be the only one they sought." '̂ Again the radical seamen hesitated. Rear-Admiral 

Patton described the phenomena of the patricians' class-based power. 

^^Owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiny at Spithead. 13-14, CUN/2 and Griffith Colpoys, A 
l etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 32-33. 

'̂Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 14-lS, CUN/2. 
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When the seamen were deliberating whether or not they should put the 
Admiral to death on the spot, a man was heard to call him a danon'd bloody 
rascal, or some such wor^. Notwithstanding the fury in which they were, 
the habit of respect and regard for a beloved command prevailed so far as 
to turn part of their resentment against tlie person who dared to use such 
language to their Admiral, who was uncommonly regarded, and they 
threatened to punish or thrown him overboard. It may appear strange; but 
to this circumstance may, in some measure, be attributed the change of 
opinion by which the Admiral's live was saved.^^ 

Through his status as their squadron's senior "&ther" Colpoys prevented his immediate 

hanging by his own seamen. 

Despite the reduction of hostilities on the quarterdeck, elsewhere on the ship the 

radical seamen prevailed. Led by the radical element of the seamen, many of the ship's 

company demanded the execution of Lieutenant Bover, the officer who had shot a man 

dead. Bover had attempted to hide, but the radical seamen found him and dragged him to 

the forecastle. As seamen cried out for Bover's immediate execution, they rove a 

yard-rope and placed it around his neck. Bargaining for his life, Bover attempted to justify 

his actions; "At least hear what I have to say before you execute me. I am in your hands, 

and cannot now escape you, then be just and hear me first." Bover further explained that 

"I have done my duty, I was ordered to compel obedience by the force of arms, and I have 

attempted so to do, I regret as much as any of you the blood, which has been spilt, but I 

have fulfilled my duty only in the part which I have taken."^^ Fortunately for Bover, the 

high tide of the radical seamen had passed; the plebeian seamen had begun to regain 

control of the events. 

'̂ Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 15-16, TUN/212. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at Spithead. IS, CUN/2 and Griffith Colpoys, A 
l etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 16-22. 
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The arrival of the delegates on the London began the plebeian seamen's process to 

reestablish their control and to suppress those who supported the radical vision. Upon 

their arrival, several seamen prevented Bover's hanging by placing pistols to the heads of 

his would-be executioners. '̂̂  Colpoys appealed to the delegates to stop the execution 

claiming that he had only followed the orders of the Admiralty. The delegates demanded 

to see such an order. Colpoys produced and read the order to the delegates, who insisted 

on keeping the order for their own examination.'̂  The delegates ordered Colpoys, 

Captain GrifBth, and Lieutenant Bover to be confined separately while they pondered the 

matter. The delegates reminded Colpoys, "We shall show, as we have power, that we can 

use it with discretion."'̂  Colpoys failure to use his patricianly power with discretion 

almost cost him his life. 

As the delegates retired into the Admiral's great cabin to discuss the issue, the 

situation on the London remained unresolved. Mr. Clark, the carpenter of the London, 

warned Colpoys that a "band of desperadoes" had pledged themselves to murder him and 

some of the other ofBcers. Clark advised the ofBcers to retire to the captain's cabin and 

'̂ Captain Gri£Sth later contested Brenton's account that the marines fired on the 
delegates. He recalled that the delegates had not yet boarded the London when the 
violence broke out and that no delegate had been fired upon the officers of the London. 
See Griffith Colpoys, A f etter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 31-32. 

'̂ Patton related a tale fi-om "a woman who was present" that a radical seaman attempted 
to shot Colpoys with a musket, but had the weapon knocked out of his hand by another 
seamen, saving the life of Colpoys. As the man attempted to fire upwards through a 
grating that Colpoys stood on, this event remained unnotked by either Colpoys or Owen. 
See Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens". IS, TlJN/212. 

'̂ Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 16-18, CUN/2, Griffith Colpoys, A 
Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 16-22, and Barker, Grecnwich Hospital, 
147-152. 
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secure the firearms still there, but Colpoys stoically refiised and accepted that he would be 

the martyr for the bloodshed that had taken place. The delegates, however, had calmer 

heads than those on the London. After several minutes of discussion, they came out of the 

great cabin. Valentine Joyce^^, the leader of the delegates and a plebeian supporter of the 

social compact, told the men of the London, "Shipmates, this has gone too far; what can 

we promise ourselves by the destruction of an old man? What advantage shall we obtain 

by it? Believe me, it will be a mark of disgrace upon a blue jacket as long as it shall 

continue to be worn. No, let us rather send 'em ashore, and wash our hands from blood. 

He [Colpoys] obeyed his instructions, and has only done his duty."^^ With this speech, 

Joyce had rallied many men's support for the social compact and avoided further 

James Dugan mistakenly described Joyce as a man "who had served a sentence for 
sedition, lost his tobacco shop in Bel&st as a result, and had recently come aboard in the 
quota. See Dugan, The Great Mutiny. 65. This error came from a writing by Burke. For 
the excerpt that contained the writing of Burke which described Joyce as an Irish 
seditionist see Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic. 98. Manwaring and Dobree 
did correctly list Joyce's place of birth as Portsmouth and refuted the claim that Joyce had 
been an Irish seditionist. (68,101) Contemporary sources show that Joyce did indeed have 
&mily in Portsmouth. According to Aaron Graham, a government agent, Joyce's father 
served as an invalid in the Portsmouth garrison. Also living in Portsmouth, Joyce's mother 
worked as a chambermaid at the Scourge Inn and his sister was married to an artifker of 
the works there. When in port, Joyce lived with Miss Palmer, a milliner. Graham had 
contacted Joyce's mother in an attempt to use her to convince her son to end the mutiny. 
Graham reported that Miss Palmer had toki him that Joyce's mother would cooperate with 
the government as Mrs. Joyce had sakl that, "she would be the happiest woman alive if she 
could get her son out of his present situation." See Graham, "Notes" (May 12, 1797), PC 
1/38/117. Another government agent, Alexander Todd, had discovered that Joyce had 
grown up in Portsmouth and had been a saibr for many years. See Alexander Todd to 
King (May 17,1797), PC 1/38/117. 

^^Barker, Greenwich Hospital 147-152. John Fleming, a gunner's mate of the London, 
argued that Joyce's "intrepkl behaviour" had rescued the officers of the London. See John 
Fleming to the Delegates of the Fleet (May 8, 1797), Loose Papers 1795-1805. Purvis 
Papers (hereafter referred to as PRV) 37, NMM. 
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bloodshed. Captain Owen observed that the reading of the Admiralty's order and Joyce's 

speech had "gave a new turn to the people's thoughts".̂  ̂Later, seamen from the Queen 

Charlotte credited Joyce with saving Colpoy's life as well by "restraining the crews from 

many unreasonable demands; urging them that they were proceeding from one ship to 

another, foreign to their original intention and demanding such things 'as the country 

could not comply with.'"^ As one of the original planners of the first phase of the 

Spithead Mutiny, Joyce embodied the core values of the plebeian seamen's manhood; 

which did not support the use of lethal violence against their patrician rulers. 

As these officers had violated the social compact's prohibition against the use of 

lethal force, the delegates decided that they must be punished in order to restore the 

delicate social balance. The delegates brought the ship's officers to the forecastle and 

determined what to do with them based on their individual roles in the conflict. They 

ordered Vice-Admiral Colpoys, Captain Griffith, Captain Owen, and Lieutenant Bover to 

be confined, while they allowed four other lieutenants to continue their watches. In 

addition, the delegates ordered two midshipmen to be put in leg irons and the other 

midshipmen confined to their berths. Armed sentinels guarded these officers. Colpoys 

wrote to Bridport, "I have done no more than my duty and of course feel very sorry as to 

the resuh." '̂ Observing that his &te rested in the hands of the mutineers, Colpoys wrote 

to Admiral Parker, "I feel very much resigned to any consequences which are to 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 18, CUN/2. 

''̂ Todd to King (May 17, 1797), PC 1/38/117. On May 12, Alexander Todd, a 
government agent, met with fourteen seamen from the Queen Charlotte at St. Helens 
town on the Isle of Wight. 

'̂Colpoys to Bridport (May 7, 1797), Additional Manuscript 35197. 
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foUow."^^ The gloomy future Colpoys feared did not materialize. While the mutinous 

seamen still controlled the ship, Captain Owen observed, 'Tranquillity was 

reestablished".^^ 

While "tranquillity" may have been reestablished on the London, throughout the 

fleet the struggle for control of the mutiny between the plebeians and the radicals 

continued. The arrival of the delegates to the London and Joyce's speech did, however, 

stop the men from taking the most radical action possible: the execution of several 

patricians. Had the delegates arrived even a half hour later, the radical seamen might have 

hung Bover. The intervention of the delegates also prevented a shipboard trial of 

Vice-Admiral Colpoys which might also have resulted in his execution. By preventing the 

death of these men, the delegates attempted to steer the second phase of the Spithead 

Mutiny away from the radical course it had taken during the conflict on the London and 

back toward the plebeian goals they had established during the first phase of the Spithead 

Mutiny. 

The incident on the London marked the pivotal moment of the Spithead Mutinies. 

For the first time the radical faction among the seamen had gained control of the mutiny. 

Their rise to power came not through the filings of the plebeian seamen, but through the 

misguided belief of the Admiralty, which Colpoys shared, that mutinous seamen could be 

suppressed with force. The use of violence by Colpoys and his ofiBcers temporarily drove 

many seamen on the London to radical acts. Their officers' employment of force had 

92Colpoys to P. Parker (May 7,1797), ADM 1/1023. 

^^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 18-19, CUN/2, Griffith Colpoys, A 
Letter to Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Ryam Martin. 16-22, and Barker, Grecnwich Hospital 
147-152. 
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negated the patrician's end of the social compact, and supported the radical view that if 

the patricians were no longer willing to live up to their end of the social compromise, the 

seamen's only alternative remained a violent overthrow of the social order. The plebeian 

seamen refused to accept this alternative. Instead they worked to restore order to protect 

the gains that the Admiralty had yielded them. The continuation of violence offered little 

to those who continued to support the social compact, both the plebeians and the 

patricians. It remained doubtful if the plebeian seamen could regain control of the mutiny. 

After the bloodshed on the London, they faced an uphill battle. 

"To What Length They Mean to Carry This Mutiny, God Alone Knows" 

At seven p.m. on the tiight of May 7th, the delegates returned to St. Helens. Upon 

their arrival the delegates traveled to each ship in the fleet and informed their companies of 

the events which had transpired on the London!^ Enraged by the London's officers use of 

deadly force against their peers, the seamen of the Channel Fleet mutinied, forced their 

ofBcers to give them the keys to magazines, and seized the arms and ammunition on their 

ships.^^ Captain Hood of the Mars informed Admiral Parker that his seamen had removed 

all the arms from his cabin, and informed him that, "it was in consequence of what had 

passed on board the London."^ The seamen's seizure of the firearms on their ships gave 

^^Bazely, "Log of H.M.S. Himt (November 20, 1795 to May 16, 1797), Log H.157 and 
Gardner to Nepean (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/107. 

^^Gardner to Nepean (May 8,1797), ADM 1/107, Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetuew  ̂
(October 5, 1797 to Octoter 31, 1797), ADM 51/1195, Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal 
George" (July 1,17% to June 30,1797), Log R.254, Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Duke'' 
(September 8,1796 to October 31,1797), Log D.278, Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" 
(December 24,1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 52/3192, and Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glor  ̂
(February 25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), Log G.204. 

^Captain Alexander Hood to P. Parker (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/1023. Hood also related 
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notice to their ofiBcers that they had every intention of using force to prevent their mutiny 

from being suppressed. The delegates of the Royal Sovereign informed Vice-Admiral 

Gardner that they believed the Admiralty's order to suppress further mutiny with force and 

to arrest all the mutiny ringleaders had voided their earlier pardon. They told Gardner that 

he and the other admirals had "deceived" them. The ofiBcers of the Channel Fleet waited 

apprehensively to see what the seamen would do next. Gardner informed the Admiralty, 

'1o what length they mean to carry this mutiny, God alone knows."^^ 

To avoid being divided by the Admiralty, the seamen of Colpoys' squadron, which 

now consisted of the London, the Marlborough, the Monarch, and the La Nymphe, 

moved their ships St. Helens where the rest of the Channel Fleet was anchored. Thirteen 

other ships from Portsmouth Harbor and the Spithead Anchorage joined the mutineers of 

the Channel Fleet at St. Helens, they included: the Phaeton, the Glenmore, the Pearie, the 

Amphitrite, the Syren, and the Speedwell the Eurydice, the Hind, the Latona, the St. 

Margarita, the Virginie, the Pique, and the Melpomene.Together these thirty-five ships 

that the seamen had found one of his lieutenants, Argles, with two loaded pistols. 
Extremely angry, the seamen kept two sentries over Argles through the night. 

'̂ Gardner to Nepean (May 8,1797), ADM 1/107 and HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" 
(August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1796), ADM 51/1197. 

^^The Syren appears to have remained at Spithead and mutinied there. It remains uiKlear 
if the Glenmore remained at Spithead or went to St. Helens. The other four ships did 
travel to St. Helens. See P. Parker to Nepean (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/1023, Pickmore, 
"Log of H.M.S. Royal William'' (May 1, 1797 to April 30, 1797), ADM 51/1214, 
Admiralty, Captain John Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Latona" (April 26, 1797 to July 21, 
1797), Captain' Logs. ADM 51/1198, PRO, Bazely, "Log of H.M.S. Hind' (November 
20, 1795 to May 16,1797), Log H.157, Cooke, "Log of H.M.S. La Nymphe" (May 7, 
1796 to May 12, 1797), ADM 51/1182, Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal SovereigfC (June 
17, 1796 to June 30, 1797), Log R.302, Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (July, 
17% to June 30, 1797), Log R.254, P. Parker to Nepean (May 12, 1797), ADM 1/1023, 
and Admiralty, "Names of OfiBcers Objected to the Crews of the Squadron Under the 
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contained roughly 13,800 mutinous seamen and marines.^ This represented twelve 

percent of the navy's and marines' total manpower.'®® With the move of Colpoys' 

squadron to St. Helens, the mutinous seamen acted in a unified body. Their next move 

entailed the removal from their fleet of those officers they distrusted or despised. 

Not believing that they could trust all their officers, the seamen of the Channel 

Fleet forced at least 152 of their officers to quit their ships.At the urging of the fleet's 

delegates, the crews typically determined in some form of a meeting which officers should 

be removed and then presented their captains with a list of all those they required to leave 

the ships. For example, on the night of May 8, the delegates came on board the Hind and 

asked the ship's company if they disliked any of their officers and then advised them to 

order these officers off the ship.'®^ Captain George Campbell found that after the 

Command of Admiral Lord Bridport viz.", ADM 1/107. Already in a state of mutiny at St. 
Helens were the Royal George, Royal Sovereign, Queen Charloite, Glory, Duke, Pompee, 
Impetueux, Robust, Defence, Defiance, Ramillies, Minotaur, Mars, Terrible, St. 
Fiorenzo, Jason, Megara Fireship, and the Incendiary Fircship. 

^The total number of men (based on ships' musters) was 14,299. With subtractions for 
commissioned and warrant officers not in the mutiny, approximately 13,800 seamen and 
marines had mutinied. 

'®®In 1797, the navy and marines mustered around 114,000 men on 587 ships. See 
Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 153 and King, Hattendorf, and Estes, A Sea of Words. 
11. 

'®'See Table 18. The exact number removed is unknown as in many cases ships' logs 
&iled to note the expulsion of officers from the ship. Most Admiralty documents list onty 
those ofiBcers whose return their ships' companies found unacceptable. Table 18 shows all 
officers known to have been removed by their ships' companies. In contrast. Gill offered 
an inconq)lete list whose total included only 49 officers. See Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 
1797^ 79. Manwaring and Dobree gave only the vague number of "over one hundred". See 
Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic. 89. 

'®^Captain John Bazely to P. Paricer (May 8,1797), ADM 1/1023. The ship's company of 
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delegates had boarded his ship and met with his crew, his company ordered every 

commissioned officer and several of the warrant officers to leave the Terrible. To 

prevent any form of counter-mutiny planning, the officers typically had less than an hour's 

notice before leaving. Unlike the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, the seamen 

allowed only a few of their ofBcers to remain on their ships; few of these had any authority 

over their men. In contrast to the respect shown all officers in the first phase of the 

mutiny, this time any officer who displeased the mutineers found himself ashore. By 

denying their officers the right to continue in command of their ships, the seamen moved 

closer to the radical goal of revoking the patricians' right to rule. 

The ships' companies involved in the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny seemed 

to follow one of three patterns in the removal of their officers. First, eight ships' 

companies did not remove any of their officers. On two ships, the Royal Sovereign and 

Queen Charlotte, the seamen demanded that some of their officers leave their ships, but 

when the officers refused the mutineers did nothing to force the issue. The rest of the 

ships' companies removed officers generally for two reasons: excessive and cruel use of 

punishment or resistance to the mutiny. Only on the Duke, Mars, and Terrible did the 

ship's companies remove the vast majority of their officers. The diverse patterns 

the Hind petitioned the Admiralty regarding abusive officers. See Buckner to Nepean 
(February 6,1797) with enck)sed report by captains Fair&c and Ball (February S, 1797), 
ADM 1/727. 

lO^Captain George CampbeU to P. Parker (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 

'O^Bazely to P. Parker (May 8,1797), and Captain George Parker to P. Parker (May 8, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/1023. 

'®^Bridport to Nepean (May 9,1797), ADM 1/107. 
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concerning the removal of officers can be attributed to two fectors. The seamen tended to 

remove those officers whom they defined as abusive as well as the relative power of the 

radicals and the plebeians on each ship which played some part in their crews' decision to 

remove officers. 

While the seamen's removal of officers remained rooted in class-based conflict, not 

every officer found himself forced ashore by the mutineers. Only eleven of the thirty-five 

ships' companies removed their captains, slightly less than one-third. The mutineers later 

readmitted six captains as their commanders.'̂  The mutineers removed forty-three of the 

approximately two hundred lieutenants present on the thirty-five mutinous ships; less than 

a quarter of all lieutenants found themselves ashore. At the end of the mutiny, the 

mutineers accepted back all but twenty-four of these lieutenants.'̂ ^ The removal rate for 

marines officers mirrored that for naval officers with the mutineers removing twenty of the 

estimated sixty-seven present. Admirals had a higher rate of being sent ashore with 

both Gardner and Colpoys being forced off their flagships, while Bridport and Pole 

remained on the Royal George}^ Overall, the mutinous seamen removed less than a third 

of their commissioned officers. 

'*^Captain Holloway of the Duke, Captain Hood of the Mars, Captain Bickerton of the 
Ramillies, Captain Miller of the Megara, Captain Talbot of the Eurydice, and Captain 
John Bligh (not William Bb'gh, Captain of the Bounty and later Director in the Nore 
Mutiny) of the Latona. 

'O^By July 31,1797 only four remained unemployed. See Admiralty, "Officers Turned On 
Shore During the Mutiny" (July 31, 1797), ADM 3/138. 

'®*By May 18, 1797, fifteen of them still remained ashore at Portsmouth. See P. Parker to 
Nepean(May 18, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 

'®^Rear-Admirai Patton believed that the company of Vice-Admiral Gardner's flagship 
had removed for his abusive actions against the delegates during the first phase of the 
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Many of the officers removed had either previously exhibited cruelty towards their 

men or had shown the willingness to resist the authority of the mutineers the latter 

especially angered the radical seamen who now controlled the mutiny. Several ships' 

companies had earlier lodged complaints about the cruelty of their captains, notably 

Captain Campbell of the Terrible, Captain Cook of the La Nymphe, Captain Bazely of the 

Hind, Captain Nichols of the Marlborough, and Captain Bickerton of the Ramillies} 

The first four of these captains plus Captain Griffith of the London, whose crew had 

removed him for his part in the violence against them, remained unemployed on another 

ship as late as July 31, 1797.''' The seamen had already lodged complaints against 

Lieutenants Conn and Richards of the Marlborough, Irwin and Laurence of the La 

Nymphe, Hicks of the Glory, Curtis of the Duke, and Compton of the Minotaur, all of 

whom were forced to leave their ships. Others such as the three lieutenants removed 

from the London were forced out due to their resistance to the mutiny. The majority of the 

officers, however, fell into neither category and remained on their ships throughout the 

Channel Fleet's second mutiny. 

TUN/212. 

' '̂ See Chapter S, Table 17. Cook had the highest average flogging rate of the captains 
present with 26.7 lashes, and Bazely had the second highest average with 23.6 lashes. 

'' 'Admiralty, "Officers Turned On Shore During the Mutiny" (July 31, 1797), ADM 
3/138. 

' '̂ See Chapter 5, and "Private Grievances" of this chapter. 
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Table 18 

OfiBcers Initially Sent Ashore By Their Ships' Companies Ehiring the Spithead Mutiny 

Commissioned Warrant Mates and Marine 
Shin Naval Officers Officers Midshipmen Officers Other Total 
Defence 1 2 2 0 0 5 
Defiance 2 1 5 0 0 8 
Duke 9 1 9+ 3 0 22+ 
Eurydice 2 0 1 0 0 3 
Glenmore 1 1 0 0 0 2 
Glory 2 0 4 I 0 7 
Hind 3 3 2 0 1 9 
Jason 0 1 0 0 0 1 
La Nymphe 3 0 0 0 0 3 
Latona 4 1 9 1 0 6 
London 5 1 3 1 0 9 
Marlborough 3 2 1 1 0 7 
Mars 5 1 12 3 1 22 
Megara 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Melpomene 0 1 1 0 0 2 
Minotaur 1 0 0 2 0 3 
Monarch 0 0 0 3 0 3 
Pearle 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Phaeton 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Pompee 4 I 0 1 0 6 
St. Margarita 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Ramillies 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Robust 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Royal Sovereign 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Terrible 7 0 @15+ 3 0 25+ 
TOTAL 55 20 55+ 20 2 152+'>3 

* '̂ Admiralty, "List of OfiBcers That Were Obliged To Leave Their Ships Between the 7th 
of May and the I5th 1797', WYN/109/7, Admiralty, "Officers Objected to By the Ships' 
Crews" and Captain James Va^n to Bridport (May 8, 1797) both found in Additional 
Manuscript 35197, Howe, "A List of Officers of the Ships Under the Command of Lord 
Bridport Sent on Shore by the Ships' Conqpanies, When They Were in a State of Mutiny" 
contained in Howe to The Duke of Portland (May 23,1797), ADM 1/4172, Admiralty, 
"Names of OfiBcers Objected to by the Crews of the Squadron Under the Command of 
Admiral Lord Bridport, viz.. Lieutenants Charles Patey, George Smith, John Cramer, 
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The mutineers' seizure of command and the removal of over one hundred and fifty 

of their ofiScers marked a rise in the power among the radical seamen in the fleet as the 

plebeians removed onty two ofiScers when they were in control during the first phase of 

the mutiny. The crew the Royd William, the guardship for Portsmouth, did not mutiny, 

but over one hundred supernumeraries firom that ship deserted and joined the mutineers at 

St. Helens.' Seamen of the Queen Charlotte confided to Alexander Todd, a government 

agent, that during this part of the mutiny the plebeian element among the seamen feared 

that outside agents, both domestic and foreign, had attempted to induce them to desert to 

the enemy, much to their horror. They also related to Todd that some of the seamen had 

lost confidence in their delegates, and that some ships' companies had appointed their own 

radical internal committees of twelve men to act for them and to confi-ont their plebeian 

Edward Charrbuth to Bridport (May 12, 1797), Captain George Campbell to Bridport 
(May 8, 1797), Gardner to Nepean (May 9,1797), and Captain James Brine to Bridport 
(May 10, 1797) all found in ADM 1/107, Captain John HoUoway to P. Parker (May 9, 
1797), George Parker to P. Parker (May 8, 1797), and Captain John Talbot to P. Parker 
(May 8, 1797), all found in ADM 1/1023, Muster Book H.M.S. Mars (January to October 
1797), ADM 36/12233, Muster Book H.M.S. Lnndort f April 1797 to October 1797), 
ADM 36/12572, HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Dwfe" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 
1797), ADM 51/1197, Mounsey, "Log of H.M.S. Dului" (September 8,1796 to October 
31, 1797), Log D.278, Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glory" (February 25,1797 to February 28, 
1798), Log G.204, Gore, "Log of H.M.S. Ramillies" (January 1,1797 to December 31, 
1797), Log R.44, Jones, "Log of H.M.S. Defiance" (April 1, 1797 to March 31, 1798), 
ADM 51/1206, Vosper, "Log of H.M.S. Monarch" (April 29,1797 to August 2,1797), 
Log M.220, Nichols, "Log of H.M.S. Marlborough" (May 1, 1796 to May 9,1797), 
ADM 51/1178, Miller, "Log of H.M.S. Megara" (September 24, 1796 to September 14, 
1797), Log M.140, J. BUgh, "Log of H.M.S. LatoncT (April 26, 1797 to July 21,1797), 
ADM 51/1198, Admiralty, Captain John Talbot, "Log of H.M.S. Eurydice" (September 
10,1796 to September 9,1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1456, PRO, Bazely, "Log of 
H.M.S. Hind' (November 20,1795 to May 16,1797) Log H.157, Clements, "Log of 
H.M.S. Mars" (December 24,17% to May 16,1797), ADM 52/3192. 

' •'̂ P. Parker to Nepean (May 8, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 
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delegates.' Rear-Admiral Patton recalled other radical action by the mutineers such as 

keeping their ships at single anchor in readiness to sail and the guns of their ships loaded 

to resist the government. Patton observed the failure of the seamen to adhere to the social 

compact's prohibition against violence, "the whole of the seamen were much more violent 

in the second mutiny than during the first.'*' There appears to have been some real 

consideration by the radical mutineers of deserting to the enemy. Captain Payne recorded 

in his log that on May 10, "Delegates came on board to propose the fleets going to sea", 

which found insufficient support among the seamen to carry out the plan.' While the 

radicals had gained in power, the plebeian seamen found their influence in decline. 

The delegates, most of whom still adhered to the plebeian masculinity, found that 

the rise in support among the seamen for radical action had greatly reduced their power 

and influence over their peers. Captain Owen recalled that several of the delegates had 

communicated with their officers who had been turned on shore that they had great 

difficulty "in restraining the unruly and vicious part of the crews, who having taken the 

lead, disputed the decisions of the delegates and other leaders, and rendered their authority 

extremely questionable."' Owen further remarked, 

Altho' an apparent tranquillity reigned on board the London at that time, 
and the ship's company obeyed the officers in carrying on the common 
duties, it was still evident that the bettermost seamen by whom the mutiny 

' '̂ Todd to King (May 17, 1797), PC 1/38/117. The meeting between Todd and the 
seamen took place in the town of St. Helens on May 12. 

' '̂ Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 18, TUN/212. 

' '̂ Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetuew  ̂(October 5, 1796 to October 31, 1797), ADM 
51/1195. 

' '̂ Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 24-25, CUN/2. 
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had been 6rst planned and carried into execution, had lost their influence 
greatly, and were in turn about to be borne down by the more worthless 
and clamourous of the crew which was more numerous, the most 
temperate portion had no leaders, and no energy, it was therefore passive 
and yielded to the temper of the day, and the audacity of the more 
violent."' 

By the end of the second week in May, the delegates had been worn down by their radical 

peers. While many of their seamen and marines considered ending the mutiny once a new 

pardon had been issued, the violent actions of the government had unleashed such a 

powerful radical tide among some of the seamen that there appeared little the delegates 

could do on their own to roll it back. 

With the decline of the plebeian leaders' influence, Vice-Admiral Colpoys' fate 

remained in jeopardy. On May 8, the delegates learned of the death of three of the seamen 

wounded on the London. Their general consensus favored trying Colpoys by a board of 

the delegates. Rather than allow the delegates to try their admiral, the ship's company of 

the London deputed John Fleming, their gunner's mate, to inform them that the company 

of the London alone had the right to try their officers. In their "violent" discussion, many 

of the delegates, who had adopted a more radical outlook, denied Fleming's claim. The 

delegates from the Queen Charlotte and Royal George, which included Valentine Joyce, 

supported the position of the Londons. Their influence conviiKed a majority of the 

delegates to let the company of the London themselves decide the fate of their officers. 

The more radical delegates of the Duke, Mars, and Latona opposed the decision, charging 

the delegates of the London with treachery. Rather than allow Colpoys' iate to be decided 

by the angry radical seamen, the leaders of the ship's company of the London decided to 

abide by the terms of the social compact they sought to revive. 

' '̂ Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 23-24, CUN/2. 

'̂ ^Owen, Recollections of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 19-21, CUN/2, Patton, Account of the 
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The seamen of the London determined that the &te of Vice-Admiral Colpoys, 

Captain GrifBth, and Lieutenant Bover would be settled by a civil jury. On May 9, the 

chaplain and other witnesses from the London landed at Portsmouth and gave evidence 

before the local coroner. The Coroner's Jury accorded great weight to the evidence 

provided the chaplain of the London, and returned a verdict of 'Justifiable Homicide'. 

The seamen of the London released all three ofiScers. Noting the danger of reprisal. 

Lieutenant Bover quickly went ashore.'̂ ' The radical element had misjudged their power 

ashore; few juries would find homicide in the death of a few revolutionaries by their 

patrician rulers. 

The simple task of landii^ five ofBcers on shore became the site of continued 

coniUct between the two factions of the seamen. On May 11, in order to protect 

Vice-Admiral Colpoys and several other officers, the crew of the London determined to 

land them ashore to the protection of the bcal magistrate. This decision had the approval 

Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 15-17, TUN/212, John Fleming to the Delegates of 
the Fleet (May 8,1797) found in both PRV/37 and GrifBth Colpoys, A Letter to 
Vice-Admiral Sir Thoma.s Ryam Martin 44-46 

'̂ 'The chaplain of the London thought it prudent to remain on shore and not return to the 
London after his testimony. Owen, Recollectmas of the Mutiny at Spithead. 20-22, 
CUN/2, Patton, Account of the Mutinies af SpjffpfaH and St. Helens. 20-21, TUN/212, 
and The Delegates of the Fleet to the Ship's Company of the London (May 8, 1797), 
PRV/37. 

'̂ ^The night before, several boats from other ships came to the London. Their crews 
warned the Londons not to try to land Colpoys without their permission. The ship's 
company of the London informed these radicals that if they attempted to harm any of the 
London's ofiScers, they woukl be repelled with force. These radical seamen had disobeyed 
the order of their delegates to leave the matter in the hands of the London's company. See 
Colpoys to Nepean (May 10,1797), found in both GrifiBth Colpoys, A Letter to 
Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Byam Martin. 25-27 and ADM 1/107. 
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of the delegates of the fleet and Admiral Bridport.'̂ ^ In an attempt to land Colpoys 

ashore undetected, the seamen of the London asked Colpoys to remove his uniform, to 

which he objected. They did succeed in getting him to partially conceal his identity by 

wearing an overcoat and a round hat. Using their festest rowing boat, a cutter, they 

escorted Colpoys safely ashore. The boat crew reassured Colpoys that they would not let 

any harm come to him or his officers. Surprised by the sudden departure of the London's 

cutter, armed men from the Mars, one of the most radical crews, failed in their attempt to 

intercept the London's cutter. Once ashore the seamen escorted Colpoys and his officers 

to the safety of the local magistrate, who immediately released them on their own 

recognizance. The seamen of the London hauled down Colpoys' flag from their ship that 

night. It would never fly over the London again.Colpoys' escape produced a partial 

victory for both factions of the seamen. The radicals succeeded in having him removed 

from their fleet, but the plebeians had succeeded in ensuring his safe escape to land. 

Throughout the end of the second week in May, the struggle for control of the 

mutiny between those plebeian seamen who supported the social compact and those who 

promoted radical alternatives intensified. On the 9th of May, the crew of the Duke had 

'̂ ^Both the delegates of the fleet and Bridport had boarded the London to confer with 
Colpoys and the leaders of the ship's company of the London. See Payne, ''Log of H.M.S. 
Impetueuj^^ (October 5,1796 to October 31,1797), ADM 51/1195. 

l '̂̂ Owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiny at Spithead. 23-24, CUN/2, Patton, Accountofthc 
Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 20-21, TUN/212, Colpoys to Nepean (May 11, 
1797), ADM 1/107, Payne, "Log of H.M.S. ImpetuewT (October 5, 1796 to October 31, 
1797), ADM 51/1195, Domett, 'Tog of H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1, 1796 to June 30, 
1797), Log R.254, and Thombrough, "Log of H.M.S. Robusf (July 10,1796 to July 9, 
1797), ADM 51/4494. Patton believed that radical mutineers had torn down Colpoys' flag 
after the coroner's jury had returned their verdict of justifiable homicide which occurred 
on May 8, but the above ships' bgs make it clear that Colpoys' flag remained flying on the 
London until the night of May 11. 
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&llen under near complete control of the radical element among the fleet. Their leaders 

had decided to defect with their ship to France, but the crew of the London prevented 

their escape by threatening to pursue and attack them. The ship's company of the Mars 

appears to have become the most radical company in the fleet.Refusing to abide by the 

rule of the delegates, the company formed its own internal committee. Besides 

attempting to prevent the ofiBcers firom the London reaching the safety of shore, the 

seamen of the Mars tried to use force to void the decisions of the delegates of the fleet. 

On May 10, the delegates had ordered the company of the Hind to return to the Spithead. 

The Hind prepared to sail only to be boarded by men from the Mars who threatened to 

flre upon them they sailed. To enforce the order of the delegates, the ship's company of 

the Royal George, who were committed to a return to the social compact, resolved the 

impasse by threatening to fire upon the Mars. Captain Payne of the Impetueux recorded 

that the Royal Georges had every "intention of firing into the Mars" In the end, the 

radicals on the Mars backed down and the Hind sailed to Spithead. As neither faction 

'̂ ^The mutineers on the Duke had removed over twenty-two of their officers during the 
second phase of the Spithead Mutiny. See Table 18. 

l26owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiny at Spithead. 22, CUN/2. 

'̂ ^The radical mutineers of the Mars had removed twenty-two officers from their ship 
during the mutiny; the same number as the Duke and second only to the Terrible who 
removed over twenty-five. See Table 18. 

l28cienKnts, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24,1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 
52/3192. 

'29Bazeiy^ "Log ofH.M.S. Himt (November 20,1795 to May 16,1797), Log H.157 and 
Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetueux" (October 5,1796 to Octoter 31, 1796), ADM 
5lh 195. On May 8, the Mars had forced the Hind to move with them from Spithead to 
St. Helens. 
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of the seamen had the power to dominate the seamen of the fleet completely, the only 

actors that could resolve the impasse remained the government and the leadership of the 

Royal Navy. This in turn proved problematic as few seamen fully trusted the patricians due 

to their mishandling of both phases of the Spithead Mutiny. 

"We Received the Old Hero As Our Friend" 

The leadership of the Royal Navy realized the severity of having thirty-five ships 

and almost fourteen thousand seamen and marines of the main British fleet in a continued 

state of mutiny, worst of all, possibly under the control of seamen who rejected the 

patricians' rule. The second mutiny in the words of the Admiralty's First Secretary Evan 

Nepean, "filled their Lordships with the deepest concern."An intelligence report that 

predicting a French invasion in early May also encouraged the Admiralty to end the 

mutiny.'̂ ' Realizing that the use of force offered no solution, the Admiralty hoped that 

Parliament's approval of the Seamen's Act would encourage the seamen to end their 

mutiny.On May 8 both houses had passed the bill, and on May 9, with George Ill's 

signature it had become the law; too late, however, to prevent the violent confi'ontation on 

the London which had precipitated the second mutiny. The bill allowed for an additional 

£372,000 to defray the expenses of the raise in pay for the seamen and marines and to 

'̂ ^Admiralty, Nepean to Bridport (May 9,1797), found in both Admiralty Board Minutes 
May to June 1797. ADM 3/137, PRO and ADM 2/943. 

'̂ '"Extract of a Letter from the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland to the Duke of Portland dated 
April IS, 1797, and marked anon Secret and Confident^", ADM 1/4172. The report 
stated that a captured French privateer's crew toki of a French invasion of Ireland in two 
weeks. 

'̂ ^epean to P. Parker (May 8,1797) and Nepean to P. Parker (May 9, 1797), ADM 
2/1019 and Nepean to Bridport (May 8, 1797), ADM 2/943. 
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cover the cost of the increased scale of their provisions. The Admirahy sent copies of the 

bill to Portsmouth, these arrived on May 9.'̂ ^ The Admiralty hoped that Parliament's 

passage of the seamen's bill by Parliament would persuade the mutineers of the good faith 

of the government's actions. It would take a great deal of effort by Admiralty to undo the 

work of a few Macious newspaper reports. 

The Admiralty's attempt to end the mutiny by publicizing the passage of the 

seamen's act found support among the plebeian seamen but tailed to bring into 

submissions the radical element On May 9, Admiral Bridport had the copies of the bill sent 

to each ship in his fleet. On May 9 and 10, the senior ofiBcers who remained onboard 

turned out their ships' companies and read them the bill. Generally the report of the 

bill's passage received a favorable response among the majority of the seamen and marines 

at St. Helens.But radicals among the fleet would not end their mutiny simply because 

Parliament had redressed some of their material grievances. Thomas Clements, master of 

'̂ ^Nepean, "Circular" (May 9,1797), ADM 2/1079 and P. Parker to Nepean (May 9, 
1797), ADM 1/1023.Admiralty backdated the pay increase to April 20, 1797. See 
Nepean to Bridport (May 10,1797), ADM 2/943. In Edition to the previous agreed pay 
increases, schoolmasters, armourers, cooks, and caulkers (but not surgeon's mates) gained 
a monthly increase of 5/6, similar to that of the petty officers. See Admiralty, Lord 
Spencer, J. Gambier, and W. Young to the Navy Board (May 19,1797), r.ords Personal 
Letters May-September. 1797. ADM 2/282, PRO. 

'̂ '̂ Bridport to Nepean (May 10, 1797), ADM 1/107, Bazely, "Log of H.M.S. Hind" 
(November 20,1795 to May 16,1797), Log H.157, HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" 
(August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 51/1197, Admiralty, Lieutenant D. Colby, 
"Log of H.M.S. Robust" (September 17,1796 to September 17, 1797), I.ogs of the 
Robust 1793-1802. Log R.168, NMM, McFarland, "Log of H.M.S. 0/ee/i Charlotte" 
(June 3,17% to July 9, 1797), Log Q.23, and Brine, "Log of H.M.S. Glory" (February 
25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), G.204. 

^^^Admirahy, Nepean to Orde (May 11, 1797), Admiralty Secretaries Letters: Secret 
Letters January to November 1797. ADM 2/1352, PRO. 
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the MarSy recorded in his log that the greater part of his ship's company, well known for 

their radicalism, "coolly received" the bill.'̂ ^ In general, while the seamen and marines of 

the Channel Fleet welcomed the bill's passage, they initially remained only partially 

satisfied.The Admiralty had to take another step to bring the seamen and marines of 

the Channel Fleet back to order. 

While the passage of the seamen's bill did not heal all wounds, it did reduce 

tensions enough that a few ships' companies began to invite back officers they had 

removed. While Vice-Admiral Colpoys would never return to the London, the day after 

they forced him ashore, the men of the Royal Sovereign requested the return of 

Vice-Admiral Gardner. He accepted and boarded his flagship on May 11. On May 11 

Admiral Parker informed the Admiralty that "the crews of the ships at St. Helens appear 

better disposed to return to their duty, several of them having requested their former 

officers to resume their command".'̂ ' The ship's company of the Eurydice requested the 

return of Captain Talbot citing his position as "father" of the "family" of the company, and 

his role as "shepherd" to their "flock".''*® By May 12 Captain Miller of the Megara 

Fireship had resumed command as weU.''*' Also on May 12, the crew of the Latona 

'̂ ^Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Marf (December 24, 1796 to May 16, 1797), ADM 
52/3192. 

'̂ ^P. Parker to Nepean (May 10, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 

'̂ ^Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17, 1796 to June 30,1797), Log 
R.302, and John Long and others for the Ship's Company of the Royal Sovereign to 
Gardner (May 9,1797), ADM 1/107. 

'39p. Parker to Nepean (May 11, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 

''*®Ship's Company of the Eurydice to Captain John Talbot, ADM 1/1023. 

''̂ •Bridport to Nepean (May 12, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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allowed Captain John Bligh and one of his lieutenants to return to their ship. The return 

of these officers provided the Admiralty with evidence that some of the Channel Fleet had 

moved closer to ending their mutiny, but further action was required. 

The arrival of Admiral Lord Howe to Portsmouth contributed greatly to the 

seamen's and marines' decision to terminate their mutiny. On the orders of George III, 

Howe set off for Portsmouth on May 10, arriving the next day.''*^ The government had 

given Howe six specific tasks. First, they ordered him to travel to Portsmouth and 

determine the causes of the mutiny. Second, the government wanted Howe to encourage 

the men to end their mutiny. Howe's third task was to admonish the mutineers that the 

government had passed their bill, and that the rest of the seamen and their country found 

their continued state of mutiny "repugnant". Fourth, Howe had to convince the mutineers 

that the bill and pardon were both genuine. Howe's fifth order extended the King's Pardon 

of April 22 until May 11 or longer if Howe felt it necessary. Lastly, Howe was to inform 

the seamen that if they expected the government's "paternal regard" they must obey the 

rule of their officers. The government's message implied that they sought to restore the 

patrician-plebeian social contract but the seamen would have to do so as well.''*^ 

Supported by a second Royal Pardon that continued the earlier pardon of April 22 to 

whenever Howe wished to extend it. Admiral Howe arrived at Portsmouth armed with 

real bargaining power.The government had high expectations for Howe's mission. 

•42BUgh, "Log of H.M.S. Latom" (April 26 to July, 1797) ADM 51/1198. 

'''̂ Howe to the Duke of Portland (May 16, 1797), ADM 1/4172 and Nepean to P. Parker 
(May 9, 1797) and Nepean to Bridport (May 9,1797), both found in ADM 3/137. 

'̂ George III, "Instructk)ns for Admiral Earl Howe" (May 10, 1797), found in both ADM 
1/5125 and ADM 3/137. 

''̂ ^George III, "A Proclamation" (May 11, 1797), WYN 109/7. 
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In a dramatic reversal of his absolutely passive response to the seamen before their 

first mutiny less than a month earlier, Howe, despite his poor health, actively worked to 

convince the seamen to end their mutiny. For the next three days, ship by ship, Howe met 

with the seamen of the Channel Fleet. In each meeting, Howe worked to regain the 

seamen's confidence. On the afternoon of May 11, Howe met with the delegates of the 

Channel Fleet on the Royal George}^ The next morning (May 12), Howe boarded the 

Queen Charlotte met with its crew, most of whom appeared satisfied with the 

government's proposal.''*^ After about an hour and a half on the Queen Charlotte, Howe 

traveled to the Duke and spoke with its ship's company for over two and a half hours. 

On the morning of May 13, Howe and Admiral Parker met again with the delegates on the 

Royal William in Portsmouth Harbor. In this crucial four and a half hour meeting, Howe 

dramatically changed the minds of the delegates of the Channel Fleet. 

'46At 2 p.m. Howe boarded the Royal George. A half an hour later a boat from the Royal 
George went out to pick up the delegates of the fleet fiY)m their ships. HoUoway, "Log of 
H.M.S. Dttfe" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 51/1197. 

''̂ ^Howe boarded the Queen Charlotte at 10:30 a.m. McFarland recorded that, "Admiral 
Earl Howe came on board and explained the Act of Parliament which had passed in lavor 
of the seamen and marines, his Lordship's good advice to the people appeared to give 
much satisfaction to the major part of the ship's company." See McFarland, "Log of 
H.M.S. Queen Charlotte" (June 3, 1796 to July 9,1797), Log Q.23. 

''̂ ^Howe boarded the Duke at 12:30 p.m. on May 12. He departed at shortly before 3 
p.m. of the same afternoon. See HoUoway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke'' (August 22, 1796 to 
August 31,1797), ADM 51/1197. 

''̂ ^Howe and Parker boarded the Royal William at 11 a.m. on May 13 and departed four 
and a half hours later at 3:30 p.m. The delegates returned to St. Helens from Spithead at 4 
p.nL on May 13 so they must have left the Royal William about the same time as Howe 
and Parker. See Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William'' (May 1,1797 to April 30, 
1798), ADM 51/1214, Payne, "Log of H.M.S. ImpetuewT (October 5, 1796 to October 
31, 1797), ADM 51/1195, and Thombrough, "Log of H.M.S. Robust' (July 10,1796 to 
July 9, 1797), ADM 51/4494. 
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Howe listened to the delegates' grievances and worked to reassure them of the 

sincerity of the government's actions. The delegates of the fleet, those who still generally 

&vored the plebeian support of the social compact, informed Howe that their grievances 

remained the same as during the first phase of the Spithead mutiny with the addition of the 

complaints by some ships' companies against specific officers.Howe assured the 

delegates in these meetings that the bill passed by Parliament, the internal changes made by 

the Admiralty, and the King's pardon had met all of their previous demands. Howe also 

attempted to impress the delegates with his belief that their combinations had resulted in 

"misbehaviour". They responded that he and the Admiralty had driven them to mutiny by 

ignoring their petitions. The delegates also rebuffed Howe's demand that they accept back 

all the officers they had sent ashore. Instead they produced a list of forty-six officers 

whom their ships' companies woukl not accept back.'̂ ' Despite these points of 

disagreement, in the span of four and a half hours Howe gained the seamen's confidence. 

The delegates and Howe agreed to meet again when Howe would produce the Royal 

'̂ ^Only the sixteen ships of the line that had sent delegates during the first phase of the 
Spithead Mutiny plus the Monarch sent delegates to the meeting. There had been some 
changes in the delegates; of the original thirty-two (two each from sixteen ships), eleven 
had changed. The London and the Pompee's companies had replaced both of their 
delegates. These new men may not have been more radkal as John Fleming had become 
one of the delegates from the London and he remained firmly in the canq) of the plebeians. 
See Delegates of the Fleet to Howe (May 13,1797), ADM 1/5125 and Delegates of the 
Fleet to Bridport (May 14,1797), Additranal Manuscript 35197. 

'̂ 'Delegates of the Fleet, "Ships' Objections Against Their Officers" (May 13, 1797), 
ADM 1/5125. The officers listed here included only those from the sixteen ships of the line 
that had sent delegates during the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny. Three ships 
companies had refused to reaccept their captains: Nkhols of the Marlborough, Campbell 
of the Terrible, and Cooke of the la Nymphe. 
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Pardon for the seamen and marines who in turn would end their mutiny. Howe 

telegraphed the Admiralty that he expected the mutiny to end the next day. 

The arrival of Sir Roger Curtis' mutinous squadron from Plymouth interrupted 

these negotiations. Despite early indications that the ships' companies at Plymouth had 

accepted the settlement that ended the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, most of the 

companies at Plymouth had mutinied again on April 27, 1797. Like the crews of the 

Channel Fleet, the actions of the seamen of the P^mouth squadron varied due to the 

relative strength of the two factions of seamen (plebeian and radical) on each ship. On 

April 29, the companies at Plymouth sent delegates to confer with the delegates of the 

Channel Fleet, and learned of the agreements between the mutineers and the government 

that ended the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny. On May 1, the delegates returned by 

land and sea to Plymouth to inform their peers of the bargain worked out by the seamen of 

the Channel Fleet and the Admiralty. By May 4, the seamen at Plymouth had returned to 

good order. 

'̂ ^Howe to the Duke of Portland (May 16, 1797), ADM 1/4172, Howe to Bridport (May 
14,1797), both found in Addition^ Manuscript 35197, Owen, Recollections of the 
Mutiny at Spithead. 25, Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 
21-22, TUN/212, and Admiralty, "Circular" (May 13,1797) ADM 2/1079. In 1796, the 
Admiralty set up a signaling system, "telegraphs", that connected the naval bases at 
Plymoutl^ Portsmouth, Deal, and Yarmouth with the Admiralty in Whitehall. See Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy. 263-264. 

'̂ ^Orde to Nepean (April 23,1797), Orde to Nepean (April 27,1797), and Orde to 
Nepean (April 30, 1797), all found in Orde/6, P. Parker to Nepean (April 30, 1797), 
ADM 1/1022, P. Parker to Nepean (May 1,1797), ADM 1/1023, and Ship's Company of 
the Atlas to the Admiralty (May 4,179*^, ADM 1/5125. The leaders of the mutiny on the 
Saturn adopted internal ship's rules similar to those used by the seamen of the Channel 
Fleet during the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny. See Ship's Company of the Satum, 
"Artkles" (April 27, 1797), Addltbnal Manuscript 35197. 
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To keep a presence in the western end of the English Channel, on May 9 the 

Admiralty ordered Rear-Admiral Roger Curtis to sail from Plymouth with the squadron he 

commanded. [)espite a foiled attempt by the seamen of the Caesar to encourage the 

seamen to mutiny, Curtis' squadron remained in good order until May 11, when his men 

again mutinied. This time they demanded to travel to Spithead in order to join the 

mutineers of the Channel Fleet. Under duress, Curtis agreed to their demands, and on May 

12, his squadron departed Plymouth. Aware that Curtis' had sailed his squadron to 

Portsmouth, the Admiralty ordered Bridport to take the squadron under his command 

upon their arrival at St. Helens. 

At 2 p.m. on May 14, the afternoon before the final meeting with Admiral Howe 

and the delegates had been planned, Curtis' squadron arrived at St. Helens.Finding the 

Channel Fleet in a state of mutiny, the seamen of Curtis' squadron followed their example 

and began the removal of their officers from command of their ships. All but one of the 

eight ships' companies in Sir Roger Curtis' squadron removed at least one officer. In total 

they set ashore sixty-three officers, almost twice as many per ship than had the mutineers 

of the Channel Fleet. The mutiny of the seamen and marines from yet another eight 

•54Nepean to Rear-Admiral Roger Curtis (May 9, 1797) ADM 2/1352, Curtis to Nepean 
(May 11,1797), (May 12, 1797) and (May 12,1797) all found in ADM 1/107, Nepean to 
Bridport (May 14,1797), ADM 3/137. Curtis' squadron consisted of the Prince, 
Formidable, Caesar, Le Juste, Russel, Ganges, Hector, and Thames. See Pickmore, "Log 
of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1, 1797 to April 30,178), ADM 51/1214. 

'55pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal miliarn" (May 1,1797 to April 30, 178), ADM 
51/1214 and Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetueux" (October 5, 1796 to October 31, 1797), 
ADM 51/1195. 

'̂ ^Curtis' squadron sent ashore 63 men from 8 ships, an 7.88 average conq)ared to the 
152 send ashore by the seamen of the Channel Fleet from 35 ships, or 4.34. The company 
of the Formidable dkl not send ashore any officers. No captains found themsekes 
removed; the majority of men forced out by their ships' companies came from the ranks of 
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ships, made the meeting, scheduled for the next morning, between Admiral Howe and the 

delegates of crucial importance to the Admiralty. 

At 9 a.m. on the morning of May IS, two days after their last meeting, Howe 

again met with the delegates, this time at the docks in Portsmouth. They then traveled b 

their respective boats past the Royal William, which gave Howe the required seventeen 

gun salute, to St. Helens. At St. Helens Howe and the delegates boarded the Royal 

George. There Howe read both the King's pardon and the Acts of Parliament which the 

delegates received with great satis&ction.'̂ ^ Only an hour after Howe and the delegates 

had left Portsmouth the seamen, satisfied with the government's concessions, ended their 

mutiny. On the Royal George, the seamen once again hoisted the royal standard at the 

foremast, the union jack at the mizzen-mast, and Lord Bridport's flag at the main mast, 

firing a royal salute of twenty-one guns to celebrate the end of their mutiny. Afterwards 

the delegates dispersed to their own ships and read the pardon and acts of Parliament to 

their respective companies who in general received them with great satis&ction. To signal 

their return to duty, the ships' companies each gave three cheers and hoisted the British 

union jacks once more above their ships. The delegates from Roger Curtis' squadron also 

accepted the settlement on behalf of their men. Admiral Parker sent an express boat to 

the lieutenants (18), the masters' mates (10), and the midshipmen (18). See Curtis, "List 
of OfScers of the Ships Under the Command of Rear-Admiral Sir Roger Curtis Send On 
Shore From Spithead By the Ships' Companies When They Were In a State of Mutiny on 
the 14th and ISth May 1797', ADM 1/107. The mutinous ships' companies remaining at 
Plymouth ordered out 66 ofBcers from nineteen ships ashore. See Admiralty, "A List of 
Officers Who Have Been Turned On Shore at Plymouth Since the Late Commotions" 
(May 29, 1797), ADM 3/137. Overall the ships' companies at Spithead, St. Helens, and 
Plymouth removed almost three hundred of their officers. 

'̂ ^For the fiiU text of the pardon see George III, "A Proclamation" (May 11,1797), ADM 
3/137. 
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inform the seamen at Plymouth that the mutiny of the Channel Fleet and Curtis' squadron 

had ended. Howe, through all his clout, derived from his previous patricianly care of 

his men as well as through the respect of the seamen he had earned through his 

demonstration of his maritime skill, had convinced his seamen to end their mutiny. 

After the mutiny ended. Admiral Bridport attempted to bring his fleet back to a 

state of readiness by hoisting the signal to prepare to sail. This time the seamen obeyed 

their Admiral's order; they issued no mutinous cheers. However, the return of Admiral 

Howe and the fleet's delegates to Portsmouth delayed Bridport's planned departure. The 

delegates requested that Admiral Howe be rowed through the fleet as a sign to their 

seamen and marines of their appreciation for all that Howe had done for them. As they 

passed each ship, its company manned the sides and rigging and cheered Admiral Howe 

and the delegates. The procession grew into a "triumphal show" as boats containing two 

musical bands, army and militia ofiBcers, and ladies from Portsmouth joined them. Once 

ashore, the delegates carried Howe to the Governors house where they joined him for 

"refreshments". A plebeian seaman's poem recorded their satisfaction with the 

'̂ ^Howe to the Duke of Portland (May 16, 1797) and Delegates of Sir Roger Curtis' 
Squadron to Howe (May 15, 1797), both found in ADM 1/4172, P. Parker to Nepean 
(May IS, 1797), ADM 1/1023, Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 26, 
CUN/2, Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helens. 22-23, TLIN/212, 
Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal William" (May 1,1797 to April 30, 1798), ADM 
51/1214, Gore, "Log of H.M.S. Ramillie^ (January 1,1797 to December 31, 1797), Log 
R.44, Clements, "Log of H.M.S. Mars" (December 24, 1796 to May 16, 1797), ADM 
52/3192, Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign" (June 17,1796 to June 30,1797), 
Log R.302, Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1,17% to June 30, 1797), Log 
R.254, Holloway, "Log of H.M.S. Duke" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 
51/1197, Payne, "Log of H.M.S. Impetuew^'' (October 5,1797 to October 31,1797), 
ADM 51/1195, Brine, '̂ og of H.M.S. Glorf (February 25,1797 to February 28, 1798), 
Log G.204, and Thombrough, "Log of H.M.S. Robusf (Jufy 10,17% to July 9,1797), 
ADM 51/4494. 
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renegotiated maritime social compact as well as their rejection of the radical i^enda, "But 

at length from our king Lord Howe be was sent. To redress our grievances to our frill 

content; We received the old hero with joy as our friend. And the Act being passed we will 

cheerfriily sing, 'Confrision to France and long live our King!"''̂ ^ 

While the seamen rejoiced in their victory, the government and its supporters 

found little to celebrate. Rear-Admiral Patton, present at the proceedings, observed that 

few of the civilians present would cheer the seamen in their victoiy. Among the patricians, 

according to Patton, "The return of the seamen to their duty, in the circumstances under 

which they professed to return, was not a proper ground for showing before them public 

demonstrations of joy; nor was the humiliation of the government a proper subject for 

exultation."'̂  This experience shaped the patricians' unwillingness to yield to any new 

demands by the Nore mutineers. 

Admiral Howe, armed with the royal pardon and acts of parliament, had convinced 

the seamen of the Channel Fleet to end their mutiny. While many radical seamen remained 

unhappy with the settlement, the plebeian seamen accepted with pleasure the 

government's pardon and acts which confirmed once and for all the reality of their victory; 

'5'"A New Song," Firth, Naval Songs and Rallads. 277-279. 

I^Owen, Recollection.s of the Mutiny at Spithead. 26, CUN/2, Patton, Account of the 
Mutinies at Spithead and St. Helero;. 22-23, TlJN/212, Pickmore, "Log of H.M.S. Royal 
William'' (May 1, 1797 to April 30, 1798), ADM 51/1214, Gore, "Log of H.M.S. 
Ramillies" (January 1, 1797 to December 31, 1797), Log R.44, Clements, "Log of H.M.S 
Mars" (December 24,1796 to May 16,1797), ADM 52/3192, Bedford, "Log of H.M.S. 
Royal Sovereign" (June 17,17% to June 30, 1797), Log R.302, NMM, Domett, "Log of 
H.M.S. Royal George" (July 1, 1796 to June 30,1797), Log R.254, HoUoway, "Log of 
H.M.S. Duke" (August 22, 1796 to August 31, 1797), ADM 51/1197, Payne, "Log of 
H.M,S. ImpetueujT (October 5, 1797 to October 31, 1797), ADM 51/1195, Brine, "Log 
of H.M.S. Glory" (February 25, 1797 to Februaiy 28,1798), G.204, and Thombrough, 
"Log of H.M.S. Robusr (July 10,17% to July 9, 1797), ADM 51/4494. 
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finite material gains within the limits of the patrician-plebeian social contract. Despite the 

plebeian seamen's covert planning and tight control of the first phase of the Spithead 

mutiny, the growth in credibility of the radical Action among the seamen after the 

bloodshed on the London had both weakened their control over their peers and moved the 

mutiny into a direction not to their liking. Captain Owen observed, "None hailed the 

termination of this mutiny with more real satis&ction than the leaders of it, none could be 

more sensible of the evils attendant on a state of insubordination, they rejoiced to find 

themselves released from the responsibility of the dangerous post they had assumed, and 

from a precarious authority which every hour was called to question by those whose 

benefit they persuaded themselves they were seeking."'̂ ' 

With the end of the mutiny, Admiral Bridport hastily assembled the ships of his 

fleet that remained serviceable and prepared to sail. The Admiralty had ordered him to go 

to sea "without a moment's loss of time". Bridport's orders required him to blockade the 

French port of Brest and destroy any French ships that attempted to put to sea.'̂ ^ The 

rest of his fleet remained under-officered and unable to sail after the mutinous ships' 

companies had removed many of their officers. Even after his seamen had accepted back 

over one hundred officers, Bridport's fleet remained almost fifty officers short, roughly a 

fifth of the officer corps. The La Nymphe had only one commissioned officer left on 

board. Lieutenant Lloyd, the crew having removed the captain and the two other 

lieutenants.'̂  The Admiralty worked to find unassigned officers for these positions or 

'̂ 'Owen, Recollections of the Mutiny at Spithead. 41, CUN/2. 

'̂ ^Spencer, Arden, and Gambier to Bridport (May 15, 1797), ADM 2/1352. 

Admiralty, "Memorandum" (May 29,1797), ADM 3/137. 

'̂ Lieutenant Henry Lbyd to Bridport (May 9, 1797), ADM 1/107. 
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transferred nien from other ships to fill the vacancies. For example, to fill the three 

vacancies on the Hind, Admiral Parker, appointed a new captain, Joseph Larcom, and 

transferred two lieutenants from other ships to the While some additional 

captains could be found, the lack of lieutenants on half-pay forced the Admiralty to 

authorize Bridport to make acting ofiScers from the petty officers.'̂  Two ofScers from 

the London remained absent fi^m the fleet; the Admiralty had replaced Captain GrifBth 

with Captain Purvis and had ordered Vice-Admiral John Colpoys to strike his flag and 

come ashore.Also unintentionally absent from the Channel Fleet were fifty boats and 

the three or four hundred seamen who had gone ashore to attend Admiral Howe at the end 

of the mutiny. These men missed the sailing of the Channel Fleet as well. Admirals 

Bridport and Parker did manage to find enough ofiScers to send twenty-six ships to sea. 

On May 17 the Channel Fleet sailed south south-west from St. Helens and disappeared 

into the thick weather. 

165p Parker to Nepean (May 16,1797), ADM 1/1023. 

'̂ Nepean to Bridport (May 16, 1797), ADM 2/943. 

'̂ ^Spencer, Stephens, and Young to Colpoys (May 14, 1797), ADM 2/1352 and 
Admiralty, Lieutenant John Maughan, "Log of H.M.S. London'^ (August 1,1796 to July 
31,1797), Logsofthe Wow 1794-1802. Log L.192, NMM. 

'̂ *Bridport to Nepean (May 16, 1797), ADM 1/107 and Domett, "Log of H.M.S. Royal 
George" (July 1,1796 to June 30,1797), Log R.254. 

'̂ ^These ships included: the Royal George, Royal Sovereign, Queen Charloite, Glory, 
Duke, London, Impetueux, Defiance, Monarch, Pompee, Robust, Mars, Terrible, 
Ramillies, Marlborough, Minotaur, Defence, La Nymphe, Pique, Jason, Melpomene, 
Megara, Incendiary, Medusa, Nimrod cutter, and the Argus lugger. Bridport to Nepean 
(May 14,1797) and (May 18, 1797) both found in ADM 1/107, P. Parker to Nepean 
(May 17, 1797), ADM 1/1023, Bridport, "Admiral Bridport's Log" (December 25,1796 
to diecember 15,1799), ADM 50/124, and Admiralty, Captain John Vashon, "Log of 
H.M.S. Pompee" (July 1,1796 to June 30,1797), Logs of the Pompee 1795-1802. Log 
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Conclusion 

The second phase of the Spithead Mutiny took a &r more radical turn than the 

first. While the covert planning of the first phase had kept the leadership of the mutiny in 

the hands of those leading seamen &voring the existing social compact, significant 

numbers of men fevoring radical alternatives contested them for control of the second 

phase of the mutiny. Radical seamen of the Mars promoted &llacious newspaper reports 

that Parliament had thrown their bill out, propelling the seamen and marines of the 

Channel Fleet into a nearly spontaneous mutiny that lacked strong leadership. Additionally 

the belief of both the Admiralty and Colpoys that they could suppress mutiny with force 

had convinced many seamen of the merit of the radical agenda. Once blood had been split 

by both sides on the deck of the London, many seamen believed that the patrician-plebeian 

social contract had been voided. 

A growing number of plebeians in the Channel Fleet came to believe that any 

further forms of protest within the traditions of the patrician-plebeian social contract 

would yield them no real benefits. Had not the patricians violated the social contract by 

using deadly force against them? As the radical element within the seamen grew, the 

leadership of the plebeian seamen seemed to waver. While individuals such as Valentine 

Joyce and John Fleming and ships' companies of the Royal George and, surprising given 

the events, the London, worked to suppress the radkal cause, as events dragged on 

without a resolution many seamen came to believe that only the radu;al visk)n had merit. 

Only the intervention of Admiral Howe, armed with ofBcial government concessions in the 

form of the act of Parliament and the second Royal pardon, gave the plebeian seamen the 

P. 172, NMM. 
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support necessary to regain control of their peers to the extent necessary to end their fleet 

wide mutiny once and for all. 

First and foremost, the actions of the patricians created the circumstances that 

forced the seamen into action during their mutinies in April at Spithead and in May at St. 

Helens. Howe's and Spencer's dismissal of the seamen's earliest petitions drove them into 

mutiny in April 1797. The patricians quickly yielded to the plebeian seamen's orderly 

mutiny executed within the eighteenth-century traditions of plebeian protest and naval 

mutiny. After the seamen of the Channel Fleet came to order and waited for a favorable 

wind at St. Helens, the government once again promoted distrust and distress among the 

seamen by taking too long to pass their bill. Had the government acted quicker in passing 

the Seamen's Act, sensationalist newspaper reports that the government had betrayed the 

seamen woukl have had far less credence in the seamen's eyes. Bridport also bears some 

responsibility for patrician feilures for leaving part of his fleet in a continued state of 

semi-mutiny under the command of the ill-prepared Colpoys. Most of the blame for 

patrician failure, however, resides with the Admiralty, especiaUy Lord Spencer. Spencer's 

inability to understand that the patrician-plebeian social contract entailed a reciprocal 

compromise promoted the rise of the radical vision among the seamen. In the minds of 

many seamen, his order to resist mutiny with force had efifectively voided the social 

contract and left open the radical path as the only redress for the plebeian seamen and 

marines.The filings of the patrician leaders of Britain promoted the growth of support 

'̂ ^Patton believed that the Admiralty had &iled to understand that the material discontent 
among the seamen remained wide^read, and that the government did not have the power 
to force the seamen to yield command of their ships once the mutiny had began. Patton 
recalled that, "However plain these points may now be, they certainly were not perceived 
by the Admiralty when their Lordships were at Portsmouth; nor had they a just conception 
of the danger when they issued the general order dated the 1st of May, which certainty 
produced the bloodshed on the London^" See Patton, Account of the Mutinies at Spithead 
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for the radical plan to abolish the patricians' rule fiir more than the actions of the 

ill-organized radicals. 

The conclusion of the Spithead Mutinies did not end support for the radical 

challenge to the social compact. For the rest of 1797 radical elements, still influential in 

the Channel Fleet, continued to attempt to incite their peers to mutiny without any real 

victories. The radical heyday among the Channel Fleet did, however, encourage others to 

pursue the same approach. Captain Owen believed that the actions of the radicals during 

the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny inspired radical elements of the civilian 

population to continue their work, ''The sentiments of insubordination so general at that 

moment [second phase of the Spithead Mutiny], led many of their countrymen on shore to 

approve of their proceeding, and to hail their turbuleiKe as a means of accomplishing the 

revolutionary schemes they had in view".The radical seamen of the North Sea Fleet, 

stationed off the coast of Holland and at the Nore Anchorage at the mouth of the River 

Thames, also looked to the actions of the revolutionaries during the second phase of the 

Spithead Mutiny for inspiration in their mutiny. 

and St. Helens. 17. TUN/212. 

'̂ 'Owen, Recollectioas of the Mutiiy at Spithead. 43, CUN/2. 
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CHAPTERS 

"The Flags of Defiance"' 

The First Phase of the Nore Mutiny 

Introduction 

The defeat of the radical seamen by the combined efforts of their plebeian peers 

and the government during the Spithead Mutiny did not end mass revolutionary efforts 

within the British navy. Signs of discontent, both plebeian oriented material demands and 

radical attempts at revolution, exhibited themselves in the North Seas Fleet and other 

elements of the Royal Navy stationed at the Nore Anchorage, located at the mouth of the 

River Thames.^ While rumblings of dissatisfaction had begun in early May in the North 

Sea Fleet, commanded by Admiral Adam Duncan, the major eruption of mutiny took place 

on May 12,1797 at the Nore Anchorage. Over the next month, almost all of Duncan's 

fleet deserted him at sea and returned to the Nore to join the mutiny, which eventually 

included thirty-three ships manned by over ten thousand seamen and marines. After a 

month of radical mutinous activity, a counter-revolution by plebeian seamen brought an 

end to the Nore Mutiny. The Nore mutiny greatly alarmed the government and the 

Admirahy, especially after they had only recently brought an end to the mutiny among the 

Channel Fleet at St. Helens and Spithead. 

'According to Captain Brenton, the 4th lieutenant of the Agamemnon in 1797, sailors 
called the red flags flown by the mutineers "the flags of De&nce". See Captain Edward 
Pelham Brenton, An Account of the Mutiny in the North Sea Fleet in the Year 1797. 51, 
contained in f etters to Cunningham About the Narrative. CUN/2, NMM. In April, 1827, 
Brenton sent his account to Cunningham. 

vol. 2,201 "Nore". 
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Previous examinations of the Nore Mutiny have generally proposed two 

explanations. One interpretation has focused on the revolutionary activity present during 

the mutiny and concluded that outside imitators, chiefly revolutionary inspired quota-men 

had infiised the seamen with radical ideas.^ The second school of thought has criticized 

the actions of the ruling patricians for not preventing or even causing the mutiny. One 

view has argued that the North Sea Fleet's ad hoc existence prevented Duncan from 

deterring mutiny in his fleet.'* Others have stressed the patricians' neglect of the material 

issues as motivating both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies.^ Finally some interpretations 

^Gill believed, that while divisions existed among the seamen, the more radical element 
had been dominated by ''evil and designing men", often quota-men released from prisons 
and revolutionary Irishmen inspired by the ideas of the French Revolution. See Gill, IM 
Naval Mutinies ofl 797. lOl, 213,254-256,310-311,316-318, 323,355-358. E.P. 
Thompson came to a conclusion similar to Gill's regarding the radicalization of some 
seamen by educated quota-men, notably Richard Parker. See Thompson, The Making of 
the Fngilsh Working Class. 183. John Masefield also felt that radical ringleaders such as 
Parker had used the unpoliticized seamen as their "tools". See Masefield, Sea Life in 
Nelson's Navy. 212, fti 1. The authors of the Annual Register believed of the Nore 
Mutiny, "It was not the genuine spirit of the true English sailors; but that of malcontent 
incenc^es". See "History of Europe", Annual Register 1797.221-222. Captain Owen 
argued that the Nore Mutiny had been "fomented by mischievous minded persons 
connected with the Corresponding and other societies on shore". See Owen to 
Cunningham (January 7,1825), I.etters to rnnningham About the Narrative. ClJN/2. 

'̂ The Earl of Camperdown defended his ancestor on the same lines, "In the first place, he 
[Duncan] never had during his command in the North Sea ships which he coukl call his 
own... Hence it was that he had not the same opportunity as the Admirals on other 
stations of bringing his personal influence to bear upon the officers and crews. It is 
possible that if this had been (like the Mediterranean Squadron) an administrative unit 
under one control, the mutiny at the Nore might never had occurred, and it is more than 
possible that it would have been immediately suppressed." See Camperdown, Admiral 
Duncan. 96-97. 

^Manwaring and Dotvee saw both the Spithead and Nore mutineers motivated by 
government neglect, but for them, the Spithead Mutiny demonstrated how to execute a 
successfiil labor action while the Nore Mutiny onfy provkled an unsynq)athetic and poorly 
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have focused on the ofiBcers' actions. One has en^hasized the officers' abusive methods 

of punishment as causing the seamen to mutiny^, while a few contemporary naval officers 

believed that the mutiny occurred due to the lack of strong discipline by the officers.^ 

While differing in content, the two interpretations portray the seamen as passive victims 

driven the actions of others; sinqily put, they had no historical agency. 

Contemporary evidence points to a different conclusion. As in the Spithead 

Mutiny, initiative in the Nore Mutiny rested primarity with the seamen and marines of the 

Royal Navy. The patricians shaped events only through their neglect of the 

patrician-plebeian social contract and their refusal to yield to the mutineers. Instead, the 

led model of how not to strike. See Manwaring and Dobree, The Floating Republic. 247, 
251-252. Gill noted a similar initial cause for the Nore Mutiny, but felt it had been lead 
astray by the radical agitators. See Gill, The Naval Mutinies of 1797.106. Marryat 
believed, like Gill, that the radical agitators had played upon the initial problem of 
"ungrateful neglect" of the seamen by the government. See Frederick Marryat, The King's 
Own. (London: The Daily Telegraph, 1896), 1-2. 

^Neale discounted the influence of "French subversive agents"; instead he argued that the 
seamen mutinied to free themselves from their "obnoxious officers". See Neale, History of 
the Mutiny at Spithead. 134-135. 

^Captain Brenton argued that if Admiral Duncan had tried and executed the mutinous 
ringleaders from the first mutiny on the Venerable that the seamen would have been 
deterred from further mutinous activity. See Admiral Charles Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences That Took Place During the Mutiny at the Nore in the Months of May and 
June. 1797: With a Few Observations 1 Ipon the Fmpressement of Seamen. And the 
Advantages Of Those Who Are F.mplnyed In His Majesty's Navy: Also On The Necessity 
And Useful Operations of The Artkles of War, (Chatham: Willi^ Burrill, 1829), ix, 
CUN/7. Another, B. Tucker, saw both the Spithead and Nore Mutinies arising from "a 
great relaxation in discipline on board partkular ships". See B. Tucker to Cunningham 
(May 29,1797), l etters to Cunninghflm About the Narrative. CUN/2,92-93. Admiral 
Surridge, captain of the Iris in 1797, believed that had Vice-Admiral Buckner aUowed the 
captains of the mutinous ships to "have acted with energy and spirits as they proposed it 
[the mutiny] would have been easily checked." See Admiral Thomas Surridge, "Memo of 
the Mutinies at the Nore", Official Papers. William Benjamin Page Papers (hereafter 
referred to as PGE) 9, NMM. 
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Nore Mutiny became an inter-class conflict between the seamen of the navy, divided along 

the lines of competing visions of masculinity. Restricted in power through the hierarchy, 

the unskilled landsmen brought in through the quota system had only a minimal influence 

among the ranks of the professional seamen. Agency throughout the Nore Mutiny rested 

primarily in the hands of the competing groups of experienced seamen, who had 

constructed opposing views of themselves as men and their place in society. 

The radkal element among the leading seamen controlled the first phase of the 

mutiny at the Nore. Using tactics of force and intimidation against those who did not 

readily join them, the radicals quickly brought most of the ships at the Nore under their 

control. Led to greater radical action by their newly emerged "President of the Fleet", 

Richard Parker, the mutineers put forward their radical agenda on May 20, only to find 

their demands rejected by the Admiralty. By late May, the power of the radk;als began to 

decline rapidly, especially after the defection firom the mutiny of four plebeian-leaning 

ships' companies. The suppressed plebeian Action began to exert the power of their 

dissatisfied majority, and the days of the mutiny appeared numbered. 

"The Worthiest of Commanders" 

While most interpretations have marked the start of the Nore Mutiny as May 12, 

with the usurpation of command by the ship's company of the Sandwich, Admiral 

Duncan's North Sea Fleet, the third largest British fleet^, had already experienced 

mutinous turbulence in late April and early May 1797. Like the Channel Fleet, the North 

Sea Fleet had a &irly stable organizatk)n during the months prior to the outbreak of the 

^Only the Channel Fleet and the Mediterranean Fleet exceeded the North Sea Fleet in size 
and importance of mission. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 245-251. 
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Nore Mutiny, and its seamen exhibited absolute^ no signs of organized mutiny. Most 

likely, Admiral Duncan's patriarchal care contnl)uted to his seamen's lack of material 

grievances. After assuming command of the North Sea Fleet in 1795, Duncan took actions 

to improve the material existence of his men by requesting that the Admiralty improve his 

men's diet, pay them on a more regular schedule, allow the seamen shore leave, limit the 

number of lashes inflicted in floggings, and end the practice of pressing men into the navy 

unless absolutely necessary.^ In the eyes of his seamen, Duncan had lived up to his end of 

the patrician-plebeian social contract and under-cut many of the material grievances which 

had animated the seamen of the Channel Fleet. Despite Duncan's success in leadership, the 

initial mutiny at Spithead sent mutinous tremors through his North Sea Fleet. 

On April 25, 1797, Duncan and his North Sea Fleet returned to British waters after 

a thirty-nine day cruise designed to prevent a Dutch-based invasion of Britain. At 

Yarmouth in Norfolk, Duncan's fleet of fifteen ships, later joined by four more, rested and 

refitted.'̂  On April 30, despite no previous signs of trouble, Duncan's fleet experienced 

^Duncan, Duncan of Camperdown. 92-93. 

'®The North Sea Fleet now consisted of the Albion (74), Belliqueia (64), Director (64), 
Glatton (50), Iris (50), Leopard (50), Lion (64), Monmouth (M), Montague (74), Nassau 
(64), Repulse (64), Standard (64), Venerable (74 guns), the Circe (28) as well the 
Russian ship Philip (?). See Admiralty, Duncan, "Disposition of the Fleet in Order of 
Battle or Sailing", Oflficial Papers: l.ists of Ships and Signals. Duncan Papers, 
M1995.2.33, SUSM. Already at Yarmouth Roads, the Adamant, Ardent, and Agamemnon 
joined Duncan. See Admiralty, Captain William Hotham, "Log of H.M.S. Adamant 
(January 11,1797 to February 21, 1798), Captains' T^ogs. ADM 51/1213, PRO, 
Admiralty, Captain Richard Burges, "Log of H.M.S. Ardenf (May 14,1796 to May 9, 
1797), Captains' r.ogs. ADM 51/1181, PRO, Admiralty, Captain Richard Burges, "Log of 
H.M.S. Ardenf (May 10,1797 to October 11, 1797), Captains' r.ogs. ADM 51/4411, 
PRO, and Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon" (November 29, 1796 to November 30, 
1797), ADM 51/1194. On May 4 the /5/^ joined the North Sea Fleet at Yarmouth Roads. 
See Admiralty, Captain Robert Watson, "Log of H.M.S. /jw" (July 1, 1796 to August 26, 
1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1185, PRO. 
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what can best be described as a mutinous echo. Trouble broke out on both Duncan's 

flagship, the Venerable, and Vice-Admiral Onslow's flagship, the Nassau. After receiving 

letters from their peers in the Channel Fleet regarding the mutiny there, some of the 

seamen of the Venerable assembled on the forecastle and gave three cheers. Alarmed, 

Admiral Duncan ordered Major TroUope to assemble the Venerable's marines. In contrast 

to the actions of many other marine contingents in the mutinies, TroUope's marines 

complied with their orders and stood ready to support their ofiBcers. Confronting his 

seamen about the cause of their cheers, Duncan found that the seamen had only wanted to 

know when their increase in pay and provisions would begin. Duncan assured his "lads" 

that the seamen's gains were real, and then admonished them about the enormity of the 

crime of mutiny. Rather than force the issue, Duncan pardoned the men on the spot. In his 

words, "good order was again established". Later that day, the seamen of the Venerable 

sent a note to Duncan apologizing for their mutinous action. The Admiralty also expressed 

their happiness in Duncan's ability to quell the mutiny and his ability to keep the support 

of his marines.'' 

On the Nassau, the seamen had cheered upon hearing the mutinous cheers of the 

Venerable. When confronted by Vice-Admiral Onslow, the seamen ended their mutiny and 

explained that they had only cheered in response to the Venerable.^^ Other problems had 

been brewing on the Nassau for some time. The next day the seamen refiised to accept the 

beer served them and demanded grog instead. The seamen's grievances about the beer had 

' 'Duncan to Spencer (May 1,1797), in Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl 
Spencer. 121, Duncan to Nepean (May 1,1797), in both ADM 1/524, and M1995.2.72, 
Company of Venerable to Duncan, M1995.2.72, and Nepean to Duncan (May 2, 1797), 
ADM 2/943. 

'̂ Duncan to Nepean (May 1, 1797), in both ADM 1/524 and M1995.2.72. 
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merit as only three days later, their captain, Edward O'Bryen, ordered fourteen "butts" of 

spoiled beer thrown overboard. Captain O'Bryen had taken command on April 29,1797; 

in place of Captain Herbert Sawyer. Eight and a half months earlier, the seamen of the 

Nassau had petitioned the Admiralty regarding Sawyer's cruelty. Despite these minor 

mutinous tremors, the ship's company of the Nassau remained under the control of their 

ofBcers for almost another nwnth.'̂  

During the first week in May, Duncan attempted to keep business as usual in his 

fleet. On May S, he ordered the Director, commanded by William Bligh - well known for 

his feilure in the Bounty Mutiny in 1789, back to the Nore to refit. Duncan lamented the 

loss of this ship and captain; he &vorably remarked of Bligh, "The Director is gone to the 

Nore. I hope she will get preference in fitting and soon join me again; am sure nothing will 

be wanting on Captain Bligh's part, and his ship is one of my best sailers, and no ship can 

be in better order." Two days later, Duncan also put into practice the Admiralty's order to 

issue out cheese and other rations at 16 ounces to the pound. Mutinous discontent, 

however, remained just below the sur&ce in the North Sea Fleet. 

'̂ Christopher Lloyd, "New Light on the Mutiny at the Nore," The Mariner's Mirror, vol. 
46, no. 4, (1960), 286-287, Admiralty, Captain Edward O'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. 
Nassau" (April 29 to July 11,1797), Logs of the Nassau 1795-1799. Log N.49, NMM, 
and Company of the Nassau, Petition to the Admiralty (August 19,1796), ADM 1/S12S. 
Lloyd was incorrect in his assertk)n that the company of the Nassau had not been paid in 
nineteen months. The Admiralty had paid the ship's company down to six months on July 
7,1796. See Admiralty, Captain Herbert Sawyer, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau" (May 1,1796 
to April 28,1797), Log N.49, NMM. 

''̂ Duncan to Nepean (May 3, 1797), Duncan to Nepean (May 7, 1797), and Duncan to 
Nepean (May 8, 1797) all found in ADM 1/524, Duncan to Spencer (May 7, 1797), in 
Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second Earl Spencer. 121-123, and Bligh, "Log of 
H.M.S. Director (January 7,1797 to December 31, 1797) found in both ADM 51/1195 
and Log D.128. 
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On May 7, Duncan informed the Admiralty that while his flagship's company had 

been alert in their duty, they and other companies of his fleet had reportedly discussed 

their unwillingness to go to sea; most alarming, some of the other companies "had shown 

a disposition to be troublesome". Duncan knew he had to crush the potential mutiny 

brewing in his fleet. As a patrician who still supported the social contract, Duncan refused 

to use the draconian policies set forth by the Admiralty in their order of May 1 to maintain 

control of his men, instead he chose to rety the authority derived from his patrician's 

masculine status as his seamen's "father", a gendered form of symbolic kinship derived 

from his patrician status.'̂  To quell the mutinous tensions, Duncan assembled the ship's 

company of the Venerable and used his remarkable oratorical skills to remind his seamen 

that the grants made by the Admiralty to the mutineers at Spithead applied to them as 

well. He also warned them not to be lead astray by "a few designing men", meaning the 

radicals among them, as Britain depended on them to fight its enemies. Noting that in his 

fifly-one years of naval servke he had always "endeavoured to do justice" for the men he 

commanded, Duncan promised to redress their just grievances. He hoped that his men had 

not lost confidence in him, but warned them that he would not easily give up his 

command.'̂  Duncan's efforts succeeded in reducing mutinous impulses among the 

'̂ By May 7, Duncan had in all probability received the order regarding the new Admiralty 
policies to suppress mutineers sent to him by Evan Nepean on May I as he had also 
received a letter from Nepean dated May 2, 1797. See Nepean to Duncan (May 1,1797), 
M1955.2.72. 

'̂ Peter CuUen, a naval officer, noted that most naval officers were poor orators. See 
Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five Naval Jnnmah 1789-1817.55-56. 

"Duncan "Address" (May 7, 1797), found in both M1995.2.72 and Camperdown, 
Admiral Duncan. 104-109. Duncan, like Admiral Howe and Admiral Bridport had served 
in the Royal Navy for a consklerable period of time. As a commissioned officer, he had 
forty-two years of service. The Admiralty had commissbned him as a lieutenant in 1755. 
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seamen of the Venerable. Once again they sent a letter of apology to him in which they 

declared their willingness to fight to their "last drop of blood" against the enemy for 

Duncan, a man they regarded as 'the worthiest of commanders who has proved a fether to 

us". The seamen's letter implied their promise to uphold their end of the social compact. 

The seamen of the Venerable kept their word and never deserted Duncan during the Nore 

Mutiny. 

Events outside the North Sea Fleet, however, provided Duncan with some warning 

of the potential for renewed mutiny among his fleet. On May 9, he received twenty copies 

of the act of Parliament granting the increase in the seamen's pay and provisions from the 

Admiralty. Upon reading the act to his crews, they appeared, in Duncan's words, 

"'perfectly satisfied and orderly, and, I have no doubt will continue...". However, the 

Admiralty simultaneously informed Duncan of the seamen's mutiny at St. Helens. Evan 

Nepean explained to Duncan that the seamen had mutinied due to fears that the Seamen's 

Act would not pass. As Parliament had passed the act, the Admiralty hoped that the 

printed copies of it would end any question in the minds of his seamen regarding the 

government's sincerity. The mutiny of ships' companies at the Nore the very next day 

demonstrated how misplaced those hopes were. 

He rose steadily making captain in 1761, the first grade of Rear-Admiral in 1787, the first 
grade of Vice-Admiral in 1793, and Admiral in June 1795. His fifty-one years service must 
have included additional time as a boy and a midshipman. See Syrett, The Commissioned 
Sea Officers of the Royal Navy. 135. For an explanation of the various grades of the ranks 
of the admirals see Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 98-99. 

'̂ Ship's Company of the Venerable to Duncan, found in both M1995.2.72 and 
Camperdown. Admiral Duncan. 104-109. 

'Nepean to Duncan (May 9,1797), M1955.2.72 and Duncan to Nepean (May 11, 1797), 
ADM 1/524. 
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"A Very Great Detriment... of His Majesty's Service" 

While the seamen at the Nore Anchorage suffered from the same material 

grievances as did their brethren at Spithead, they lacked both the advantages of the 

presence of a regular fleet organization and the strong leadership necessary to formulate a 

mutinous plan. Rather than a fleet, the ships at the Nore constituted an ever changing 

body; ships arrived, resupplied, and then departed on another mission. Only the Sandwich, 

the port's guardship, and an assortment of support ships remained at the Nore 

permanently. The conditions at the Nore, however, made it a highly volatile setting and 

ripe for radical mutinous action. Three factors contributed to the mercurial atmosphere 

among the seamen at the anchorage. First, hellish overcrowded living conditions on the 

port's guardship, the Sandwich, created unique problems of discontent among the men 

assigned to it. Second, the radical element among the Sandwich's company benefited from 

these horrible conditions; most seamen on the Sandwich must have questioned the honesty 

of patrician concern for their interests. Finally, through a series of unusual events, a leader 

arose among them who possessed both status in the seamen's masculine hierarchy and the 

radical belief necessary to direct their discontent into a mutinous action. By mid-May, 

these conditions had produced an atmosphere receptive to the outside stimuli that would 

bring the seamen at the Nore into open mutiny. 

First and foremost, the Sandwich acted as the hub for the start of the mutiny at the 

Nore Anchorage. Past her prime as a warship, the Sandwich served as the guardship at the 

Nore anchorage.^^ As the port's guardship, the Sandwich remained anchored at the Nore, 

where it carried out its main mission of providing a central headquarters for the port 

admiral, Vice-Admiral Charles Buckner, and distributing supernumerary replacement 

^^^The Sandwich had been buih in 17S9. In 1810, the Admiralty ordered the ship to be 
broken up, meaning destroyed. See Pitcaim-Jones, Warship Histories. ''Sandwich". 
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seamen and marines to other ships. The Sandwich turned over a phenomenal number of 

supernumeraries each month. Between January I and May IS, 1797, it had received a total 

of3,665 replacements; who in turn were issued out at the rate of about 700 men a month 

to ships in need of crewmen. On May 14, in addition to its regular crew of 375, the 

Sandwich mustered an additional 862 supernumeraries. Over 1200 men lived on a ship 

that had been designed to carry a full establishment of only 738 men. '̂ The massive 

overcrowding of the Sandwich both made living conditions on the overcrowded ship 

nearly unbearable and dramatically changed the dynamics of the masculine hierarchy 

among the crew. 

Given the overcrowding and relative inexperience of the supernumeraries on the 

Sandwich, its seamen experienced difiBcult living conditions. Navy ships had little space 

for their regular crews as men hung like bats from the ceilings in their hammocks in every 

space possible.^^ Given that the Sandwich carried one and a half times its intended 

complement, space for the men became a major problem. Adding to the overcrowding, a 

number of women had been living on the ship as well. In April 1797, Captain Mosse 

'̂Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622. The May 14 muster on the Sandwich 
recorded 375 regular crewmen bome of which 298 were mustered (present and fit for 
duty), 54 were checked (absent for either legitimate reasons or deserted which was not 
reported until the man had missed three musters), and 23 sick. The muster for the 
supernumeraries listed 769 bome of which 695 were mustered, 1 checked, and 74 sick. 
This number is at variance with the 848 men listed as bome in the muster book entries. 
Either the muster book entries were incorrect or the count of actual men on May 14 was 
in error, not surprising given the chaos that existed on the ship. 

^Pemberton, The Autobfography of Pel. Veijuice. 159-160. Pemberton described the 
sleeping conditions on a normalfy crowded ship as, "Reader, did you ever see an army of 
bats suspended by the heels to the roof of a cavern? If you have, you may form some idea 
of the 'tween decks of a frigate at night, when some two or three hundred hammocks are 
slung up to the ceiling, deck over head, with half as many sleepers snoring in chorus; 
though my zootogy does not teU me that bats snore." 
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attempted to alleviate some of the space problem ordering ashore all women, which 

only served to anger his men.^^ Further aggravating the problem, many supernumeraries 

had lost their bedding to thieves on board the ship and had nothing to sleep in; which, 

according to William Snipe, the Sandwich's surgeon, forced them to "mix with the throng 

[of the supernumeraries] laying on the deck."^^ The overcrowding created major heahh 

problems for many seamen on the Sandwich as well. 

As early as March 1797, William Snipe had attempted to warn his captain about 

the wretched conditions and the medical impact it had produced among the men on the 

Sandwich. Snipe noted that the crowding and lack of ventilation had made the air below 

decks foul with human "efiQuvia". The immense numbers of men on board also resulted in 

men being injured when "trod" on at night by others. In Snipe's opinion, the seamen, 

especially the "awkward Landmen" contributed to the problem. He found that many new 

men lacked sufiBcient clothing as their peers had stolen it. Also many of the men did not 

bathe which left them "generally very dirty". These factors resulted in many men suffering 

from a contagious fever. The large number of landsmen supernumeraries, over half of the 

supernumeraries present on May 14, also experienced ulcers, sores, and "other 

Admiralty, William Bray, "Statement" contained in 'The Examination of Witnesses 
Taken on ^ard H.M.S. the Sandwich on the 17th and 18th of June, 1797 Respecting the 
Mutiny", [.etters From the Attorney General to the Admiralty. ADM 1/3685, PRO. 

2'̂ William Snipe to Captain James Mosse (March 22, 1797), ADM 1/727. Between March 
8, 1796 and May 12, 1797, Captain Mosse had flogged fifteen men for theft, out of a total 
fifty-seven men flogged (26%), a rate twice that normally found in the Royal Navy. In the 
san:q)le of2,302 floggings in the Channel and North Sea Heets only 269 of the 2,302 men 
had been punished for theft or theft and another crimes (12%). See Admiralty, Captain 
James Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1796 to February 28, 1797) and 
(March 1,1797 to September 28, 1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1173, PRO and 
Chapter 5. 
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unavoidable accidents" due to their inexperience in living on a ship. Given that Snipe had 

only three surgeon's mates, he found the medical and sanitation problems overwhelming. 

To alleviate some of the problems, be requested that Captain Mosse provide slop clothing 

and bedding for the supernumeraries, remove sick men firom the ship, and attempt to 

reduce the number of supernumerary men carried on the ship. Without reform Snipe 

warned that the conditions would become "a very great detriment, both physically and 

morally, of His Majesty's Service." Infection, intellectual rather than physical, spread from 

the Sandwich as well.^^ 

The turnover of seven to eight hundred men a month also prevented the normal 

functioning of the masculine hierarchy on board the Sandwich. There is no evidence that 

the ship's supernumeraries, outside of suffering the hazing of theft, had been subordinated 

by the ship's regular seamen. Most supernumeraries simply devoted their time to surviving 

the deplorable living conditions on the ship. Thomas Atkinson, a quartermaster's mate 

who served as the captain of the forecastle and one of the two original delegates on the 

Sandwich, testified that in their selection of delegates, the ship's company, including 

supernumeraries, "did not choose the men belonging to the forecastle in general before the 

others." The men Atkinson identified as the ship's early committee included six 

supernumeraries, a marine private, and only sue of the regular crew.^^ Compared to the 

^^Snipe to Mosse (March 22, 1797), ADM 1/727. Captain Mosse did attempt to get his 
superior, Vice-Admiral Buckner, to provide more slops for the men and remove sick men 
from the ship. Buckner in turn forwarded the request to the Admiralty, whose response is 
unknown. See Mosse to Buckner, and Buckner to Nepean (March 25,1797) both in ADM 
1/727. 

^^Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622 and Thomas Atkinson "Testimony" 
(Jufy 11, 1797), ADM 1/5486. The original ten delegates included Thomas Hocklesss -
quartermaster, George Scott - quartergunner, Joseph Hughes - quartergunner, George 
Taylor - quartermaster's mate, Joseph Patmore - quartergunner, John Davis -
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delegates of the Spithead Mutiny, the inclusion of six supernumeraries and a marine 

private among the committee's thirteen members demonstrates the limited power 

possessed by the regular seamen over the supernumeraries. The hierarchy of skill, 

however, continued to function as five of the six supernumeraries were able seamen, only 

one was a landsman, and all of the regular seamen were petty officers. In the chaotic 

informal structure of the Sandwich, experienced supernumeraries were able to rise to 

powers of leadership, an unusual occurrence. 

Many officers present during the mutiny noted that the mutinous spirit had begun 

among the Sandwich's company. William Bligh, captain of the Director, wrote to the 

Admiralty that "I have every reason to believe the whole has originated among a few 

connected with the Sandwich's crew.^^ Peter CuUen, an officer on the L Espion whose 

crew participated in the mutiny, also believed the mutiny began on the Sandwich?  ̂

Another captain present during the mutinies, Captain Charles Cunningham of the Clyde, 

had evidence to believe that the Sandwich acted as a seat of radicalism among the fleet, "It 

is calculated that there were between six and seven hundred of these supernumeraries, 

who had nothing to do; but become amongst themselves a hot bed of disorder and 

sedition, when once the seeds of discontent had been sown by some designing spirit."^^ 

supernumerary able seaman, John Gainer - supernumerary able seaman, Charles McCarty -
supernumerary landsman, Peter Holding - supernumerary able seaman, and Thomas 
McCann - supernumerary able seaman. Within two days three had been three additions 
were: William Gregory - carpenter's mate, Richard Parker - supernumerary able seaman, 
and William Porter - marine private. 

Admiralty, Captain William Bligh to Nepean (May 19, 1797), Captain's Letters 1797 B. 
ADM 1/1516, PRO. 

2'Cullen, "Memoirs," in , 83-86. 

88-91, CUN/3. 
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Given the conditions on the Sandwich, many seamen must have felt forsaken by their 

patrician leaders. 

While the plebeian seamen at Spithead had suppressed radical influences in the 

planning and initial executk>n of their April mutiny, the lack of organization by the 

plebeian seamen at the Nore contributed to the prominence of many seamen motivated by 

what Captain Cunningham described as "the evil spirit of the times".^^ Evidence supports 

the claims of those who believed the companies of the Sandwich and Inflexible contained 

many men firmly attached to the radical vision of the political equality of all men. Mr. 

Snipe, the Sandwich's surgeon, noted that during the mutiny, 200 of the men of his ship 

"style themselves delegates", that is radical leaders.̂ ' Also present on the Sandwich, 

Thomas Jephson, a forty-nine year old able seaman from Ireland, had espoused extreme 

radical ideology, claimed membership in the London Corresponding Society, and had 

stuck bills of a seditious nature in public places on the Sandwich?  ̂On the Inflexible, 

evidence later implicated Daniel Price, a twenty-seven year old English ordinary seaman, 

as fomenting radicalism on the ship. Price had used as his radical primer an article from a 

Dublin newspaper entitled "A Political Dictionary for 1797" which, according to one 

investigator, contained "explanations of words tending to excite sedition and rebellion".^^ 

^®Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 90-91, CUN/3. 

'̂"Examination of Mr. John Snipe" (Saturday, June 3, 1797) in Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 
vol. II, 17. A note on Surgeon Snipe's first name, in documents signed by himself he used 
William as his first name, other documents, including the muster of the Sandwich, he is 
referred to as John. 

^^Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622. See Chapter 4 for details of Jephson's 
radical ideotogy. 

^^Benjamin Stow, "Report and Results from the Papers, Contained in a Black Leather 
Pocket Book, Marked Dankl Price, and Tending to Bring Evidence of the Guild of John 
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While lack of surviving documents and the illiteracy of many seamen and marines prevents 

the details of their individual radical ideologies from being known, these examples 

illustrate the existence of radical men, many experienced seamen, among these two crews 

who started the Nore Mutiny. While extensive details about the rank and file remain 

unknown, much is known about the seamen's "President of the Fleet", Rkhard Parker. 

"President of the Fleet" 

Most opink)ns of Richard Parker, both contemporary and scholarly, have been 

un&vorable due to his critics' disdain for his support of the radical vision. The court that 

sentenced him to death described his crime as "unprecedented as wicked". '̂̂  Captain 

Cunningham characterized Parker's conduct as "arbitrary and ferocious".^^ Later scholars 

were no kinder to Parker. William Clowes incorrectly noted that Parker had been 

discharged from the Navy in 1794 as "insane", a &ir indication of Clowes' opinion of him. 

To Conrad Gill, Parker had been an "unstable and lawless character"; a weak man, who 

though impressed with his role as "President" of the mutineers, had been nothing more 

than the dupe of the radicals who secretly directed the mutiny. Lionel Yexley, dismissing 

"the great man of history" interpretations, wrote off Parker as a man of "no influence", 

sin^)ly a "bubble on the surface" of an event with deeper structural roots. Even the 

Blake, Delegates of the Inflexible  ̂ and James Gray of the Montague and Others", AOM 
3/137. 

'̂̂ Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. The Mutineer: Together With An Account At Large 
of His Trial Ry Court-Martial. Defence. Sentence. And Rxecution And A Narrative of the 
Mutiny at the Nore and Sheemess. From Its Commencement to Its Final Termination 
(London: George Cathom, 1797), 36. 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 79, ClJN/3. 
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labor-sympathizing Manwaring and Dobree found little positive in Parker, portraying him 

as an emotionally broken man without the leadership skills necessary to execute a 

successful strike. Only the radical sympathizer James Dugan had a positive word for him, 

calling him a "Magniloquent speaker with an appealing personality" and "a perfect 

Georgian hero."^^ These interpretations remained tainted by the personal politics of the 

scholars. The real Parker, like many leaders, simply possessed the right skills and ideas for 

a specific moment in history. 

On April 30,1797, Richard Parker had mustered onto the Sandwich as a 

supernumerary able seaman.^^ Not simply an average quota-man, Parker's past 

experiences provided him with both the power to command his peers and the ideology to 

drive them toward his radical vision. Bom on April 16, 1767, Parker entered the world as 

part of the "respectable" element of the 'middling' class, neither fully plebeian nor 

patrician. His &ther had been a successful baker in Exeter, who in 1787 retired to a 

country estate. Parker's elder brother continued to carry on the family business. Unlike 

most of the seamen, Parker had enjoyed four years of formal education at a grammar 

school in Exeter. Despite his Other's wishes to the contrary, at age fifteen Parker fulfilled 

his dream of going to sea and joined the ranks of the navy's leadership in 1782.^^ 

36ciowes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 172, GiU, The Naval Mutinies of 1797. 124-125, 
249-250, Yexley, Our Fighting Men. 138-139, Manwaring and Dobree, The Fioating 
Republic. 121-122, 187,253-254, and Dugan, The Great Mutiny. 180. 

^^Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622. 

^^Richard Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker "in Corbett, Private Papers of George-
Second Earl Spencer. 160-161. The source of this document remains unknown but the 
content agrees with what other information is available, both ofBcial and unofficial, 
regarding Parker's life so it is assumed to be genuine. 
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Parker's initial eleven year naval career remained unremarkable at best. Entering 

the navy on April 12, 1782, he found a position on the Mediator, the same ship that his 

cousin served on as a lieutenant. Parker served as a midshipman under the command of 

Captain LuttreU on the Mediator for just over a year, before following Luttrell to his new 

command on the Ganges. In September 1783, the navy transferred Parker to the navy's 

Bull-Dog sloop and he served on that ship for nine months, including a trip to Africa. 

Parker became ill and unable to accompany the Bull-Dog on its next journey to the West 

Indies. On July 23,1784, after a brief period of "partial" recovery in Haslar Hospital, 

Parker joined the Blenheim's company temporarily, but later obtained his discharge from 

the navy and returned to Exeter. Like many sailors, Parker found it an easy transition to 

the merchant service. After recovering his health at home, Parker served as an ofiScer on 

merchant vessels during two voyages to the Mediterranean (1784-1787). Parker provided 

only vague details about his service between 1787 and 1793. He reported that he served in 

both the Royal Navy and on merchant ships during this period and traveled as far away as 

India.^^ At the outbreak of war, Parker once again rejoined the Royal Navy. 

Parker's first period of service in the Royal Navy against Revolutionary France 

lasted less than two years and ended in disaster. In his "Declaration", Parker claimed that 

he had intended to join Captain Hood, commander of the Hebe. A delay in the sailing of 

the Hebe forced Parker's reassignment to the Sphynx, on which Parker mustered in as a 

master's mate, but acted as the ship's first lieutenant. Parker alluded to a "slight 

misfortime" that prevented him from joining the Sphynx when it sailed, but he was able to 

gain a new position as an acting of&:er on the Assurance until the Sphynx returned. 

^^Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker" in Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second 
Rarl Spencer. 161-162. 
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Parker's career in the navy went from mediocre to disastrous on the Assurance. Parker 

had a disagreement with his captain over the period of his assignment; Parker had wanted 

a temporary position so that he coukl eventually rejoin the Hebe, but his captain had made 

his assignment a permanent one. Parker dkl not hide his dissatisfaction and ended up in a 

confrontation with one of the ship's lieutenants, which resulted in Parker being courts 

martialed for "insolent behavior, and disobedience of the orders of the 1st Lieutenant". 

The court reduced Parker to the rank of "common seaman", a demotion to the ranks of 

the plebeians, and forced him "to serve before the mast", in other ships "until his future 

good conduct should render his reinstatement proper." Through his earlier connections, 

Parker found a position on the Hebe serving as an acting master's mate. While the official 

navy records show Parker as being discharged from Haslar Hospital for "rheumatism", his 

own confession provided a more frank admission, "being rather disgusted with the 

treatment I had received, I retired from the service."^® 

Discharged from the navy on November 26,1794, Parker returned to Exeter. 

Parker also spent some time in Scotland, where he married Anne McHardy, a Scottish 

woman from Aberdeenshire. She appears to have remained primarily in Scotland, while he 

moved back and forth between Exeter and Scotland. Parker noted that he had returned to 

Scotland in 1796 to bury their child who had died at the age of thirteen months: Parker 

had never seen the chikl. Parker appears to have had no employment during this period; 

instead he lived off the wealth of his &ther and in-laws. Parker had hoped that his 

brother-in-law would provide him with an allowance to support his &mily, but he never 

''barker, "E)eclaration of Rkhard Parker" in Corbett, Private Papers of George, Second 
Earl Spencer. 162-168, "1793, Mr. R. Parker, 12th December Spithead" under 
"Disobedience and Insolence" in ADM 12/22 and Pickmore to P. Parker with enclosure of 
Parker's Sick Tkket from Haslar (June 17, 1797), ADM 1/1023. 
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received the money. Parker lamented that "I counted too &st on my wife's fortune". In 

December 1796, authorities in Edinburgh arrested Parker for a debt of twenty-three 

pounds and placed him in jail. After three weeks of imprisonment and seeing no way of 

paying his debt, Parker agreed to enter the navy for a twenty guinea bounty and mustered 

in to the Royal Navy again on March 31, 1797. Transferred to the Leith Tender in early 

April 1797, Parker convinced its captain, James Watson, of his gentlemanly background, 

inducing Watson to allow Parker to mess with his midshipmen. Parker, however, remained 

depressed at his plight of serving as a plebeian seaman and attempted suicide by 

drowning.'*' 

Through his experiences as an aspiring naval officer and then as a "gentleman", 

especially his feilures, Parker had come to believe in the radical ideology of his times. In a 

letter to an (unidentified) friend, he expressed his anti-patrician views and his desire to aid 

the working class, despite his contempt for their abilities. When compared with his peers' 

base radical statements, such as demanding "King George's and Billy Pitt's heads ofi", 

Parker's educated middle-class radicalism contained a more sophisticated tone that belied 

greater awareness of the class structures that led to oppression and thwarted him 

personally, but also his class prejudkes. He wished to help the lower classes as they could 

I Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker" in Corbett, Private Papers of George. Second 
Earl Spencer^ 168-169, Parker to H.L. (Captain Mosse by the content of the text) (May 1, 
1797), PC 1/38/117, Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622, and James Watson 
to Admiral Digby (June 12, 1797) in The Naval Miscellany, vol. II, John Knox Laughton, 
ed. (Navy Records Society, 1912), 293-296. Captain Brenton related that his fether, 
Rear-Admiral Brenton had been the Captain of the Port of Leith, where Parker joined the 
navy. Rear-Admiral Brenton related that Parker had jumped overboard on the passage to 
the Nore. The ship had a speed of only eight knots and the crew "fished" Parker out of the 
water. See Captain E.P. Brenton, "Captain E.P. Brenton's Account of the Mutiny in the 
North Sea Fleet. 179T', F etters to Ctmningham About the Narrative. CUN/2. 
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not free themselves from their "miseries" due "to their ignorance, cowardice, and 

duplicity". Parker further wrote "how could I indifferently stand by, and behold some of 

the best of my fellow creatures, cruelly treated by some of the very worst." Parker 

acknowledged his perceived class superiority over his fellow seamen, and saw the same 

sense of superiority in the delegates, whom he described as fricing the arduous task of 

leading and controlling their violent and directionless shipmates.'̂ ^ In keeping with the 

maritime masculine hierarchy, Parker believed only those with the greatest masculine 

power had the right to lead the mass of seamen. Equally skilled to the other leaders of the 

mutiny, Parker saw himself as superior to them because of his middle class background. 

Parker's ideology, while rooted in the general notion of the political equality of all 

men, contained class prejudice. Caught in the middle as neither a frill patrician nor an 

"ignorant" plebeian, Parker had chosen the course that most suited his political ideology, 

that of the educated middle-class leader who would guide his oppressed plebeian 

subordinates to freedom. Unlike the few Men middle-class seamen who shared his radical 

vision, Parker possessed the maritime experience and skills to place himself at the pinnacle 

of the seamen's masculine hierarchy and assumed the mantle of leadership with the frill 

support of the seamen. Not simply another one of the fallen middle-class quota-men, 

Parker was a true blue seaman and a gentleman. His actions during the Nore Mutiny 

demonstrated his radical vision, disdain for the patricians, and his belief that he alone had 

the right to hold the highest positk)n of leadership. Captain Cunningham provided the 

most accurate description of Parker, "At aU events, being a disappointed man, of a daring 

'̂ ^Parker, "The Dying Declaratbn of the Late Unfortunate Richard Parker" (June 28, 
1797), ADM 1/S339. The letter was written to an unidentified person, described only as a 
person who had known him from his earliest infrmcy." Based on its content, it doubtfril 
that Parker intended the letter to end up in the hands of the Admiralty. 
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disposhion, with some knowledge of the Service, and able to hold forth before the people 

with whom he now associated, he gained a pre-eminence amongst them, of which he took 

advantage, and encouraged a violent spirit amongst the seamen".'*^ Diverting his thoughts 

from the depression that had driven him to attempt suicide, Parker now assumed the role 

of "martyr in the cause of humanity."^ 

"Three Cheers" 

The first phase of the mutiny at the Nore continued the radical insurrection that 

raged with full force at St. Helens. On May 12, the seamen of the Sandwich erupted into a 

state of mutiny, spontaneous in that it had no apparent pre-planning. Horrible living 

conditbns on the Sandwich as well as active radicalism within its crew when coupled with 

the news of the St. Helens Mutiny had created an atmosphere receptive to the outbreak of 

radical action. These tensions needed only a spark to begin the largest revolutionary action 

in late eighteenth-century Britain. 

The morning of Friday, May 12, started unremarkably at the Nore Anchorage. 

Over a dozen ships were anchored there. The largest, the Sandwich, which carried 98 

guns, served as the port's guardship.'*^ Only two other ships of the line were anchored at 

the Nore: the 64 gun Inflexible in for repairs and the 74 gun Director which had returned 

to the Nore to refit. The rest consisted of smaller ships, mostly sloops, with the exception 

"^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 92, CUN/3. 

''̂ Parker portrayed himself as a man about "to die a martyr in the cause of humanity." See 
Parker, "TTk D^g Declaration of the Late Unfortunate Richard Parker" (June 28,1797), 
ADM 1/5339. 

'̂ ^For a discussk)n of guardships see Lavery. Nelson's Navy. 223. 
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of the Grampus Storeship and three frigates: the 38 gun Clyde, the 32 gun Astrea, and the 

24 gun Champion. In the adjacent Sheemess Harbor six ships were moored: the L 'Espion 

(38), Niger (32), Brilliant (28), Champion (28), and Tisiphone (28) frigates and a Russian 

ship of the line.'̂ ^ About a dozen more ships, in various states of readiness, anchored 

further up the Thames and Medway.'̂ ^ While these ships comprised a significant number 

of ships and men, they did not constitute an organized fleet like their peers at in the 

Channel Fleet at Spithead. 

The early hours of the morning of May 12, began like any other day in port. In 

port, the routine for most ships' companies began with the boatswain's mates rousting the 

crew from their hammocks: only a small anchor watch stood duty at night in port. After 

the seamen stowed their hammocks and ate breakfast, their officers usually detailed them 

to clean their ships.'*^ On the Inflexible, a courts martial had assembled to try Captain 

Savage and his officers for the bss of the Albion. The officers acting as members of the 

court included the court's President, Vice-Admiral Charles Buckner - admiral of the port, 

and eight captains who commanded ships then at the Nore.^^ Unlike their peers in the 

''̂ The larger unrated vessels anchored in the Nore included the Pylades Sloop (16), Swan 
Sloop (14), Stork Sloop (18), Hawke Sloop (?) the Firm Gun Boat, the Mary Yacht, and a 
few small vessels of no real combat power. See '1n the Rivers Thames and Medway (May 
22, 1797), ADM 7/472. At the time of the outbreak of mutiny at the Nore, a squadron of 
Russian ships assisted Admiral Duncan's North Sea Fleet in patrolling the North Sea. 

'̂ ^Those up the Thames included the Lancaster (64) at Longreach/Dartford, the Agincourt 
(64) and Neptune (98) at Woolwich, and the Naiad (38) was fitting out at Deptford. Up 
the Medway were several ships in various states of readiness at Chatham: Warrior (74), 
Argonaut (74), Hero (74), Bristol (50), Ethalion (38), the Eagle Prison Ship, and a few 
smaller unrated vessels. See Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 12-13. 

'•^Lavery, Nelson's Naw. 200-203. 

'̂ ^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 1-3, CUN/3. The captains present included 
Mosse of the Sandwich, Countess of the Ethalion, William Bligh of the Director, Dixon of 
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Channel Fleet who knew of the in^nding mutiny in their fleet in mid-April, these ofiBcers 

had no idea of what would occur that day; neither did their seamen. 

The event that provided the spark for the mutiny took place at 9:30 a.m. on the 

Sandwich. After breakfast, Lieutenant Philip Justice, then in command of the ship, ordered 

all hands to be turned up to clean the ship. According to William Bray, the Master of the 

Sandwich, the seamen began to clean the hawse holes, part of the ship's forecastle. While 

the seamen cleaned their ship, one among their ranks engaged in insolent behavior. John 

Campbell^^, a black seaman, pulled down his breeches, pointed his "posteriors" in the 

direction of Lieutenant Justice on the quarterdeck, slapped his buttocks, and cried out to 

Justice, "Look here your Burgess". "Aggravated" at Campbell's insolence. Bray grabbed a 

rope and beat Campbell. Bray retired to the quarterdeck to cool his temper, "recollected 

himself', and returned to the forecastle. Upon approaching the forecastle. Bray heard 

some of the seamen call out 'reeve the yard ropes', a common signal for mutiny. '̂ Next 

the seamen on the forecastle turned toward the Director and gave three mutinous cheers, 

which were immediately answered. The seamen of the Sandwich had begun their mutiny. 

the L 'Espion, Cunningham of the Clyde, Ferris of the Inflexible, Foote of the Niger, and 
Raper of the Champion. 

^^e Sandwich's muster book listed Campbell as a twenty-three year old landsmen who 
had volunteered for service in the navy. Additional annotations described Campbell as "a 
lavourer of the mutiny and partkularly active at the commencement." See Muster Book 
H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622. Campbell appears to have been an insolent character 
rather than a revolutionary as he had been fk)gged by both Captain Mosse on February 18, 
1797 for theft as well as the mutineer leaders on May 14 for drunkenness and abuse to 
thentL 

'̂Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich'' (May 1, 1796 to February 28, 1797) and (March 1, 
1797 to September 28, 1797) ADM 51/1173, PRO, William Bray, "Statement" (June 17 
and 18, 1797) ADM 1/3685, and George Forbes, 'Testimony" (July 6,1797) and Philip 
Justice "Testimony" (June 22, 1797) both found in ADM 1/5486. 
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Bray's beating of Canq)bell provided the spark that brought the disgruntled, and often 

radically inclined, seamen of the Sandwich into a state of mutiny. 

Rapidfy the ofiBcers of the Sandwich lost control of their ship to the mutineers. 

Four or five other seamen, led by George Gainer, a supernumerary able seaman, turned 

one of the forecastle guns aft and aimed it at the officers on the quarterdeck to cow them 

into submission. Other seamen turned a second forecastle gun aft. The seamen began to 

reeve yard ropes with the purpose of intimidating their ofiBcers and 'those well affected to 

their king and country". Lieutenant Justice went forward and asked, "My lads, what is it 

you want?' The mutineers replied vaguely, "A redress of grievances". Lieutenant Justice 

inunediately departed in one of the ship's boats to inform Captain Mosse and 

Vice-Admiral Buckner of the mutiny. Peter Holding, a supernumerary able seaman, and 

Charles McCarty, a supernumerary landsman, demanded the keys to the ship's magazine 

from Lieutenant Nicholas Flatt, now in command of the Sandwich. Flatt hesitated but 

yielded when the mutineers threatened to break down the magazine's door, a dangerous 

action given the amount of gunpowder stored there. After a consultation with the ship's 

other officers, Flatt gave the keys of the ship to Mr. Swanson, the ship's gunner, whom 

Flatt perceived as a neutral and responsible third party.^^ The act of yielding the keys to 

^-Forbes "Testimony" (July 6, 1797), Nicholas Flatt, 'Testimony" (July 6, 1797), Justice, 
"Testimony" (June 22, 1797), and Bray "Testimony" (July 7,1797) all found in ADM 
1/5486, Bray "Statement" (June 17 and 18, 1797) ADM 1/3685, Muster Book H.M.S. 
Sandwich, y^M 36/11622, Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker" in Corbett, Private 
Papers of George, Second Earl Spencer, 169-170, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" 
(March 1, 1797 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173, Admiralty, Lieutenant John 
Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich^ (January 13,1797 to September 28, 1797), Logs of 
the Sandwich 1797-1802. Log S.596, NMM, and Pamp, 'Testimony" (July 20,1797), 
RUSI/NM/ER/5. 
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the ship's magazine and storerooms both practically and symbolically relinquished the 

oflScers' command of the ship. 

Quickly the mutineers removed the ofiBcers from their commands and allowed 

Bray to continue as the ship's roaster, but under their orders. To prevent any opposition, 

the mutineers stationed loyal men armed with cutlasses on the decks and gangways. To 

thwart any attempt by the ofiBcers to retake the ship from their control, the mutineers 

confined the ship's commissioned ofiBcers in the wardroom and prevented their 

communication with the ship's company. While the mutineers had been able to remove the 

opposition of the ofiBcers' leadership. Bray believed they had not brought the majority of 

the ship's crew under their control; many remained loyal to their officers but submissive 

due to the mutineers' threats. The loyal plebeian seamen majority had no grievances 

beyond their ship's unique problems; the day before they had earlier responded with "three 

cheers" of acceptance when read the act of Parliament which raised their wages and 

provisions.^^ The Mure of the radical Action to consolidate their rule over their own 

ship's company presaged the troubles they would have throughout the mutiny among the 

divided ships' companies. 

Meeting in the starboard bay of the Sandwich, the mutineers formed a ship's 

committee and decided to export their mutiny to the other nearby ships at the Nore 

Anchorage. Throughout the morning and the afternoon of May 12, the delegates of the 

Sandwich worked to bring more men into their mutiny. The mutinous delegates of the 

^^Forbes "Testimony" (Jufy 6, 1797) and Bray, "Testimony" (Jufy 7,1797) both found in 
ADM 1/5486, Bray "Statement" June 17 and 18, 1797) ADM 1/3685, Muster Book 
H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622, Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker" in Corbett, 
Private Papers of George. Second Earl Spencer. 169-170, and Justice "Testimony" (June 
22, 1797) found in both ADM 1/5486 and RUSI/NM/ER/5. 
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Sandwich found mixed responses from other ship's companies. Upon hearing the initial 

cheers of the Sandwich's mutineers, the men of the Director mutinied and appointed their 

own delegates; the next morning, they took full control of the ship, seized arms, and 

appointed an internal ship's committee. '̂̂  The Sandwich's delegates found a favorable 

response on both the Grampus and on the Inflexible, especially from the leaders of the 

radical element of the Inflexible's mutineers, John Blake and Charles McCarthy. On the 

afternoon of May 12, two delegates from the Inflexible brought the ship's company of the 

Brilliant into the mutiny; the next day the mutineers of the Brilliant ordered a master's 

mate and a marine sergeant out of their ship.^^ On the morning of May 13, the company 

of the Tisiphone responded positively to the call to mutiny, and appointed two delegates 

and a ship's committee of five men.^^ The seamen of the Champion also took command 

of their ship and moved it, along with the Inflexible and Tisiphone, to a position near 

where the Sandwich was anchored. On the morning of May 14, at the urging of Charles 

^^Vice-Admiral Lord Keith, "Report on H.M.S. Director (June 15, 1797), ADM 1/727, 
Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director^ (January 7 to December 31, 1797), Log D.128, and 
Lieutenant Edward Burch, "Testimony" (July 20, 1797), ADM 1/5486, PRO. 

Admiralty, Lieutenant Thomas Boys, "Log of H.M.S. Grampus" (December 27,1796 to 
December 27 1797), Logs of the Grampus 1795-1797. Log G.l 14, NMM, Benjamin 
Stow, "Report and Results from the Papers Formed in Different Ships Engaged in the Late 
Mutiny at the Nore", ADM 3/137. John Blake, President of the Inflexible's mutineers, 
was an ordinary seaman from Ireland who had only recently been as a supernumerary 
from the Sandwich to the Inflexible. Charles McCarthy, an Irishman, served as the ship's 
master at arms and had acknowledged 'himself to have been the founder of the mutiny in 
the Inflexible.'' 

Admiralty, Captain Henry Blackwood, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliant (June 10,1796 to June 
9, 1797) and Lieutenant G. Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliant (November 5,1796 
to November 5, 1797) both in Logs of the Brilliant 1793-1800. Log B.165, NMM. 

^^Keith, "Report on H.M.S. Tisiphone" (June 15, 1797), ADM 1/727. 
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McCarty - the delegate from the Sandwich, the ship's company of the Pylades also joined 

the mutiny On May 17, the radicaUy inspired company of the Champion sent a letter to 

the Inflexible informing them that they willing 'to die in the cause'.^^ Likewise, the crew 

of the Grampus mutinied and appointed James Smart, a landsman with but one month of 

service on their ship, as president of their committee, because "they thought as he was a 

scholar and had been to sea before he was a proper person".^ Other attempts by the 

mutinous delegates did not go as smoothly as these. 

The advent of the Sandwich's delegates approach to the Swan caused a near repeat 

of the bloodshed on the London, which had occurred only five days earlier at the Spithead. 

Admiralty, Captain Adam Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20, 1797 to 
September 30,1798), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1222, PRO and Thomas Taylor, 
"Testimony", ADM 1/5486. Taylor testified that McCarty had spoke with the ship's 
company and "from that time the spirit of the mutiny was inspired into the ship's 
company." 

'̂Admiralty, Captain Henry Raper, "Log of H.M.S. Champion" (February 7, 1796 to 
January 31,1798), and Lieutenant William Hunt "Log of H.M.S. Champion" (February 5, 
1797 to February 4, 1798) both found in Logs of the Champion 1796-1802. Log C.104, 
NMM and Stow, "Report and Results From the Papers Formed in Different Ships 
Engaged in the Late Mutiny at the Nore", ADM 3/137. The letter no longer exists but the 
entry for it reads, "No 19 Champion's Letter to the Inflexible informing them, they have 
chosen Delegates, and will die in the cause. 17 May". 

^^Boys, "Log of H.M.S. Grampu^^ (December 27, 1796 to December 27,1797), Log 
G.l 14, Boys, 'Testimony", James Davies, "Testimony", William Waddy, 'Testimony", 
James Wright, "Testimony", Robert Smith, Testimony", and Captain Came, "Testimony" 
(all June 10 to 12,1797) all in ADM 1/5340. Like Parker, Smart had a formal education 
and some nautical experience; he also enjoyed class power from being "a proper person". 
Smart also had radical ties, having tokl others among his ship's company that he had been 
a speaker at the London Corresponding Society. Smart's positk)n is not surprising given 
that the Grampus been outfitting since Decemter 18, 1797 and the crew's growing 
composition made any hierarchy among them nebulous at best, producing the same sort of 
hierarchkal chaos as existed on the Sandwich. 
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When the delegates from the Sandwich approached the Swan, Lieutenant Marshall ordered 

out his marines to prevent their boarding. Undaunted, the Sandwich's delegates threatened 

to bring their ship around to fire on the Swan, a tiny sloop that would have been destroyed 

easily by the 98 gunned Sandwich. After remembering the fate of the ofiBcers of the 

London, Marshall quickty yielded to his company's demand that the delegates be allowed 

to board. The seamen of the Swan took command of their ship, rove yard arms, seized the 

small arms, and appointed delegates and a ship's committee. Their captain, William Stamp, 

returned to the ship that afternoon only to find that he no longer held command; in disgust 

he left the ship that evening. '̂ Fortunately for all involved, Marshall's cool thinking and 

yielding to the mutineers prevented a repeat of the violence seen on the London. 

Among the ships' companies of the £ 'Espion, Clyde, St. Fiorenzo, and the Iris, the 

mutineers found little willingness to join the mutiny. To force their participation in the 

mutiny, the delegates from the Sandwich used threats. Noting the L Espion's lack of 

enthusiasm for the mutiny, the delegates from the Sandwich threatened to bring a 

mutinous ship alongside them to fire on them. According to Peter CuUen, then serving on 

the I 'Espion, the crew informed their officers of the necessity of their mutiny, removed 

only three disliked officers, and allowed their officers fimiom of movement and treated 

them with great respect.̂  ̂The mutinous delegates also found the seamen of the Clyde 

'̂Admiralty, Captain William Stamp, "Log of H.M.S. Swan" (December 18,1796 to July 
1, 1797), Captains' [.ogs, ADM 5lh 191, PRO, Admiralty, Lieutenant John W. Marshall, 
"Log of H.M.S. Swan" (September 20,1796 to September 19,1797), Logs of the Swan 
1794-1801. Log S.583, NMM, William Parr, "Testimony" (July 7, 1797), ADM 1/5486 
and Marshall, "Statement" and Stamp "Statement" both found in "Report on the Crew of 
the Swan" (June 18, 1797), ADM 1/727. The Swan's mutineers did not imprisoned 
Captain Stamp, instead they aUowed him to freety leave the ship. 

Admiralty, Captain Manly Dixon, "Log of H.M.S. L 'Espion" (Ju^ 1, 1796 to Jufy 20, 
1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1118, PRO and CuUen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five 
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unwilling to mutiny as "they had no cause of complaint and were determined to remain 

quiet". To force the issue, the delegates from the Inflexible returned with a hoy (a small 

merchant vessel) full of giupowder; the implied threat being the delegates would blow up 

the hoy alongside the Clyde. Rather than have their ship destroyed, the seamen of the 

Clyde took command of the ship, rove yard arms, and secured the keys to the ship's 

magazine. The Clyde's loyalty to the mutiny remained only superficial; best illustrated 

when they became one of the first ship's companies to desert the mutiny The St. 

Fiorenzo, which had participated in the Spithead Mutiny, literally sailed into the Nore 

Mutiny. Arriving on the afternoon of May 12, the company of the St. Fiorenzo found 

several ships at the Nore in a state of mutiny. Upon the St. Fiorenzo's arrival, mutineers 

cheered them, but Captain Neale prevented his crew from returning their cheers, a 

demonstration that the ships' companies at Spithead were satisfied with the government's 

grants and had ended their mutiny. Undaunted, the mutineers sent delegates to the St. 

Fiorenzo. Ordered off the ship by Captain Neale, the delegates had the Inflexible fire 

several shots, one of which hit the St. Fiorenzo, taking away part of its rigging. Realizing 

the actual danger they were in, the ship's company gave three cheers and joined the 

mutiny.^ The mutinous delegates had been able to force the St. Fiorenzos to join their 

mutiny, but, like the Clyde, the seamen of the St. Fiorenzo did not remain in the mutiny 

Naval Inumals 83-86. 

^^Cunningham,, A Narrative of Occurrences, 4, CUN/3, Admiralty, Captain Charles 
Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. ClydsT, CUN/6, NMM. 

Admiralty, Captain Henry Neale, "Log of H.M.S. St. Fiorenzo" (June 23, 1796 to June 
27,1797), Captains' T ngs. ADM 51/1182, PRO, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" 
(March 1, 1797 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173, Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. 
Clyde", CUN/6, and Cunnmgham, "A Narrative of Occurrences. 4-7, CUN/3. 
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long. On May 13, the Iris returned to the Nore after serving with Duncan's fleet in the 

North Sea. Boarded by Charles McCarty, the mutineer delegate from the Sandwich, the 

company of the Iris begrudgingfy mutinied; Captain Surridge retained enough control to 

appoint the ship's delegates.^^ Coerced into joining the mutiny, none of these ships 

became hotbeds of radical action during the mutiny. 

By May 14,1797, the mutineers from the Sandwich had successfully exported 

their mutiny to the majority of the ships at the Nore Anchorage. They and the ships' 

companies of twelve other ships, every ship at the Nore except the Niger, stood in a state 

of mutiny.^ The Niger sent delegates on May 14 to determine the mutineer's motives, but 

did not actually mutiny untU May 16.^^ The Nore mutineers, however, remained a force of 

limited military power. They counted onty three ships of the line amongst them; the other 

smaller vessels included: nine frigates, two sloops, and a supply ship. The leaders of the 

mutiny controlled just under four thousand men. By comparison, in the original Spithead 

mutiny, the mutineers controlled sixteen ships, all large ships of the line, and over ten 

thousand men. Several ship's companies had refused to mutiny and escaped the mutineers' 

Admiralty, Lieutenant J. Holmes, "Log of H.M.S. Iris" (May 9, 1797 to October 11, 
1797, Logs of the Iris 1794-1802^ Log J.l 18, NMM and Thomas Surridge, "Testimony" 
(July 6, 1797), ADM 1/5486. Surridge appointed his ship's captain of the forecastle and 
sail maker as delegates. 

•^^The ships now in a state of mutiny included: Sandwich (98), Director (74), Inflexible 
(64), St. Fioremo (40), Clyde (38), L 'Espion (38), Iris (32), Brilliant (28), Tisiphone 
(28), Champion (24), Pylades (16), Swan (14), and the Grampus Suppty ship. It is unclear 
if the Firm Gun Boat had been brought into the mutiny, they did eventually mutiny (at 
least by May 27) when it anchored with the rest of the mutineers. See Admiralty, 
Lieutenant Henry Hawes, "Log of H.M.S. Proserpine" (December 25,1796 to December 
24, 1797), Logs of the Proserpine 1795-1799. Log P.438, NMM. 

Admiralty, Captain Edward Foote, "Log of H.M.S. Mger" (July 21,1796 to July 20, 
1797), r.ogs of the Ni^er 1794-1804. Log N.l 18, NMM. 
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grasp. On May 13, the Hawke and the Stork had sailed &om the Nore as did the Astrea on 

May 14. To the mutineers' dismay, none of the ships fiirther up the River Thames or 

Medway had been brought under their control. In contrast to the unanimous spirit of 

mutiny during the Spithead Mutiny, the Nore mutineers' inability to unite all the nearby 

ships in their mutiny as well as their forced induction of several ships' companies produced 

a lack of unity among the mutiny, one that prevented its success. 

"The Confederacy of the Fleet" '̂ 

The mutineers enjoyed influence far greater than their limited numbers and 

maritime combat power due to the great fear that their radicalism inspired in their 

opponents. Captain Cunningham of the Clyde wrote, "This country was probably never 

placed in such an awfiil and critical situation as at this epoch of her history; as many 

circumstances at that period contributed to facilitate a revolution of the most destructive 

character.Those nearby on land felt it as well. On May 14, the delegates who 

represented each ship, now led by Richard Parker, landed at Sheemess and paraded 

through the streets; the red flag that led the procession and the pistols and cutlasses that 

each delegate carried alarmed the civilian population. Fearing that the mutineers would 

land and plunder the town, the civilians population of Sheemess sent their money, 

valuables, and most of the women to safety in areas fiirther inland. Even at sea great 

precautions were taken; on May 15, Captain Cunningham sent the "young gentlemen", the 

boys, first class, of his ship ashore. Possessing no fear of the government, the delegates 

^^In his May 14 log entry, Cunningham used this term to describe the overall mutinous 
combination. See Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, NMM. 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 4, CUN/3. 
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landed at Sheerness daily, enjoying the offerings of the local public houses. On May 15, 

the delegates landed at the sick quarters on the Isle of Sheppy, where they threatened Mr. 

Shove, the surgeon in charge; Shove "fled his post" while his assistant, Mr. Laffery, "made 

away with himself by cutting his throat" rather than face the terror of the radical 

mutineers.^^ By mid-May, the mutineers enjoyed full control of the Nore and the town of 

Sheerness, Vice-Admiral Buckner and the local garrison, fearful of revolutionary 

retribution, waited passively. 

To unite with their brethren at Spithead, the mutineers sent four delegates to 

Portsmouth to consult with the mutineers there. The delegates included one man from the 

Clyde: Edward Hynes, a 39 year old English able seaman, two men from the Sandwich, 

both members of the ship's committee: Thomas Atkinson, a 48 year old English 

quartermaster's mate, and Charles McCarty, the 40 year old Irish supernumerary landsman 

who had acted as the mutiny's leader from the start, and one from the Director: Mathew 

HoUister, a 56 year old English gunner's yeoman. '̂ At Portsmouth they hoped to learn 

what grievances the Admiralty had redressed for the Spithead mutineers so that they could 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 9-13, CUN/3, Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. 
Clyde", CUN/6, and Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five Naval Inumals. 83-86. 

'̂Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Clyde (April to November, 1797), ADM 36/12875, 
Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622 and Muster Book H.M.S. Director 
(November, 1796 to August, 1797), ADM 35/12781. Atkinson listed a man known as to 
him onfy by his first name, "Matthew" from the Director as going to Portsmouth, possibly 
Mathew HoUister who served as a delegate on that ship. See Atkinson, "Statement", 
ADM 1/3685. Another document contains a list that included McCarty, Atkinson, 
Matthew HoUiston (aka HoUister), and a Edward Hynes. See "No 8, Letter from Charles 
McCarty Delegate of the Inflexible" in Stow, "Report and Results from the Papers 
Formed in Different Ships Engaged in the Late Mutiny at the Nore", ADM 3/137. Captain 
Cunningham records the man from the Clyde as being Rkhard Hinds, a 40 year old 
Ei^lish landsmen, but Edward Hynes appears to have been a delegate from that ship, not 
Richard Hinds. See Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 9-11, CUN/3. 
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demand the same from the Admiralty. Documents show that the money to pay their 

expenses came from the mutineers at the Nore. Thomas Atkinson recalled that he had 

received a total of ten pounds from his fellow mutineers.^^ The delegates carried leave 

tickets signed by Bray, Master of the Sandwich. Departing on May 13, they arrived in 

London only to be grabbed by a press gang, which released them upon seeing their leave 

tickets. Traveling to Portsmouth by coach the next morning, they found that all had been 

settled among the Channel Fleet. Having exhausted their funds, they spent the next day 

acquiring money to flmd their journey back to the Nore. At Spithead, Edward Hynes 

deserted the delegates; later he told his captain that he had "to extricate himself from the 

bad cause into which he had been misled". From sources unrevealed, the delegates 

procured an additional ten pounds and returned to the Nore on May 19.^^ 

Charles McCarty functioned as the initial leader of the Sandwich s company and 

the mutinous confederacy's delegates. He had taken the keys from the officers of the 

Sandwich and was active as a delegate in spreading the mutiny to other ships. In his 

absence, Richard Parker emerged as the undisputed leader of the Nore Mutiny. Upon 

^^Captain Cunningham believed that a mysterious "man in black" had supplied Richard 
Parker with the money. Cunningham related that on June 4, Mr. Jones, a clergyman from 
Rochester had been accosted by two seamen looking for the 'Gentleman in Black'. To 
stop the liaisons between the seamen and their supporter, constables from Rochester 
guarded the bridge. See Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 9-11,103-105, 
CUN/3. 

Atkinson, "Statement", ADM 1/3685, Atkinson "Testimony" (July 11,1797) found in 
both ADM 1/5486 and RUSI/NM/ER/5, "No 6, Collection, amounting to 2/8/6 in the 
Inflexible to defray the expenses of the Delegates sent to Spithead and receipt for the 
same the Sandwich's Delegates" in Stow, "Report and Resuhs from the Papers Formed 
in Different Ships Engaged in the Late Mutiny at the Nore", ADM 3/137, and 
Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 9-11, CUN/3. Captain Bligh reported that the 
delegates had returned from Spithead on the morning of May 19. See Bligh to Nepean 
(May 19,1797), ADM 1/1516. 
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McCarty's return, Parker kept his usurped command by ordering McCarty hung; Parker 

claimed that McCarty had deserted the radical camp after learning of the settlement at 

Spithead. Still not in total control of the mutiny, Parker found himself only able to exile 

McCarty to a minor position, that of mutineer commander of the Pylades?^ Having 

removed McCarty from his position as rival leader, Parker established his command over 

the mutineers. 

Parker's rise to power began the day after the start of the mutiny when the 

committee of the Sandwich invited him to join their ship's committee. Most of Parker's 

officers could not remember him taking an active rule in the outbreak of the mutiny on the 

Sandwich. Surgeon Snipe remembered first seeing him on the day after the mutiny broke 

out (May 13), when, according to Snipe, Parker had become the President of the 

Sandwich's committee. Snipe noted that Parker "appeared as the leading man on every 

occasion." An evaluation of the mutineers' documents by Benjamin Stow, Vice-Admiral 

Buckner's secretary, concluded that Parker had been one of main directors of the mutiny, 

hardly the witless tool of others. By May 13 Parker had assumed the leadership of the 

fleet's delegates as well, for Captain Cunningham noted that Parker had led the procession 

of the delegates that sailed through the fleet. Captain Marryat best summed up Parker's 

rapid rise and equally quick descent: 'the ringleader, Parker, like a meteor darted through 

the firmament, sprung from nothing, coruscated, dazzled, and disappeared."^^ 

'̂̂ McCarty, "Testimony" (July 7, 1797), ADM 1/5486. Mutineers had actually put a 
greased rope put around McCarty's neck but others among them friendly to him prevented 
his hanging. Parker the had McCarty put in irons, later sending him to the Inflexible and 
eventual^ to the Pylades. See Bray, 'Testimony" (July 7, 1797), McCarty "Testimony" 
(July 8, 1797), and Stephen Catte, "Testimony" (July 8, 1797) ^ found in ADM 1/5486. 

^^Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker" in Corbett, Private Papers of George, Second 
Earl Spencer. 170, Snipe, 'Testimony" (June 22,1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, Anon. Memoirs 
of Richard Parker. 24-25, Stow, ''Report and Results From the Papers, found on board 
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Some may have questioned Parker's role as President of the Fleet because he did 

not look like a seaman leader. Captain Knight of the Montague described his appearance 

thus, 

Richard Parker is about thirty years of age, wears his hair, which is black, untied 
though not cropt, in stature is about 5 feet 9 or 10 inches, has a rather prominent 
nose, dark eyes as is his conq)lexion and his visage rather thin than otherwise. 
Generally is dressed slovenly in plain blue halfwom coat and whitish or light 
coloured waistcoat and half boots.^^ 

Peter Cullen, a naval ofiScer, provkied a similar description of him, 

Parker, being, what is styled in sea phrase, only a landsman, that is neither an able 
or ordinary seaman, was dressing in that garb. He always wore a threadbare blue 
coat, with long skirts to it, tarnished red waistcoat, and blue pantaloons, not very 
new, stockings and shoes. His countenance serious and resolute, but rather 
humane - there was nothing repulsive in his appearance, or manner - with the air of 
a mechanic. He appeared to be revered by the men. These were all in their usual 
saUor's dresses. '̂ 

Cullen found Parker's dress so uncharacteristic of a seaman that he mistakenly believed 

him to be a "only a landsman", a man of no power in the masculine hierarchy. Parker did 

understand the power of the visual, and had attempted to have his wife bring him the 

money necessary to "make that decent appearance necessary in His Majesty's Servke", 

but by May 13 neither she nor the money had arrived.^^ Despite his lack of the visual 

H.M.S. Inflexible" (June 19,1797), ADM 3/137, and Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 8-9, CUN/3, and Marryat, The King's Own. 7. 

^^Captain John Knight, "Description of Parker", ADM 1/2017. 

^^CuUen, "Memoirs," in Thursfiekl, Five Naval Inumals. 83-86. 

78parker to H.L. (Captain Mosse by the content of the text) (May 1,1797), PC 1/38/117. 
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reference as a leader at sea, Parker had succeeded through his immense abilities as a 

leader: as Cullen noted, "He appeared to be revered by the men." 

Parker's style of leadership is best described as autocratic. When assuming the 

leadership of the fleet, Parker became, in his mind, their sole leader. There is no evidence 

that he iavored the committee style of leadership used by the Spithead mutineers; instead 

the delegates simply acted as his lieutenants. When the delegates traveled in their parade 

of boats, Parker always assumed the lead position, the red flag of defiance flew from a 

staff on his boat. According to Peter CuUen, he acted to his supporters in "a very firm, but 

humane manner, without any personal violence, worth noticing."^^ To those who failed or 

opposed him, be threatened violence, best demonstrated by the near hanging of Charles 

McCarty. Parker did not possess a sense of deference or fear of his naval superiors as 

many plebeian leaders did; Vice-Admiral Buckner noted that Parker had acted with 

insolence toward him.^^ Parker, however, remained more than an autocratic leader, for he 

relied up the masculine authority he derived from his skill and personal bravery to gain the 

willing support of others. Even Captain Cunningham, a man who hated Parker, conceded 

that during his trial, "his behavior was manly". '̂ Peter Cullen described Parker's courage 

during his execution, a moment of great fear for many, "He died with great fortitude".^^ 

Parker's masculine authority over his plebeian shipmates, derived through his superior 

^^CuUen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five Naval Journals. 83-86. 

*®Buckner, 'Testimony" (June 22, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 

''Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 93, CUN/3. 

'̂ Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five Naval Journals. 83-86. 
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maritime skills and class background, both encouraged many to follow his red flag and 

aUowed him to lead them in an autocratic style. 

The mutineers at the Nore used the same three levels of organization developed by 

the Spithead mutineers: oaths to bind individuals to the cause, ships' conunittees to force 

compliance of individuals, and a fleet wide committee of delegates to bind the ships' 

companies to the mutiny. At the most basic level, the mutineers forced an individual oath 

on their subordinates.^^ The oaths seem to have had some impact for if the men violated 

their oath by betraying the mutiny, their peers could then try them for peijury, a violation 

of one' personal integrity important to the seamen. For example, the mutineers committee 

confined men fi'om the Brilliant and Inflexible who wished to end the mutiny for "the 

crime of peijury, meaning repentance of the oath they had been obliged to take, of fidelity 

to the committee."^ The inability of the radicals to gain voluntary conversions to their 

cause haunted them throughout the mutiny. As individuals were not always true to their 

^^The oath read, '1 AM do voluntarily make oath and swear that I will be true in the cause 
we are embarked in and will to the laying down of my life be here to the Delegates at 
present assembl'd whilst they continue to support the present cause and will communicate 
to them at all times all such things as may be for the good of our undertakings, and all 
conspiracies that may tend to the subversion of our present plan I will also endeavour to 
detect and suppress as fiill as my power every thing that may lead to a separation of the 
unity so necessary completing our present system." See "Form of an Oath administered to 
the Delegates" in "Schedule of Papers originating firom the Mutineers on board His 
Majesty's Ships at the Nore" ADM 1/727. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 16-17, CUN/3, Stow, "Report and Results 
firom the Papers contained in a black leather Pocket Book, marked Daniel Price" (June 18, 
1797), Stow, "Report and Results from the Paper formed in different ships engaged in the 
late mutiny at the Nore" (June 19,1797), Stow, "Report and Results firom the Papers, 
found on board H.M.S. Inflexible"" (June 19,1797) and Stow "Report and Results fiwm 
the Papers, found on Board H.M.S. Champion" (June 19, 1797) all in ADM 3/137. The 
mutineer leaders of the Inflexible forced an oath on their company on May 16, 1797, while 
the Sandwich's company took an oath by the order of the delegates on May 16,1797. 
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oaths, especially these forced upon them, the mutineers developed two additional levels of 

organization. 

The mutineers used committees on individual ships as well as a fleet-wide 

committee of delegates to control their men. Most ships' companies appear to have 

formed their own internal committees to command their ships after removing their officers 

from command. For example, the Sandwich's company formed the first ship's committee 

almost immediately after mutinying. Other ships usually appointed delegates and then later 

formed a committee such as the Tisiphones who mutinied on May 12, sent delegates to 

the fleet on May 13, and on May 15 formed a five man ship's committee. On May 12, the 

company of the Director mutinied, sent delegates, and then elected an eight man ship's 

committee.^^ The committees also collected money to pay for their delegates' expenses on 

shore, mostly incurred at public houses.The ships' companies established their own 

internal rules and enforced those of the delegates of the Fleet. To force compliance among 

the seamen who resisted their rule, the delegates often resorted to the same punishments 

used by their officers, including flogging their own men.^^ While the ship's committees ran 

^^Keith, "Report on the Tisiphone" (June 15,1797) and "Statement about Mutiny on the 
Director given to Lord Keith by officers of that ship" (June 15,1797). both in ADM 
Mill. 

^^In his captain's log, Cunningham noted that the delegates met ashore at the ""Royal Arch 
Public House in the Blue Town, and afterward regale themselves with a good dinner and 
plentyfiil libations." Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6. 

^^On the Clyde, the ship's committee's rules included requiring the crew to cheer at 8 a.m. 
and sunset and when the delegates passed by in their procession of boats (clearly rules 
from the delegates of the fleet), and that a the company should keep a watch at night. 
Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6. See Chapter 5 for a description of some of 
the punishments carried out by the mutineers. 
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afi^ on the local level, the committee of the delegates of the fleet acted as highest level 

of mutineer organization. 

After Parker, the delegates of the fleet, known officially as 'The General 

Committee of Delegates", had the greatest power over the mutineers.^^ As they brought 

ships into the mutiny, the delegates ordered the ships' companies to send delegates to the 

Sandwich, where they typically met in the ship's great cabin. On May 14 the delegates 

made this a requirement with a formal order to the ships' companies. Unlike the Spithead 

mutineer's delegates who cooperatively decided major issues, the Nore delegates appear 

to have spent most of their time issuing lesser regulations and orders to Individual ships.^^ 

For example, the delegates of the fleet sent a letter to the delegates of the Champion 

recommending they make their petty officers swear to the "Oath of Fidelity". Another 

order by the delegates of the fleet forbade any person from going ashore without their 

permission. Individual men could also petition the delegates for special requests; Sergeant 

Morris, a marine, petitioned them to allow him to go onshore so he would not lose his 

benefits with which he hoped to support his wife and child (presumably after leaving the 

^^There existed a "General Committee of Internal Regulation" which included twelve 
members, a secretary, and a clerk which met every morning on the Director. Cunningham 
is the only contemporary observer to record its existence, but he provkled no details about 
its function or operation. Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 16-17, CUN/3. 

^^On May 13, the Delegates issued six articles to be observed on the ships of their 
mutinous fleet. They included: (I) the desire for unanimity in the cause, (2) the need for 
discipline which forbade liquor coming onto the ships and the need to punish men who did 
not foUow orders, (3) the need to carry on duty as before and pay "due respect" to their 
officers, (4) the need to bring together delegates, (S) no master or pilot be allowed to go 
ashore, and (6) any officer '̂ vho by ill treatment to men" to be "dismissed immediately" 
and to abide by tlie determination of the mutineers at Spithead; which seems to have been 
thwarted with Parker's rise to power. See "Orders and Regulations to be observed on 
board the different Ships in the Fleet, May 13,1797' in "Schedule of Papers originating 
from the Mutineers on board His Majesty's Ships at the Nore" ADM 1/727. 
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marines).^ The delegates appear to have expended a great deal of energy trying to stop 

the activities of counter-revolutionary plebeian seamen rather than formulating great 

petitions or long term plans; that remained Parker's prerogative due to his class-based 

sense of superiority over the rest of the seamen. 

Between the outbreak of the mutiny on May 12 and their arrival at Sheemess on 

May 28, the Admiralty passively watched the events at the Nore. Their efiforts remained 

concentrated on ending the mutiny among the seamen of the Channel Fleet at Spithead and 

keeping Duncan's North Sea Fleet operational against the Dutch. On May 13, the 

Admiralty informed Duncan of the end of the mutiny at Spithead. The Admiralty also 

attempted to redress material grievances in Duncan's fleet by informing him of the new 

regulations for size of provisions and their intention to pay some of his ships. They also 

congratulated Duncan on suppressing mutinous activity on the Adamant and the 

Albatross. The Admiralty's interest in Duncan stemmed from his important mission of 

blockading the Dutch fleet at Texel.^ ' 

Vice-Admiral Buckner, port admiral at the Sheemess, found the Admiralty far less 

supportive of his problems. On May 13 the Admiralty replied to Buckner's message 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 16-17,24-28, CUN/3, Stow "Report and 
Results from the Papers, found on Board H.M.S. Champion" (June 19,1797) and Stow, 
"Report and Resuhs from the Paper formed in dififerent ships engaged in the late mutiny at 
the Nore" (June 19,1797), both in ADM 3/137. 

'̂Duncan to Nepean (May 15, 1797), ADM 1/524, Victualling OfBce to Duncan (May 16, 
1797), Nepean to Duncan (May 18, 1797) and Nepean to Duncan (May 19, 1797) all 
found in M1995.2.72, Spencer to Duncan (May 15,1797), M1995.2.2, Official 
Correspondence. SUSM and Nepean to Duncan (May 19, 1797), ADM 2/943. On May 
16, the captain and a lieutenant of the Albatross used armed force to suppress their crew 
who "were very riotous and disorderly". See Duncan to Nepean (May 17,1797), ADM 
1/524. 
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regarding the outbreak of mutiny at the Nore by informing him that the Act of Parliament 

should settle matters at the Nore, writing, "As af&irs are now however in so fovorable a 

strain, their Lordships hope and trust that a happy termination will be put to these matters 

in the course of a few hours."^^ Finding the mutiny not over in "a few hours", the next day 

the Admiralty, still overly optimistic, informed Buckner that all had been restored at 

Portsmouth and that he should see that the same happened at the Nore. By May 16, 

Buckner still had no official proof to show his seamen that the mutiny at Spithead had 

been settled. He informed the Admiralty that his verbal information regarding the 

settlement "seemed to be in some respect satis&ctory" to the mutineers at the Nore, but 

they would do nothing until the return of their delegates from Portsmouth. On May 17, 

Buckner informed the Admiralty that the ships' companies at the Nore remained "in open 

defiance of [his] every order". Not until May 17 did the Admiralty order Buckner to offer 

the mutineers at the Nore a pardon if they ended their mutiny and accepted the grants 

given to the seamen at Spithead.^^ 

Both at sea and ashore the mutineers enjoyed complete power during the first 

week of their mutiny. The delegates of the fleet continued to parade both through the 

Nore and ashore unmolested. '̂̂  The mutineers sent ashore officers they disliked. On May 

17, the ship's company of the Proserpine, which had just arrived at the Nore, also 

^^Nepean to Buckner, (May 13, 1797) and Nepean to Buckner (May 14,1797) both 
found in ADM 3/137, Bucl^r to Nepean (May 16, 1797) and Buckner to Nepean (May 
17, 1797) both in ADM 1/727. 

^^The actual letter from Nepean to Buckner of May 17 did not survive but its contents can 
be gleaned from other sources. See Buckner to Nepean (May 20, 1797), M19S5.2.72 and 
Buckner, 'Testimony" (June 22, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 

^^Keith, "Report on H.M.S. Tisiphone" (June 15,1797), ADM 1/727. 
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mutinied. The mutineers on the Proserpine, "emboldened" by their superiors' lack of 

resistance seized their Boatswain and took him to the Sandwich where the delegates tried 

him and "condemned him to be hanged". The Boatswain appealed to a friendly ear among 

the mutineers and got his punishment reduced to being rowed through the fleet with a 

rope around his neck while the mutineers' band played the "Rogues' March", a song of 

disgrace. Having sufBciently "degraded" him, the mutineers released the boatswain at 

Sheemess.̂  ̂Growing bolder, on May 18, the mutineers seized a lieutenant of the Niger 

on shore and took him to a public house where the delegates of the fleet met. Undaunted 

by the mutineers' actions. Captain Blackwood of the Niger rescued his fellow officer 

through "spirited exertions".^ While some ardent plebeian seamen continued to refuse to 

support the mutiny, the radical &ction grew in support due to their unchecked power. 

However, the events of the last ten days in May began a reversal of their high tide. 

"Opposition Parties" 

On May 19, the delegates returned from Spithead. For the seamen favoring the 

plebeian masculinity, they brought the good news that all had been settled among the 

seamen of the Channel Fleet. The delegates also delivered Adrnkal Howe's letter that 

ofifered to pardon and grant the Nore mutineers the same gains as the men of the Channel 

Fleet on the condition that they end their mutiny. To the less radically inclined seamen 

'̂ Hawes, "Log of H.M.S. Proserpine '̂' (December 25, 1796 to December 24,1797), Log 
P.438, Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 14-15, CUN/3, and Keith, "Report on 
the Proserpine" (June 14, 1797), ADM 1/727. On May 30, the mutineers of the 
Proserpine sent petition to the Admiralty complaining of several of their officers cruelty 
and abuse. See Ship's Conq>any of the Proserpine, "Petition of Grievances" (May 30, 
1797), ADM 1/5125. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 15-16, CUN/3. 
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such as Atkinson, this meant the end of their mutiny as their material demands had been 

granted. Many of the Sandwich's crew expressed their satisfaction with Howe's offer as 

well; the radicals, led by Parker, did not share their pleasure. Angered by the information 

that he knew would undercut many seamen's support for the mutiny, Parker denounced 

the letter as a fraud and claimed that McCarty, his rival for leadership of the mutiny, had 

never been at Portsmouth and had simply forged Howe's name. Fearing that the growth of 

"opposition parties" among the companies of the Inflexible and Director would spread 

through the fleet, Parker acted unilaterally by preventing Howe's letter from being made 

public and having both Atkinson and McCarty removed from the Sandwich's committee, 

Parker failed in his attempt to have McCarty hung.^^ The news of the end of the Spithead 

Mutiny and the availability of a similar ofifer to the mutineers at the Nore put Parker in a 

difiScuh position. A termination of the Nore Mutiny by the seamen meant the end to the 

radical cause which he championed. 

Tensions at the Nore continued to grow. In an attempt to gain popular support for 

their actions, the mutineers had hand bills printed and circulated amongst the fleet and 

afBxed in public places in London. In these bills the seamen presented themselves as "the 

victims of tyranny and oppression", who were treated worse than "the dregs of London's 

streets". The mutineers proclaimed their determination to better pay and provisions. The 

bill also showed their radical side as well. Their demand for the political equality of all men 

came out in, "No, the age of reason has at length resolved - long have been endeavouring 

to find ourselves men". They also played upon the theme of the king's support for the 

^^Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1 to September 28,1797), ADM 51/1173, 
Atkinson, "Statement" and James Mitchel, "Statement" both found in ADM 1/3685 and 
Bray, 'Testimony" (July 7, 1797) and Atkinson, 'Testimony" (July 11, 1797) both found 
in ADM 1/5486. 
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plebeians, "We have the highest opinion of our most gracious sovereign and we hope none 

of those measures taken to deprive us of tlu common rights of men have been instigated 

by him." Belying their class-based radicalism, they described the patricians with negative 

descriptions such as ''vile gilded pampered knaves" and "Men without the least tincture of 

humanity, without the faintest spark of virtue, education or abilities". The bill clearly 

demonstrated the radical mutineers demand for the political equality of all men and their 

anti-patrician attitudes.^^ These bills had some impact on the invalids, men no longer fit 

for active field duty, of the Sheemess garrison as they expressed their opinion that they 

also had a right to send delegates.^^ 

On May 18, in hopes of diminishing the support of the majority of the seamen, 

especially the plebeians, for the mutiny, Vice-Admiral Buckner informed the delegates of 

his desire to go on board the Sandwich and present the Admiralty's ofifer of a pardon. 

Parker and his radical allies knew that they had to somehow counter Buckner's efforts to 

undermine their mutiny. Quickly they drew up a petition of grievances, the first such 

document they had produced since the start of the mutiny seven days earlier. In contrast, 

the Spithead Mutiny had been proceeded by petitions which indicated their general 

demands. To force a continuation of the mutiny they put forth new demands which they 

knew the Admiralty would not accept. Parker had no finite plan other than keeping the 

mutiny and the radical cause alive. 

^^Delegates of the different ships at the Nore to "their fellow countrymen" as part of 
William Wilson, "Testimony" (July 6, 1797), ADM 1/5486. Williams testified that William 
Gregory, a committee member of the Sandwich, gave him three pounds to have the bill 
printed. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 18-19, CUN/3. 

•OOfiuckner to Nepean (May 20, 1797), M1995.2.72. 
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The mutineers' petition contained eight points, many of them acceptable to most 

seamen, but many of which the Admiralty clearly would not accept. The first demanded 

that "every indulgence" granted to the Channel Fleet be given to the ships' companies at 

the Nore, which Buckner had already communicated to the delegates as acceptable. The 

second point revisited the Channel Fleet's request for shore leave for ships in port, which 

the Admiralty had denied the mutineers at Spithead. Third, the mutineers wanted to be 

paid all wages, except for the withheld last six months, before their ships went to sea. 

While the mutineers believed that the "Old Rules" called for this, the regulations clearly 

stated that the seamen would be paid only in a yearly cycle; however, the Admiralty had 

shown some flexibility in getting Duncan's ships paid so this demand also appeared 

plausible. The Admiralty found the mutineers' fourth demand clearly unacceptable as 

demanded that no ofiBcer who had been turned out of his ship by the mutineers be 

employed in that ship again without the consent of the ship's company. The fifth demand, 

that pressed men be advanced two months of their wages to purchase "necessaries", that is 

clothing and bedding, already existed in the regulations as well, but seems to have been 

included to force the Admiralty to address a specific problem on the Sandwich. In their 

sixth point, one that the Admiralty strongly resisted, the delegates demanded that the navy 

pardon and allow to return to the service all men who had previously deserted. The last 

two demands contained the most radical grievances. The seventh called for a more equal 

distribution of the prize money, a reversal of the unequal patrician-plebeian compromise. 

The eighth point expressed the radicals' demand for a moderation of the Articles of War, 

again unacceptable to the patricians as it reduced their right to use force to preserve their 

dominance. The moderate content of several of the demands points to Parker's' efforts to 

bring the plebeian Action of the seamen back into the mutiny, while the inclusion of the 

last three demonstrates the goals of the radicals among thenL The petition also demanded 
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that Admirahy come to the Nore and approve all eight points before the seamen ended 

their mutiny.'®' 

On May 20, Vice-Admiral Buckner met with the delegates on board the Sandwich. 

In this meeting the delegates presented him with their petition. They made it clear to 

Buckner that untU all the conditions had been approved by a board of the Admiralty at 

Sheemess, their mutiny would continue. In response Buckner informed the delegates that 

he had no power to grant their demands, onty the Admiralty had that power. However, he 

believed that they would grant all reasonable demands, implying that aU were not 

acceptable. Buckner warned the delegates that the Admiralty would require some time to 

discuss the articles, and that he hoped the mutineers would not delay the proceedings by 

insisting on having all their points immediately settled. Finding the delegates unwilling to 

listen to his proposal for an immediate end to the mutiny, Buckner went ashore and 

relayed the petition to the Admiralty via his secretary, Mr. Slow. 

The Admiralty rejected the mutineers' petition, especial^ the second point 

regarding shore leave. Evan Nepean, First Secretary of the Admiralty, bluntly ordered 

Buckner to inform the mutineers to accept the pardon and end their mutiny or 'they will 

have to answer for all the melancholy consequences which must attend their persisting in 

'̂ 'Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 24-28, CUN/3, Delegates of the Ships at the 
Nore, "Petition" (May 20,1797) enclosed in Buckner to Nepean (May 20,1797), 
M1955.2.72, and Admiralty. Regulations and Instructions f 1790^ 48-49, 51, 209. The 
petition in Buckner to Nepean lists only the first six demands as does a copy of the 
petition possessed by the committee of the Lancaster. See The Committee of the 
Delegates of the Fleet, "Petition" (copy possessed by Lancaster, May 27,1797), ADM 
3/136. 

'̂ ^Buckner to Nepean (May 20, 1797), M1955.2.72, Buckner "Testimony" (June 22, 
1797), ADM 1/S486, and Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 13. 
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their present state of disobedience and mutiny."In a second letter, dated May 21 as 

well, the Admiralty informed Buckner that the government had ordered Major General 

Fox to march with two regiments of militia from Canterbury to Sheemess to protect the 

doclQ^ards and resist any attempt by the mutineers to land large bodies of men ashore. The 

Admiralty did realize the weakness of their position and ordered Buckner not to prevent 

small numbers of mutineers from landing as long as their conduct remained "orderly". 

Little remained "orderly" at the Nore. On the morning of May 22, another ship's 

company voluntarily joined the mutiny. Upon the arrival of the Serapis Storeship, the 

mutinous seamen at the Nore cheered its crew, which they returned signifying their 

participation in the mutiny. The mutineers did allow the ship's company of the Serapis to 

unload its cargo of prisoners of war and invalids. The same day the mutineers captured the 

Charlotte tender and its civilian crew. The arrival of the militia regiments at Sheemess 

on May 22, increased tensions between the delegates and Buckner. In the morning of May 

23, the mutineers defiantly hauled down Buckner's flag from the Sandwich and hoisted a 

red one in its place. Every ship at the Nore also hoisted a red flag with the exception of 

the Mary yacht.The mutinous seamen refused to accept the Admiralty's pardon until it 

had arrived at the Nore. To demonstrate their resolve, many mutineers wore blue and pink 

'̂ ^Nepean to Buckner (May 21,1797), ADM 3/137. 

'®^Nepean to Buckner (May 21,1797), ADM 3/137. 

'®^Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich'' (March 1, 1797 to September 28, 1797), ADM 
Sl/l 173 and Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 34-35, CUN/3. 

lO^Hawes, "Log of H.M.S, Proserpine (December 25, 1796 to December 24, 1797), Log 
P.438, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1 to September 28,1797, ADM 
51/1173, and Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 15. 
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ribbons and adopted the niotto, 'Success to the Delegates of the Fleet'. Only 

determined action could reverse the radical momentum, something Vice-Admiral Buckner 

lacked. 

In the afternoon of May 22, a dramatic showdown occuned between Vice-Admiral 

Buckner and a few of the delegates ted by Richard Parker. The day before the 

confrontation, militiamen arrested two marines who had gotten drunk and gone ashore. 

Demanding the return of these two men, whom the delegates considered deserters from 

their cause, the delegates went to confront Buckner at the Commissioner's House. They 

defiantly interrupted a meeting between Buckner, his ofiBcers, and the newly arrived 

General Fox. John Davies (or Davis),the mutineers' acting captain of the Sandwich, 

lectured Buckner that he had no authority over them as they had struck his flag from the 

Sandwich. Buckner replied that he did have the authority to release the two marines. 

Parker retorted that he would not be intimidated. Parker and the other mutineers, probably 

only four or five in total, took the two marines and returned to their ships. Captain 

Cunningham, present at the confrontation, noted that Parker had freed the men through 

threat alone and had not had superior numbers to force the issue. Realizing that the actions 

of Parker and the delegates had gone beyond the limits of the social compact, 

Cunningham decided to act in kind and threatened to kill Parker only to be restrained by 

'Q^Anon.. Memoirs of Richard Parker. 15. 

'̂ ^Davis, one of the leaders of the mutiny, hardly fits the stereotype of landsman brought 
in through the quota system. Surgeon Snipe highly regarded Davis, he wrote, "he was then 
considered as one of the best seamen in the ship, exceedingly active, a regular well 
disposed man and much respected by every officer in the ship." Davis had been a 
midshipman on the Trusty from 1785 to 1788. See Snipe, 'Testimony" (July, 12,1797) 
and Blackwood, 'Testimony" (July 12, 1797) both in ADM 1/5486. Eventually Davis 
became the "Vice-Presklent" of the mutineers' confederacy. 
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Captain Blaclcwood of the Brilliant. Buckner did nothing to stop the mutineers and would 

not allow his ofiBcers to attack the delegates. Buckner had lost yet another contest of 

masculine power with Parker. 

Despite Buckner's passive approach, on May 23 the Admiralty reafiBrmed their 

hard line against the mutineers. They informed the delegates that they had rejected their 

petition; they offered only the same grants as has been made to the Spithead mutineers. 

Captain Cunningham recalled with some bias that the mutineers were "driven to 

desperation" by the Admiralty's resolve. In a show of force, the mutineers used their 

ships' boats to capture eight gunboats present in Sheemess Harbor and positioned them to 

fire on the garrison. Fearing a possible attack by the forces loyal to the government, the 

mutiny's leadership gave up their offensive tactics and moved to a defensive posture. To 

consolidate their forces, the mutiny's leaders ordered all ships, including the newly 

captured gunboats, brought to a common point in the Nore anchorage. There, according 

to Buckner, they arranged their ships in two lines so they could "act offensively against 

any force that might be sent against them". The delegates also forced the companies of the 

St. Fiorenzo, Brilliant, Iris, and Clyde to join their formation; the L 'Espion and Niger, 

unfit to sail as both were in the process of refitting, remained at Sheemess Harbor. Unsure 

of the loyalties of the ships' companies of the St. Fiorenzo and Clyde, the delegates 

anchored the Pylades, which possessed a radk:al company led by Charles McCarty - the 

original mutiny leader, between them.^ On May 24, in an unsuccessful attempt to force 

lO^Buckner, "Testimony" (May 22, 1797), ADM 1/5486 and Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 22-24, CUN/3. 

''®Foote, "Log of H.M.S. Niger" (July 21,1976 to July 20, 1797), Log N.l 18, Mosse, 
"Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173, Neale, 
"Log of H.M.S. St. Fiorenzo" (June 23,17% to June 27,1797), ADM 51/1182, 
Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brillianr (November 5, 1796 to November 6, 1797), 
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the surrender of the newly arrived Dromedary Supplyship, the mutineers of several ships, 

including the Sandwich, fired on it as it passed them on its way from the sea to the safety 

of the Thames.''' For the next three days both sides waited. 

On May 24, Buckner informed the Admiralty that he had no hope of enticing the 

mutineers to return to duty as many still doubted the sincerity of the government's pardon. 

Unknown to Buckner most mutineers had never seen Howe's letter regarding the 

termination of the Spithead Mutiny because their leaders had suppressed it. Accepting that 

the government had little choice other than to wait, Nepean replied to Buckner that "it 

now rests with them to decided whether it may not be for their interest to return to their 

duty". On May 25, Buckner informed the Admiralty that he had uncovered a plan by the 

mutineers to stop the trade on the River Thames and the Medway, an act that the 

Admirahy could not ignore. Parker had again informed Captain Mosse that the mutineers 

would resume negotiations if, and only if, the Admiralty came to Sheemess. With no other 

options available, the Admiralty decided to send three members, the minimum for a board, 

to Sheemess. Nepean informed Buckner that they should arrive on the morning of May 

28. The Admiralty hoped that by coming to Sheemess, they could convince the mutineers 

to end their mutiny and accept the pardon.' 

B.165, Dixon, "Log of H.M.S. L 'Espion" (July 1,1796 to July 20,1797), ADM 51/1188, 
Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director''' (January 7 to December 31, 1797), Log D.128, 
Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 28-33, CUN/3, Nepean to Buckner (May 24, 
1797), ADM 3/137, and Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde'', CUN/6. 

'̂ 'Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1 to September 28,1797), ADM 51/1173 
and Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliani" (November 5,1796 to November 5,1797), 
Log B.165. 

' '̂ Buckner to Nepean (May 24, 1797), Buckner to Nepean (May 25, 1797), Parker to 
Mosse (May 25,1797) all found in ADM 1/727 and Nepean to Buckner (May 24,1797) 
and Nepean to Buckner (May 27, 1797) both found in ADM 3/137. 
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On May 27 the delegates of the fleet sent fourteen of their ranks up the River 

Thames and the Medway in an attempt to bring the ships near London into the mutiny. To 

convey their willingness to engage the mutineers if they tried to force their way past, the 

batteries at Sheemess flew a white flag and fired several warning shots at boats attempting 

to pass without their permission. Despite these warnings, the mutineers attempted to 

travel up river past Fort Tilbury^ The garrison recognized the mutineers and fired upon 

thent Escaping the fire of the garrison without much damage, the delegates landed only to 

have the misfortune of being arrested by the "local inhabitants" of Gravesend. The 

delegates somehow convinced their captors to release them and continued along to the 

docks at Longreach. There the delegates succeeded in convincing the company of the 

Lancaster, a 64 gun ship of the line, to mutiny.' The Lancaster had been in the process 

of fitting out."^ Fearing that they would be fired upon fi'om the fortifications at 

Sheemess, the Lancaster remained unwilling to sail down river to join their mutinous aUies 

at the Nore. To allow the ships up river to escape, Parker and his lieutenants decided to 

destroy Fort Tilbury and the other fortifications at Sheemess. 

' '^Located on the north shore of the River Thames opposite Gravesend, Fort Tilbury had 
been erected in the reign of Charles II to prevent enemy attacks up the River Thames. 
According to a late eighteenth-century maritime gazetteer, it had the largest bastion of any 
fort in England and mounted 106 cannon ranging in size firom 24 to 28 pounds in addition 
to smaller guns positioned in supporting positions. See Malham, The Naval Gazetteer^ vol. 
2,494. 

' ''^On May 26, the Admiralty had warned the captains of the ships at Longreach: Wells of 
the Lancaster, Williamson of the Agincourt, and Pierrepoint of the Naiad, about the plan 
of the mutineers to bring their ships into the mutiny and move them to the Nore 
anchorage. See Nepean to Wells, Williamson, and Pierrepoint (May 26, 1797), ADM 
2/1352. 

' '^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 15-16 and Wells, "Log of H..M.S. Lancaster''' 
(February 25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), Log L.17. 
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The mutineers' attempt to attack Tilbury Fort demonstrated to the Admiralty that 

Parker and his allies had become bolder, or possibly more desperate in their actions. The 

garrisons at Sheemess, Tilbury Fort, and other nearby k}cations had readied themselves 

for such an attack; all the fortifications had been manned, ammunition stockpiled, cavalry 

patrolled the street, and furnaces had been erected to allow the guns of the fortifications to 

fire heated cannon balls. To carry out the attack, Parker planned to use the Iris, Brilliant, 

and Clyde, a small force to attack such a powerful fortification given that these three ships 

carried a total of 98 guns compared to Tilbury's 106."^ When Parker came on board the 

Clyde he found, much to his surprise and despite all his threats, that the crew of the Clyde 

refused to carry out his orders. Angry Parker called off the operation."^ Parker's and his 

supporters' willingness to use offensive force against the government demonstrated their 

radical agenda to many among the mutinous fleet, a violation of the social compact. 

Cunningham noted. 

It is probably the enormity of the proposal had led the people to look farther into 
the nature of the business in which they were engaged and by such examination 
perhaps discovered features of which they had not before been aware. There 
appeared however, a pause, a suspicion in the minds of the people, which was 
deemed, and embraced by the ofiBcers, as a proper opportunity of pointing out to 
them the enormity of the conduct to which they had been solicited. The guilt of 
Parker and his adherents as enemies and traitors to the country and king: and the 
honour as well as pleasure which would result from a generous and successful 
effort to withdraw from the mutinous confederacy and shake of that insupportable 
tyranny by which they were now governed.' 

' '^Actually these ships coukl not have brought even fifty guns to bear against the 
fortification as sailing ships carried about half of their guns on each side of the ship. 

' '^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 15-16, CuOen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five 
Naval Fniimals 83-86, Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 36-38, CUN/3, and 
Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6. 

' '^Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6. 
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To the plebeian seamen an unprovoked attack on a British garrison remained an 

unthinkable act of treason and a betrayal of their loyalty to the state. Parker's plan to bring 

more men into the mutiny by attacking Fort Tilbury so that ships up river could join the 

mutineers at the Nore Anchorage had the unintended effect of driving men away from it. 

At 11:30 a.m. on May 28, the representatives of the Admiralty: Lord Spencer, 

Lord Arden, and Rear-Admiral Young, arrived at Sheemess. Only a hour and a half 

earlier. Major General Charles Grey had taken command of the land forces at Sheemess. 

Wasting no time, the members of the Admiralty met with Buckner and the captains of the 

ships in a state of mutiny. The officers gave their opinion that most of the companies of 

the larger ships remained committed to the mutiny, but a few of the frigates such as the St. 

Fioremo, Clyde, Iris, and Brilliant at the Nore, and the L 'Espion and Niger in the harbor 

might be willing to quit the mutiny. Noting that some companies might return to order, the 

Admiralty gave each captain a printed copy of the royal declaration with instructions to 

return to their ships and read the documents to their crews.' 

The captains' reading of the royal declaration to the crews on the afternoon of 

May 28 had the expected result. Not one of the companies of the ships of the line returned 

to duty. Cunningham believed that many of these conq)anies never heard the royal 

declaration.'^^ Several ships' companies signified their acceptance of the government's 

conditions and pardon by hauling down their red flags and hoisting white ensigns, the sign 

' '^Admiralty, "Minutes" (May 29,1797) and Admiralty to Mosse (May 28, 1797) both in 
ADM 3/137. 

'^^Captain Cunningham believed that the pardon had only been read on seven ships; St. 
Fiorenzo, Clyde, Ms, Brilliant, Gramptis, L 'Espion, and the Niger, however, the 
captains' log of the Sandwich records the proclamation being read to its company that 
afternoon so it remains unknown whkh companies heard it. See Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. 
Sandwich" (March 1 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173. 
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of submission. The company of the Clyde appear to have been first to do so, followed by 

the companies of the Sir. Fiorenzo, Grampus, Brilliant, Iris, and the Firm Gun Boat, and 

possibly the Pylades and Serapis. The Clyde's company cheered the other ships quitting 

the mutiny and they cheered back. The ships' companies still in a state of mutiny kept their 

red fl^s of defiance hoisted. To bring their peers back into the mutiny, the crew of the 

Inflexible turned their ship toward the Clyde and ran out its guns as a threat. The company 

of the Sandwich threatened other deserting ships as well. Understanding the message. 

Captain Cunningham advised his ship's company to rehoist the red flag as did the other 

ships' companies to avoid being fired upon by the mutineers. The counter-revolution 

lasted only a hour or two. Cunningham dejectedly noted in his captain's log, ''none but red 

ensigns were now flying at the Nore." The Niger, still in Sheemess Harbor, refused to 

strike their flag and became the first ship's company to defect permanently fi'om the 

mutiny. This was a bold nwve considering that due to the Niger's refitting operation, it 

had neither the ability to fire its guns nor sail. Undaunted, the company of the Niger 

proclaimed their willingness, armed only with muskets, to repel any attack by the 

mutineers; an act which so impressed the Admiralty that they informed Parker that if any 

boat attacked the Niger, every man in that vessel wouM be banned firom ever receiving the 

pardon. Angered by Parker's order to attack Fort Tilbury, the crews of the Clyde and St. 

Fiorenzo, however, had secretly deserted the mutiny and returned control of their ships to 

their captains.'^' 

'2'Foote, "Log of H.M.S. Niger" (July 21,1976 to July 20, 1797), Log N.l 18, Admiralty, 
"Minutes" (May 29, 1797), ADM 3/137, Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde'\ CUN/6, 
and Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 40-42, CUN/3. The Admiralty minutes 
included the Pylades and Serapis as coming to order whOe Cunningham did not, he even 
listed the Pylades as continuing to fty a red flag. The Plyades' captain's log is incomplete 
on the issue, not surprising since the ship was under the command of the mutineer Charles 
McCarty. Cunningham listed the following ships as remaining loyal to the mutiny: 
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In the evening of May 28, the delegates, delayed by bad weather, landed at 

Sheemess. They proceeded to the Royal Arch public house and convened their mutinous 

council. The Admiralty refused to meet with the delegates; instead they sent captains 

Cunningham and Neale to the Royal Arch. Admiralty minutes recorded that their officers, 

remembering their earlier encounters with the insubordinate Parker, informed the 

delegates the Admiralty would not go on board the Sandwich for a meeting as "a 

discussion might take place which might be highly derogatory to the dignity of the Board, 

and could not produce any good effects." The two captains presented the mutineers with 

Vice-Admiral Buckner's memorandum reafBrming the Admiralty's position that no new 

grievances would be considered, the seamen would receive only what had been granted to 

the seamen at Spithead, and that the mutineers had to return to order before they received 

the king's pardon. Once the seamen ended their mutiny, then the Admiralty would meet 

with them to grant them their pardon, but not to negotiate. Cunningham and Neale had a 

short conversation with the delegates led by Richard Parker and John Davis, then 

vice-president of the delegates. After Captain Neale made an allusion to only two Lords of 

the Admiralty being present at Sheemess, a "stranger" at the table rose up and stated that 

three Lords were needed to convene a board and the meeting ended. The negotiations 

foiled to bring either side closer to compromise or concession. Captain Mosse informed 

the delegates that the Admiralty expected a response by noon of the next day. 

Sandwich, Inflexible, Serapis, Director, Proserpine, Champion, Swan, Tisiphone, 
Pylades, and "several gunboats". Lord Spencer informed Evan Nepean that only seven 
ships had replaced their red flags with white. Spencer also noted that the loyalist ships had 
reboisted their red flags for "fear of the large ships, particularly the Sandwich and 
Ir^exible, the latter of them being the most violent and most desperate with her guns 
loaded up to the muzzle, ready and apparently very desirous of making use of theuL" See 
Spencer to Nepean (May 29,1797), ^M 3/137. 

122Buckner to Mutineers (May 29, 1797), ADM 3/137, Captain W.J. Gore, Journal of the 
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The next morning (May 29) the company of the Sandwich once again hoisted a red 

flag. Strong winds prevented the delegates from coming ashore until after noon. Two 

delegates came ashore and asked to know the exact grants that the Admiralty had given 

the mutineers at Spithead. After the Admiralty provided the two men with the requested 

information, they returned to the Sandwich. In a vote among the delegates, Parker's 

radical faction prevailed and the delegates rejected the Admiralty's proposal. Immediately 

the delegates sent word to the Admiralty that they found the Admiralty's proposal 

unacceptable. Later that evening, not having received the counter-proposal they had 

expected, Richard Parker and John Davis came ashore. They inquired whether the 

Admiralty had issued any response to them, only to be told they had not. Considering the 

negotiations ended, the Admiralty had left Sheemess to return to London. Before 

departing, they ordered Buckner to stop all communication between the shore and the 

mutinous ships and to prevent vessels from passing the batteries at Sheemess without 

permission. In an effort to starve out the seamen, the Navy Board no long sent supplies to 

the mutinous ships. Secretary Marsden believed these actions would reduce the power of 

the mutineers. The Admiralty had ended their negotiations with the mutineers.'-^ 

Two events on the night of May 29, enabled the government to gain the upper 

hand in their struggle with the mutineers. First, the mutineers had failed to send a boat to 

pick up Richard Parker and John Davis at Sheemess. After taking them into custody, 

Mutiny of the Nore. Reports and Narratives (naval) including logbooks and diaries 
1700-1799, History (hereafter referred to as HSR) B/12, NMM, Cunningham, "Log of 
H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 38-41, CUN/3, and 
Admiralty, "Minutes" (May 29,1797), ADM 3/137. 

'-^Gore, Journal of the Mutiny at the Nore. HSR/B/12, Admiralty, "Minutes" (May 29, 
1797) and Marsden to Nepean (May 29, 1797) both in ADM 3/137, and Hawes, "Log of 
H.M.S. Proserpine''' (December 25, 1796 to December 24, 1797), Log P.438. 
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several naval officers wanted to hold them as hostages in order to prevent any harm from 

coming to the officers that still remained on board the mutinous ships. Buckner retained 

the final determination. Instead of imprisoning the two most senior leaders of the mutiny, 

he released them after making them promise to send all officers remaining on mutinous 

ships ashore for their safety. Parker and Davis slyly told Buckner that they wished to see 

an end to the mutiny, and that they would work to bring their peers to the same position. 

Buckner naively believed this bold lie; once released Parker continued to work to force the 

government to accept their radical demands. Buckner most likely feared a retaliatory 

attack by the mutineers if he detained their leaders; however, Parker's removal from 

command combined with the weakness of the other leaders of the mutiny and the 

continued divisions among the seamen made that scenario highly unlikely. Instead, the 

imprisonment of Parker and Davis would have left the mutiny lacking in strong leadership 

and possibly broken the radical element's hold over the fleet. As Buckner again vacillated, 

the outcome of such a bold action remained unknown.'^'* The Admiralty, however, saw 

through Parker's and Davis' deception and chastised Buckner for their release. 

The other event of that night provided greater comfort to the Admiralty and 

demonstrated how strong and determined leadership could overcome the power of the 

leaders of the mutiny. William Marsden, the Admiralty's second secretary who had 

traveled with them to Sheemess, observed the growing cracks in the mutiny, "There is 

evidently a division and much agitation amongst them. The smaller ships are all much 

disposed, and the Director is wavering."'̂ ® After Parker ordered the seamen of the Clyde 

'^'^Gore, Journal of the Mutiny at the Nore. HSR/B/12. 

'^^Nepean to Buckner (May 31, 1797), ADM 2/1352. 

'^^Marsden to Nepean (May 29,1797), ADM 3/137. 
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to participate in the attack against Fort Tilbury, many on that ship harbored a desire to 

quit the mutiny. With the return of Captain Cunningham to the Clyde, the plebeian section 

of the seamen reestablished themselves in control of the ship by manipulating their crew's 

discontent with the radical actions of the mutiny's leaders. To defend themselves from 

attacks by the mutineers, the company of the Clyde cleared the ship for action (made it 

ready for combat) and loaded its guns with double shot. The Clydes no longer sent 

delegates to the fleet's committee, which openly demonstrated to the mutineers their 

counter-revolutionary intentions. On the 28th, the company of the Director sent a secret 

message to the companies of the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo which proposed a dangerous plan 

for their defection from the mutiny. 

Undaunted, Captain Cunningham and Captain Neale, both now fully back in 

command of their crews, encouraged their men to defect from the mutinous fleet. On the 

morning of May 29, the company of the Director flew a blue flag, inviting any ships' 

companies that wanted to join them in their "loyal confederacy" to also fly blue flags. Only 

the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo did. On the Director the radical faction regained command and 

rehoisted their red flag. The loyalties of the companies of the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo 

appeared clear to all. Thomas Yates, a boatswain's yeoman of the Clyde and member of 

the shadowy Committee of Internal Regulation, informed Captain Cunningham that when 

mutineers of the Inflexible had volunteered to go alongside and board the Clyde and St. 

Fiorenzo and punish their men for "their obstinacy in counteracting their views", Parker 

had approved of the plan. Understanding the exposed nature of their loyalties, the 

'^^Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 38-41, CUN/3, Stow "Report and Results from the Papers, found on Board 
H.M.S. Champion" (June 19, 1797) ADM 3/137, and Gore, Journal of the Mutiny at the 
NQE, HSR/B/12. 
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plebeian-domiiiated seamen of the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo decided to cut cables and 

escape the mutinous confederation.'^' 

At 1 p.m. in the afternoon of May 29, the mutinous ships at the Nore each fired 

nineteen guns in commemoration of the restoration of King Charles II. Most likely, the 

mutineers' action conveyed double message. Kathleen Wilson has argued that the state 

intended these nationalistic ceremonies "as positive enactments of national power, 

signifying the 'patriotic spirit of defense' rather than slavery". The radicals, however, seem 

to have attempted to convey that they were defending the spirit of liberty rather than 

slavery. Later that afternoon, at 4:15, the ship's company of the L 'Espion, still in 

Sheemess Harbor, hoisted a white flag and became the second ship to leave the mutiny 

permanently. All remained quiet until that night. The mutineers' night guard boats 

continued to patrol the anchorage, but the mutineers made no attempt to retake the 

L 'Espion. At two a.m., a boat from the St. Fiorenzo came abngside the Clyde and 

informed its company that they were ready to escape. The Clyde immediately cut its 

cables, the anchor ropes, and began to drift westward with the tide. For reasons unknown, 

the St. Fiorenzo did not cut cables abng with the Clyde. The Director, its company back 

under radical control, sounded the first alarm. The ships of the mutinous fleet began to fire 

on the escaping ship; the Sandwich's company fired at least three shots at the Clyde, but 

the element of surprise had gained the Clyde enough leeway to escape a sustained 

bombardment from the other ships. Passing the batteries at Tilbury, the Clyde hoisted a 

white flag to signify their submission. At four a.m. the Clyde sailed into Sheemess Harbor. 

At sunrise, hundreds of people, including army troops and civilians, cheered the seamen of 

'^'Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 38-41, CUN/3, and Gore, Journal of the Mutiny at the Nore. HSR/B/12. 

'^^Wilson, The Sense of the People. 197-198. 
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the Clyde. At eight in the morning, the delegates and boat's crews from the Cfyde, having 

been left behind during the escape, rejoined their ship. Two hours later, Vice-Admiral 

Bucimer hoisted his flag on the Clyde, making it his flagship, this symbolically reasserted 

his control over the Nore anchorage.'^® 

Less than twelve hours later, the company of the S/. Fiorenzo succeeded in a 

daring daylight escape. Having participated in the second phase of the Spithead Mutiny, 

the St. Fiorenzo was satisfied with the outcome of events there. When they arrived at the 

Nore, the mutineers had forced them to join the mutiny. As early as May 27, the plebeian 

leaning company of the St. Fiorenzo had made known to Vice-Admiral Buckner their 

intention to desert the mutiny. About one p.m. in the afternoon of May 30, although 

lacking the protection of darkness, the crew of the St. Fiorenzo cut its anchor cables to 

begin their escape. Unfortunately for them, they had cut their cable too soon and found an 

unfavorable wind propelling them towards the mutinous fleet. As the St. Fiorenzo ran the 

"gauntlet", the mutinous ships' companies fired, causing great damage to the St. 

Fiorenzo's rigging but not wounding any of the crew. The Montague, who had recently 

arrived at the Nore after having deserted Duncan's fleet, fired upon the St. Fiorenzo as 

'^®Hunt, "LogofH.M.S. (February 5, 1797 to February 4, 1798), Log C.104, 
Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director'' (January 7 to December 31,1797), Log D.128, Foote, 
"Log of H.M.S. Niger" (July 21,1976 to July 20, 1797), Log N.118, Hawes, "Log of 
H.M.S. Proserpine" (December 25, 1796 to December 24, 1797), Log P.438, Dixon, 
"Log of H.M.S. L Espion" (July 1,1796 to July 20,1797), ADM 51/1188, Mosse, "Log 
of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1, 1797 to September 28,1797), ADM 51/1173, 
Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 
38-41, CUN/3, and Gore, Journal of the Mutiny at the Nore, HSR/B/12. The merchants of 
London monetarily rewarded the crews of the Clyde, St. Fiorenzo, Dromedary, Serapis 
and Discovery for their escape. Each captain received £100, each master commanding a 
ship £50, and each seaman received eleven shillings and six pence. See Hugh Inglis, 
Chairman of the City of London Marine Society, to Captain Cunningham (June 8, 1797) in 
r.etters to Cunningham About the Narrative. CUN/2. 
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well. Forced by the un&vorable wind to escape to sea rather than to the protection of the 

batteries at Tilbury, the St. Fiorenzo anchored about eight miles &om the Nore Light on 

the Essex coast, where the crew worked to repair the ship's damaged rigging. ' 

As the seamen of the St. Fiorenzo struggled to repair their ship's damaged 

rigging, they sighted seven of Admiral Duncan's ships sailing southward from Yarmouth 

to the Nore. As they sailed past the St. Fiorenzo, the seamen who had deserted Duncan's 

fleet cheered its company believing they were fellow mutineers; to camouflage their 

intentions in their escape the St. Fiorenzos had left the red flag of defiance hoisted. To the 

crew of the St. Fiorenzo, the message remained clear, the crews of Admiral Duncan's 

North Sea Fleet had also mutinied. By nightM on May 30, eight ships of Duncan's fleet 

had arrived at the Nore in a state of mutiny. 

'^'Buckner to Nepean (May 27, 1797), ADM 1/727, Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 54-55, CUN/3, Gore, Journal of the Mutinv at the Nore. HSR/B/12, 
Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliant (November 5,1796 to November 5,1797), Log 
B.165, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to September 28,1797), ADM 
51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28,1797), Log 
S.596, Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20,1797 to September 30,1798), 
ADM 51/1222, Hunt "Log of H.M.S. Champion" (February 5,1797 to February 4, 1798), 
Log C.104, BUgh, "Log of H.M.S. Director" (January 7 to December 31,1797), Log 
D.128, and James Porteus, 'Testimony" (July 20 to 25,1797), ADM 1/5340. Mr. William 
Shoveller of the Iris noted that the St. Fiorenzo had been fired upon by every ship in the 
mutineers' fleet, but on the Iris the larger lower deck guns had not been loaded which 
reduced the damage inflicted on the escaping ship. ShoveUer described the St. Fiorenzo's 
act as one of "daring bravery" not surprising since Shoveller, either a warrant ofBcer or a 
midshipman, had been made a prisoner by his ship's company. See William Shoveller to 
Mr. Thomas Shoveller (May 31, 1797), PC 1/38/121. To minimize their casualties, the 
captain of the St. Fiorenzo had ordered most of his men below into the hold, leaving on 
the men essential to sailing the ship on deck. See Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five 
Naval Journals. 86-87. 

'^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 54-58, CUN/3. The seven other ships that 
sailed past the St. Fiorenzo included the Nassau, Standard, Lion, Belliqueux, Repulse, 
Comet Fire Ship and Inspector Sloop. See Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director'^ (January 7 to 
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Conclusion 

The seamen's mutiny at the Nore anchorage came as a shocking surprise to the 

Admiralty and Vice-Admiral Buckner, but they should have been aware of the potential 

mutiny. The abysmal conditions on the Sandwich had been brought to their attention by 

Surgeon Snipe. Captain Mosse had forwarded Snipes' warnings to the Admiralty over six 

weeks before the outbreak of mutiny on the Sandwich, but the Admiralty did little to 

redress the conditions on the ship. Instead they ignored the problem, just as they had done 

with the complaints of the seamen of the Channel Fleet. Even after Duncan had reported 

mutinous tremors in his fleet, the Admiralty concentrated more on congratulating Duncan 

for suppressing his men rather than looking into the cause of their duress. As in the case of 

the Spithead Mutiny, had the Admiralty lived up to their end of the patrician-plebeian 

social contract and attempted to eliminate or reduce the roots of their seamen's 

complaints, they could have greatly reduced the potential for a large scale mutiny. 

Most likely the Admiralty remained focused on the problems at the Spithead and 

had forgotten about what seemed like trivial problems occurring at the Nore. Once the 

Nore Mutiny broke out, the Admiralty offered only the mutineers what they considered to 

be due to the seamen and marines in the social compact which had been renegotiated at 

the Spithead. The Admiralty expected the mutineers to be satisfied with the new grants 

and a pardon. They &iled to understand that the leaders of the Nore Mutiny hoped to 

force greater concessions on the Admiralty, many of them beyond what even most 

plebeian seamen considered acceptable under the revised social compact. The Admiralty 

December 31, 1797), Log D.128, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to 
September 28,1797), ADM 51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to 
September 28, 1797), Log S.5%, and Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliant 
(November 5, 1796 to November 5,1797), Log B.165. On June 4, the St. Fiorenzo made 
it back to Spithead. 
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did not comprehend that they were dealing with men motivated by a radical agenda. 

Instead they believed that the seamen's acceptance of the social compact was still 

widespread. The events at St. Helens, especially those aboard the London only days earlier 

had taught them nothing about the revolutionary potential that existed among their ships' 

companies. Unlike the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny in which the radicals had 

remained suppressed by the plebeian seamen, the radicals among the seamen at the Nore 

quicldy gained control of the mutiny. 

Without a strong plebeian leadership, control of the Nore Mutiny the radical took 

command of the mutineers. Richard Parker, who quickly became the leader of the radicals, 

proved to be the galvanizing force among the mutineers. Rising from a humble 

supernumerary, Parker played upon his status in the masculine hierarchy, derived &om 

both his skill and class standing, to rise to the top of the mutineers' leadership in just a 

single day. Parker proved to be a fearsome adversary for the Admiralty. An intelligent man 

with some education, Parker possessed the magnetic leadership qualities necessary to 

draw men to his cause. Most dangerous to the Admiralty, Parker led, and sometime drove, 

the seamen towards his radical vision. While accepting some demands acceptable to the 

plebeian seamen, Parker and the other radicals' demands for a more equitable share of the 

prize money for the seamen challenged the patrician's right to unequal material rewards. 

Also their demand for a moderation of the punishment system challenged the patricians' 

use of force to support their authority. When the Admiralty refused to consider these two 

points which they believed usurped some of their power. Parker fiiUy broke from the 

social compact by ordering his subordinates to attack Fort Tilbury. The mutiny, however, 

contained fissures from the start. Many seamen who fiivored the plebeian vision of 

manhood could neither be enticed nor forced into fiill support of the mutiny. 
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The plebeian seamen came to be the deciding &ctor in events after the Admiralty 

and Parker came to a stalemate, neither side possessing the power to force their opponent 

to yield. The plebeian seamen had only limited power themselves. The willingness of the 

radical peers to use extreme levels of violence against dissenters had largely silenced them 

in the early stages of the Nore mutiny. Even those who early on enjoyed positions of 

leadership, such as Thomas Atkinson, found themselves forced from power by the radicals 

once their plebeian leanings became known. The situation at the Nore might have 

remained in a stand-off had not Parker to attempted to force the plebeian seamen of the 

Clyde to violate their masculine tenet of national loyalty with his order to attack British 

troops at Fort Tilbury. Realizing that their radical peers would either force them to submit 

to their will or destroy them, the plebeians of the Clyde and St. Fioremo endured great 

risk to desert the mutiny. Their departure presented to the plebeian seamen trapped in the 

Nore Mutiny an option other than passive submission. The lack of voluntary conversion to 

the radical vision by a significant number of the seamen and marines appears to have 

doomed the radical cause from the start. While the radicals could force outward allegiance 

to their agenda through acts of intimidation, they could not force men to willingly 

internalize an ideology which challenged the views they held. 

The arrival of mutinous ships' companies from Admiral Duncan's North Sea Fleet 

swung the balance of power among the divided seamen back in the &vor of the radicals. 

The arrival of seven mutinous ships, many large warships, revitalized the resolve of the 

radical mutineers. The same gendered divisk>ns among the seamen, however, continued to 

direct the events at the Nore. Realizing that many of their men who still supported the 

patrician-plebeian social compact desired to quit the mutiny and accept the gains made by 

the Spithead mutineers, the Admiralty worked to alienate and discredit the radical seamen, 

believing that with time, the seamen's support for the radkal cause would wane. Agency, 
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however, remained with the seamen. The second half of the Note Mutiny became a 

struggle amongst themselves to define their role as working men in British society. 
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CHAPTER 9 

"1 Am and Will Let the Country Know We Are Men"' 

The Second Phase of the Nore Mutiny 

Introduction 

Had the Nore Mutiny been contained in the odd assortment of ships at the Nore, 

the defection of the Clyde and St. Fioremo might have broken the resolve of the 

mutineers. Instead, the defection of almost the entire North Sea Fleet to the Nore 

transformed the mutiny from a localized revolt into major revolutionary action, developing 

into one of the largest attempts by British working-class men to force change upon their 

rulers through violent means. 

Despite Admiral Duncan's attempts to live up to the patricians' end of the social 

contract, most of his fleet deserted him: some motivated by radicalism, some by fears that 

they would not be included in the material concessions granted by the Admiralty, and 

others simply out of curiosity as to why their fellow ships' companies had left them. The 

arrival of these ships and their men gave the leaders of the Nore mutiny the military power 

to transform their limited and crumbling mutiny into a formidable insurrection. Instead of 

relying solely on the fear their radical message created, the mutiny's leaders had sufficient 

martial power to make threats against the government. Backed by the crews of 

twenty-eight ships, fifteen of them ships of the line, Parker and his lieutenants adopted a 

'William Gregory, a thirty-two year old Scottish carpenter's mate who served on the 
Sandwich's ship's committee, to Lieutenant George Paul on May 30,1797. Gregory's 
words aptly defined the radical mutineers' demands for masculine political equality in 
British society. For his actions in the mutiny, a courts martial sentenced Gregory to death. 
See Paul, "Testimony" (July 7, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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more militant stance, and demanded concessions from the government that would have 

drastically redefined the patrician-plebeian social contract in the British Navy, if not 

actually destroyed it. 

The patricians in the government and the leadership of the Royal Navy decided not 

to yield to the Nore mutineers' demands which they saw as beyond the boundaries of the 

renegotiated social contract that the mutineers at Spithead forced the Admiralty to accept. 

They offered the Nore mutineers only the same grants that they had yielded to the 

Spithead mutineers with a pardon for their mutinous conduct. Upon discovering that the 

mutineers wanted no less than the government's acquiescence to all of their radical 

demands, the Admiralty simply ended direct negotiations. During the first week of June, 

neither side possessed the power to force their opponents to yield. Unwilling to fight their 

way past Fort Tilbury to attack London by water, the mutineers sat and waited for the 

government's resolve to collapse. The government, unable to force the mutineers to 

submit, realized that an indefinite siege might see the mutineers plundering ashore for 

supplies. To protect the civilian population, the Admiralty took active measures to 

suppress the mutiny. 

The government's policy of starving out the mutineers, when combined with the 

acts of Parliament, which authorized the Admiralty to declare the mutineers as rebels, a 

capital crime, pushed the divided seamen fiirther apart. Many plebeian leaning seamen had 

grown tired of the radical actions of their leaders, while a similar number of seamen 

continued to back the revolutionary cause. Given the government's refusal to negotiate, 

the leaders of the mutiny knew that they had to attempt an escape to foreign ports before 

their supplies and the men's support for mutiny ran out. In a desperate gamble, Richard 

Parker and the other leaders of the mutiny prepared to sail from British waters for lands 

sharing their radical ideology. The government's precautionary tactic of removing the 
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navigational markers from the mouth of the Nore anchorage made this a dangerous 

operation at best. Rather than face a perilous flight to foreign shores, many seamen, 

unwilling to desert their nation, executed counter-revolutions on their ships; retaking 

command and defecting from the mutiny. As the ships' companies continued to forsake 

the mutiny, the morale of many of the radical mutineers crumbled. Most of the mutiny's 

avid supporters surrendered and awaited their fate at the hands of the government. In less 

than a week, the radicals' "Floating Republic" collapsed. 

Unlike the Spithead Mutiny, the government had no Admiral Howe who would 

rescue them with his paternalist clout. Instead the government's response created a 

stalemate. They effectively trapped the mutineers at the Nore and besieged them. The 

government had not forced the mutineers to sunender. Instead, the force that suppressed 

the radical faction of the seamen at the Nore came from among their own companies. Men 

who favored plebeian visions of masculinity with its tenet of national loyalty could not be 

convinced to desert to the enemy or attack their own nation. The radicals failed to build a 

consensus among the men of their fleet for their revolutionary actions. Plebeian seamen, 

restrained by the patriotism built into their sense of manhood, resisted radicalization and 

thwarted a class-based revolutionary action. The final defeat of the revolutionaries had 

come not from the Admiralty but their peers. 
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"Having Parted From Admiral Duncan"^ 

The seamen of Admiral Duncan's North Sea Fleet remained loyal to him 

throughout most of May 1797, which allowed him to carry out his mission of protecting 

Britain from a Dutch invasion. Reports to the Admiralty &om Duncan and others 

concluded that a Dutch fleet of approximately twenty ships of the line lay anchored at 

Texel. One concluded, "There is little doubt of a descent upon this country being in 

contemplation."^ In addition to his mission of blockading the Texel, the Admiralty also 

ordered Duncan to send one of his ships to the mouth of the Nore Anchorage to prevent 

other ships from joining the mutineers.'* To accomplish either, Duncan had to prevent his 

seamen from mutinying. 

^Captain William Hargood of the Leopard wrote to Evan Nepean "It is with much 
concern, I am to request you will inform My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty that 1 
arrived here this morning with His Majesty's Ship Leopard having parted from Admiral 
Duncan yesterday at noon, in consequence of the Ship's Company insisting upon returning 
to this place in order they declare only to learn the cause of other ships having left the 
Admiral...". Admiralty, Captain William Hargood to Nepean (May 31,1797), Captains' 
Letters 1797 H. ADM 1/1916, PRO. 

^That report listed eighteen ships of the line, twenty-two frigates, sloops, and brigs, and 
forty-two large transports fitting out at the Texel. The author of the report is unknown. 
See "Information relative to the state of the Dutch navy in the Texel, May 20, 1797", 
ADM 1/4172. Duncan had sent the Admiralty a less alarming report in which he noted 
twenty-two Dutch ships of the line at Texel, but cited Dutch fisherman as informing him 
that the Dutch fleet '^vere not making any preparations for sailing." See Duncan to 
Nepean (May 20,1797), ADM 1/524. The actual sailing of the Dutch fleet in October 
1797, which resulted in the Battle of Camperdown, illustrates that the Dutch did have the 
potential to put to sea in 1797. See Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. VI, 325-333. 

'^Nepean to Duncan (May 25, 1797), ADM 2/1352. Duncan eventually ordered Captain 
Charles White to take his ship, the Vestal, to the mouth of the Thames to prevent more 
mutineers from joining the mutinous assembly there. The seamen of the Vestal, however, 
mutinied on May 30, and on June 2 they arrived at the Nore as mutineers. See Duncan to 
White, ADM 1/524 and Admiralty, Captain Charles White, "Log of H.M.S. Vestaf 
(August I, 1796 to July 31, 1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1175, PRO. 
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Despite Duncan's efforts, the spirit of mutiny once again animated many of his 

men. In mid May, Duncan personally visited the ships of his fleet and informed his seamen 

that all had been settled at Spithead, reading them an extraordinary order from that 

Admiralty that allowed him to grant them shore leave in port.^ Not all of Duncan's ships' 

companies remained satisfied. On May 14, the seamen of the Repulse mutinied and 

demanded that one of their officers. Lieutenant Douglas, leave the ship; accusing him of 

giving them salt water to drink. In a meeting with Vice-Admiral Onslow the next day, the 

Repulses expanded their grievances, demanding the removal not only of Douglas, but also 

their ship's surgeon and second master. To quell this mutinous disturbance, Duncan met 

with the crew of the Repulse and prevented the seamen's agitation from developing into 

mutiny by transferring Lieutenant Douglas to his flagship, the Venerable.^ Also on May 

14, some of the seamen of the Leopard mustered on the ship's forecastle and gave three 

mutinous cheers, only to be suppressed by their captain, WiUiam Hargood, who in turn 

flogged one of the ringleaders, seaman George Burdon, with twelve lashes for 

"endeavouring to excite mutiny." Burdon's punishment subordinated the Leopard's 

^Admiralty, Lieutenant John Lee, "Log of H.M.S. LiorT (March 1,1797 to March 1, 
1798), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/4469, PRO, Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon" 
(November 29, 1796 to November 30,1797), ADM 51/1194, Watson, "Log of H.M.S. 
Isis" (July 1, 1796 to August 26,1797), ADM 51/1185, Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" 
(September 25, 1796 to September 24, 1797), Log R.84, and Andrew Hardy to his 
brother (May 20, 1797) found in Lloyd, "New Light on the Mutiny at the Nore", 287-288. 
According to the log of Captain Alms, the Admiralty's order allowed fifteen men from 
each ship to go on shore leave, presumably fifteen at a time. See Admiralty, Captain 
Thomas Parr, "Log of H.M.S. Standard'' (December 2, 1796 to August 30,1797), Logs 
ofthe.y/flw^flr^ 1795-1802. Log S.359, NMM. 

®Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" (September 25, 1796 to September 24, 1797), Log 
R.84. The crew of the Repulse also complained about bad bread, which Captain Ahns 
immediately ordered surveyed to determine its quality. 
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seamen, but only for another sixteen days J With order restored Duncan informed the 

Admirahy on May 23 that his fleet ''continued to behave well".* 

The mutineers at the Nore, however, had other plans for Duncan's fleet. Hoping to 

expand their mutiny, they sent delegates to Yarmouth to convince the ships' companies of 

the North Sea Fleet to join their cause. When eighteen delegates from the Nore arrived at 

Yarmouth, Duncan ordered his officers to prevent their communication with the seamen of 

his fleet. Despite these efforts, the mutinous delegates appear to have made some contact 

with the seamen of the North Sea Fleet as demonstrated by their mutinies and desertions 

during the next two weeks.' 

In desperation, the patricians looked to forceful methods to quell the incipid 

revolution at the Nore. On May 26 the Admiralty warned Duncan that as a last resort they 

might call upon his fleet 'for the purpose of reducing the crews of the ships at the Nore to 

a state of submission." King George III ordered the Admiralty to consider such a plan if 

the mutiny did not subside. Yet even Captain Bligh, an officer not known for passivity in 

his previous dealings with mutineers, regarded the Admiralty's new plan as "doubtful and 

hazardous," questioning "what would be the conduct of the favorable party of seamen if 

employed against the other."While events later demonstrated that the radical mutineers 

^Admiralty, Lieutenant Joseph Robb, "Log of H.M.S. Leopard'' (July 21,1796 to July 19, 
1797), Logs of the Leopard 1793-1977. Log L.276, NMM. 

^Duncan to Nepean (May 23,1797), ADM 1/524. 

^epean to Duncan (May 27,1797), ADM 3/137 and Nepean to Duncan (May 26,1797), 
found in both ADM 2/1352 and ADM 3/137. 

'^Nepean to Duncan (May 26, 1797), found in both ADM 2/1352 and ADM 3/137 and 
William BUght, "Memo" (May 28, 1797), ADM 1/524. 
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had no qualms about attacking their peers, it remains unknown whether the Admiralty 

would be able to convince their loyal seamen to fight the mutineers. If the Admiralty found 

themselves forced to carry out this plan, they needed the support of the loyal element 

among Duncan's seamen. 

By late May, the Admiralty concluded that they were no closer to breaking the 

mutineers' resolve. They admitted to Duncan that, '^o symptom of contrition has shown 

itself on board the ships at the Nore". Finally understanding that the men remained divided 

in their motives, the Admiralty ordered Duncan to make it clear to his seamen that their 

material grievances had been resolved by through renegotiating the patrician-plebeian 

contract at Spithead. The Admiralty further authorized Duncan to communicate to the 

loyal element of his fleet "the actual state of things, and the service expected fi'om them." 

In short. Duncan had to rally to his side the element among his men who still favored the 

social contract in case the Admiralty ordered his fleet to tight the mutineers.'' 

Unforeseen by the Admiralty, almost every one of Duncan's ships eventually arrived at the 

Nore, not as government agents but as mutineers. 

On the afternoon of May 25, Duncan signaled his fleet to make ready to sail. On 

board several of his ships, the crews, influenced by their discussions with the delegates 

firom the Nore, began to consider mutinous actions. At half past eight in the evening, a 

boat with several seamen firom the Lion came alongside the Standard. Despite Captain 

Parr's order to the contrary, his men spoke with them. When Parr ordered them to hoist in 

the ship's boats, his men refused unless they were given a boat to visit the Lion the next 

morning. Rather than face the alternative of mutiny. Parr agreed. Writing to Duncan, Parr 

conveyed his fear of an impending mutiny among the seamen of the fleet: "What may have 

' 'Nepean to Duncan (May 27,1797), M1995.2.72. 
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stimulated the people to this or what steps are agreed on by the different ships of the Fleet, 

I know not, but 1 apprehend more is in the agitation than is known or suspected by any of 

us. The uneasiness it occasions me is &r beyond any that could be produced by the 

greatest private calamity."'^ 

On May 26 Duncan and the majority of his North Sea Fleet sailed from Yarmouth. 

Their departure was problematic as only twelve ships sailed. Two ships' companies, the 

Montague and Nassau, mutinied and refused to sail.'^ The ship's company of the 

Montague made several demands: they wanted to be paid as the Admiralty owed them 

thirteen months pay; they demanded that their ship's leaking hull be repaired, and that 

their "unskillful" surgeon be replaced. Despite being paid less than a year before, the 

company of the Nassau also mutinied and refused to sail until they had been paid, forcing 

Vice-Admiral Onslow to transfer his command to the Adamant. Two other ships' 

companies, those of the Standard and the Lion, initially refused to sail as well, but 

changed their minds.''* Two British ships, the Stork and Comet, as well as four ships of the 

Russian squadron remained at Yarmouth, ail under the command of their officers.The 

'^Captain Thomas Parr to Duncan (May 26, 1797), M1995.2.72. 

'^These included the Adamant, Glatton, Monmouth, Repulse, Leopard, Isis, Standard, 
Lion, Belliqueux, Ardent, Agamemnon, and three small cutters. See Admiralty, Duncan, 
"Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26, 1797 to October 3, 1797), Admirals' Logs. ADM 
50/39, PRO. 

''^Captain John Knight to Duncan (May 27) with an enclosed letter from the ship's 
company to Knight, ADM 1/2017, WiUiam Blight, "Memo" (May 28,1797), ADM 1/524, 
Duncan, "Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26, 1797 to October 3,1797), ADM 50/39, and 
O'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau" (April 29,1797 to July 11, 1797), Log N.49. 

•^O'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau" (April 29,1797 to July 11,1797), Log N.49. The 
ship's company of the Stork never mutinied and rejoined Duncan's fleet on May 29. See 
Duncan, "Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26, 1797 to October 3,1797), ADM 50/39. 
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defection of two ships' companies and the near defection of two more foreshadowed the 

serious problems Duncan later faced. 

Beginning on May 28, the rest of the ships' companies of Duncan's fleet began to 

desert him to join the mutiny at the Nore. Having already refused to sail, the company of 

the Montague left Yarmouth on May 29 and sailed to the Nore. The Montague passed 

within a few miles of Duncan's fleet, ignoring Duncan's recall signal. On May 30, the 

Montague became the first ship fi'om Duncan's fleet to arrive at the Nore. In the evening 

of May 28, the ships' companies of the Standard and Lion, mutinied, deserted Duncan, 

and returned to Yarmouth.'^ The next morning, Duncan took his fleet closer to Yarmouth 

and saw the Standard, Lion, and Nassau flying red flags.Later that night, the ships' 

company of the Belliqueux also mutinied, joining the other mutinous crews at Yarmouth. 

On May 29 at Yarmouth, the Comet Fireship and the newly arrived Inspector sloop 

mutinied. Only six days earlier, Captain Lock had uncovered a plot among some of the 

Inspector's seamen to mutiny and defect to France. Lock thought he had thwarted the 

radicals among his crew by arresting four of their leaders and transferring them off the 

ship. On May 30 the defections continued with the companies of the Repulse and 

'<^Knight to Nepean (May 30, 1797), ADM 1/2017. 

'^After his crew had mutinied. Captain Hargood of the Leopard attempted to retake the 
helm of the ship only to be physically resisted by the mutineers. In a state of shock, 
Hargood retired to his cabin and fainted! See Morgan Jones, "Testimony" (June 28, 
1797), ADM 1/5486. 

'^The crew of the Nassau attempted to hang their boatswain and another seaman for 
speaking out against the mutiny, but Captain O'Bryen's demand that they hang him 
instead broke their desire to hang anyone. See Hardy to Simeon Hardy (May 29,1797) 
found in Lloyd, "New Light on the Mutiny at the Nore", 289-290. 

'^Duncan, "Log of H.M.S. Comef (May 26,1797 to July 28, 1797), Log C.170, and 
Lock, "Log of H.M.S. Inspector^ (September 25, 1796 to September 24,1797), Log J.65. 
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Monmouth mutinying and deserting Duncan.^^ During the afternoon of May 30, the 

companies of six more ships, Isis, Leopard, Ardent, Agamemnon, Glatton, and Vestal, 

mutinied and returned to Yarmouth. By the morning of May 31, Duncan's fleet consisted 

of only four ships: the Venerable, the Adamant, the newly joined Garland frigate, and the 

Stork sloop.^' With these four ships, only two of them ships of the line, Duncan prepared 

to deter any operations by the forty ship Dutch fleet at Texel. 

After deserting Duncan, the ships formerly of his fleet, found themselves divided 

about their course of action. The companies of seven ships, Nassau, Standard, Lion, 

Belliqueux, Repulse, Comet Fireship and Inspector Sloop, tended to favor the radical 

cause, especially those on the Belliqueux and Inspector, while the others took a more 

cautious stance. At Yarmouth, delegates from several of these ships met and drew up 

articles for their mutinous combination. The content of these articles belied the divisions 

^®Duncan, "Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26,1797 to October 3,1797), ADM 50/39, 
Duncan to Nepean (May 29,1797), ADM 1/524, Lee, "Log of H.M.S. Lion" (March 1, 
1797 to March 1, 1798), ADM 51/4469, Parr, "Log of H.M.S. Standard"' (December 2, 
1796 to August, 30,1797), Log S.359, Admiralty, Captain John Inglis, "Log of H.M.S. 
Belliqueux" (May 20, 1796 to June 30,1797), Captains' Logs. ADM 51/1196, PRO, 
Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" (September 25, 1796 to September 24, 1797), Log R.84, 
and Admiralty, Captain The Earl of Northesk, "Log of H.M.S. Monmouth" (September 
10,1796 to August 20, 1797), Logs of the Monmouth 1796-1803. Log M.253, NMM. 

^'Duncan, "Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26,1797 to October 3,1797), ADM 50/39, 
Watson, "Log of H.M.S. Isis" (July 1,1796 to August 26,1797), ADM 51/1185, Robb, 
"Log of H.M.S. Leopard' (July 21, 1796 to July 19, 1797), Log L.276, Burges, "Log of 
H.M.S. Ardent" (May 10 to October 11,1797), ADM 51/4411, Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S 
Agamemnon" (November 29, 1796 to November 30, 1797), ADM 51/1194, and White, 
"Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1,1796 to July 31,1797), ADM 51/1175. On May 24, 
the Vestal joined Duncan at Yarmouth. On the Leopard, the mutinous seamen imprisoned 
the ship's marines to prevent their opposition to the mutiny. The Leopard's marines 
appear to have been loyal to their ofiBcers, of the forty-three men noted as being active 
mutineers on the Leopard, only one came from the marine contingent of the ship. 
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among the seamen. For example, their third article proclaimed their belief that their actions 

paralleled those of the Spithead mutineers, a moderate body; however, their ninth article, 

with its determination, "That a rope shall be rove at each yard arm to hang the first man 

who shall seem to object..." suggested a more radical and draconian course. After a day of 

deUberation, the companies of the seven more radically inclined ships sailed to the Nore, 

arriving on May 30.^^ On May 31 the crew of the Monmouth departed, arriving at the 

Nore the next day. The ship's company claimed that they sailed to the Nore only to seek 

retribution on the seamen of the Belliqueux, whom they accused of throwing shot at one 

of their boats. As will be seen, the Monmouth's actions at the Nore, which included firing 

on several ships deserting the mutiny, inflicting emasculating punishments on several of 

their minor officers, and their obstinacy which contributed to the duration of the Nore 

Mutiny, suggested a different motive.^^ Five of Duncan's ships remained at Yarmouth, 

undecided if they should travel to the Nore. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 57-58, CUN/3,0'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. 
Massau" (April 29,1797 to July 11,1797), Log N.49, Parr, "Log of H.M.S. Standard'' 
(December 2, 1796 to August 30, 1797), Log S.359, Lee, "Log of H.M.S. Z,/o«" (March 
1,1797 to March 1,1798), ADM 51/4469, Inglis, "Log of H.M.S. Belliqueux'' (May 20, 
1796 to June 30,1797), ADM 51/1196, Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" (September 25, 
1796 to September 24, 1797), Log R.84, Duncan, "Log of H.M.S. Comet" (May 26,1797 
to July 28,1797), Log C.170, and Lock, "Log of H.M.S. Inspector''' (September 25,1796 
to September 25,1797), Log J.65. The delegates of the Belliqueux, Montague, Standard, 
and Monmouth signed the mutineers' articles. They also sent a copy to the Adamant, 
addressed to Mr. Thomas Barnes, Chief Boatswain's Mate, in a failed attempt to bring 
that ship's company into the mutiny as well. See "The outlines of the Articles of H.M. 
Ships Belliqueux, Montague, Standard, Monmouth, and Adamant", M1995.2.27. 

^Northesk, "Log of H.M.S. Monmouth" (September 10,1796 to August 20, 1797), Log 
M.253, Charles BuUen, "Testimony" (July 29,1797), ADM 1/5486, Stow, "Report and 
Results firom the Papers formed in different ships engaged in the late mutiny at the Nore", 
ADM 3/137, and Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. San^ch" (March 1, 1797 to September 28, 
1797), ADM 51/1173. Stow concluded that "It appears fi-om Parker's own Letter No. 27 
that his obstinacy and that of the Inflexible's and Monmouth's delegates, contributed to 
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The more moderate companies of the Glatton, Leopard, Isis, Ardent, and 

Agamemnon remained at Yarmouth for another week. The company of the Glatton 

wavered in their support of the mutinous action. Earlier, Captain Bligh perceptively 

described their loyalist tendencies, ''The Glatton's Company have a remarkable loyal and 

good character." By June 6 the Glattons ended their mutiny and on June 9 became the 

only ship's company who had deserted Duncan who returned to his service.^'* The rest of 

the seamen at Yarmouth remained unsure of what to do. 

Unlike the Glatton, the other four ships' companies at Yarmouth remained in a 

state of mutiny. On May 31 the delegates of the four ships met on the Agamemnon and 

drew up articles reflecting a plebeian agenda whose resolutions included, "every obedience 

shall be paid to the ofiScers in command when the duty of the ship is requested" and "may 

it be represented to the captains and officers, that the delegates so appointed are not 

ringleaders of a mutinous assembly, but as men appointed by the majority of each ships' 

company in order to prevent confusion, and obtain a speedy regulation of affairs as soon 

as possible." Instead of threatening to hang those who opposed the rule of the mutineers, 

their last article authorized only the punishment of those who broke the articles. They 

expressed their support of the plebeian value of national loyalty with the resolution that 

"when the said ships grievances are redressed, we are ready and willing to join the Admiral 

and convince him and our country when we are called forth in defence of a common 

enemy they will find us behave with that character which British seamen are renowned 

the duration of the rebellion." 

^'^Bligh, "Memo" (May 28, 1797), ADM 1/524, Nepean to Bridport (June 10, 1797), 
BRP/18, and Spencer to Duncan (June 5, 1797), Ml995.2.2. 
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for". Still curious about the recent events, the delegates agreed to send representatives 

there to determine why the rest of their fleet had gone to the Nore.-^ 

On June 1 the Admiralty ordered Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Pasley to travel to 

Yarmouth, hoping he could convince the remaining ships to end their mutiny and rejoin 

Duncan. Boarding the Agamemnon on June 4, Pasley, attended by the officers of the ship, 

played upon the plebeians' nationalist values by informing the ship's company that the 

Dutch intended to sail from Texel and that their country needed their support. Pasley 

promised them that if they ended their mutiny, the government would pardon them. 

Pasley's message met resistance from the mutineers. Edward Brenton, then a lieutenant on 

the Agamemnon, recalled that seamen responded to Pasley's speech with "murmurs and 

hisses." George Shave, a delegate from the Leopard, rejected Pasley's offer and told him 

that they had mutinied because "the country was oppressed". The seamen of Ardent also 

rebufifed Pasley's message.^^ On June 4 their delegates returned from the Nore and 

^^Hargood to Nepean (May 31, 1797), ADM 1/1916, Hargood, "Testimony" (June 28, 
1797), ADM 1/5486, Fancourt to Duncan (June 2, 1797) with enclosed Delegates, 
"Articles"(June 1,1797), found in both M1995.2.72, and Captains' Letters 1797 F. ADM 
1/1797, PRO. An exact copy of the same articles but claiming to be agreed upon on May 
31 on the Isis can also be found in M1995.2.72. Edward Brenton claimed that on the 
Agamemnon, Nelson's old command, the seamen followed the general orders of their 
commissioned officers, except for their captain, Fancourt, whom they treated with neglect, 
at one point the seamen emasculated Fancourt by calling him "an old woman". See 
Anthony Deane, Nelson's Favorite. HMS Agamemnon at War 1781-1809 (London: 
Chatham Publishing, 1996), Brenton, The Naval history of Oreat Britain, vol. 1,283, 
298-299, and Brenton, An account of the Mutiny in the North Sea Fleet in the Year 1797. 
50-51, CUN/2. 

26pasley to Nepean (June 4,1797), ADM 1/727, Spencer to Duncan (June 1,1797), 
M1995.2.2, and Brenton, An account of the Mutiny in the North Sea Fleet in the Year 
1797, 52, CUN/2, Hargood, 'Testimony" (June 29, 1797), ADM 1/5486, Burgess, "Log 
of H.M.S. Ardenf (May 10 to October 11,1797), ADM 51/4411, and Fancourt, "Log of 
H.M.S. Agamemnon" (November 29,1796 to November 30, 1797), ADM 51/1194. 
Hargood testified that earlier Shave, an ordinary seaman on the Leopard, had told him 
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decided to join the mutiny. They ordered their four ships, plus the Ranger, wiiich had 

joined them at Yarmouth, to sail to the Nore. On June 6 they joined the growing mutiny.^^ 

The defection of almost the entire North Sea Fleet reenergized the Nore mutineers' 

flagging morale. 

"The Floating Republic" 

The arrival of the first eight ships of the North Seas fleet on May 30, followed by 

the Monmouth on June 1, the Hound and Vestal on June 2, and the last five ships on June 

6 saved the Nore mutiny firom collapse.^' Captain Cunningham noted. 

Had not these ships arrived, and added so considerably to the force of the 
mutineers, it is more than probable that the conduct of the St. Fiorenzo and Clyde 
and the circumstances of the communication made from a part of the crew of the 
Director would have so dispirited them, that they would have been brought to an 
earlier termination. There is indeed every reason to believe that the crews of the 
different ships then lying at the Nore were divided amongst themselves; and the 
spirit of disaffection was only rallied by the appearance of the ships firom the North 

"the country had been oppressed for these five years, that the war had been too long". 

"Watson, "Log of H.M.S. fsis" (July 1, 1796 to August 26, 1797), ADM 51/1185, Robb, 
"Log of H.M.S. Leopard" (July 21, 1796 to July 19,1797), Log L.276, Burges, "Log of 
H.M.S. Ardenf (May 10 to October 11, 1797), ADM 51/4411, and Fancourt, "Log of 
H.M.S. Agamemnon" (November 29,1796 to November 30, 1797), ADM 51/1194. 

^^/Vrriving at Yarmouth on May 24, the crew of the twenty-eight gun Vestal mutinied on 
May 30. Despite the efforts of their captain, Charles White, to divert them to Harwich, the 
mutineers took to ship to the Nore. In their journey to the Nore, the Vestal encountered 
the Hound, an eighteen gun sloop, which had just passed through Yarmouth after 
completing a convoy escort mission. Together they sailed into the Nore and joined the 
mutiny. The Vestal never carried out its orders to prevent ships fi-om joining the mutiny at 
the Nore. See White, "Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1, 1796 to July 31, 1797), ADM 
51/1175, and Admiralty, Captain John Wood, "Log of H.M.S. HountT (May 23,17% to 
May 31, 1797) and "Log of H.M.S. Hound" (June 1, 1797 to May 31, 1798) both found 
in Logs of the Hound 1796-1802. Log H.177, NMM. 
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Sea Fleet, which emboldened the mutineers, or governing committee, to assume a 
more menacing attitude.-^ 

Later events bore out Cunningham's opinion that over time more ships' companies would 

desert the mutiny because of internal divisions among the seamen; however, the arrival of 

ships from Duncan's fleet revived the mutineers' hope that they could carry the day and 

force the government to yield to them. 

The integration of the bulk of the North Sea Fleet into Parker's mutinous fleet not 

only rallied their nwrale, but dramatically increased their martial power. After the 

defection of the Niger, L 'Espion, Clyde, St. Fiorenzo, and Firm with 162 guns and over 

1,000 men, Parker's fleet had been reduced to twelve ships carrying 488 guns and 3,600 

men. The sixteen ships of the North Sea Fleet increased the size of the forces under 

Parker's command to twenty-eight ships carrying 1,248 guns and over 9,000 men.^® Mr. 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 60-61, CUN/3. 

^®The Firm Gunboat had deserted the mutiny shortly after the Clyde and Si. Fiorenzo 
escaped. See Lloyd, The Keith Papers^ 12-14 and Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 69-71, CUN/3. The mutineers fleet now included fifteen ships of the line: 
Sandwich (98 guns), Montague (74), Inflexible (64), Director (64), Lancaster (64), 
Nassau (64), Belliqueux (64), Standard (64), Lion (64), Monmouth (64), Repulse (64), 
Agamemnon (64), Ardent (64), Leopard (50) and Isis (50); six frigates: Iris (32), Brilliant 
(28), Tisiphone (28), Proserpine (28), Vestal (28) and Champion (24); and seven unrated 
ships: Pylades{\6), Swan (14), Grampus Supplyship (28), Hound({%), Inspector (16\ 
Ranger (li), and Comet Fireship (14). These ships officially mustered 9,234 men. The 
mutineers' prizes included the civilian crewed Serapis and Discovery storeships, both of 
which escaped on June 5, as well as the eight gunboats captured earlier. Gore listed the 
above ships except for the Lancaster and three sloops: Pylades, Hound and Ranger. His 
list showed "2 unknown ships" under sloops, but through the ships' logs it is clear that the 
Lancaster (still up river) and these sloops were present and in a state of mutiny on June 5, 
1797. See Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. HSR/B/12. James Dugan incorrectly 
listed five ships as participating in the Nore Mutiny: the Agincourt and Naiad, remained at 
Longreach and never mutinied, the Latona, had sailed to Yarmouth on May 31, but went 
back to sea on June 4, never havii^ mutinied, the Neptune, remained at Woolwich and did 
not mutiny, and the Terpsichore was ofif of Gibraltar at the time of the Nore Mutiny. See 
Dugan, The Great Mutiny, 472-474, Williamson, "Log of H.M.S. Agincourf (November 
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Shoveller of the Iris described the mutineers' fleet as, "very formidable".^' With his vastly 

strengthened armada, Parker now possessed a military force powerful enough to threaten 

the patricians; he would no longer have to rely only on a radical message and bold actions 

to challenge the government's authority. 

Though not part of Parker's fleet, another ship's company also stood in a 

prolonged state of mutiny. From May 20 to June 16 the crew of the Beaulieu mutinied at 

the Downs, an anchorage ofif the east coast of Kent^^, but never joined the mutineers at 

the Nore. On June 25 the company of the Beaulieu again mutinied. Led by Mr. Redhead, 

their boatswain, they demanded the release of two men still confined in irons by Captain 

Fayerman. The officer on duty, J. Bum, ordered out the marines and armed the officers. 

The mutineers responded with force, but the ship's officers and marines forcibly 

suppressed them; a violent conflict ensued in which thirteen men from both sides were 

wounded, five of them seriously. Another later died of his wounds. Animated by his 

radical agenda. Redhead proclaimed during the mutiny that he wanted 'io turn every 

bastard of an officer on shore, and if any of the seamen were not true to the cause to hang 

13, 1796 to January 1,1798), ADM 51/1196, Pierrepont, "Log of H.M.S. Naiad'' (March 
24, 1797 to May 24, 1798), ADM 51/1215, BUgh, "Log of H.M.S. (April 26 to 
July 21, 1797), ADM 51/1198, Stanhope, "Log of H.M.S. Neptune'' (March 27,1797 to 
September 27,1797), Log N.69, and McLean, "Log of H.M.S. Terpsichore" (March 30, 
1797 to March 29, 1798), ADM 51/4507. Three marines of the Agincourt deserted their 
ship, only to be recaptured and given a courts martial for desertion. The same court 
convicted a fourth marine, Thomas Appleby, for "making use of mutinous and seditious 
expressions", but the entire ship's company of the Agincourt did not mutiny. See Courts 
Martial for marines of the Agincourt (July 10,1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5. 

^'William Shoveller to Thomas Shoveller (May 31, 1797), PC 1/ 38/121. 

^^Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 231. 
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them immediately, he would reeve the rope for them"^^ Like the Nore Mutiny, the 

principal leaders of the Beaulieu came from the ranks of the experienced seamen, but 

unlike the Nore Mutiny, since it was confinement to a single ship, its ofiicers succeeded in 

suppressing the mutiny on the Beaulieu with force. 

Despite the mutineers' growing military power, the Admiralty had no intention of 

yielding to their demands. On May 30 the Admiralty authorized Vice-Admiral Buckner to 

ofifer the newly arrived companies of the North Sea Fleet the same pardon that they had 

offered the other mutineers. The Admiralty sent 150 printed copies of a royal 

proclamation regarding the pardon to Buckner, who had them "made public in the harbor 

and on shore" as well as sending copies to the original mutineers. The proclamation 

cultivated divisions among the mutineers, arguing not all seamen and marines at the Nore 

supported the mutiny, encouraging the loyalist element to accept the king's pardon. On 

May 31 the Admiralty informed Buckner that the government would not pay any seamen 

while in a state of mutiny, hoping that withholding customary patrician support might 

encourage some of the seamen who continued to hold the plebeian values to quit the 

^^See Skynner, "Log of H.M,S. Beaulieu" (December 27, 1796 to May 28, 1797), ADM 
51/1191, Fayerman, "Log of H.M.S. Beaulieu'' (June 16, 1797 to June 15,1798), ADM 
51/1207, Fayermann to Vice Admiral Lutwidge (August 9, 1797), ADM 1/729, and J. 
Bum to Alexander Bum (June 26, 1797) found in Holland, Buckerler's Hard. 128-129. 
The court martials for the eleven able seamen sentenced four to death, four to 
imprisonment of two to five years, gave one 100 lashes, and pardoned the other two. The 
court that tried Redhead broke him as a boatswain and ordered him to serve before the 
mast as a common seaman. See "Disobedience, Disrespect, Drunkenness": December 4, 
1797, Trial of J. Redhead, ADM 12/23. Also the Overvessel's company mutinied along 
with the Beaulieu at the Downs. See Stow. "Report and Results from the Papers found on 
board H.M.S. Inflexible" (June 19,1797), ADM 3/137. 
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m u t i n y I n  c a s e  t h e s e  a t t e m p t s  & U e d  t o  e n t i c e  t h e  m u t i n e e r s  t o  t a k e  t h e  r o y a l  p a r d o n ,  

the government increased their military potential to resist the mutineers. 

The government continued to strengthen the garrison at Sheemess, part of their 

effort to repel any attempt by the mutineers to destroy or capture the fortifications there. 

After the defection of the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo, the government became apprised of 

Parker's earlier plan to reduce Fort Tilbury by force. To prevent another attempt, the 

government rapidly increase the size of their forces, a shrewd decision given that the 

delegates had indeed considered making another attempt against the fort.^^ By early June, 

the garrison at Sheemess numbered almost 5,000 men, still mostly militia. The government 

stocked the garrison fully with provisions in case the mutiny persisted on or the garrison 

became besieged.^^ It the mutineers attacked Sheemess, they would pay a heavy price. 

^^Nepean to Buckner (May 30, 1797) and Nepean to Buckner (June I, 1797) both found 
in ADM 2/1352 and George III, "A Proclamation, For the Suppression of the Mutinous 
and Treasonable Proceedings of the Crews of certain of Our Ships at the Nore" (May 31, 
1797), RUSI/NM/ER/5, Nepean to Buckner (May 31,1797), ADM 3/137, Buckner to 
Nepean (June 2, 1797, incorrectly dated May 2,1797), ADM 1/727, and Nepean to 
Buckner (May 31,1797), ADM 1/727. 

Joseph Devonish, a seaman at the Nore, wrote to his wife that after the government had 
stopped sending supplies to the mutineers, that the committee had decided to attack and 
destroy both Fort Tilbury and the town of Sheemess. See Joseph Devonish to Mrs. Janes 
Devonish (May 31, 1797), PC 1/38/121. 

^^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 16-17 and Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. 
HSR/B/12. The garrison included the West Riding Militia Regiment, the East Riding 
Militia Regiment, the East York Militia Regiment, elements (possibly the entire regiment) 
of West York Militia Regiment, the 49th Regiment of Foot (regular army). Lord Damley's 
Yeomanry Cavalry (from Kent), and elements of the Royal Artillery. On June 5, elements 
of the Warwick Militia joined the garrison. See D. Bonner-Smith, "The Mutiny at the 
Nore, 1797', Mariner's Mirror, vol. 33, no. 3 (July, 1947), 199-203. 
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The Admiralty also sent Vice-Admiral Lord Keith to aid Vice-Admiral Buckner. 

Upon his arrival, Keith made suggestions to improve the defense of Sheemess such as 

placing artillery on the Isle of Grain to provide a crossfire against ships forcing their way 

up or down river; the arming and manning of the Warrior so it could be used to support 

Fort Tilbury; and the possibility of equipping several small boats to be employed as fire 

ships against the mutineers if necessary.^^ These actions did not guarantee success, best 

demonstrated by the civilian population's near total desertion of Sheemess. 

The government's actions did not intimidate the mutineers. Their leaders still 

believed that they could force the government to yield. In the evening of May 31, in hopes 

of finding a supportive intermediary in the government, Parker and two other delegates, 

William Wallace of the Standard and Samuel Widgery of the Nassau, landed under a flag 

of truce at Sheemess and met with Mr. Hartwell, the port commissioner. Parker presented 

Hartwell with the mutineers' grievances, which included impressed men being given two 

months pay in advance, the also demanded a pardon for all offenders, and the release of 

the five delegates that the government had captured. Hartwell refused to become Parker's 

'instrument", and informed him that he should return to his fleet to see if his subordinates 

actually supported these demands. Despite Parker's claims that he would bring back an 

^^Buckner to Nepean (June 1,1797) and Buckner to Nepean (June 2, 1797 incorrectly 
dated May 2), both found in ADM 1/727 and Admiralty (Spencer, Gambier, Seymour) to 
Keith (June I, 1797), and Keith to Spencer (June 2, 1797), both found in Lloyd, The Keith 
Papers, vol. 11,15-16. The forces of the navy loyal to the government could use the smaU 
fireships to break up any massed attack against their garrisons. Although rarely used by 
the 1790s, fireships were smaU vessels, often old merchant ships, k)aded with combustible 
materials. Once set on fire, they would be sailed towards the enemy's fleet in hopes of 
making them disperse rather than risk having fire spread to their ships. See Lavery, 
Nelson's Navy 54. 
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answer the next day, he did not return. Commissioner Hartwell declined any further 

communication with the mutineers.^^ 

Failing to find a supportive ear among his patrician adversaries, Parker and his 

allies decided to take more forceful action to bring the government back to the bargaining 

table. In retaliation for the Admiralty's detention of their delegates and their refusal to 

provision them, the mutineers ordered all officers still on their ships to remain aboard 

them, effectively making them hostages.^^ The mutineers' second decision, to blockade 

the River Thames proved highly effective as a retaliatory action against the government. 

^'Parker, Wallace and Widgery, "An Account of the proceeding on shore last night" (June 
1,1797), ADM 1/727, Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 16-17, Gore, Journal of the 
Mutiiy of the Nore. HSR/B/12, Foote, "Log of H.M.S. Niger" (July 21, 1796 to July 20, 
1797), Log N. 118, and Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to Septemter 
28,1797), Log S.596. The mutineers also delivered a petition from the first eight ships of 
the North Sea Fleet to desert to the Nore. Their demands included the right to a trial by 
fellow seamen and marines, the marine's pay at sea should be ten pence after deductions, 
prize money to be divided 3/5 to the seamen and minor petty officers and 2/5 to the 
Admiralty, commissioned and warrant officers, and that the men of the North Sea Fleet be 
immediately paid any outstanding bounties. See "Articles demanded by the North Sea 
Fleet in addition to those demanded by the Fleet at the Nore", ADM 1/727. 

^'Parker, "Declaration of Richard Parker", found in Corbett, Private Papers of George^ 
Second Earl Spencer, vol. II, 172, Committee of the Delegates of the H.M.S. Swan, "All 
Communication instantly cut off from Shore" (June 1,1797), Mutineer Letter. 
RUSI/NM/203, NMM, Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20,1797 to 
September 30, 1798), ADM 51/1222, and Holmes, "Log of H.M.S. Iris" (May 9,1797 to 
October 11, 1797, Log J.l 18. On June 2 William Wallace of the Standard reported to the 
delegates that authorities arrested two of the delegates from the long boat he commanded 
and that he had heard that the government offered a reward of one thousand pounds for 
any captured delegates and ten pounds for any seaman from the mutinous ships. See 
William Wallace, "Proceedings of the Night of 2nd of June", ADM 1/727. According to 
eight seamen of the Sandwich, by May 29 the delegates had turned ashore 175 officers, a 
large majority of the officers of the eleven mutinous ships then at the Nore. See James 
Ahmisty, William Morton, William Jollust, John Lonnergan, J. Scott, D. Cunningham, J. 
Flannigan, and M. Lemasney to James Howard (May 29, 1797), PC 1/38/121. 
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Reinforcements in the form of the ships from the North Sea Fleet gave Parker and the 

delegates the military force to undertake such an operation. On June 2, the delegates 

ordered the Swan, Standard, Brilliant, and Inspector to positions where they could 

prevent ships from passing either into or out of London and surrounding ports. Using both 

cannon and musket fire, these ships stopped a considerable amount of merchant shipping. 

Since the Admiralty had stopped sending the mutineers supplies, the mutineers removed 

food from these merchant ships. For example, they confiscated 140 sacks of flour from the 

Sally and an additional 200 sacks of flour from another vessel. Few merchant ships made 

it past the mutineers' blockade, much to the ire of the merchants of London. By the night 

of June 5, the mutineers had detained about 150 merchant ships.'*^ In addition to their 

show of force, the leaders of the mutiny turned to symbolic actions to buttress support for 

their mutiny. 

'•^Delegates of the Whole Fleet, "Order" (June, 2, 1797), ADM 1/727, Cunningham, A 
Narrative of Occurrences. 61, CUN/3, Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 17-18, Gore, 
Journal of the Mutinv of the Nore. HSR/B/12, Snipe, "Statement" (June 3, 1797) found in 
Lloyd, The Keith Papers, vol. II, 17, Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7, 1797 to 
December 31,1797) found in both ADM 5I/1195 and Log D.128, Mosse, "Log of 
H.M.S. Sandwich''' (March 1, 1797 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173, Johnson, 
"Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28, 1797), Log S.596, Lock, "Log 
of H.M.S. Inspector'^ (September 25, 1796 to September 25,1797), Log J.65, Parr, "Log 
of H.M.S. Standard" (December 2, 1796 to August 30, 1797), Log S.359, Blackwood, 
"Log of H.M.S. Brilliant (June 10, 1796 to June 9,1797) and Blennerhassett, "Log of 
H.M.S. Brilliant (November 5, 1796 to November 5, 1797) Log B.I65, and Hawes, "Log 
of H.M.S. Proserpine" (December 25,17% to December 24,1797), Log P.438. As early 
as June I, other ships, such as the Pylades, had begun to stop merchant shipping as well. 
See Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20,1797 to September 30,1798), ADM 
51/1222 and O'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau'' (April 29,1797 to July 11,1797), Log 
N.49. On June 5, Buckner wrote the Admiralty that 100 merchant ships had been detained 
by noted "the number is hourly increasing by fresh arrivals from sea." See Buckner to 
Nepean (June 5, 1797), ADM 1/727. 
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Parker and his lieutenants undertook several actions to maintain the mutineers' 

belief in their cause. To validate their revolutionary actions, the delegates named their 

collective 'The Floating Republic".'*' Their mutinous confederacy no longer existed 

simply as a body of unruly seamen, it now became a revolutionary state, a great step 

beyond what the seamen at Spithead had done. As the president of a '^republic", Parker 

also took actions to prevent the government's undermining the popular consent that the 

radicals attempted to build among their men. Buckner did succeed in smuggling some 

copies of the royal proclamation of May 31 onto the Sandwich through an "old man in a 

bum boat". Having discovered the government's plot to increase divisions among the 

ranks of the mutineers, an angry and defiant Parker sent the Admiralty a letter warning 

them to desist in "improper" actions, such as cutting off their provisions, and sending 

"foolish proclamations".'*^ Through Captain Knight, Parker further informed the 

Admiralty that the mutineers retained the remaining officers as hostages for their detained 

delegates.'*^ While Parker attempted to deal with the British government as his equal, as 

the head of his own republic, he also worked to increase popular support among his 

subordinates for the more radical course his revolution had taken. 

'^'Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker 17-18. 

^^Buckner to Nepean (June 4,1797) and Parker to Buckner (June 3,1797) both found in 
ADM 1/727. The "old man" had gotten the copies of the proclamation on the Sandwich by 
hiding them in newspapers. 

'*3Parker to Knight (June 4,1797), ADM 1/727. Captain Knight had asked Parker for 
permission to come ashore to visit his Ql wife. Parker compassionately agreed, provided 
that Knight return in three days. See Anon., Memoirs of R ichard Parker. 18-19. The 
delegates forbade any other ofiBcers fix)m going ashore. See Joseph Devonish to Janes 
Devonish(May 31, 1797), PC 1/38/121. 
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One of the radicals methods was the manipulation of symbols meant to convey a 

radical meaning. Through their previous action of striking Vice-Admiral Buckner's flag 

from the Sandwich, the mutineers had delegitimized his authority over him. Understanding 

the cultural power of these expressions, the mutineers continued to signify both their 

resistance against the government and their support for the mutiny through visual, and 

sometimes physical, representations of power. The most basic of these were the red flags 

that they flew on their ships, known to the seamen as 'Ihe flags of defiance".'*^ 

Individually many mutineers demonstrated their loyalty by wearing red cockades in their 

hats. George Forbes, a lieutenant on the Sandwich testified that forty or fifty of the "most 

active and the leading men in the mutiny" of his ship wore red cockades as distinguishing 

marks that conveyed a symbolic meaning similar to their red flags. Morgan Jones, a 

loyalist seamen on the Leopard, refused to wear a red cockade stating that "I took it to be 

the same as the hoisting of the red flag which I knew did not belong to the English 

govemment."^^ As Jones' resistance demonstrated, despite the efforts of Parker and his 

lieutenants to build voluntary support for their cause, not all seamen willingly supported 

''^Most of these red flags probably were the red ensign used to communicate 'foul 
weather", which every ship carried along with signal flags, ensigns and pendants, and the 
national naval jacks of France, the Netherlands, and Spain. Thomas Bowan, a 
quartermaster on the Monmouth, testified that on the second day of the mutiny, Peter 
Wood got a red flag from the colors chest and hoisted it. See Thomas Brown, 
"Testimony" (August 1, 1797), ADM 1/5486 and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 260. 

'^^Morgan Jones, 'Testimony" (June 28, 1797) and George Forbes, 'Testimony" (July 10, 
1797), both found in ADM 1/5486. Another seaman, Mark Drummond, a gunner's mate 
on the Sandwich, remained ignorant of these symbolic acts. When asked during a courts 
martial, "What was the meaning of the red ribbon?', he replied "I cannot tell, I never 
enquired." See Drummond, 'Testimony" (July 27, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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them. Those who did not voluntarily comply with the radicals' aims found themselves on 

the receiving end of violence intended to beat the message into them. 

Parker and his lieutenants used both physical and symbolic punishments not only to 

enforce their regulations but also in an attempt to enforce loyalty to their radical vision. 

Several seamen and marines found themselves on the receiving end of both ducking and 

flogging punishments. A list of men punished by the juries of the mutineers contains the 

names of twenty-six men.'^^ A mutineer's jury tried James Day for "violating two of the 

most sacred laws, enacted for the preservation and unanimity of the ships' company viz. 

drunkenness in the greatest extreme and neglect of duty."^^ Unlike the Spithead 

mutineers, those at the Nore pum'shed their officers as well. One of their juries convicted a 

midshipman named Smith for kicking and insulting one of their "brothers", but due to 

Smith's good character, the jury only confined him to his cabin for twenty-four hours.**^ 

The seamen of the Montague, the first ship's company to desert Duncan, punished their 

surgeon in a humiUating manner. They tarred and feathered him fi-om head to waist, then 

forced him to stand in a fishing smack. The mutineers exclaimed, "they had got a fine bird 

or beast to be seen."^^ On June 2 the mutineers of the Inspector ducked two of their 

officers, a master's mate and a midshipmen.^^ While ducking men of the "gentlemanly" 

''^"Sentence lists and sundries", ADM 1/727. The men included four fi-om the Vestal, four 
firom the Monmouth, six fi-om the Sandwich, three fix)m the Inflexible, one firom the 
Belliquevx, one fi-om the Swan, six from the Director, and one from the Nassau. 

^^"Charges against James Day for Drunkenness", ADM 1/727. 

"^^Xharges against Mr. Smith Mid." and "Mitigation of Sentence on Mr. Smith" both 
found in ADM 1/727. 

'^^Lieutenant Hardford, "Testimony" (July 20 to 25,1797), ADM 1/5340. 

^®Lock, "Log of H.M.S. Inspector'̂  (September 25, 1796 to September 25,1797), Log 
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class in defiance and inversion of the customary class deference and hierarchy constituted 

a clear sign of the mutineers' class-based radicalism, the mutineers' outright flogging of 

their officers became a revolutionary act. 

On June 5 the mutineers of the Monmouth engaged in the most violent incident of 

punishment by any of the mutineers against their officers. For attempting "a conspiracy 

against the ships' company", the mutineers flogged Ave of their officers: Master's Mate 

Edward Dawson received three dozen lashes. Second Master Andrew Barclay nine lashes. 

Midshipman Samuel Tomlinson two dozen lashes. Midshipman I. Waters three dozen 

lashes, and Marine Sergeant Watkin Jenkins three dozen. Further the mutineers shaved 

Jenkins head. Jenkins testified later that a mutineer named William Vance told him that 

they had left a single lock of hair on his head so that "Mahomet might have an opportunity 

when I was sinking to haul me up to heaven". The delegates, guarded by their marines, 

rowed the five men through the fleet in what the mutineers themselves defined as "the 

most ignominious manner". As they passed each ships of their fleet, one of the mutineers, 

Matthew Williams, repeatedly clapped Jenkins on the head and cried out, 'This is a bloody 

old Sergeant of Marines'. The mutinous crews of the ships hissed at them as they passed, 

signifying the prisoners' humiliation. The mutineers released the five sufficiently degraded 

men onto a fishing smack.^' The Monmouth's mutineers' flogging of these men, especially 

J.65. The mutineers ducked the officers twelve times each and then sent them ashore. 

^'Edward Dawson, "Testimony", Andrew Barclay, "Testimony", Watkin Jenkins, 
"Testimony" (all July 29,1797) and John Delafont, "Testimony" (August 17, 1797) all 
found in ADM 1/5486 and Samuel Tomlinson "Statement" and Frederick Watson, 
"Statement" both found in Lloyd, The Keith Papers, vol. II, 17-19. The mutineers ordered 
Barlcay to received a dozen lashes, his head shaved, and to be tarred and feathered, but 
Barclay passed out after nine kishes and the rest of his sentence was not carried out. After 
the mutiny, the Monmouth's captain of marines, M. Clark, and two of the naval 
lieutenants, Charles BuUen and M. Cleland, wrote a certificate of good conduct for 
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the three considered gentlemen (the midshipmen and the master's mate), demonstrated 

their radical intentions; the mutineers wanted more than a plebeian redress of material 

grievances. Their actions illustrate their class-based challenge to the existing social order 

in which they were subordinated and denied political equality. 

The mutineers also transformed a customary maritime tradition into a display of 

their power and defiance. On June 4 the crew of the Sandwich hoisted the royal standard 

at the foremast and fired twenty-one guns in commemoration of George IIFs birthday, 

which every ship present repeated.^^ The loyalists ships, such as the Clyde, also carried 

out the same naval tradition. The mutineers' participation in this ceremony confused some 

ashore. An anonymous author wrote, "This morning, however, the Royal Standard was 

hoisted on board all the ships, and at one o'clock to our great astonishment, they fired the 

usual salute."^^ Captain Gore, an army officer at Sheemess, noted, however, that the 

mutineers never struck their red flags during the ceremony, "the rebels fired a royal salute 

hoisting the Royal Standard at the fore top mast head (with the red or defiance flag) the 

Sergeant Jenkins and requested he be promoted. See Clark, Bullen, and Cleland, 
"Certificate of Good Conduct" found in Lloyd, The Keith Papers, vol. 11,28. 

Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28,1797), Log S.596. 
Virtually the log of every ship present at the Nore records their participation in this event. 
The regulations required that ships in port fire salutes for various anniversaries including 
the anniversary days of the monarch; birth (21 guns), the accession (21 guns), the 
coronation (19 guns), the birth of the queen (21 gun), the anniversary of the restoration of 
Charles II (15 guns), and the anniversary of the gun-powder plot (17 guns). On these 
days, ships fired guns at I p.m. and then the company had a special dinner. See Pope, Li& 
in Nelson's Navy. 169. Kathleen Wilson has argued that the eighteenth-century British 
state used these ceremonies to build nationalist consent. See Wilson, The Sense of the 
Efiopk, 197-198. 

^^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 17. 
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Badge of Mutiny flying at the main during the time they were firing the royal salute."^'* 

Gore came close to understanding the symbolic message of the mutineers. By flying their 

red flag in a position above the Royal Standard on the Sandwich, the mutineers signified 

their support of their "republic" rather than the subordination they suffered under George 

Ill's regime.^^ This and other attempts by the radicals to build popular consent for their 

cause achieved only partial success. Many plebeian seamen remained unconvinced that 

their best interests lay with the radicals. 

Two actions demonstrated to the mutineers that all of the seamen at the Nore did 

not approve of the direction they had taken. On the night of June 5, two civilian-crewed 

storeships detained by the mutineers, the Serapis and Discovery, cut their anchor cables 

and sailed for Sheemess harbor. Several of the mutinous ships fired on them, but both 

ships escaped without casualties.^^ The flight of these two ships, both had civilian rather 

than navy companies, however, had a smaller impact on the mutineers' morale than the 

desertion of the Clyde and Si. Fiorenzo. To counter the mutineers' symbolic actions, the 

^'*Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. HSR/B/12. In his captain's log, Cunningham 
also noted the unusual flag configuration, "The Sandwich having the red flag at the main, 
the standard at the fore, and the union at the mizzen." See Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. 
Clyde", CUN/6. For a discussion of flags and their placement see Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 
260. 

^^Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. HSR/B/12, Cunningham, A Narrative of 
Occurrences. 71, CUN/3, Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 12-14, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. 
Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to September 28, 1797), ADM 51/1173, Mackenzie, "Log of 
H.M.S. Pylades (March 20, 1797 to September 30, 1798), ADM 51/1222, and BUgh, 
"Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7,1797 to December 31, 1797) found in both ADM 
51/1195 and Log D.128. 

t, 197-198. 
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government put on a show of their own, further evidence of the lack of consensus among 

the men at the Nore for the mutiny. 

The morning after the Serapis and Discovery escaped, Keith and Buckner 

orchestrated a parade which included about 650 men from the companies of the L 'Espion, 

Clyde, Niger, and Firm and the militia from East Norfolk. Accompanied by a band, they 

marched from Sheemess to Queenborough to demonstrate their loyalty to the government. 

At the head of their column flew a flag emblazoned with 'God save the King and Success 

to the good Cause." Captain Cunningham, who marched in the parade, wrote that the 

government hoped through such rituals "... to aid [in] the restoration of a better feeling 

throughout the fleet" intending that "a favourable turn might be given to the sentiments of 

those who still formally heldout, but who might be actually wavering in a state of 

indecision." At the conclusion of the parade, Vice Admiral Buckner '^regaled" each man 

with a "quart of strong beer". The "country people" received the parade with "grateful 

enthusiasm", but it is unclear whether the parade had the desired effect on the seamen of 

the fleet.^^ Most likely, the loyalist sentiments enacted and reinforced by the parade 

became overshadowed by the arrival at the Nore of the last five ships of the North Sea 

Fleet later that morning. Edward Brenton, then a lieutenant on the newly arrived 

Agamemnon, described the attitudes of the Nore mutineers when his ship arrived: "It is 

impossible to describe the heat and irritation of the seamen at the Nore at the time of our 

arrival and the accession of the four ships of the line to their cause."^^ 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 69-71, ClJN/3 and Cunningham, "Log of 
H.M.S. ayde\ CUN/6. 

^'Brenton, The Naval History of Great Britain. 284-185. 
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To demonstrate their "heat and irritation" to the government, the delegates 

ordered the construction of efiSgies, usually of Pitt, the Prime Minister, but some 

contemporary accounts also mention those of Henry Dundas, both Secretary of War and 

Treasurer of the Royal Navy^^. The mutineers of several ships hung these efiBgies from the 

same main and fore-yard arms they had earlier rove to intimidate their oflBcers and peers. 

By firing small arms at the effigies, they demonstrated their hatred and defiance of those in 

the government who they felt had obstructed their cause. At first some observers mistook 

the effigies for the officers being held as hostages, fearing that the mutineers had began to 

execute them in retaliation.^^ Edward Brenton, a lieutenant on the Agamemnon, wrote. 

At sunrise I was awoke by the reports of great guns and musketry, and saw what I 
supposed to be officers and men hanging at the yard arms of some ships. They 
were run up in the smoke of the guns, in the manner practiced at naval executions. 
While hanging, volleys of musketry was fired at them; and we concluded that we 
should very soon share the same fate; nor was it till two or three hours afterward 
that we were undeceived and informed that the figures suspended were only 
effigies meant to represent the Right Hon. William Pit, whom they familiarly 
termed 'Billy Pitt,' and considered as their greatest enemy.^' 

^'Henry Dundas served as Treasurer of the Navy from 1784-1800 and Secretary of War 
from 1794 to 1801. See J.P. Kenyon, The Wordsworth Dictionary of British History 
(Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editk)ns, Ltd., 1994), 117. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 77, CUN/3, John Lapthom, 'Testimony" 
(June 28,1797), ADM 1/5486,0'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau'' (April 29,1797 to July 
11,1797), Log N.49, Duncan, "Log of H.M.S Comet" (May 26,1797 to July 28,1797), 
Log C.170, Burges, "Log of H.M.S. Ardent (May 10 to October 11,1797), ADM 
51/4411, Watson, "Log ofH.M.S. Isif (July 1,1796 to August 26,1797), ADM 
51/1185, and Robb, "Log of H.M.S. Leopard' (July 21,1796 to July 19, 1797), Log 
L.276. 

Brenton, The Naval History of Cireat Britain. 284-285. 
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Even after those on shore deduced that the mutineers had only fired at effigies, rumors 

abounded that the mutineers had executed some of their officers.^- The mutineers' 

symbolic acts of resistance and defiance demonstrated to the government their radical 

intentions as well as the mutineers' determination and resolve never to yield. 

Aware that the government had introduced two new bills in Parliament that 

outlawed their republic, the leaders of the mutiny made one last attempt to force the 

government to yield to them. While the radicals probably knew that they did not have the 

power to topple the social order, their future demands show their desire to vastly 

restructure the maritime balance of power between their and their rulers. At one in the 

afternoon of June 6 the delegates of the Monmouth requested that their captain. Lord 

Northesk, act as an intermediary between them and George HI. At five that night, 

Northesk boarded the Sandwich and meet with the sixty delegates who represented the 

nearly thirty ships of the mutinous fleet. The delegates presented Northesk with two 

documents to transmit to George III in London: a letter stating their intentions and a 

petition of grievances. The delegates informed Northesk that if they did not receive a 

positive response from the king by two p.m. on June 9, they would take their ships to sea, 

by implication to a foreign port. After examining the documents, Northesk informed the 

delegates that 'he expected no success in such unreasonable demands'. As Northesk's 

boat traveled through the mutinous fleet, the seamen cheered him in hopes that his 

intercession could bring about a ftivorable resolution. Later that day, Northesk delivered 

the documents to the king. Fearing greater acts of violence by the mutineers, the Pitt 

government braced for a possible attack when the tide became favorable.^^ 

^^Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. HSR/B/I2. 

^^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 18-19, Parker to Northesk (June 6,1797), Letters 
from the Northesk Collection. X94/062, NMM, Delegates to Northesk (June 6,1797), 
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The letter the delegates sent to George III attempted to play upon themes of 

patrician responsibility and the good king hindered by bad ministers, but also clearly stated 

the revolutionary intent of the mutineers if the king failed to live up to their vision of a 

revised social contract that yielded great power to them. The mutineers requested that 

George III, whom they addressed as "father of your people", remedy the grievances they 

listed in the enclosed petition. As the king's ministers had failed to support their cause, 

declaring them instead "rebels, traitors, and outlaws", the seamen requested that George 

111 intervene personally. In contrast to the rhetoric of the Spithead petitions, the mutineers 

at the Nore promised a harsh retribution if their monarch denied any of their demands; 

they wrote: "We have in other respects already determined in ourselves in what manner 

we intend to act hereafter and shall be extremely sorry if we are forced to take succour in 

another country which must eventually be the case - if we are denounced and outlawed in 

our own country". They closed their letter by informing the king that he had only fifty-four 

hours after 8 a.m. on June 7 to respond, closing with "We shaU likewise make know to 

our fellow subjects on shore the particulars of this address or Petition together with our 

Majesty's answer (soon as we shall receive the same) to justify ourselves in their eyes, and 

the sight of our country and the world at large; as to any measures we may take in 

consequence of a reftisal."^ If the mutineers' defiant setting of a deadline did not anger 

George III, the radical content of their petition most certainly did. 

ADM 1/727, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28,1797), 
Log S.596, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich!" (March 1,1797 to September 28,1797), 
ADM 51/1173, White, "Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1, 1796 to July 31,1797), ADM 
51/1175, Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon" (November 29,1796 to November 30, 
1797), ADM 51/1194, and Pitt to Spencer (June 7,1797), Corbett, Private Papers of 
George. Second Rarl Spencer. 149-150. 

^Seamen at the Nore to the George 111 (June 7,1797), found in both ADM 1/727 and 
ADM 1/5125. The document in ADM 1/727 is undated, but the copy in ADM 1/5125 is 
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The majority of the mutineers' demands were clearly radical in nature. Only the 

first of the mutineers' ten articles, which demanded the same grants given to the seamen at 

Portsmouth, had any hope of acceptance by the government. The other nine articles 

required the patricians to yield power to their plebeian seamen, something that they were 

unlikely to do. The second article revisited the seamen's demand for shore leave in port. In 

their third article, they demanded to be paid their wages except for the six months pay 

customarily withheld. In the fourth, they afiBrmed their right to prevent officers they had 

turned out fi-om being returned to their ships without the consent of the crew. In their fifth 

article, they asked for pressed men to receive two months wages. The pardon of all 

deserters fi'om the navy was their next demand. Their seventh article, the most 

revolutionary of all, called for a trial by peers for the seamen and marines; the patricians 

would have to yield all authority in discipline to this trial system. The increase of the pay 

of the marines to ten pence after deductions per day was their eighth demand. Their ninth 

demand also challenged the patricians' unequal economic power by asking for a revision 

of the prize money distribution with 3/5 now going to the seamen and marines and only 

2/5 to the Admiralty and their officers.^^ The last article called for the government to pay 

dated "7 May", however the outside cover of the document has the correct date of June 7 
with a time of "5 o'clock", the same time that Northesk met with the delegates. 

^^This would have increased the seamen's and marines' share fi'om 25% to 60% of the 
prize money. Prior to 1808 the prize money was divided up with 3/8 to the captain if 
sailing under the Admiralty's orders or 2/8 to him and 1/8 to his admiral if sailing as part 
of a fleet or squadron, 1/8 to the captain of marines, naval lieutenants, and masters of the 
ship, 1/8 to the marine lieutenants wd naval warrant officers, 1/8 to the midshipmen, 
marine sergeants, and naval petty officers, and onfy 2/8 went to the seamen and marines. 
The entire crew of a ship that captured an enemy ship, military or merchant marine, 
received prize money equal to the value of the ship emd its cargo. See Lavery, Nelson's 
Navy. 116. 
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the men of the North Sea Fleet any outstanding enlistment bounties immediately.^ While 

containing some of the original plebeian grievances, the petition's radical demands made it 

difBcult for the government to accept, particularly given their resistance to having again to 

yield to mutinous seamen. Based on their previous actions, the government at best would 

have granted less than half of these demands, possibly only the first, fifth, and tenth, and 

then only under some duress. 

The mutineers' demands indicated that the leaders of the mutiny were either 

hopelessly naive about what the government was likely to grant or else they had no 

intention of reaching a compromise. There is no indication that the government would 

ever have granted the seamen a trial by peers in issues regarding punishment or that they 

were likely to revise the distribution of prize money. Given the publication of government 

rewards for their arrest, the mutineers' leaders may have hoped to use the king's rejection 

of their petition to build popular consensus among the majority of the seamen for a 

defection to foreign ports. Some evidence exists to support the hypothesis that the leaders 

of the mutiny did not actually want a settlement. William Minor, an able seaman and 

leading mutineer on the Champion, told one of his ofiBcers, "You know. Sir, we have the 

keys of the Nation in our hands, and if every demand of ours were granted, we would not 

give them up, as we have plenty of persons on shore, who will support us, and supply us 

with money. Minor, like many mutineers at the Nore believed they had the power to 

^Seamen at the Nore, "Petition" (June 5,1797), X94/062. A similar copy entitled 
"Address from the British Seamen and Marines at the Nore to their Brethren and fellow 
subjects on shore" can be found in ADM 1/727. This address appears to have been 
formulated as early as June 3. See John Blake to the General Committee of the Mutineers 
(June 3, 1797), ADM 1/727. 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 104, CUN/3. 
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force the government to yield. However, it remains imclear what Parker's and the 

delegates' goals might have been. They may have misread the events and honestly asked 

for these concessions; however, based on the astute nature of other decisions, especially 

their execution of the blockade of London, it was &r more likely that the leaders hoped to 

force a stalemate so that they could gain support among their followers to defect to 

Revolutionary Europe. 

"Carry the Fleet From This to Some Foreign Kingdom" 

Despite representations to George III that they had six months provisions, the 

mutineers seem to have been running short on some supplies once the government cut ofiT 

their regular provisions. As early as June 3, some ships reported shortages of certain 

provisions. The mutineers took supplies fix)m the Grampus Storeship to meet their 

immediate needs, but they appear to have had some problems finding the food and water 

required to sustain nine thousand mutineers.*^' On June 3 Parker sent a threatening letter 

to Vice-Admiral Buckner demanding the resumption of their supplies, which Buckner 

reftised.^^ To remedy the problem, the mutineers sent parties ashore to plunder their 

needed provisions. In response, the army started to patrol the coast lines. During the night 

of June 6, a patrol of three soldiers forced a raiding party of twenty-nine mutinous seamen 

and marines to withdraw. On the same day, a group of mutineers attempted to land near 

Sheemess in search of water, only to be driven back to sea by elements of the garrison, 

with the loss of one man killed and one or two wounded.By June 8, the situation had 

®*Blake to the General Committee of the Mutineers (June 3, 1797), ADM 1/727. 

^'Parker to Buckner (June 3,1797), ADM 1/727. 

^^Gore, Journal of the Mutiny of the Nore. HSR/B/12 and Anon., Memoirs of Richard 
Parker, 19. 
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become more serious. To even out supplies among the ships, their leaders ordered the 

ships' conq)anies to list any supplies over a ten week minimum and any shortfalls below 

ten weeks. While the Repulse appears to have been well supplied, other ships may have 

been in greater need of provisions.^' The lack of sufficient stores for an indefinite siege 

encouraged the leaders of the mutiny to formulate a new plan as their food and water 

would run out if they opted to wait out the government. 

By early June it became clear to the government that the leaders of the mutiny 

were considering leaving the Nore and escaping to a neutral country, such as the United 

States, or even to hostile powers such as France or Holland. By cutting off their supplies 

and offering rewards for the arrest of the mutiny's leaders, especially Richard Parker who 

had a five hundred pound reward on his head, the government effectively, but 

unintentionally, encouraged the leaders of the mutiny to consider defecting to another 

state.^^ To make their escape out of the treacherous anchorage possible, the mutineers 

had captured twenty-one pUots firom the merchant ships that they had detained. Aaron 

Graham's, a government spy, report of June 6 supported the government's worst fears; he 

concluded that the mutineers proposed to "carry the fleet firom this to some foreign 

Blake to Mutineers (June 8, 1797) and Ship's Company of the Repulse, "Provisions on 
board" (June 8,1797) both found in ADM 1/727. The log of the Nassau recorded that on 
June 6, the delegates had ordered each ship to provide an account of provisions and water. 
See O'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau^ (April 29, 1797 to July 11,1797), Log N.49. 

^-Graham to Privy Council (June 6,1797), PC 1/38/121. Graham informed the 
government that seamen who had seen Parker in the last three or four days reported him 
"to be very much alarmed for his personal safety." Master's Mate Andrew Hardy wrote to 
his iHother that the reward was one thousand pounds for any delegate and twenty-five 
pounds for a seaman or marine. Hardy to his brother (June 5, 1797) found in Lloyd, "New 
Light on the Mutiny at the Nore", 291. 
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idngdom"7^ The government could no longer simply attempt to exhaust both the 

mutineers' supplies and enthusiasm by refusing to negotiate. So they worked to provide 

increased legal backing for the government actions against the Nore mutineers. 

On June 2 and 3, the Pitt government introduced two bills. The first showed the 

government's fear that agitators from ashore were instigating the mutiny, and made it a 

capital crime for civilians to incite military personnel to mutiny or engage in acts of 

disobedience. The second bill gave the Admiralty the power to define the mutineers as in a 

"state of mutiny and rebellion". The fourth section of this bill, designed to encourage some 

undecided men to quit the mutiny, allowed the government, after declaring the seamen and 

marines mutineers, to cancel all pay and prize money due them as well as voiding all their 

benefits including pensions or old age care. A three man board of the Admiralty could also 

restore the mutineers' pay and benefits if they submitted to the government. The 

patricians' message was clear. If the mutineers wanted to enjoy the benefits of the old 

social contract, they had to support it. Both Houses of Parliament quickly passed both acts 

and they became law on June 6?^ As Captain Northesk began his journey back to London 

with the mutineers' petition, the government had already initiated their most effective 

means of forcing the divided seamen to determine their own fate: the government 

employed its last resource against the seamen, the state's control over fiscal resources and 

^^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 73-75, CUN/3, Anon., Memoirs of Richard 
Parker^ 17-19, and Graham to Privy Council (June 6,1797), PC 1/38/122. 

^'^Great Britain, Parliament, "An Act for more effectually restraining Intercourse with the 
Crews of certain of His Majesty's Ships now in a state of Mutiny and Rebellion, and for 
the more effectual Suppression of such Mutiny and Rebellion" (June 6,1797), 
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their monopoly of the law. However, if the seamen defected to foreign powers, the loss of 

monetary rewards and the threat of punitive legal action was of little importance. 

On the same night that Northesk met with the delegates, George III and his cabinet 

met in London to plan an attempt to restore order among the ships at the Nore. In the 

course of the evening, the king and his cabinet made two decisions that had a powerful 

impact on the Nore Mutiny. Aware of the lack of supplies among the mutineers' fleet and 

the growing divisions among them, those at the meeting approved a plan to imprison the 

mutineers at the Nore by removing the navigational markers at the entrance of the 

anchorage. This would make sailing in or out of the Nore extremely hazardous if not 

impossible. With the mutineers literally imprisoned at the Nore, the king and his cabinet 

hoped that their other action, declaring the ships' companies in a state of mutiny and 

rebellion, would increase the division and dissension among the seamen. They believed 

that forfeiture of moneys owed them might weaken the support of many men for the 

mutinous cause. The government hoped that the toyalist seamen amongst the mutineers 

might defect from the mutiny as had the crews of the Clyde and St. Fiorenzo. A report 

received earlier that day supported this conclusion. Aaron Graham reported that based on 

his discussion with the men who had already deserted the mutiny, "a majority on board 

each ship would be glad to a &vorable opportunity of returning to their duty." To enact 

this plan, the cabinet with the king's assent, approved the removal of the buoys and 

beacon near and at the entrance to the Nore and declared the mutineers to be in a state of 

mutiny and rebellion.^^ 

^^George III and Privy Council, "List of Council Business" (June 6, 1797) and Graham, 
"Report" (June 6,1797) both found in PC 1/38/121, and George III and Privy Council, 
"Proclamation", (June 6,1797), Privy Council 1797. ADM 1/5189, PRO. 
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On June 6, the government undertook the covert operation of removing the 

navigational markers from the Nore and areas around it. Philip Bromfield, an Elder 

Brother of Trinity House and a former East India Company captain, had come up with the 

idea for bottling up the mutineers in the Nore. In the afternoon of June 5, Bromfield 

approached the Admiralty with the idea of removing the markers near Harwich. The 

Admiralty agreed and the next morning, Bromfield, using five hired fishing boats and the 

local custom house cutter, removed the navigational markers. On the morning of June 7, 

after gaining the government's approval to do so, Bromfield and his assistants sank the 

buoys and removed the lights at the Nore.^^ Even with pilots, the navigation of the exit 

routes from the Nore became extremely difiScult if not impossible without the markers.^^ 

Bromfield's proposal to remove the navigational markers became the pivotal turning point 

in the government's suppression of the mutiny as it prevented the mutineers' escape to 

foreign ports. Having imprisoned the mutineers at the Nore, the government next worked 

to increase divisions among the seamen. 

On June 6 the Admiralty declared twenty ships' companies to be "guilty of Acts of 

Mutiny and Rebellion" according to the act of Parliament. They deemed these crews guilty 

of obstructing the trade and navigation of the Port of London and "other acts of the most 

heinous nature", which included firing on other ships of the Royal Navy. On June 7 the 

London Gazette published an "extraordinary" supplement which contained the royal 

Admiralty to Elder Brethren of the Trinity House (June 6, 1797), ADM 3/137 and Philip 
Bromfield, "Diary for 1797 kept by Philip Bromfield, Elder Brother of Trinity House", 
XJOD/3, NMM. Not until June 17, after the Nore Mutiny had ended, did the Admiralty 
ask to have the markers replaced. See Arden, Seymour, and Gambier to George III (June 
17,1797, ADM 7/343. 

'^Lavery, Nelson's Navy, 230-231. 
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proclamation officially declaring twenty ships' companies to be in a state of mutinyIf 

the seamen persisted in their mutiny, they potentially &ced a death sentence, and they 

could be sure that they would lose all wages, allowances, and prize money the navy owed 

them as well as their pensioner rights to Greenwich Hospital or the fund of the Chest at 

Chatham.^^ The government had officially severed the radicals' connection with the 

benefits of the patrician-plebeian social contract. The proclamation forced the mutineers to 

choose between two unappealing options; they could yield but potentially faced a sentence 

of death, nearly guaranteed for their leaders, or they could opt to sail to a foreign port, a 

viable option in the minds of the mutineers as they remained unaware of the removal of the 

navigational markers from the waters east of the Nore Anchorage. 

After their meeting with Northesk, the delegates opted to defect to foreign ports, 

either enemy or neutral. The exact destination became a heated topic of discussion among 

the mutineers.^^ On the Leopard, the radical mutineer William Welch proposed taking the 

^^The Admiralty did not include the seven ships (Hound, Vestal, Agamemnon, Leopard, 
Ardent, Isis, and Ranger) that had recently arrived from Yarmouth in their proclamation, 
most likely as they were unaware of their presence at the Nore given their recent arrival. 
Also the Admiralty did not include the ship's company of the Lancaster, still moored at 
Longreach, as on afternoon of June 7, they had made overtures to the Admiralty about 
ending their mutiny. See Wells, "Log of H.M.S. Lancaster" (February 25, 1797 to 
February 28, 1798), Log L.17. 

^^Seymour, Gambier, and Young to George 111 (June 6, 1797), ADM 7/343, George III 
and Privy Council, "Proclamation" (June 6, 1797), ADM 1/5189, and Admirahy, 
"Proclamation" (June 7,1797) and "Proclamation" published in London Gazette 
Extraordinary, (June 7, 1797) both found in RUSI/NM/ER/5. All seven Lords of the 
Admiralty signed the June 7 proclamation. 

^®Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 18-19. This account mentions proposed destinations 
of Ireland or the Orkneys, while "one was base enough to propose an enemy's port." 
Captain Cunningham noted that it had been reported to him that the mutineers had 
intended to sail for Holland. See Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 73-74, 
CUN/3. 
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ship to France, John Copey (or Copie), one of the Leopard's delegates replied to Welch 

that "no enemy shall have our ship". Copey supported Thomas Wood's, a member of the 

ship's committee, plan to take the fleet to a rendezvous in Bantry Bay, Ireland before 

resupplying with provisions at Madeira, and presumably sailing to America.^' Copey's 

lingering plebeian patriotism prevented him from accepting an enemy nation as their 

destination. On the Sandwich, James Leurer, another supernumerary able seaman who 

later joined the ship's committee, proposed defecting to the French.̂  ̂On the Standard, 

Bartholomew Connery and William Holdsworth, both radical leaders of the ship, debated 

taking the ship to either Scotland, Ireland, or France; William Jones, their radical 

sailmaker, supported going to France as he believed they could sell their ship to the French 

which would yield each man one hundred pounds.^^ Some on the Lion believed that their 

leaders had secured fifty thousand pounds, and once in France would divide the money 

amongst the mutineers. John Brass, a purser's steward, thought that once they reached 

France, he could set himself up as a schoolmaster with his share of the money.^ Andrew 

Hardy, a master's mate on the Nassau, wrote to his brother that his men had considered 

'^Morgan Jones, "Testimony" (June 28,1797) and Charles Bowers, "Testimony" (June 
28,1797) both found in ADM 1/5486. Bowers testified that when asked who would pay 
for the provisions at Madeira, that John Copey, replied 'ihat he would give a receipt on 
Pitt for it." 

'^Elias Bradbury, "Testimony" (July 14,1797) and John Badnall, "Testimony" (July 14, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/5486. 

'^Thomas Cook, "Testimony" (August 18,1797) and John Rowland, "Testimony" 
(August 18,1797) both foui^ in ADM 1/5486. 

'^Cobb to Pasley (June 23, 1797), Admiralty rn-[.etters From the Nore 1797. ADM 
1/728, PRO. 
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sailing to Holland, France, or even Australia.^^ To provide some unity to their plans, the 

delegates took control and developed a unified plan for their defection on June 9. 

Realizing that ten weeks of provisions would not support ''any expedition to a 

distant country", presumably the United States, the delegates looked to nearby options. 

Their plan kept one part of their fleet at the Nore and sent the rest to one of four 

locations: Cromarty Bay, north of Scotland, Shannon, Ireland, the Dutch anchorage at 

Texel, and the "New Colony". While the absence of the original document makes the 

details of the plan unclear, an analysis of the original documents by Benjamin Stow 

included some details such as the plan for the Champion to plunder ships in the Humber 

for supplies and then to sail to Texel where they would put themselves under the 

protection of the French. Stow also determined that the "New Colony" probably meant 

France due to mutineers' inability to sail to some "distant country" for lack of supplies. 

The extremely radical tone of the debate regarding their sailing destinations convinced 

Stow that "the source of the whole mutiny and rebellion had arisen in the diffusion of the 

revolutionary principles of that Nation [France]". Stow also concluded that the mutineers' 

plans were designed to support a French invasion of Ireland and Scotland Other 

evidence demonstrates that the overall plan had been conveyed to the individual ships' 

'^See Hardy to his brother (June 9, 1797) found in Lloyd, "New Light on the Mutiny at 
the Nore", 289-290. 

'^Stow, "Report and Results from the Papers found on board H.M.S. Inflexible" (June 
19,1797), ADM 3/137. Paper number 57 was entitled, "Destination of the Rebel Fleet, 
one part at the Nore, one Cromarty Bay, one Shannon, one off the Texel, and one of what 
they term. New Cotony. 9th June, 1797". What the mutineers meant by the "New Colony" 
remains unknown as only Stow's list of the documents and his analysis has survived, the 
actual documents have disappeared. Possibly the mutineers had considered that once 
resupplied, they could head ofif to a distant kxration and start a new cotony. 
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companies. On June 9 Edward Meham, a radical mutineer on the Champion, proposed to 

his ship's company that the mutineers take their ''ships to the Texel and deliver themselves 

to the French, the friends to the Liberty of Mankind."^^ As events occurring after the 

formulation of the delegates' plan prevented its execution, as their actual destinations 

remain unknown. 

In hopes of convincing the mutineers to submit to the government rather than to 

defect to a foreign nation, Vice-Admiral Keith sent the mutineers a letter in which he 

attempted to play upon the plebeian virtues. He wrote. 

For God's sake, reflect on the happy times in which we served together, and on the 
advantages we brought to our country. Be not too long misled by designing men; 
but return to your old friends, who, like myself, have spent their days among you, 
and who can defy the world to say they ever did you an injury. Do not lose the 
advantage you have worked for, of pay and prize money, for an empty shadow. 
Will you be better looked to, or more happy under a French government? Perhaps 
you may ruin the nation, but you will be miserable. While your respected Admiral 
is off the Texel unreinforced, blocking up the Dutch, you are idle at the Nore, 
under wicked influence.^^ 

While the radicals probably dismissed Keith as they had no desire to settle for the old 

social contract, his message seems to have had some influence on those men who hoped 

that the social contract could be renegotiated in their favor, but did not want to defect to a 

foreign power. Clearly the idea of desertion to revolutionary France had little appeal to 

those plebeian seamen who desired only the gains won at Spithead, probably about half 

the men had no desire to defect from Britain. 

'^Samuel Norfolk, "Statement" found in "The Examination of Witnesses Taken on Board 
H.M.S. Sandwich on the 17th and 18th June, 1797 respecting the Mutiny", ADM 1/3685. 

'^Quoted in Lloyd, The Keith Papers, vol. 11,12-14. 
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The impact of the governments' actions, specifically the two Acts of Parliament 

and the Admiralty's declaring the mutineers rebels, combined with the stalemate at the 

Nore, began to take a heavy toll on the morale of many mutineers. On June 8 Captain 

Henry Duncan, who commanded the Comet, wrote that, "a kind of silence prevails 

thro'out the Mutinous Fleet as if tired of their Misbehavior".^^ Captain Cunningham 

described the revulsion of the loyalist element among the seamen to the plan to desert to 

the enemy, 

But supposing even such a plan had been seriously formed by some of the most 
refractory, it was not likely they would have had sufficient influence to carry it into 
efifect: because it is well known that by far the greater number of men involved in 
this affiur, would, as British Seamen, have shrunk from the base and traitorous act 
of taking the ships into an enemy's port. The least suggestion of that kind would 
roost likely have made a divisk>n amongst the ships' companies.^ 

Other evidence supports Cunningham's belief that the plan to defect amplified the 

divisions among the seamen. Vice-Admiral Keith's examination of the Ardent's company 

found that once they had learned of the plan to defect, "There was a great division among 

the ships, some were for going to fight the enemies indeed the greatest part, some were 

for staying at the Nore."^' Some ships' companies began to consider defecting from the 

mutiny rather than deserting their country. 

Individual seamen rejected the plan as well. Elias Bradbury, the purser's steward of 

the Sandwich, told the radical mutineer James Leurer, '1 would sooner see his neck at the 

yard arm than the Convention of France shoukl taste one fourth part of a biscuit belonging 

^^Duncan, "Log of H.M.S Come/" (May 26,1797 to July 28,1797), Log C.170. 

^Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 74-75, CUN/3. 

^'Keith, "Declaration of the Ardent's Ship's Company" (June 10,1797), ADM 3/137. 
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to the Crown of Great Britain".^^ Thomas Cook, the coxswain of the Standard, testified 

that when his ship's company learned they were to defect to France, many seamen became 

upset as they did not want to leave 'iheir native country". The men of the forecastle of the 

Standard told their delegates that '*most of them were willing enough to go to sea to fight 

the enemy but they would not go to France."^^ Six men of the Inflexible petitioned to 

leave the ship stating that "they do not approve of the measures of the committee."^'* The 

most telling example of the collapse of support for the mutiny can be found in the case of 

John Brimiden, a seaman on the Sandwich. On June 9, Brimiden and two of his peers took 

their boat into Sheemess and surrendered to the authorities. When asked why they had 

done this, Brimiden replied, "Because we were tired of the mutiny". Brimiden also 

testified that many other men on the Sandwich later told him that they wished they had 

deserted the mutiny with him.^^ Despite the wavering morale of these men, not all of the 

mutineers had given up on their cause, at least a third of the men believed that their leaders 

were taking the right course. 

The leadership of the mutiny, especially Parker, worked to minimize the damage 

done by the government's actions. Unable to prevent the reading of the acts of Parliament 

and the declaration of the mutineers as rebels on the ships at the Nore, Parker condemned 

92Bradbury, "Testimony" (July 17, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 

^^Cook, "Testimony" (August 18,1797) and Thomas Cheeseman, *Testimony"(August 
18, 1797) both found in ADM 1/5486. 

^Stow, "Report and Results fi-om the Papers, contained in a black leader pocket book, 
marked Daniel Price" (June 18, 1797), ADM 3/137. See paper number 3 dated June 9, 
1797. 

'^Brimiden, 'Testimony" (July 11, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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them as "a parcel of nonsensical papers" and told the ships' company of the Ardent that he 

did not want them read. Parker repeated his remonstrance against the reading of the acts 

and proclamation on the Pylades as well.^ Parker also had to deal with a letter from the 

ships of the Plymouth squadron. In their communication, the seamen at Plymouth 

informed the Nore mutineers that they and the seamen of the Channel Fleet had approved 

of the terms granted by the government and had ended their mutiny. They wrote that ''all 

true hearted Loyal British Seamen shoukl be satisfied" and denounced the Nore mutineers 

as "a scandal to the names of British seamen."^^ The merchants of London also sent 

copies of their resolutions of June 7 to the seamen at the Nore, in which they resolved in 

the future never to employ any seamen who could not produce a certificate from his naval 

commanders of their good conduct or, if they had participated in the Nore Mutiny, of their 

submission under the act of Parliament.^^ As Parker worked to suppress information that 

diminished popular consent in support of the mutiny, three events undermined his e£forts. 

The Lancaster had remained moored at Longreach, its mutinous crew unwilling to 

attempt a run past the guns of Fort Tilbury in order to join the mutineers at the Nore 

Anchorage. The Admiralty considered retaking the isolated ship by force, but feared that 

^John Spouse, "Statement" in Keith, "Declaration oi the Ardent's Ships' Company" 
(June 10, 1797), ADM 3/137, Officers of theto Knight (June 9,1797), ADM 
1/2017, and Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20, 1797 to September 30, 
1798), ADM 51/1222. 

^^Seamen of the Plymouth Squadron to "Those at the Nore" (June 6,1797), ADM 3/137. 
This letter was signed by two delegates from ten ships of the squadron. 

'^Merchants of London, "Resolutions" (June 7, 1797), MS 35197. Benjamin Stow found 
these document along with the acts of Parliament and proclamation in the possessk)n of 
the mutineers on the Inflexible. Stow also reported that Parker and the delegates were in 
possessnn of them as well. See Stow, "Report and Results from the Papers, found on 
board H.M.S. Inflexible" (June 19, 1797), ADM 3/137. 
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its position next to a powder magazine made that proposition hazardous; if the magazine 

had been exploded, either though accident or intentional act, the Lancaster would have 

been destroyed. Instead, Vice-Admiral Keith opted to retake the ship through persuasion 

as many of the crew, who had gone ashore to an alehouse, had expressed their "sorrow" 

for allowing the delegates from the Nore to convince them to mutiny and declared 

"themselves heartily tired of their situation". On June 5 Keith sent Captains Williamson of 

the Agincourt and Pierrepont of the Naiad to speak to the company of the Lancaster, only 

to have the mutineers turn them away. Their own captain, John Wells, went aboard the 

next day and found that the ship's company agreed to surrender if given a pardon. 

Returning late that night with a pardon. Wells accepted the surrender of his seamen. 

Because of their early submission and lack of radical acts, the Admiralty pardoned the 

entire ship's company. The Admiralty removed the Lancaster from its berth alongside the 

magazine and kept it near Longreach to cooperate with the gunboats the government 

controUed.^^ The Lancaster was not be the last company to desert the mutiny. 

On the afternoon of June 8, fearing the navigational markers crucial to their escape 

had been removed by the government, the delegates sent the Ranger sloop to 

investigate.'^ If the markers remained in place, the delegates ordered the Ranger to 

remain there to prevent their removal. To ensure the k>yalty of the ships' company of the 

^Gore, Journal of the Mutiiy of the Nore. HSR/B/12, Young to Keith (June 6, 1797), 
KEI/11, Wells, "Log of H.M.S. Lancaster" (February 25,1797 to February 28, 1798), 
Log L.17, Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 19, and Nepean to Captain Erasmus Gower 
(June 9, 1797), ADM 2/943. The ship's company surrendered to Wells at 1 a,nL on June 
8. 

'®®The log of the Vestal noted on June 9 p.m., that "a report prevails that all the buoys are 
removed," See White, "Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1,1796 to July 31,1797), ADM 
51/1175. 
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Ranger, who could have easily escaped had the markers been in place, the delegates sent 

James Hockless, a member of the Sandwich's ship's committee, to command the 

expedition. Upon reaching the position of the markers, Hockless and the men of the 

Ranger found that the markers had been removed. According to William Pinder, the pilot 

on the Ranger, Hockless exclaimed angrily, that "he wished he could get hold of any of 

the buggers that were at the taking of them away, he would send them to hell." After 

anchoring for the night, the ship returned the next morning (June 9) to the Nore. As they 

approached the Nore, the master of the Ranger, Henry Webb, pleaded with Hockless to 

take the ship into Sheemess Harbor and surrender. Hockless refused, stating that "he had 

sworn to be true to the cause and he would stick to it." Instead they returned to the 

mutineers and informed them that the markers were gone.'^' 

On June 9, true to his oath. Captain Knight of the Montague returned to the 

mutineers' fleet. Knight boarded the Sandwich and met with Parker and the delegates 

assembled there. In their meeting. Knight informed the mutineers that George III and his 

council had rejected their petition, and presented them with the acts of Parliament and 

proclamation declaring them mutineers and rebels. Knight agreed to act again as their 

envoy to the king. After leaving the Sandwich, Knight sailed through the fleet. The 

mutineers' band played 'God save the King!', signifying their belief that the king would 

side with them, and the mutineers cheered him for his eflforts in their behalf. Sometime 

'®'Pinder, "Testimony" and Webb, 'Testimony" (July 12,1797) both found in ADM 
1/5486, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to September 28,1797), 
ADM 51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28, 1797), 
Log S.596, Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7,1797 to December 31, 1797) 
found in both ADM 51/1195 and Log D.128, and Robb, "Log of H.M.S. Leopard'' (July 
21,17% to July 19, 1797), Log L.276. 

'^^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 19, Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich  ̂ (March 1, 
1797 to September 28,1797), ADM 51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" 
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later that day. Captain Knight received the delegates on the Montague. There the 

delegates met and formulated a new petitbn. Parker presented the petition to Knight 

along with a letter that authorized him to present their new petition to the king. This 

petition was their last attempt to communicate with the government. 

The tone and terms of the mutineers' new petition reflected the delegates' 

knowledge that the removal of the navigational markers made their escape nearly 

impossible, as well as their understanding that if they did not find a way to negotiate an 

end to their mutiny, they faced a hangman's noose. In an attempt to profess their 

newly-found nationalism, the delegates stated in the preamble of their petition that '%e are 

Englishnien and men which are true to our country." The grievances specifically listed 

included: that they be given a pardon for all past offenses, that wages and bounties ''now 

due may be paid as usual", that the Montague be docked and repaired, and that the ships' 

companies still under their officers not be separated. In almost an afterthought, the 

mutineers added four more demands, generally radical in nature: that 't)fficers offensive 

to us" be reassigned elsewhere, that any mutineers already taken prisoner be pardoned; 

that the marines be given ''such encouragement as will satisfy them; and finally that all 

deserters fi'om the navy be pardoned. The mutineers had dropped their most radical 

demands such as trial by jury, the right to shore leave, and a revision of the prize money 

system. Now the mutiny's leaders hoped to make only modest gains and to save 

(January 13 to September 28,1797), Log S.596, Fancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon" 
(November 29, 1796 to November 30, 1797), ADM 51/1194, Duncan, "Log of H.M.S 
Comet" (May 26, 1797 to July 28, 1797), Log C.170, Watson, "Log of H.M.S. Isis" (July 
1,1796 to August 26, 1797), ADM 51/1185, and Carew, "Statement" found in Keith, 
"Examination of Mutineers fixim the Repulse" (June 10,1797) in Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 
20-22. 
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themselves from execution. The new document demonstrated their realization that their 

radical revolution had failed. 

These three events destroyed many seamen's mutinous spirit. Some seamen 

indicated their desire to surrender, but the delegates opposed such a plan and worked to 

suppress any action to do so. On the Sandwich, where the mutiny had originated, the 

ofiBcers attempted to retake the ship from the mutineers only to be thwarted and placed 

back in confinement.'^^ Afterward, William Bray, the Sandwich's master, questioned 

Peter Holding, one of the ship's committeemen, about their plan to saU. Bray told Holding 

that their ships would run aground before they could get out of the channel to escape. 

Holding replied that the mutineers could still escape ashore, to which Bray responded "if 

they catch you on shore every soul of soul of you will be hanged." Holding retorted, "We 

have embarked in this glorious cause and we will go through with it."'^ Holding held out 

the possibility that the mutineers could escape to '"many islands". Bray predicted that they 

woukl instead "meet with diseases and hunger, that they would be cutting one anothers' 

throats for command and would bring destruction upon their own heads." Fearing the 

Admiralty would execute any of the mutiny's leaders they captured, Parker and his 

lieutenants remained determined to saO. 

I03parker to Knight (June 10,1797) with enclosed "Petition from the Delegates" (June 
10, 1797), ADM 1/2017. The petition reads "Dated on board the Montague the 10th June, 
1797" which suggests that the delegates met there. 

'^Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 19-20. 

'®^George Paul, 'Testimony" (July 7,1797), ADM 1/5486 and Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. 
Sandwich"" (January 13 to September 28, 1797), Log S.596. 

lO^Bfay, "Testimony" (July 7, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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At 2 p.m. on the afternoon of June 9, the Sandwich loosed their fore top sail and 

fired a gun, the traditional naval signal to prepare to sail. The entire fleet repeated the 

signal.Parker and his lieutenants began their ultimate gamble. Once their fleet had 

readied themselves, they would give the final signal to sail. If they made it out of the Nore 

Anchorage, the government had no power to stop them; Duncan's fleet ofif the Texel was 

too small. Once they reached enemy soil they would be free men. Continuing the siege at 

the Nore offered them nothing. The government had refused every one of their petitions. 

Their provisions were slowly dwindling. Worst of all their men's support for their 

"glorious cause" diminished with each day they sat at the Nore. If captured by the 

government, the leaders of the mutiny faced probable execution. Parker, however, did not 

realize that his signal to sail had begun a counter-revolution among his fleet. 

"Those That Are For Their King and Country and For Me Come Afl" 

Many loyalists among the mutineer's fleet had no desire to desert to the enemy. 

Having seen the signal to prepare to sail, they realized they must act now or be carried off 

to foreign shores, possibly even their enemies'. Captain Cunningham best summed up the 

motivations of the counter-revolutionaries, 

The idea of the seamen going, they know not wither, added to the arbitrary and 
ferocious conduct of Parker and the delegates towards the ships' crews, gave the 
final blow to the Mutiny or Rebellion; and as their supplies of provisions and etc. 
were cut of^ they were become by this time much dispirited, and disgusted with 
the thralldom under which they were held: and they perceived moreover by the 
conduct of the few ships that had already withdrawn fi-om the mutiny, that the only 

Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28,1797), Log S.596 
and Burgess, "Log of H.M.S. Ardenf (May 10 to October 11,1797), ADM 51/4411. 
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way to save themselves from further disgrace and ruin, was to follow their 
example.'®' 

On the Ardent, the ship's company had been plotting for two days to retake control of 

their ship from the mutinous minority and then take their ship out of the mutiny. Their 

delegates abng with those of the Agamemnon, Isis, Leopard, and Ranger, the last five 

ships to join the mutiny, met covertly and decided to quit the mutiny.'®^ According to 

Lieutenant Carew, Parker had earlier turned many of the Repulse's ship's company against 

the mutiny when he told them, "if we are not rebels to our country, our country are rebels 

to us."'On the night of June 9, rather than saU with Parker, the loyalists on several of 

these ships executed a counter-revolution and deserted the mutiny. 

At 6 p.m. on June 9, the ship's company of the Leopard became the first to desert 

the mutiny that night. This decision did not meet with the unanimous approval of the crew. 

The plan to retake the ship originated with the ship's quartermasters, highly skilled 

seamen, who were supported by slightly less than half of the ship's four hundred men, as 

well as most of the ship's petty ofiBcers, marines, and the ship's warrant and commissioned 

officers led by 1st Lieutenant Robb. The mutineers' leaders detected that an "opposite 

party" had devebped in the ship. To thwart their foes, they assembled the crew in the 

ship's waist and made them swear allegiance to the mutiny. Robb took the opportunity to 

exhort his crew to end their mutiny only to be met with cries of "no" from a great many of 

the seamen. Seizing the initiative from the mutineers, Robb took off his hat and said, "my 

lads those that are for their King and Country and for me come aft". The officers and their 

'®*Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 79, CUN/3. 

'®^Robert Young, "Statement" both found in both Keith, "Declaration of the Ardent's 
Ship's Company" (June 10, 1797), ADM 3/3/137 and Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 22-23. 

' '®Carew, "Statement" tbund in Keith, "Examination of Mutineers from the Repulse 
(Sheemess, June 10, 1797)" found in Lteyd, The Keith Papers. 20-22. 
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supporters, many already armed and tactically positioned on the ship, defeated a violent 

counter-attack by the mutineers. In vain the mutineer John Habbigan hoisted a signal for 

the return of the ship's delegates. James Russel kept the mutineers at bay with a 

blunderbuss while other loyalists cut the ship's anchor rope. The "King's Party" had 

prevailed and set sail. For half an hour the Leopard endured the fire of the mutinous ships 

as it sailed tljrough their fleet. The Leopard escaped with only part of the foretop mast 

shot away, but the other ships' companies attempting to escape encountered greater 

problems."' 

On the Repulse, the officers and about 190 of the 460 or so men, decided to 

execute their own counter-revolution. The plan called for them to retake the ship from the 

mutineers at 11 p.m., but when the Leopard saUed at 6 p.m., the loyalists, led by 

Lieutenant Henry Carew, executed a bk)odless coup. Quickly cutting their anchor cables, 

the Repulse set sail behind the Leopard. In the treacherous waters, the Repulse ran 

aground before it got out of range of the mutineers' guns. For two hours, the grounded 

'' 'Charles Bowers, "Testimony", Thomas Brinn, "Testimony", James Russel, 
"Testimony", Edward Stokes, "Testimony", Charles Read, "Testimony", James Slater, 
"Testimony", John Adrian, "Testimony", Patrick Dunnovan, "Testimony" and William 
Smith "Testimony" (June 28,1797) all found in ADM 1/5486, Robb, "Log of H.M.S. 
Leopard" (July 21, 1796 to July 19, 1797), Log L.276, Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director 
(January 7,1797 to December 31, 1797) found in both ADM 51/1195 and Log D.128, 
Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 19-20, Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 
79-82, CUN/3, and Graham and Williams to the Duke of Portland, "Events of June 9" 
(June 9, 1797), PC 1/38/121. The armed conflict between the two sides produced an 
unknown number of casualties; but two men were severely wounded: Midshipman James 
Buchannon, who later died of his wounds and was buried on June 18, and Charles Cubitt, 
a marine. Quartermaster James Slater believed that 200 of the ship's 300 seamen remained 
loyal to the mutiny and opposed the "King's Party" in their counter-revolution. The next 
morning, an army guard removed the eighteen principal mutineers. Bligh as well as 
Graham and Williams noted the Leopard's sailing time at 5:30 p.m. while the ship's k)g 
stated 6:00 pjn. 
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Repulse endured the fire fi'om the ships still loyal to the mutiny. The ship's companies of 

the Monmouth, Director, Ranger, and Inflexible shot at them as they attempted to jettison 

items to lighten their load.' 

An angry Richard Parker took an active role in attempting to stop the Repulse's 

escape. When the Leopard and Repulse cut cables and ran, Parker had been in one of his 

many processions going through the fleet. As he returned to the Sandwich, he realized that 

several ships' companies were deserting. Parker departed for the Director, exclaiming that 

he would send the Repulse's crew "to the devil where they belong". Upon reaching the 

Director, Parker demanded a boat to go alongside the Repulse with a flag of truce, only to 

be denied by the Director's crew. He then ordered the ship's company to cut cables and 

go alongside the Repulse, which they refused to do. Furious, Parker told the leaders of the 

Director to bring their ship around so that they could fire a full broadside, to which they 

acceded. Firing over one hundred shots in thirty minutes, the Director inflicted 

"considerable damage" on the Repulse.^ Moving to the Monmouth, Parker hoped to 

' '^Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" (September 25, 1796 to September 24,1797) Log 
R.84. Captain Alms was ashore during the counter-mutiny on his ship. The boatswain, one 
of his mates, and his yeoman provided the crucial support among the ship's company for 
Lieutenant Carew's coup. See Keith to Spencer (June 11,1797), found in Lloyd, Ihe 
Keith Papers. 19. 

' '^Nicholas Flatt, "Testimony" (June 23,1797), William Livingston, "Testimony" (June 
23,1797), and Parker "Defence" (June 26,1797) aU found in ADM 1/5486, Bligh, "Log 
of H.M.S. Director (January 7, 1797 to December 31,1797) found in both ADM 51/1195 
and Log D.128, John McTaggard, "Statement" (June 15, 1797) found in Keith, 
"Statement about the Mutiny on the Director'\ ADM 1/727, and Graham and Williams to 
the Duke of Portland, "Events of June 9" (June 9,1797), PC 1/38/121. Livingston 
testified that the Director's crew fired only two or three guns at a time, but the ships' log 
clearly stated that the ship's company issued "a heavy fire firom all decks". Lieutenant Flatt 
of the Sandwich also described the Director as issuing a "very heavy fire" against the 
Repulse. 
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bring more guns from that ship to bear on the escaping ship as only the tiny Ranger sloop 

had its fiiU broadside firing on the Repulse. ̂  The mutineers on the Monmouth had 

swung their ship around earlier to fire on the escaping ships, but by the time Parker had 

boarded their ship, the Repulse had been refloated and had moved outside the arc of the 

Monmouth's broadside. Only the ships' stem chasers continued to fire at them. Parker 

ordered the crew of the Monmouth to cut their anchor cables and go alongside the 

Repulse to "send her to hell where she belongs and show them no quarter in the least." It 

was too late for the Monmouth to overtake the Repulse. After enduring a two hour 

bombardment, the rising tide combined with the crew's efforts to lighten their ship, freed 

the Repulse and it sailed to safety. The fire from the Director, Ranger, and Monmouth 

severely damaged the Repulse but injured only one of its crew. Lieutenant Delanoe, who 

lost his right leg."^ 

Shortly before the Leopard and Repulse cut their anchor cables and ran for the 

protection of Sheemess Harbor, Lieutenant Young of the Ardent assembled his crew, 

read them the acts of Parliament, and warned them about the dangers of refusing the royal 

' l^Webb, "Testimony" (July 12, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 

' '^Alms, "Log of H.M.S. Repulse" (September 25,1796 to September 24,1797) Log 
R.84, Graham and Williams to the Duke of Portland, "Events of June 9" (June 9, 1797), 
PC 1/38/121, Thomas Barry, "Testimony" and John Summerland, "Testimony" (June 23, 
1797) both found in ADM 1/5486, and Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 79-82, 
CUN/3. Graham and Williams did an admirable job of piecing together the events of the 
Leopard's and Repulse's escape. They noted that the fire of the Monmouth had done 
"considerable damage" to the Repulse, which according to the ship's log included heavy 
damage to its fidl, rigging, and s^. By 7:45 the Monmouth's crew attempted to bring a 
fiill broadside on the Repulse which they did at 7:50. Their reconstruction listed the 
Director as having opened fire at 8:(X). Another witness, John Cowan, Master's Mate on 
the Monmouth, testified that the Monmouth had fired upon the Repulse for 90 minutes, 
which agrees with Graham's and Williams' time line. See Cowan, "Testimony" (Juty 29, 
1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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pardon. Young found the "greatest part" of his seamen willing to accept the pardon, 

signified by their cheering and repeating "God save the King". Immediately the men still 

loyal to the mutiny attenqited to make the signal for assistance from the delegates, only to 

be ignored during the bombardment on the Leopard and Repulse.' Having failed in their 

signaling attempts, the mutineers pointed a few guns aft and recovered control of the ship, 

confining the officers below deck. At 10 p.m., the officers, 'Unding the loyalists pretty 

strong" rallied their supporters and again took command of the ship. At 11:30, the loyal 

crew of the Ardent cut their anchor cable and began to sail for Sheemess Harbor. As the 

ship sailed for safety, the crews of the Monmouth and Ranger fired on them, only to 

receive vengeful broadsides in return as the Ardent escaped into Sheemess Harbor.' 

After observing the Leopard aad Repulse get away, the officers, marines, and a 

minority of the seamen on the Isis also attempted to retake their ship and escape. The 

naval and marine officers led their loyal forces against the majority of the ship's company 

who still supported the mutiny. After a pitched combat, the mutineers defeated the loyalist 

or "blue" party. In the struggle, a midshipman and a seaman died and four seamen and 

four marines sustained wounds. After their victory, the mutineers placed the leaders of the 

' '^A number of merchant vessels also took advantage of the chaos and escaped up river 
as well. See Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6 and Watson, "Log of H.M.S. 
Isis" (July 1,1796 to August 26, 1797), ADM 51/1185. 

"^Burgess, "Log of H.M.S. Ardent" (May 10 to October 11, 1797), ADM 51/4411, 
Keith, "Declaration of the i4r</en/'5 Ship's Company" (June 10, 1797), ADM 3/137, Bligh, 
"Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7,1797 to Dwember 31,1797) found in both ADM 
51/1195 and Log D.128, Cunningham, "Log of H.M.S. Clyde", CUN/6, and Cunningham, 
A Narrative of Occurrences. 82, CUN/3. In his evidence to Vice-Admiral Keith, 
Lieutenant Young stated that John Spouce, the captain of the forecastle and an early 
leader of the mutineers, had a "change of sentiment" and convinced many of the men who 
were delegates and members of the ship's committee to support him in the retaking of the 
ship. 
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"blue" party in irons. Not until June 14 did the mutineers on the Isis pin in the mass 

surrender of the Nore mutineers.' 

The defection of the three ships on the night of June 9 dramatically dampened the 

balance of the seamen's enthusiasm for continuing the mutiny. The successful escape of 

the Leopard, Repulse, and Ardent broke the resolve of many mutineers. Even onboard the 

Monmouth, whose ship's company had been the most active in firing on the defecting 

ships, a division took place among the crew. Assembled on the deck, they voted with their 

feet. The seamen who wanted to continue the mutiny went forward; those for surrendering 

went ail. Lieutenant BuUen exhorted the majority aft only to have their democratic action 

overturned by the mutineers' leaders who voided the vote by turning one of the ship's 

guns against the loyalist party.' The loyalists of the Monmouth must have forgotten their 

mutinous leaders' willingness to use violence against all that opposed them; less than a 

week before the same leaders had flogged five of their officers. On the Inflexible, to 

prevent the escape of men loyal to the government, the ship's committee ordered that no 

boats could come under the windows for the ship. As the ship's committee of the 

Inflexible understood, many of the mutineers had grown weary of their rebellion. 

• '^Watson, "Log of H.M.S. Tsw" (July 1, 1796 to August 26, 1797), ADM 51/1185, 
Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 19-20, and Admiralty, Muster Book H.M.S. Iris 
(November, 1796 to August, 1797), ADM 36/12837, PRO. The anonymous author of the 
narrative of the mutiny contained in the Memoirs of Parker noted that the midshipman had 
been killed by a woman on the ship, who shot him in the head, but this story cannot be 
corroborated elsewhere. 

' '^John Cowan, "Testimony" (July 29, 1797), John Callow, "Testimony" (August 1, 
1797), John Walker, "Testimony" (August 4, 1797) and Jacob Parker, "Testimony" 
(August 4,1797) all found in ADM 1/5486. 

'^^Stow, "Report and Results fi-om the Papers formed in different ships engaged in the 
late mutiny at the Nore", ADM 3/137. See paper number 44. 
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After the defection of the Leopard, Repulse, and Ardent, those tired of the mutiny 

hoped that Captain Knight's mission to London on their behalf would end the affair once 

and for all. Before Knight departed, the leaders of the mutiny informed him that they 

would surrender and return to duty if the government would extend the pardon to them. 

As a show of good feith, they ordered the red flags hauled down and blue and white 

ensigns symbolizing their loyalty and submission hoisted throughout their fleet. They also 

released the nearly two hundred merchant ships that had they had bottled up. The Nore 

Anchorage now contained only the mutineers' twenty-five ships. The government's 

reaction to the proposals carried by Captain Knight would decide the fate of the 

mutineers. Captain Bligh of the Director noted in his log that ''everything seems to have a 

fovorable appearance of the fleet's returning to their duty."'^^ 

While the ships' companies awaited the government's reply, they contested the 

future of the mutiny. While most companies remained divided in their determinations, 

several companies united in hopes of defecting from the mutiny. The ship's company of 

the Hound, now "moderate", sent Captain Wood ashore under a flag of truce to negotiate 

their surrender.On the Standard, having heard rumors that the delegates were about to 

'^'Lieutenant Buller of the testified that from June 3 to 9, the mutineers had 
detained "near two hundred" merchant ships. See Buller, "Testimony" (August 17,1797), 
ADM 1/5486. 

'--Anon., Memoirs of Richard Parker. 20, Duncan, "Log of H.M.S. Comer (May 26, 
1797 to July 28, 1797), Log C.170, and Bligh, "Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7, 1797 
to December 31,1797) found in both ADM 51/1195 and Log D.128. Knight went ashore 
at 1 p.nL on June 10. See Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 
28, 1797), Log S.596. 

'23Wood, "Log of H.M.S. HoumT (June 1, 1797 to May 31,1798) Log H.177 and 
Buckner to Nepean (June 11, 1797), ADM 1/727. 
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give up the ship. Captain Parr informed his crew that he had sent Lieutenant Buller ashore 

to request a pardon and six months' pay for them.'^'* The company of the Nassau sent 

men around the fleet in "conciliating measures" and later sent an ofiBcer ashore to 

negotiate their surrender.Throughout the next twenty-four hours, most ships' 

companies indecisively changed the fl^s that flew above their ships from blue to red and 

back again. 

In the afternoon of June 12, Captain Cobb came under a flag of truce with their 

answer. The government would accept only an unconditional surrender. Spencer believed 

that, "Some examples must be made for the good of the Service". Instantly the delegates 

communicated the government's response throughout their fleet. Each of the ships again 

hoisted their red flags.On the Sandwich, Richard Parker and William Gregory, a 

committeeman, made speeches in an attempt to rally support for the mutiny. Gregory 

expressed his unyiekling radicalism; "is there not many among you here as fit to be our 

'24parr, "Log of H.M.S. Standard" (December 2, 1796 to August 30,1797), Log S.359, 
Buckner to Nepean (June 11, 1797), ADM 1/727, and John Buller, "Testimony" (August 
17, 1797) and John Evans, "Testimony" (August 19,1797) both found in ADM 1/5486. 
Lieutenant Buller had failed to retake the command of the Standard from the mutineers on 
the night the Leopard, Repulse, and Ardent defected, but he did find that the majority of 
the ship's company sided with him. See Cook, "Testimony" (August 18, 1797), ADM 
1/5486. 

•25o'Bryen, "Log of H.M.S. Nassau" (April 29,1797 to July 11, 1797), Log N.49. 

'26white, "Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1,1796 to July 31, 1797), ADM 51/1175. The 
log of the Swan listed ten ships as rehoisting the red flag of defiance: Sandwich, 
Montague, Inflexible, Monmouth, Grampus, Brilliant, Proserpine, Swan, and "3 other 
stoops". See Marshall, "Log of H.M.S. Swan" (September 20,1796 to September 19, 
1797), Log S.583. 

^^^Duncan, "Log of H.M.S. Comet' (May 26, 1797 to July 28,1797), Log C.170, Anon., 
Memoirs of Richard Parker, 20, and Spencer to Duncan (June 11, 1797), M1995.2.2. 
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sovereign as George Rex, he has power and we have the force of gunpowder."'^® After 

moving to the Montague, a ship's company still loyal to the mutiny, the delegates debated 

what to do. Some, believing that the government would not pardon the leaders of the 

mutiny, proposed going to sea to surrender to the Dutch. While evidence exists that the 

mutineers worked for a day or two to execute this plan, Parker later overruled it on the 

grounds of its unfeasibility due to the absence of the navigation markers. The delegates 

from the Agamemnon returned from this meeting and advised their supporters, "as we find 

we are not to be pardoned, we must do the best we can for ourselves."Despite 

government's fears that Parker and some of the other leaders of the mutiny had intended 

either to escape in the Pylades or to use that ship to fix some navigational markers so that 

the fleet could escape, the rapid collapse of the mutiny appears to have broken Parker's 

personal will to continue to resist. ' 

Before much could be done to prepare their fleet for sailing, several ships' 

companies defected en masse from the mutiny. In the morning of June 13 Vice-Admiral 

'^^Henry Dobson, "Testimony" (July 6,1797), ADM 1/5486. 

'-'Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five Naval Journals. 87 and Stow, "Report and 
Results from the Papers formed in different ships engaged in the late mutiny at the Nore", 
ADM 3/137. See paper number 47, dated June 12,1797. On June 12 or 13 John Davies, a 
delegate of the Grampus, told his ofiBcer, Lieutenant James Davies, that the "ships were 
going to sea". See Davies, "Testimony" (July 10 to 12, 1797), ADM 1/5340. 

l^Opancourt, "Log of H.M.S. Agamemnon" (November 29,1796 to November 30, 1797), 
ADM 51/1194. 

'^'The Admiralty believed that Parker had intended to escape in the Pylades and sent four 
ships to bk)ck his escape as well as to prevent the mutineers fix)m replacing the 
navigational markers necessary to escape to sea. See Nepean to Duncan (June 12,1797), 
found in both ADM 2/1352 and ADM 2/943 and Buckner to Nepean (June 11, 1797), 
ADM 1/727. 
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Pasley noted that all the ships at the Nore flew blue flags; no red flags could be seen. The 

seamen's support for the mutiny was, as their flags symbolically communicated, 

collapsing. At 9 a.m., what Pasley described as a 'ilood" began with the defection of the 

Nassau, Vestal, Agamemnon, Standard, and Iris from the mutiny to the safety of the River 

Thames. On the Standard, the crew voted by a show of hands to decide their &te: half 

favored sunender, half wanted to continue the mutiny. Rather than prolong the agony, 

Joseph Hudson, one of the mutineer leaders, yielded command of the ship to the ofBcers, 

saying "we may as well give up for if we are to be hanged it is as well at first as at last." 

As they sailed to safety, the loyalists on the Standard discarded their red cockades. 

Two hours later at one in the afternoon, the Grampus supply ship set sail for Sheemess 

Harbor. At 2 p.m., three more ships, the Lion, Isis, and Inspector, deserted the mutiny and 

sailed to safety up the Thames. An hour later three more ships, the Champion, Ranger and 

Hound sailed into Sheemess Harbor, foUowed shortly thereafter by the Comet's defection 

into the Little Nore Anchorage.That night the defections continued. At 8 p.m, the 

132pasiey to Nepean (June 13, 1797), ADM 1/727, Buller, "Testimony" (August 17, 
1797) and Parr, "Testimony" (August 19, 1797) both found in ADM 1/5486,0'Bryen, 
"Log of H.M.S. Nassau" (April 29,1797 to July II, 1797), Log N.49, White, "Log of 
H.M.S. Vestar (August 1, 1796 to July 31, 1797), ADM 51/1175, Fancourt, "Log of 
H.M.S. Agamemnon'^ (November 29,17% to November 30,1797), ADM 51/1194, Parr, 
"Log of H.M.S. Standard" (December 2, 1796 to August, 30,1797), Log S.359, and 
Holmes, "Log of H.M.S. Iris" (May 9,1797 to October 11,1797, Log J.l 18. A courts 
martial sentenced Hudson to five years in prison instead of hanging hint 

'^^Boys, "Log of H.M.S. Grampus" (December 27,1796 to December 27 1797), Log 
G.l 14, Lee, "Log of H.M.S. Lion" (March 1,1797 to March 1, 1798), ADM 51/4469, 
Watson, "Log ofRM.S. Isis" (July 1, 1796 to August 26,1797), ADM 51/1185, Lock, 
"Log of H.M.S. Inspector" (September 25, 1796 to September 24, 1797), Log J.65, 
Raper, "Log of H.M.S. Champion" (February 7, 1796 to January 31,1798), and Hunt 
"Log of H.M.S. Champion" (Februaiy 5, 1797 to February 4,1798), C.104, Wood, "Log 
of H.M.S. Hound' (June 1, 1797 to May 31,1798), Log H.177, Duncan, "Log of H.M.S 
Comer (May 26,1797 to July 28, 1797), Log C.170, BUgh, "Log of H.M.S. Director 
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seamen of the Brilliant took their ship out of the mutiny. Upon reaching the nearby Little 

Nore anchor^e, their officers came aboard the ship and their delegates went ashore as 

prisoners. By midnight fourteen of the twenty-four ships that began that day in a state 

of mutiny had voluntarily defected from it. 

In the afternoon of June 14 Richard Parker, ''President of the Fleet", gave up his 

command. He released the ofBcers of the Sandwich from confinement and requested that 

Lieutenant Mott go ashore and bring back a pardon for the ship's company. Thomas 

Brady, one of the mutineer leaders, demanded that they take their ship to sea rather than 

surrender. Berating his peers to no avail, Brady told them they were a "disunited ship's 

company" and "a damn'd cowardly set". At 3 p.m., the ship's deputy purser read the 

pardon to the assembled company of the Sandwich. Parker, seemingly revived in his will 

to fight, questioned the men of the company, 'Are you willing to accept of his Majesty's 

Pardon and to give the ship up to the officers or to let her remain with us?' With two 

exceptions, the ship's company chose to return to the command of their officers, not their 

revolutionary leaders. To demonstrate their individual loyalty, men on the Sandwich began 

to remove their red cockades and replace them with blue ribbons, which, according to 

John Francis White, a landsman on the Sandwich, was "a mark of loyalty" and a symbol 

(January 7, 1797 to December 31,1797) found in both ADM 51/1195 and Log D.128, 
and Ship's Company of the Ranger to Buckner (June 13, 1797), ADM 1/727. On the 
morning of June 13, the delegates of tbe Inspector sent their captain and two lieutenants 
out of their ship, only to have a change of heart shortly thereafter, and they surrendered 
the command of the ship to the master so that they could defect from the mutiny. The 
Admiralty later pardoned every mutineer on the Inspector. 

'^^Blackwood, "Log of H.M.S. Brilliant  ̂(June 10,1796 to June 9,1797) and 
Blennerhassett, "Log of H.M.S. Brillianr (November 5,17% to November 5,1797), 
Log B.165. 
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that they were returning to duty. The ofiBcers of the Sandwich confined Parker at his own 

request. That night the Sandwich along with the Proserpine, Tisiphone, and Pylades 

deserted the mutiny and sailed to the Little Nore. The Monmouth followed their lead and 

defected into Sheemess Harbor. The next morning the Director came into the Little Nore. 

Also on the morning of June 14, the ofBcers of the Sandwich sent Parker ashore under an 

armed guard.For all practical purposes the mutiny was over. 

At noon on June 14, only four ships remained in a state of mutiny. Shortly after 

noon, the company of the Swan defected fix)m the mutiny. The divisions aboard the Swan 

had grown so great that the ''red" and "blue" parties had aimed their ships' guns at each 

other. When the Iris and Inspector deserted the mutiny, forty-five of the Swan's 120 man 

company escaped with them rather than continue in a state of mutiny. Later on the 15th of 

'^^Nicholas Flatt, "Testimony" (June 23, 1797), John Francis White, "Testimony" (July 
15, 1797), and James White, "Testimony" (July 11,1797) all found in ADM 1/5486, 
Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to September 28,1797), ADM 
51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28,1797), Log 
S.596, Hawes, "Log of H.M.S. Proserpine" (December 25, 1796 to December 24,1797), 
Log P.438, Mackenzie, "Log of H.M.S. Pylades (March 20,1797 to September 30, 
1798), ADM 51/1222, Admiralty, Captain Robert Honeyman, "Log of H.M.S. Tisiphone" 
(May 11, 1797 to June 10, 1797), Captains' I.ogs. ADM 51/1225, PRO, Northesk, "Log 
of H.M.S. Monmouth" (Septemter 10,17% to August 20, 1797), Log M.253, and Bligh, 
"Log of H.M.S. Director (January 7, 1797 to December 31, 1797) found in both ADM 
51/1195 and Log D.128. The two men on the Sandwich that still wanted to continue the 
mutiny were John Davies, the former Vke-President of the Fleet, and Thomas Jones, a 
supernumerary able seaman. Jones later commented that he would have escaped rather 
than surrender except that he had his wife and child on board. A court later only 
reprimanded Jones for his role in the mutiny. See Jones, "Testimony" (July 18,1797), 
ADM 1/5486. At the Little Nore, the company of the Pylades returned Charles McCarty, 
the original leader of the mutiny, to the Sandwich. On the Tisiphone, the ship's delegates 
had suppressed an attempt by the ofiBcers to retake tl^ ship only the day before they went 
into harbor. After the submission of the seamen of the Monmouth, the ofiBcers placed 
"great numbers" of men under confinement for their continued support of the radical 
cause. 
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June the last three ships: Montague, Inflexible, and Belliqueux, raised white flags of 

submission. The government had mustered twenty-six gun boats in case any of these three 

ships did not surrender. At 6 p.m., the Belliqueux's company became the last to submit 

formally to their officers. Not all of the most radical holdouts surrendered to the 

government. Eighteen men of the Inflexible, eight of the Montague, and an unknown 

number of men on the Belliqueux escaped in several smaller ships. Most of them reached 

their destination, France.By sunset on June 15, the Nore Mutiny had ended. 

While the seamen and marines at the Nore had persisted in their mutiny. Admiral 

Duncan and the few ships that now composed his North Sea Fleet continued to stand 

down the Dutch at Texel. The Admiralty were well aware of the "very unpleasant 

situation" in which the desertion of his ships had placed Duncan. Fearing that the Dutch 

fleet, accompanied by troop transports, might attempt to sail in June, the Admiralty 

continued to send Duncan what support they could muster: May 31 only a frigate and two 

luggers and on June 4 two ships of the line and a brig. On June 9 the Admiralty finally 

provided Duncan with substantial reinforcements in the form of Rear-Admiral Roger 

Curtis' squadron of sbc ships of the line and a cutter. On June 14 the Triumph (74 guns) 

'^^Anon., Memoirs of Parker, 21-22, Cunningham, A Narrative nf Occurrences. 84-85, 
CUN/3, Marshall, "Log of H.M.S. Swan" (September 20,1796 to September 19,1797), 
Log S.583, Watson, "Log of H.M.S. Isis" (July 1,17% to August 26, 1797), ADM 
51/1185, Admiralty, Leutenant John Harford, "Log of H.M.S. Montague" (April 26, 
1796 to August 20, 1797), Logs of the Montague 1794-1801. Log M.271, NMM, 
Admiralty. Captain Solomon Ferris, "Log of H.M.S. Inflexible" (April 28, 1797 to April 
28,1798), Logs of the Inflexible 1795-1802. Log J.64, NMM, Inglis, "Log of H.M.S. 
Belliquew^' (May 20, 1796 to June 30, 1797), ADM 51/1196, and Ferris, "Descriptions of 
Deserters from the Inflexible" contained in Buckner to Nepean (June 19, 1797), ADM 
1/727. Of the escapees, the eighteen of the Inflexible made it to France, the government 
recaptured five of the eight of the Montague - the other three escaping, and the &te of the 
radicals from the Belliqueux remains unknown. 
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also joined Duncan. For ten days (June 13 to 23), a Russian squadron of five ships (three 

ships of the line, one frigate, and one brig) under Admiral Markofif served under Duncan's 

command. For two weeks, Duncan kept the British flag visible off the Dutch coast, which 

appears to have convinced the Dutch that nothing unusual had occurred in his fleet. 

Had the Dutch learned of the weakness of Duncan's fleet, they most certainly would have 

saUed with every ship possible. 

Duncan remained conscious of the rejection of the patrician-plebeian social 

contract by the radical elements among his fleet. On June 3, he once again addressed the 

company of his flagship, the Venerable, and expressed his "bitterness" towards those 

seamen and marines who had rejected his efforts to support his men under the tenets of the 

social agreement, and praised his men for their unique belief in him as their patrician 

leader. Emphasizing his men's loyalty, Duncan noted the "disgrace" of his other ships' 

companies' desertion in the face of the enemy, calling the radicals "deluded people". In 

contrast, he noted positively the Venerables' "unanimity and obedience" in support of the 

hierarchy of class, gender, and skill that made the navy an efficient military force. As a 

'^^Duncan, "Admiral Duncan's Log" (May 26,1797 to October 3, 1797), ADM 50/39, 
Nepean to Duncan (June 10,1797) found in BRP/18, Admiralty, Captain William George 
Fair&x, "Log of H.M.S. Venerable" (September 14, 1796 to March 14,1798), Captains' 
Lugs, ADM 51/1214, PRO, Hotham, "Log of H.M.S. Adamant" (January 11,1797 to 
February 21, 1797), ADM 51/1213, Nepean to Buckner (May 30,1797), ADM 2/1352, 
Nepean to Duncan, (May 30, 1797) found in both ADM 2/1352 and M1995.2.27, Spencer 
to Duncan (June 1,1797), M1995.2.2, Nepean to Duncan (June 6,1797), ADM 2/1352, 
and Markoff to Duncan (June 12,1797), Official Papers June 6th 1797 to July 11th 1797. 
Ml995.2.5, SUSM. Duncan used a system of open blockade that did not require the 
constant presence of ships off the Dutch coast, but instead used periodic patrols by a few 
ships. See Lavery, Nelson's Navy 303. Ships sent included: the Trent frigate (36 guns) and 
the Hope and Blackjack luggers on June 1, the Sans Pareil (80 guns), the Russel (74 
guns), and L 'Espiegle brig (?) on June 5, and on June 10 Roger Curtis' squadron which 
included: the Formidable (98 guns), Caesar (80 guns), Ganges (74 guns), Bedford (74 
guns), Glatton (50 guns) and Speculator cutter. 
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firm supporter, by both words and deeds, of the compromise between the patricians and 

plebeians, Duncan could not &thom the radicalism that motivated many of his ships' 

companies to desert him. 

"Examples Will Be Made" 

After the collapse of the Nore Mutiny, the Admiralty decided to try the leaders and 

men most active in the mutiny; it would have been impossible to try all ten thousand men 

of the ships that had mutinied.Precedent in the navy already called for trying only the 

leaders of single ship mutinies, and the Admiralty applied the same principle to the large 

scale mutiny at the Nore. By July 23, the ships' captains and ofiBcers had sent 297 of 

the most active mutineers of their ships to the Eagle Prison Ship, followed by 99 more 

during the first half of September. In the end, these amounted to &r more than the 

Admiralty wished to try. The ships' captains, in consultation with their subordinate 

officers, drew up lists of men known to be leaders or particularly active in the mutiny. 

'^^Duncan, "Lord Duncan's Address to the Ships' Company of the Venerable on the 3rd 
of June after being deserted by his Squadron", M1995.2.72. The Earl of Camperdown (the 
author not the admiral) noted that his ancestor's speech so emotionally impacted his men 
that they were brought to tears as did a anonymous account. See Camperdown, Admiral 
Duocao, 144-146 and Anon, "Duncan's Speech" found in Volume Containing Almost 
Entirely Printed Material 1782-1820. M1995.2.71, SUSM. 

'^^epean to Captain Erasmus Gower (June 14, 1797), ADM 2/943. 

''*®Examples of the Admiralty trying onfy the "ringleaders" can be found in the trials for 
mutiny on the Bounty (September 18, 1792), Culloden (December 20,1792), Terrible 
(October 3, 1795), ^ Defiance (January 25,1796) found in the "Mutiny" section in 
ADM 12/24. 

'^'Muster Book H.M. Eagle Prison Ship, ADM 36/14456 and Muster Book H.M. Eagle 
Prison Ship, ADM 36/14457. 

^42cobb to Pasley (June 23, 1797), ADM 1/728. 
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From these the Admiralty selected those men who would be tried or pardoned. From 

the thirty-three men cited by Captain Ferris of the Inflexible, for example, the Admiralty 

selected ten for trial. From the thirty men of the Director identified by Lieutenant Taggart, 

Nepean, or Keith, the Admiralty ordered Captain Bligh to choose seven of the "most 

violent" to be tried in addition to three the Admiralty had mandated for trial. As the lists of 

men grew, the Admiralty decided to pardon more and more men rather than try them. For 

example, the Admiralty pardoned all the men on the Director instead of trying the ten they 

had earlier ordered.''*^ 

In their consideration of which men to try, the Admiralty took a moderate course 

given the vast number of men the ofBcers identified as engaged in extraordinary mutinous 

activity. While Spencer had hoped that "examples will be made in every ship concerned", 

the Admiralty selected men fix)m only ten ships, opting not to try any men at all fi-om 

twenty-three of the mutinous ships. Out of a total of 633 men identified as participating 

appears the Evan Nepean, First Secretary of the Admiralty, made the first selection 
of men to be tried, which the Lords of the Admiralty then approved. On the back of lists 
sent to the Admiralty, Nepean noted which men should be tried. See Buckner to Nepean 
(June 19, 1797), ADM 1/727. For examples of the many letters written by captains 
regarding which men shouki be considered for trial see Captain Henry Blackwood to 
Vice-Admiral Lutwidge (July 7,1797), Northesk to Lutwidge (July 3, 1797), Honeyman 
to Lutwidge (July 9,1797), Raper to Lutwidge (July 6, 1797), Ferris to Lutwidge (June 
24, 1797) all found in ADM 1/728, Blackwood to Buckner (June 15,1797), ADM 
1/1516, and Alms to Keith (June 24, 1797), KEI/11. 

•''^Ferris to Lutwidge (June 24,1797), ADM 1/728. From the list Nepean chose the seven 
that Ferris described as the most active plus three of the marines who had committed 
lesser acts of mutiny. The Admiralty mandated that two midshipmen and a sergeant of 
marines be tried. See Lieutenant McTaggart, "List of Mutineers" (June 28,1797), ADM 
1/728. 

''^^Spencer to Duncan (June 14, 1797) found in Corbett, Private Papers of George. 
Second Earl Spencer, vol. II, 154-155. For the orders to try men for mutiny see ADM 
2/1118. 
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in the mutiny, the Admiralty tried 105 while pardoning 516; another nine had run and no 

record exists of their being pardoned. Of the other three, one died during the mutiny, one 

committed suicide, and one was listed to be tried but his &te is unknown (see Table 19. 

The 105 men tried represented only seventeen percent of the men the officers identified 

through various sources as having been leading or active men in the mutiny. 

Table 19 

Fate of Men Identified as Nore Mutineers 

Ship Tried Pardoned Ran Unknown Total 
Agamemnon 0 14 0 0 14 
Agincourt 4 0 0 0 4 
Ardent 2 6 0 0 8 
Averyssell 0 1 0 0 1 
Beaulieu 10 3 0 0 13 
Belliqueux 0 2 0 0 2 
Brilliant 0 18 0 0 18 
Champion 9 21 0 0 21 
Clyde 0 16 0 0 16 
Comet 0 15 0 0 15 
Director 0 33 0 0 33 
Grampus 6 0 0 0 6 
Hound 0 0 0 0 0 
Inflexible 0 44 1 0 1 
Inspector 0 17 0 0 17 
Iris 0 0 2 0 2 
L 'Espion 0 0 0 0 0 
Leopard 9 32 0 1 56 
Lion 0 47 0 0 47 
Mayflower Gunboat 0 1 0 0 I 
Meartwell 0 1 0 0 1 
Monmouth 17 37 0 0 54 

'''^The Admiralty eventually pardoned all eighteen men who firom the Inflexible who had 
deserted to France. See Ferris to Nepean (June 24,1797), ADM 1/1797. 
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Ship Tried Pardoned Ran Unknown Total 
Nassau 0 19 0 0 19 
Niger 0 2 0 0 2 
Overvessel 0 1 0 0 I 
Proserpine 0 8 0 0 8 
Pylades 0 9 0 0 9 
Ranger 0 12 0 0 12 
Repulse 0 18 0 0 18 
St. Fiorenzo 0 0 0 0 0 
Sandwich 22 33 6 1 62 
Sheerness Ordinary 0 I 0 0 1 
Standard 13 16 0 1 30 
Swan 0 17 0 0 17 
Swinger Gunboat 0 1 0 0 1 
Tisiphone 0 13 0 0 13 
Vestal 0 7 0 0 7 
TOTAL 105 516 9 3 633 

Knowing that public opinion rested on how they carried out these trials, the 

Admiralty embarked on a moderate policy of retribution in an efifort to restabilize the 

patrician-plebeian compact. Vice-Admiral Keith noted that "an insulted nation will require 

a fair but public trial" and Vice-Admiral Pasley warned that "the public eye" observed 

their actions. Trials of the 105 njen accused by the Admiralty of mutiny began on June 

22 with Richard Parker's trail and concluded on September 5 with the trial of the two men 

of the Ardent. The navy observed the normal rules of the courts martial system, trying men 

of the same ship jointly tor expediency's sake. Because of his domineering role as 

"President of the Fleet", Richard Parker was tried alone.''** 

'"^^Keith to Prisoners of H.M. Ships Monmouth, Champion, and Proserpine (June 15, 
1797), found in Lloyd, The Keith Papers. 23-23 and Pasley to Nepean (August 5,1797), 
ADM 1/729. 

'^^The trial transcripts are contained in the following manuscripts: Grampus and 
Montague in ADM 1/5340, Parker, Leopard, Sandwich, Monmouth, and Standard in 
ADMl/5486, Agincourt in RUSI/NM/ER/5, Ardent in ADM 12/24, and Beaulieu in ADM 
12/23 and ADM 12/24. 
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In most of the trials the defendants feced overwhelming evidence of their guUt, as 

the Admiralty had brought men to trial only if they believed sufBcient evidence existed to 

convict them. The ofiBcers of the courts martials found 101 of the 105 men guilty of acts 

of mutiny (see Table 20). The punishments they ordered fell across a wide spectrum; 

the courts reprimanded three men, reduced a boatswain to a common seaman, imprisoned 

thirty-seven for terms of one to eight years, flogged another fifteen, imprisoned one man 

for a year and then transported him for life, transported another for life, and executed the 

remaining thirty-three men. Originally thirty-eight men were condemned, but the 

government showed some mercy and commuted five of the men's death sentences into 

lesser punishments. The execution of less than a third of those convicted for mutiny 

'^^The records of the Isis trial cannot be found. On August 24, 1797, the Admiralty 
ordered a trial for 10 men of the Isis. On August 26, Admiral Parker, the president of the 
court, postponed the trial so that witnesses could be assembled, however, there is no 
evidence that the trial ever took place. No record of it can be found in the courts martial 
summaries of mutiny (ADM 12/24), and it is unknown if these men ever faced a trial or 
were simply later pardoned. See Nepean to Parker (August 24, 1797), ADM 3/138, 
Parker to Nepean (August 25, 1797) and Parker to Nepean (August 26,1797) both found 
in Admiralty In-Letters From Portsmouth 1797. ADM 1/1025, PRO. 

'^^^The number of lashes ordered by the courts ranged firom 40 to 500, with an average of 
200, while the prison sentences averaged about three and a half years. On December 16, 
1797, thirty of the men imprisoned petitioned the Admiralty for their release, their fate is 
unknown other than seven having escaped firom Clerkenwell prison in 1798. See "Dated 
1798: Fate ofNore Prisoners", P.274.21, Library Ephemera Boxed Collections. Box 274 
"Mutiny", NMM. The five men who had their sentences of death commuted were fix)m the 
Monmouth (Williams and Thonqpson), Standard (Hudson and Redfem), and Sandwich 
(Brooks). Instead the government reduced the sentence of two to five years imprisonment, 
one to one year imprisonment and transportation for life, and pardoned two. See Nepean 
to Lutwklge (August 10, 1797) and Nepean to Lutwidge (September 4, 1797) both found 
in ADM 2/1118, and Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich'" (January 13 to September 28, 
1797), Log S.596. 
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appears lenient; however, when compared to the navy's record for courts martials and 

executions since 1792, the enormous scale of the trials becomes evident. 

In the nine courts martial ten if Parker's is counted, the navy convicted almost 

twice as many men as it had averaged annually for all crimes during the previous six years 

(about sixty seamen and six marines a year). The thirty-three executions carried out that 

summer were almost four times the annual average of the previous six years (about 9 a 

year). The Admiralty's choice to try only 105 of over six hundred men identified as leading 

or active mutineers illustrates both their efforts toward leniency, driven by public pressure, 

and their reluctance simply to forgive the average mutineer as they had at Spithead. The 

Admiralty's response fell within the patrician's understanding of justice, harsh to those 

who had attempted to void the social contract, such as Parker, but lenient in numbers 

punished as they tried only one percent of the men who had mutinied and only a sixth of 

their most active leaders.*^' 

'^'E.P. Thompson has argued that the common law was the crucial structure upon which 
the patricians' rule was derived. See E.P. Thompson, Whigs and Hunters: The Origins of 
the Black Act (New York: Pantheon Books, 1975), 258-269. 
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Table 20 

Post-Nore Mutiny Punishments by Ship 

Ship Executed Flogged Imprisoned Other Acquitted Total 
Agincourt 0 4 0 0 0 4 
Ardent 1 I 0 0 0 2 
Beaulieu 4 1 4 1 0 10 
Grampus 3 0 3 0 0 6 
Isis ? 7 7 7 7 10 
Leopard 7 0 2 0 0 9 
Monmouth 5 4 5 2 1 17 
Montague 4 0 6 0 2 12 
Sandwich 6 2 11 2 1 22 
Standard 3 3 7 0 0 13 
TOTAL 33 15 38 5 4 105 

The executions of the men convicted of mutiny marked the final chapter of the 

Nore Mutiny. The Admiralty ordered Richard Parker, the leader of the mutiny and to the 

navy's leaders the most visible radical, to be the first executed. The navy followed the 

customary tbrms of execution as prescribed by the Articles of War, his execution was no 

different firom any other condemned man in the navy. On the morning of June 30, the 

ofiBcers and men of each ship at the Nore mustered, wearing their best uniforms or 

seamen's ctothing, while the soldiers of the militia and army lined the shore. At 8:00 a.m., 

the crew of the £ 'Espion, the fk^ship of Vice-Admiral Lutwidge, Buckner's successor as 

port commander'^^, fired a gun and ran up a yellow flag, the signal for an execution. On 

each ship, the commanding officer read Parker's sentence to his company and lectured his 

men regarding the serious nature of mutiny. Each ship also sent a boat with a lieutenant 

'^^Vice-Admiral SkefBngton Lutwidge had succeeded Buckner as port commander at 
Sheemess. 
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and a party of marines to witness the execution. When brought forward, Parker spoke a 

few words to Captain Mosse: "I acknowledge the justice of the sentence under which 1 

su£fer, and I hope my death will be deemed a sufBcient atonement, and save the lives of 

others!" At 9:30 a.m. as per the sentence of his courts marital. Captain Mosse ordered 

Parker hanged at the foreyard arm. His body convulsed for a few seconds and then went 

limp. After an hour, the crew of the Sandwich lowered his body into a coffin and 

transported it ashore for burial in the naval cemetery. Parker's revolutionary efforts had 

come to an ignominious end. 

Others followed Parker to the hangman's noose. On July 10, the Admiralty 

executed the seven mutineers of the Leopard, three on the Lancaster and four on the 

Leopard. They continued throughout the summer of 1797 to carry out the courts' 

sentences with the execution of three men from the Grampus on July 18, the remaining 

five men of the Sandwich (including Charles McCarty the original leader of the Nore 

Mutiny) and the four men from the Beauiieu on August 1, the four from the Montague on 

'^^George III wanted Parker's body "hung in chains on the most conspicuous kmd in sight 
of the Nore"! See George III to Spencer (June 27, 1797), Corbett, Private Papers of 
George. Second Earl. Spencer, vol. II, 159-160. 

'^'^Lutwklge to Nepean (June 30,1797), ADM 1/728, Privy Council, H.C. Litchfield, "A 
Statement of the Circumstances Attending the Executun of Richard Parker on the 30th of 
June, 1797 on Board H.M.S. Sandwich" (July 1,1797), July 1797 Miscellaneou.s. PC 
1/38/123, PRO, Anon. Memoirs of Parker. 6-9, CuUen, "Memoirs," in Thursfield, Five 
Naval Tnumals^ 88-90, Anon, "An Account of the Court Martial, Sentence, and Execution 
of Richard Parker for Mutiny", Document 37/1070, Library Ephemera Boxed Collections. 
Box 274 "Mutiny", Mosse, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (March 1,1797 to September 28, 
1797), ADM 51/1173, Johnson, "Log of H.M.S. Sandwich" (January 13 to September 28, 
1797), Log S.596, Dixon, "Log of H.M.S. L Espion" (July 1,1796 to July 20,1797), 
ADM 51/1188, and White, "Log of H.M.S. Vestar (August 1, 1796 to July 31,1797), 
ADM 51/1175. Parker had been executed in the normal naval method of being hanged at 
the foreyard arm. See Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 132, ClJN/3. 
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August 8, the five of the Monmouth on August 14, and the last being the three fi-om the 

Standard on September 7,1797.'^^ The men executed generally represented the most 

skilled men in the navy; the thirty-three included one midshipman, eleven petty officers, 

fifteen able seamen, one marine sergeant, one marine, one ordinary seaman, and only three 

landsmen. The identity of the thirty-three condemned men affirms that the leading men in 

the Nore Mutiny had been professional seamen and not disgruntled landsmen. 

As the threat of a sortie by the Dutch fleet had not gone away, the Admiralty set 

about returning their ships' companies to order as quickly as possible. The rest of the 

seamen and marines received blanket pardons issued on their respective ships. Yet some 

were inexplicably excluded fi^m the ship's overall pardon; however most of these men 

eventually received individual pardons, some as late as October 28, 1797. The discharged 

marines returned to their depot at Chatham for reassignment while the navy reassigned 

'^^Cunningham, "List of Men Executed for Mutiny" found in both Official 
Correspondence of Admiral Sir Charles Cunningham. CUN/1, NMM and Letters to 
Cunningham About the Narrative. CUN/2, Lutwidge to Nepean (July 10, 1797) and 
Lutwidge to Nepean (August 1, 1797) both found in ADM 1/728, Lutwidge to Nepean 
(August 14, 1797) and Lutwidge to Nepean (September 7,1797) both found in ADM 
1/729, Parr, "Log of H.M.S. Standard^ (December 2, 1796 to August, 30, 1797), Log 
S.359, Lee, "Log of H.M.S. Lion" (March 1,1797 to March 1,1798), ADM 51/4469, 
Robb, "Log of H.M.S. Leopar(f' (July 21, 1796 to July 19,1797), Log L.276, Wells, 
"Log of H..M.S. Lancaster'' (February 25, 1797 to February 28, 1798), Log L.17, Boys, 
"Log of H.M.S. Grampus" (December 27,1796 to December 27 1797), Log G.l 14, 
Fayerman, "Log of H.M.S. Beaulieu" (June 16,1797 to June 15,1798), ADM 51/1207, 
and The Earl of Northesk, "Log of H.M.S. Monmouth" (September 10,1796 to August 
20, 1797), Log M.253. In his 1^ of men executed, Cunningham lists William Handy as 
being executed on August I with the other men of the Sandwich, the ship's log and muster 
do not record the existence or execution of that man. The exact date of execution of John 
Knight of the Ardent is unknown. 

^^^See Chapter 5 for a detailed breakdown of the ranks and ratings of the 633 men 
identified as leadii^ or active mutineers in the Nore Mutiny. 
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individually pardoned men to ships in need of replacements.' The officers too had to 

rejoin their ships, as most had been expelled during the mutiny, and the Admiralty insisted 

that all crews must reaccept their officers.As the Admiralty's policy of starving out the 

mutineers had left almost every ship bereft of provisions, the Navy Board supplied the 

ships at the Nore with provisions and stores.Quickly the navy brought its ships and 

their companies back into order. Peter CuUen, a naval officer on the L Espion, remarked, 

"All of the duties of the ships were conducted as if no disturbance had ever happened."'^ 

Conclusion 

The Nore Mutiny foiled due to the lack of unanimity among the mutineers. Many 

men had joined the mutiny in an attempt to redress the same material grievances that had 

'^^For examples of pardons for ships' companies see ADM 2/1118. The Admiralty 
continued to individually pardon and reassign men: 11 on August 31.11 on September 29, 
66 on October 12, and 129 on October 28. The prisoners had to promise to 'liever ^ain 
engage in any mutiny; take any oath but as shall be administered by persons legally 
authorized; and that he will not conceal the knowledge of any mutiny, or mutinous design, 
or the taking of illegal oaths hereafter others". See Lutwidge to Nepean (August 31, 
1797), Lutwidge to Nepean (September 29,1797), Lutwidge to Nepean (October 12, 
1797) all found in ADM 1/729, Nepean, "Order of Pardon" (October 28, 1797), ADM 
2/1118, and Nepean to Lutwidge (August 23, 1797), ADM 2/1352. 

'^^The Admiralty chastised Buckner for allowing Captain Dixon of the L Espion to 
promise his crew that they could veto the return of some of their officers. See Nepean's 
notes on the back of Buckner to Nepean (June 18, 1797), ADM 1/727. The Admiralty did 
make aUowances for officers to receive six weeks pay until "employed in another ship" so 
some of the officers may have not returned to their old ships. See Admiralty to Navy 
Board (June 29,1797), ADM 2/282. 

'^^uckner to Nepean (June 18, 1797), ADM 1/727 and Admiralty to Navy Board (July 
1, 1797), ADM 2/282. 

'<5®Cullen, "Memoirs," in Thursfiekl, Five Naval Journals. 87-90. 
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driven the seamen at Sphhead to mutiny. Parker and his allies hijacked the mutiny from its 

plebeian roots and redirected it toward their anti-patrician goals. Through a combination 

of his leadership and the threat of retribution against dissenters, Parker brought many men 

both voluntarily and through pressure into the mutiny. Once he had gained their support 

for the radical cause, Parker, "intoxicated with a sense of his own consequence", 

increasing radicalized the demands that the mutineers made on the government, only to 

have the patricians reject every one of their petitions. Once Parker and his lieutenants 

realized that the government's resolve appeared as strong as their own, they moved to an 

extremely radical position, that of defecting to the enemy. Instead of bringing unity to the 

cause, this plan split the mutineers into two irreconcilable camps. Asked to void the 

nationalist tenet of their masculine identity, the plebeian seamen defected from the mutiny 

in mass. 

The failure of Parker and the other leaders of the mutiny to bufld popular consent 

for their radical agenda among the vast majority of their subordinates sealed their fate. As 

the divisions among the crews during their defections from the mutiny demonstrate, less 

than half of the mutineers ever fully embraced the radical vision of the political equality of 

aU men and the corresponding attack on the patricians' monopoly on power. The others 

remained wedded to the plebeian notions of manhood. Simply put, the plebeian factu)n's 

'^'Captain James Watson, commander of the Leith Tender, had known Parker from the 
time that his ship transported Parker to the Nore as a supernumerary replacement. On 
June 29, the Leith returned to the Nore with another cargo of replacements. Seeking 
refuge among the ship's company that Parker had befriended during his earlier voyage on 
the ship, Parker often messed w^ the officers of the Leith. Watson attempted to no avail 
to convince Parker to end the mutiny in their many conversations. Watson described 
Parker's reaction to the thought of submission, "but whenever the subject was broached, 
his brain took fire; he seem intoxicated with a sense of his own consequence". Watson to 
Digby (June 12, 1797) found in Laughton, The Naval Miscellany. voL II, 294. 
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continued adherence to a vision of manhood indivisible &om national loyalty prevented 

them from carrying out the revolutionary action of deserting their county. The radicals' 

attempt to build a consensus for their new vision backiired, strengthening rather than 

transforming the plebeians' understanding of themselves as men. Many plebeian seamen 

had joined the mutiny hoping to gain material redress through a limited renegotiation of 

the social contract as those at the Spithead. They never envisioned their protest evolving 

into revolutionary activity. As Colin McHellay, a seaman on the Grampus, told the officers 

of a courts martial board, "I did never expect it to turn to rebellion or anything of the 

kind."'<^2 

As the mutiny came to an end, the government &ced the harsh reality that the 

radical orientation of the mutiny had come from the ranks of their most experienced 

seamen and junior leaders. The prisoners that the militia loaded onto the Eagle Prison ship 

were not landsmen brought in through the quota system, but instead included petty 

ofiBcers, able seamen, and even a few midshipmen. James Smart, radicalized landsman 

leader of the mutineers on the Grampus, was the exception rather than the rule. For to 

their dismay the Admiralty discovered that professional seamen such as John Davis, 

described by his ship's surgeon as "one of the best seamen in the ship, exceedingly active, 

a regular well disposed man and much respected by every ofiBcer in the ship", had been 

among the senior leaders of the mutiny. Of the thirty-three men that the Admiralty 

executed, only five of them held less skilled positions; the remaining twenty-eight were 

leading seamen or petty ofiBcers. This suggests that a radical current had existed among 

the men of the navy long before the outbreak of mutiny in 1797. 

'̂ '̂ McHellay, "Testimony" (July 10 to 12, 1797), ADM 1/5340. 

•63snipe, 'Testimony" (July 12, 1797), ADM 1/5486. 
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Not wanting to believe that their honest tars had become revolutionaries, some in 

the navy attempted to uncover outside sources of radical agitation. [)espite their efforts to 

discover revolutionary infiltration among the seamen, none could be found. While Captain 

Cunningham conjured up tales of a "Secret Committee" and the "Gentleman in Black" as 

founts of agitation, he admitted that no "French Emissaries" could have infiltrated the 

ranks of the seamen. Daniel Williams, a government agent, concluded that the 

mutineers' committee on the Inflexible had no outside contact with corresponding 

societies or others. H.C. Litchfield, another government agent, went to Parker's trail in 

hopes of finding a connection between the mutineers and the corresponding societies. 

After examining the papers collected from the mutineers of the Sandwich and interviewing 

those at the trial, Litchfield could find no evidence of such a connection, and, with a blind 

eye to the fects, concluded that the seamen had not been "in any degree tainted with 

disk)yaity or any revolutk)nary principles whatever."'®^ Of course the Admiralty knew the 

truth to be quite different from Litchfield's whitewashing; its courts had sentenced 101 

men for their radical actions, 33 of them to death. 

The actions and statements of many of the mutineers demonstrates what 

contemporaries coukl not accept, that a substantial number of seamen and marines had 

given up on the old patrician-plebeian social contract and had opted instead to place their 

Mh in the anti-patrician vision of the radicalism of their times. In almost all cases, the 

radicalism that exhibited itself during the Nore Mutiny was the work of the experienced 

seamen of the navy; the landsmen more often than not found themselves marginalized by 

'̂ Cunningham, A Narrative of Occurrences. 102-108, ClJN/3. 

'̂ ^Williams (June 22,1797) and Litchfield to King (June 27,1797), both found in PC 
1/38/122. 
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the seamen's general acceptance that power and influence among their ranks was derived 

from skill. Unskilled landsmen simply did not have a strong voice among the true blue tars 

of their companies. Even Parker, often portrayed incorrectly as a simply a landsman, 

possessed high levels of maritime skill. The myth of revolutionary infiltrators leading the 

honest tars of Britain astray remains simply that, a myth. 

The radical legacy of the Note Mutiny continued to haunt those who wished to 

erase it from their memory. Less than two months after the end of the mutiny, the 

Admiralty ordered the Sandwich sent to the naval yard at Chatham for repairs and its 

seamen turned over to other ships. With a single order, the Admiralty renwved from the 

Nore Anchorage the one remaining visible symbol of the mutiny, its flagship. In spite of 

such efforts to cleanse the Nore of its physical traces, the mutiny remained a powerful 

symbol of the revolutionary spirit in Britain long after the event. In 1830, an anonymous 

author sent a letter to Sir Robert Peel, Secretary of State, in which he complained about 

the message contained in a play entitled, "Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore". The author 

described the play's content as of the "most atrocious description" and warned that the it 

presented a bad image of the navy to the public. Even if conservatives in Britain had 

wished to forget the mutinies, their memory continued to resurface. Even forty years after 

the event, the popular press still had an interest in the subject of the Nore Mutiny. An 

unknown newspaper mentioned the death of Parker's widow, Anne Parker, noting that the 

widow of'Admiral Parker' had died a blind pauper.'̂ ^ Few of the men who had struggled 

^ ^Admiralty (Seymour, Stephens, and Gambier) to Navy Board (August 9, 1797), ADM 
2/282. 

'̂ ^Home OfiBce, Anonymous to Peel (November 15,1830), Domestic Correspondence 
1773 to 1860. HO 44/22, PRO. 

'̂ '"Admiral Parker's Widow" (October 24, 1836), P.274.21, Library Ephemera Boxed 
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at the Nore to determine their o^vn masculine identity remained alive to mourn her, but 

their legacy survived in the popular consciousness of Britain. 

Collections. Box 274 "Mutiny". According to the article, Anne Parker had continued to 
live off the revenues from a freehold estate in Exeter untfl 1830, when it appears that she 
had been deprived of the rights to the property. She then spent a "large sum of money" in 
a foiled attempt to regain control of tlw estate. Afterwards she lived in London until 1836 
when she applied to the Bow Street magistrates to become an inmate of the workhouse. 
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CONCLUSION 

"It Was An Easy Matter to Take Her Again" 

The victory of the mutineers at Spithead and the defeat of those at the Nore 

mariced the last fleet-wide mutinies in the Royal Navy during the wars against 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic France; single ship mutinies continued, however, their apex 

for the period of 1756 to 1799 was in 1798. In that year alone, the courts of the Royal 

Navy convicted more men for mutiny than they had during either the entire Seven Years 

War or the American War of Independence (see Table 21). In spite of their defeat at the 

Nore, some radical seamen refused to accept the reassertion of the plebeian masculinity, 

and continued to promote mutinous activity which challenged the patricians' rule. After 

the termination of the Nore Mutiny, Lieutenant Lea of the Lion overheard radical seamen 

on his ship declare that "they should see what they would do, and that it was an easy 

matter to take her again."' Until the vast majority of the seamen had returned to the 

plebeian maritime vision, radically inspired mutiny continued to occur within the Royal 

Navy.^ The radical fervor of many seamen did not suffer an immediate demise with the 

capitulation of the Nore mutineers, but, fell into decline in subsequent years as evident in 

'Cobb to Pasley (June 23,1797), ADM 1/728. 

^Other examples of radically inspired mutinies occurred on several ships; Thames and the 
Saturn in June, 1797, the Calypso and the St. George in July, 1797, the Tremendous in 
October, 1797, the Impetueux in June, 1799, and the Temeraire in December, 1801. See 
Morriss, Cockbum and the British Navy in Transition. 41-43, Lavery, Shipboard Life and 
Organiyatinn- 205-207, "Memoirs of the Public Services of Sir Charles Brisbane," The 
Naval Chronicle, vol. 20, (Jufyto December, 1809): 80-109, "Mutiny", ADM 12/24, 
Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. FV, 176-181, and "Naval Courts Martial, Authentic 
Account of the Trial of the Mutineers Late Belonging to His Majesty's Ship Temeraire,"" 
The Naval Chronicle. voL 7 (January to July 1802): 46. 
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the decline of mutiny overall and the lack of widespread examples of radical inspired 

mutinies. 

Table 21 

Men Convicted of Mutiny And Incidents of Mutiny on Ships, 
According to Courts Martials Summaries^ 

Period Men Incidents 
Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 63 42 
Peace of 1764-1774 20 13 
American War of Independence, 1775-1783 79+ 31 
Peace of 1784-1792 16 10 
Wars Against Revolutionary France (1790s) 

1793 1 1 
1794 12 4 
1795 20 6 
1796 23 8 
1797 (excluding the Nore) 63 29 
Nore Mutiny 105 lO'* 
1798 104 42 
1799 51 27 
TOTAL FOR 1793-1799 379 127 

While several ships' companies continued to mutiny in hopes of obtaining limited 

material gains similar to those which the Admiralty had granted during the Spithead 

Mutiny, many of the single ship mutinies that took place from 1797 to 1799 exhibited 

^See "Mutiny" ADM 12/24. Incident refers to each mutiny on an individual ship. A few of 
the summaries include vague quantification such as "several of the crew"; I have counted 
these as at least two. 

'̂ Obviously there were more incidents, I have counted only the ten ships from whose 
companies men were convicted of mutiny. 
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radical motivations: these included plans to murder their ofiBcers and to defect to foreign 

powers.^ In early June 1797, fourteen seamen of the Pompee, which ship's company had 

participated in the Spithead Mutiny, attempted to revive mutiny among their peers and 

seize their ship. The Pompee's mutineers rejected the renegotiated social compact that 

settled the Spithead Mutiny; instead they argued that the seamen should have collectively 

demanded that the British government sue for peace with France. If the government 

refused to seek peace, the mutineers, as a last resort, hoped to defect to France. Mirroring 

events at the Nore, the bulk of the ship's company executed a counter-revolution and 

defeated the radical minority. The mutineers had sworn only 86 men to their cause, while 

510 seamen and marines of the ship's total complement of nearly 700 swore their 

allegiance to the government, a clear indication of the return of most of the Pompee's men 

to the loyalism implicit in the maritime social compact.^ Other seamen who attempted to 

^Examples of plebeian protests can be found in the mutinies of the companies of the 
Triumph, Stag, and La Revolutionaire in late May, 1797. In each of these cases, the 
mutineers demanded that some of their commissioned and warrant officers be removed 
from their ships. Ship's Company of the Stag to Parker (May 24, 1797), Seymour to 
Nepean with enclosed petition of the Ships' Company of the La Revolutionaire (May 23, 
1797) all found in ADM 1/1023, and Ship's Company of the Stag to the Admiralty (May 
24, 1797), ADM 1/5125. The company of the Intrepid mutinied and demanded pay at the 
new rate as well to receive increased time ashore during leaves. See P. Parker to Nepean 
(May 28, 1797), Captain Richard Parker to P. Parker (May 26, 1797), Captain R. Parker 
to P. Parker with enclosed petition of the Ship's Company of the Intrepid (May 28, 1797), 
R. Parker to P. Parker with enclosure of Ship's Company of the Intrepid to R. Parker 
(May 29, 1797) all found in ADM 1/1023. Ilie leadership of the navy peacefully resolved 
these four incidents of mutiny, often by yielding to the seamen's demand for the removal 
of certain ofiBcers considered cruel and abusive by the seamen. 

®Trial of Pompee's Mutineers (June 20, 1797), ADM 1/5339, Vashon to Bridport (June 5, 
1797), Vashon to Bridport with enclosed Loyalists of the Pompee to Bridport (June 12, 
1797), found in ADM 1/107 and MS 35197, and Vashon to Bridport (June 5,1797) and 
Loyalists of the Pompee to Vashon (June 6,1797), both found in MS 35197. A courts 
martial sentenced four of the ringleaders to death and the fifth to a year in solitary 
confinement. 
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incite mutiny also found themselves thwarted by the loyalist majorities of their ships' 

companies. 

In late June 1797, a small number of men on the Mars attempted to mutiny. They 

demanded a more equitable share of the prize money for the seamen and marines and that 

the Admiralty fix a finite time for men to be promoted fi'om the ratings of ordinary seamen 

and landsmen. Hoping to spread their mutiny to other ships of their fleet, the mutineers 

made seventeen copies of a petition expressing these demands, but never had the chance 

to distribute thenu While Captain Hood attempted to dismiss the problem as a 

"discontented state" among the seamen rather than a mutiny, evidence shows that some of 

the mutineers had radical motives. A boatswain's mate overheard William Davies, a petty 

officer, say that he wanted to murder the commissioned officers and that he damned the 

king and constitution. Other mutineers were also overheard planning to murder their 

officers and take command of the ship. Hood and his officers were saved by the 

intervention of the loyalists on the Mars, who claimed to speak for 484 of600 men of the 

ship. While the failed mutiny on the Mars demonstrated the continued persistence of 

radical ideas and agendas among the seamen, it also illustrated the rapid reversal of most 

seamen and marines back to the security of customary patrician-plebeian social relations. 

The ship's company of the Mars, which had been the most radical during the Spithead 

Mutiny, had almost entirely returned to the plebeian camp in less than a month. Support 

for the radical agenda appears to have almost entirely collapsed amongst the ship's 

company.^ On other ships, the return to plebeian view of manhood did not occur so 

rapidly. 

^Hood to Nepean (June 26, 1797), 479 Seamen and Marines (loyalists) to Hood (June 27, 
1797), Hood to P. Parker with enclosed copy of the mutineers' petition (July 4,1797), 
and P. Parker to Nepean (July 28, 1797) aU found in ADM 1/1024, Bridport to Nepean 
(July 7, 1797), ADM 1/108, "Account of the Mars Mutiny" and Ships Company of the 
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Also in June 1797, a mutinous party had formed on the Royal Sovereign, a ship 

whose company had also taken part in the Spithead Mutiny. In July 1797, the ship's 

company of the Royal Sovereign made the captain aware of forty-seven men on their ship 

that they considered to be revolutionaries of a "diabolical disposition".* The revolutionary 

minority on the Royal Sovereign had gained considerable power over their ship's company 

beyond their numbers due to a "system of terror" according to an investigation by 

Vice-Admiral Alan Gardner.^ Gardner noticed that since they had sailed from St. Helens, 

the "minds of the crew of this ship have been several times very much agitated and their 

behavior and conduct have frequently occasioned me very great uneasiness, dreading that 

a mutiny would again break forth." In hopes of joining their radical brethren at the Nore, a 

small group of seamen led by William Lee, a gunner's mate, and Thomas Preston, an able 

seaman, plotted to mutiny and take command of their ship. To prevent this, Gardner 

intervened and conviiKed the majority of the ship's company to withdraw their support 

from the radicals, eventually foiling the mutineers' efforts. While the plebeian majority on 

Mars (signed by 484 men) to Hood (June 27, 1797), and Hood to Admiralty (July 10, 
1797) all found in MKH/15. The Admiralty tried at least six men for the mutiny. The 
author of the petition, William Evans Price, fit the image of the seditious outsider that 
many had sought to find among the Nore mutineers. Price had ten years of formal 
education before being an attorney through apprenticeship. After working for three years 
as a legal clerk with a salary of sixty pounds a year, Price left his position to secretly 
marry. His &ther disowned him because of the marriage. Price entered the navy in April 
1795 due to lack of employment. Price provides one of the rare, if not only, examples of a 
failed attorney pushing his radical agenda on the seamen of the navy! See Hood to the 
Courts Assembled to try the mutineers of the Mars, MHK/15. 

*John Marshall to Captain Bedford (July 6,1797), ADM 1/108. Marshall, who informed 
Bedford of the revolutionary presence, was a quartermaster and, according to Bedford, 
one of "the leading men of the ship". 

^rial of William Lee and Thomas Preston (August 28-29, 1797), ADM 1/5341. 
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the ship prevailed as they had during Spithead Mutiny, it took the efforts of Gardner to 

return the vacillating seamen to their loyalist allegiances. As the near mutiny on the 

Royal Sovereign demonstrates, many seamen were slow to reaccept fiilly the tenets of the 

maritime social compact. 

On two ships, the Phoenix and Glory, radical seamen made serious attempts to 

take command of their ships and defect to France. The radicals of the Phoenix defended 

their actions to their peers, stating, "They would have no government but their own will, 

the sea being wide enough, and any country better than their own. Damn the dog that 

would not rather wear a French cockade than be here.'' A court sentenced the five of the 

leading mutineers for their part in the &iled mutiny: one to death and the other four 

received 200 lashes plus imprisonments of one month to two years. In 1798, radicals 

among the men of the Glory, another ship's company that had participated in the Spithead 

Mutiny, unsuccessMy conspired to murder their officers and defect with their ship into a 

French port. A court sentenced eight of the eleven mutineers to be hanged and the other 

three were lashed and sent to solitary confinement for a year.'' While most radicals had 

settled on simply defecting to France rather than attempting to foment revolution aboard 

their ships or ashore, events in Ireland inspired some of the Irish seamen to combine their 

radicalism with their support of Irish independence. 

In 1798, the Royal Navy experienced two significant incidents of mutiny 

associated with the Irish independence movement. Neither the Spithead nor even the 

radical-dominated Nore mutinies had any direct association with Ireland; however, the 

'®Trial of William Lee and Thomas Preston, (August 28-29,1797), ADM 1/5341. 

* 'Trial for five seamen of the Phoenix (July 3, 1797) and Trial for eleven seamen and 
marines of the Glory (October 18, 1798) both found in ADM 12/24. 
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Irish uprising of May 1798 inspired sonie seamen, generally Irish, to mutiny and defect 

firom the British government, whom they saw as oppressors of their country. On the 

Caesar, Irish Catholic seamen conspired to "rise upon the Protestants" of their ship. 

Discovered and thwarted by their ofBcers, twenty-two men were courts martialed, eight 

convicted.'̂  On the Defiance, Irish nationalists held mutinous assemblies in which they 

took an oath pledging to support the United Irishmen, "I swear to be true to the free and 

United Irishmen who are now fighting our cause against tyrants and oppressors, and to 

defend their rights to the last drop of blood, and to keep all secret; I do agree to carry the 

ship into Brest the next time the ship looks out a head at sea, and to kill every officer and 

man that shaU hinder us, except the Master, and to hoist a green ensign with a harp on it 

and afterward to kill or destroy the Protestants." Not sufficiently covert in their conspiracy 

as they were discovered, their officers discovered their plot and turned them over for 

courts martial. Of the twenty-five, the court sentenced nineteen to death of whom eight 

men were recommended for mercy and transportation, four to be lashed and given a year 

in solitary confinement, another received a year in solitary confinement. The court 

acquitted one man. Undaunted by the suppression of his Irish nationalist peers, P. 

Newson, a surgeon's mate on the Nemesis, found himself tried for declaring, that "the 

Irish rebels were as loyal as any people in the world, and were not like the 'kis-arse' 

'̂ Trial for twenty-two men of the Caesar (August 23,1798), ADM 12/24. Of the 
twenty-two tried: six were hung, two received 500 lashes and forfeited all pay, ten were 
acquitted, and six were "acquitted as innocent". 

'̂ Trial of twenty-five seamen and marines of the Defiance (August 23,1797), ADM 
12/24. Six of these mutineers are known to have been executed on the Caesar on August 
28, 1797. See Admiral Richard King to H.M. Ships and Vessels at Plymouth (August 28, 
1797) and King order for executk)n of the six men of the Casear (August 28, 1797) both 
found in, Portsmouth Order Book, Robert Dudley Oliver Papers, BEL/1, NMM. 
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Englishmen." Newson also stated that he wanted to put some shot in his captain's cofiBn, 

that is murder him, and other statements of disaffection to the British government and 

navy. A court sentenced Newson to two years in prison and banned him from ever again 

holding a government ofiBce or a position of trust. While primarily motivated by the 

desire to aid the Irish in their efforts to drive the English from their homeland, these 

mutineers demonstrated a unique intersection of Irish nationalism and radicalism among a 

minority of the seamen and marines of the Royal Navy, a combination not seen among the 

mutineers at the Spithead or the Nore. A few mutineers did defect to foreign powers. 

Between 1795 and 1806, six ship's companies mutinied and defected to the enemy. 

The first occurred in 1795 with the mutiny and defection of the crew of the Shark to the 

Dutch. Two ships' companies deserted to the Spanish: those of the Hermoine in 

September 1797 and the Albanaise bomb vessel in November 1800. Three other 

companies mutinied, but instead deserted to the French: the companies of the Marie 

Antoinette in December 1797, the Danae in March 1800 and the Dominica in May 

1806. While the specific motives of most of these defections is undocumented, the 

mutiny on the Hermoine began as a resistance against an abusive captain, but turned into a 

radical action once the mutineers killed almost all of their officers. Realizing the finality of 

their break with the social compact, they defected to the Spanish.' ^ Spain, however, 

''̂ Trial of P. Newson, surgeon's mate of the Nemesis (October 1, 1798), ADM 12/24. 

'̂ Clowes, The Roval Navy, vol. IV, 168, 180,548-549,551. 

'̂ Two other ships' companies mutinied and defected to French colonies in the West 
Indies: the Marie Antoinette in December 1797 and the Dominica in May, 1806. See 
Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. IV, 179,549 and Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. V, 382. 

l^Casey, "A Through Statement of Lieutenant Casey's Services", BGR/12,8-12, "Naval 
Courts Martial, Portsmouth, March 30," The Naval Chronicle, vol. 7 (January to July, 
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seemed a less logical ally to the radicals given the conservative nature of the Spanish 

government. Instead seamen generally sought to defect to the more revolutionary French. 

The experiences of the mutineers of the Dame confirmed the radicals' belief that defecting 

to Revolutionary France remained the most viable alternative consistent with their 

ideology. 

The Danae mutineers found the French government sympathetic to their desire to 

defect to a place where their radical values would be appreciated. In March 1800, slightly 

more than half of the ship's company of the Dame mutinied. Despite efforts by the ship's 

ofiBcers and forty loyalist men, forty-one mutineers led by their captain of the foretop, 

Able Seaman William Jackson, took command of the ship.'̂  Jackson and the mutineers 

sailed for Camaret Bay where they surrendered to a French brig, the La Colombe, and 

then sailed into the French port of Brest.The French treated the mutineers as welcome 

allies rather than prisoners of war. After some delays caused by the French bureaucracy. 

1802): 347-350, Clowes, The Royal. Navy, vol. IV, 179, and Lavery, Nelson's Navy. 143. 

'̂ The Naval Chronicle claimed that William Jackson had been Parker's secretary during 
the Nore Mutiny and noted that he "had conducted himself with propriety since his 
acquittal," however, no man named Jackson had been identified by his ofiBcers as a leading 
or active mutineer during the mutiny. The Sandwich's muster lists a William Jackson as a 
supernumerary able seaman. Pope makes it clear in his account of the Danae mutiny that 
Jackson could not sign his own name, making it doubtfiil that this illiterate man had been a 
secretary to Parker. See "Mutiny on Board the Dame Frigate," The Naval Chronicle, vol. 
3 (January to June, 1800), 293-295, Muster Book H.M.S. Sandwich, ADM 36/11622, and 
Pope, The Devil Him.self. 101. 

"Mutiny on Board the Dame Frigate", 293-295 and Pope, The Devil Himself. 1-106. 
Pope believed that the mutiny had been carried out by impressed Irish and American 
seamen, however his own narrative provkled evidence that many of the mutiny's leaders, 
such as Jackson, were British. Pope also argued that excessive flogging by Captain Proby 
had motivated the men to mutiny, but Jackson told the French he had deserted because he 
wanted his fireedom. (100-101). 
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the French government gave each of the mutineers 1,145 francs (roughly 45 British 

pounds^^), from the sale of their ship and allowed them to remain in France, but banned 

them from serving in the French navy as even the revolutionary French did not want 

mutineers among their ranks. While a few settled in France, the majority ultimately served 

on French merchant ships or privateers. '̂ An order by Vice-Admiral Thomas Pasley, 

dated April 3, 1800, instructed the captains of his squadron to examine the seamen of any 

captured enemy vessels in hopes of finding the Danae mutineers. Despite the Royal 

Navy's efforts, they recaptured only three of the forty-three men that eventually defected 

to the French. The navy's courts tried all three for mutiny, deciding to hang two while 

granting the third mercy. Another court exonerated Captain Proby and the loyalist seamen 

for the loss of their ship.^^ 

The experience of the Danae confirmed the expectations of many radical mutineers 

that if they defected to France, the French government would treat them as allies and not 

criminals. While the potential scale of desertion from the Nore Mutiny might have changed 

the dynamics of their welcome by the French to some extent, as even a few thousand 

^^An unskilled French worker earned about 500 francs a year which roughly corresponds 
to the 30 shillings a month earned by unskilled English workers. See Connelly, The French 
Revolution and Napoleonic Era. 141 n. 16 and Chapter 2 of this work. 

'̂Pope. The Devil Himself. 105-106,130-133, 142-143,169. The French government did 
not pay the mutineers the money owed them from the sale of their ship until September 
1801, a fiiU 18 months after their desertion. The ofBcers and seamen of the Danae who 
did not wish to remain in France were treated as prisoners of war and eventually 
exchanged back to Britain. 

^Admiralty, Pasley to captains of his squadron (April 3,1800) found in Lieutenant J.L 
Smith, "Stations, Orders, and other Regulations, on board His Majesty's Ship Leopard 
bearing the Flag of Joseph Peyton, Esq. Vice Admiral of the White and commanded by 
William Swa£Beld, Esq." included in '*Log of H.M.S. Leoparct\ Log L.8, and Pope, 
Devil Himself. 114-129,134-158. 
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mutineers seeking to defect was a far greater issue than just forty-three, the French 

government's actions in the Dame incident suggest that the mutineers of 1797 would 

have enjoyed a warm reception had they defected. By 1800, however, there were few 

willing to support defection to France as more and more seamen came to believe that the 

maritime patrician-plebeian social compact had been successfully revived by changes that 

the Spithead mutineers had forced upon the government. 

By 1800, it appears that many maritime radicals had given up hope of inciting 

revolution amongst their peers. Despite the experience of the Danae mutineers, after 

1800, only the ship's company of the Dominica deserted Britain. In 1799, mutinous 

activity fell to about half that of 1798. The trend continued with fewer and fewer attempts 

by radical seamen to mutiny, and as the examples of the Danae, Albanaise, and Dominica 

illustrated, once the radicals had gained control of their ships, the only viable alternative 

left open to them was defection to the enemy. After 1799, the available evidence points to 

a firm reestablishment of the patrician-plebeian social compact among the vast majority of 

the seamen in the Royal Navy. In 1811, Captain Anselm John Griffiths, who by then had 

thirty years of service in the navy, observed that "the spirit of mutiny... has long since 

subsided."^^ As more seamen accepted the renegotiated maritime social compact, mutinies 

with explicitly radical content become almost unknown in the Royal Navy. 

"Root Out Every Just Cause of Dissatis&ction" 

While mutinous action in the Royal Navy, both plebeian or radical in inspiration, 

slowly declined, mutiny did not simply disappear. Instead mutinies returned to the 

^^Captain Anselm Jon Griffiths, "Observations On Some Points of Seamanship..." 
reproduced in Lavery, Shipboard IJfe and nrgamVatinn 355. 
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previous model of seamen demanding redress for ship-specific such as officers using types 

of punishment which violated the maritime social compact. For example, m 1809 the 

ship's company of the Nereide mutinied against their captain for excessively cruel 

punishment, especially in the area of "starting". '̂* To prevent more mutinies, the 

Admiralty enacted the material rewards as agreed to in the maritime social contract 

renegotiated between Howe and the Spithead mutineers. Evidence suggests that beyond 

the acts of Parliament, which increased the seamen's pay and provisions, the leaders of the 

navy also took an active role in attempting to satisfy the seamen's broader demands. Their 

experience at the Spithead, the Nore, and the sporadic individual ship mutinies 

demonstrated that they must again build popular consent for their rule as rule: force had 

proven ineffective in controlling their subordinates. 

The best example of the return to the old patrician system can be found in the 

policies enacted by Admiral St. Vincent, the commander of the Mediterranean Fleet.^^ 

While in command in the Mediterranean, St. Vincent followed a policy of crushing 

mutinous activity through a more active role for the marines, while simultaneously 

enforcing patrician policies to undercut the material grievances that had encouraged 

plebeian seamen to mutiny. For example, St. Vincent took an active role in improving the 

health of his men by forcing them to discard old and dirty clothing, being the first to 

supply soap for his men, improving their ships' sick bays, and taking actions to improve 

ventilation in the ships. St. Vincent continued these polkies when in command of the 

Channel Fleet (1800-1801 and 1806-07) and during his time as First Sea Lord 

-'̂ Lavery, Shipboard Life and OrganiTatinn. 373-374, 401-408. 

^^John Jervis had been made Earl St. Vincent for his victory at the battle of Cape St. 
Vincent (February 14,1797). 
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(1801-1804).^^ St. Vincent was not alone in his belief in the need to return to a patrician 

style of leadership. 

A pamphlet by an unknown author, dated July 1797, stressed the need for naval 

officers to return to methods of authority acceptable to both patricians and plebeians. 

Reflecting the patrician-plebeian relationship in practice, the document emphasized the 

importance of the patricians using both material rewards and symbolic actions to earn the 

support of their subordinates. For example, the author encouraged the patricians to care 

for sick and aged seamen through hospitals, private charitable funds, and institutbns. The 

seamen were also reminded of their obligations under the evolving social compact. 

Let seamen then learn to be content, and to enjoy the blessings they possess. Let 
them rouse themselves to a true sense of their situation and duty, and be sensible 
that they cannot better serve their country than to protect it in time of war; and, at 
the termination of it, that they cannot better promote its interest, as well as their 
own, than by the exertions of a peaceful industry. The nation loves the navy; it is a 
favored service; and, if they have wrongs, their country will hear and redress them 
with kindness and with justice; but it has a spirit and an energy to suppress 
violence, tumult, and injustice. 

The conclusion of the pamphlet clearly spelled out the need for the seamen to reconcile 

their position in the hierarchy of society, ''Remember, however, that the British Navy and 

that British seamen owe their fame, success, and national character, to vigor, union, and 

discipline, and subordinations; and that without them, the Navy is like a ship in a storm, 

without masts or rudder."^^ This call for a return to the patrician-plebeian social contract 

^^Pope, Life in Nelson's Navy. 147-148, Lavery, Shipboard Life and Organization. 
205-207, Lavery, Life in Nelson's Navy. 214, Clowes, The Royal Naw. vol. IV, 176-179, 
and Clowes, The Royal Navy, vol. V, 2,5-7,197. 

^^"The Seamen's Friend", "An Address to the Seamen in the British Navy" (July 10, 
1797), MKH/15. 
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communicated the patricians' need to care for their wards, but the plebeians had to first 

subordinate themselves to the rule of those above them in the social/political hierarchy. 

Evidence shows that in order to reestablish the symbiotic social system previously 

dominant in the navy, its leadership attempted to build a closer bond between the officers 

and their seamen through an enforcement of the division system, officially enacted in the 

1806 regulations. The Admiralty believed that the division system's policy of making a 

specific officer responsible for a finite body of men promoted a more personal relationship 

between the officers and their men.^^ An anonymous document written after the mutinies 

stressed the need for the officers of the patrician class to listen to the complaints of their 

men. In the first section of the plan, entitled '1s it desirable to increase the seamen's 

dependence on and connection with his officers", the author advised. "To prevent 

mutinies root out every just cause of dissatisfaction: sheet not your ears to nor express by 

violence, the most trifling complaints: Lay open a way for an undisturbed and confidential 

communication between officers and men." and "For to render it unnecessary that a man 

should express his dissatisfaction by an act of mutiny, I would ftimish him with other and 

legal means of doing so."^^ As the author understood, for the patricians to redress the 

grievances of the plebeians, they first had to listen to them. As these examples illustrate, in 

addition to redressing the seamen's material grievances, the leaders of the navy worked to 

reestablish the social connection between the patricians and plebeians at sea. The plebeian 

mutineers had forestalled a transition to a new social order based, forcing the patricians to 

^^Lavery, Shiphoard Life and nrgani7;itinn 72-74 and Admiralty, Regulations and 
Instructions 143. 

^^"Examination of a Plan for Bettering the Conditions of Seamen and Marines Serving on 
Ship Board", RUSI/NM/152, Papers of the Royal United Services Institute. NMM. 
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maintain their rule via the older nexus of human relations or reject the old social compact 

and &ce widespread revolution among the seamen. 

Summary 

Despite scholars' efforts to define the mutinies of 1797 through anachronistic 

interpretations, the evidence demonstrates that the mutinies at the Spithead and the Nore, 

although different in orientation and goals, found their roots in the conditions of the 

patrician-plebeian social contract surviving in British society in the 1790s. By the 1790s, 

most, if not all, seamen believed that their patrician rulers had failed to live up to their end 

of the bargain through their neglect of the seamen's material and symbolic needs. At the 

core of the struggle lay an attempt by a minority of the seamen to overthrow the old 

system of unequal negotiated compromise in order to produce a new vision of political 

equality. Yet a thin and fluid majority of the seamen sought to renegotiate the existing 

social compact because of the material security it offered. Plebeians used non violent 

mutiny as an acceptable and longstanding method of forcing patricians to redress their 

grievances. The radicals, in contrast, hoped that &r more violent forms of mutiny might 

bring about a collapse of patrician rule. Instead of being the passive participants led astray 

by more sophisticated land-based radicals, depicted by previous scholarly explanations, the 

seamen themselves became the primary historical agents in the mutinies; their actions 

worked to force revitalization and renegotiation of the social conq)act or to renounce it. 

The mutinies at the Spithead and the Nore found their structural and cultural parameters in 

the specific conditions of their time, an era in British history of social strains and &i]ed 

cultural and political transitions. 

While some scholars have argued that life at sea promoted a sense of class 

equality, closer scrutiny of the shipboard relations shows that the hierarchical nature of 
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maritime world acted to divide men, even of the same class, rather than to unite them. In 

their maritime world, the seamen experienced subordination both by class and by gendered 

notions of skill among themselves as workers. The maritime world's stepped levels of 

inequality mirrored the men's division by class and by gendered notions of skill that were 

found in British culture. The navy's formal division of men by class and then by skill 

within each class promoted their acceptance of inequalities among men. The navy's rank 

structure acted to define class divisions between the ofiBcers derived from the patrician 

ruling class and their plebeian seamen subjects. Within the plebeian class at sea, the 

negotiated organization of maritime labor placed the seamen on differing hierarchical 

levels based on their individual ratings of skill (able, ordinary, or landsmen) as well as 

collective ratings of skill based on the units of labor of the watch system. Hence, the 

maritime systems functional divisions by skill created through daily practice an inequality 

that held that some men were more "manly" than others, dividing rather than uniting the 

seamen, and masking or overwhelming their notions of intra-class equality. Within the 

plebeian ranks the seamen found themselves simuhaneously united by class-based material 

relations while divided by maritime work and cultural practices that interpreted the wider 

hierarchical divisions of British society. 

Contrary to the view that life at sea remained separate and different from life 

ashore, class relations between the seamen and their ofiBcers mirrored the class system of 

negotiated power found ashore. The maritime social contract, like that found in British 

society in general, required plebeians to accept their unequal position in the social 

hierarchy as well as renouncing violent attempts to overthrow that hierarchy. In return, the 

patricians agreed to provide for plebeians' basic material subsistence and to validate the 

seamen's worth as part of society through symbolic gestures. Class relationships in this 

model were symbk)tic and not antagonistk:. By the 1790s, to the dismay of seamen, they 
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believed their patrician rulers had neglected their needs, both materially and symbolically. 

The seamen's primary grievance was their low pay; aggravated by the patricians' 

willingness to increase the pay of the army and militia. The Admiralty also violated the 

seamen's notions of the skill-based hierarchy by granting unskilled landsmen larger 

enlistment bounties than they had paki to highly skilled and willing volunteers. Angered 

over the patricians' &ilure to live up to their end of the negotiated social compact, the 

seamen noticed other areas of patrician neglect such as the size of their provisk)ns, the 

quality of their medical care, the lack of pay for wounded men, and the patricians' 

demeaning lack of trust demonstrated by their reluctance to grant shore leave. The seamen 

were united in their belief that the patrkians had abrogated their portion of the social 

contract, but the precise means to remedy this class-based problem divided rather than 

united them. 

The lack of unified purpose among the seamen during the mutinies illustrates the 

centrality of gender in the seamen's understanding of themselves and their role in their 

larger society. They differed in their views of how society shoukl be organized and their 

self-identity as men. Plebeian ideals of masculinity, hegemonic among the navy before the 

1790s, melded together the hierarchkal structure of their larger society with the division 

among men by levels of maritime skill. The resulting masculine code emphasized maritime 

skill, individual bravery, and loyalty to the nation. While seamen understood class 

difiference, they worked within their own class to define their individual power in these 

hierarchical terms, rather than collectively through solidarity with their class peers. The 

seamen keep their professional masculine identity alive, while also suppressing contesting 

masculinities held by men new to the sea, through hazing rituals that encouraged 

compliance with the experienced seamen's masculine code. Most seamen, regardless of 

their position in the hierarchy, supported the emphasis on natk)nalism as it allowed them 
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to make collective demands on their patrician rulers. While willing to demand a 

renegotiation of the patrician-plebeian social contract, plebeian seamen had largely 

internalized the tenet of nationalism to the extent that revolutionary actions, those beyond 

the sanctioned boundaries of plebeian protest, became unacceptable to them. 

As in British society ashore, some men came to reject the patrician-plebeian social 

contract due to its unequal distribution of political, social, and economic power. Through 

a process similar to cross-cuhural transmission, they synthesized the enlightened goal of 

abolishing class privilege with the maritime hierarchy based on skill to produce an 

ideology that renounced the existing system of class hkrarchy for a single hierarchical 

structure in which all men would compete. The radicals, however, did not attempt to build 

a social Utopia in which all men were equal. Encumbered by their profession-specific belief 

in the gender-based power derived from skill, they continued to emphasize individual skill 

as defining a man's right to power. In their new masculine vision, all men had the right to 

participate in politics, but those in the highest levels of authority had to earn their positions 

through their demonstration of skill, specifically maritime skill. During the Nore Mutiny, 

the leaders of the radical faction came from the ranks of skilled men rather than the 

unskilled landsmen or other outside agitators as others have supposed. The radicals' belief 

that their liberation would overthrow the rule of the patricians brought them to an impasse 

with their peers who continued to support a modified version of the status quo and not a 

reworking of the social order. 

A gender analysis of the seamen and their officers also provides an understanding 

of how leadership worked at sea. Successfiil leadership depended on a leader's ability to 

use gendered forms of power to buikl consent for his authority rather than rule by force 

alone. Despite the seamen's divided view of how to obtain redress to their grievances, 

they remained united in their belief that a man's positk>n in the hierarchy translated into 
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authority. Given the limited martial support available to naval officers, further reduced by 

the dubious quality and loyalty of their marines, they relied on their gendered power to 

build consent for their command over their subordinates. Commissioned officers 

manipulated their seamen's shared view that leadership should be vested in the most manly 

among them. While the existing social hierarchy legitimized their class-based right to rule, 

naval officers used the gendered metaphor of "fether", that is the most skilled and senior 

male, to buttress their fragile class-based power. As the various incidents in the two 

mutinies illustrates, once the seamen's act of mutiny had stripped them of their class-based 

power, captains succeeded or foiled in dealing with the mutineers based on their individual 

ability to generate gender-based forms of power as evidenced by Captain Griffith's 

disarming of mutineers on the London. The mutineers in turn faced the same gendered 

dynamics in their attempts to validate their right to rule. The leaders of both the plebeian 

Spithead Mutiny and the radical Nore Mutiny came from the ranks of the skilled seamen, 

generally the petty officers and able seamen. Men without maritime skill found themselves 

marginalized as leaders by the power of the maritime hierarchy, even in a ''̂ vorld turned 

upside-down". Success or feilure m leading men at sea, depended on an individual's ability 

to build consent for their rule through gendered forms of cultural power as demonstrated 

by the rise and &11 of Richard Parker. As many commentators noted, seamen could be led 

but rarefy driven. 

By examining the seamen through a gendered lens, their agency during the 

mutinies of 1797 emerges. No longer can they be regarded as passive participants in 

history. They produced competing understandings of themselves and their role in society 

in an effort to maximize their power as men and validate their worth within their own 

professional subculture and British society in general. When the larger social contract 

appeared to M them, the seamen contested the boundaries and direction of their 
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masculine virtues. They struggled amongst themselves to determine what it meant to be a 

man, and specifically what it meant to be a seaman. The lens of gender clarifies the power 

of gendered identities to divide men and weaken their atten^ts to rectify class-based 

injustice. Like the class-based struggles within the navy, the system of punishment 

employed in the navy found its parameters in the social compact and gendered hierarchy. 

Maritime scholarship includes volumes about punishment, generally defining the 

navy's system as either simply reflecting the moral codes of the era or as a barbaric 

remnant of the past. Absent fi-om the debate has been an examination of punishment in 

terms either of the patrician-plebeian social system or the gendered dimensions of 

punishment. An investigation of official records of punishment, rather than reliance on 

anecdotal evidence, shows that the officers of the Royal Navy administered punishment 

within the limits of the larger patrician-plebeian compromise. The leaders of the navy 

reserved the highest level of prosecution, the courts martial, only for men who challenged 

the social order: mutineers and deserters. They also used punishment to promote the good 

order of their ship, flogging men for offenses which threatened the safety of the crew such 

as: drunkenness, neglect of duty, theft, or fighting. Captains had to punish within the 

norms accepted by the seamen or they were seen by their subordinates as violating the 

premise of the social compact: violence had to be minimized by both sides. If captains 

exceeded the mutually accepted levels of punishment, seamen often protested these within 

the norms of the social agreement, either through formal petitions or informal acts of 

collective displeasure. During the mutinies of 1797, the seamen did not demand an 

abolition of the system; instead they foUowed their ofiBcers' example and used existing 

forms of punishment to suppress men who threatened their rule. The navy's record of 

punishment, whfle violent by the standards of two hundred years later, demonstrates that 
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most of the navy's leaders were guided by the boundaries defined by the maritime social 

contract, rather than notions either of humane justice or class-based suppression. 

Both the naval officers and the leaders of the mutinies understood the cultural 

power of punishment as well. On one level, punishment simply acted to beat the offender 

into submission, but the ritualized and public method of punishing men also symbolically 

defined and reafiBrmed boundaries of power. Punishment conveyed gender-based power, 

as the act of public punishment degraded the offender in the eyes of his peers, reducing his 

standing in the masculine hierarchy. Those who ordered the punishment inflicted, be they 

commissioned officers or mutineer leaders, also gained gendered power fi-om their ability 

to subordinate publicly other men. Even the radical mutineers at the Nore used the 

symbolic power inherent in punishment to demonstrate their ability to challenge the class 

and gender based power of their leaders. Punishment and the methods used to carry it out 

were not designed solely to force the offender into compliance, but rather acted within the 

cultural structures of the era to delineate power through gendered tropes. 

The motivations and actions of the participants of the mutinies of 1797 were 

rooted in both the culture of the Royal Navy and British society in general. The 

hierarchical culture of inequality within the navy minored that found ashore: the navy's 

wooden walls did not create a separate society. Both ashore and at sea, social organization 

was premised on a symbiotic relationship between those who ruled and those who were 

ruled. By the 1790s the &ilure of the patricians to support materially and symbolically 

their plebeian charges prompted the seamen to demand a renegotiated social contract that 

would redefine the patricians' obligations to theoL At sea seamen drew upon the 

hierarchical nature of society, the plebeian-patrician relationship, and their 

profession-specific skills to create a masculine identity that yielded them gendered power 

as individual men as well as validating their rights to demand concessions firom their 
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patrician rulers. In the social crisis of the 1790s many seamen turned to this masculine 

vision in their attempt to redress their grievances, while others put forth a new vision that 

sought to invalidate the old social order and replace it with one in which all men competed 

equally. 

The actions of the mutineers during the Spithead Mutiny reflected the old 

hegemonic view that accepted the subordination of plebeian men while demanding in 

return that the patricians fulfill their obligations to the plebeians. Once it had become 

apparent to the seamen of the Channel Fleet that their material conditions and social rights 

had deteriorated, they initiated the first method of plebeian protest, the anonymous 

petition, by sending petitions outlining their grievances to Admiral Howe. Rather than live 

up to his patrician duty, Howe passed the petitions to Lord Spencer, who, like Howe, 

ignored his duty to the seamen. To make their voice heard, the most skilled seamen, those 

highest on their plebeuui maritime hierarchy, used their gender-based power to plan and 

execute a mutiny within the confines of acceptable plebeian protest. Despite their efforts 

to minimize the seamen's demands, the patricians in the Admiralty and government 

quickly yielded and redressed most of the seamen's grievances, thus accepting a 

renegotiatbn of the social contract in order to ensure the survival of their rule. 

Throughout the first phase of the Spithead Mutiny, both the plebeian mutineers and their 

patrician superiors refrained fiY)m acts of excessive violence, thereby operating within the 

cultural boundaries of their social contract. 

Despite the Admiralty's good intentions, the government took their time in passing 

the statutes necessary to provide the refef embodied in the renegotiated maritime social 

contract. Confined at St. Helens by a "foul wind", many seamen began to lose Mh in the 

fidelity of the patricians' promises. Detecting discontent among many plebeian seamen, the 

radicals amongst the Channel Fleet promoted their radkal alternative as a soiutk)n to 
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patrician betrayal. Angered by the radicals' message and by what appeared to be patrician 

double dealing, the seamen of the Channel Fleet renewed their mutiny. Events came to a 

head on board the London when Vice-Admiral Colpoys instituted the Admiralty's new 

policy of rule by force rather than consent, a covert rejection of the social compact. The 

violence that ensued almost entirely invalidated the old social contract and temporarily 

persuaded many plebeian seamen to support more radical measures. Only through the 

intervention of the mutineers' own plebeian leadership, especially Valentine Joyce, were 

the majority of the seamen convinced of the viability of a reworked version of the social 

contract. Realizing the severity of their miscalculations, the government quickly passed the 

statutes necessary to redress the seamen's grievances. To renew the seamen's confidence 

in their actions, the Admiralty sent Admiral Howe, the patrician with the greatest 

masculine power, to transmit their message of limited submission to plebeians' demands 

and to negotiate an end to the mutiny. Aided by Howe's intervention and the 

government's formal message of acquiescence to many of their demands, the plebeian 

leaders reestablished a fragile popular consent amongst the majority of the seamen for a 

return to the social compact in which the seamen once again accepted a politically 

subordinate status in return for material security. 

Just as the Spithead Mutiny came to an end, a second mutiny, which took a &r 

more radical course, broke out amongst the seamen at the Nore Anchorage. Almost all of 

the seamen at the Nore and those in Admiral Duncan's North Sea Fleet were inclined to 

mutiny. The plebeians feared that they would be excluded from the concessions made by 

the government to the Spithead Mutineers, while their radical brethren hoped to turn 

mutiny into revolution. By invoking his status as a patrician supportive of his men. 

Admiral Duncan stalled mutinous activity in his fleet, but could not control the events that 

led to mutiny among the ships' companies at the Nore Anchorage. Horrible living 
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conditions onboard the anchorage's guardship, the Sandwich, convinced many seamen 

that the patricians had forsaken them and motivated them to mutiny in an effort to gain 

redress. Unlike the Spithead Mutiny, where the radical Action appeared uncoordinated 

and leaderless in their efforts, the radicals found a leader in Richard Parker, a man with 

unique leadership qualifications. Parker transformed the mutiny fi'om a plebeian protest 

into an attempted revolution. The Admiralty quickly realized Parker's radical intentions 

and refused to negotiate beyond the parameters of the recently renegotiated social 

contract. To force the Admiralty to submit to their demands, Parker and the radicals 

attempted to intimidate them with revolutionary actions such as attackii^ Fort Tilbury. 

Parker's plan backfired. The plebeian seamen of the Clyde and Si. Fiorenzo deserted the 

mutiny rather than violate their plebeian tenet of loyalty by firing on British soldiers. The 

Nore Mutiny appeared to be crumbling. Parker had failed to build sufficient popular 

consent for his revolutionary goals among the majority of the mutineers. 

Fortunately for Parker and his radical allies, almost all of Duncan's North Sea Fleet 

deserted him and joined the mutiny at the Nore: some motivated by support for the radical 

cause and others feared exclusion fi-om any concessions made by the Admiralty. The 

arrival of the North Sea Fleet transformed the Nore Mutiny fi-om a minor and localized 

revolt into a major revolutionary uprising. With his vastly strengthened martial power, 

Parker increased pressure on the government by blockading the Thames, an action well 

beyond the limits of the old social contract. Much to mutineers' surprise, the blockade 

fitOed to coerce the government to yiekl. Instead of passively attempting to wait out the 

mutineers, the government declared the mutineers rebels to their country, a capital crime. 

Many seamen, realizing how &r they had veered fit)m their masculine principles of 

national loyalty and their support of the social conq)act, secret^ began to plot their 

defectk)n from the mutiny. The government's second action of removing the navigational 
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markers from the routes of egress of the Nore Anchorage, literally entrapped the 

mutineers there. Knowing that the mutineers' provisions and enthusiasm were both 

declining, Parker signaled his intention to sail from the Nore in an attempt to defect to 

foreign ports. Rather than be carried off to the enemy, the plebeian half of the seamen at 

the Nore executed counter-revolutnns on their ships and began to defect from the mutiny 

in large numbers. Within a week, every ship's company had surrendered to the 

government and the mutiny had collapsed. 

In the aftermath of the Nore mutiny, the Admiralty struggled to return the majority 

of the seamen to the social compact and to root out and deal with the radicals amongst 

them. The Admiralty embarked on a moderate program of retribution against the Nore 

mutineers. The Admiralty, aided by the ships' officers, weeded out the most radical men 

for punishment. Out of more than ten thousand men who had participated in the mutiny, 

they chose just one percent, 105 men, for trial. Understanding the need for mercy to be 

shown in the public theater, the navy's courts sentenced only thirty-eight of the mutineers 

to death, later granting mercy to five of these. The Admiralty's trial of 105 men, including 

the executk)n of thirty-three of them, demonstrated the patricians' threat of violent reprisal 

against those who challenged the social order upon which their rule depended. 

Radicalism did not die out with the execution of Richard Parker. While he 

embodied the radical vision, the movement was larger than simply one man. Throughout 

1797 and 1798, radical seamen continued in their attempts to build popular consent for 

their cause among the seamen. When it became apparent to them that they couM not 

defeat the government, they adopted a new approach. Instead of attempting to foment 

revolution in Britain, they plotted to mutiny, murder their ofiBcers, and then to defect to 

France to join the revolutionaries there. While the radicals of a few ships' companies did 

succeed in efforts to defect to foreign ports, most found that the majority of their peers 
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again supported the social compact and opposed their plans. Once the patricians had 

yielded to their demands, many, if not the vast majority of seamen renewed their faith in 

the renegotiated social compact. In the immediate years after the mutinies, the vast 

majority of the seamen rejected the radical counter-hegemony and found their solace in the 

renegotiated social contract. By 1800, signs of radical discontent became rare, if not 

nearly absent from the Royal Navy. 

The seamen favoring the a reworked version of the social compact won the 

cultural war fought below the decks of the ships of the Royal Navy. Throughout the 

wooden walls of the Royal Navy, the plebeian seamen worked once again to make their 

masculine vision the dominant view amongst their ranks. The oral nature of their culture 

has left us with no accounts of how they closed the divide amongst themselves. The 

writings of their officers contain only prescriptive descriptions of how to reestablish 

patrician leadership. The seamen's voices can be found only in the songs, some of which 

extolled the virtues of the plebeian vision while denouncing the radicals. One of these 

ballads described plebeian seamen's disgust with Richard Parker's radical actions, "I will 

not sing in Parker's praise, disgraceful is the story". The ballades refrain emphasized the 

plebeian seamen's antipathy for the radkals' plans to overthrow the old order, 'Then 

Britons all, with one accord, fight for your constitution. And let surrounding foes behold 

we want no revolution."^^ The plebeian seamen also used their songs to send a message to 

their patrician rulers about their need to continue the reciprocal relationship demanded by 

the renegotiated social contract. One ballad warned of the dangers of patrician &ilure to 

live up to the agreement: 'In days of yore when rich and poor agreed. Poor serv'd the rich 

New Song on Parker the Delegate, Head of the Mutiny at Sheemess," in Firth, Naval 
•Snngs and Ballads. 281-282. This song appears to have been composed shortly after the 
Nore Mutiny. 
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and the rich the poor reliev'd. No despotic tyrants then the womb produced. But mutual 

all, each love, and none abus'd. But now how dreadful is the scene revers'd. We're blest 

with birth but by oppression curs'd." and concluded with "Oh Britons free, usurp no tyrant 

sway. Protect your Tars and men they'll you obey".^' As these few surviving examples of 

seamen's voices illustrate, the plebeian seamen hoped that they could resume the old 

system and rejected the revolutionary alternative, but in return demanded that their 

patrician rulers earn their obedience. 

The mutinies of 1797 marked a failed moment of transition, both in gender and 

class vision, amongst the seamen of the Royal Navy. Faced with the collapse of the social 

compact with their rulers, the seamen remained divided in how to act. Some hoped for a 

resurrection of the old system with a renewal of old agreements while others looked to 

dissolve the old contract and enact the ideas of political equality that had seeped through 

the wooden walls of their world. The patricians at sea and ashore had acted with 

negligence and created the conditions that prompted the seamen to reconsider who they 

were as men and how they fit into British society. While the government's actions shaped 

the parameters of the seamen's struggle, their final decision was reached through 

contestation, at times fi^tricidal, of the meaning of British tars' manhood. The radicals, 

however, felled to overcome the plebeian masculine tenet of national loyalty which made 

desertion of their nation a violation of their masculinity and hence made them inferior men. 

The mutinies of 1797 have and will undoubtedly continue to produce divided 

opinion as to who were the heroes and the villains of the story. The patricians, especially 

Howe and Spencer, remain guilty of fiuling to live up to the social compact the navy had 

^ '"A copy of verses on the Seamen Displaying their noble spirit in the Year 1797', ADM 
1/727. This poem or song was found among the papers of John Pearce, a seaman on the 
Repulse, after the conclusion of the Nore Mutiny in June 1797. 
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agreed to as part of the larger social formation. Had they listened to their men's 

grievances and acted in some part to resolve them, it is doubtful that large scale mutinies 

would ever have occurred. At best, the patricians' handling of the two mutinies saved 

them from defeat. They yielded at Spithead to salvage the social compact upon which their 

rule rested, but refused to yield any of their class-based power to the radicals at the Nore. 

For the two factions of seamen, the results of the mutiny were equally divided. The 

plebeians regained the support of the patricians in the short tenn, but failed to see the long 

term changes in class relations that included the end of the existing social compact. The 

radicals possessed a further reaching vision of the realities of class conflict that lay ahead 

and offered a solution that ultimately would have yielded greater power to their 

working-class descendants. Despite the merit of their vision, the radicals stumbled in 

building popular consent for revolution amongst their peers. They never overcame the 

obstacle presented by plebeians' emphasis on national loyalty. While many find it easy to 

discard political identities they regard as external, it is a difficult task to convince a man 

that his deeply imbedded sense of manhood is in error, as that requires him to accept that 

he is no longer a man. 

Conclusion 

Maurice Fitzgerald, an Irish landsman on the Monmouth who actively joined 

supported the radical cause of the Nore Mutiny, wrote, "the notes I intend... to take 

down; will enable some able writer, hereafter to comment on the business; with noble 

exertions"; this work has aimed to answer Fitzgerald's plea.^^ Its goal has been, to borrow 

^^Maurice Fitzgerald to Mutineer Captain William Vance, read in court during his trial on 
August 1,1797, ADM 1/5486. For his limited violations of the social con:q)act during the 
Nore Mutiny, the court only reprimanded Fitzgerald. 
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a phrase from E.P. Thompson, "to rescue" the seamen of the Royal Navy "from the 

enormous condescension of posterity."^^ Previous accounts of the troubled days of 1797 

had all but forgotten the pivotal role the seamen played in their own mutinies. The seamen 

were neither dupes of outside agitators nor the forerunners of labor activists. Despite 

Jack's claim, "I thought about nothing", the seamen were capable of developing their own 

understandings of the world in which they lived.^'* While they may have failed or appear to 

have taken the wrong course in hindsight, they constructed definitions of themselves in 

attempts to validate their own sense of worth as men. Through their contestation of 

masculine values, these men participated in the making of the British maritime working 

class. 

To "rescue" the seamen, it has been necessary to bring new methods and 

perspectives to the study of maritime history. First, the examination of the mutinies of 

1797, provides evidence that supports the conclusbns of scholars who have argued that 

life at sea closely resembled life ashore.^^ The men of the Royal Navy, both seamen and 

their ofiBcers, bore the imprint of British society. Like their land-based culture, the men of 

the navy in the late eighteenth-centiuy found themselves in a hierarchical world defined by 

class and gender-based systems of power. Patricians at sea ruled through consent and 

negotiatmn in the same manner as their peers ashore. The nautical plebeians found 

themselves faced with the same quandary that those ashore debated; whether to restore or 

reject the social contract that had come to friil them. At sea, as ashore, the plebeians 

^^Thompson, The Making of the Fnglish Working Tlass 13. 

^'*Marryat, Poor Jack. 215. 

^^Morriss, Cnckhum and the British Navy in Transition, xi-xii, Rodger, The Wooden 
WorkL 346, and Tabili, "A Maritime Race," in Creighton and Norling, Iron Men. Wooden 
Mmisii, 171. 
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remained divided: some sought revolution while others held out hope for renewal of the 

old system. Understanding that maritime culture was constitutive of the culture ashore, 

modified to meet the peculiar needs of life at sea, and not a unique creation, provided one 

of the two keys necessary to unlock the mystery of the mutinies of 1797. 

The other key came with the use of gender as a mode of analysis. The use of 

gender not only to investigate systems of power but also historical actors' definitions of 

themselves is not new to the broader historiography, but has been applied rarely to 

maritime culture. While scholars such as Jeffrey Bolster have had great success in 

penetrating seamen's culture through the use of gender, few have followed in his wake.^^ 

By applying Joan Scott's definition of gender as a relationship of power, the beliefs and 

actions of the seamen become clear.^^ The seamen produced a gendered culture that 

defined and ranked power amongst themselves as well as the two VKWS of how to contest 

power with their patrician rulers. The impact of seamen's gendered klentities in the 

mutinies of 1797 is inescapable. Differing ideas of masculinity drove a wedge between the 

two groups of seamen and split their class solidarity. Scholars who have sought the 

sources of the mutinies in external agitation or promoted a vision of universal class 

solidarity failed to understand the seamen's divided visions that separated them into 

antagonistic wings of the same class. 

The gendered nature of the mutinies of 1797 lends support to previous 

interpretations of British history while calling into question others. The existence of a 

significant number of men inspired by the radical goal of political equality amongst the 

^^Bolster, Black Jacks. 74-75 and Bolster, "Every Inch a Man," in Creighton and Norling, 
Iron Men. Wooden Women. 144. 

^^Scott, fiender and the Politics of Hktory. 28-49. 
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seamen provides further evidence for E.P. Thompson's argument that a revolutionary 

element existed in the British working class.^^ However, the persistence of a majority of 

seamen still wedded to the older patrician>plebeian social order, aptly defined by 

Thompson himself, questions the widespread nature of revolutionary activity that 

Thompson posited as dominating the English working class.^^ The defeat of the radicals 

within the navy by their own peers rather than the state problematizes conclusions that 

class formation in Britain in the 1790s was impeded by the state or other external agents. 

The gendered divisions amongst the seamen that impeded revolutk)n mirrors the 

conclusion of Anna Clark that gendered identities divided the working class in the pursuit 

of class-based goals. AdditionaUy showing the working-class radicals' struggle to define 

masculinity either through terms of equality and community or as a defense of the rights of 

skilled men.'*® 

The gendered nature of the plebeian seamen's self-understanding also promoted 

an internalized, functional support of the nation. Seamen supported their nation because 

they drew gendered power not only from their individual skill as seamen but from being 

the most skilled seamen in the best trained navy in the world. Military success at sea 

reinforced rather than created their nationalist agenda. After proving themselves superior 

seamen in the naval engagements of the conflicts during the latter part of the Amerk:an 

War of Independence and the struggles against Revolutionary France, the seamen believed 

that they had proven their contribution to the state and demanded enforcement of the 

38Thnmpsnn. The Making nf the F.nglish Working Class. 111-203. 

^^Thompson, "The Patricians and the Plebs," in Thompson, Customs in Common. 16-96. 

'̂ ^Clark, The Struggle for the Breeches. 1-9, 264-271. 
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reciprocal relationship promised by the patrkians. This brings into question the 

conclusions of Linda CoUey that war against France promoted British nationalism.'^' 

Instead the evidence suggests British seamen manipulated nationalist rhetoric and actions 

to promote class-based goals. Their nationalism was rooted in attempts to justify their 

worth in the social compact of the times rather than simple absorption of external sources 

of nationalist rhetoric. 

The seamen's rejection of organized religion, accepted by both plebeian and radical 

members, also problematizes arguments regarding the role of religion in suppressing 

radicalism. E.P. Thompson's belief that Methodism thwarted radicalism does not hold true 

among the seamen.'*^ As the evangelizing seaman George Smith discovered, the plebeian 

seamen's notion that personal courage complemented skill in defining masculine power 

encouraged them to reject submission to theological forces. Methodism, as well as other 

organized religions, remained so antithetical to the seamen's self-identify that they equated 

it with the unmasculine status of the unskilled lubber. The seamen's anti-religious stance 

also questions whether their nationalism was rooted in Protestantism as Linda Colley has 

argued.'^^ While the Protestant identity of Britain may dwell many levels below the surface 

of the nationalism many seamen supported, there is no evidence that they consciously 

articulated such a belief After the French navy, the second greatest rival of the British 

navy was the Protestant Netherlands. While the absence of religious antagonism may in 

&ct be a case of maritime exceptionalism, the physical survival of British nationalism 

rested upon the victories of the Royal Navy. 

'̂ 'CoUey, Britons. 283-375. 

'̂ ^Thompson, The Making of thtt Fnglish Wnrkiny Class. 385-440, 916-939. 

43CoUey, Britons, 11-54,364-375. 
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The existence of men with revolutionary aims within the keystone of the British 

military system first demonstrates that Britain did experience a revolution, although a 

failed one. Thus Britain should no longer be regarded as the exception to the revolutionary 

activity that took place throughout Europe and the Atlantic World during the Age of 

Revolution. While unique in many aspects, like every revolution, the revolutionary mutiny 

by the radical portion of the seamen brings Britain into R.R. Palmer's and others' broader 

view of the Atlantic revolutions of the era.'*'* While the radical seamen's vision of 

revolution had been locally redefined through the synthesis of external and existing ideas, 

their challenge to the notion of class privilege supports the belief that the ideas of the 

Enlightenntent played some part in the widespread revolutionary attempts found in the era. 

British society during the 1790s cannot be regarded as exempt from the revolt against 

privilege. 

The importance of the British navy during the period 1793 to 1815 must not be 

minimized. During the wars against the French and their allies, the navy scored an 

impressive series of victories: in 1794 over the French at 'The Glorious First of June', in 

early 1797 over the Spanish at the Battle of St. Vincent, later in 1797 against the Dutch at 

Camperdown, in 1798 against the French fleet who supported Napoleon in Egypt at 

Aboukir Bay, and in 1805 over the French and Spanish in their massive victory at 

Tra&lgar. The victory of the British navy at sea prevented any direct French invasion of 

Britain and forced Napoleon to institute the Continental System. The enforcement of this 

blockade contributed to Napoleon's eventual defeat due to the massive loss of men in 

Spain in Russian in the attempt to enforce the embargo. While the British army proved its 

worth in the later part of the war, especially in Spain and during the Waterloo campaign. 

'*^R.R. Pahner, The Age of Democratic Revohition: A Political History of Europe and 
America. 1760-1800 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970). 
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during the 1790s, the record of the army was not so universaUy successful. The ultimate 

British victory against Napoleonic France and its survival against the forces of 

Revolutionary France depended on the success of the Royal Navy. 

The seamen of the Royal Navy of the 1790s constructed and contested their 

gendered self-identity in an attempt to gain power for themselves, both as members of the 

collective of plebeian seamen and as individual men within that group. The seamen 

exercised agency using two non-inclusive methods to seek redress of their grievances. The 

plebeian seamen forced the government to renegotiate the maritime social compact. In 

contrast, some seamen embraced the radical notion of the political equality of all men and 

rejected the patrician-plebeian social contract. They sought to overthrow the existing 

social order rather than to renegotiate its boundaries. The radicals &iled in their 

revolutionary attempts due to their inability to convert the majority of the seamen from 

their existing masculine identity to their new society of earned privilege rather than merit 

by birth. The seamen's divided visions of masculinity divided them during the mutinies of 

1797 and prevented them from cooperating in revolutionary activities that might have 

destroyed the existing political and social hegemony. The power of internalized gendered 

definitions of who historical actors who historical actors understand themselves to be may 

be the greatest obstacle to achieving who they could be. 
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